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T HE present volume is a study of industry and trade; with 
special reference to the technical evolution of industry, and 

its influences on the conditions of man's life and work. It is 
designed to be followed by II companion volume, which is to b. 
occupied with influences on those conditions exerted by the reo 
sources available for emplOyment; by money and credit; by 
international trade; and by social endeavour. 

Its motto is:-The many in the one, the one in the many. 
ManY'ten,dellcies have gone to._tbe ';;';:Jri;;g ~f each induStry and' 
each eronomic· institutiOn: therefore .Lth.QnlUgn realistic study 
o~any pnito.nTie~c6ifo;;'~c field, ca~m,,-re~ience to .the 
interactiOlL()fma,n.rruversetendencies, and gives occasion for 
some care in analysis.-And,-cOnverS~l.r;:: ahnos~.!!.~r.Y_il!lPQ!:Pllnt 
tendency is .so far modilied by the conditions under which. it 
operates, that an exhaustive study of Wmay need to range over 
many fields of 'work. This motto supplements the motto of my 
l)iuciple.t which is::--Ncituia non Jacit 8allum:i:~ ~c;'nomic\ 
e~olution is gradual and continuous on each of its numberless l 
routes. 
-"-My aim has been to present as accurate a picture as I can 
of II part of the field of economics, and not to advocate any 
particular conclusions. A politician is compelled to seck his 
alli"" among those who desire the same ends as his; and there
fore political influences on economio studies are not always 
\Vholesome. But a student's natural allies are those, whose aims 
and methods of work are akin to his own. It is of no concern to 
him whether a particular argument makes for or against hi. own 
ultimate conclusion: in either case he is equally grateful for any 
solid new suggestion that is contained in it; and equally repelled 
by any that seems to be based on inadequate data, or to reason 
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inconsequently on those data. My own experience has been. 
for instance. that •. the more I knew of the work of .Sir W. J. 
Ashley and t~ late Professor Schmoller. the warmer became my 
regard for them; in spite of the opposition between the main 
drifts of their work and of my own. Similarly. looking back 
on the y ...... in which I was much occupied in arguing that 
the net advantages of bimetallism are less than those of monl>
metallism. I foUnd that the person from whom I had learnt 
most on the matter. and whom I should have most welcomed 
as a colleague in that connection. was a leading bimetallist. 
Sir David Barbour. 

The volume has no claim whatever to be a contribution to 
economic history: but an endeavour has been made to turn a 
few hints derived from the past to account in explaining the 
present: these will be found chiefly in Chapters III to VIII of 
the first Book. and in Appendices B to G. The table of Contents. 
which brings together the Section headings. indicates the 
general drift of the volume; and may incidentally suggest 
to a reader what parts of it he may with advantage shun. 
Analytical subtleties have been avoided as far as possible. But 
broad reasonings. essential for the argument. have been set out 
briefly; even when they have heen more fully studied in my 
Principles. • 

For many years after the pUblication in 1890 of the first 
volume of my proposed complete Principles of Economics. I 
continued to work at ita second volume: part of the type for 
that was set up in 1904 and is now used at last-I am told that 
this long waiting of type for its ultimate appearance is unique. 
Shortly afterwards I decided to bring out separately a more or 
less independent volume. devoted to Industry and Trade. 1;-aoor 
on two volumes appeared to be necessary for the purpose: and 
at last it seemed best to round oft the pre.ent volume in such 
manner that it would be an independent unit. 

I may perhaps be forgiven for adding that my progreso has 
been delayed. not only by weak health and coastitutional un
fitness for rapid work; but also by heavy professional duti .. 
till 1908; by preparing evidence and memoranda for various 
Royal Commissions on currency and other matters: and by 
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service on the Royal Commission on Labour, 1891-5; during 
which I received from working men and other witnesses, anil 
from members of the Commission, the most valuable education 
of my life. 

Nearly half a century hll8 passed since I set myoelf to obtain 
some insight into industrial problems by obtaining leave to visit 
one or more representative works in each chief industry. I 
tried to get such a knowledge of mechanical technique (chemical 
technique WII8 beyond my range) 118 would enable me to under
stand the reaources and the mode of operation of all elementary 
plant in general use: I sought also to study the relations between 
technique and the conditions of employment for men and lor 
women. 

In pursuit of the latter aim I made it a practice to ask what 
pay was being earned by each cl8S8 of operatives, whom I passed. 
Afterwards I asked to be allowed to guesa in every case. If my -
guess WII8 right within " ehilling or two a week, I passed on. 
lf not, I asked for explanation; and I almost always found that 
the reason lay in a cause, sometimes technical, sometimes relating 
to special conditions of the workers in question, which I did not 
know. The result was a conviction that inequaliti"" of]!.a! were 
lese arbitrary than WII8 often ...... .ted, and were more directly 
Wider the influence of broad "natural" causes. 

0- But I believed that the causes of these cauoes were not wholly 
b<:y"n.dhuman control; ana tha£they mIght· probably be so 
modified 118 to bring about " nearer approach to equality of 
conditions, and a better use of the products of human effort for 
the benefit of humanity. I developed a tendency to socialism; 
which WII8 fortified later on by Mill's essays in the Fortnighlly 
lIet~ew in 1879. Thus for more than " decade, I remained 
under the conviction that the suggestions, which are 8S8ociated 
with tbe word "socialism," were the most important subject of 
study, if not in the world, yet at all eventa for me. But the 
writings of socialista generally repelled me, almost 118 much 118 

they attracted me; because they oeemed far out of touch with 
realities: and, partly for that reason, I decided to 88y little on 
the matter, till I had thought much longer. 

Now, when old age indicatee that my time for thought and 
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speech is nearly ended, I see on all sides marvellous developmeuts 
of working-class faculty: and, partly in consequence, a broader 
and firmer foundation for socialistic schemes than existed when 
Mill wrote. But no socialistic scheme, yet advanced, seems to 
make adequate provision for the maintenance of high enter
prise, and individual strength of character; nor to promise a 
sufficiently rapid increase in the busineas plant and other 
materia.! implements of production, to enable the rea.! incomes of 
the manua.!lahour claSBes to continue to increase as fast as they 
have done in the recent past, even if the tota.! income of the 
country he ehared equally by all. The average level of human 
nature in the western world has risen rapidly during the last 
fifty years. But it has seemed to me that those have made \llost 
rea.! progreas towards the. distant goal of ideally perfect social 
organization, who have concentrated their energies on some 
particular difficulties in the way, and not spent strength on en
deavouring to rush past them. 

Accordingly the present volume is in the main occupied with 
the infiuences which still make for sectiona.! and claas selfiehneas: 
with the limited tendencies of self-interest to direct each indi
vidual's action on those lines, in which it will be most beneficia.! 
to others; and with the still surviving tendencies of associated 
action IJy capitalists and other husineas men, as well as hy em
ployecs, to regulate output, and action generally, by a desire 
for sectiona.! rather than national advantage. The hopes and the 
fears of humanity in these matters underlie a great part of 
Book ill, to which Booke I and II are introductory: hut of 
course the desire of the mere student for knowledge for its own 
sake, and without specia.! reference to any purpose to which it 
can be applied, may be detected throughout. 

Some matters considered in the fina.! chapter of the volume 
have been affected by events and discussions, so recent that 
adequate place for their study could not he carved out of the 
text: and consequently much of Appendix P, and especially its 
last two sections, may be regarded 88 properly belonging to that 
chapter, to which indced the Appendix is attached. 

A little must be said about the use of terms. I have fol
lowed the practice, that prevails on the other side of the Atlantic, 
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of shortening" United States of America" to .. America," where 
no oonfusion could be caused thereby: there is no adjective oor
responding to "United States." .. British" trade is oommonly 
taken to mean that of the United Kingdom; while the substan
tive "Great Britain" refers only to a part of the Kingdom. 
I have ventured to use "Britain" aa the substantive oone
sponding to "British" in its broader use. 

Of this volume aa of my Principle&, but even more than of 
that, I may say that my wife haa aided and advised me at every 
stage; and that everywhere much of whatever is good is owing 
to her suggestions, her care and her judgment: the indell: is 
entirely her work. Mr A. W. Flu also helped me greatly in 
regard to a oonsiderable part of an early draft. Dr Cle.pham 
has kindly safeguarded my ventures on historical ground in 
Book I and the early Appendices; and my nephew, Mr C. W. 
Guillcbaud, waa reading my proofs, when the war called him to 
more important work at Whitehall 

BALLJOL CRorr, 
~BIDG •• 

16 J-. 1919. 

P.B. A demand for a IeOOnd issue of this volume &fiords 
opportunity for the restoration of the present pp. 657-672 to 
their proper place in the ten: thus repairing the error, just 
noted, of under-estimating the space that would be required for 
the final chapters, which had caused those pages to be relegated 
to Appendix P (841-657). In oonsequence the numbering of 
the former pages 657-640 has been increased by sixteen. In 
addition a few 8IDali corrections have been made, chiefly on the 
suggestion of friends. I have been under no temptation to 
oontroversy, the sterile oonsumer of time and energy. 

14 1._. 1919. 

P.P.S. The third ilillue (1920), and the present issde, differ 
from the second only in a few small details, chiefly verbal correc
tions. But meanwhile a study of Money; Busin .... Credit; Inter
national Trade; and Fluctuations of Industry, Trade and Credit, 
haa been published under the title Money, T~ and Oommerce. 

ManA, 1923. 
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-the .whQJ.. of the awfflln 'of • basineu. 2. The org.ruzatlon of trade win 
the lorig run AI vital to dbnaumen 'u to producera add tJaden: b~ t.JuI..,.Ot 
inoreasingcnergy. with whioh BeUelI push t.bou:,gooda on tb..e lIotice of buyon, 
wan inevillable reault of modern denlOpmant& S. The di¥r4l>utiollJlf the 
!!On!"'" 000'" of markoting:l1j/I ~y !.bose oonnooted with the hold\ng" 
of alooka for .... e. .. Functiolll of middlemoo .. Uo.ka.bet.weee produoer 
-"'d oonaamer. 6. Cot.ta of marketing may be increbld by diffioultiea of 

I meeting dem~ for. oo~T...nt IlJIIplJ! of goods of u6iferm quality, and foJ;.. 
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BOOK I 

SOME ORIGINS OF PRESENT PROBLEMS 
OF INDUSTRY AND TRADE 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY OBSERVATIONS 

1. The present urgency qf the allied problems qf industry I. 1.1. 

and tI·ade. 

As indicated on the title page, the present work is designed 
to make a small contribution to the study of the progress' of 
industrial technique, and of business organization; as well as 
of the distribution of the benefits thence arising among various 
sections of the people and various nations. 

No previous age has had s"ch large opportunities as the 
present for applying material resources in the elevation of 
human life. The forces of Nature are being turned back upon 
her to compel her to render ever larger returns to man's eftorts 
in every branch of industry; any resistance that she may ofter 
to the agriculturist and the miner being quickly reduced by 
the incessant development of fresh aources of rich supply, and 
by easy and rapid communication between distant places. 
New countries are quickly falling into lin. with old. Some of 
them are making greater advances in economic organization 
and industrial technique in a decade, ~han Europe as a whole 
has made in any century except the last: and, though this 
progress is continually depriving old countries of favourable 
markets for familiar wares; yet the very causes, to which 
it i. due, are meanwhile openiug up larger and more various 

v.t. T. 1 
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INTRODUCTORY OIlSERVATIONS 

markets in the same countries, or in· others. Thus mat~rial 
wealth has rolled in on the populations of old countries with 
unprecedented rapidity, and on new countries faster still. 

lIIoreover there still hangs above all countries, old and new· 
alike, the shadow of war. A time may indeed come when 
the combative instincts, implanted in man's nature by countless 
centuries of fierce struggle for existence, may be stilled by a 
Pax Cosmopol,lana, enforced by an intornational police: and 
some small countries are even now partially protected by 
the desire of their more powerful neighbours to preserve a 
"balance of power." But 80 long as wars are imminent, no 
rate of material progress will enable the industries that prepare 
for war to dispense with sustained and severe labour. A single 
modern armoured cruiser may be more than a match for all the 

. navies of the world fifty years ago: but no increased facilities 
for building an efficient warship can lessen the compulsory 
labour of any nation for the purposes of defence on the waters. 

r Improvements in the technique of rowing boats do not lighten 
the labour, which is required of those who desire to hold a good 
position in a great race' . 

. But Nature's opportunities cannot long retain their present 
large generosity; for the world is small. Science may inaeed 
enable a fairly vigorous life to be maintained in tropical regions, 
which have hitherto proved fatal to high energies: but ere very 
many generations have passeil, the limitation of ogricultur.n 
and mineral resources must press heavily on the population of 
the world, even though its hlte of increase should receive a con
siderable check. 

Let us tum from the cosmopolitan point of view to the 
national. It is true that tlJOse countries, which have abundant 
resources relatively to their populations, may grow in comfort, 
if not in luxury, for several generations: but, even if manu-

I The Above pa.ragra.pb .tanda.Q.8 it was set up in type before the World·war 
was in sight. The aotion of Germany hns inoreaaed the desire of everyone for the 
establishment of an agreement among nations, to intervcne with force again.st 
any nation that declares war; except in accordance with a judgment of a supremo 
international court to which it hal appealed. But the es-pericnCOl of the war 
indicate al80 that the force needed to coerce 8 .trong group of nations, who have 
mado large secret preparations for war, may be very great: and t.bey allggeat that 
those, who deaiN peace. m&y not venture to neglect the ainowl of W8r. 
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facturing operations could be conducted by a twentieth part of 1,1,1, 

the labour now required by them, the difficulty of obtaining 
adequate supplies of food and raw produce would ere long weigh 
heavily on densely peopled countries. 

These matters are of especially urgent concern to Britain. 
Before the great war she was more prosperous than ever: the 
rcaI incomes of both her well·to·do and her working classes are 
higher than those of correspomling classes in any other densely 
peopled country; and the methods of her industry have advanced 
.. t an ever increasing rate. But yet she has in some respects lost 
leadership. Her best methods are now the common property 
of the Western World; and recent advances in them have been 
very largely due to· the enterprise and inventive faculties of 
other countries. 

The maintenance of her material well·being above that of 
other countries of Europe, in spite of some relalive slackening 
of the industrial initiative by" which she achieved her success, 
cannot be expected to last for ever. That it should have been 
maintained till nOW is marvellous, and calls for study, We 
need· to know on what Britain's industrial leadership was 
based; and how it may be conserved, and perhaps even en· 
larged again. 

The test of leadership is the doing things, which other 
countries with similar economic problems will be doing a little 
later, but are not ready and able to do yet. (One of the best 
indications of the nature and extent of a country's leadership 
is to be found in the character of the goods which she exports, 
aad of those which she importsi And, while a certain .p&rt of 
her foreign trade is essential to her existence; another, and 
much larger part, is conducive to her leadership. These are 
strong reasons forgiving a prominent place to foreign trade in 
a study of the bases of her economic prosperity. 

But there is anotber and a higher reason. \Industrial I 
loadership counts for much among national ideals.' And if 
an individual, devoted merely to material ends, is but a poor 
creature, still more ignoble is a nation that is devoid of national 
ideals; that is, of ideals which recognize a national life as 
something more than the aggrogate of individual lives. Now 
as the individua1 life is made up largely of socia1 intercouree, 
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1,1,1. so is the national. (,A. healthy national pride has heen aBBOCiated 
with industrial leadershipi especially as indicated in the clearly 
written records of international trade: and the mutual know. 
ledge which resulte from close trade intercourse has done 
Bomething, and may do much more, towards the development 
of an ideal comity of natione. 

Further, the notion of national trade has been bound up 
, with the notion of solidarity between the various members 

of a nation. The trade of one individual with another is 
mainly of private concern: while the causes which enable large 
quantities of anything to be made for foreign sale at a profit, 
generally lie deep down in resources and faculties that are not 
wholly individual, but are in great part the collective property 
of a nation as a whole. A COuntry'B foreign trade is something 
more than a number of dealings between individuals at home 
and abroad; it is the outcome of the relations in which the 
industries that belong to her, that are a part of her life, and 
embody much of her character, stand to the industries of other 
countries. 

Thus national industries and national trade act and react on 
one another, but the dominant force is that of industry. The 
main courses of trade are governed by the relations hetween 
the surrounding industries, in the same way as watercourses 
are governed by the contollrs of the hills: a map showing the 
contours of the leading industries of the world would show 
what must be the main courses of trade, except in so far as 
they are obstructed by costs of transport or customB duties; very 
much as a map which shows the c.ontours of the IllI\a shows 
also. what must he the courses of the water. But the water 
reacts on the hills, and trade reacts on industry: the indUStrial\ 
history of every country would have been different if her oppor· 
tunities for foreign trade had been different. 

Finally in regard to .ectional interests. Nearly all of theUV 
are changing their character and becoming increasingly plastic: 
but the chief change is the assimilation of the training, and 
cOllsequently the capacity, of the working classes generally to 
those of the well-to-do_ The Bpread of education is rapidly 
eHacing those distinctions of mind and. character between 
diHerent social strata, which have prevailed in nearly all densely 
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peopled countries during several thousand years; but were in I,', ii, 
large measure the artificial results of the cumulative advantage 
that a small initial predominance in force gave to the more 
fortunate sections of each nation. 

We are. indeed approac~g r",pidly to conditions which 
have no close precedent in the past, but are perhaps really 
more" natural than those which they are supplanting;,,-con
dillons underwhich the relations between the various industrial 
st'l'iiliiOl a Civilized nation are being based on reason, rather 
th,.iC traditiOli. 'No doubt' much force still remains in the 
ola--contention that when weslth is applied in harnessing 
Nature in servitude to man, by far the greater part of the 
aggregate benefit resulting from it, is reaped by those who 
have themselves accumulated little or nothing. No doubt 
it is as true, now as ever, that the chief work of progress 
is done by a relatively small number of men, whose faculty 
for the work can be tested only by their work: no other 
means of selecting them rightly has been yet devised. No 
doubt also those who, if of less initiative, are yet doing im
portant work involving high mental strain, have a reasonable 
claim to a certain largeness in the conditions of their lives. 
But, for all that, it is becoming clear that this and every 
other western couutry can now afford to make increased 
sa",riliees ~f. material wealth fo~ the purpose ofra.ising the 
quality of life throughout .t~e!r_ ,,:hoJe populations. A t.ime I 
trlay come-,,'hen such matters wiII be treated as of cosmopohtan 
rii.:tli:er ~an nat,ional obligation: but that time is not in sight. 
For the practical purposes of the' present and the coming 
generation, each country must, in the main, dispose of her own 
resources, and bear her own burdens. 

2. Ecolwmic conditions are mostly the restllt of slow alld 
gradual de,-el0l'lIlelif;, and, puo-tTy for that reason, they 
commonly 8hmo the Qne ,in tlte Many, the Many in the Oni. 
It is nece88ary to look bacT.,~vard8 a little, in order the better1 

to look fOMt'a!-d 8. 
.~-, ... ~.~--- . 

Ec~uomies is concerned. mainly _~itJ>..,general conditions, and 
tendencies: and these as " rule change but slowly, and by small 
stepa.,'Occasionally they may reoeive a strong impetus in oue 
_. 'I: __ ------.- -----______ _ _____ -
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1,',2. dil"!'~tion oranoth&from~jlo· . t 8Uch~ a,!evoll!tiQn; 
or a chaD_ge in a countI,)"s houn~QLa iances~ A g~~ 
fnven!!Q!h.like that of the application of steam power to work 
tnat' used to be done by men or horses, may ena~si!>gle 
generation ~ live~throuJ;l!!....!wic!-_or_~_ .mulCh eC2nomic 
change as had come to its ,precTecessors. But the printing press 
diOnotnse to nearly--itS fuJI power even In a couple of centuries: 
and the present generation is the first that has seen the whole 
rise of several great inventions from nothing to dominating 
positions: thus the maxim that "Nature does not willingly 
!!l~_k~ a jump =-_ (N al~;:a~cibh~~8a~'t~l is "l'~cially applica~l~ 
to econ"uik ifevilopments. 

Partly 'iii 'conse9-ri"nce~-economic conditions and te~dencies 
show, even more tban most others, the One in th~ Many~ the 
~y-Uithe one:ror-tIiOso,-wbich prevail .£8ny place and 
-time, reflect the habits of action, thOugiit,- i;eling and asprralion 
onhe-wholepe'll!re;::o'''t least "§o!l1e large part of them. Each 
reacts on the character of t1i~o.E!!t",tion: hut til. roots of au.;;:;; 
deep set )n_th_~ human characteristics of the-place

n 

and time: 
thust~ Qne iss~;;;;-jntne"Ma.ny. "And __ conversely each 
tenae!!cy emhodies _ in_ some degreeliTino~t_every_ infiuence,-that 
!Sp~mjn-entthe.rJnd there: msom;;ch that a full study Of it 
would present incidcntally a nearly complete picture of the 
whole: thus the Many are seen in the One. 

The present indeed nCy'e!.reproduce~_th~_past: even stagnant 
peoples gradually modify theirlia'bitrllnd their industrial 
technique. B1!lihe past lives on for ages after it has heen)Qs.l; 
from memoiJr: and -ihemostpiogressivepe-oples retain much of 
tneSubiitruice-or earlier habits OfiiSSoclated8.ction-in industry 
and in tniae i even-wli.e~ti;-;,- fOrin. of t:hosc hahits have been 
so changed under new conditions, that they are no longer 
represented hy their old names. Such changes incrcase the 
difficulty of so interpreting the past that it may he a guide to 
the present. 

But prohability is the only guide of general use in life. 
There are a few matters, in which mere reasoning avails. There 
are a good many more, in which the observation of current 
events is hoth necessary and sufficient: and, where sufficient, it 
is superior to other sources of instruction; because records of 
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current events can be supplemented, and witnesses may perhaps 1,1,3. 

be in effect challenged and cross-examined. But 2bs.erv:ation of 
the present only shows wllat is perhaps its rat.;" of movement: 
some g\llaaii~ i"-needeQ alSo ...... to !J>,1)..I&te oGn~rease of move
nliiiit."Th!lJ;.can pnlioo got oJ looking bacl<Jl'arsl$.-

All sorts of trustworthy records of the past may gratify 
a worthy curiosity: but for the purposes of economic study 
those only are of much service, which are 'sufficiently ample to 
suggest their own e:l;plnnation. For explanation is ~~"'p'ly . 
Er.diction written backwards.:aQ.L when flllly_achieved, it V 
helgs towards predictiQIl... A chief purpose of every study of 
human action should be to suggest the probable outcome of 
present tendencies; and thus to indicate, tacitly if not expressly, 
s,!ch modifications of those tendencies as might further the well
being of mankind. 

It is true that even careful prediction is likely to over· 
look some influences at present latent, which will in fact greatly 
affect the result; while only a careless explanation can overlook 
any influence by which the result has heen actually fashioned. 
But explanation shares with prediction the main difficulty, 
which is caused by the ,oomplex interweaving of the eflects of 
many causes acting in the same field, and mutually influencing 
olie another: every short explanation in economics is likely 
therefore to he misleading, uul.ss indeed it be almost a truism. 
Moreover the progress of study opens out ncw problems to be 
considered, and thus it hroadens the area of conscious ignoranc", 
even more than it increases the stock of ascertained knowledge!. 

3. The scheme of tlle p"esrnt work as a tl'llOl .. 

As the original intention of publishing the two volumes of 
this work together has been lIbandoned, something should be 
said at onc.e of the relations between them. The Table of 
Contents indicates.the arrangement of this Volume: an intro
duction to Book t will follow in the next section; and .imilar 

1 Thia subject it briefly diaauased in Appendil: A. with I!Ipecial reference to 
tbe guido.nae wweb economioa baa derived in the laat half century from tho 
esperience of the pbyaicalsciencea: together with. fow remarks on the relatioD.l 

• bet'ft'eD the economio and ethio&! conditione of well-being, nODe of which may 
be ever loft out. of sigbt, though the eoonomio oonditions &l'C neoeasa.ri1y t.lio more 
prominent in .uoh • Itudy aa th! preaent. 

T 
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I, " 3. introductions to Books II and III will be, found in their first 
chapters. 

The present Volume as a whole may be regarded as concerned 
first with the origins of modem industrial techni'lue and business' 
~'!:ization; secondly with thep~rt-;--played_J:>y~~~icular 
n~iD....de:l<el.oping.them; and iliicl1y wit.h the problems 
rlSJPg oul> af that de~nt. These problems are considered 
ili Book II, with little or no reference to monopolistic tendencies; 
which are dealt with in Book III. In Books II and III there is 
an ever-increasing drift towards consideration of the harmonies 
and discords of interest among the several sections of a nation, 
and between each of those sections and the nation as a whole. 

The sections to be most considered here are in the main of 
two kinds. A nation as a whole may be regarded as composed of 
irregularly shaped /wriwntal strata, arranged in pyramidal form, 
those most poorly endowed being at its base; and each successive 
stratum consisting of people better endowed than the last. The 
endowment may be measured in terms of money or of faculty: 
and the problem is to bring these two measurements as nearly as 
may be into accord; while narrowing the lower and broadening 
the upper strata. The issues arising out of this sectionalism are 
of the most far-reaching character. 

But another set of issues, though of no great importance 
from a social point of view, is often more prominent in discussions 
of commercial policy: it ariseS out of the conflicting interests of 
particular industries in various matters, and especially in regard 
to external trade. EmEl~r~ and J'mployed in anyone industry 
constitute, as jL,!ere, Ii vertical £ompartment, with interests in 
sorne" measure 'peculiar to it. The -problem here lS"to reach 

~. . 
such an adjustment as will be most to the benefit of the nation 
as a whole, without pressing hardly on any compartment: and 
some tentative suggestions as to the relations of the Ideal to the 
Attainable will be ventured accordingly. 

A time may come when even the aggregate interests of 
a nation may be willingly sacrificed in some measure to larger 
cosmopolitan interests. But attempts to realize that ideal now 
are not practicable: though some limited arrangements may 
be made among groups of nations, such as those that constitute 
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the British Empire; while a yet larger, though 1008er, grouping 
is suggested by the active alliances in support of frcedom which 
have been developed during the World-war_ In the sccond 
Volume these harmonies and discords are to be studied more 
cIosely, in connection with the harmonies and discords of interest 
among different nations. 

Changes in the purchasing power of money, though not as 
important as appears at first sight, put difficulties in the way 
of agreements between different sections; and they confuse the 
ststistics of international trade, though they do not materially 
affect its general drift. Therefore it is proposed that the 
second Volume shall include a ~hort study of money and credit 
in. relation to industry and trade. 

4. Some de/cJls as to the arrangement of Book 1. 
CaUS/lB of the large use of appendices a"d foot1wtes. 

The function of Book I is to indicate broadly some chief 
origins of the industrial technique and organization, that 
prevail now in the Western World. England, afterwards 
incorporated in Britsin, was at one time a pupil of other 
industrial lands; though she always had certain, rather narrow, 
specialities. In the course of a few centuries she became, first 
their competitor on even terms; and afterwards their leader 
in many great industries. 

The four or five decades, in which her leadership was chiefly 
developed, are sometimes described as those of the Industrial 
Revolution: but in fact what then happened was not a Re
volution; it was merely one stage of Evolution which had 
proceeded almost without interruption for several hundred 
years. From the early Middle Ages till the present day 
economic .,-olution has presented on one side an ever in
creasing power of capital: and especially' 01 capital appued in 
consiiIerable quantities by professi;;nar liuSin'" m~n; as dis
tingtti.hed from the resourC.;s of ";·-great estate when applied, 
however ably, to its own development. On another side this 
evolution has diminished the strain thrownorihuman musCles, 
rellltively to that handeaoverto the subservient energies· of 
animals, of water, of wind, and of coal. On)'ill;. a -third--_si.d.~ 
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iUt,,,s,l'.h,anged the general character of industrial organizatiun 
in two oppoSite directions. 'Modem work is 1I!0r~,_narrowly 
specialized, in so far as the number and 'variety of the opera
tioriS 'performed-by a modern worker areon the average le~ 
tliari' those of' the elementary skilled handicraftsman: but it 
is less narrowly specialized, in the sense that an operative, who 
li1iScmastered the accurate, - delicate and prompt control of 
nmchillery nf ,any kind in one industry, can now often pass, 
witho';'t great IOsi.-·of efficiency~-to·-tlle·control of similar 
machinery in an industry of a wholly different kind, and 
perhaps working on different material. 

The first of these three sides of the great evolution-that 
of the increased application of material resources as capital in 
the production of things for sale-was set on its way in various 
parts of Europe, while England still lagged behind. But early 
in the eighteenth century she ran up to the best models of the 
time; she passed them quickly in that production by powerful 
machinery, which was another stage of tho great evolution; and 
meanwhile Mercantilism was declining largely under the in
fluences of Dutoh, French, and English writera (Chapter ill and 
Appendices B, C, D). As the age of steam came on, she threw 
off nearly all remaining shackles and became the acknowledged 
leader of the world in massive industries. Later on she obtained 
a further advantage through her policy of free trade; and 
through the troubles which befell her chief riva.\e, America and 
Germany, in the third quarter of last century. But by that 
time she had become over-confident; and every class and 
condition of her people expected to he able to earn and to 
spend much more than those in similar conditions in other 
old countries, while yet taking their work rather easily. But 
a reaction set in, they learnt that they must meet strong rivals, 
especially in Germany and America, on equal terms: that in 
order to continue to lead they must learn as well as teach, 
and work as hard as the most strenuous of their rivals. This 
movement was interrupted by the World-war; but the iseue of 
the war has heen found to depend, even more than had heen 
anticipated, on the abundance of mechanical appliances; and 
the movement is likely to be accelerated on the balance by the 
war (Chapters IV, V and Appendix E). 
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Englishmen, like others, have leanit and are learning much I, I," 
from Rm.n.c~ especially in tne fine individual perception of 
torm-~.~Iour; which.bel()ngs,'to the artist as much as to the 
ffiaiiii1acturer:"-Oermany is the chief leader in the application 
ororganized "teafii- work: .by sciel?@C _specia~ts to the 
problems-or-riidiISfiy-: -And 4!!Wica, surpasses arm the 
eoonoiilleSaerived 'from intense mechanical specialization, the 
tDmfcliier-reature of m~dernrndustria1 evolution: for she has 
turned to good account the.o..ll.l'o!:j;u!1ities which ar;-offer~d hi 
herlirge-homogeneoUB home market; by the concentration of 
her' forces- of capital, and' the ever-wel!iIlg spring of energy 
and inventive faculty of a vast population., ,ltinc!udes many 
wll()are rich, but not many of -those idle rich who-have, at 
variOus' times, damped the energies of many old -BeatS-of high 
industry ~Chapters VI, vu, VIU). 

-1Irom this brief account it will appear that Book I is not in 
any senae a contribution to economic history: its aim is merely 
to indicate that the present structures of industry ..l'nd trade, in 
so far as they are considered in the present work, are, for the 
greater part, direct and almost necessary consequences of con
ditions, which have developed almost continuously from the 
Middle Ages to the present tin,e. The particular facts, to 
which attention is directed, have no other claim to precedence 
over those which are ignored, than that they seem in a special 
sense responsible for the good and the evil of 80me of the 
economic features of the present age. 

Finally 80mething must be said as to the reasons which 
have induced a rather large recourse to the use of appendices and 
footnotes. The writer, when reading books on subjects which do 
not fall Wholly within his line of study, but yet have important 
bearings on it, often strives in vain to reach the broader 
issues, while avoiding the narrower. The division between 
broad and narrow issues must be in 80me measure arbitrary: for 
some matters of chief interest to one person are of secondary 
interest to another. A busy man of affairs in particular is 
likely to want to probe thorougbly on their practical side those 
issues which affect his action, and as, to which he has special 
knowledge and responsibility: while in regard to other matters, 
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1,',4. he may prefer broad statements, the grounds for which he may 
leave to be judged by others. Business men are those from 
Iyhose guidance economic students have profited most in recent 
years, and may hope to profit increasingly in the future: 
and efforts have been made, by Section-headings and otherwise, 
to facilitate appropriate selection. 

There is however one group of appendices which was not 
deliberately planned; and for the length of which apology 
must be made. Present policies of international trade have 
developed from roots in the later Middle Ages in courses 
sufficiently regular to offer occasion for drawing inferences 
from past history in relation to present conduct: and there
fore considerable space was given in Book I to the rise 
and decay of Mercantile policy and some kindred matters. 
But it has been found impossible to bring ou~ the second 
Volume, containing a study of. international trade, at the same 
time as the first; and these matters have little relevance to 
the subjects now in hand. After some hesitation, it has been 
decided to retain them in proximity with the observations 
on concurrent changes in industrial technique and structure: 
but to relegate them to the end of the Volume, in spite of the 
great addition which they make to appendices already rather 
long. 



CHAPTER II 

SOME GENERAL RELATIONS BETWEEN 
INDUSTRY AND TRADE 

1. The trade of a place is likely to be int!1·eased by an 
adl'allce of her st1·onger industl·Us, but to be lessened by all 
advance of her weaker industries. 

The present chapter is in seme respects mere clesely 
akin to the studies ef internatienal trade, which will come 
later, than to the present Book. But there will be seme 
advantage in having a few broad results at hand imme.diately; 
fer they bear in various ways en the subjects of this Beek; and, 
theugh less c1esely, en these ef Beeks II and III. 

The only full statistics ef trade are these which are cellected 
by customs heuse officials at the frentiers ef ceuntrics; and 
therefore imports and experts always suggest the notion of 
goods passing between different countries. But. the elementary 
principles, with which we are concerned in this chapter, have no. 
reference to nationality: they are almost as applicahle to. the 
trade between two. neighbouring parts ef the sllme country 
as they are to. internatiensI trade. Therefore the illustra
tions will be generally taken' frem that particular kind 
ef trade, the statistics ef which are accessible and familiar: 
but the nrgument will be understoed to apply also. in a great 
measure to the external trade o.f any province er county, 
such as No.rmandy er Lancashire, er ef any industrisI city, 
such as Leeds er Chcmnitz. If the local spirit ef any place 
ran high: if those bern in it weuld much rather stay there 
than migrate to another place: if most ef the capital empleyed 
in the industries ef the place were accumnlated from those 
industries, and nearly all the income enjeyed in it were 
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f.II.1. derived' from its own resources:-if all these conditions were 
satisfied, then the people of such a place would be a nation 
within a nation in a degree sufficient to render propositions, 
which relate to international trade, applicable to their case 
from an abstract point of view; though in the absence of any 
ststistics of the imports and exports of the place, they would 
to some extent .till lack renlity. This observation of course 
does not apply to a residentiary town such as Bournemouth, or 
Newport in Rhode Island. 
I Industrial leadership has generally been accompanied by a 

o 'large foreign trade: and, partly for that reason, there is a wide· 
I spread notion that the volume of her foreign ·trade is a fairly 
I good measure of a country's prosperity. Let us inquire broadly 
, how much truth there is in this notion. 

Much of the mystery which hangs about the trade of a 
nation may be dispelled by the reflection that the trade 
between two nations is the aggregate of the trade between 
their individual members, (the commercial transactions of 
Governments being left out of account): and that therefore it 
is likely to present many of the same features as theirs, though 
in a disguised forml' 

It is obvious 7that the trade of an individual is not a 
fairly good measure of his prosperity, unless he be a merchant 
or shopkeeper: that is, unless he have adopted trade as his 
industry. The volume of the trade of a merchant is no doubt 
'a pn'ma facie, though not conclusive, proof of his business 
efficiency and prosperity. But if a man's main business is to 
produce, the test is most untrustworthy: because a little energy 
given to some branches of production lesds to a larger trade 
than much energy given to others. 

Take, for instance, a woollen manufacturer, who has been 
in the habit of spinning his own yarn. Suppose him forced to 
give up his faotory, his land being perhaps needed for a new 
railway. When building ou a fresh site, he decides to buy 
hi. yarn, and to erect weaving sheds twice as large as his old 
ones. Henceforward he uses about the same capital, and buys 
about the same amount of coal and labour as before: but his 
outlay on yarn for his large weaving shed is much greater 
than his outlay on wool for tho small one used to be; and his 
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output of cloth is about doublcd. His trade is greatly increased. 1,11,1. 

Does the change reflect increased prosperity! Is it to his 
cre<l.itl 

We cannot ""y. The cause of the change of plan may 
heve been that his weaving sheds were more successful than 
those of his competitors: but it may have been that his 
spinning mills were less successful than theirs. Mcre VOlumel 
of trade shows nothing. To find even an approximate. answer 
We must go behind the facts given, and ascertain their causes. ' 
This is obviously tme of private trade, and it is equally true of 
national trade. 

" ..jFor a country like an individual nuiy increase her trade as a 
~ conseq nence of a decrease in facilities for prod ucing something 

which .he imports. For instance, a bad harvest at home is 
likely 1'.> increase England's trade. She must import more 
grain, and export more manufactures to pay for it. On the 
other hand her trade might he leasened by the discovery of 
high grade iron ores, which would enable her to dispense with 
those that she now imports from Spain; or again by an 
energetic development of dairy and poultry farming, which 
would enable her to dispense with much of hcr imports from 
Denmark. Again improvements in her methods of building 
motor cars tended to lessen her trade, until her cars were as 
much BOught for as those of France, which she at one time 
imported largely: and further improvements seem likely to 
augment her exports of them and increase her trade; at all 
events in directions in which the consummate mastery of their 
massive production, recently acquired by America, is not para
mount. To speak more generally:-

.../ A country'. foreign trade i. likely to be increased by a rapid ro 
advance in those <If her industries which are already ahead of \ 
similar industries in other countries: because such an advance \ V 
increases her power of exporting at a profit. But her foreign 
trade is likely to h. lessened, or at aU eyents its growth is likely \ 
to be checked, by an advance in those industries in which she is 
relatively weak; because such an advance \ViU tend to diminish j 

her need of imports. 
It is, however, true that a general advance of a country's 

methods and resolll'OOll of production, aiiecting equally those in 
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t, n, 2. which she has been at a relative advantage and those in which 
she has been at a relative disadvantage, will put all her affairs 
on a larger scale: and her trade will incresse with the rest 
of her affairs. Further, and this is perhaps more important, ' 
her exporting industries are likely to owe their success over 
foreign competitors in a grest measure to an unusually high 
average of constructive ability and initiative among employers, 
and of sustained energy and fidelity of work amongst employees. 
These qualities engender and attract men of grest industrial 
strength. And, when a country is growing in strength, a 
disproportionately large share of it is likely to belong to 
her exporting industries, and therefore to increase her trade: 
industriallesdership is thus retlected in foreign trade. 

This rule is however not universal. It sometimes happens 
that a sleepy industry is invaded by a few active and enter
prising men from outside, or migrates from a stagnant district 
to one that is progressive: its advance may then oust a, large 
class of foreign imports from the honl'e market; with the net 
res~t of lessening the country's foreign trade. 

o On the whole, and in the absence of all knowledge as to the 
causes at work, it is reasonable to suppose that an ascertained 
increase in a country's foreign trade reflects an increase in her 
general prosperity. But we may never assume that a rise or fIr 
in that trade indicates a prflportirmaU increase or diminution . 
her prosperity: we may not measure her prosperity by h 
foreign trade. We must go behind the returns, and judge esc 
item of imports and exports by itself. On investigation, some 
will indicate strength in natural resources and others weakness: 
some will indicate industrial progress, and others will indicate 
industrial decadence, not perhaps positively, but relatively to 
other countries. 

2. The db'cct gain ~1wJ; a t<nvn, a l'rotince, or a country 
dc.ivesfl'Om its wtcmal trade is tlte wccss of the real value 
to it of its ;,nports over tllat of the things, which it could have 
produced for itsel/ by the labour and capital needed for 
producing its wports and working the trade. 

A. an ordinary rule, when anyone voluntarily exchanges 
9Ile thing for another, he expects the lattef to he of greater 
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service to him than the former; perhaps for his own use, 1. II. 2. 

perhaps for trading away. His gain hy the exchange is the 
superior value to him of what he receives over what he gives 
up. If he made the first thing himself, and will use the second 
himself, this gain may he stated as the excess of the servicos 
which the second thing will yield him, over the effort which 
it cost him to make the first; or-which is sometimes nearly 
the same thing-over the services which he could have got by 
making for himself other things with an expenditure of effort 
and resources equal to that needed for making the first'. 

What is true of trade between individuals is true of 
trade between towns, ()r provinces, or countries. But there are 
seldom any statistics showing the imports and exports of any 
locality, which is not either a country, or an isolated province 
belonging to a country; and it will be best to speak here only of 
countr'es. The prima f~ gain, which a country derives from 
her foreign trade, -consists in the excess of the value to her of 
the things which she imports, over the value to her of the 
things which she could have made for herself in their plf¥le; 
i.e. with tho amounts of capital and labour devoted to producing 
the things, which she exported in exchange for them (the costs 
of working the trade being of course reckoned in). 

But our statistics do not, and cannot, afford a direct mcans 
for estimating this execss. And consequently it is necessary to 
use them indirectly on a plan, which suggests more definit<l 
ideas: it is not strictly correct, but it serves fairly well for 
some purposes. On this plan, it is tacitly assumed that the 
country would make for herself those things which she imports, 
if she could not get them by trade: and accordingly her gains 
from her trade are taken to be the excess of the cost to which 
she would be put if she made her imports herself, over that to 
which she is put hy making other things and exporting them in 

, It will be noted that this statement differs fundnment.a1Iy from one thnt ia 
,ubatituted for it in popular discuuions: the statement, namely. that in a. free 
enha.uge each person giv6I up what is of less real value to him tha.n to the 
receiver. When" POlWUlt who livea chieHy on polenta and cabbQges eella his 
fowl. to buy alothea, he receives the power of purchasing thinga of moro value 
to him than the fowls. Dut if tho purchaser of the fowls is a. rich man, their 
pollle8Bion CaRl)ot alford him .. much real benefit a.s it rn.igl1t hll\"e done to the 
.ellor. 
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I, II, S. exchange for her imports. This result is of cou rse very far from 
the truth in regard to such things as Britain'. imports of 
tropical foods: for she' could not produce any great quantities 
of these herself; and she would for the greater part go without· 
them, if she could not import them. If her imports of French 
and other woollens were a.rrested, she would indeed make up 
the greater part of the deficiency by her own products, which 
would be pushed into uses for which imported products are now 
preferred; her exporting industries being of course subject to 
an equivalent chcck. But if her imports of wheat and other 
staple grains were arrested, she would be forced to make up the 
deficiency by her own production, even though that would 
require poor crop. to be wrung by great labour from unsuitable 
soils, and climates. 

This is however ouly the prima facie gain; her trade exerts 
many other influences on her well-being, some good, and some 
evil. It may, for instance, educate her· finer industries and 
those which make most for leadership: or it may tend to stille 
them. It may increase or diminish the steadiness of em
ployment of. her working classes; and so on: And ther. are 
other issues, to be reckoned with later on. Account will need 
to be taken, for instance, of exports which she sends out 
when lending capital to other countries, and for which she 
receives no corresponding imports at the time. Again allowance 
will need to be made for the influences of different kind. 
of trade in stimulating industrial energy, in ministering to the 
wants of the needier classes of the population and in affecting 
the amount and security of their employment. 

3. Countries, '/I.'hose advantages Me distributed iii un
. equal proportions WTI'I.O'rIfI different industries, may generally 
carry on a trade profitable to both, even thougl. one of them 
is absolutely the stronger aU round. 

Trade between two individuals is the result of relative 
differences in the eas. with which they can make different 
things. One man may conceivably be able to do everything 
easier than the other: but if he has a great advantage in doing 
some things, and ouly a small advantage in doing othel's, then 
it may probably be worth his while to give all hie energy to 
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doing those things in which he had a relati, •• advantage; and to I, u, 3. 

escape doing those for which he is at a relative disadvantage, 
though at a positive advantage, 

For instance a business man could often do the work of his 
assistant, or his foreman, or one of his workmen, better and 
more easily tMn it is done by the man whom he pays to do it. 
But he would be foolish to do it himself, if that involved, as it 
probably would, the neglect of other work that is peculiarly hi •. 
Again, a medical man may possess more strength and more 
knowledge of horticulture than the gardener whom he hires; 
and be able to do the gardener'. work better and with I ... 
effort: and, if the gardener could not obtain it otherwise, he 
may well spend a day's wageS on medical advice, given in a lew 
minutes, which rescues him from many days' pain and loss of 
wages; though it costs little to the physician. In such cases 
each man does work for which he has a differential advantage, 
though he may be at an absolute disadvantage. 

Again, the owner of cold wet land may habitually supply oats 
to his neighbour, whose land has a southern exposure and a deep 
loamy well·drained soil. To grow a quarter of oats may have 
cost him much more labour and other outlay than it would have 
cost hi. more fortunata neighbour: so that in raising the oata 
he is. at a great absolute disadvantage. But his land though 
ill suited for oats is even more unsuited for wheat: Bnd, 
because his absolute disadvantage in the production of wheat 
is greater than in the production.of oats, it is to his advantage 
to "export" oats to his neighbour and to "import" wheat: he 
has a relati1l6 advantage in the production of oats. The existence 
of the trade is lIot to his credit or to his discredit: put it is 
a sign of the poverty of his resources. If by drainage, improved 
rotations, eto. he managed to grow a good deal of wheat without 
inordinate labour and outlay, he would lose this trade: and that 
would be to his credit'. 

Now it will be found that somewhat similar cases occur in 
the trade between two countries, whose people. cling to their 
aeveral native lands, whether fror(1 inertn ... , or for the sake of 
patriotio ideals. In such a case the nation that i. the less well 

I Thie group of illU8tratiOl1l iI OD aimilar linea to those of Ricardo's celebrated 
ohopler on "''''ign Trod .. 
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I, II, 3. endowed with natural resources, or the faculty for industrial 
organization, must act like one of the less fortunate individuals 

- just described. It must turn to the best account those resources 
and faculties, which are less markedly inferior than others to . 
similar resources and faculties in the possession of its neighbours. 
Its fortune will remain inferio~ to theirs: but it will not lag 
behind them as much as it would, if it were compelled to provide 
for itself those things, for the production of which ita relative 
advantages were very low. 

But the case of trade between two districts of a modern 
western country is different. For if the industries of one of 
them were so much richer than the other in natural and acquired 
resources and in organizing facultY, that a man of given natural 
ability and energy could earn nearly the full wages of the more 
fortunate district shortly after migrating into it; then migration 
would have set in long ago so strongly as to change the location 
of those industries which required high faculties. The backward 
district might continue with low wages; but that would be 
because its social conditions and general influences were not 
adapted to bring out the best energies of its inhabitants; and, 
possibly, because it had become" sort of sink, towards which 
people who could not obtain employment in the more energetic 
and enterprising district gravitated. After a time however it 
might awake from its torpor, assimilate the processes and the 
energy of the more advanced district and thus earn equal wages 
with it. Capital would follow. the effective demand for it from 
one district to another very rapidly. 

Trade between such districts shows little to correspond either 
to trade resulting from the faculties of the business man or the 
medical man, which are fixed in the individual and not capable 
of being transferred to his foreman or gardener; or again to 
properties of the rich warm land that are fixed in it. Inter
national trade on the other hand shows much to correspond with 
them: for the migration of labour and capital from one country 
to another, is still slow, though not so slow as it was formerly. 
No doubt lethargy and other obstacles prevent the inhabitants 
of some backward districts even of western countries from 
migrating to neighbouring districts, where they might soon learn 
to turn their latent strength to good IIccount: while, on the 
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other hand, alert people migrate from one country to another I, n, 8. 

without great difficulty, at all events where no change in lan-
guages is involved. 

This class of considerations will need to be pursued further 
in connection with the problems of international trade. But 
before passing away from the general principle which is 
indicated in this section, there may be some advantage in 
pointing to a few more results which flow from it, and have 
influenced the evolution of national industry and trade through
out the world a good deal more than might seem probable at 
first sight. 

It is true that if a country were twice as well endowed as 
her neighbour with aU natural resources, with aU industrial 
aptitudes, and with capital; then there could be no trade between 
them. It would be twice as heavy a task to produce a quarter 
of wheat in the second country as in the first: but so it would 
be to produce a bale of cloth or a piece of machinery. All 
commodities would exchange for one another at the same rates 
in one country as in the other: and a merchant would gain 
nothing for his pains if he took the goods of one country to sell 
them in exchange for goods of the other. But in fact every 
industry is full of specialities, some large and some small. 
Britain and Germany are all nearly the same level in industrial 
capacity generally: and each is wont to buy from the other 
considerable quantities of textile, and engineering, and other 
products. 

The greater part of such trade would indeed have been 
impossible without those modern facilities for transport and 
communication, which enable a very slight difierentiaJ advantage 
to eflect interchange, even in the face of moderate import duties. 
But if the richer country could produce double as mueh as 
the other could with equal effort in some industries, and ody 
half as much again as the other in the remaining industries, 
then there would be so great a profit to each in exporting 
those things in which she was at a relative advantage and 
importing those in which she was at a relative disadvantage 
as to overbear even a heavy cost of transport. 

The trade would be profitsble: and that is all we are 
concerned with just new. But even here it is worth while 
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" ", 8 to insist that the hest husiness is not necessarily that which 
brings in the highest profits immediately: for other business may 
be doing more to strengthen the basis on which all rests. Thus 
the lad who carries parcels often earns higher wages than he· 
would while learning a skilled trade: but in the long run it would 
have paid him better to earn less at first. Similarly, a country 
may rightly ask whether her foreign trade is. such as to promote 
the education of her industries. The answer varies curiously 
with circumstances. For instance, when Japan first welcomed 
foreign traders, she sent to Engiand fine mets.! work, which could 
have been produced there with less effort than in Japan: for 
some parts, though not a.!1, could have been made by machinery. 
In ret~ she imported things made wholly by machinery with 
a quickness and accuracy which were beyond the competition of 
hand work. Japan was at an ahsolute disadvantage in both 

! 
kinds of production. But she was lit a greater disadvantage 
where machinery could do all the work, than where it could 
do only a part. And some would have SIIid-let her tax 
heavily imports of western manufacturers, 80 that her people 
may learn western methods. But (partly under the influence 
of treaty obligations) Japan on the whole welcomed foreign 
manufactures, meanwhile studying western methods; and she 

I 
now uses machinery freely where it is appropriate. Thus 
both absolute and relative nationa.! disadvantages are quickly 
altered in this era of rapid change. And indeed each part of 
every country's trade is coming increasingly under the influence 
of causes, which affect in the first instance countries other than 
those with which that trade is carried on: the international 
element is becoming increasingly prominent in the history of 
all trade. 

For instance, when any change in England's trade with 
Italy occurs, the Englishman is likely to have already in his 
mind the changes in English conditions which bear on it. And 
therefore, before forming any opinion on the change, he should 
make some study of recent events in Ita.Iy: he should look for 
changes in the relative efficiency of different Italian industries; 
and again for changes in Italian demand for the products of 
other countries, whether of such a nature as to compete 
directly with English products or not. And especially he 
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should take account of any change in the costa of transport I, II, 4. 

between Italy and other countries and also in the development 
of Italy's internal traffic: for such chsnges often have a greater 
effect on England's trade than others, which fill a much larger 
place in the mind of the Englishman. . 

In .. all economic ljistory, and especially in recent economic 
history, andmosLof.aILin .. the recent ,history. of trade, the 
wwrnational po~! of..!icw i'l. essentiaL. It is easy to remember. 
thaiione's own country is. Jlver. growing and changing: but 
it -sometimes require~ effort to consider how many of the 
changes near a(haD.d~ are partly. due to the expansion of life 

_.faraway. _. -

. 4. A small country qfien has a relatively large foreigl~ 
trade: for she can seldom supply ma"ly all her ow'.' 
"lants as regards raw materials and o17wr things; and her 
frOlltier is ge.wrally long ,·elati·vely to her population and 
industry. But some ca"SeB tend in the opposite di'·el!tio1/,. 

When the foreign trades of two countries of unequal size 
are compared, with the purpose of finding a rough measure of 
their relative economic activities, it is obvious that account 
must be' taken of their relative population: the great .excess 
of the trade of China. over that of New Zealand does not 
suggest any lsek of energy on the part of the islanders. 
But if, avoiding this danger one compares the amount of 
trade per head of the population of two countries of very 
unequal size, one falla into an almost equal error in the 
opposite direction. This danger is more subtle than the first: 
and there is no simple rule which will guard against it. 
But it will be found that if the populations of two countries 
are equally vigorous and alert, and equally well supplied with 
capital; then the trade per head will generlllly be th~ 
larger in the smaller country: for, in all probability, she wi~ 
have less varied resources; and, partly as a consequence, her 
industries will be less capable of supplying her various needs. 
An additional reason is that she is likely to have relatively long 
frontiers, adjacent to those of other countries. A comprehension 
of these facts is so important as an aid to reading between the 
lines of a sketch of the evolution of national trade" and industry, 
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1,",4. that there may he an advantage in looking at .. great many 
illustrations of the way in which it works out. . I A place which produces but few things must necessarily 
depend largely on external markets. To take an extreme case, 
a village, given up to fishing, trades away nearly the whole of its 
produce; and the neighbouring farming vplages trade away by 
far tbe greater part of theirs. But the country which contains 
these villages and some towns, with simple manufactures, will be 
more nearly self-sufficing; and its external trade will be less in 
proportion to population than that of the farming villages, and 
much less than that of the fishing village. 

Again, rich mines of precious metals and stones have been 
found in arid district.. where agriculture is difficult and the 
conditions of life are not attractive to an industrial population. 
Consequently industry in those districts has been highly 
specialized: they export practically the whole of what they 
produce, and import practically the whole of what they consume_ 

Again, each State of the American Union must import from 
elsewhere many things, which the United States as a whole 
can supply for herself: and therefore if statistics were kept 
of the- aggregate external trade of each State, the total would 
be m/illY times as great as the total of the foreign trade of the 
United States. Ireland's trade with England and Scotland has 
always been greater tban her trade with the rest of the world; 
and the aggregate foreign trade of the United Kingdom was 
therefore less than that of Great Britain1_ 

1 Thill was put in evidence in 1825 when Great Britain's trado with Ireland 
ceased to be classed aa foreign. and her foreign trade shrunk; though Ireland', 
trade with other countriel was added to hOlL In recent yOOl'8 approximate 
at.atiat.iOl of Ireland's external trade have been collected, and they show it to be 
about half as great again per head of the popula.tion aa that of England and 
Scotland. The ~ztern.t trade of Greater London is probaLJy greater than the 
aggregate of that of the United Kingdom. 

The foreign trade per head of the AuatraJ.i&na waa leeened by more than a 
third when the Coloniea were uuited into one Commonwealth. The change 
would probably have been mucb greater if Australia had offered more facilities 
for intercolonial trade: for the great desert in her cOQtre aenda much even of her 
local trade round hy lea, though .. good deAl paaaes between Melbourne and the 
Western distriot of New Soutb Wales. Furtber, more the.n a third of her popu
lation is concontra.ted in foUl' Beat-port., whOle cosmopolitan tendencies and 
opportunities:prev8nt them from having the biaa, that. more restful districts 
have, towa.rda local rather tban foreign trade. 
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Again, when natural and artificial causes were combining to I, n, 4. 

give tbe West Indies nearly a monopoly of the production of 
suga", some of these wands imported not only all their clothing 
and other manufactures, but also nearly all their food. On th\ 
other hand India had at the time but little foreign trade, in\ 

. spite of her vaat population, and the high value which Europe.
placed upon many of her products. For she had little need of 
European products: she could herself supply most of the thing~ 
which she desired to have; and Europeans could not then ge~ 
access to more than a narrow fringe of the large and .rich lan~' 
Consequently while the foreign trade of the West Indies w 
for a time one of the largest in the world, that of the whol 
Continent of India remained small. 

Again, eo long as England's exports of cloth were made 
chiefly of her own wool and other home-made material, each 
thousand pounds' worth of- them carried nearly a thousand 
pounds' worth of the services of her own capital and labour: 
but now that her cloth is largely made of imported material, that 
is no longer the caae. Further her imports of raw wool, etc. are 
reckoned aa part of her foreign trade: therefore the increase in 
her foreign trade due to her exports of cloth appears greater 
than it is. 

Similarly the recent growth of Germany's foreign' trade 
has been partly due to the fact that her population, which is 
larger than that of this country and is growing much faster, is 
beginning to work up imported raw material on a great scale 
for home consumption and for export. An additional reason is 
that railways have given her great new facilities for trade with 
tile seven oountries, whose frontiers march with hers. This bringl 
U8 to consider the two geometrical facts, that a small country 
has a larger frontier in proportion to her area than a largel 
country of the asme ahape; and that the average distsnce of hOI 
people from the nearest foreign markets is likely to be less1• 

1 The al"6al of I1milar 8gm"81 necessarily .ta.nd to ono another in tho pro
portion of the aqU&reI of their averal linear dimensiona. Thua. if .. count.ry 
with an area of ten thou!l&Dd square miles haa a frontier of tix bundred mile.; 
then another oountry of limilar ehapa, but .. bund.red time. .. large, will ha.ve 
.. frontier of only ai.x thousand miles. The amaller country will have ten times o.a 
lon~ .. frontier in proportion to ita area, and therefore probably in proportion to 
it. inhabitant. and itA indultriea. H t4e larger; and in so far 81 the frontier iI. 
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I, U, 4. TJius Belgium has excellent access to all the world by sea, 
and a frontier which marches with those of France, Germany 
and Holland. And, though Switzerland has no access to the 
sea, her frontiers march with those of four great countries; and 
her northern, wcstern and southern industrial districts have 
closer economic relatious in some matters with parts of 
Germany, France. and Itsly, respectively, than they have with 
one another; even though they are now united by tunnels 
through the Alps. These conditions increase their foreign trades. 

And yet.a large country. has .. her. own.-A.<iv~tages. Her 
large area gives greater facilities for th.;a:~velopment of those 
great industrial districts in which, as we shall see presently, 

I concentrated specialization is now carried to its highest extent: 
:,and such districts have generally a better approach to her own 
large markets than the industrial districts of a small country 
Fan have to foreign markets, evon if their frontiers are not 
beset by import duties. These broad causes will be found to 
be among those which have tended to move industrial.leader
ship from cities and from small to large countries; bravely as 
some small countries are still striving. 

Again, iniustrial I"adership-th!!~ i~_th.e_ pow~r of doing now 
what others ,,"ill presently be doing, or at all events trying to 
do-:enab1i'.--1I. country' to cater for a great variety of wants 
which she feels; and which others in like conditions feel, or at 
least will feel when tempted by the offer of the things that fit 
those wants. She offers variety: she does not glut the foreign 
markets with things with which they are already well stocked. 
She sends those things which have a certain -distinction, lis 
being new in substsnce or in quality, or as attaining familiar 
ends by easier and simpler means. Whether her population is 
large or small, it is sure to contain a high proportion of rich 
people, who can afford to spend freely on imported luxuries and 
choice goods of all kinds. She is likely to have good means of 
communication, so that her exports and her imports alike can 
easily reach their destination. And lastly;- since foreign trade 

sea Une, it will probably supply harboun suitable for the cheapest lorm of 
transport. In so far as it ia a land line, there will probably be large openings 
(or foreign trado with people close at ba.nd; and with whom traffic will be easy, 
[.millar, I1Ild cheap, unlell indeed it ia ob~truct.ed by high tarifL 
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itself is an industry, her industrial ability is likely to show 1. n, 5, 

itseII in conducting that trade with energy and efficiency. 

6. An inN'ease in the distance wldeh goods can be carried 
at a git'N' cost, is likely to increase the trade in those goods 
in a greatcr ratio. Spheres of influence qf diffel'cnt cent'rcs of 
trade. 

We have now seen how the unequal distribution of (diffe· 
rential) advantages in dillerent places tends to cause trade 
to grow np between them. But of course the merchant has 
difficulties to overcome, risks to run, and expenses to pay: and 
it will not be worth his w bile to push the trade unless the 
difierences in value of the things, which he buys and sells in 
the two places, give a sufficient margin to remunerate him for 
overcoming all these obstacles .. 

As a rule, the chief obstacle is the cost of transport; at all 
events if we take it broadly so as to include insurance, com~ 
'mission expenses and locking up of capital till the returns are 
,brought home: and this cost increases, though irregularly, 
'with the distance. But the area of a circle varies as the 
isquare of its radius, Therefore improvements in the mechanism 
or the organization of transport, which increase the distance 
over which trade in certain goods can be carried at a gh·en 
expense, are prima facie likcly to increase in the square of 
that ratio the area over which the trade can be conducted 
profitsbly. This rule may be called Lardner'. Law of Squares 
in transport and trade, for convenience of reference'. 

The facilities for transport from any place in various 
directions frequently differ widely in cbaraoter; and so do tbe 
markets to be reacbed. Thus the cheap sea routes at the 
oommand of a maritime port may lose much of their value 
if the population along the neighbourmg coasts is sparse, and 
inland transport from the coast is difficult: and therefore the 
district, over which trade is profitable, is likely to be of 
irregular shape. Nay more, the advantage of cheap sea routes 

1 It was made prominent for the Brat time in Lardner'. epoch-making 
Railway EcoPlOfflY. 1850; though ita gelle'ral bearing WB8 probably recogni~d 
c4flier. Ita geom~t.rical method is greatly dne1opod in A:fred Weber'. Standort 
d .. l.d .... tri ... Port I, 1909, .. peciaJly the UUrd chapter and the appendix. 
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1,11,6. may vary from one cla5S of goods to another; the expenses 
_of land traffic being a greater obstacle to ~he movement of 
bulky goods of low value than of light and costly goods. 

But the rule applies fairly well to a trailing port in close 
touch with an archipelago or river delta studded with rich 
markets. Such a port is indeed likely to derive moral ad
vantages, as well as commercial, from its commaniling position. 
And, in this sense it is true, that the law of squares has had 
much to do with the brilliant careers of Athens, ,Alexa ndria, 
Byzantium, Marseilles, and Venice; of the Hanseatic Lengue, 
and of Holland'. 

Causes that delayed England's rise to leadership were that 
her industries were neither concentrated, nor united by good 
communications; while she was not specially well placed for 

• availing herself of the economies indicated in the law of squares 
. in external trade. But afterwards transoceanic traffic became 
more important than that of inland seas and rivers; and the law 
of squares lIided her more than it did any other country, especi

I ally during the early days of railways. In recent years, on the 
'other hand, large inland countries have been helped by an ever 
exteniling net of railways to reap more benefit from that law 
than she has. 

Of course many hindrances to communication are of a 
personal rather than a mechanical nature: and they are 
much under the influence of sentiment, and still act more 
strongly against international than against domestic trade. 
Improved education and extended travel are indeed slightly 
diminishing those which arise from differences of language, 
of business usage, of commercial law lind jurisdiction, and so 
on. But national sentiment is not always moderated by inter-
national intercourse. 

It is obvious however that even a great eoonomy of 
transport will not enable a place to send its goods into the 
sphere of influence of an equally strong rival centre of pro
duction. For example, if a district well adapted for whent be 
surrounded by a belt of pasture land, then a fall in the cost 

1 Some of the above conaideratioDl are further developed below, in COD
nection with recent changes in the conditioDil of m&rketing in various classee 
of large oiti ... (S •• II, n, 5, ""d Appen<lm J, 6.) 
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of sending out wheat and bringing back cattle will extend the I, n,6. 
trade: but, however low that cost, the wheat cannot be sent 
across the pasture land into other wheat territory. Similarly 
the export of coal or heavy iron goods from a great producing 
centre will extend rapidly under the influence of lowered 
transport charges, until it approaches the sphere of influence 
of a rival centre. Five-thousand-ton barges on the Rhine, and 
increased railway facilities, have sent English coal into South 
Germany and Switzerland: but the neighbourhood of the 
Westphalian mines has always been closed to it. 

When two centres of trade are competing for any neutral 
territory, an improvement which lowers equally the coste of the 
communication of both of them with that territory, will increase 
the trade of both in about equal proportions. But if the 
improvement benefite one more than the other, the second may 
lose trade by the change. Thus the Panama Canal, which 
facilitates trade between England and Peru, may yet lessen that 
trade; because it facilitates even more the trade between many 
parts of North America and Peru. 
r This points to the general observation that neweconomie. 
iof transport between two places exercise their full influence on 
'trade between them, only in so far as they are dijJlJ1'e1!tial, that 
j is in excess of new economies in competing trades. For 

instance, a general fall iIr the costs of 'transport induces a 
country to buy many things from abroad which she would 
otherwise have produced for herself, or else foregone. But 
it is likely to diminish the advantages that her immediate 
neighbours have for selling to her things for the production 
of which they are not so well equipped as some more distant 
competitors. It is indeed true that the costs of handling, 
or-to use a railway phrase-"the terminal charges" are nearly 
the same fcr long distances and fcr short; and that therefore 
increased economies in the building and working of ·ships alIect 
the total coste of long distance trade in a less proportion than 
those of short distance trade, But yet the total lowering 
of coste is much greater for very long distances than for 
short: and in consequence European countries now buy many 
things from other Continents which they used to buy not very 

. long ago from neighbours. 
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I, 11,6. 6. SO'I'IIe consequences of the facts that the costs of tmjfic 
over long distances have fallen more tha,. those over short 
distances; and that both have fallen "nequally. 

In early times the discomforts and risks of " long journey· 
or. voyage weie often very great; and were magnified by 
prejudice and imagination. Even to-day, if one hires an 
ordinary villager, with or without a cart, to carry luggage 
twenty miles, one must commonly pay more than twice as much 
as for ten miles: because if he goes twenty miles he must sleep 
away from home. 

But, on the other hand, the international money market, 
the post, and latterly the telegraph have lowered those costs of 
trade which are not directly connected with the handling of the 
goods. And on the whole it is probably not far from the truth 
to assUJ;ne that the totaf costs of maritime trade have been 
lowered about in proportion to the economies in transport, 
which have been effected by the discovery of the art of tacking, 
by improvements in the construction of ships, which give them 
greater carrying power for a given gross tonnage, by the sub
stitution of stesm ships for sailing ships, of steel ships for 
wooden ships, of high pressure boilers for low and so on. And 
any consequent lowering of freights (even after allowance has 
been made for the ~aintenance of some of the costs of handling 
in ports at a relatively high ratei has generally caused the 
water area which can be profitably covered by any kind of 
heavy traffic to increase in the square of the ratio in which they 
have been lowered. The progress of land transport has been 
less uniform and more spasmodic. For the art and habit of 
making good roads have risen and decayed more than once; 
and the whole conditions of transport in any district are revo
lutionized when a'railway system appears in it. 

It often happens that goods can start on an easy route, but 
must break away from it to the :right or left in order to reach 
their destination: and in such a case the area which can be 
profitably covered by any class of trade has the shape of an 
elongated oval or diamond. 

Suppose for instance a town were placed on a river running 
(very slowly) due north and south, along which heavy goods 
could be carried profitably about one hundred miles in either 
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direction; while the cost for each mile by land was ten I, 0, 6. 

times as great. Then, assuming the purchasers everywhere to 
be. ready to pay the same price for the same goods, and 
neglecting the expenses of transhipment, we find that the 
town's market for those goods would have the shape of a long 
diamond, twenty miles from East to West, and two hundred 
miles from North to South; its area being about. two thousand 
square miles. Meanwhile light perishable goods, which could not 
endure a slow journey by water, but could afford to be carried a 
hundred miles by land, would have a market of rather more than 
thirty thousand square mil ... 

The case is substantia.I\y similar when traffic starts by sea, 
or by railroad, and bas to be carried by road for a part of the 
journey. For that part, though short in distance, may easily be 
the costlier of the two. We sha.I\ see presently how much, that 
scems obscure in the history of the prices of wheat in England . 
during the nineteenth century, finds its explanation in the' 
facUhat tho prohibitory costs of transport for the first hundred 
miles from many districts ceased as soon as they had been con' 
nected by good roads or railroads with tidal water. 

A simple illustration of this principle may be found in the 
building of Alpine chalets. When one has to be built very far 
from any road, logs are roughly hewn into the requisite shape 
by the adze and hand-saw at a very heavy cost of labour and 
wood. But if the chalet is to be built near a valley, which has 
a rough road and a simple saw-mill; then the logs are brougbt 
down the road over snow in winter, and are sawn into boards, 
which are carried along the road, to a point just below the chalet. 
The builder, however, must still apply the hand-saw, the adze 
and the pI nne to do a great deal of work which is done with 
a tenth or a hundredth part of the labour by large wood working 
mills with expensive plant, such as can pay their way only in 
broad valleys with ample road or railroad communications. In 
such a microcosm we see increosed supplies of capital, and 
inlproVed means of communication, gradually extending the 
economies of massive production to one district after another, 
nnd one class of commodities after another. The broad history 
of trade is little more than the continued application of similar 
principlell to provincial, national and cosmopolitan problems. 



i CHAPTER III 

FOUNDATIONS OF ENGLAND'S INDUSTRIAL LEADER
SHIP. HER DRIFT TOWARDS MASSIVE PRODUCTION 

I, m,l. 1. Introducrory. England's forerunners in tloe indus-
trial leadership of Western Europe. TIle spirit of economic 
nationality. 

The purpose of the present chapter is to sketch England's 
. preparation for leadership in modem methl'ds of massive pro

duction. The energies of her people showed themselves early 
in war and in maritime trade and adventure: and the character
istics of her later industrial qualities were foreshadowed by the 
uses to which she put water power in the inception of massive 
textile work. But" massive industry" in that full sense of the 
tenD, in which scope is offered for the complex and multifarious 
resources of modem technique, calls for a very much larger 
aggregate use of power than could be supplied by all the streams 
of England. This introductory chapter therefore passes quickly 
over the advance of England's industries through Mediaeval and 
Mercantile conditions to that in which considerable masses of 
workers were aggregated, for good and for evil, in districts that 
provided water power adequate for relatively large and highly 
organized textile manufactures. 

The forerunners of modern .. national trade" are not to be 
found in any empire of olden time, however firmly it was held 
together by political and military influences. But they may be 
found in great industrial cities in the Early, aud especially in 
the :Middle Ages: since in these, direct commuuication by word 
of mouth sufficed for nearly all the purposes of the modem 
printing press,. post and telegraph: therefore they developed as 
patriotic a pride in their work as in ~hcir military strength. 
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And, as List says, that which is now called the spirit of economic I, m,l. 
nationality, is really the spirit of Bruges or Antwerp; of Venice, 
Florence or Milan, spread over .. whole country, It first per-
meated to Holland, .. land of cities intimately united by an all 
pervading network of waterways. There were jealousies among 
her cities: but they worked on the whole harmoniously for the 
common purposes of trade; and a national trade was created 
under these conditions before the time ;;'as ripe for a large 
national industry. But .. chief advantage, which Holland ulti-
mately obtained over her rivals in trade, was by her adoption of 
standardized sbapes for her ship. and other vessels. Each of 
several cities undertook the supply of a p .. rticular group of inter
changeable parts; and thus the methods applied, during the 
World-war, by several countries to the production of munition. 
(and notably by Germany to that of submarines) were antici-
pated by Holland, long before engineere had even contemplated 
the delicate accuracy of work attained by modern semi-automatic 

. machinery. Englishmen fought eagerly with Holland, and gained 
little thereby: but their debts as pupils to her are immens~. 

One keynote of the contrast between the early economic 
history of England and Holland is incidentally struck in Petty's 
illustrations of his great rule that "Each country flourisheth in 
the manufacture of its own native commodities." He con
tinues, "viz. England for woollen manufacture, France for 
paper, l.uicland (Liege) for iron-ware, Portugal for confectures, 
Italy for silks. Upon which principle it follows that Holl!,nd 
and Zealand must flourish most in the. trade of shipping, a~2. 
b~o carriere and factors of the whole world of tr~el.:' . 

He was arguing that England had a better "native com
modity" for ehipping than appeared: but he did not venture to 
claim that it was very great. For the Netherlands and Venetia 
are lowlands watered by great streams: England is an island oi 
which the main watercouraes flow away from one another; and 
the .elIS oonnecting them break turbulently round long pro
montorie.. Her harboura were not specially well placed for the 
trade of early times, her inland waters did relatively little 

1 Political ..4ritluntlit, A.D. 1676, p. 16. Soo Appenrlix B for an outline 
.kelch of Ule debt. of modem industry e.n.d trade to the City 8t&t611 and 10 
Holland. 

aI. I. T. 
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I. UI, I. towards concentrating her industry, and in the early Middle 
Ages her people cared little for the sea. But yet the sources of 
her strength and of her ultimate wealth lay in her geographical 
position, and in the climate attendant on it. Her position had· 
attracted the boldest venturers from both sides of the North Sea 
and the Baltic; and Professor Schmoller, an able, if somewhat 
severe critic of English history, says of them:-"there aros. 
from the intermarriage of these invaders 8 sportive variety of 
men of rare bodily vigour, strong of will, calm in deliberation, 
and bold in action 1." 

There are indications of 8 tendency to regard the industrial 
qualities, which bave been prominent in England during recent 
times, as accidental successors of tbe earlier strenuousness of 
Englishmen under arms :-accidental in the same way as it 
was a matter of accident that the Yorkshire hills, whose water 
power attracted woollen industries in the eighteenth century, 
owed their later industrial prominence to their coal, of which 
the earlier woollen manufacturers had taken little or no account. 
It is therefore worth while to insist that the energies of 
Englishmen have always had the same funqamental character: 
but the brief historical sketch which occupies the remainder 
of this chapter will be superfluous to many readers; and may be 
omitted. 

1 Di~ engli~c.M BaAdel8 Politi! th. 17 ufttl 18 JG1&rAunduu. publiabed in 
Ilia Jahrbvch, vol xxm. List. another critio of England, equally able and 
almoat equally severe. while remarking that the in.O.U8nce of blood may be over
rated, and that t"here waa leu freedom in England under the Tudors than in the 
Germa.n and Italian cititl8, attributea much of England'S wealth to .. the people's 
innaoo love of liberty and of juat.ice:' Nalionol SY6tem 0/ Political !'conomy. 
oh. VI. pp. 49 and 50. And elsewhere be obse"8& that .. of aU the industrial 
pursuits, n&vigation mOlt demands energy. penonal courage. enterpriae. and 
endure.o.oo; qua.lilica.tion8 tha~ can only 60umh in an atmosphere 01 frt.edom" 
(ib. ch. x. p. 108). RoachCl' points out (lIant:kl4 Polililt. § 6) that viciBaitudee 01 
commercial enterprise. and the te801ute independent bearing that WM fostered 
amoDg the people by a aeaf&ring life. comhined to weaken class distinctioDs in 
trading cities. even when their politica1·~)OstitutioD W88 oligarohio: and thus 
there was a consta.nt .pring of frcah energetio blood UPW&l'da in them. Petty 
6l'gues that trade does Dot always flourish beat under popular Governments; 
but he gives some curious instances of hiB rule that "Trade is m08t vigorously 
carried on in every State and Government by tho heterodox part of the Mme. 
and such 1\8 profesa opinions different from what are pulolicJ.y eetabliahed." 
(Pollhcal AritAmdic, p. 25.) 
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2. The qualities, which gave leadersMp to E"glish"',e,~ I, w, 2. 

in industry and trade in the nineteenth century, had their 
roots ill early times. 

From 1066 down to the present time England's history has 
been that of the aame people, never disturbed for long by any 
sort of grievous violence, never forcibly moulded by a series of 
imperious personalities, never under a dominating influence from 
outside. They brought with them the characteristics of firm 
will, sell.determination, thoroughness, fidelity and love of 
freedom_trong qualities, which they have never lost; but 
also some deficiency in graciousness and delicacy of manner
pleaaant qualities, which they have nev~r completely gained. 
Tliey have learnt greatly from others: but they have pursued 
their own course so independently and steadily, that their 
political and economic institutions have grown side by side in 
harmony; and they stand out now lIS the leading type of con· 
tinuous development. Their methods in industry and trade 
were for long ages far behind the highest level that had been 
reached; but at last they threw their own special characteristics 
into busine .. affairs with such energy, and such· quickne .. of 
adaptation to the ever increasing massivene .. of the economic 
problems of the Western World, that they became its chief 
pioneers of progre .. and trade. 

In fact the qualitiea of body and character, which ultimately 
gave to Englishmen a certain leadership in industry and .trade, 
had their origin in early times; and persisted throughout some 
six centuries, in which they found much scope in deeds of courage 
and endurance on land and sea, and in popular games: the 
English archer was the progenitor of the English artisan. 
Continuity can be traced also in England's political history. 
The .. growing pains" of the Tndor age were in part an indi
cation of the fusion of England, or at all events of all England 
except her northern counties, into an economic unity. Local 
restrictions and .other regulations faded away: and their place 
was gradually taken by laws and royal ordinances, which applied 
generally to the kingdom as a whole: this was in part cause, 
and in part consequence, of the beginnings of a consciousne .. of 
economio nationality. The new order was to be based on the 
old: but with greater breadth of aO~QD came somewhat greater 
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I, w. 2. breadth of thought, and also some slight softening of temper: 
the new order of administration was associated with a new order 
of trade; and internal trade became generally more open, while. 
external trade was still regulated, though not on mediaeyallines. 

England's foreign trade was for a long while in the hands of 
foreigners, whose conduct was mitigated by the Staple; and for 
some time more largely in tbe hands of "Regulated Companies," 
that is, companies which had an exclusive privilege and a small 
common purse, while each member traded on his own account: 
but afterwards privileged joint stock companies came to the 
front. Thus the joint stock principle was applied for some time 
almost exclusively to trade with distant lands, and the settle
ment of plantations; but it began comparatively early to attack 
the development of the mineral resources of the country iteelf. 
This might have been anticipated: for the land was the chief 
wealth and the chief source of new wealth; and the owners of 
land were at their ease in work connected with it. Capitalistic 
resources Bowing from the land (eIther to ita owner or as tribute 
to the sovereign) had indeed been applied directly, with very 
little intervention from professional commerce or industry, to 
most of the great constructive undertakings from the building 
of the pyramids down to . the end of the seventeenth century. 
Important exceptions have to be made for the chief works con
structed by the great trading Cities, but not for many others; 
unless the funds which Roman and other. armies dug out with 
the sword should be entered under a separate head. The land 
yielded ita wealth directly to the building of cathedrals, churches 
and monasteries: of castles, palaces and great mansions: and 
many of the pasSing glimpses which we get of the manner in 
which the tasks of assembling great quantities of materials from 
afar, and organizing the work of large numbers of artisans and 
labourers, were conducted in early times, are afforded by the 
records of cathedrals and monasteries'. 

1 These ma.tters are considered further in Appendix C. "here IOmetbing 
II mid 88 to the stepB by which Englishmen. starting late in the indust.rial 
rae&, learnt from others, and gradually rose to poait.iona of rivalry witb their 
teachers: and u to the slow spread of relatively free and democratic methoda 
of life and action over a large part of the land; feudal order giving way in II('IIDe 

meaaure to inatitUtiODli more akin to the temper of the artisans of • great in· 
d •• trial oIty. A little ill alao aald in the third Section of th., Appen<lli: .. to 
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3. The progress of Engfuni£, inte:mal and e:cte:mal I, m, 8. 

trade during IJuJ Mercantile Age. 
The trade of the Mercantile Age impressed lhe imagination 

of those who recorded it; and some writers of our own times 
imply that it was large. But it was not. At the time of the 
Restoration England's foreign trade was less than a hundredth 
part of her present foreign trade in money value, and less than 
a two-hlmdredth part in volume. And though it increased fivefold 
during the next hundred years; yet in 1760, when the establish
ment of England's supremacy at sea told that the main work of 
the great trading companies was accomplished, it had not 
attained to a sixtieth part of its present bulk. 

. One cause of the aIowness of the growth of foreign trade was 
that the new markets beyond the seas were really very narrow. 
It is true that more than half the coast lines of the new conti
nents had been "discovered": but the countries behind those 
lines were still almost inaccessible. The sea-ports which were 
open to western traders gave them access to small islands of 
trade, rather than to large' territories: they could not alwaYs 
venture very far out of hesring of the sea waves. Their goods 
might indeed be distributed by native merchants: but ouly 
the munitions of war, and luxuries for the rich, would generally 
besr carriage far into the interior. And further, in the highly 
civilized parts of the East they met textile and metal goods 
made by as subtle a .skill as their own. They could sell a few 

• trinkets in some ports in exchange for precious metals, furs, 
h-ory, etc. given by ignorant people on terms extravagantly 
favourable to the European traders. But the quantities of such 
goods, which were on ofier, were small: the aggregate vulume 
of that particular trade waa trivial when judged by a modern 
standard. The profits to be earned in the more solid trade for 
spice.., tes and other vegetsble products were at a constantly 
falling rate per cent., though in constantly increasing aggre.,aate 
volume. 
the in8ueo..oe which foreign t.rade exerted in demoping the organized ..,. 
cl.tion of oapitall for large purpoees: for though joint .tock companies, with 
and without monopoliatio privilege, were let up ea.rl, in mining and other 
indulltrice, their IOOpe .. at far n&rI'OW'CI' thaD. thAt of compa.n.iea CQllt'emed 
.t 6n& mainly wi&b ElUOpeaD datn. ad liftenrarde wi&h tho. of Alia and 
AmeriK. 
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J, "', 8. Later on the Plantations were growing; and there was an 
increasing demand by Englishmen beyond the sea for those 
simple, strong. serviceable goods which they were accustomed 
to use. But it was still only cloth and other light goods that 
would hear the expenses of the long journey, for ship. did not 
yet carry very large cargoes; and, if there was any journey to 
be made at all at the further end, it was difficult unless it conld 
be made by river. No doubt tlu. exception is important; as very 
few .centres of population were far from tidal water: and even 
Buch things as bricks could go out as ballast in tobacco ships1. 

1 Thus MUD (about 1622). partia.lly anticipating the Dotion of "invisible 
exporia" of shipping SCrviCOB (which will be examined in Volume II). IaYS:
"If we send one hundred thousand pounds into the En.st Indies to buy pepper 
there and bring it hither, a.nd hence send it to Italy or Turkey, it must yield 
BOven hundred thousand pounds a.t least in those places. in regard of the ex~ 
ccssivo charge which the merchant disbnrseth in those long voyages in shipping, 
wagee. victuala, insuTance, interest, custom imposts, and the like; all which 
notwithstanding the King and the Kingdom gets": he reckons the coste of 
the double trade as six times that of the original exports. He says a1so that 
~he coat of carriage of wheat to Italy about double. its value, and he takes, as 
probobl. pri ••• of pepper, 3d. in the East Iildies, II. 8d. in Am."'rdam ODd 28. 
in London. (See pp. 22, 12. _14 of the 1755 Reprint of Trt.alUre by Foreign 
T,.ade.) . 

Even in 1701 the Commissionen of Customs reported that England bad 
3280 shipa with an aggregate tonnage of but 261.0ooj i e. about 80 tons on the 
average. They did not hold nearly 88 much cargo as sailing ships of the sa.me 
nominal tonnage in the nineteenth centuryj and they travelled slowly. They 
could not have carried among them aa much ca.rgo on long voyages in a. year &8 

oan be carried now by a Bingle large stea.mship. 
The cRtimates of the volume of trade made by earlier writers, though Bome· 

what better founded than their estimates of national wealth and income. are 
widely divergent: and nB trust can be given to them. It lOOms probable that tho 
cauHous Petty exaggerated a little. when be put the exports of England at 
fm.IO. under which he includes mipping services of the vaJue of !m.h5, the 
greater part of the tra.de being of course with neigbbouring conntries: while be 
puts the exports of .. the whole commercial world" at £m.45. (Political .Ari,lA· 
mw. A.D. 1676. pp. 82-4.) . 

The following 6gures are taken Crom Chalmers' B8Iimale 0/ IAe drmgt" 
0/ e1w Britia" 1,lu, A.D. 1812, p. 315. which appear to have been prepared with 
gre&t care. They relate to EnglAnd only, the 6rst three linea represent averagee. 

Tonn::re of Rhlpa Value of 
cl_rel outwards. cargoes eJ.porkd. 

'.D. 1603-1669 143,000 £2,043,000 
1726-8 450,000 £7,8P2,OOO 
1749---l51 601,000 £12,599,000 
1764 742,000 £10,202,000. 

To theee may be &dded recent 8gurea for the Unitfod Kingdom, 
1913 67,820,000 £6:13,461.000. 
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Moreover the obstacles to the transport in bad weather of r, m, s. 
heavy goods in many parts of England, including some busy 
hives of industry, were very great, In fact nearly all journeys 
had to be made on foot, on horseback, or by water. And this 
retarded the expansion and consolidation of the higher con
structive forms of English industry more than might seem pro-
bable at first sight. For frequent long journeys involved such 
delays, fatigues, and exposure to bad weather, as to restrict the 
freedom of action of the middle-aged and elderly men; in whose 
bands the main control of enterprise was firmly grasped in that 
age of discipline. For these and other reasons, ihe prices charged 
for imported goods long remained very high. 

·The demand for good roads came rather from the general 
quickening of agriculture and of urban industry, than from con
centrated manufacture for export. Fairly good level roads were 
made for the use of heavy waggons; and a splendid system of 
arterial roads carried passengers and news at a rate not dreamt 
of before. The abundance of "stage-coaches, machines, flys, 
and post-chaises" was held to be a chief cause of the sudden 
unification of manners and of social life which startled.the middle 
of the eighteenth centuryl. 

Good roads eame late, and canals came later still. But when 

Chalmers' tab1e ia made out to show tha.t England's trade progreued in 
tim.,. of pe~ and generally retrograded during WR.r: a.U the yean selected 
above are yea.rs of )Xl&Of'. Mnch of what. he d6lcribes aa "exportl" went to 
Irelu.nd; and tho f'lxtcmal trade of Great Britain and Ireland Wal certainly less 
thMl tbat of England alone (lee above, p. 24). On the other hand allowance 
mnlt be mn.de for t.he smugglen' trade, which dou not appear in the recorda. 

The diffioulties of intflrnal communication caused many London traden to 
he in closer touch with the neighbouring portl of the Continent thlUl with the 
more dietant parts of Engla.nd. A detailed inventory of London'e trado and ita 
rout",. is given in Allm Man·,imu.t tI CommtrCialil (1728). p. 110. London bought 
from abroad many thing., which were to be had at .. lower price in lome ra.rts 
of J~ngl&nd, not very Rlmote. Foreignen WCftl apt to judge England by London; 
and hence cbroniclen and writ.cn of rom&nce ha.n represented the uee of 
foreign gooda ... muab more common in England than it. really wae. This 
anonymoul book is avowedly in the main a compilation, and probably madeaome 
uae of the dnt edition (1723~ of S.v~ DicliotuUlire U"i ..... d cIA Commn'Ce: 
it is a vast etore of information. 

I S~ a quot.ation from. pamphlot of 1761 in Leaky. EigAluftlA Century. 
ed J. voL VL P. 169. Compare.lao Sroilea, LitIU of MrJcnl/r Qftd Tel/ord, and 
the hietory of road. in Walford', Fa",i"u 0/ tAc World. The difficultiee of the 
roy",) t.roopl in meeting the invuion of the Higblanden in 1745 gave a groa\ 
impotuio to the moking of roada. 
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I, m, S. at last they were taken in hand they were pushed forward 
vigorously. They united the head-waters of England's chief 
rivers and formed a network round her manufacturing districts. 
Together they built up in England a larger and more active 
home market for commodities, that conformed to the law of 
Increasing Return, than had ever been known before. And the 
home demand, enforced by the foreign and colonial demand for 
similar products, acted upo~ industries which had now at last 
attained a force of unity and concentration, nearly as intensive 
as that of her great teacher Holland, and more extensive'. 

Defoe had said, "It is a kind of proverb attending the 
character of Englishmen that they are better to improve than 
to invent, better to advance upon the designs and plan8 which 
other people had laid down, than to form sehemes and designs 
of their own ..•. The wool indeed was English, but the wit was 
all Flemish." But he went on to show in detail how we outdid 
our teachers; how .. we ha vo turned the seale of trade, and send 
our goods to be sold in those very countries, from which we 
derived the knowledge and art of making them· ... 

Englanjl's first great undertaking, that of drainage on a 
large 8cale, was carried out for her by Dutchmen; Dutch engineers 
superintcnded Dutch workmen, and paid them from funds 

1 Yarrantoo'. E1I!Jlarufa impr~ by ItIJ aM kmd (1677) ill much 00-

cupied with "the advantage of making the great riven of England nav~a.ble:' 
Hia numerous charta and his argumentAI have the cogency of. modem pamphlet. 
He contends that. when once the ohief riven had been rendored navigable 86 far 
as posBihle, the wbole country could be consolidated by a few good road. made 
to join their head.wat.ers; and tha.t they could be kept in repair eaaily. because 
they would be on "good hilly sound dry land.·' Nowaday. transport is cheap, 
and transhipment-ez.cept in • few case. where mecbanio&! aid reaobea very 
far-ie rela.tively expensive. But in Ilia time transhipment was thought of 
Jightly; and it was reasonable to hold that hil plan woul4 have brought. indue. 
triel, which dealt with heavy goods, nearly up to as high a level of concentrated 
effioienoy as waa alnu~ds being reached by the woollen indultriea, whose tmina 
~ pack horae. could go everywhere. Thia may be illultrated by a. ltatement 
made in 1724 (in opposition to the olaiml of lome exclusive trade",) that the 
wools of WOl'Celter, Salop and Stafford. were uled partly in Glouceater. Devon. 
Kent, M.d HlUDpahire. The ooae was more complex in regard to thoee of Lincoln, 
Northampton, Rutl&nd. Leiceater. Warwiok. Oxon. and Bucka.: for one IOn 
of them went to the Northern Counties; another aort to Norfolk and Devonshire. 
Some Norfolk wools were IeIlt to North Wales and "there dra.ped into cloth," 
and ultimately IOld in I..ondon. and 10 on. (Unwin, Inddnol Mgaftiz.a'imi in 
the Bixttenlh altd MvtftleentA cm.curiu, pp. 188-9.) 

• ,{ pl •• 0/ II,. Engl;,A Com_ 1728, pp. &99-301. 
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. supplied by Dutch capitalists. To make a good harbour or quay; 1,111,4. 

to erect an efficient windmill, watermill, fulling-mill, or large 
pump, Dutch aid had been required. The first English iron 
cannons had been cast in Sussex by a Frenchman: and ).'ssons 
from French and Itslians, Dutch and Flemings, Germans and 
Swedes bad been required to equip Englishmen as workers in 
cloth and silk, pottery and paper, as miners and metallurgists', 

But victory over difficulties gave courage for victory over 
new difficulties, Each victory tended to increase the area over 
which the goods could be marketed, and therefore the scale 
of production; and therefore in many industrjes at least the 
economy of ~roduction; and therefore again, the area over 
which the goods could be marketed: and so on in ever widening 
circles, And with each expansion there grew np increased spirit 
for new ventures, and increased recompense for the risk and 
expense of working out new inventions, and reducing them to a 
practical shape, 

4, EnglantIs Mercallti16 policy tc~s adapted to con
dit;om "'hieh were passing away, as the increasing mobility 
oj illdllslly promoted th. concentration oj textile ind'U3tries 
in the 'ICighboUl'hood oj water power, 

The spirit of Mercantilism was consistent with a national 
organization of IlIternal trade, even before England had· made 
much progress toward. internal unity in industry, It adapted 
itself especially to the pioneering work done by the great 
monopolist Trading Companies; and to the introduction, by 
a far·sighted monarch, of skilled foreign artisans for the 
inception of new industries, But Colbert's resolute attempt to 
organize French industries hy despotio rule in the second half 
of the seventeenth century obtained only a partin! and transient 
snccess: and Englishmen were even at that time more capable 
of taking care of themselves, and more restive under regnlatlon 
than the French, A century later they had become so much 
more mobil, and masterful that they could organize themselves 

1 Tuoker, who W&I • I8VMe critio of hit cnont.r:\'men, writea in 1750, 
.. Engla.nd', DliLIlufactUl'Cn have ever baen in bigh repute for thoir skill nnd 
in,",nuity." But hia inlt.ant'08 come from the minor industries. and do not 
imply the larger iovent.iven68L 

'-5 
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I, "', 4. in a widespread industrial structure; and had neither the need 
nor the inclination to he regimented. 

In the Middle Ages the monarch and the compact ruling 
class were often vastly superior to the masses of the people iii 
education, in breadth of outlook and in knowledge of the world, 
as well as in wealth and military strength. With some excep
tions for the great commercial cities, Government alone was 
in a position to take the initiative in large economic affairs. 
Custom was the main defence of the weak against the strong; 
and the action of Government itself in small affairs was often 
most blessed, when it did little more than enforce custom. The 
fourteenth. century saw indeed the beginning of a general 
assertion of the spirit of individual liberty; and that was the 
neC6l!sary condition for the spread among the people of habits 
of independent thought as to the methods of their industry and 
trade. From that time onward they made more rapid progress in 
mental capacity and moral strength than their rulers did: and, 
by the middle of the eighteenth century, they had moved perhaps 
about halfway upw~rds from the semi-serf-like condition of 
earlier centuries to that of the present day; when they are not 

. very far inferior in shrewdness, and constructive ability to the 
ruling classes. 

Every step of that progress increased the ilnportance of the 
advantage which the common people derived from the more 
intilnate knowledge possessed by each of his own circumstances, 
and the technical problems of his own work, than could be 
possessed hy Government officials. It thus increased the pro

. bability that industry and trade would develop on the most 
advantageous lines, if left free to take their own courses: and it 
diminished in some directions, as much as it increased in others, 
the power of Government to control the courses of industry and 
trade in the puhlic interesta. The possible functions of Govern
ment expanded almost obtrusively in many directions: but 
meanwhile there was so great an increase in the comploruty of 
the problems of industry, and so small an increase in the mental 
capacity of Government for dealing with them, that its appro
priate functions in the matter did not expand in like manner, 
for the time at least. 

There was however meanwhile a slow increase in the power of 
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the people to govern the Government that governed them: and I, Ill, 4-

this power was destined to become so large and far-reaching, 
that many tasks may now reasonably be intrusted to Govern-
ment in the twentieth century which would have been grossly 
mismanaged in the first half of the nineteenth, and would have 
been hot-beds of corruption in the eighteenth: thus a certain 
new tendency to a widening of the appropriate functions of 
Government gradually set in. 

Here it is to be considered that policies, such as those of 
the Mercantilists, necessarily reacted on the moral character of 
those who administered them. It increased their temptations 
to- use public authority for purposes of private gain. It de
veloped the strong and the enterprising elements in human 
nature: but it also gave great scope to those who were selfish 
and cruel. -

Moral developments are nearly always the complex results of 
many causes; and a student of anyone side of human life must 
be on his guam against a bias to attribute them mainly to those 
particular causes which loom largest in his eyes. But history 
seems to show that wherever Mercantile policy has been active, 
those persons, whose private intereats have been closely touched 
by it, have tried with Bome BUCCess to bend that policy for their 
own benefit. Occasionally .. strong upright personality, like 
that of Colbert, might stay the evil for a time. But corruption 
seems generally to have incrCIISed when there has been much 
money to be gained by political influence. The monopolies and 
other special privileges granted by the Tudors and the Stuarts, 
were permeated by evil uses of money. And on the larger stage 
of the eighteenth century, a more highly organized corruption 
was elIected by the riches which the Trading Companies and the 
individual .. Nabob." had drawn from the East and the W es~ 
under a policy framed on Mercantile principles1• 

I Leek,. Ereg'a:Rd ilt IAe EigltunlA Celll1&ry baa much information OD. these 
lubjeota. The demoralizing influence ezerted by the Mercantile alan tmde 
on the population of the great weatern porta of Engla.nd. which were chiefly 
oonoeroed in it, ill wt>1I known. Silver and sugar .. Idom came to Europe withoul 
•• tain of blood. We have been too quick to forget the horron whiah eauacd 
Samua! JohDeon to give bill famonl tout: uHere', to the next m.11l1'eetion of 
tho Dt@roN in lb. Wool Indi .... (Goldwin Smith, Tie U.iltd K •• gam.. vol. II. 
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1,111,4. CoiTuption, thus initiated in one part of public life, must 
have had some tendency to spread. The particular threads of 
connection betw~en immoral bargainings for commercial favours, 
and a low moral tone in public affairs generally, are not easy 
to be traced, especially in regard to distant times. But it is 
to be noted that the protests against Mercantilist policy, which 
came with increasing force during the eighteenth century, till 
they culminated in Adam Smith'. denunciation, were based on 
moral as much as on economic grounds, 

Accordingly it is argued in Appendix D that the inter
{erences by Governments with the free courses of industry and 
trade which the Mercantile Age inherited from the Mediaeval, 
are not to be brought under any sweeping measure, either of 
eulogy on account of the patriotic motives by which they were 
generally induced, or of blame on account of their failure to 
apprehend the vast difficulties of many of the tasks which they 
undertook. 

For indeed the further we are looking backwards the 
greater is generally the allowance to be made for changes in the 
prevalent standards of public and private morality. A states
man may have fallen below the level that is customary in 
England and several other countries to-day, and yet merit our 
respect for ha~ing risen above the ordinary level of his own age. 
And he may possibly have heen right in constraining the 
industrial energies of the people to move in certain limited 
directions: because there was but little Independent enterprise 
in the land; while that little could not be brought up to high 
intensity, uul... concentrated on a narrow arca. From this 
point of view Adam Smith's criticisms on the Mercantilists of 
his own age ~ay seem harsh. But it is to be remembered 
that he knew the weaknesses and the corruption of those who 

p. 407). Tho profits on tho sla.ve trndo would pave boon onormous if My large 
part of the victims had 8urvived the voyage (Cra.ik. B~1<n'y of Commerce. vol. m. 
p. lI3). 

Forces. making for the degradation of morals. interact and mutually 
strengthen one another. The general laxity of Court life, corrupt practiccs in 
poUtica, the inOuence of the ma.vo trade. and extreme drunkenneaa among the 
bigheat and tbe lowest olasses. were part caulO and part: consequence, each oI the 
others. In 1743 it waa ltated in evidenoe before a C.ommittee of the House of 
Commons that the ADDu,,1 consumptioD of spirits waa 19,000,000 gallon .. of whicb 
4,000,000 were illioit. The total population ,..81 aUttle over IiJ: millioDL 
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,were posing as masters of economic statecraft. His condemna- . r, 111,4. 

tion of officious meddling by such. men in the affaim of industry 
and trade is indeed not limited to the conditions of his own 
time. But he had no means of anticipating the vast increase 
in the resources of Government, and in the honesty of publio 
officials which began in the nineteenth century. He could 
look backwards only; and, though the growth of a sturdy up-
right middle class had given much strength to the country's 
political struct1lre, experience gave little reason to anticipate 
that the leading st&tesmen of the country would cease to 
regard public affairs as a source of private booty. He did not 
suppose that private interest always leads tradem and pro-
ducem on those paths which are most conducive to the publio 
weal: for indeed he continually pointed out cases in which it led 
them in other directions. But he did show that the general 
tendency of their conduct in pumuit of gain was to hunt out. 
methods by which their energies might yield goods or services of 
increased value to the public. He did this work so thoroughly 
that later generations have made no great addition to it; though 
they have introduced many qualifications into it, and given it 
sci • .ntific cohesion. 

They have however made a vital change in its general 
character, when regarded from a social point of view. For tbey 
bave laid great and ever increasing stress on a point, whicb bad 
not become prominent wben be wrote. It is tbat bis general 
argument is valid only when .. value" is expressed in terms of 
money. 

If a capable builder sets np bouse. all of a rental of £200 
a yeM" on a certain piece of land, his own interest will lead 
him to adapt them to the requirements of his future customers . 

. But suppose he is to build two classes of house., one of which 
will accommodate twenty people to tbe acre, wbile tbe other will 
accommodate two hundred to the acre; and that one part of his 
ground is healthy, while the other is unbealthy: tben his private 
interest will lead him to put the denser populution on the 
unhealthy ground. For well-to-do people will generally pay a 
higher percentage of increase in rental or purchasing price on 
account of a favourable soil than working classes will. But, 
frow a social point of view, the healtb of two hundred of the 
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working classes is of more value than that of twenty of the 
well·to·do persons; unless indeed some of them happen to be of 
exceptional mental quality. Adam S~th's Weal/I. of Nalions, 
interpreted by his Thwry of Moral Sentiments, supplies a sound 
basis for the introduction of such considerations. And, in fact, 
nearly all the far reaching movements which his disciples are 
starting in the modern world, for increasing the constructive 
activity of the State in social matters, can be brought within the 
scope of his policy by paying adequate attention to the difference 
between money value and social value. This consideration is 
not always prominently expressed: but it will be found to underlie 
nearly all the most serious modern economic studies. 

6. The new Btructure qf tlte textile industrieB, 1chich 
was Bet on foot in the latter half of the eighteenth century, 
indicates the gradual trUJIuntion from the methods qf the 
Mercantile Age to those of the nineteenth eentury, 

The movement towards capitalistic and massive production, 
which has proceeded in England with ever increasing rapidity 
and volume during the last century and a half, has two sides; 
both of which became prominent in the textile industries, 
earlier than in any others of like importance. On the one side 
was the growth of free capital, as distinguished from that which 
was directly associated with ownership or use of land: and on 
the other was the diffusion of habits of thought and action 
among the various strata of the population in which tradition 
and habit counted for less than in early times: movement be· 
came larger and more general; and increasing attention was 
given to new opportunities. and new methods of turning old 
opportunities to account. 

Distrust of changes in the methods of work and pay died 
out slowly. Old traditions of the villein's duty to his lord, and 
his lord's reciprocal obligations lingered for good, as well as evil, 
long after villeinage had ceased to be formally recoguized. The 
old solidarity of the village left odours, some sour and some 
sweet, in the largeness of the open commons on which lean 
animals lingered out a meagre life. The enclosure of commons, 
excellent as it was from a broad national view, was opposed with· 
some justice, as a plunder of the very poor, for the benefit of the 
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well·to·do; and it increased the hardship which was inherent in 1,111,5. 

rigorous, if futile, edicts against wanderers from the place of 
their Bettlement. Mobility increased: but it was often ill-directed; 
and the consequent rapid increase in the numbers of the most 
unfit became a great evil early in the nineteenth century, as we 
shall Bee preBently. 

Large new opportunities were. developed by the increasing 
rate of growth of England'B material wealth, which was largely 
due to the continued freedom of her islaud territory from devas· 
tating wars. This freedom gave to her manufacturers and her 
agriculturists alike, security for reaping the rewards of effort 
invested in improvements that would bear fruit slowly. The 
choicest horses aml cattle were left to breed in peace, being 
beyond the reach of foraging bands of soldiery: and the 
huildings, the machinery and the stocks of trade and industry, 
were undisturbed. This cause had equipped England with the 
sinews of industrial competition before she showed signs of 
industrial leadership; and during the eighteenth century it con
tributed much to her rise to the position of undisputed supremacy 
in the world's market for capital. 

The abundance of capital gave scope for men with marketing 
ability of a constructive order. This is to be clearly distin
guished from a laborious astuteness in bargaining, on which 
poople with small capitals, and especially agriculturists, in all 
countries often lay stress: priding themselves on their skill in 
buying a thing for less than it is worth, and selling a thing for 
more than it is worth. That miserable ingenuity is no doubt 
barron: it is the one side of trade, which is amenable to the old 
sweeping charge against all trade: viz. that in it DO One can gain 
save at the expel\se of another; JLUd that the more energy is 
diverted to it, the poorer the country will become. 

The oonstructive trader, on the other hand, aims high, and 
sees far: he is constantly forecasting future developments of 
demand, and endeavouring 80 to turn to account the rising force 
of now methods of production as to supply something which can 
bo produced in large quantities at a low cost, and force its way 
into geneml consumption. It is to force its way, because it is 
Bold for loBS than people had previously thought it to be worth; 
while yet it has cost him, and is-in a sense worth to him, much 
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I, tn, 5. less than what he sells it for. For this task elasticity of mind 
and delight in hard work are needed: and these qualities are not 
often found among those who have inherited wealth: but they. 
Were found in high degree among the undertakers, most of whom 
had risen from the ranks, 

Such an undertaker sought out "homely" producers who 
had the skill and aptitude for making certain classes of things 
economically and well; inst':l'cted them as to the precise char
acter of the thing which he wanted; supplied generally the 
material and sometimes the requisite plant: and by ever 
widening experience learnt how better to enlarge and economize 
the processes of marketing. He himself needed the power 
of going to the centre of each practical problem as it arose; 
concentrating the forces of his mind on it; working out con
nections between it and outlying considerations; developing 
practical conclusions with" just sense of proportion; and pur
SlIing resolutely the line of policy thus indicated, but with a 
mind always alert for new ideas, especially such as were de
manded by the changing circumstances and conditions of his 
problem. These are faculties which have been conspicuous in 
the Jewish race longer than in any other: but they were also 
such as could be, and were, quickly and strongly developed in 
that sturdy English character, of which the foundation had been 
laid by the sea-rovers. 

On the other hand, the undertaker of the work and risks of 
organizing supply so as to meet and stiroulate demand, was 
drawn on continually to become increasingly in some sense the 
employer of the homely producers whose work he controlled. 
The procees by which he was developed into a capitalist manu
facturer was gradual aud continuous; and, )Vhen it was com
pleted, his functions as a "master of men" rose to an equal level 
with hi. functions as an organizer of production and marketing. 
For this he needed qualities of mind and character somewhat 
similar to those of a capable captain of a ship trading on long 
voyages far from home: and these also were natural to the 
English and had been developed by their work in the world. 
Similar combinations of facluties were. to be found in all the 
countries of Western Europe, and were afterwards to be con
.picuous in North America, But Englishmen seem to have 
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had .a fuller and stronger supply of them than any other I, Ul,'. 

Dation. 
Under the new conditions, all risks of marketing were borne 

by the capitalist trader, while the implements of production 
were supplied in 80me cases by the trader, and in others by the 
workers. When the trader supplied workshop qr factory with 
it. equipment, the 'industrial side of his services became more 
prominent, if not more difficult than the marketing side. He 
was therefore commonly and appropriately described as 11 manu
facturer, rather than a merchant. This change in organization 
is commonly described as a transition from the "domestic" 
phase of industry to the "capitalistio." But a great deal of 
prodl\ction, whieh is entirely under capitalistic control, i. 
domestic; in the sense that the work is done by operatives in 
their own homes. The so-called .. sweated" industries of the 
present time belong to this class; and it is well known that 
they give as large opportunity to the abuses of the power of 
capital as any others. It seems therefore best to avoid the nse 

.of the term "domestic"; and te contrast the man of means, 
Imowledge and resources with the "homely" producer: that is, 
the man whose resources are so small, and whwe outlook ls 80 

!larrow. that he cannot obtain good access to general m .. rkets. 
The primitive homely manufacturing producer corresponds 

to the pe ..... nt. who produces only for his own use and for sale 
to neighbours; while he can, at the same time, he fairly certain 
that Buch things as he needs will b. brought within his reach 
by traders, without requiring him to have knowledge or contact 
with distant markets. He may himself be a small employer. 
providing for his assistants aJl the requisites of their work: 
but. as his capital is small. the capitalistic basis of his control 
over them is commonly ignored. 

A great part of the homely industries of the country. at a 
• later stage, were financed by capitalist traders to this e",tent at 

least that they undertook in advance to buy specified products 
at certain prices: that i. to say the producer carried no con
siderable risks in regard to any particular contract. when once 
he had attain",l .. fair security as to the prices he would pay 
for material and for such labour as he might require. 

Arrangements of this kind existed early in the South of 
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I, UI, 6. England cloth industry: and they became common elsewhere in 
the· eighteenth century, when changes in the fashion and texture 
of goods and in the technique of industry were bewildering, 
those who loved to tread in ancient paths: and they were giving 
great Bcope for new energetic men, well supplied with capitsl; 
who were al~o ,alert and fertile of suggestions for new patterns 
for home consumption, and for adjusting the new English re
sources to the tastes of foreign consumers, especially in the 
Levant and in Asia. Such arrangements were very suitsble to 
transitional conditions; and are often regarded as' peculiar to 
them. But in fact they are common at the present time. For 
instance, a capitalist builder often contracts to erect a bouse in 
accordance with definite specifications, at a certain pric~: the 
purchaser may intend to occupy the house, or he may be a 
merchant, sometimes inappropriately called a "speculator," who 
buys with the intention of letting or selling. 

An almost equally familiar case is that of the textile manu
facturer who contracts to deliver a quantity of some fabric, of 
quality and design selected by a merchant; at a certain price:, 
though he often fortilles himself by buying in advance tho 
materials which he will need. This method enables the mer
chant to turn to the fullest account his powers of contriving 
improved models, patterns, etc., of the goods of which he has 
attained a special knowledge; and also of anticipating the 
fnture course of demand, with reference to coming changes of 
fashion and taste, and to fluctuations of general economic 
prosperity. The producer on the other hand (who may he a 
man of rather narrower outlook, if not of homely disposition) 
gains hy freedom to escape from a task for which he is not 
peculiarly fitted, and to give nearly his whole energies to the 
administration and technical work of making'. 

1 Prot Unwin, in reference to ProL Westerfield'. Middhmm in Engli8h 
bu.tlnu8. particularly betwttn 1660 and 1760, l8.ya:-"Simultanoity of inte
grAtion and differentiation iI to be found in the mOOenth contury, and even in 
the Middle Ages,.in a.ll the more developed branohes of industry and commerce. 
The fact is tha.t where a aeries of independent capita1J are employed in olose 
oontact with eaoh other. &ny expa.nsion of capital in one of the allied functions 
tends to a.n overfiow into the neighbouring functiona, and thus to one form or 
other of integration. The capital of the Hanseatio. Italian, or native exporter 
of cloth in the fifteenth century tended oomtantly to flow over into the mire
".mev, runotiona; whilst. on the other hand. the prosperous clothier was n.)ways 
driving to become a.n exporting merchant" (BCOROmlo JouNlal. Deo. 1916). 
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It is of course to be understood that the changes now dis- I, m, 8. 

cussed moved gradually and irregularly. The rising sea seldom 
encroaches on the sand with uniform progress, even when the 
wind is nearly still: and in stormy weather the retrogression of a 
great wave may uncover the whole ground that belongs to the 
rise of the mean level of the sea during an hour. The economic 
atmosphere is never qulte still, and it is often greatly perturbed: 
therefore progress is seldom uninterrupted. 

6. The financial structure of English agriculture and 
its influence 011 progress .. 

- For a long while agriculture and mining had been the ouly 
industries, except those connected with shipping, in which large 
capitals had been employed. In both of them nearly the whole 
of the capital needed had been drawn from the revenues of 
the territorial magnates, to whom the soil and the mineral 
strata below it alike belonged: and though, as has already been 
noted, mining took very early to joint stock finance, agriculture 
moved persistently on its old lin\&. The direct economies to 
be got by the aggregation of large areas of land under a single 
management were small and doubtful: But the ownership of a 
large "rea of land gave social prestige; and (especially in the 
hundred years ending with the Reform Bill of 1832) it gave 
political power and access to welll'aid posts under Government. 
It therefore attracted rich men, more particularly those who 
wished to buy their way into good society: and thus the 
aggregation 01 ownership tended to provide the lru;>d with an 
abundant supply 01 capital needed lor tho expensive improve
ments towards which agriculture was steadily m:>king its way. 
"Farmer George" promoted the tendency to think that super
fiuous wealth might give a high return in the pleasure of 
owning a large property well developed, just as easily as in that 
of owning a ca.tellated mansion. And thongh no outlay was 
approved by those whose opinion was most worth having, unless 
it aimed at a financial success, sufficient to lead other agri
culturists in the same direction; yet men were willing to risk 
capital freely in experiments which might yield no good return, 
except in showing the way to others better concsived and more 
frui tllli of gain. 
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I, 01, 7. Some of these ventures must be tried in the first instance 
on .. the home farm." But those which added to the value of 
the land and its buildings, and not merely to the current flow 
of stock or crop, could be safely made wholesale by the land
owner for his tenants: the English system under which the 

. tenant looks to the landlord for the provision of buildings and 
of capital to be sunk in the land was peculiarli appropriate to 
the tranSitional stage in which agriculture then w.... Except 
in drainage, water supply and road lIIaking, it might be. true 
that an additional £10,000 applied in the improvement of 
1000 acres would not give better returns than £500 applied 
with equal skill and intelligence in the improvement of 50 acres: 
but, as things were, the £10,000 were more likely to be forth
coming for the large property than the £500 for the small; and 
on the whole they were likely to be applied with a broader 
intelligence, though perhaps not with as much eare and know
ledge as to details'. 

7. The merging of England in Britain. 

Henceforward it will be best to speak not of England but 
of "Britain," as short for the "United Kingdom of England, 

. Scotland and Ireland." 
It is indeed true that the main trend of the industrial 

development of the eighteenth century and a considerable 
part of the nineteenth was the result of work done south of 
the Tweed. The great French war however fused England 

1 Of course this arrangement ba.s ita difficulties; u i.e shown by the agitations. 
which have recurred at intervals daring mom than a century on tho part of 
tena.nt. farmers. for inoroasod aecucity o.gaioat. the approprin.tion of tho land: 
but aD the whole there seems goo~ rea.e:an to think that it will hold ita own, 
when properly guarded, aga.inst all others, at all eventa 00 British soil 

As to tho growth of the demand for large capitals on agriculture reference 
may be mode to Mr R. E. Prothero's E1t(lluh Farming_ He quotes (p. 206) from 
Art.hur Young:-"Whcre il the litHe farmer to bo found who will cover hiB 
whole farm with marl at. tho rate of 100 or 150 tons per acrol who will drain 
all his land at the expense of £2 or £3 an &erel who will pay a heavy price for 
t.he manure of tOW1l8, and convoy it thirty milc! by mnd oILrriagel who will float 
bis meadows at the expense of .£5 an acre? who, to improve the breed of hi! 
!hecp. will give 1000 guineas for the use of a Bingle ram for. single Ruonl 
who will send across the kingdom to distant provinces for new implements, and 
for men to use them 1 who will employ and P&Y men for residing in provincea 
"hero practicOI are found whioh they want to inbroduce into their farm"" 
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and Scotland into a single country in sentiment and in action. I, W, 1. 

The, trade of Ireland was regarded in some measure as on a 
different footing from that of England, even nfter the goods 
sent from one to the other had ceased to be reckoned officially 
as "exported": bnt from the beginning of the nineteenth 
century England and Scotland had become, in fact as well as in 
name, " single country with one national spirit in regard to 
economic problems generally, and especially those which related 
to trade with the rest of the world. The chief agencies in this 
unification were roads, railroads, and common work in financial 
and colonial enterprise. 

Late in the eighteenth century good roads began to connect 
the Lowlands of Scotland on the one hand with her own 
IIighlands, and on the other with the Northern counties of 
England. The more potent influence of her railroads did not 
become effective till the middle of the nineteenth century: 
but meanwhile her bankin~ -Jlad established its preeminence 
as a safe and efficient means for enabling a conntry with only 
" very little free capital, so to econoInize its use, that those, who 
were endowed with good business faculties, conld generally 
obtain control of the means needed for giving them effect. 
The English system of banking was very inefficient in this 
direction; and Lancashira indnstries were largely financed by 
their own Bills of Exchange with but little aid from the bank .. 
But the Bank of England was alrcady the centre of stable 
international finance: and the Scotch system owed its combina
tion of economy with efficiency to being able to lean on English 
support in international trade. This fact made for the com
mercial unity of the two countries more powerfnlly than appears 
on the surface: it went together with the security at home and 
on the sens, which both derived from the strength of the British 
navy and army. 

But perhaps the strongest force making for unity was the 
leadership which the special bent of the Seotch genius, aided 
by a superb system of national education, achieved in pioneering 
the expansion of the British Empire. Scotchmen have had a 
much larger share, in proportion to their numbers, than 
Englishmen proper, in discovering what parts of the world 
offered tbe best field for western enterprise. They had com-
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t, m, 1. paratively little share in the foundation of the early "Plan
tations": but they knew how to rise to difficulties, and how 
to make their way up from the ground till they stood at the 
top of great ventures; which, though often risky, have yielded

o 

very high returns. So they have grown rapidly in wealth: 
they hold high places in almost every part of "Greater Britain": 
and their influence in finance generally is more prominent than 
that of any other group of people of similar size, except the 
Jews of Western Europe, whose mental aptitudes are indeed in 
some respects similar to theirs. They are preeminently leaders 
in agriculture; where their widely diffused intelligence has long 
worked on lines similar to those on which Danish agriculture ois 
being developed. Their manufacturing industries hold a high 
rank; while the ship-building on the Clyde, and that of the 
Scottish colony at Belfast, are unsurpassed. England and 
Scotland are now one. 

Ireland, other than North Eastern mster, has sufiered 
grievous wrongs; and has done not a little wrong herself. 
When England's tardy atonement for her wrong-doing has 
borne full fruit, Ireland may become, what she has never been 
yet, truly united to her: but the large economic developments, 
which may be hoped from that unity, lie beyond our present 
range. The fact, tbat she has already developed the economies 
of cooperative dairying in advance of most other countries, is 
one of many that are of good augury for her future. 



CHAPTER IV 

BRITAIN'S INDUSTRIAL LEADERSIDP: ITS LONG 
FREEDOM FROM CHALLENGE 

1. Cliaracle1isucs of modern manufacturing processes. 

The present chapter aims at Betting out the essential differ
mce hetween Britain's industrial leadershlp and those whlch 
Jreceded it; and at indicating the combination of causes whlch 

Jnabled it to endure long without effective challenge. 
Let us look backwards a little, and forwards a little. The 

genoral features of the new industries were governed partly by 
technical causes, partly by the special circumstances of the time, 
and partly by the peculiar character of Englishmen. These 
three diverse inHuences made for the same result; viz. the 
massive production of things 80 uniform in substance and in 
shape aa to give large scope for play of the economies, whlch 
the specialization of manual tasks had been developing for 
several centuries with ever increasing intensity throughout 
Western Europe. England lagged long behind; but she came 
up with her rivals in the seventeenth century, and waa to pa .. 
them in the eighteenth. 

When a cyclist is learning to ride, each adjustment needed 
to save hlm from falling demands the whole attention, of hls 
mind: and yet practice enables hlm to make such an adjust
ment, while thinking of other things and wholly unconscious of 
the unevenness in the road or the puff of side-wind which haa 
demanded it. Again, as Prof. Bucher's ..trbei! tAM Rhythm'" 
has shown, musical rhythm haa been called in to the aid of 
elementary industrial work by almost all races: and the English
man, even when not specially musical, has ever been prone to 
an exact regularity of movement, a firm coordination of eye and 
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!.lv,1. hand, that have in them something of the rhythm as well as the 
regularity of machinery. The cross-how was a nearer approac 
to a machine than the bow of an English archer: but the ceaseless 
flight of English arrows, each straight to its aim, was in some 
measure the mediaeval counterpart of the quick uniform flow of 
bullets from a modem machine gun. 

In early times an Englishman's sturdy joy in the feeling 
that whatever his hand found to do, he did with all his might, 
had been mingled with, and marred by, a proud and dull 
contempt for whatever his hand had not as yet taken to: and 
he . had been .. Blow learner from foreigu artisans. In the 
eighteenth century he bad not freed bimself wholly from .. dull 
sense of superiority: but he was mucb readier to learn tban 
before: the Revocation of tbe Edict of Nantes in 1685 was a 
chi.f incident in a sustained policy of Continentsl autocrats, 
which rid them of sturdy subjects .. More than balf .. million 
of the ablest of them came to England, bringing with tbem 
that knowledge of technique, which was most needed by ber 
just attbat time. In particular the Huguenots taught her 
to make many light glass and metal wares, in which French 
genius excelled: and in a very short time such wares, made by 
tbe coal which was then coming to England's aid, were being 
sent to France and sold at .. good profit. She was the.!' well 
on ber way to "outrun her teacbers," as Defoe said: she out
paced them in energy. and she outpaced them even more con-
spicuously in invention. . 

But England's chief strength lay in heavier industries, and 
the eighteenth century bardly sufficed to make ready for her 
chief work in her most appropriate' materia!. For even at the 
end of the eighteenth century, the reduction of iron to 
standardized primary forms, suitable for further processes of 
standardized production, pould not be efieeted easily, nor on 
a large scale. 

'J'he particular route on which English industrial tendencies 
~ound development was determined by tbe fact that textile 
materials are delivered by nature in standardized primary forms, 
well suited for massive change into atsndardized finished p'o
ducts. Cotton, wool and other fibres are fin. homogeneous 
cylinders of difierent shanea. Cotton is fiat, wool ia round; but 
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both lend themselves to be laid out in orderly array by', "', 1. 

machinery, and thus to be spun into yarn. Yarn is a homo
geneous cylinder of uniform diameter and unlimited length, 
perfectly standardized: it is ready to be at once further worked 
up into standardized cloth by standardized macbinery, which 
can be driven by the blind force of nature, being dependent 
on the guidance of intelligent fingers only in its minor details. 
Thi. is the fundamental canse of the series of quick leaps, by 
which machine-made textiles bounded beyond the reach of the 
competition of more primitive forms of industry; and thus set 
the type of that method which spread first over nearly all 
England's industries, and in the course of tiDIe over those of 
other western countries. 

The essence of the method was to watch the action of the 
human hand in fingering the wool and in twisting, and drawing 
out the yarn; or in throwing the shuttle, and making the weft 
lie compact; or in hammering or drilling iron; or in any other 
operation that needed to be performed many tiDIes in the same 
way. Next the work was divided into two parte, that which 
was absolutely monotonous, and that which had an element of 
variety. That which was various was left provisionally 'on one 
sid. to bo still don. by hand: that which was monotonous was 
further .tudied, broken up into parts each of which was a simple 
movement of the finger, or the hand. It was known that all 
work of that lrind could be done by a wooden or steel finger or 
crank of some sort; the only question was whether the trouble 
of isolating one or more of those task. and making a separate. 
machine for them would be.adequately remunerated. 

But that was a vast undertaking, not to be fully grasped 
at once: its difficulties will indeed never cease. In the early 
nineteenth century it had not made very great way: tho 
automatio agencies, which play a great part now in spinning 
mills and weaving sheds, had not been developed: there was 
still a great deal of purely mechanical work to be done, which 
demanded no strength, no discretion, and not oven a very high 
degree of promptitude. Thus there were opened out, as the 
aggregate output increased, a disproportional1y large number 
of opportunities for tho work of young ohildren; Bnd as' the 
Ilew demand appeared in the first instance ohiefly in placea 
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I, IV, 1. where the settled population was scanty, this demand had very 
disastrous resultsl . 

Mechanical standardization spread from one proce.. to 
another in the same industry, and from one industry to anothei. 
ADd gradually it was found that the machines, adjusted to 
standardized work, helped one another; because the uniformity 
of the product, when it left one machine, suited it for being 
operated by the next. So progresa went on cumulatively. Each 
step forward made the next simpler; and by slow steps were 
evolved the root notions of those eemi-automatio machines of 
the present day, each of which performs a great many operations 
one after another on the material fed into it. Thus the links 
which had to be filled in by hand work became constantly 
fewer and shorter, till in some brauches of industry .there was 

I In Book II a:ttention will be drawn to modem developmentl! of mechanic&) 
technique, whioh turn aD tho power of & m&ehine to use many handa instead of 
two. and to perform operatioDs beyond the reach of human handa. Wool waa 
the ma.terlal to whioh the ohief inventions were first applied. Even a.e late 88 

1783. cotton coat: 16d. & pound, and yet the value of tho woollen (including 
worated) products of England W(LI then nearly twenty timel aa great .. that of 
ber eottona. The export of her cottonl IUrpasaea that of her woollena early in 
the ninetoonth century: but the total value of her cotton produot. did not pau 
that of her woollena. (For further facti lee Ellillon. Cottlm T,atk oJ G,t/J4 
Britain, ab. x.) The influence of early improvemenUJ in teztile manufacture 
wae therefore moat conllPicuous in regard to wooL 

The history of teztile invent,ions and their reeult. 11 in brief &II fol1owe: 
Kay's Fly Shuttle and Paul's spinning by roHera began in 1738 a seriel of in· 
ventions (L8 to 'pinning; which wu continned by Bargreave', epinning jenny, 
Arkwright's improvemente in detail, and Crompton" epinning mule (1779). 
These together gradually inoreased the faoilitiee for Ipinning 80 much that yam 

.WaII luperahundant; for indeed "on8 'pinner in 1812 could produce .. much in 
a given time ae 200 could have produced before the invention of Cartwright's 
jenny." (Ellison, l.c. p. l56.) Conaequently w&avera' DiU rose for .. time to • 
relatively high value: and a vast number of them inveated their on.pital in hand 
100011 and in attaining. skilful mastery of them. But in 1786 Cartwright" 
power loom initiated .. revenal of thia prooeu. The hand 100m beld ita own for 
a long while: partly because tbe power 100m waa alow to learn how to coal( tho 
w(lft to lie compaotly on the warp: but the hand loom weavon laW their employ
ment gradually leave them. till in 1840 few but old or obstinate men remo.in~ 
in the industry. The 1081 of employment by the hand .pinnen had Dot been 
very seriously felt: becl!>uae they bad little epeoialized skill, and many of them 
had lOme alternative employment: but the fate of the hand loom weaVeJ'll 

waa very traflical. Meanwbile the power loom. added to the hand loom. had. 
been able to absorb aU the vaat output of yam-except lUeh aa waa exported 
. -turned out by the .team 'Pinning miUa: and that caused a disproportionate 
demand for ohildren'. labour. whioh wu to become & national o&iamity 01 the 
fin' order. 
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little for the human hand to do, except to act as .. kind of over- I, ", 1. 

seer over the machin,,!, that were its servants. Tracr .. of the 
method can indeed be found in nearly all mechanical work, 
almost from the dawn of civilization: but England applied it so 
systematically, with so much resource, and to tasks of such 
magnitude as to make it her own. 

The demands of foreign armics, not excluding the French, 
for strong solid cloth of standardized pattern, gave a great 
stimulus to the massive production of her woollen factories. 
And the vast consumption of large and small arms, and their 
ammunition, added much to the value of mechanicaJ appliances 
for the wholesale manufacturer of metal products, each of 
standardized form and fitting accurately with others'. 

Thus production became ever more massive; till at last 
a single business required so extensive a plant, so large an 
operative stsff and so plentiful resources as to be beyond the 
range of any but a powerful capitalist (or a union of amall 
capitalists in joint stock or "cooperation "). 

This last stage developed slowly. British water power came 
generally in such small driblets as not to facilitate the erection 
of very large factories even in the textile industries. Massive 
production in the full senae of the word was a cre.stion of steam 
power: and, as we are to see shortly. the total steam power used 
in manufactures (the mining and amelting industries being left 
out of account) did not become very important till the second 
quarter of the nineteenth century. By that time railways had 
become no mean competitors with factories in the consumption. 
of coal: and were 'beginning to become the chief factor of 
those conveniences of marketing. without which massive pro
duction (in the full senae of the term) could not have been 
developed'. 

I Sombart.'. K n'tIJ vu K dpilalilmtu develop' thil and other relations between 
war and capitalistic concentration . 

• The tu.tile indu.trice in 1839 Died .team enginea of 74.000 h.p. and 
water wheel&. etc., of 23,000 h.p.: in 1907 they ueed engin'" mainly baaed on 
Iteam power, of 2.000,000 h.p., and this ,,&8 but .. quarter of the total b.p. in 
indultrial UIM, other thaD. mining. The ooncJueiOD that in 1839, the textile 
industriel were the oruef UIMI (mining again being left. out.) of Iteam macbinN'J 
11 luggeated by the fact. that. even in 1861 the1 owned tb.tee·fourt.ha of .u the 
faatoriea 'Which employed more thu 350 penone. See c ...... R~ for 1861 • 
• oL J. pp. ....... I-•• I.ni •. 
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I, ",II. 2, PM massive ".esults at which English inventions, 
were aimed, called /01' simplicity in mctlwd and machi1!6f'1/ : 
but that cmdd seldom be ".eached witlwut ~f}01'ldng patiently: 
Jhl'Ough complexity. Nearly aU of them were associated' 

Vwith uses of coal and i"on in making and driving the new' 
appliances. 

Although coal and iron were not the original causes of 
England's leadership, yet all that makes that leadership unique 
in the world's history was partly dependent on them. Without 
them she could at hest have attained a prominence like that 
of Holland, and on a rather larger scale. With their mighty 
aid, she has pioneered 80 strongly, that the leading ideas of 
those mechanical industries which are transforming the world 
to·day are fundamentally hers. But iron, the material of all 
these industries, was largely UBed in England becaUBe she had 
large uses for it; though she had not a plentiful supply of it. 

Iron is the great saver of time, and the chief engine of 
thorough solid work; as well as the chief material of those 
subtle and powerful engines and instruments, in which modem 
invention has found its scope. Its strength, efficiency, and 
perhaps ita hardness, were appropriate to that sturdy resolute 
Norse character; which, having been revived by Puritanism, 
was working under the surface, even when the higher ranks of 
society WElte dissolute. So the English insisted on having iron 
at all cost. To make it, they burned down their own oak 
forests and those of Ireland, till their supply of new ships was 
imperilled: and then they bought it from abroad, in spite of 
ita high price, so insistently that they consumed seven times as 
muCh per head as the rest of Europel . 

1 In 1740 it was fifteen pounds against two annually on the Continent. 
See Sir J. Guest's evidence before the Committee on Import Duties in 1840. 
Thanks to her Normo.n conquerora, English l!lmiths had early been famoua. 
But in the Middle Agee her lack of metallurgical ekill caused iron to be nearly 
.. costly .. brau and tin; 80 that ita use oould hardly be afforded in farm 
implement. and oa-rte. Blut fumacea were introduced early in the fifteenth 
cent-ury, and Eugla-nd soon did a large uport trade in iron cannon. Late in 
the seventeenth century her supply of oak for lDlelting l'IlD ahort; and in 1740 
her output of iron waR but 17.000 tons. ll'Oll was smelted by colLI 00 • small 
leale by the Gorman Sturtevant in 1612; and by the English Dudley in 1621. 
Da.rby developed it & century la.ter. Roebuok'i improved blaat oame in 1760; 
Cort', rolling milia ODd puddling pro .... about 1783. 
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It was not till the middle of the eighteenth century that I, !Y, 2. 

<lOme old inventions for smelting iron by coal bore much prac-
tical fruit. But from that time onward English agriculture 
and manufacture have had practically uulimited supplies of the 
main implement needed in economizing human labour, and in 
applying the force of waterfalls and steam power to the heaviest 
and to many of the most delicate tasks of industry. 

A special bent of the English genius had shown itself in. 
the multitude of operations to which water power, often supple
mented by horse power, had been turned. But the steam en
gine, before Watt's improvements, was too wasteful and awkward 
to be applied except for pumping and similar work. And so 
great was the leakage of steam from imperfect cylinders, that 
his inventions by themselves would have failed to make steam 
power very cheap; if Boulton had not trained up a generation 
of mechanics, and of master mechanics, who could make 
.cylinders and pistons true. The work of Boulton and Watt 
Ibelongs wholly to the age of iron; it would have found no place 
in the age of wood " . 

Wood had indeed been the chief material by which Holland 
had worked her way; and wood was till recently the material 
of 'the ships that bore England's commerce. But her complete' 
emancipation from tutelage coincided with and was largely 
caused by her mastery of iron. Her exports of iron products 
have never approached in value her exports of textile goods; 
and yet it was in iron industries, and not in t-extile that the 
force of her character was most fully shown. And indeed the 
later and more complex, though not the earlier and simpler" 
stages of her progress in the textile industries ckpended on the 
mastery of iron, and have been thought out largely hy workers 
in iron. 

The leading characteristic of English inventions haa not 

I Arthur Young in bis Tour Chrougi 1M Nor'" 0/ England, 1770 (vol. m. 
p. 14.), tella us about the Crawley worka at Newcastle "supposed to be the 
greate.t manufactory of the kind in Europe.~· where they made echors weighing 
70 awt.: and there were to be .eon "copper roHel'll (OJ' squeezing bara into 
boopa. aciaaora for cutting ban 01 iron, turning eranOi for moving ancboR 
into and out of the fire, and the beating hammer lifml by the coga of a wheel" 
Tbeet were "..u moved. by water." 
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','.,1. been their ingenuity. For indeed the mechanical clocks and 
other automata of Byzantium and of Germany and France 
showed an ingenuity, increasing through several centuries up to . 
the eighteenth; which has not been surpassed, if it has been 
equalled, in England. But each was a separate work of a 
master mechanic. Even late in tho eighteenth century, the 
resources of mechanical engineering did not reach out to the 
making of complex machinery on a large scale, which could be 
depended on to do its part without fnil, quickly, and at the right 
time; and thus create new master-pieces with little aid from 
the human hand 1. 

Another special bent of English genius showed itseU in the 
resolution with which inventors sought simplicity: their in
genuity had not completed its task until it had effaced nearly 
all traces of itseU, and left behind no detail that was not ap
parently simple. Such complexity as remains is chiefly in the 
organization of the factory itseU as a whole, and in the adapta
tion of each part to others with which it needed to cooperate. 

Massiveness of work has some drawbacks from the social 
point of view. But it made England powerful: it carried her 
through the great French war, and enabled har to suhsidize 
nations with greater natural resources than her own. And 
incidentally it gave her for a long time almost a monopoly of 
industrial invention. She moved forwards, the rest of the world 
followed. 

The English inventor was at an advantage in being able 
to make a long series of wOl'king models of each invention; and 
to improve and simplify them, till they were bound to conquer 
in competition with hand work: but the Germap or the French
man could not. The Englishman could ~flord to sink capital in 
experiments more easily than tl,ey could. For he had access to 
a great variety of highly skilled artisans, 'with a growing stock 
of engines capable of work mON ,exact than the work of the 

, Neverthel.eu it eeema probable that as muab. hard thought went into iIle 
ohronometer of the Englishman, John Huriaon. in the middle of the eighteenth 
century, as into many huge toy olow. The list of England's early debt. to 
foreign iovontol'l. ea~a11y iu. regard to mining. baa been somewha.t enlarged 
by W. H. Price'. Englilh pfJtm18 of monopoly. An instruotive &oooUDiof England'. 
economio development during th.ia period of the mechwcal inventioDi .i8 given 
by Dr Ciapham in PM CGmbridg. Atodent Bi.torw, 1'01 J: . 
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human hand: thus every experiment cost him less; and it WI\S I,IV,2. 

executed more quickly, and far more truly, than it could have 
been anywhere else. When at last success had been fully 
acbieved, the new contrivance could be manufactured more 
cheaply; and could be applied in production on a scale far 
greater, than in any other country. 

The methods of industry changed 80 fast that the son of 
a wealthy manufacturer; who had not exceptional energy and 
adaptability, <600n found himself undersold by rugged but power
ful men; whom the banks were ever ready to furuish with the 
capital needed for a quick rise from the artisans' bench to a post 
of command. 

Such men, in spite of their conspicuous limitations, were 
admirably qualified to deal with simple direct problems of or
gauization, and adaptation of mechanical means to ends; and 
the high incomes, which they commonly earned, were but a.1ow 
price for their services to production. They retained their old 
simple habit., sometimes even eating the plainest food out of a 
common bowl with their operatives; and they often added nearly 
the whole of their net incomes to their capital. The manu
facturing industry of England was thus favoured for a lor,tg time, 
and on a great scale, hy .. large supply of high class ability, 
which was exactly adapted to its needs; while it was to he had 
for a relatively low price because it had no access to any other 
opening for its ambitions except mere business. 

The industrial energies of Engliehmen were not indeed 
entirely given to the orgauization of their own work in contl'ol 
of the forces of nature. They achieved a striking BUCCcas in 

• pottery under the guidance of Wedgwood, without the aid of 
any important new mechauical device; but rather by that 
delicacy of perception which had become conspicuous at various 
times in their wood-carving and other decorative industries, as 
well as in their literature. 

And, with all, agriculture remained their chief industry; 
their gentry threw equal energy into the chace of tbe fox and 
of improved metbods of farming. In agriculture, as in manu
facture, they aimed at large measures, by which Nature might be 
induced to use her forees on a grea.t scale in their behalf. This 
Willi shown by Bakewell and others, who realized that a relatively 
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1,1',-8. small amount of labour directed to improving the fountain· heads 
of a great breed of stock, would yield an abundantly increasing 
return. And it was shown by Coke and others, who organized 
improved rotations; and-what was no less important-turned 
horse power to account in altering the character of the land, 
and making clay soils porous and strengthening Bandy BOils; and 
again in drawing horse hoes to clean crops that had been sown 
with mechanical precision. For good and evil they were apt 
to disdain the Continental peasant's hand work, and his patient 
care for petty details: the ruinous tendency of the farmer's wife 
to withdraw herself from the work of the dairy and oth~r light 
labour had not then become prominent'. 

3. The great war retarded Britain's econOmic pro
:f/l'ess: but it th"ew other EU1'opean COImt"ies back, a.ul 80 

. .st.·engtlumed her leadership. 

Recent developments of Britain'. foreign trade will be 
~onsidered in the second Volume: but a little must be said here 
"s to the external influences which were acting on her industry 
towards the end of the eighteenth century and in the firat quarter 
of the nineteenlJo. 

Her ever growing mastery of the forces of nature and of 
technique did not make wholly for the increase of her foreign 
trade. In so far as it promoted her efficiency in those industries 
in which she was already leading, it did indeed enable her to put 
more of her goods on foreign markets at a profit to herself: and 
thus it increased her trade. But in so far as it lessened her 
relative disadvantage in the production of those things which she 
had been accustomed to import, it checked her imports, and 
therefore her exports; and her trade increased less fast than it 
otherwise would have done'. 

1 As Inte as 1850, 92,000 out of a total of 225,000 farmers in England 
and Wales (i.e. 41 per cent.) employed no hired labour: 8000 employed ten 
or more; while 5000 employed 20 or more. (See the Cen.tu Reporl.. 1851. voL I 
p.lxxi:r.) 

t For instance, tbe applica.tion of improved pumping a.nd lifting machinery 
to England'8 salt mines brought her salt industry from ita backward place. Sha 
no longer depended on the evaporation of sea ws.ter by the suo: and ber lack 
of the powerful BUD of tho MediteJ'raocan Coaat no longer gave her ao import 
unde in ao.it: later 00, abe obtained a relative advantage and begtloD to 8.l'pOrt 

it. Huguunot immigrant!, having taught her to make many light textile, glaa 
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Again the growing richness of her home markets lowered I, ", S. 

the cost of production of those of her exports which conformed 
to the law of Increasing Return, and therefore enabled her to sell 
more of them abroad. But it acted in the opposite way with 
regard to wheat: and her exports of that dwindled away in the 
later years of the eighteenth century. As soon as her population 
had once outgrown her small territory, and had become depend-
ent on imported food, every further increase in its numbers 
increased her foreign trade in wheat; except in so far as it was 
counteracted either by restrictions on importstion, or by im
provements in her own arts of cultivation. The one raised the 
cost of imported wheat and impoverished her people; the other 
lowered the cost of home grown wheat and enriched her people: 
but the two aflected her foreign trade in much the same way. 

By the end of the eighteenth century the process of weeding 
out her imports of those things, which she had learnt to produce 
for herself, was nearly compl.te. Henceforward her industrial 
advances were almost exclusively in industries in which she was 
a!read y leading: and, therefore, except when they were checked 
by heavy import or export duties at home or abroad, they added 
more to her foreign trade than to her general prosperity: that 
is, they increased the percentage of her home products which 
she exported. 

And further her growing exports of her cotton, and other 
goods made of imported material, increased her foreign trade 
much more than in proportion to the value of the work sho 
incorporated in them: because the value of that raw material, 
as to which she was only middleman, entered into her trade 
twice, first as an import and afterwards as an export; whereas 
the values of her exports of wool and iron, which were wholly 
products of her industry, entered only once. . 

The period of the great French war is very instructive as 
regardsmonetsry policy, but not as regarde trade. For, indeed, 
the course of trade was governed largely by military exigencies, 

and mt't&l gooda which ahe had previoualy bought from the French. her trade 
in lOme of the., goodJ .... aJ.mOlt. luspended for a time: but later on, when 
.be WM aending t.heae gooda to France. her growing ,kill in .Buill metal work 
inareued her trade. Theee tao..., .a.d .vera! whioh follow. illultrate general 
prinOlp'fII dieouaed. above. I. u. 1. 

M. L 't. 3 
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r, IV, 3. and hy the success with which smugglers and others could evade 
customs officers and Napoleon's cruisers. Partly for this reason 
it varied violently and irregularly: while the import and export· 
statistics cannot he trusted, and cannot even be interpreted 
accurately. It seems, however, clear that England's total ex
ports expanded more slowly during the war than before it; and 
that they consisted to an increasing extent of re-exports of 
tropical produce, in which England's command of the seas gave 
her almost a monopoly. The economic value of this monopoly 
was indeed overrated at the time, and has been overrated since, 
in spite of Pitt's protestl • 

o \/'l'he war impoverished the Continent, even more than England, 
and therefore did not lessen the relative advantage, which she 
had obtained before the war, in those manufacturing industries 
which required a large stock of capital. Whatever of lasting 
economiG eHeet it produced, was,perhaps mainly through its 
indirect influence in arresting her Bocial and political develop
ment, and even causing some reaction. 

English mauufacturers had counted on finding eager foreign 
markets after the peace, but they were dissppointed. The 
countries, which had been the scenes of, the war, turned their 
energies to repairing its devastation: but, as iron was then very 
little used for structural purposes, England's exports were not 
in demand for them. There was a slightly increased demand . 
for ordinary metal and textile goods: but that did little more 
than compensate for the cessation of the demand for clothing 
and other necessaries by armies in the field. Thus English 
manufacturers were really poorer than they had expected to be; 
and the fall in general prices, which followed the destructive 
war, made them seem poorer than they were. But the springs 
of p~osperity were growing fast during those years when people 
were most sad, and largely because they were sad. Twice indeed 
they let their hopea get the better of their judgment. They 

1 He computod tba.t in 1798 England', foreign COmmp.rt'8 yielded to t~C' 
merchants and others engaged in it a grog income of £12,000,000. &Dd a 
Det income of £8.000.000. (Lowe, BllJee 0/ England. ed. of 1822, pp. 24-28 
and Appendix 4-8.) It may be noted that Odd)' (ARmy",,'. oj EtJ.ro'Pl'an 
Oommerce. 1805, vu. ii) Baya that before the war .. the French had greatly 
more of the West India trade tbOll we, a.nd could undersell UI on the 
Continent. U 
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boldly exported goods to the Continent in 1815, and to South I, ", 3. 

America in 1624-5. But in neither case could the goods be 
marketed proftably. The crises of 1816 and 1826 however 
sobered the impetuous, and strengthened the resolute. Men 
worked hard, and lived sparely: so capital grew apace'. 

Capital was needed in ever increasing quantity by the 
new developments of industry. For, thoUgh the stream of 
inventions involving fundamentally new ideas had somewhat 
Blackened, yet improvements in detail flowed in at an ever 
increasing rate. And the old inventions as well as the new 
made incessant demands for fresh capital: partly because, as 
a rule, about a generation passed after the fundamental idea 
of a new invention had been grasped, before it was ready for 
genera.! use. Very often indeed another generation elapsed before 
the details had been so far perfected, and the genera.! organiza
tion of the manufacture had .been BO far adapted to its powers 
and requirements, that it could take its proper place in industry. 
Thus the demand for capital in manufacturing and other 
industries increased constantly throughout the nineteenth 
century; partly because the constructive ideas of one, two, or 
even more previous generations, were einIultaneously growing 
more powerful, more economica.l, more adapted.to large pro
duction and more hungry for fresh resources", 

1 The great Fronoh economist, Say, made a. tour in England a.t the close of 
the war; and he WIl.IlI filled with wonder, almost with horror. at the intense. 
reaU688 industry of all classes of Englishmen. "Everybody runs, absorbed in his 
own a{f&ira. Those who allow themselves the amallclt re1uatJoD from their 
labours are promptly overtaken by ruin" (p. 12 of the English edition of bis 
Nolc-6). He finds the upIanatioD of this ba.rdnese of lifo in his estim&te that. "the 
Government had consumed one-half of the produce 01 the IOil, the capit&l, and' 
the industry of the English people." ibid. p. 21. 

• Tho in spinning. tho fundt.mental idea of spinning by rollers came in 
1730. but wu Dot made efficient for Doarly forty yeare. By 1780 the spinning 
mule wu in operation; and the great f&ll in the coat. of spinning a pound of 
,e.m cilme 80me time a.fter 17M. Deduotion being made of the price of the 
raw oat.ton. thil ('()Sf. feU from nine IIhUlinga to one (for medium. couuta) bet.ween 
1784 and 1812. Tho power loom bad been invented at. the beginning of this 
period, but WIWI DOt. made efficient till the end of it: and during the same intorvaJ. 
'be aca.rcity of raw ootton had been gradu.uy relieved by the growth of .. Dew 
.aurce of .upply in the Southern StIlt.el of Ameriaa.. Conaequentl,. the ootton 
indu.try inarea.sed.more tha.n 6:ve·(0Id during the nut generation; and by the 
middJe of t.ho oentwy it had. abaorbod n0' muoh leu thaD • hUDdred. millione 
oIaapit.ol. 
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I, IV, '" And gradually a change in the nature of the ir. {estment of 
capital showed itself. It is well known that in ..... Iy times the 
chief forms of immovable capital were improvem,nts in land and 
houses; and the chief forma of movable capital were farm stock 
and merchants' stores and ships. The water·driven textile and 
other machinery of the eighteenth century absorbed an amount 
of capital which w~nt beyond previous experience, but was yet 
very email relatively to the demands of the nineteenth century. 

In the second quarter of the nineteenth century the value 
of the implements of production which were chiefly made of 
iron, began to outrun that of the current stocks of materials 
to which they were applied. The value of factories and other 
business premises began to rival that of houses. Coal·mining 

·took a place in the front rank of industries,and the building of 
railways absorbed more new capital than any other industryl. 

4. In the second quarter of the nineteenth century the 
'V growtll qf railways helped to consolidate England's in

dustries, and to wpand her t.·ade. 

In 1825, when Stephenson's locomotive had not won its 
great triumph on the Stockton and Darlington Railway, a Com
mittee of the House of Commons published a Report setting 
forth the nature of England's industrial leadership, and its chief 
causes; and among these it already found a high place for rail
ways; though they were then worked by horses, or in a few 
cases by stationary engines". 

1 The only definite statistics avw.lable as to the distribution of capital 
expenditure relate to joint .took companies: of course manufaeture was almost 
entirely in the handa of individuals and private firms. But it is interesting to 
note tha.t the Dew joint stock capital of the expansive years 1834-6 amounted 
to a. hundred &nd thirty-five million8. of which seventy were for railwaya, Beven 
for mines, eight for canals and navigation, and the rut chiefly for fiDance and 
miscellaneoUi. See Levi'. Biltory, p. 220 . 

• The .ubject of the Report i.e the advisability of removing the reatriotiona 
on the exportation of tools and ma.chinery. It owns that all well-known kinds 
of machinery can be produced abroad without great difficulty; and that to pro
hibit or put difficultiea in the wa.y of their erpoTtation it in effeot to -give au 
educative bounty to the growing manufactures of machinery of our rivala. And 
on the other hand the price, which Buch manufacturen are willing to pay for 
drawings or 8pe<limeJl8 of new oODtrivanoea, Wal so bigh aI to much mote than 
cover the premium which wUl'ttdlce oompaniel charged for guaranteeing itl 
orJo exportation In 'pile of prohibition. Tho Report procoods to argue, tha' In 
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But from 1825 onwards a new impetus to England's economio I, I •• !. 

freedom, mobility, and energy was given by the ope~ng of a 
railway ou which coal and other goods were to he hauled by 
a locomotive; though passengers were to ride in single coaches 
drawu by horses. 

The step., by which Stephenson had mad~ the engine a prac
tical SUeceBB, were characteristically English; and so were the 
uses to which it was put. Steam railways suited the English 
temper; and the configuration of England was specially suited 
for their early work. There was no place in the world where 
they could get at once so heavy and remunerative a traffic as 
between her various industrial districts, and fro~ them to 
London. So small are the distances between the chief centres 
of industry that the six thousand miles of railways that were 
open in 1850 connected nearly all the chief towns and industrial 
districts of England and Scotland. They carried goods and 
paBBcngers at charges which were much lower than those 
demanded by other means of fairly rapid transport, though they 
were high when measured by modern standards. They enabled 
perishable goods to travel far; and thus raised the price of many 
things to the producer, while lowering them to the consumer. 

They saved time and fatigue in travel. They enabled the 
head of a large bllsineBB, even if pressed for time and weighted 
by years, to keep its outlying connections firmly in hand. They 

spite of the fact that it ia impoaaibJe to prevent foreignet'l from Ul!ing our beat 
maohinery, yet it can alway. be a. little ahead of theirs; and we oan hold our own. 
!lOur minerals havoo. neighbourhood, whence, from the proximity of railroads, 
cana.1a, and rivors, they may be oonveyed with great facility to all parta of the 
kingdom. either for home manufacture or exportation. Almoat all our great 
m&Dufo.oturing towna, and eatablisbmonta for the oomtruotioD of machlnea, 
enjoy limil&!' facilitiea; and thUll, with tbe continual improvement of machinery, 
enable us to keep down the oost of production .... The freedom, which under our 
government every ma.n has. to use hi!J c&pita1~ his labour, and hie talents, in the 
ma.nner mOlt conducive to his intereeta, a.re inestimllble IItcivantagel.; canals are 
out, and railroada constructed, by the volun ta.ry aasocmtioD of persona whoee 
local knowledge ena.blea them to place them in the moat desirable situatiom, 
and tbl"ae great IItciv&ntagea cannot exist under lou free gonrnment&. These 
ciroumstanoee, when te.k:en together. gin such a decided superiority to OUl' people, 
that no injurious rivalry either in the construction of machinery or the manu. 
facture of commodities oan reasonably be anticipated .. (pp. 12, 16 of the Report). 

The hittory of British railways aDd aanala it considered in Book In in 
oonnection with the ~lationa of monopoliCII to national adva.ntap. 
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I,IV, ,,- were aided by parallel developments of the banking system, the 
newspaper, the telegraph, and the postal service, in all of which 
England was ahead .of her Continental rivals: and they gave' 
her for a time a preeminence in the concentrated force of her 
interna1'trade and industry, and therefore of her external trade, 
to which nothing in the history of the world had been com
parable except the force which Holland derived from her water
ways. They strengthened her industry in just those respects 
in which it already had differential advantages, and thus in
creased her foreign trade even mOre than in proportion 1. 

In the second quarter of the nineteenth century the Con
tinent of Europe was no longer devastated by wars. Industry 
waa increasingly secure and free. English manufacturing 

. methods were introduced by English artisans, working machi
nery that had been bought in England, or made on English 
models; and in mauy cases, capital, managing capacity, and 
operatives were supplied from England. For enterprise waa 
still timid, especially in regard to railway and other industries' 
which were still unfamiliar_ Thus at last England repaid to the 
Continent servicea which Holland had rendered to her, when her 
low-lying lands were drained by Duteh capital, Dutch engineers, 
and Duteh workmen. The Continental demand for railway 
material, however financed, opened out a good vent for England's 
(or, rather, Britain's) iron products; though by this time her 
iron-masters found some strong rivals in Belgium and elsewhere. 
These new railways facilitated her foreign trade generally, 
in spite' of the pressure of high duties on almost every 
frontier. 

Her trade, and therefore also her industries, were promoted 
also by great further improvements in the art of ship-building. 
But here the initiative came from America: and the history 
of Britain's shipping waa not altogether creditable to her. 
The volume of her tonnage reached a maximum at the end 

1 Other OQUIN .wded. The telegraph began to be a considerable force about 
1840: juet when the penny postage had been forced on a reluctant Government 
by the eDergy of Rowland Hill. The first electrio cable to France 'IV&II laid in 
1850. The newspaper .tamp was reduced from 4d. to Id . .. abeet in 1836; and 
it remained at .. penny till 1855. The advertisement duty w .. roduced from 
31. 6d. to 11. 6d. in 1833, but was not abolished till18~S. Tho tu. on paper WDI 

reducod in 1835 and 1S30, but not aboliahod till 1861 
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of the great wa., when she had a real monopoly of much I, IV, 5. 

maritime traffic: though her monopoly of trade was less complete 
than is often supposed, and of course a large part of her 
shipping was engaged in the service of the war. That level 
was not reached again till 1840. For indeed the Navigation 
Acts, which professed to foster the growth of British shipping, 
bad been counteracted by considerable duties on Colonial 
timber; and hy heavy duties on foreign timber, which in the 
absence of preference would have been much cheaper. The 
world's stock of shipping was indeed increasing; so that Britain's 
trade was promoted by low freights. But she herself built 
very little more tonnage annually than her Colonies did; and 
the shipping of the United States grew rapidly till it passed 
hers about 1850, just as the last vestiges of the Navigation 
Laws were repealed and the almost prohihitory duties on 
foreign timber were reduced to a moderate levell • 

5. The grOtrt" of factories made prominent the evils 
inherent in e/'ude capitalistic control, but was not la.·gelV 
"espol1sible for them . 

. The "Industrial Revolution" in that special use of the 
terro, in which it is limited to the end of the eighteenth century 
and the first third of the nineteenth, is sometimes associated 
with the supersession of the merchant undertaker by the 
capitalist manufacturer: and the large factory is apt to he 
taken as the centre of that capitalistic exploitation of labour 
which Karl Marx denounced as characteristic of the modern 
age. But the ground taken by Marx himself is broader than 
that: for he says: "Capitalistic production only then begins, 
whell eacb individual capits! employs simultaneously a com
paratively large number of labourers .... 

I The No,Yigntion A('ts incidentally forba.da Amerioan produce to be brought 
to Britaiu 88\'e in British Ihipa: and. as Amerioa. oopied these Acts. bcth British 
and Au}oric8.n ahipa had a.a a rule to oross the ooean one we.y empty. But the 
treaty of 1811) 800ured equal freedom to tho Ihips of the two couutrica in each 
other'. porta. The operation of tho Act. in their later atages was oomplez. 
and ra.iaed aorne apecially intrica.te questions in regard to reciprocity. At tho 
end. aa at the beginuing, much thought was given to their bea.riog on the Bupply 
of men for tho Navy. See Dr Cla.pham in TAe i&ngli41 Hutorical Rtt1ietll. 
1010. . 

I Ho adds: liThe lo.bourer can BeU no more than wha.t he has-i.e. his indi. 
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I,I?, 5~ We saw in Chapter In how the ever increasing distance of 
the operative producer both from the sources of supply of his 

V material, and froin the ultimate purchasers of his product; 
v rendered him increasingly dependent on capitalist merchants 

for employment. The dependence was direct and obvious when 
he worked up his own material in his own cottage. It was less 
direct and obvious when he worked for a small employer, whose 
resources were so small and whose outlook was so narrow, that 
he could not afford to carry much stock and could not obtain 
good direct access to general markets: but it was not much 
less thorough; for if the merchanta could not, or would not, 
accept the product on terms which enabled the small masters 
of a neighbourhood to pay the current rates of wages, the 
operatives woUld commonly be forced either to submit to a 
reduction, or to go short of employment. 

Moreover a small master was generally in a position to know 
the necessities of each worker; and he was often tempted to 
take advantage of that knowledge. In fact the system of work 
for such masters, themselves under th~ control of capitalist 

'Ii merchants, is familiarly described now as the "sweating" srs-

vidual isola.ted labour power •••• The capitalist buys the labour power of 100 men, 
a.nd enters into sepa.rate contracts with 100 unconnected men instead of with 
one .... He pays them the va.lue of 100 independent labour powers, but he doea 
Dot pa.y for the combined I&bour power of the hundred" (Capital. voL L pp. 311 
and 323 of Engel'a English edition, 1883; pp. 285 and 297 of the sixth German . 
edition). We muat not 8tay now to consider all the implicatioDi of this argument. 
As ia well known, he .uggesta th&t the ca.pitalist employer obtains. "Surplus 
Value." conaisting of aU exceaa of production of 100 men working "coopera
tively" with &lJ. the economy and efficiency of subtle organization. over a 
hundred timee the production of an 'i.olated workman. He ia not troubled by 
the fact that in .ome industries tho "cooperative" effioiency of the handred is 
more than twenty times their efficiency when working in isolation: and that in 
luch C&881 the employer would. OD Man's showing. receive in profite about 
twenty' times aa much aa he pays in wages: "hereaa, in many 8uch industries, 
the net profitl are in faot not .. tenth of the wages bilL 

It will be argued in the second Volume that 80 long ... there iI active com
petition among employers. each will be forced to pay aa w&p;e8 the eq uivalent 
of the net value tbat the hundred men. working cooperatively, add to the 
produot: ftd, that hi a.fter deducting all other eXpElnae& inoumd in the production, 
together with pro6ta on tha whole at a rate which. on the .vera.~. diminiahela 
Blowly from generation to generation. Tho tha main benefit. of the efficiency 
of "oooperativa" produotion acorna to the coneumers: that is. to the working 
clanEII. in 60 far cu 1M iftdU4Uy N oecvpitd titAn dir«tly Of' irtdireclly i. prodtlCing 
eommoditiu or .ervicu tDAit:ltwt! eouvtMd by IAem. 
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tem; because it is commonly believed that a crude employer I, "'Ii. 
with small capital, suffering under pressure from above, will 
resort witbout remorse to measures more harsh and petty than 
auy for which the large employer has, as a rule, either the inclina- _ 
tion or the opportunity. Recent investigations have however 
proved that this common opinion goes too far: it does injustice 
to " class of men, many of whom work hard for low gains, and 
are by no means lacking in human sympathies. The employ-
ment of children at an excessively early age was common under 
the domestic system: and, though they were for the greater 
part under the protection of their parents, yet on the whole 
the evidence seems to show that they were often treated by 
their parents more cruelly than the great majority of the 
children in factories were. It is important to remember that 
workmen, who were paid (directly or indirectly) by the piece, 
often handled their young assistants barbarously'. 

1 Defoe was envious of the Flemish beoau.ae their manufactures had kept the 
people ao husy that hardly It. ohild above 6ve years old. but could do something 
to earn ita bread: he saya that Henry VII when in exile (i.~ before 1485) had 
been aet by this on considering the great injury that could be done to them by 
eUnting the supply of English wool (PlaR 0/ EngiitA COftIltrlWce. p. 126). Aod in 
1671 Chamberlayne reported that in Norwich children from Iix to ten years 01 
age have earned £12,000 more than they .pend. chiefly by knitting 6ne Itocking& 
Soc Hull'8 footnote to p. 308 of his edition of Petty'. Woru. 

The elder W. Cooke Taylor (Towr i.tAe MGftu/Gdvn'llf IMlrid60J ,Laftl!G8Aire, 
UU2, p. t45) reporta how a very old man told him that in the days who spinning 
WM yet done by hand. and yam was lC&l"Ce, IWld .. the spinnera were the maatel'8 
of the weaven ... were realJy the days of infant slavery," adding: "the oreaturel 
were set to work &8 8000 M they could craw!: and their parents were the harde!t 
of wk IDAltera." The old man with characteriatic lack of 1'66100 .. wae indignant 
at the cl&Dlour which had boon raised for infant protection n which led up to 
Lord Ashli'Y" great Act of 1844: and contrasted his own hard life with "the 
light toil and poaitive comfort of the factory ohildten.," Soe aIao Hutohina and 
Harrison. HI4'ory 0/ F~1My UgulaJion., ch. L Popular history underrate. the 
hardship' of the p00p1e before the age of (actori .. 

The ohief collection of material bearing on the IUbjeot ia in the great lUporC 
Oft tie Employmml 0/ Childrm .11 Facloriu. 1832-4. by a Commission under 
the preaideney of Tooke, the great eeonomi,t. It lays bare the grieVOI18 aufferinJ;S 
and waste of life cauaed by very long hotll'llo and the cruel discipline which 
wu thought neceuary to induce the weary children to continue on the move; 
and the Commissioners and Sub-Commiss.i.oners are agreed in calling for vigoroUl 
State interventlou. But st.resa ia laid on the fact th.t in many kinds of hand 
labour "manufacturet'8" (the word being used in it. original eeue) "work 
hud from twelve to fift.een honn • day to eam. & bare Inbaiatence; and thia 
(requently from _ .-ery early age. Uld in • atate of confinement which may be 
truly call..! injurio .. $a he&lth .. (8"""'" Rcpot<, P. 8~ The evidence aIoo abo ... 

3-5 
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BRITAIN'S INDUSTRIAL LEADERSHIP, ITS PERSISTENCE 

It appears clear therefore that other causes must have 
cooperated with the extension of the factory system to make 
the fate of manufacturing workers generally, and of children in 
particular, as hard as it certainly was d~g the two generatio~ 
in which the system was taking its present shape: there were 
in fact many causes acting powerfully in that direction. The 
first of these causes was a continued increase in the rate of the 
growth of population: it was itself partly the result of the I 
constantly increasing separation of the labourer from the land; 
and it widened that separation still further. For a time harsh 
Settlement regulations put hindrance in the way of marriage; 
but they could not be maintained effectively, and the population 
of England nearly doubled between 1801 and 1841. The deep 
significance of this increase at a time when modern provisions 
for the comfort of large densely populated lands was unknown, 
is indicated by the fact that, if its rate had been maintained for 
four centuries, the population would have multiplied a thousand
fold in that time: and a million-fold in eight centuries. 

Other causes of distress were the growing changefulness 1.
and instability of employment: these were maiuly attributable 
to war; and to the violent fluctuation of prices, especially of 
wheat, which_resulted from it: to the growing separation of the 
producer from the ultimate market for his wares: to that 
increase. of speculative trading, often on a relatively small 
.foundation of capital, which collapsed in 'an exceptionally rapid 
succession of disastrous cOlilmercial crises; and lastly to the 
increasing dependence of the cotton and other industries on 
sales in countries 80 distant that news from them was several 
months on its way. 

This drift towards unsteadiness of employment did not 
affect uniformly all industries, nor even all parts of the same . . 

that the wont cruoltiea were confined to a rela.tively small number of factories: 
though frequently practised by overlookers, by fa.r the greater part of them were 
wrought by ordina.ry workmen on their asaiet.ante:. &g. by cotton spinners on 
pieoen and aca.vengera (Fi,.-. Reporl. p. 45). Hr Tufnellatates that the e.J:pensive 
lotting up of maohinel for oarrying oft dust from the card·rooms and &Cutching. 
rooma, and ventil&ting by f&ll8. and substituting .. direct supply of steam for 
the old plau of raiaing the whole rooms to an unhea1~y temperature by huge 
fires, hAd been effected in representative large f&Otoriea, Uwvg1110t Ibm prucribtll 
by 10 .. (Suppi"""""'v ReporI, Part I. p. 22n 
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indU6try. It has already been noticed that there was a time, 1,1',6. 

at which hand loom weavers were ever pressing spinners for 
more yam; another, at which the spinning mills, !!riven by 
water power, could furnish more ya"! than those weavers could 
use; and a third, at which hand·weavers were left almost without 
any remunerative work. And further, as Rogers observed, 
the transition from farm work to factory work made the 
employment of women more steady, without raising their 
wages when employed. But it made the employment of men 
less steady, even in' those industries in which they were not 
largely ousted by women and children. Hired men have always 
been wont to spend their harvest wages unwisely; though the 
peasant owner has seldom thrown aside hi. traditionary caution. 
The employee of a manufacturer who works for an uncertain 
market, is apt to have frequent harvest-like orgies of work 
and high pay, followed by long intervals of low-paid work or 
idleness: and, if it happens that his wife and children are in 
relatively steady work, he is likely to squander his high wage •. 
Thus families in the manufacturing districts, who.e aggregate 
earnings were twice as high as those of families at work on 
farms, often lived in greater squalor. 

This brings us to the darkest spot in the dark field of the 
struggle of the factory Bystem with a crude and immature 
mechanical technique. Tho centre of the evil lay in the fact 
that much of the work done on the new methods was within "?" 
the range of even young children. Later on the mach inery 
became more massive, and adult males won back from both 
women and children many of the operations, that had taken the 
place of the old male artisan labour; and thus technical changes 
facilitated the good work of factory laws. But there is much 
pathos in the story of the older artisans, who lost the capital 
vulue of all the skill invested in them, and did not live long 
enough to Bee that later stage'. 

1 The simplicity of the fint machines adapted for spinning. and their .mo.ll 
aile, SUed them for being tended by children. The mills were by tho Blde of 
Imall strelUD.'. and had but little looallllpply of labour: and in tho early period 
of mill la.bour, approntic8I from .is to twelve yean of ILge wero prominent 
&mODg the workers. Or.duaUy a 100&1 population grew up. and a.pprentieoa gavo 
place $0 the children of neighbouring cottagea. Later on. Iteam power drew the 
flWltoriee into tho broad. nUey. and the towna. The ma.ahiD. .. for .pinning 
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1.1 •• 6, The technical conditions of the early textile factories: the 
war; the high price of bread; the rough manners of the crude. 
vigorous. keen-witted men. risen from the ranks, who had out-. 
paced and superseded the older race of employers: and. last 
but not least. the ineptitude of the governing classes in legisla
tion and in administration: all these causes combined to bring 
misery and degradation to men, women and children/ The 
cruel enforcement of English ideas as to land tenure on the 
Irish population had largely. peopled Lancashire with miserable 
immigrants, who tended to bring other wtlrkers down to their 
own low level. A blundering poor-law had made it possible 
for pauper children to· be colleeted from the workhouses of 
town and country throughout the land and aent to the factory 
districts in waggon·loads, there to be herded without care from 
father or mother'. 

There were indeed large and ever increasing groups of 
highly paid artisans; strong in self-respect and aenae of duty, 
and rejoicing in a family life which for cleaulineas, comfort and 
sobriety compared favourably with any that coum. be found in 
other countries, or had existed previously in England. But 
the incursion of the offscourings of low-paid labour, largely 
agricultural, from the South of England and Ireland into the 
best hives of high-claas industry. brought with it a degradation 

became more bulky. and required greater skill and enrtioD for produoing fine 
counts. But children still rema..ined in the majority: though they were not strong 
enough fOT the heavier work. which theae required, till & somewhat later age. 
(This atatement is quoted substantially from Gaskell, Artisam and Maclaint:ry. 
pp. 137-142, 1836.) An overlooker had the boldness to tell the Committee of 
1832 that small children were preferable to those over the age of 14; because 
they had to stoop less to the low frames: and, on ita being 8ugge8ted that the 
frames might be ra.iaed, replied that even then the older children oould only be 
paid &8 much 88 the younger (Q. 3076-9). 

I. In 1836 there, were 120,000 pe1'80DB, ohie8.y Irlah, living in cellBrB in 
Manchcater alone, in fearful filth. often acoompanied by a pig; poor, wasteful, 
a.nd dissolute (Gaskell. l.c. pp. 82-3). Many more details are given by him: 
also by .. Allred II (Samuel Kydd) in hie thoughtful and well-balanoed History 
oj the }'aclory Moc~emenl, 1847; and in other histories. It W88 rightly &rgued 
in the debate in 1815 on the elder Sir Robert Peel's Factory Bill that there was 
Ileed for atopping • 'Y8tem which could be .0 .buaed that a London pariah 
stipulated with. Lancaehire ma.nuf&et.urer th&t "with every twenty lOund 
ohildren. one idiot ahould be taken." Peel confeued that hia own house at one 
time employed nearly a. thousand .. pariah ohildren lupplied from London. 
Birmingham, and other populOUI diatriotL to 
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of the· quality of life, from which the chief manufacturing I, IV, 6. 

district of England has not wholly freed 'itself. There are still 
to be seen there relics of the old time, when parish children, 
brought to Lancashire mills to earn money for which they were 
responsible to no one, started a habit among children, even of 
respectable families, of .. setting up on their own," .as· soon as 
their earnings were sufficient. It was not easy to exaggerate 
the evils of many of the new factories: but they were exag-
gerated; and, in return, partisan advocates exaggerated the 
great real difficulties which were involved in an efficient 
remedy'. 

The factories which were chiefly concerned in this conflict of 
interests, had no special favours to demand from Parliament: 
they worked largely for export, and had little fear of competitive 
imports. But it was strenuously argued on their behalf that, if 
the Protective duties on wheat were removed, operatives would 
b. able to buy more food with less money: and therefore their 
real wages would rise; and yet the manufacturers might get 
their labour at a lower money cost than before. Some economists 
supported this suggestion, and were often supposed to be hostile 
to the Factory Acts; but they were friendly to the Acts'. 

6. Influences of war and fiscal policy on En.'llantls 
indust,,!! and trade in the first luilf of the nineteenth 
centu"Y' 

We now pass to consider the influences which the war, and 
the financial policy associated with it, exerted on the life of the 
people; and espc~ially of those classes, who were least able to 

1 For instance, tho ncivooatea of atringent fa.ctory regoia.tion wore apt to 
put forww exceptional Ca&e8 of wrong-doing 88 representative of the general 
oonditions of faotory work: its opponents brought forward as repreeentative 
the experienoea of people. living in plooG8 in "Which there waa a la.rgo low-grade 
population. who could honestly say tha.t the ohildren. employed in 80me neigh
bouring weU.oonducted factoriea. wore the healthiest and most moral whom 
they &aW. Again eome expert evidenoe was given to the effect that England's 
lead io the cotton industry waa 80 Itrong that, if the bouta during which the 
mo.chincry was a.t work were reduced, &he could obtain {or her diminished exportl 
• remunerative price; while other expert evidence contended that even a ImlLli 
increase in the coaUinoll8 of her Gotton goods would cloae many foreign markets. 
to her. 

a s.. Appenw. E, S. 
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I, IV, 6: maintain themselves in the face of adverse circumstances. The 
dark shadow of the French Revolution had enlisted the fears. 
of the well·to·do classes on the side of their human sympathies, 
in arranging a system of poor·relief, which inverted the law of 
nature: for it made life least uncomfortable for. those of the 
labouring classes who were least deserving: and it caused those, 
who had the least nobility of character, to marry early and to 
leave the largest number of descendants; and they in many cases 
lived to become degraded helots in manufacturing districts. 

Further, the capital required by war could not have been 
obtained entirely by taxation without extreme measures, and 
in fact a very large part of it was obtained by loans. The loans 
could not be taken up abroad, so they came from the existing 
stock of capital: thus making capital scarce for industrial pur
poses, and securing high rates of interest and profits to capitalists 
and employers. Meanwhile the rents of landlords were raised 
by the high price of wheat. Thus the incomes of the well·to·do 
classes were raised relatively to those of their fellow·countrymen 
by the war: and, when it was over, they were left with a mort
gage on the revenue of the country. Under the circumstances, 
the revenue ought to have been raised by taxes which fell lightly 
upon the working classes: but in fact they were so levied as still 
further to raise the income of the landlords; and, if the attempt 
which they made in 1815 to fix the price of. wheat at 80s. a 
quarter had been successful, it would have compelled a great 
number of labourers' families to live on an aggregate weekly 
income about equal to the pricc of a single bushel of wheat. 
According to Charles Booth's well·known est~ate, at the end 
of the nineteenth century, those Londoners were to he accounted 
as "poor," (that is, "as living under a struggle to obtain the 
necessaries of life,") who had a "regular income of ISs. to 213. a 
weck for a moderate family," and ISs. to 2ls. was fully the 
price of Biz bushelli of wheat' .. 

I. The complaint tha.t the aystem of war loana mortgaged indu.try to protect 
properly ill voiced by Di.sraeli in Sybil. Newmarch, in • memorable defenco of 
Pitt'sloane, suggests that loans may come from Uthe overflowing!" of capital 
that would otherwise he.ve been •. wasted." and that in Inoh 8. ease they do Dot 
materio.lIy enoroach OD the reaoW'eCl of iDduatry (Slali&'ict.Jl Jo,,"'" for 1856. 
p. 138). In Pitt', time capital waa 1OMOe. even in England: but, .. the war 
luted long. more thaD hall ita expellB8 wu paid out of tuation: thougb in 110 
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These evils, grave as they were, affected England's leader- I, IT, 6. 

ship less than migllt have been' expected. In their most 
intense form they affected only a small part of the population. 
The production per head was very much greater in England 
than anywhere else; and though many employers were amassing 
great wealth, that was because they were reaping the profits of 

.very large concerns: there was no other country in which the 
working man was allowed to retain for himself anything like as 
large a share of the value, which he produced when aided by a 
given capital. This fact is sufficient by itself to raise doubts 
as to the correctness of a ststement, which has frequently been 
lIlade, that the substitution of work in large factories for work 
in cottages and small workshops increased greatly the power of 
the "'lpitalist to exploit the people. 

Nearly every sort of fiscal policy works some good and some 
evil. Whether the good or the evil preponderates depends 
much on the adaptation of policy to the conditions of industry 
and trade in the country affected; and on the foresight, breadth 
of vision and ability with which it is developed. British states
manship was not deficient in these qualities at the beginning of 
last century: but many a well-navigated vessel has missed her 
best course in a cyclone. 

The early excesses of the French Revolution had excited 
beyond the boundaries of calm reason, not only the despotic 
rulers of the Continent and the privileged class ... which made 
common cause with them; but also many lovers of freedom, as 
may be seen by comparing Burke's earlier utterances with the 
frenzy of his later years. On the other hand the general 
declaration of war against France caused all Frenchmen, however 
dl'.ply they abhorred those excesses, to regard war to the end 
without compromise as their first duty. And, while men's 
motives were thus mixed, the results to the world were almost 
exclusively evil. Britain indeed suffered in some ways lesa 

single yea.r was a. conLribution made from that 80urce which abaorbod Dearly 
... large .. ahnre of tho national incomo as tha.t levied in the later yelll'8 of the 
present World.war. Disracli'l jibe was, however, in aome measure justified by 
an abuae of the power of the 1ll1ldownere aftar the war. for they levied tu:ea 
which inoreasod thoir own income •• and threw mora than the whole burden of 
the 'WtU' on tho induatrial claaaes. and especieJly the poorer classes of workers. 
Similu. thougb muab milder. tendenoiea can be observed DOW. 
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1, ", 6. from the war than many other countries: but her fiscal policy 
was set on evil courses, 

Pitt, the pupil of Adam Smith, and of the French advocates . 
of Free trade, began his career with attempts to make the 
British tarif more simple and 1e.'lS restrictive; and he pressed 
for a commercial tresty with France, which would have gone 
very far towards breaking down the tarif frontier between the. 
two countries. But his project was thwarted: and the events 
which began with the French Revolution made him ultimately 
responsible for a tari! 'Yhich was grievously complex and op
pressive. He seems indeed never to have formally abandoned 
the hope of returning to his early projects, when the stress of 
the war should be over: hut meanwhile he was impelled to 
seek revenue by paths of least resistance. 

He laboured throughout under exceptional difficulties. For 
he found himself compelled to impose, or at all events to ac
quiesce in imposing, heavy charges not always well considered· 
on all classes of the population. A great increase of local rates 
was partly caused by bad methods of poor-relief: but the rise 
of wheat to famine prices, chiefly under the influence of war 
and bad harvests, would in any case have demanded a large 
local outlay, to be defrayed by the well-to-do for the benefit of 
the needy. The expenses of the war called for a renewal of the 
income tax, which reached at one time two shillings in the pound. 
These causes lessened Pitt's power to withstand, and perhaps 
even his eagerness to withstand, the pressure put on him by 
landlords and manufacturers to give them some sort of com
pensation by the imposition of duties on products that competed 
with theirs, even when the taxes were such 88 would yield but 
little to the revenue. He was compelled to levy many excise 
duties which he knew to be very unpopular. And, far-seeing 
man though he was, he did not care to look very far ahead when 
arranging a new import duty; for the independence of England 
was at stake; and, if that could be rescued, his emergency 
measures might be repealed before they had done lasting harm. 

Pitt, killed by. Austerlitz, left a heavy task to successors less 
strong than himself; and it would have needed men of excep
tional strength, either during the war or immediately on its 
close, to work upwards along the steep and narrow path that led 
Ia.. 
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back to the ideals wbich he had left behind. So England was I, IV, o. 
amicted by an exceptionally ill-conceived protective tarif for 
many years. It was so complex that, if its origin in the crisis of 
the war were forgotten, it would appear to have been the work 
of self-confident men; and its details were generally so full of 
needless vexations and hindrances to industry and trade, and 
so iII·adapted to the ends at which they aimed, that it would 
have appeared to be the work of dull men. 

Thi. fact had a great influence on history. For English
men were averse to abstract discussions. They did not care to 
inquire whether a system of Protection could be devised which 
would be free from the meddlesomeness and the waste, the 
corruption and the cruelty of that system which they knew. 
And as soon as the public could be induced to overcome their 
repugnance to the idea of change, the reformers found no serried .. 
ranks of firm reasoning to oppose them. The course of the 
battle might have been nearly the same, but its after-effects 
would have been widely different, if the task to be accomplished 
had been one for hard thinkers rather than expert orators. 

The task indeed was not quickly accomplished. For violent 
change was uncongenial to the English temper: and some of 
those statesmen, who did most for free trade, had to conquer 
themselves before they began their struggle with others. This 
was especially the case with Peel. And yet the twenty years 
which elapsed between his great reforms and those of Huskisson, 
had broken down much of the crust of traditional opinions; 
and, by aid of the extension of the franchise in 1832, they had 
so much lessened the forca of vested interests, that Peel, though 
less venturesome than Huskisson, was able to venture far more 
boldly than he had done l • 

1 HUBkisson. 1823-7, abolished most probibitionl and ma.ny duties which 
were in oporotion. But many Protectivo dutiea appealed strongly to vested 
int~roIIta. and he did Dot venture to do morc than lower them. Even in 1839, 
aftor his work had boon carried a good deal further. there wore left nine hundred 
8Cparate articlea on tho Customa list. The tuBS on many of theso were in 
effect prohibithoc. (The details are set forth in an instructive appendU: to the 
gma.t lwport on Import DUti08 of 1840.) The excoas of aggregate receipts over 
dra.wbaoka on aix hundred. of them WIWI leas the £3000. Speaking in 1825. 
Huakiason said (Spe.etAt.t. vol. II. p. Ma) that anyone who weJka along the 
OOaoh from Brighton to Haating8 can 6.nd Hot almost every viU.ge "persona who 
will engage to deliver him.. withiD ten day. or a fortnight, any prohibitsa" 
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1, 'Y, 6. It is doubtful whether Pitt's early movement for tarif 
reform would have had sufficient driving force, even if it had 
not been cut short by the great war. But in Peel's time· 
motive power was supplied by the inereasing strength of vocal 
manufacturing interests; and by the irritation resulting from 
the confidence with which the landlords assumed that the well
being of agriculture waS the supreme interest of the country, 
and by the relentless import duties and prohibitions which 
they consequently imposed on grain. Without that driving 
power the subtle arguments of Ricardo and other thorough 
thinkers could not have beeu effectively rendered into the 
language of the market-place, even by interpreters as lucid as 
Cobden and ~ eloquent as Bright. Bnt the wishes of the 
townsfolk helped them to thread their way through difficult 
reasonings: enthusiasm grew, and spread to the country folk; 
and at last it became possible to convince agricultural labourers 
that their real wages would be raised by the free admission of 
products that competed with those of the fields which they 
ploughed. Their money wages might conceivably fall II little; 
and so might even the wages of those who worked at other 
pursuits: but the prices of their food would fall much more; 
and their worst miseries would be over!. 

In Peel's time the centre of the conflict was the Sliding 
Scale of duties on com. That showed Protectionist ingenuity 
at its worst. At the beginning of the controversy the majority 
of Englishmen probably believed, what they were told on 
authority, that it would steady the price of wheat. At the end 
of the controversy there was scarcely any thoughtful Englishman 
who was not convinced that it increased fluctuations in the 

.niclo of manufacture. which he caD. name. upon aD advance of £30 per cent.. 
beyond the prime coat in Paris." 

1 This broad statement must be left for the preeent: & study of the complex 
issuea involved in it belongs to a. Ia.ter stage of our study. Tho· general belief 
that money wages would fall a little does not seem to ha.ve been baaed on auy 
careful or exact reaaoning: but it- W88 probably correc~ For up to that time 
wagea had 181dom been governed directly by eoonomio foroee. Employcm 
nearly always bad the upper hand in bargaining. Farmen especia.lJy raised 
or lowered wages by agreement. among t.hemaelves. at such levela that labou.rera' 
familiea oould juat.live in moderate healt.h and moderate 8b'eDgtb. provided tho 

. whole of their inoome ... u spent for strength-giving enda: and sim.iJ.&l" in
. ~oencee pperated in manv induatries. thougb with leu force. 
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price of wheat; that it made the trade of farming precarious, I,IV,6. 

f.\Ild intensified agricultural depressions; but that mef.\llwhile 
it so discouraged importation .... to keep the average price high 
to the consumers, without conferring f.\Ily proportionate benefit 
on the If.\Ildlords, still less on the Exchequer or on the farmers. 
The Sliding Scale was not f.\Il essential part of the Protectionists' 
policy. But they defended it, f.\Ild thus it served as a measure of 
their econoniic insight; f.\Ild when the plain man was convinced 
that its claims could not be defended, he was inclined to give 
willing ear to criticisms of their other claims. Thus the great 
bulk of popular opinion swung round with irresistible force. 

The defenders of the old system were, with few exceptions, 
ill-informed f.\Ild weak in argument: they were discredited by 
the personal interest which most of them had in maintaining 
a high price in corn; as well as by the old-fashioned way in 
which they assumed that the welfare of the country depended 
on the prosperity of those who had a stske in it, and especially 
the owners of If.\lld; and they were worsted in almost every 
encounter on Royal Commissions, in ParliaJ,llent, and on the 
platform. Their case was weakened before the Reform Bill of 
1832 had transferred political power from the owners of land 
f.\Ilq decayed boroughs to the commercial f.\Ild industrial classes: 
and after that the old Protection of agriculture cQuld not long 
survive1• 

Disraeli had assailed Peel's action bitterly; but on becoming 
Chf.\llcellor of the Exchequer in 1852 he frankly said that a return 
to Protection was impossible. The subsequent vigorous reform 
of the British Parliament gave a free course to experiments in 
production and traffic; which it might not have been worth while 
to make if each step had needed to be defended f.\Ild explained 

1 Reft'rence mlloY be made to AppeudU E for lome acoount of the causes of 
tho failure of sliding lCIales: and for an argument tha.t the movement. of the 
prioe of wheat after 1849, though not what was oJ:peoted by thoao who advocated 
tho repeal of the duty, WlUJ jU8t th.t whioh they might have anticipated if 
(1) they had known the peouliady IUUTOW oonditiona of the world's 8upply of 
wheat" 10 long as land transport was dea.r, e.nd oven sea transport. not very 
nhoap: (2) they could ha.ve fort:lseen t,ho inllm: of gold beginning in 1850; also 
Lbe war with tho country from which England expected her ohi.f IU~pliea of 
whNt; alao the disturbed oonditiollll of the world till 1871 ; andlaatlr.tAo building 
of railroads to American wheat OoIds, 80metimea at the rate sf nearly 10,000 
mUei. year: and 80 on. . 
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I, ", 6. to Customs and Excise officers, with the risk of being prohibited 
by them after 80me delay and when already half taken. At last· 
every harbour on the coast line became a free port for the importa. 
tion and housing of all goods except tobacco, alcoholic and 
stimulating drinks, and sugar; and for the exportation of all 
goods whatever. Aud the country became a free factory for the 
production of all goods except alcoholic liquors. 

The freedom to adopt whatever trade one would, and mann· 
facture whatever one would (/aisser fair. in its ori~inal sense), 
together with the freedom to send goods whithersoever one 
would, and to fetch them whencesoever one would (/aisser aUer), 
made England the enlTepat of the world. They gave her not only 
unprecedented trade, but also unprecedented advantages for 
developing every new idea of her own, before it reached other 
nations; and for learning any new foreign idea that could be 
adapted to her use. 

But a difficult inve..tigation always loses 80mething from 
contact with the market·place. Nature is not simple, but 
complex, The imtpediate effects of any system of taxation are 
likely to differ from their ultimate effects: and both immediate 
and ultimate effects may vary much with the varying conditions 
of different countries. And, as the case against Protection. in 
England (and Scotland) was far stronger than that against Pro
tection in any other country, it was not to be expected tbat the 
reformers 8hould confuse their English hearers by taking account 
of the conditions of other countries, unless they were compelled 
to do 80: and from that they were saved by the low intellectual 
character of the opposition with which they had to contend. 
So they based sweeping general propositions on English facts 
and English conditions. 

This gave to their argument much apparent lucidity and 
simplicity, which hastened their victory. And their victory 
was tlvofold. For it was followed by 80 great an increase of 
England's prosperity, that other nations began to open their 
ports m imitation of her; and this doubled the benefits which 
F~e trade conferred on England. 

Bilt in the long run it might have been better both for 
England' /i)d for Free trade, if they had been compelled to make 
prominent thme cumbrous qualifications which they omitted. 
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For then other nations would have been warned beforehand I, (Y,6. 

that the removal of Protective duties could not be expected to 
confer the eame Unmixed benefits on their best industries as it 
had done on those of England. As thiilgs were, they had to 
learn it in the hard school of experience: and they are now 
further removed from a calm inquiry as to whether the benefits 
of Protection outweigh its evils even to them, than they might 
have been if the English reformers had gone to work in a more 
scientific wayl. 

1 The above IItatementa are developed in Appendix: E. 4. 



CHAPTER V 

BRITAIN'S INDUSTRIAL LEADERSIDP UNDER 
STRONG CHALLENGE 

I, T, I. 1. A rare corutilience of favourahle influences promoted 
the emparunon of Britain's industry and trade after sTUJ 
had thrown her markets open to the world. 

The main purpose of this chapter is to indicate the new 
conditions of industrial leadership, which call for at least as high 
and sustained energy as Britain showed when she first outpaced 
her rivals. 

The events of the second half of the nineteenth century 
belong to a survey of contemporary conditions. Tbe few 
remarks made on them in the present chapter, are designed to 
do little more than indicate the way in which Englishmen 
have settled down to work out and develop, in cooperation 
with other nations, those methods of large, highly organized 
industry and trade in which they received but little aid from 
others up till about 1850. We have first to consider the causes 
which accelerated their advance in "the third quarter of the 
eighteenth century, and those which led them generally to 
overrate that advance: secondly, the causes which brought 
about a well-founded, but exaggerated suspicion that aU was 
not well with them. Thus we shall be brought to the present 
time, and come in touch with problems which will occupy the 
remainder of this work. 

Looking back again, we see that a combination of causes, 
which is unprecedented in the history of the world, had de
veloped England's industrial leadership from 1750 onwards. 

'S04e had indeed been struck by several great misfortunes, 
espooinlly her quarrel with her chief colony, her war with France, 

JlIl:'r poor laws and her corn taxes. But these evils were nothing 
in comparison with those which had afRicted her rivals on tbe 
Continent; while in America both capital and industrial skill 
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were still scarce. After 1850 England had rid herself of her I,., I. 

com law; and of other restrictions, which were less injurious 
practically, though perhaps not better conceived: and she then 
had an equally unprecedented combination of advantages 
enabling business men to make money, even when they were 
not thrQwing themselves with energy into that creative work 
by which industrial leadership is made and maintained. 

It has often been remarked that a man's energies are at their 
best when he is emerging from poverty and distress into the 
command of great opportunities. He rejoices in a little comfort; 
but he does not care to spend too much money or time on 
luxury. He is happy and proud in conquering difficulties. 
The fear of distress is still so fresh in bis mind, that he 
subordinates, naturally and without efiort, the allurementa of 
the present to making secure provision for. the future;, he 
works hard without pain, and he accumulates capital greatly. 
That was the position even as late as 1850 of a large number, 
perhaps nearly half, of the older capt~ins of industry: they had. 
grown up in cottages, in which bread was often so scarce that 
the mother was forced to stay the children from eating before 
they h!d ~ai..en0!lgh. S,!ch.Jll,!i.n sometimes indulgea in bouts 

-oC gross indulgence: but they did not care for, and did,. not 
even know how to manage, those forms of el~gant display, 
which in later years were to consume a large part of the national 
income1, 

England's relative strength was further heightened by the 
distresses of wllr which fell upon her neighbours .• The chief of 
these were the slaughter and enfeeblement of bre'ld winners, 
and the destruction of capital. Those who lire ki11ell, injured, 
or invalided in war, are mostly young men: the whole expense 

J Newmaroh remarks (HiaWry 0/ Pricu, voL v. pp. 368-9) tha.t du~ing the 
five yean 1846 to 1850 aa mo.ny people found employment on the railway works 
&II in the Whole of the (actonea of the United Kingdom; e.nd that near~? the 
whole of the rAilway calla, which supplied the meana for their employment. ,\"ere 
met either by (!fforts of eoonomy or by incre.a.sed ezertiona; a.nd that the COD"<e

quant distribution of extra. wagea" mitigated tho disastroolleffecta on the workh... i 
('lasses. of the (lommerciaJ and political (lonvuwoDS of 1847, 184-8, a.nd 1849:' 
In 1851 England waa ready to open the great Rxhibition, at whioh the whole 
world learnt ludden1y how grea.t were the Dumben of thoae thin.ga whioh could, 
be bought in London bettel' or obeaper thaD. elaewhere: and of thoae whiob 
.ould not be bought at .U.laewh .... 
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I, v, I, of their nurture has been borne by the community, and they 
have as yet repaid but little of it by their industrial work. This 
is true generally; and especially when nearly the whole nation is 
in arms. 

England of course had her own troubles: especially those of 
the Crimean War 1854-6 and the Indian Mutiny 1857-8; 
but her finances were handled with courage; and her debt was 
very little increased1• On the other hand, the American Civil 
War of 1860-4 destroyed more wealth and industrial energy, 
and closed more opportunities of producing wealth, than any 
other war of nearly equal duration up to that time. And from 
1859 to 1871 Western Europe was the scene of a series of wars, 
the last of which was more destructive than any other short war 
except the American Civil War', 
~ring all these wars mo.ny nations, which remained neutral, 

reaped high gams: but none of them reaped gains to be com
pared to England's, For she had a preeminence, amounting 
under the special circumstances of the time to a partial mono
poly, in the three things that were most urgently needed by 
those who were preparing for war, or engaged in war, or repairing 
the wastes of war; viz.: t~ mate~ial of war~~u?incr the 
personal outfit of the soldir . ite Mr;sea pf tramn£ ~ps j 
and the loari"" of capital. These gains were high in substance: 
and ttley werihigher still ill appearance; that is, when expressed 
in terms of money. For the general tendency towards a rise 
of prices, as a consequence of the increased supply of gold, 
was reinforce<'. in regard to many things, not only by increased 
consumptioll. and destruction of them in connection witlt the 
wars; but also by the temporary or permanent removal of 
manl" producers from their factories and workshops to the 
battlejbld:-a fact which recent experiences have brought home 
to the' whole Western World. 

1!'urther, these wars, while retarding the progress of her 
t It WBI &II low in 1860 as in 1850. The war did little to hinder any of 

Ell'gland" cJ:portl: but ahe was IMgely dependent on Ruasia for tallow and 
kl~ndred products. and to .. le89 degree for whea.t. Theae therefore l'OI8 much tD 
r·ri.ce here (though, aftor a while. considerable 8upplies found their way to North 
(lerman porte and thus to England). 

I • Franoe and Sardinia. were at war Against Austria in 1859; Prussia and 
1 AllItria ~a.in.et Denmark in 1865;: Prusaia againat Auatria in 1866. and aga.inat; 
, "' .. anoe 1870-1. 
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rivals, increased the demand for her iron. The implements of I, " 1. 

war, which were chiefly made of it, grew in volume and in ex
pensiveness. And as in the old times great roads had been made 
for military purposes; so every successive war strengthened the 
lessons first taught by the Crimean War, that under modem 
conditions an efficient railway system is a strategic necessityl. 

By 1870 England had built about two-thirds of her present 
railways. She had joined every important centre of industry 
with every other; and there was little room for the making 
of new lines which would create important additional traffic. 
But she still found much to be done in providing additional 
tracks, in increasing the number of quick trains, and in admit
ting. third class passengers to them, not only on a few trunk 
lines, but on cross lines in every direction. This practice, which 
was not adopted thoroughly by any other large country, turned 
the special configuration of England to the best account, and 
it bound her chief industrial centres into a more compact unity 
than was to be found on a scale at all comparable with hers 
anywhere clse. Combined with the freedom of her business 
from the inspection of Excise and Customs officers, aD<l..\Iitb ~e 
e~ncy 0' her henkip~, it gave her exceptional facilities 
for the 'rapid and elastic adjustments of business. 

But there was menace in the fact that railways, had, in 
1870, rendered a much larger percentage of all th".ervices 
which they were capable of rendering to England than they had 
done to any other large country: and that from that time forward 
the development of railways has done more for the industrial 
efficiency of her chief rivals than it has done for her". 

1 Tbu. the Northern States built a ra.ilway acrosa the American continent, 
partly oocaulte the i8ola.tion of tho Pa.oifio Slope had been felt as a. peril to no.tional 
unity during lobe .treu of the Civil W61'. The railwa.y building of Germany for 
lome years before and after her gro&t war with France was mainly direoted by 
Itrate-gio con8iderations; and the Germa.n railway perlOftnd is organized in 
poaoe to be rea.dy as & department of the army in war . 

• The railway milea.ge of the United Kingdom was 6,600 in 1850; 15,500 in 
18iO; and 23,4-00 in 1912. Thia mileage of 6,600 in 1850 wu nearly twice lUI 

great aa that of Germany, and Dearly four timea as great &Ill that of France; but 
it was p&ued by that of Germany jUlt after tho Franco-Germa.n War, and by 
thAt of }1'ro,nce about twelve yean la.ter. The railway mileage of the United 
State!. whioh WlUJ About three limO! aa great aa that of the United Kingdom 
from t80W to 1870. it now more than ten time. aa gre&t nominally. But of 
OOUl'l8 in the more thinly peopled diatriota the linea are very lightly equipped. 
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But, though her territory was so small that she was bound to 
see railways rendering new benefits of the first order to otber 
countries after they had ceased to increase her advantages very 
greatiy, it was otherwise with shipping. The contest between 
wood and iron as a material for shipbuilding became acute about 
1850. The first place, at all events for steam-vessels, wlls taken 
by iron a little later; and by 1870 the contest was finished. 

In the first half of the nineteenth century it had seemed 
that England's children heyond the seas would contest with her 
the primacy in shipping. But iron, which was ultimately to b. 
a chief Bource of America's strength on tbe seas as well as on 
the land, was then needed so urgently for the land 8S to divert 
her energies from the seas. It was used chiefly for her railways; 
and she could invest capital in them to yield her a much higher 
rate of profits than that for which English capital was compelled 

. to work, and to which therefore American capital would be 
limited in the general shipping trade. Up to the middle of the 
century she had derived a great benefit from the material for 
shipbuilding afforded by the forests of Maine. But wood was 
yillldinwiace to iron just as the Civil War drove her shipping 
from the ocean. And when the war .!Vas over,. her l!!'W fleet 
was built to trade on the great lakes and along the coasts, where 
Dative shj~g had a monopoly, rather than on the great world 
routes . ."gland therefore was freed from tho cbief rivalry 
with which she had been threatened; and she found in the 
shipping trade a profitable and ever·growing scope for her iron 
and for her energies1• 

Also the" train traffio per mile is denser in England than in any other large country: 
and this in Bpite of the fact that & great deal of internal trade in heavy producte, • 
which in moat other countries would go by mod, goos by sea. from one part of 
England to another. Theae points are developed in anothex connection in 
Bookm. 

1 The victory of iron over wood as the material for ships, though not f8.!lt. 
waa not 80 Blow as that of Iteam power over sails; and of courae, while England 
used to import most of the materials for the rigging of ships. sho herself provided 
the enginea and the coal for steam-ships: this tended to leasen her foreign trade_ 

In 1850. thirty-five years after steam propulsion had been proved & SUCC688,. 

only about one ship in aiJ:ty W88 driven by steam; though there were in addition 
a large number of ~team-boata. 1D 1860 about an eleventh of the British tonnage 
engaged in the foreign trade waa driven by steam. and in 1870 about a fifth. In 
the decade 1860 to 1870 the Britiah iron steamer fleet grew hom 454.000 to 
1,113,000 to ... 
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As road. running at right angles to railways fed them and I, Y, I. 

J mcreased their traffic, so railways fed ships. Steam-ships became 
cheaper to build, and cheaper to work; they carried increased 
cargoes in proportion to their displacement, and required for 
a given displacement fewer men and less coal to drive them at 
a high speed. And exactly as Holland had done heJore her, 
England found in the carrying trade a rich field in which to torn 
to account her large stores of movable capita\. 

Further, her capital, her trade, and her industries had com
bined to give her better foreign connections than any other 

I country had by post and telegraph, and by banking and other 
credit agencies; and London had becgme the cleering bOUSA,.9t.. 
the worl<!... These causes mutually strengthened one another: 
each new means of communication developed her foreign trade; 
and each extension of her foreign trade made new communica
tions practicable and profitable. 

Meanwhile Bessemer's process had much cheapened the cost 
of making st<lel of .. kind which was shortly to displace iron 
from most of its uses. The process required ores nearly free 
from phosphorus: but there was a good, though small, supply of 
these ready at hand; and one great company, which had access 
to them, paid .. dividend of nearly a hundred per cent. on its 
capital in an exceptional year. 

Lastly, the Free trade policy of England had been largely 
followed on the Continent; and just those years, in which the 
industries of her chief rivals were most interrupted by the alarms 
and the ravages of war, were the years in which they offered not 
only the. most eager demand for her goods, but also the fre<lst 
entry for them. 

These causes comhined to increase her external trade rapidly. 
In fact its money value was twice as high from 1870 to 1874 as 
it had been before the gold discoreri"" The importance of this 
fact w .... however, much exagger"ted by popular opinion, which 
pays more attention to movements of prices, than to movements 
of real val uos. 
I Thus rich old finns could thrive by thejr mere..x»pmentUil, 

v' even"-tf they had lost the "rings of energy and iuiEiWVIJj, 
mn whose ChililhoOd had een passed in the bard ay. 
before the reperu of the corn laws; who had come to business 
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1,',2, early in the morning, and stayed late in the afternoon; who had 
been full of enterprise and resource, were not infrequently 
succeeded by sons who had been brought up to think life easy, 
and were content to let the main work of the business be carried 
on by salaried assistants on the Jines laid down in a previous 
generation. But. yet so strongly were such men supported by 
the general inflation of prices, that in most cases they made 
good profits and were satisfied with themselves.· Thus an extra-

'

ordinary combination of favourable conditions, induced undue 
self-cowp1arepC-Jf the aroh enemy of strength .. -

2. After 1873 various signs of we,*"ess were perceived; 
and later on 80mtl e:caggerated alan-ms arose. Bllt the 
'lUJ,tional character is again showing itself in a resolute 
facing of difficulties. 

This over confidence was startled by the crisis, or more 
strictly the commercial depression, Of 18li'S. But its immediate 
causes lay ehlefiy outside of Britain: and indeed the disturb
ance reached her in two sets of troubled waves, of which the 
centres were respectively the United States and Austria, in 
both of which countries the inflation of credit had been reckless. 
There was nothing in the depression to force on her notice 
the more permanent underlying dangers of her position1:_ 

se~ed W many to CQwhine the soJidit,y pf mature age with the 
e~!:gv'f..y..9u.th.-

But the depression lasted long; and was accentuated by 

1 It may be well to ~te a passage from ODe of the ablest, moat broad 
minded and acute of British economists: but one who used to say that be was 
the loat of thoae who had loamt from Rioardo direct without the mediation of 
Mill. 

Bagebot, after referring to the litt1e ronghneaae8. and sharp pra.cticee. 
which were making thoir appearance in England as the result of the in· 
creasingly .. democratio atruoture of oommerce," observed that such defect. 
"are compenaated by one great e.zcellence. No country of great hereditary 
trade, wa.s ever 10 little 'sleepy,' to use the only fit ·word., .. Enghmd; no other 
waa ever 80 prompt at once to aoize new advantages. A country dependent 
mainly on great 'merchant princes- will never be so prompt. their commerce 
perpetually elipl more and more into & commerce of routine .... The rough and 
vulga.r structure of English commeroe i.e the eecret of ita lire; for it contains 
'the propensity to variation,' which, in the social &8 in the animal kingdom, is 
the prinoiple of progreu" (Lombard Swed. 1873, pp. 10, 11). But when auoh 
matten are diacuued to.day, Germany is seeD. to have much of the atrength 
both 01 "" old and a ne .. oountry. 
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monetary troubles. For the yield of the gold mines had been I, " 2. 

diminishiug; while currency changes, which really caused some 
new demand for gold, and appeared to cause a great new demand 
for it, accentuated the fall of prices that would in any case have 
been caused by the collapse of credit. Distress was nearly 
universal in the western world. France indeed. had calmly set 
herself to ..olid business as ..oon as the second siege of Paris was 
finished, and she was little aflected by the general collapse of 
credit. But Germany had beel1 reudered over-confident by the 
successes of the war; the influx of the Frepch indemnit.y bad. 
thrown her speculative classes off their balance Llmd in 1875 
she was in. evena worse plight than Brita;y6 Britons 110urished 
for l1early another decade the comfortable 110ti0l1 that they could 
aflord to take things easily and yet expect a better income than 
snyone else. 

But gradually the continued fall in prices caused people to 
repeat the error which they had made when over-estimating pro
gress during the earlier time of inflated prices. The country's 
foreigIl trade was increasing very slowly; and the fall of prices 
made people suppose that it was shrinking. Thus they now 
doubly over-estimated the misfortunes of the years of shrinking 
prices: and many of them were made anxious by observing that 
in ..ome branches of trade and industry other countries were 
making progress which, if 110t greater in amount, was yet at 
.. greater rate thal1 their own. This feeling of disquiet grew; 
and the able Commission on the Depression of Trade in 1885-6 
reported that: .. In neutral markets, such as our own colonies 
and dependenoies, ~d especially in the East, W\Bre begipning,. 
to feel the effects of foreirrn com etition in uarters, where our 

.... trade fOTPwdiCiiJ'Oxed a practical monopo l.i e Increasing 
e,eygrjtJI of thia-09Rlpeti t iop both in our home and in neutral 
markets is especiaUy noj;iceable in the case of GermIWy' Jiy' 
every quarter of the world the perseverance and enterprise of 
the Germans are making themselves felt. In the actual pro
duction of commodities we have now few, if any advantages 
over them; and in a knowl";ge of the markets of the world, a 
desire to accommodate themselves to local tastes and idiosyn
crasies, a determination to obtain a footing wherever they can, 
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I, ., 2: and a tenacity in maintaining it, they appear to be gaining 
g!J!...llJ1.,L.9n us. We cannot avoid stating he"r-;-th61npression 
which has been made upon us during the course of our inquiry 
that in these respects there is some faIling off among the 
trading classes of this country from the more energetic practice 
of former periods." The information collected by the Com
mission while tending to "dispel much misapprehension ... and 
to encourage a more hopeful view ... of our commercial position 
.•. will also show that if our position is tu b. maintained it 
must be by the exercise of the same energy, .perseverance, .. If
restraint, and readiness of resource by which it was originally 
created!" " . ..... 

Things went smoothly during the upward swing of com
mercial credit which culminated in 1890-1; and troubles of 
the United States, arising out of a doubt as to the solidity of 
their currency, k.ept beck fur 9 time the competitor from w.,se 
power of ~t!.~ive there S.l)<lmed most t9 ~. But a series of 
failures of British investments in South America, Australia and 
elsewhere had undermined confidence nearly as much 88 those 
of 1873--5~our disputes also became rife, and indeed those 
of 1892-3 were partly the cause and partly the effect of a 
deadening of British enterprise, which showed itself in an 
nnparalleled prolongation of oil two per cent. Bank rate of dis
co~e market rate being seldom abo;e"Oileper centTfor . 
tliree years 1894-6. . 

Meanwhile attention had been directed to instances in which 
Britain's industrial technique had been surpassed by those of 
Germany and America. The most important C88e' was that of 
the heavy steel industry. That had received a strong impetus 

. from Bessemer's great invention in 1856. But the small 8upply - . 
1 Fina1 Report. [Go 4893], §§ 74, 75, 76, ... d 106. It is noteworthy tha. thia 

Jiouble W88 mOlt coDspicuous in pa.rtB of the country in which the IOCial dis
linctions bet.ween employers and ~mployed ha.ve been greatest. Tbu. an account 
of thl" Decay of a famous industry" (Timu. 19. 12. Q.1.). mentiOIll as ODe among 
.veral caWJe8 of the weakness of the Welt of England woollen trade tho fac&; 
th&t, "hile "many mills have been worked by the 8Iome family for over" ceo· 
tury ... lOme of the manufacturers. who had made large fortunOli and acquired 
large llUlded estates, retired to these and took a good deal of their capital 
with them.... But in Yorkshire thero was more energy; art.isana were better paid; 
and the industry "wu Dot content to go OIL mHing the -.me old c.Iotba wilh 
tha .. me old olow.golng loolDL" 
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of Britain's ores suitable for his treatment speedily ran short, I, v, 3. 

Meanwhile America's greatly increased output of steel was 
matched by an equal increase in her own demand for its strilC-
tural and other uses; but £hi!' markets, to which BntsillnaCl' 
accesS,- were -assailed·l,Y'. German steel made with consummate 
techuicnl skill by aid of a new process. It had been invented 
by an Englishman; but it was specially adapted to the ores of 
Alsace and Lorraine, and not to those to which Britain has good 
access. However alert she had been in improving and develop-
ing the technique of her heavy steel industry, it must have been 
outpaced by that of Gll[many: but the continued use of old
lashlOued plant by many olber works caused her output of heavy 
steel to remain o.Imost stationary while that of Germany in
creased fast'. 

Britain lagged even more conspicuously behind in many in
dustries that called for high and extended scientific training: that 
chief of these were devoted to the manufacture of colours, and off, 
medico.I and explosive products, from coo.!-t&r bases. This was ; 
the more striking because Germany, being indifierently supplied I 
witb gaseous coal, imported much of her tar from Britain. .4 

3. The neeth of Britain's industries gave additional 
tlwm.entitln to a lItovcI1umt, that had lOllg bec" on Ute way, 
for a rrfOl"m of her editcational system ' .. 

English business men were slow to recognize a chief canse 
of decline in their indnstrial leadership. But abont 190-1 they 
began to see clearly that they must fol!w,v °tb er pOrtiops jn ptg
peting indu.~l£...ffici~ncy byjxnprovt:~_ ~l.!E'tion;. The move .. 
ment, thus initiated, is making way, tardily indeed for the lack 

I The Metallurgical Committee of the British Iron and Steel Inatitute &II 

Il\te aa 1917, repurted with reference to the output of the British basio open~ 
ht'Q.rtb fuma.ces, tha.t British techniquo and orgll.D.ir.ation generally oom'£llU't'ld 
wlfa.vourably with tha.t of Germany: and that this was the chief cause of their 
I'l.lla.tivel,v BIUa.1l output. They added tha.t. though the efficiency of the ind,i.. 
vidual llritish workman W8.8 m&i.nt&inoo, hie abort houn of working and high 
wage. atintod the IU'£lply of capital needed to bring the phmt of the industry 
up to it" higbest pouible efficienoy. It mo.y be added tb.o.t British production 
of Ilnished 8k'el produots, including ships, rem.m. high; and beruporta of them 
rema.in vt'lry high . 

• Tho la.rge matters opened out in thia Section and the next are oonsidered. 
here cbiefly to. rei&tion to BritlLin', leaderahip: their broader rcla.tiOI18 will be 
Itudied i. the 00I1l"10 of Books II and III. 
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1,',8. of. hearty support from those who themselves received no good 
education. But it does make way in school and in college; for 
the working classes, and for the well-to-do, and even for the re
latively sluggish lower middle classes. The nation is beginning 
to recognize that mere accumulation of knowledge stunts rather 
than educates the mind; that the mind can be strengthened only 
by gradually increasing calls on its strength and spontaneity; 
and that while much general education may be advantageonsly 
given to all youth, there is also a need for specialized education 
adapted to the needs of agriculture, and every other industry, 
as well as 'to the learned professions, This matter is of vital 
importance: and mnst detain ns a little. 

There is consolation in the reflections that the poverty of 
England's educational system has been in large measure due to 
a strange freak of fortune; and that she still holds a leadership, 
almost unchallenged except by other English speaking countries, 
in that education of character which is obtained from individual 
activities, rather than from instruction whether verbal or in print. 
The playground had a notable share in the "real" education of 
her youth: and the pathe of the ocean have been the Universities 
of an exceptional number of her men. During the last two cen
turies, at all events, they have had a more intimate acquaintance 
at first hand than any other people with the physical conditions 
and the habits of the populations of the world at large. 

It is to be noted also that the intellectual alertness, which 
this real education developed, was well adapted to stimulate that 
$Ort of invention which was most needed in the second half of 
the eighteenth century and the first half of the nineteenth. But 
the present age calls increasingly for a new class of improvements 
of method, and-in a I ... degree-for improvements of appli
ances,. which cannot be created by a single alert individual. 
Many of those, by which man's command over natwe has been 
most enlarged during the last few decades, have been the pro
duct of snstained researches by large groups of specially qualified 
students extending over long periods of time. 

It has already been observed' that Scotland developed an 
excellent system of. education very early; and that partly in con
sequence, Scotchmen have taken a large share in the expansion 

, Abo ... pp. 63, 154. 
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of the British Empire: thus the weaknesses which have 'prev~nted I, " 3. 

Britain from taking her. proper place in the studies, that lie on 
the borderland between academic and business work in the 
present age, belong to England in the narrow sense of the term, 
more than to Scotland. But subject to this correction it must 
be confessed that British education has lagged behind that of 
Germany in some respects by more than a generation!. 

The causes of this hindrance to Britain's industrial leadership 
seem however to be due to unfortunate accidents in politicaJ 
st~:turelo more than to weakness of national purpose. Popular 
education, which ought to have been accepted two centuries ego 
as a chief duty of the State, was regarded in England till recently 
as an incidental duty of the clergy of the Established Church: 
~ they almost alone were possessed of property that had been 
set aside for purposes higher than the intmediate pursuit of 
material gain. But a large part of the industrial and trading 
classes had passed into other religious denominations: some of 
the country clergy shared the prejudice of neighbouring squires 
against educating the working classes above the mere necessities 
of manual work; and in new industrial districts the olergy had 
no fuods available for education. 

A new ferment appeared late in the nineteenth century: and 
ere long, in .pite of opposition from some of those, whose larger 

1 In 1872 .. British deputation viaited Germany and Switzerland to study 
tbeir methods of education. The following notel are &bitr&oted from an account 
of 80me of their experiences whioh haa recently 'been given by one of ita chief 
membel'S:-"In Suony we found a n&tionaJ. .ystem of educatiOD. conducted 
in magnificent achaol buildings. attended by all, with acholarahipe IUimitting 
wever poor bo,. from elementary to leC!Iond.&ry. and thenoe to teohnicalachooll, 
or to the Polytechnio or University. Attendanoe was oompulsory till the age 
of 1'. In England a.t that time there Wall no national system. no compulsion. 
MILDY ohildren did not go to achoolat. all: those who did. at.tended irregularly. 
'I'he school bqildinge were meagre and unauita.ble: there were no lecondary 
achooll for t.ha ma.uet; and t.herefore no promotiolll of able student. from 
below. 'The beat educated childreD in English elemeDt&ry aohools were half
timers from the factoriea. who at.tended half·time from 8 to 13. 10 Germany 
the boya. ",bo left aohool at U, wero required to attend evening continua.tion 
achoola; there were &lao luch acbooll for girla. with apprentice workshop school •• 
lpedal clauea for those engaged in oert&io tradea, and agricultural schoola.' All 
the Unh.-eorsitiea and Colle-gel in England together CODtained leu Itudenta 
• taking up l'eSt'aroh and the higher branche.a of chemiatry' than a aingle German 
llni"ersity (that of Munich) wWob Wall visited .. (PIws Real German Rivalry. 
by Sir Swire Smith, 1916) . 

• L 1'. 
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I, v, 8. opportunities shoold have made them the best friends of the 
education of the people, the State began to take up its neglected 
duty. For a time nothing more was attempted than a so~d, . 
but strictly elementary education, which began rather late and 
etlded very early. But almost every year brought new evidence 
that a niggardly policy of education was a mistake even from a 
purely commercial point of view: and now, Britain has gone a 
long way towards providing the children even of the poorest 
classea with opportunities for sound general education, and for 
semi-technical education in continuation schools and otherwise; 
together with a series of scholarships, or educational ladders, by 
which an able child; born "ven in the lowest ranks, may rise to 
high work. In the course of a generation the more intelligent 
artisans and agricoltural labourers may be expected to kave a 
better comprehension of the fundamental principles of their 
work than had been possessed two generations ago by many 
farmers and manufacturers. 

The education of the well-to-do classes in England had not 
been as much neglected as that of the working classes. But it 
was held back by mediaeval shackles. For until the middle of 
last century nearly all the instruction at Oxford and Cambridge 
was given by men, W!lOse incomes were chiefly derived from 
College Fellowehips. They were compelled to be in Holy Orders; 
and ai-they iPpJd refute their FdI9wshi~~arriag. they 
generally looked forward to spending the second halves of their 
lives in country rectories, where learning woold be of little use 
and science of no use. Celibacy remained compulsory for some 
time longer: not till th.e present century have the majority of 
the teachers at the chief English Universities regarded the ad
vancement of knowledge as the main business of their lives. 
Oxford had indeed long ago contrived to use Plato, Aristotle and 
Thucydides as stalking horses, from behind which to practise 
demure shooting at problems of the day; and in recent years she 
has developed considerable scientific schools. The Cambridge 
school of mathematics has long been unsurpassed in the training 
of the reasoning facolty, in so far as that can be dissociated from 
experimental initiative: and her physical and biological labora
tories already supply a considerable number of leaders of the 
world's studies in their sevsral departments. 
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Meanwhile new Universities have sprung up in several great 1,',4. 
centres, modelled in some respects on that at Manchester, whQse 
chemical laboratory had been brought into the front rank by 
Roscoe; an? all of them give the chief place to chemistry, en
~ne.ring, and other studle8,"""ilih b..ar iJ:reCtly on mdust~. 

heir illHuence furthers the growing inclination of manUfacturers 
and other business men to profit by German and .American ex
perience; and make large nee of scientific knowledge and research 
in their works. A strong impulse in the eame direction is now 
given by the establishment in 1915 of the Committee of the 
Privy Council for Scientific and Industrial Research; which, 
aided .by a powerful Advisory Council, with appropriate Com· 
mitte .. , is bringing a great part of the best scientific ability of 
the country to bear on the requirements of business; thereby 
continuing and enlarging earlier efforts, of which the foundation 
of the National Physical Laboratory in 1900 may be taken 88 

representative. . 
The new demand for the extended· study of science, with 

special reference to the zequirements of industry, might bave 
been in danger of layp,g too much stress on technical details, to 
the relative neglect of those fundam~ntal discoveries, which are 
parents of all scientific technique. But the critical position of 
tbe country, arising out of the World-war, has caused the most 
eminent scientific men among others, to put their services with
out stint at the disposal of the Government: and it has also 
,gained the public ear for their counsels. Under their guidance. 
,care is being taken that even technical education shall be so 
. used as to develop the f&Culti .. ; it is not being directed mainly 
to loading up the minds of the students with facta. and enabling 
them to feel at home in the workshop. 

4. National, funds are rightly given liberduy to the 
adva'1Ce11lC1it of knowledge for its own sake.. Research for 
tlte attainment qf particl/lar ends is receiving SOl/1,tl support 
jro", open a88ociations oj producers or t"aders, specially 
;IIler6Sted ill their attainment. 

It is now generally recognised that national industry requires 
three distinct cl .... es of laboratories. The first seeks the exten· 
sion of knowledge at large: .the aeoond aims at knowledge in 
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I, v, 4. regard to special requirements of a particular branch of industry: 
t4e third checks the quality of the output of individual works. 

History shows that almost every scientific discovery, which 
has ultimately revolutionized methods of industry, has been made 
in the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake, without direct aim 
at the attainment of any particular practical advantage: Uui
versities are the proper pIacea for such pursuit of "pure" science, 
and for the establishment of laboratories, etc., devoted to it. 
But though the eagerness of an IIcsdemic student should increase 
with every prospect of establishing II new truth, independently 
of any practical gain which it may promise; yet his studies will 
lose nothing, and the world may gain much, from his keeping in 
touch with some of those industries, whose methods might be 
improved by increased knowledge of the properties of the pro
ducts which he is studying. Therefore it is well that laboratories 
devoted to the advance of pure science should take some account 
of the work of a second class of laboratories, whose resellrches 
are specialized on the attainment of particular practical ends. 

In BOme cases a Bingle giant business which is pionearing 
new developments of a subtle industry may reasonably set up a 
grellt laboratory for the collception and testing of improvements 
on current usage: and the influences which such laboratories may 
exert on industrial structure will take proruinent places in this 
and the following two Books, with special reference to German 
practice. But such a laboratory, if adequate for dellling with 
IIny important issue that may arise, is likely to be too costly in 
original outlay lind mIlintenance for any but very exceptional 
businesses: and therefore the task is one of those in which the. 
growing tendency to IlSSOciation lllIlong businesses in the same' 
branch of industry is to be welcomed. It may be arranged that 
ooch member of the association has some duly qualified right to 
request that a particular investigation should be made in the 
laboratory: suitable arrangement being made for a special con
tribution in case its expense should be groot, as well as for the 
ownership of patents in exceptional cases. 

Such association, so long as it remains truc to its avowed 
design, is wholly constructive: and has no kinship With "com
binations" in the dyslogistic sense of the term; that is, con
spiracies to monopolize 1\ pllrticular branch of indust.ry or trade 
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in such ways as would cause the public to pay higher prices than I, Y,~. 
they would if that branch were open 'without contest to the 
enterprise of any new comer. But the experience of the ages 
shows that c'afons set u for constructive poses are in 
danger Of being turijed to dest~ct lve en : an ere ore it may 
perhaps be to the public interest that some hm'ted contribution 
should be made from pub!;. fw,do to the support of such asso
ciations; par~x in ordar to faciJitateJ;he-i.utervention of p~lio_ 
authority in case an associ&tion should develop anti-socIal t.,n
d:ncies. The exigencies of the World-war have enabled ma.r;,t 
men to break away from old habits, old prejudices against neigh-
bours, old delights in the secrecy and autonomous control of 
their own affairs; and to work with gld rival, for the c~m~ 
i0pd 01 the countr~: therein lies much public gain. But on the 
other hand caution IS needed lest arrangements should be set up, 
which depend for their beneficial working on altruistic senti-
ments, that may fade when the national emergency has passed. 

Similar remarks apply to the suggestions that a locality, 
which is the chief seat of any branch 01 industry, may properly 
B~.2§,jdj7e aD appropriate technical Jahoj.,tOITj with a general 
understanding that its own rate·payers should-have priority 
in all claims on its services. Public opinion seems to have re
ceived a strong and wholesome stimulus in .this direction lrom 
the full recognition 01 the fact that many things, which Britain 

'tused to buy from Germany. were the products 01 more extended 
htechnical research than could easily be brought to bear by 
, ,herself. 
• Technical resosrch laboratories, while in touch with the chief 
scientific laboratories on the one hand, could on the other lend 

. help to a third class of laboratories which have long been found 
necessary in the steel and many other industries, whose chief 
work is mechanical rather n chemical. ,uch a laboratory 
does not, ~ .... ..cle, do any COnsl erable resosrch work: but it 
enables the busin8&S, to which it is attached, to make sure that 
each of its products from day to day, or even from hour to hour, 
is chemically or mechanically true to its proper standard'. 

1 Authoritative Itudies of thie ml\Uer by specialized expertt mo.y be 
(ound in SCiSMU and tAe Nalio ... by Cambridge graduates, 1917; and in TM 
llril;,~ coaI·1Gr illd .. try, it. origi"'. dcw/opmtol .,.a d,di... otliwd by ProL 
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I, ',4. Every industrial country obtains some information bearing 
on industry and trade tram its Ambassadors and Consuls. But,. 
with a few brilliant exceptions British Consuls seem to have 
lagged far behind those of America and Germany in such matters . 

. Great improvements in this direction are contemplated: but the 
Consular service is not likely to be ahle to meet all the wishes 
of producers and traders as to the requirements of each country 
for particular manufactures, and as to her sources of supply of 
special materials needed in manufacture, For large questions 
aJjse when access is opened out to materials that require treat
ment somewhat different from those already in use: and a firm, 
which makes a thorough study of such a problem, is likely to 
confer at least as great aggregate benefits on other firms as on 
itself: but, as the cost will be heavy, few will venture on it, un
less those will share in the cost, who are likely to share in the 
reward. The Research Committee of the Privy Council finds an 
apprPpriate field in promoting such associations. 

"'/rivate associations for obtaining facts as to the solvency, 
etc., of clistomers in foreign countries have long done good work. 
This is a delicate matter on which the best opinions seem to 
differ; but it is probable that, with larger experience, an ex
tension of this plan may enable British firms to sell with ad
vantage more extensively in countries in· which purchasers 
require long credit on small tangible secority. This class of 
trade is chiefly in the hands of Germans, especially in Sooth. 
America, and other countries in which the English language 
does not carry far: and there seems to be some justification for 

W. M. Gardiner. 1916. These works record Dumeroua caaes in which membel'8-
of the small band of British ICientific men have made revolutionary discoveriee 
in science; but yet the ohief fruita of their work have heeD reaped by buainesaee 
in GermWlY and other countries. where industry and science have boen in cloae 
touch with ODe another. Sometimea a British inventor hae set up & manu· 
facture on hill own linea. with the beet reault8; but a.fter his death the bullinese 
baa fallen into the handi of men with merely administrative and oommercial 
instinots; and it hu then been left behind by foreign rivals. who have con
tinu.ed to work on the linea of the original inventor with patience and syatem, 
though not alway. with much creative geniue. An excellent compreaeed ac
oount of the new movement haa been begun in the two first Report. (1916 
and 1917) of the Committee of the Privy Council for Soientific and IndUitriai 
relca.roh [Cd 8886, 8718]: and their c:ontinuation illikely to oonstitute • good 
history of Britain'. awakening from her too euy contentment with the ..quip
ment that sufficed for the middle of lut century. 
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the claim by Germans that their methods of financing business I, " f. 

meet some requirements of the new age, to which the methods 
of "conservative" British houses are not altogether appropriate. 
But more of this hereafter. 

The maxim "know thyself" applies to nations as to indi
viduals. OJd and yo~ are aJjke.i11QIiped to thipk mom Of 
their own strengths tbRJ;\-9f th£ir lieakness~ and it is specially 

"incumbent on Britsin to strive against that stiffness of the joints 
that is almost inevitsble in each old industry, and in the general 
relations of industries and trades in each old country. Above all 
is an old business in an old country in danger of underrating the 
advantages of that which is new. Much that passes for heavy 
conservatism is one of those faults of judgment, from which 
neither young nor old are free: but such errors are probably 
more injurious to an old country or industry than to one that is 
relatively young and therefore alert. 

Britain has perhaps suffered as much from the conservatism 
of her working men as from that of her business men. It seems 
that where no restrictive traditions interfere, the British skilled 
artisan gives generally as much good work for a given pay as' 
any other. But often operations, which had been difficult and 
therefore highly paid, are made easy by improvements in 
machinery or technique: and then obstacles are apt to be put 
by the artisans in the industry in the way of their being per

I formed cheaply in an old country. Meanwhile they are relegated 
"to unskilled men, women and boys in countries whose industries 
,have not developed firm traditions: this is a matter of great 
'importance to Britain; but it belongs to the second Volume of 
'this work. 

Again. the charge gf excessive conservatism i, jometinws .. 
~ought agaipst British banks. No one disputes their unrivalled 
elliciency in the rather narr~ range of tasks which they under
t.ake: but there is a growing feeling that, especially in regard. 
to_nEtw '!.£.~t~l~!.!'broadJ rathe~r more e1a.stic fipancjal ep.terprise 1 requir~d than that ~~citish, b6vWng.system; even when 
t e great" accepting houses" are reckoned in'. , 

1 See below, IlP. 341-M9. A German writer claima thAt Germans lead in 
every put. of tbe London muket,. and OIpeoially in the great. Accepting HOU8ea 
through wbOle blLl1da much of the n&tion61 oa.pital passea But the inat&nteS 
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1,',6< 0, Britain's irulustrialleadeTship is in process of being 
juljilledand merged in that of tM British Federation of 
Nations; tM younger members of which are learning much 
f'wn tM present leadership of MT first great Colony. 

Britain surprised the rest of the world, 'if not herself, by the 
energy which she has shown in the World-war: and tbe English
speaking peoples of four continents have proved themselves to 
be united in spirit and in truth. This chapter may therefore 
appropriately end with a claim that Britain's industrial leader
ship is to be measured by the achievements of Britons in their 
ne"L.hom.>.'LaLwejl as in their old: It 18 butcarrymifmto 
larger aflairs the familiar truth that parent;;lvliO have brougbt 
up a goodly array of noble and vigorous children, have done 
more for the world than is shown by their own achievement, 
somewhat narrowed as this may have been by their responsi· 
bilities. 

It was observed long ago that a colony often outstripped her 
mother-state. For emigrants are on the average bolder, sturdier, 
an.!.!iolUeltile"1i!1illtiatiu)ha;;: thos~ :Who s~ _a~ h9mei-""d 
their departure leaves the old .country poorer in human resources 
than she would otherwise have been. They may take but little 
of her capital with them: but much of her capital follows them. 
Her o~ people are wealthier individually than they would have 
been without opportunities of investing their means in the de
velopment of rich natural resources in the care of their trusted: 
relations: but she herself is poorer, and is to some extent less' 
able to maintain her leadership, tban she would have been if ber·. 
territory bad ~een large and ricb enough to enable all her labour' 

quoted by him inolude. sa migbt; be expected. nam .. of Jo ... long domiciled 
in this country. The IIpiendid faculties of that race for such work have brought 
them to the front here. and to an even gre&ter extent in Eastern and Central 
Europe: and the writer believes tha.t he haa found that "though English mann· 
facturel"l of textile machinea supplied practically the whole world •... thO!e who 
obtained orders for the manufactures of M&!lcheeter, Oldham, or Accrington, 
(rom Spain, South America. and even France, Wet'8 commission firma founded 
by GermsIl8. The Englishman refused to make quotations otberwiJe than in 
yards a.nd shillings. a.nd to Bell them otberwiae than for cash payment. II See 
pp. 24, 25 of an English transl&tion (published under the title E1tflaM'8 Fina1lCial 
8Upremacy) of lome recent artioles in the Fran1cjf1rlet' Zeilung. under the head. 
ing ... English preponderance in finance (Fift6nn'01maoCAt): England', mistaken 
oaltlulatiorp Germany and the inherit&aoe of the City," 
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aud capital to be applied withln her own limitS, without forcing I, " 6. 

reluctant nature to yield large retlirns from a limited area of 
agricultural land and mineral strata. No doubt improvements 
in transport by land and .... enable her to obtain food and 
minerals from her Dominions and elsewhere at relatively low 
cost, so long as the paths of the ocean are relatively secure 
uuder the protection of a strong fleet. No foresight of the 
dangers to be developed by submarine warfare could have pre· 
vented the restraint which it threatens to the easy development 
of Britain's economic life, and indlllltrial leadership. But the 
prosperity of her daughters beyond the seas; and the generous 
and wise assistance, which they have given her when under 
ass~ult, are indications of rare qualities, which have been at the 
root of her industrial leadership. 

Her daughters will probably be recognized in their turn as 
industrial leaders in various directions. But the time for that 
has not yet come: for a young country must win elementary 
victories over nature. Her free capital is seldom equal to the 
urgent demands for it, which are made by the industries of agri
culture and transport: and therefore, vigorous as her people may 
be individually, she has little opportunity for pioneering the 
more complex methods of indlllltry in advance of older countries, 
whicb have abWidant capital and energy free for such work. 

The British ConJederation oj N atirmB, to use a fine term 
'tiuggested by General Smuts, was struck almost to the death by 
'. crude blunder of dull, though well meaning men, out of touch 
'>vith the spirits of liberty and progress, who drove away Britain's 
Srst great colony. She has become a ohief leader for all the 
:World; and the supreme leader for those peoples, who are bring-

" ing spacious territories under control. England herself has only 
. one acre to each inhabitant, the United Kingdom has only two. 
But the United States even now has thirty: the Canadian 
Dominion has three hundred, and Australia has six hundred. 
Therefore it is natural aud right, that they should look to the 
past development and the present experience of their eldest 
sister for guidance as to their own development: by such means 
may the Industrial Leadership of Britain attsin its broadest and 
fullest development'. 

1 A little mOftl iI aaid on the matter below, I. VIa, 8. 

4-5 
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To conclude, we have seen that leadership in industry and 
trade has been obtained in the past by cities or by nations, which 
have thrown energy into the use of their own "native com
modities," to use Petty'. phrase; and that victories in the home 
market have prepared the way for victories in foreign markets. 
We have seen that England's leadership was cast in a larger 
mould than any which went before it: partly because her 
resources were greater than those of any of her predecessors in 
leadership; and partly because, when her time came, the sphere 
of trade had been enlarged by opening up of new continents 
and improved means of communication: but mainly because she 
yoked the forces of nature in her service in production on so 
large a scale and by such powerful methods that her people 
could with relatively small efforts to themselves produce large 
quantities of things that were in general demand abroad. By 
applying the law of Increasing Return to production on a large 
scale she made the whole world tributary to her wants, so that 
the English artisan could in many respects fare as sumptuously 
as the well-to-do classes in some parts even of Western Europe. 

As has already been suggested, France afiords the chief 
instance of a leadership based mainly on individual skill; and 
Germany of a leadership based maiuly on trained ability and 
/high organization. But the dominant instance of the economies 

1
0f massive production is afforded by the United States; though
the lessons to be learnt from her are obscured by the fact that 

! the richness and variety of her natural resources render heIl 
'almost independent of many of those benefits of foreign trade, 
which are essential to Western Europe. A chief question towards 
which we have to work our way is this: Will the new" giant" . 
production exercise' as far-reaching an influence over the social 
and industrial structure of each several country and of the 
world as a whole, as was exercised by large production in the 
middle of the nineteenth century! 



CHAPTER VI 

THE lNDUSTRIAL LEADERSHIP OF FRANCE. 
lNDIVIDUALITY AND REFINEMENT IN PRODUCTION 

...j 1. The physica1 features of France have not favoured I, ",1. 

industrial concentration. 
The economic development of France has been more con

tinuous than that of any other great country except England: 
and yet it has diverged from that of En!lland more widely than 
has that of any other, which bears equally high marks of con
structive genius. And further, her industrial qualities are- repre
sentative of those of Western Europe generally in a fuller degree 
than are those of any other country. 

There was a time indeed, at which the ascendanoy among 
Latin nationa belonged clearly to Italy: and, though crippled 
during centuries of internal con6.ict and of oppression by external 
force, she is throwing out Hashes of genius, so reminiscent of 
the two ages in which she was the centre of the world, that 
she may ere long be again a chief leader: but the time is not 

. yet. Spain contested for a while the leadership of the Latin 
nations on at least equal terms with France: but her best 
industrial qualities were largely due to Saracenic blood; and 
the Inquisition purged her of individual originality so thoroughly, 
that her later economio history is almost devoid of interest. 
Portugal's genius for exploration was brilliant; but passed 
quickly. Belgium contains many cities, which have made their 
mark in economio history; and there was (before the World
war) no country of equal size that could compete with her output 
of agricultural, mineral, and manufactured products. But she 
has been the battlefield of Europe; and foreign rule has left its 
mark. on her. 
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I, VI, 1. - Frnnce is in close touch with all these countries: she has 
given to them and received much from them; as well as 
from her eastern neighbours, Germany and Switzerland. She 

,.,A;, thus in a sense the epitome of .all Western Europe. But 
on the other hand, Jibe 8fforda Jhe most !mPQrtanLiMt!!!)ce 
of __ " w:e~tJ~dl1strial country,~~ people. a~ _!!()~jnclin~d . 

o to the methodut_I!!asSlYe production; and whose chief 
Btre~gth lies - llL_the_futeJ.=lts.--whichth;Y:--"ttIlM( .with 
comparatively Iittltf aicffrom tIrooe-.methods. This is a reason o for n:~king.-80me--BtlJ.dy of her leadership-before. pAssing to 
tliose of. Germany . and._ the United States of America; for 
their chief industrial achievementIL ,,~'!_ be~!L.the develop
melitof those metlwds,,-..in. various directions beyond the 
lines to w.Jtich England._herself-has brought them. Amoug 
the inHuences~-which have contributed toth .. special features 
of French industry, three groups appear to be prominent-

o geographical, racial and p~. The geographical group has 
of course Iirgely shaped tlie racial; and both have affected the 
political. 

The soil of France has been the meeting place of the best 
energy of the North with the best .culture of the SoutIY But 
during the Middle Ages there was no political unity; and the 
various parts of what are now France were continually at war 
with one another. Industry made progress in BOrne of the towns: 
but rew of them rivalled those of Italy in population and wealth. , 
And her industrial forces lacked concentration. The in
fiuences of Italian and Spanish culture, which were working 
northwards in the South of France, had a long way to go before 
they met those coming southwards from the Low Countries. 
The Seine, the Loire, the Garoune serve for internal communica
tion on a small scale; and nearly all of the ~hief centres of French 
industry have clustered along their banks and those of the Rhone; 
or else at her relatively few sea-ports, or near her frontiers. The 
industries of the North, the South, and the East have never been 
intimate with one another'. 

1 The only French port which baa ever attained quite the first. rank in 
world commerce is MarseiLlea: and that indeed W&8 • oonsiderable centre of 
trade for 1m exoeptionally long time. It ia80 good baven, with fair acceu to other 
trad.ioa port., IrIld with .. great rive!' neal' at hand.. But the mountain barrier. 
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France had excellent main roads very early I And long I,:'~ I. 
before England had any canals, the engineering genius, which 
distin~shes the French, had provided a splendid system of 
them. lIn the eighteenth century the good roads and the cana.ln 
of England had passed those of France in number and in adapta-
tion to the needs of business. But France set herself to bring 
both up to a high standard: and in consequence of Englaud's 
neglect of her canals those of France soon passed far ahead. 
Their chief work is, however, limited to the great plain between 
Paris and the Northern coalfields'l 

The geographical distribution of the industrial districts of 
France 'has retained its general character with comparatively 
little chango to the present time. Railwl'Ys have indeed spread 
over her whole surface. But Paris dominated France; and 
the railway companies trusted to Government aid more than to 
local initiative. So the country divided out into a number of 
basins, each with its apex at Paris and extending to the 
frontier, and each with its own railway system: so there isl 
very little easy communication between the industrial districts, ~ 
aave through Paris; and in all France there is no dens. industria 
district nearly as large 88 can be found in England, Germany 
or even Belgium a. 
througb which the RhODe outs its way, is 10 near to the sea. that ita delta is too 
Bhifting. ita mouth is too shallow. and ita ma.in coune is too ra.pid for easy 
na.vigation. H&d the Rhone been gentler, France might have been reokoned 
with the Southern rather tha.n the Northern oountries of Europe. 

1 Wood Wat the predeoeasor of coal as the chief freight on French c;anala. 
See Dupin, Forcu prodvelttlt' .. d eommercialt, de Ia Frams, 1827, Livre VD'. Hia 
study of English roads and ca.nals had been transla.ted into Engliah in 1825 Mld 
exercised much influenoe in England. Foville (LG Fraru;e iconomique. p. 94), 
ll8 evidonoe of the low viability 01 France before the da,YI of ra.i.lwaya, atat.ca tha.t 
in 1817 Wbflll.t aold for 37 fro the hectolltre in the Cbtea du Nord, and for 80 fro 
at Colmar: and even in 1847 for 29 fro in l'Aude, and for 49 fro in Ie Baa Rhin. 
And yet the main roads were 80 good tho..t the journey from M&l'Seilles to Paria 
could. L&rd.ner tolla us (Railway Economy,_ p. 28), be effected by road in sixty 
bours. A ma.p, mowing on a.n excellent plan the volume of tbe tra.ffio on the 
various French waterwBYs. ia reproduced in Colson's TraMporiI d Tarija, and 
in an Engli.~ Report [Cd 1631>-7J . 

• See the ma.pa in Levuaeur, Populallo. Fro7&()Gist, voL L; and Diercke'. 
S('/tlll.A.tlal Jar Mlere LeAramWtm, .. moat handy book for the student of 
ooonomie& The great mining and industriaJ. district in the North of France 
adjoina the atilllarger Belgian distriot. The department of Meurthe et Moselle 
is exooptionally proSperoUl; but ita ohief t.rado is with ita old comrades which 
~ ... been under OM,""" rule lin .. 1870. {See B1ondel, La F",...",.......w 
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I, vr,S.- 2. The political conditicms of the 8eventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries suppressed the middle class; 80 that 

,French industry was mainly given ~heap local products,· 
V on the one kand; and, on the other, to foiirguoru,e:iiWod:gi'1lfl 

80me artistic feeling and individual judgment. . 

. V The obstacles, which geographical and racial callaes thos 
opposed to the growth of concentrated massive production, 
might have been overborne without much difficulty, if France 
had contained a strong middle cla88, and large well-to-do 
working population such as existed in ;England: but in this 
matter the course of her political evolution h!!iU>een exception-
ally unfortunate. _________ 

The internal wars, which had desolated France, died out 
slowly during the sixteenth century: and in the seventeenth the 
royal power was consolidated by Richelieu and Mazarin. When 
Louis XIV took the reins into his own hands in 1661 France 
was prosperous and rich. He strove to make her also glorious 
and orthodox: but his wars impOVerished her: his taxes were 
fatal to the growth of capital; and, hy revoking the Edict of 
Nantes, he presented to the rivals of France a bounteous gift of 
an industrial population sufficient to have created a wealthy 
Kingdom. In fine, the last of the able Kings of France left 
her partially exhausted l • 

·As the eighteenth century drew on, the extravagance of the 
French Court, and the selfish use which the privileged classes 
made of their power, pressed heavily on the people. The taxes 
were paid chiefly by the working classes, who stinted themselves 
perforce with a wasteful economy. The luxury of the rich and 
the poverty of the poor combined to make France a bad market 
for substantial simple goods, which were not choice enough for 

au mandt, p. 99.} The geogre.phical distribution of industries in 1789 ia set out 
by Levasaeur (HilWire .•. avanl 1789, Book vii. 00. VI), The development of the 
vast water power of tho Jura.. the Alps, and the Pyreneea, may possibly create 
a Dew centrifugaJ force. If the mountains of central France had. been rich in 
water power they might have ultimately linked together the ftCatw:red induatri.ee: 
but they are very dry. 

I See IOme.statiati08 in the aooount BiveD. by Levaaaeur of "the decadence 
pi France during the ware of religion" (Hisloire flu cla.uu outwitrt. ow"', 1789. 
vol. Do pp. 66-66)i following on a deacriptioD. of her vigour during the Renm. 
1&11 ... 
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,.the rich, nor cheap enough for the common people. But all 1, VI. 3. 

the more did the market which· she offered for high.cl .... tasteful 
goods excel an others in richness and discernment. More and 
more did her best artisans specialize themselves on work that 
called for individual taste and thought as regards form, arrange-
ment and colour: meanwhile English artisans were specializing 
themselves rather on work that required strength, resolution, 
judgment, persistence, power to obey and to command, and 
withal an abundant use of capital. France produced more and 
more delicate textile and metallic work made by individual care 
to catch individual choice. England (while attaining brilliant 
success in some decorative industries and especially in furniture) 
produced more and more of the implements and the solid com· 
forts, which o,re needed by a strong well·to·do people, and which 
make them stronger and more well·to·do. 

So far stress has been laid on the influences which demand 
exercised on supply. Rich and discriminating purchasers evoked 
the fine and delicate sensitiveness, and the best power of in· 
dividual initiative from artisans, shopkeepers and merchants: 
while the absence of a strong middle class and the poverty of 
the working classes, except in Paris and " few other places, 
prevented the growth of large and pro/itable business.es, engaged 
in producing and marketing common goods by !lighly organized 
methods in speoialized centres of industry. • 

This is, however, only one side of the case. The other, which 
redounds wholly to the credit of France, is that her people 
like most of her neighbours, but perhaps more than any others, 
'xcept the Italians, from whom they learnt much, early loved 
~very form of Art. They held artists in high esteem; gloried 
~ architecture, the mother of the arts; and gently persuaded 
iartistic ideas to filter down, through those industries in which I: delicate taste is generally required, to those which cater for 
,ore common wants1• 

1 This tendenoy haa boon brought into prominence by Leva.sseur'l!I historie&. 
He generally placea "Industry" betwoen "Arts" and "Commerce": and. a 
loll&' aoriea of obaptera Itretching from the Middle Age. to the Second Republio, 
begina by oonsidC'riD~ the predominant inftuenoes, home and foreign. which ~ 
were at work in tho fino arte. with architecture at their head. Througb th088 . 
"produCOfl" ",hB earned their living by lCuiptute, painting and engraving, he 
proceed. to tho nrtietio side of bigh.claa furniture. jewellery and enamelling; 
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V In short, the more the people of France were oppressed by 
evil courses which were h"Jding for the Revolution, the more 
brilliant was her success in- many branches of decorative work. 
But a deep-set national contrast is illustrated by the fact, that 
in the eighteenth as well as the nineteenth century Paris was 
surpassed by London in designing masculine costume; which 
is required to subordinate itself to the free movements of its 
wearer, and to combine something of grace with solid strength 
and durability: while French products held the lead in regard to 
feminine costume'. 

Thus France affords yet another illustration of Petty's great 
rule that the commodities, in the manufacture and export 
of which a nation has flourished, have been generally of native 
material". But they have also heen chiefly of such a fashion 
as to meet a distinctive home demand; thus obtaining the 
advantages of organized division of skilled labour for the home 
market before they venture out far into foreign markets: and the 
fact that the home market of France was highly specialized on 
line products, gave her an advantage in making them for export; 
much of which remained with her after an end had been put 
by the Revolution to that uneven distribution of wealth in 
which it took rise. Thus the special features of French industry 
seem to be attributable mainly to political, military and seeml 
causes, and perhaps to some subtle racial influences, which lie· 
outside our present view. 

Lord Lauderdale writing in 1806 dwelt on this aspect 0-

French export trade: and held. that its basis in mere divisio[ 

po.saing thence to "induatry." in which a. modioum of &rtiBtio instinot sup
plements a large amount of common labour in its application to metaJ.. textiles, 
etc. In the la-ter periods of French hiatory, science iB found associated with art 
in relation to industry. . 

Perh&ps it i.e Dot an accident that the chief centre of artiatio indultry in 
France WlUI on the main route from the Mediterranean to Paria. Silk. ita 
material, belongs to t.he climates of'Italy and the Sonth of France: it was the 
favourite materia.l of Italy; and it lenda itaeH more than any other textile to 
tine artwtio effeots. 

1 It. mo.y be noted tha.t in 1785 a tide of fashion for English goods of VarioWi 
kinds .wept over France: but W&8 represaed by strong deoree (although Free 
trade was juat then in favour with the French Court) on the ground that England 
would not rociproca.te (Maopheraon'. a1lnaLt, vol .. IV. p 82). 

I S .. obov., P. 33. 
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of labour was less firm than that of England, which was "derived I, n, 3 

from dexterity in supplanting and performing labour by capital": 
or, to use another phrase which he quotes from a French docu-
ment of 1785, from "the use of machinery in every operation in 
which it can be employed'," 

3, TM Revolution removed many obstack8 to massive 
production. Rut tM equal division of property made for- .;. " 
industrial quietism; and in spite of tM exceptional bl-illiancy '" • / 
of her engineers, France owes relatively little to the aid of V 
mechanical power in manufactul'e, 

Oue of Colbert's chief ambitione was to endow his favourite 
manufactures with the strength that may be derived from 
capitalistic production on a large .cal.. Accordingly he set up, 
directly or indirectly, many considerable factories, which had 
some sort of royal privilege, and which were called "Royal." 
The Gobelins and a few others belonged to the King and were 
managed on his account: the majority had merely a more or 
less extensive monopoly granted to them; supplemented often 
by some grant of money, or at least some exemption from taxa
tion. But the seed was sown in uncongenial soil. Royal protec
tion barely defended them against the hostility of the Metiers, or 
brotherhoods of the masters of crafts. A new era began with 
the Revolution, though it inherited very much from the old". 

1 Baaing himaeij OD the eame document, he shows that the finer qualities of 
woollen, IiIk, lin~ and gl ... ·ware W8l'e better and cheaper in France than in 
England; while the coarser kindl were bettor and aheapor in England. France 
excelled in china, England in earthenwa.re; France in gold and eilver work, 
England in hardwBd'e. Similar contrnatll had been m&de earlier. Thus BrikJnnia 
Lataguen.f, 1680, la.menting tha.t "the English ha.ve never attained to Dea.t ao 
mUvenal .. manufacture .. the French," u full of oomparisons of the flimsy. 
but. taat.eful French goods. with tho ItroDg. aerviceable English: and so are 
the Diolope bdwem Co",", arad Complo-int., 1677; and Fortrey'. Engltl'1ul'a 
Inkrul aM l,"~. 1073. Defoe laye that "As tho Engliahman givea 
more 8t.rengt.b of linews to his 8troke. in the loom. his work ia firmer &nd faster 
and carriea a greater 8ubstanoe with it" than foreign gooda do. 

lo MMlborougb'. wara tho French armiea dispensed. with English woollena. 
and 10 thoy went in rags (AIlM Marib'mt&l • • ,D. 1728. p. loo). Na.poleon there
fore cooniv.,ci at the cloth.ing of hia 8OIdiOl'S in English stuffs. even while atrain
ing evory nerve to exclude Englisb goods in general hom the Continent. 

I TheM! observations may be taken in conjunction with the general diacusaion 
of Colbert', economic policy in AppendiJ: D.6. A study of the struggles of Uta 
~rande industrie" will be found in LeYfURur'. Bi.wmre ... awn4 1789. especially 
!look VI. Db. w. See aIIo pp. 762-7; ""d 952-4. 
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I.n,8. The troublous period 1793-1815 saw France deprived of 
many of the bravest, strongest, and best of her sons. But those, 
who remained, derived a new spirit from that partial freedom. 
which they had won; and, the Taille being removed, even the 
poorer peasants were no longer pressed down by extreme want. 
So fresh energies w.ere given to the arts of pesce. But those 

\ arts were cultivated in the main on old lines. There was still a 
Jack of the capital required for the general adoption of English 

machinery; and the people were still, for good and evil, some
'what disinclined towards English conditions of work. 
~ The restrictive regulations of the State and of the Metiers 

before the Revolution had checked the spirit of enterprise: and 
the universal application throughout France of the law of equal 
inheritance (which had been only local before) is said to have 
materially lessened the inclination of a manufacturer to get 
together an expensive plant; since it was almost sure to be 
broken up at his death'. 

• Again, this Jaw of equal inheritance increased the number of 
,/ artisans whose minds were partly given to their little plots of 
D land; and who, while willing to work at convement tintes for 

low pay in or near their own homes, were not willing to abandon 
their land except for very high wages. These causes strengthened 
the individuality of the French work. 

There is a sense in which solidarity is characteristic of the 
:French temper. It is an integrnl part of French idealism. It 
Idominates those great waves of sentintent which from time to 
'time sweep over the nation. It gives an intense fervour to 
; their patriotism. It promotes, and is promoted by, their ten
dency to lean upon the Government for aid in difficulty; and to 

: approve an amount of regulation and authoritative interference 
: in their affairs which would be burdensome to Englishmen. 
': Pushed to extremes it becomes hostile to independence and self
"reliance'. 

1 See Poimard. Lilw£okluulge d prokdion. pp. 479--485. 489--490, and 622-
523. The gradu&l growth of joint stock companies for manufacture alightly 
diminishes the force of these considerations, since sha.rea in • oompany could 
be divided without disturbing the business. 

a Compare M. Demolina' disc1l8lrion of the different conceptions 01 solidarity 
h.ld by the Fro •• hman and the Anglo-... on, .A gvoi Ii.., III ... ~ du 
Anglo'~t m. 4. 
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But on the other hand the great economic solidarity of the I, VI, S. 

French bmlly, especially in the cOUntrY-;m,f small towns, fosters 
a certain aloofuess, a certain disinclination to the organization 
of self-help, as well as to the steady and unyielding routine of 
the factorY- M. Blonde! says:-"It is because the spirit of 
association has remained very superficial with us, that people 
have been able to say with good reason that, what we want to 
learn is not so much how to produce, as how to combine the 
elements that constitute an industrial operation, and how to 
turn our own inventions to account and derive benefit from 
them!." 

I _ Iil all this time France was held back by the scarcity of her 

) 

capital; by 80me lack of initiative among her business men, as 
distinguished from her professional classes; and not least by 
the meagra food of her working classes. For machinery had 
already increased greatly the volume and weight of the work, 
for which each operative was responaible: but had not attained 
to anything like its present facility in- taking the main brunt of 
all heavy work on its own shoulders', 

Here seems to lie the chief explanation of -the fact that even 
when English methods of massive production were introduced 
into France, they seldom attracted the best workers. Cotton 
factories grew up under the shelter of Protection: but their work 
went heavily, and they did little credit to French energy. To 
the same cause it was due that England was able to export 
oonsiderable quantities of plain silk stufis to neutral markets in 
~e face of French competition, and a little even to France 
'herself. 

1 Ls FrtJ'RC8 • k marchi au montk. p. 109. The collliderable auoC8111 of the 
oooperative movement. in Fr&noe may be quoted on the other side. But its 
moat brilliant eJ:&mple at Guile haa been marked by the domina.noe of &on 
individua.l will. . 

• Arthur Young (Tmwl.a '" France. 1787--9) teu. of the great ,tate which 
could be kept up in Franoe on .. modora-toe income. partly beoauee servanta were 
oontenteci with low W&geI and obeap food. It is well known that when Thomaa 
Bra.uey w ... building railway. in Fra.nQe. the native navviea could do but little 
work in oompariJon with the Engliah atandard. until he had got them. on to 
Engliah diet: after which they did not lag very much behind. But. u might 
have been upeoted, • aimilar 8xperimeot in regard to Fretach textile operativea 
did not yield equally g<>od .... ult. (R.,.... oj C...,.; .... on ,-... 1832, Q. 
6«1). Much information on wagel and food in France and elsewhere i8 to be 
found in SymODl' A". aM AI'IWaftI III AotIN aM <Ibr<>od, 1839. 
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I, VI,. s. The finer silk manufactures called out all the best French 
qualities .. The French climate favoured the production of raw 
silk and its manufacture. And, what was much more important, 
the .French understood the importance of taste, variety and 
novelty in design, which the English did not. They had schools 
for designers; they granted copyright to new designs. In France 
a single manufacturer would have several designers at work on 

... / his premises, while in England a single designer would work for 
several manufacturers. And in the more delicate and intricate 
patterns, the economy of machine power counted for little: a 
rather proud retiriog worker in his own cottage would do the 
best work, caring for the design and sometimes improving on itl. 

This organized team work in design anticipated organized 
team work in the technical applications of science. As far back 
as 1833 French manufacturers had anticipated the modern prac
tice of Germany and other countries in applying chemical skill 
to «beautiful improvements in calico printing .... There is not 
a printing ground there without ite laboratory, or without its 
working chemist, whose business it is to carryon experiments 
with a view to improve the processes'." 

The case was similar as to machinery. A few men of excep
tions! ability and aptitude organized excellent machine factories, 
the producte of which were unsurpassed. But in genera.! French 
machine factories were behind those of Belgium, and not in 
advance of those of Switzerland'. 

1 There is muoh evidence on this subject in the Report em Imporl Dutiu.l84t. 
and Leaf (Q. 3260) gives D8 one reason for the superior taste of the French 
lU'tisana. tha.t "provisiON being cheaper, they are not compeUed to work auch 
long hours for their maintenance, and they are able to take more pleasure, and 
to oultivate taaOO more than the workpeople do here." 

The Select Committee on Arts and their connection with Manufacturee 
1835--6 also were much occupied \\tith tho influence of foreign importatiOIl8 in 
rousing the British manufacturer to a. acnse of his deficiencies in design and 
in technique: when the e.zoollenoe ia in quality, and not in cheapoeu. the 
"foreign goods are found to be French in nearly aU cases." The present writer 
haa seen a man weaving, in a cottage not far from Lyons, a fabric which waa 
to be sold for 130 fra.n08 a metre: he scorned powe-r looms., partly beoauso a 
single spot of grease would cost more than a week'i earni.ngs. 

:I Evidence of a Lancashire cotton printer before the Committee on Manu
factures, etc., 1833, Q. 3577-3587. 

II See the evidence of the famoUl Maudalay and of Galloway before the 
Committee on the Export of Tool8 and Machinery of 1825: alaa that of Withen, 
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In the latter half of the nineteenth century the increase of 1, ", s, 
wealth in France became very rapid, in spite of her great 
military expenditure in peace and in war. For the Fren~hman 
works well, though he is averse to being driven; and though 
fond of amusements, especially in the towns, he takes them in 
inexpensive ways. His income is generally smaller than that of 
the Englishman; but his wife is an economical manager, and 
turns inexpensive food to good account. So expenditure is 

,generally kept down below income; and France is in the first 
rap]< of capitalist countries., 

~ 
It is however a noteworthy, and not altogether healthy 

ign, that she appears to devote no very large share of her 
ealth to new industrial and commercial .enterprises at home 

'or abroad. The growth of her factories hardly keeps pace wi~h 
that in several neighbouring countries. And her very large 
holdings of foreign securities are said to consist mainly of 
Government bonds, with a relatively small addition in the shares 
of industrial undertakings: in so far as this is true, its cause 
may perhaps be sought partly in the fact that her people do 
·not travel much. And yet Frenchmen are specially fitted for 
certain large enterprises by their talent for engineering. From 
early times French cathedrals and fortifications, French roads 
and canals have borne evidence to high creative faculty. Since 
the Revolution the engineering profession has been held in 
special honour in France: there is perhaps no other country in 
ivhich the ablest lads are so generally inclined towards it. The 
!xcellent technique of her railways testifies to a high level of 

,'engineering ability; and the success of the Suez Canal and 
I other great undertakings indicates largeness of conception on 
the part of her leading men. 

a.n Engliah engineer established in Belgium. before the Correaponding Committee 
of 1841. 

1 It.is said that, where there are only one or two ohildren, French parente 1m' 

apt to work leaa and to lAve leas the where thore are many children for whom 
portions ha.ve to be provided. In so fM' !WI this is true, we may not oount as 
a cauae of the high aver&ge wealth of the French the faot that they have spent 
lau on rearing their familiea than more prolifio race&. But of OOUrH the aggre. 
gate wealth of France. and her importance in the world would have been much 
greater if they had been more prolific. On the general lubjeot of the iDJluenoe 
of a 109' birth-rate Ob the growth of wealth 1M Levaaaeur, p~ ~Wt. 
'101. m, ..,d Leroy B •• uli ... 1l00JJ0JJri0 Pa/;'i<Jor .. Port m. oh. II. 
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I, VI, f. Another side of the same facnlties is shown in such manu-

factures as those of the bicycle, motor car, submarine, and 
aeroplane; where French inventors have led, and a few French 
operative mechanics displayed a skill, a judgment and a resource 
which are nowhere surpassed. As these new delicate industries 
have reached the stage of massive production, the facnlty of 
disciplined steadfast work becomes more important: the motor 
car, the submarine and the aeroplane tend to find their chief 
homes in other countries, as the bicycle did long ago, But there 
is. no sign that her engine~ will cease to devise, or that her 
small but noble army of first-class mechanics will cease to execute, 
new, constructions in the van of progreSB. 

,,' 4. I ndividualitll i'Q, production contends under ever 
increasing dijficu1ties O{Iainst the forces of massive organiza
tion. Iltustmtion from industries connecI.ed with fashion. 

This same tendency is shown even more conspicuously in 
those industries in which the leadership of France has been 
long established. The individuality of her designers and her 
best operatives still shows itseH most fully in that mastery of· 
form and colour which calls into being an endless variety of 
products, each of which is individual in character and each of 
which is a harmonious whole. Thus new Parisian goods are 
sold at very high prices to the ric.l;>est customers in all countries. 
In the next stage copies of them, made chiefly by local hand 
labonr, are sold at rather high prices to the moderately rich, 
The last stage is the adoption of the new fashion for general use j 
and, for that purpose, people in commercial countries, endowed 
with a high facnlty for organization, study the imported French ~ 
model, catch the keynotes of its ideas: they translate these ideas 
as far as possible into mechanical language, and produce passable 
imitetions for the middle and working classes'. 

To meet such competition France is driven to make a little 

1 Going further, Amerioan and other dealers in vari008 textile fabriCi of 
obangeful f&abion. will get independent ideas AI to lome new fabrio or pattern, 
by 8tudying the general trend of textile produot. and ooatum. .. in Paria. But; 
these ideal need to be tranala.ted into the language of highly speaialiaed 
maobinery before they can be oommeroially luaaoaaful. So they have been takeD ~ 
to some appropria.te oentre, perhapa Suony. where they are put into praotioal 
Ib.pe. 
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use of massive methods herself, even in industries to which they 1,91, •. 

are not wholly appropriate. But the tendency of the age is to 
require the producer to show his goods to the purchaser. The 
purchaser does not, as a rule, now go to the producer unless he 
is in quest of goods of a very special kind: therefore, when the 
French goods have reached the stage of semi-mechanical imita-
tion, the untiring push and bold energy of the travellers for 
German and other firms have had an advantage over their 
French rivals. Meanwhile, however, Paris may have made one 
or more new models, which can be sold at scarcity prices to those 
who are tired of the last model, partly because it has become 
somewhat vulgarized. • Thus French creative facnlty is the 

. , source of a constant stream of wealth: but the breadth of thi~ 
, stream does not increase as fast as does the number of people in 

the two hemispheres who follow the lead of France. 
Her special facnlties are of more force in the clothing than 

in the textile industries. But the texture and patterns of some 
of her woollens as well as her silks, and the patterns even of her 
cottons enable her to sell at prices that yield good wages to 
her operatives. The fine and delicate perception shown in her 
wines and other food products is as marked, though not as 
unique, as that shown in her ornamental fabrics. 

i To maintain her position France needs a continual supply of 
.' fresh inventive minds; and h~re the predominance of Paris may 

possibly prove a source of d"';ger: even Lyons is said to depend 
increasingly on Paris designers. Every great capital city attracts 
!the brightest and strongest minds from the whole country: but 
in France this attraction is more powerful than elsewhere_ Com
paratively little of the intellectual and artistic vigour of Paris 
is to be seen in provincinl towns, and still less among the 
agricultural population. The sterling qualities of resolution, 
family affection, and thrift, which prevail among the peasants, 
give strength and stability to France in an hour of peril. But 
they do little towards filling the gaps in the ranks of brilliant 
inventors and designers, which are caused by the exhausting 
nervous strain of Paris, as of every huge city. Worth himself 
was not a Frenchman. The strong designs of Morris and 80me 
other Englishmen for wall paper, and other decorations have 
made way even in Paris. And such work as that of Liberty 
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I, .~ 4. has shown Paris how Englishmen have 'profited hy the supreme 
lessons of Indian art. 

England. must herself look forward to a time when her.' 
natural resourCes will have become scanty, while the arts and 
resources of routine mechanical manufacture will be the common 
property of aU the four quarters of the globe. The experience 
of France in the past must raise for England some hopes and 
some anxieties. These are likely to be heightened and deepened 
as the twentieth century draws on: and Englishmen will learn 
in the future, as in the past, some of their most instructive 
l~ons from across the Channel. 

In conclusion it may be remarked. that those French in
dustries, which have received most aid from Government by 

" bounties, and by Protective duties against competitive importe, 
are not those which have flourished most. Chief among them 
are her shipping industries, her heavy steel industries, and her 
manufactures of common textile stuffs. None of these indeed 
are specially congenial to the temper of her people: but their 
progress has been sufficiently slow to give some support to the 
notion that Governmental aid to old industries tends to check 
enterprise; unless indeed those, who receive it, are exceptionally 
full of energy and encouraged by openings for great work. 
Government has given little or no special aid to those industries 
whose products confer distinction on France on account of their 
fineness and delicacy; and cause them to be preferred to all 
others in neutral markets, and therefore to eell at higher prices 
than are to be had for similar products of other countries. ' 



CHAPTER VII 

THE INDUSTRIAL LEADERSHIP OF GERMANY: 
SCIENCE IN THE SERVICE OF INDUSTRY' 

1. The economic unity qf Ge'''I1Ia'llY was achieved tm'dily, I,' 
and ill spite of many hindrances: but the movement was 
working under the sur/ace/or 80mB time be/ore it succeeded 
with apparent snddennesB. 

At various times in her history France has disputed the 
leadership of the Continent of Europe with Spain and Austria. 
But Spain has declined; and Austria is no longer the chief 
leader of the German people. In fact her richest province is 
Bohemia. which is Slav rather than German; and less than a 
quarter of the population of Austria-Hungary is German. There
fore the "German Empire" of to.day stands out aa the chief 
heir of the great traditions of the German race_ 
I We have seen that England and France have passed each 
~rough alternating periods of rapid progress and relative 
l!trogression: but that their history has been in tbe main one 
J. continuous increase in unity and strength. In marked 

__ \ contrast has been the history of the German people. During a 
great part of the Middle Ages and for some time afterwards. it 
was full of glory. For several centuries internal discords and 
hostile invasions forced Germany into the backgrOlmd; 'but 

• Thill obapter Wa.I written before the World-war. and the use of the present 
tense in it may be taken to refer generally to the years 1910-13. As little ohange 
as pouible hu been m&de in I'Oviaing it during 1917: though m&nyof those, 
who have owed much to Germany in the put. have felt that German ab&racter 
h .. cha.nged. moe the whole youth of the nalion in their most IUloeptible yean 
were brought undel" the inftuenoe of • militariam. whoae spirit and ethics were 
lbo .. 01 Frederick II. 
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I, "',_I. in the last half century she has moved rapidly and steadily 
forwards to 8 place in the first rank of the pioneers of political 
and economic progress. In this sense she is a new country; I 
and we shan see presently how she shares .with America and 
other countries, which are commonly regarded 88 "new," Bome 
of the advantages of youth. But her present strength is not 
fully to be understood without some reference to her inheritance 
of germs of great qualities from the distant past. Atavistic 
influences need to be noted in regard to races, in the same way 
as in regard to individual families. 

History shows the German as affectionate to those near 
hinl; but as rather narrow in his sympathies, and as inclined 
to "particularism"; that is, to undue insistence on the .. eparate 
interests of the particular social, economic or political group 
in which he finds himself; and yet finding pleasure in fighting 
in the pay of strangers. The present German inclination towards 
Cartels has something reminiscent of the Hanseatio and other 
Leagues of German cities in the Middle Ages. 

The land, that is now Germany, contained in the Middle 
Ages more cities that could claim leadership in trade and 
industry than any. other except Italy. They joined together 
in Leagues, generally of an informal character, and with ever
shifting boundaries: though with enough consistency to per
form the almost national task of clearing the northern seas of· 
piracy. This sbifting of boundaries was due partly to th~ 

dominant note of German 'character, partly to tbe fact tha 
cbanging conditions favoured affinities, first in one direction:. 
and then in another over the wide land. 

Gradually most of the cities lost prominence and sank bacI.. 
·into the surrounding dominion, from which indeed they had 
never been wholly emancipated. Then came the Provincial 
stage, in which German Principalities, great and small, grew 
and declined: they combined and recomhined under the influence 
of the same causes as had operated before, together with the 
alliances and the intermarriages of princely families. 

The Roman Empire, though by this time regarded in
creasingly as a German Empire, was not a very effective bond 
of union: partly because ita chief seat was in remote Vienna 
and it looked eastwards as well as westwards and northwards. 
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Even the rise of Prussia seemed rather to accentuate than.to I. ro. 1. 

allay German discord: for Prussia was suspected of some want 
of consideration for the interests of others .. 

Misfortune followed Germany till about 1850. A few of her 
industries, especially in Saxony and the Rhineland, attained 
some BUccess; but speaking generally she remained poor rela
tively to France as well as England, and backward relatively to 
both of them as well as to Belgium and Switzerland. But when 
one looks below the surface, one can see that the true German 
spirit was merely overlaid by incessant strife. It never died: 
its revival was largely due to a revolt against the slaughter of 
Germans by Germans under Frederick II and under Napoleon. 
Driven in on themselves by political failures their thoughts 

\founded" an empire in the air," that is, an empire in philosophy, 
Iliterature, and music. This empire in the air was not Prussian. 
lIt was German. And the ideal empire was the foundation of 
the material'. 

oln the first half of the nineteenth century the Universities 
Vwere common meeting places of men from all parts of Germany. 

Paaaing from one to another, teacters and students alike propa
gated a German, as distinct from a Provincial, movement in 
philosophy and learning, in literatUIe and music. niB intellec
tual unity had ma'!.e. g~t_l'rogre",!. before }!l!l.ch attention was 
~'d to~robr.ms. But gradually the inconveniences 
of the commercial subdivision (ZerspliUerung) of Germany 
b~came prominent: sa that some, who cared but little for mere 
material considerations, took advantage of the irritation caused 
by these inconveniences; and pressed for commercial unity, 
partly for its own sake, and partly as a means to larger ends. The I 
movement took the form of the Zollverein, or Fiscal-lt'.ague.oI 
In 1852 the League encircled practically the whole of Germany 
by a single customs frontier, within which goods moved freely: 

1 When Frederick II died, the foUowing inoomParable groupe were alive: 
Ha.ydn, MOB,," and Beethoven; Kant, Fiohto a.nd Hegel: Leuing. Goet.he and 
Sohiller. But Macpherson. An'Ml.l oj Commerce, under date 1762, quote&, &8 

proof that Pruuia would Dot become industrial. a proclama.tion by • Prusaian 
Governor of Saxon Freiburg. who waa Jeu liber&l than hie maater:-Ult it an 
indeoenoy not to be lUftered for hurghf'1'8 to preaume to talk of state &flail'll. in 
which IGob pltiful creatol'8l can do neither good nor harm." 
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the taxes collected at the frontier being paid into a common 
purse'. 

The League finally removed those hindrances to internal 
commerce, which in List's words "lame internal traffic, and have 
much the same eflect as if every limb of the human body were 
bound by tight ligatures, so that the blood could not flow from 
one to another." Its benefits were unalloyed by any consider
able drawback from the point of view either of the enlightened 
Free-trader Nebenins or the enlightened Protectionist List. This 
was mainly because it introduced a free circulation into a terri
tory which nature had made compact, and which man'. quarrels 
and jealousies alone had separated. Of course the success of 
the Zollverein aflords no good argument in favour of a com
mereial union, imposed on countries to which nature has assigned 
separate frontiers, widely removed from one another. For that 
would introduce much friction: and, if it involved the imposition 
of complex differential duties on things which now p .... British 
frontiers freely, it would perhaps reproduce on a larger scale 
many of the evils from which Prnssia suflered, when her territory 
consisted of some seventy fr,tgments scattered over Germany. 
The success which has followed the founding of the German 
Zollverein, so· far from aflording a strong argument in favour of 
such a union, tends rather to suggest that it should not be under
taken lightly', though a closer union in spirit of the various 
members of the British Confederation of States would be worth 
more than much ~conomic gain. 

1 The need for it is best comprehended by 8. gI.a.nce at mapa. showing t.he 
tali! frontiers which it removed. In this connection see the map in the En
cyclopaedia Britannica, 8. v. Germ&ny; alao map 107 in the Atlas of the Oambridge 
MOtkrn History. The present subdivision of Thuringia correaponds mtber 
ciOlElly to those which were commOQ throughout Germany not long ago: but 
import duties are not levied at the frontiers of the several Prinoipalities now. 
The bum&n element in the formation of industrial Germany i.e well shown in 
Dawson's masterly study of the Evolulifm 0/ Modem Germa1lg. especially chs. 
m. v. VI. 

I We must retum to these subjeots at & much Ja.ter ata.ge; mea.nwhile refer. 
enoe may be made fA) the further a.ooount given of the Zollverein in Appendix F. 
Sombart, ~ Dt:uI6CM Y olluwirth8cJw.ft, L D. Jays atress on the hindrancea which 
the minute subdivision of her territory put in the wa.y of specia.lized production 
for sale a.t a distanoe. They a.re partly responsible for the (act that simple 
homely" domeatic" work heillaa prominent a potition in many part. of Germany 
• hundred yean ago ... It did Iil England .. me two hundred y8lllll ago. 
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2. The facilities for traffic, begun by tl~ Zollverein, were I, "', B. 

developed by railways, and //,O,ve helped to build up mw:h tl~ 
largest indtlBtrial distriet in Europe. 

The Rhine, deepened at critica.! points, now bears a large 
number of barges of 5000 tons each, which carry coa.! and other 
heavy products at relatively low freights, nearly up to the 
Swiss frontier. Other rivers have been improved in like manner 
though to a less extent: while an admirable system of canaIs 
connecting the chief river basins of Germany is already doing 
much, and is expected ere long to do a great deal more, for the 
genera.! cheapening of heavy traffic throughout the northern 
half of the countryl, 

Her first railways came chielly to those districts, which were 
\ already best supplied with water communications; and were 
v the richest, partly for that reason. Even in 1850 Westphalia, 

Rhineland and neighbouring parts of Germany formed an "ex
tensive basin of population, commerce and industry, subordinate 
and tributary to which the other systems of railways of the 
Germanic states maybe considered"." In this, as in other cases, 
strength has been the source of strength. 

Railways have made the lower Rhineland and Westphalia 
into much the strongest compact economic unit which exists, 
or which seems to be in progress of growth, anywhere on the 
Continent of Europe. And it is connected by close networks 
of railways on the south with the iron-mines of Luxemburg and 
At,ace, and the industrial districta of the upper Rhine; while 
on the east a similar band stretches out through Saxony to 

1 By aid of oa.nala goode can be 88D.t from the Rhine into Switzerland and 
the South of Franoe; a.nd Berlin, in a level district, haa been connected without 
difficulty with Hamburg, Stettin and Brealau; and 80 OD.. MQc~ of the inland 
water traffio is indeed li&ble to be .uspended in winter by ice; and Bummer 
drought often obatruota tnt.ffio in the higher reaches o~ moat rivera. But in 
epite of thia compulsory idl6DNII of the plant during a considerable pa.rt of the 
year, the inland freight. by water are generally about a third of t.hoae by rail; 
though they themselvOli are low in oompariloD with the Eng\ish ra.tea. More 
il eaid on thoae mattera below, IlL 

• Lardner, Railway ECONOmy, p. &60. Railway. came late to Germany: in 
1840 ahe had only 400 milea of them; and abe had imported from England and 
Bel~ium moat. of their plant. Now ahe hall a larger mileage of them than any 
other country in E\lI"Ope: their demity of trallio it muob lea than that of 
Englilb railw.yo, but it gro ... rapidl,. 
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I, vu,_ 2. Silesia. These two broad bands produce about half of the iron 
and steel products of the Continen~ of Europe'. 

To the advantages of a central position, and the absence 
of any considerable range of mountains, except in Southern 
Ba~aria, Germany adds those of a very large expanse of land, 
nearly the whole of which repays diligent and wise cultivation. 
Her soil is not indeed as rich, nor her climate as favourable, as 
that of France; nor has she much land that is as good as 
(say) the best fourth part of that of Britain. But she has no 
hopeless waste lands to compare in the aggregate with the cold 
rain-sodden moors. and low mountains of Scotland, Ireland, 
Wales and England: and hex hot summers .are better suited for 
wheat, sugar-beet and some other crops, than those of Britain 
are. On the whole she could probably supply food to a larger 
population in proportion to ber area than Britain 'could, though 
less than France could, with an equal application of labour and 
mechanical appliances per acre. But in fact her population is 
I ... dense than tbat of Britain and much denser than that of 
France". 

Further she has half of the known coal deposits of Europe; 
and her potash deposits are without any rival. But her supplies 

1 There are rather thin places in these two bands. especially near the Middle 
Rhine and in the strotoh between Westphalia. and Saxony. The extension of Utf' 
band running eaatwarda beyond Suony is na.rrow. But the two banda togetb6r 
are quite beyond the rivalry of the two national districts OIl the Continent D~si 
in industrial importa.nce, which cluater round the old eeata of mediaeval in· 
dustry in Italy and the Low Countriu. A general map of Europe ahon a.a 
area of dense popuJ.a.tion made up of moat of Belgiwn, togeth81' with the neigb. 
bouring parte: of France; and this is 80 compact as to be oomparable with Rhine-
land plus Westpbalia. to whioh it is noxt in rank. /I, 

I The peroentagea of the occupied population, male and female, in the t~ 
great divisioDJI (I) agriculture, forestry, and 6shi.og; (2) ma.nnfacture and 
mining; (3) trade and tra.naport respectively. are: in the United Kingdom, ts·O; 
45-S; 16·3: in Germo.ny, 35·2. 40·0; 12-4: in France. 41'S; 35'0; 9'0. (The 
tigur68 for Germany rela.te to 1907; the relt to 1901.) Forty-6ve per cent. of 
thoae Germana whose oocupa.tion iB mainly in agriculture. etc., are women: but 
thia fact ill partly accounted for by the consideratioDJ that. (1) many men 
whose m&in occupation is different, work in the fields&. good deal; and (2) 
agriculturista in. military service are not reckOlled in these figuree; 0.01' are 
Pole-I and others who work in Eastern Germany in the aummer and return 
home for the winter. The familiea connected with the first group in Gormany 
Dumber in a.ll only 17·7 million. while the coneaponding figure for the second 
group ill 26·4 million: though the numbers of thoae employed are nol very 
cWfotent. 
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of iron or., came chiefly from A1sace and France before the I, VU, 2. 

World· war. ' 
It is a notable, though not altogether accidental, fact that 

the richest, or nearly richest; provinces of all the seven countries 
by which Germany is surrounded, are contiguous to her frontiers; 
and tilld traffic for her railways. Part of this is transit or 
.. through" traffic. But much greater importance attaches 
to trade which is conducted in through trucks between 
every part of Germany and the countries by which she is 
surrounded. 

British exports and imports must generally be moved at 
some expense, and often with some extra risk, from truck to 
ship and from ship to truck. But, in suitable cases, truck loads 
can b. sent straight from the producer into the warehouse of 
the consumer alike in Germany's import and in her export 
trade. She does not send as Il\uch as three per-cent. of her ex
ports to any country whose frontiers do not march with hers, 
except only the United States and the Uuited Kingdom. 

The markets of Europe are at present richer in the aggregate 
than those of any other quarter of the world. Germany is in 
the heart of them, and railways have made Europe like a steppe 
which a caravan can traverse in any direction; while the cost 
of carriage by the modern caravan is but a very small fraction 
of that by the old. Were it not for the heavy tarifs which she 
and her neighbours levy at their frontiers, it is probable that the 
economy of transport which railways within and beyond her 
territory are providing, wonld have widened the European 
markets accessible to her manufacturers nearly in proportion to 
the square of that increase in economy: and, even lIS it is, they 
have widened $e markets very greatly'. j 

Thus the geographical features which have always adapted ~ 
her for unity, have been turned to full account. During the 
long years of her subdivision, she had singularly little" oppor
tunity for massive production:~8udclenly:she 'ohtoined e;gep
tional advantages for it. Sh'e has developed these advantages 

- /)U lin."" .peculiarly,lleP-own: ""On-on&-&ide-they-.mpIllSent.-the' 

, All to the Law of Squa.l"M in tranlport and trade. aee above. p. 27. All to 
the adv&Dtagea whioh Germany derivee from her oonfiguration and poaition • .., 
Gruber, W'mdq/l'l100FGpA.., Dlviaion L 
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I, VU, D. strict disci.pl~e""hicl!..':nj>n..9Uron (Frederick II, Bismarck and 
other.)have developed fur good and evil in Prussia, and in a 
le88 degree in the rest of Germany. On the other side they 
represent that zeal for education, which was 8880Ciated with the 
rise of the nationat spirit. These.,t-;-;;-;"~tive forces>ac~ing on 
Germany's great geographical advantages, have naturally, if not 
n~c...arily, made her the leader in the applications ofacience to 
lE~~"''y~pr~<!,Ui;tion: ' 

,f ~ In fine, from the geographical and material points of view 
France and Germany are in some respects similar to one another, 
but from the human po¢of view the contrasts are more marked 
than the resemblances. For two hundred years, during which 
France was united by a strong national feeling, Germans were 
largely occupied in fighting one another: and yet individualism 
is a French rather than a German characteristr. 

- "j 

V Thus the products of the workshops of France make their 
o way through their excellence and in spite of their high price: 

and, when they yield ground to products of her factories, 
the cause is oft~n that her high grade individual work can 
no longer hold its own in competition w,ith cheaper machine-

Intade productions: for these are. ever approaching nearer to the 
delicacy and variety of that work, in which the sensitive hand 
ldoes more, and the machine does less, than in the large factory. 
But in Germany the case is the reverse. Where artistic sensi· 
bility is required, the best handiwork of Germany is seldom 
either as individual or as fine as that of France; and it does 
not always reach the highest standard of England in products, 
that demand absolute exactness and delicacy of finisb"....;\s 
8 rule the products of ber workshop and domestic industries 

• r;;ru.: racher below tbanaDove theprod"ticts of her factories,,&Ild 
make't!ieir'·waY·'by a cheapness' which reflects long hours of 
hlboiir"iirial~lagllngs. A displacement of such exports by 
factory-made goods generally indicates a diminished use of in
effective methods of production,!Il.d an increased use of methods 
in which her facuIty for organization, her habits of order and 
her methodical training are turned to good account'. 

1 The growth of l&~ busine8808 in lome parts of Oannany baa been very 
rapid; but not in aU. The last indultrial census. that of 1907, showed &I many 
peraonl employed in mall bUJin88181 (1-6 emploJ"HI) AI in large concema 
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3. Gel'many's .eal for solid education lays the founda- ',.n, S. 

tion of her indllstlial p,·ogress. 

Germany holds a leading place in scientific studies; and she 
is without a. riyaL.5ILthe cirgan~e<Lapplicatio.ns-of science te 
-pract!~a(.Rr;;blelllB~ho 1828 Liehig set up a chemical laboratory 
L(the University !r. Giessco; and a great part of the subsequent 
rapid advance in the chemical technique of production is due te 
his pupils, and to others taught hy them in Germany and 
elsewhere. France indeed, the true mother of chemistry, has 
continued te work mainly on her own lines. But America's 
scientific studies came early under German influence; and 
Britain followed gradually. 

A chief strength of German education lies in its order 
and system. Discipline is indeed a foe te spontaneity; while 
spontaneity is the chief creator of original·work, and especially 
of that which makes epochs in tbought. Tbis danger has not 
been overlooked: and organized efforts for the increase of span· 
taneity have a place in Germany's educational as well as in her 
military system: hut after all spontaneity is the only effective 
inspirer of spontaneity, and its only trusty guide. The disciplined 
life of the German schoolboy is indeed 1\ good preparation for 
subordinate work in factery or counting-house. But it attains 
only a partial success iu the education of self·reliance; of the 
ability to forbear as well as to bear; and of quick intuitive 
sympathy. The education which boys receive from boys is the 
chief source of that political faculty, which in spite of some 
blemislies, has held together the British Federation of Nations 
in bonds of sympnthy and affection; and history seems te show 
that the German people are somewhat deficient in it. 

Not the least of the benefits which railways have conferred 
on the industries of Germany, lies in their quickening of the 
intercourse of her Universities. Though German Schools have 
a severer discipline than the English, yet in· German Universities 
both studeuts and teachers have great freedom; while the con
stant migration of teachers as well as students from one Uni-

(01 or more). Medium concerns (6-50 employees) .howed only t.wo-third. 'a 
many lUI each of tho ot.her groupe. An excellent. compressed looount of Iftd1Ulrial 
O"mo,.y by Mr W. H. Dawson throw. muab light on the 8ubjeota of tbil and of 
Jome IIlLer ohapt.oA 

Il.. I. T. 5 
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I, n" 8. versity to another brings a national opinion to bear on each onr: 
and thus, in spite of the freedom, which is generally allowed to 
each Professor to choose his subject and his method of dealing 
with it, German Universities combine order and efficiency in a 
remarkable degree. 

Thus all the world has had much to learn from German 
methods of education. But the lesson must be itself criticized, 
and made the starting point for further progress .. In particular 
it~,,!~.dauhtful-whethepthe disciplilJ,eJltGerlll!lll school life is 
a good preparation for making use of tbe unlimited opportunities 
for'spontaneity which'are offered at the University. Moreover a 
wayward teachetsometimes turns his liberty to bad account 
by directing hi. pupils' attention to secondary issue. hefore 
they have mastered leading principles. In the result it appears 
that though German original work is of prodigious volume, it 
often is somewhat lacking in penetrative power. The matter 
is one on which an Englishman will speak with diffidence. But 
there are some reasons for doubting whether the average student 
at a German University is as well taught, or takes his studies as 
seriously as the average student at English Universities, in spite 
of the undue predominance of games in them. But most of the 
vast number of German University students (some 65,000) get 
so far in touch with scientific studies, that in after life they are 
inclined to take seriously any scientific issue that impinges on 
their business; and they then find some five thousand trained 
chemists ready to respond to invitations to earn their livelihood 
by special skill'. 

Again, the military drill, which is imposed on all citizen. 
of full physical strength, gives some firmness to very weak 
characters, and helps to prevent the growth of a class of pro
fessional paupers. But perhaps it does some injury to many 
fine and sensitive characters, and even checks the development 
of the subtler forms of manual skill; as well as of the highest 
genius that might find vent in literature, art, and science. 

'l:i!!'SO qualificatipl1ll areiinporlant, but it remains true that 
the amount of intellectual activity in Germany i. grcater than 

1 Some trenchaot; opinioDs on theae mattera. lupported by atatiatice of which 
nae.hu been made in the ted, will be found in ModuPl GtrnuJRV by J. Ell .. 
Bill'ker, 1912, chi. XI. Ind IIV. 
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in any other country; and that the broad enlightenment; which I, m, 3, 

most high officials and heada.qfJarge kllSinesses.have Bcguired 
at the. Universities, enables Germany .to 1'l!Il!u.cie!!Cll to indllJlotryV 
wjtl,-~.b~eadth.Alla-eystenCwhich eptabliilh a cJl\jrg .to.industrial 0 
lea<krship of a special kind'. 

Availing herself of the eC2!!."mies of ~~!2d",~ti'?!L..in 
edu"'lotion, Germany can afiord to-offer it at charges which are 
Within the rcach of the lower middlo class, and even of artisans; 
and therefore the Bupply of scientific routine-services rises 
faster than the demand for them does: though that grows very 
fast, as a consequence of the rapid increase in Germany's 
exports of goods in the prodJlction of which those services can 
be turned to account. Consequently the great benefits of a 1 
large system of education are accompanied by some evil, which -, 
is sometimes described as.!be growth of a "scientific proletariat." 
The clerk who can merely write and do simple arithmetic has 
found at last his proper place and the routine experimenter must 
find his only a little higher up: but, when that has been done, 
he will become a Bource of strength to his country from the 
social point of view, as he i. already in an eminent degree from 
the economio point of view. He contributes increasingly to the I 
success in foreign markets of many of those industries from 
which Germany derives a chief claim to leadership'. ' 

In Germany-and the same may perhaps be said of Scandi
navia and Switzerland-education gives sobriety and strength 
to the conduct of the citizen in every-day life: it develops 
civic virtues; and it inclines the German of to-dav to adhere 

lto the habits of low living and high thinking which he has 
mherited from a generation of forced economy. He is better 

1 The trade Ichoola, whioh Suony .tarted in the eighteenth Gentury. were 
doubtlCII • ohief c&uae of her early IUCoeas in manufaotnro: and Germa.n trade 
ecboola of !ill kinda. but eapeaiaJ.ly her ··continU&tioD eohooJa,tI have raYed 
and partly aolved qU8ItioDl of ever inoreaaing importance. It ill noticeable 
that lOme of the moat luggeative uperimenta in this d.i.roction have been m&de 
in partl of Germany whioh &re not inolined to the extreme Itringenoy of Pru.e
lian discipline. 

• Simila.rly. the thoroughneu and univeraality of the muaioal t.nJ.mng of her 
people have giveD het piano-mmufaoturere & large choice of deaignen. ao.d 
wotkan apt to judge tonOl with. true and fine instinot: Jel'enJ of the Englieh, 
Frenoh. and Amerioan. 6.rma. whioh have attained ~e higheat IUCCOII 10 &11. 
ind .. II')7, ..... I .... dld by Germ'llL 
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I, "I,t- fed than his father was: the care for his health is directed by 
more knowledge, and his food, though still simple and not 
always cooked with French skill, serves its purpose well; because 
it is chosen and prepared in accordance with the popularized 
results of chemical and physiological research. 

J 

Sixty years ago, perhaps even forty years ago, the German on 
the average did no more in three hours than the Englishman in 
two. But while the Englishman has possibly been a little spoilt 
by prosperity, the German in most trades works harder than he 
used to do. He does not very much less work in an hour than the 
Englishman, and he works for longer hours: now, where double 
shilts are not in vogue, a man who will keep expensive. plant 
working two hours longer than another, may be the cheaper to 
the employer even at higher wages in proportion to an output 
per hour, which is only slightly less. Again, the German woman, 
th6ugh well educated, is in 00 way emancipated from the old 
ideals of patient devotion to family cares, ~nd the intense 
interest,~ltich ~rents take in the schoolwork oItheliChiIdren, 
is~ in the first rank among the Bources of German progress. 

---~-.--- -" --" . - . 

4. Geo'many'sleadership ill mainly in indust,ies, in whick 
acadeonic training and labol'atory wo,'k can be turned.to good 
account; and these a,'e g"01cillg in relative impol'tance. 

In the early stages of modem manufacture scientific training 
was of relatively small importance. The Germans accordingly, 
recognizing their own wcakness in practical instinct and organiz
ing faculty, took the part of pupils, whose purpose it was to 
outrun their teachers. They began by the direct copying of 
English machinery and m,ethods; and they next set themselves 
to get employment in English firms; and to offer steady, intelli· 
gent services in return for a low pay in money, and a s.ilent 
instruction in the inner workings of the business'. 

The practical knowledge and faculty thus obtained served as 

I The Committees on ID'lpor~ Duties and on the Exportation of Machinery of 
1840,1841. already referred to, were told tIlatin Prussia "every man iaintelligent. 
and every man thinka." In spite of the prohibition of exportation, every new 
English machine was bought at Government expense and een~ to the Gewerbo 
llUItitut at Berlin. It WB8 there tried; and. if successful. a. working model wu 
made of it for preterVation in the Museum, while the maehine iteWf waa giVeD to 
BOme progreu.ive manufactUI'8ra 
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tbe basis on which to build a large superstructure of business I, ,", 4. 

efficiency. This ran out into all brancbes of industry and trade; 
but especially into tbose, in which the systematic training of 
school and university and technical institute could be of most 
avail. And all the while Germany has been quick to grasp the 
practical significance of any master discovery thnt is made in 
other countries, and to turn it to account. 

Her bopes of an enlarged ind ustrial leadership would however 
be less than they are, if progress were likely to depend in the' 
future mainly on that mechanical adaptation of means to ends, in 
which a ready wit and sound judgment are more important than 
elaborate mentel training. But science has had a consider
able share in the brilliant mechanical advances made by the 
present generation; and the greater part of the increased 
command over nature which man is obtaining, may be traced ,to 
the, aid of chemical, electrical aud biological sciences. Here 
there is a vast field which bas a~'yet been little cultivated, and 
for which tho resources of the twentieth century are beyond all 
comparison greater than thoso of the ~e of the early mechauical 
inventions-a field therefore which may, for many generations to 
come, yield Increasing Returns to effort. In this field mother
wit counts for much, but only on condition that it is equipped 
with thorough traiuing and with high-class ialjoratories; just 
as in a naval battle mother-wit and courage are needed for 
victory to-day as much as ever, but yet are of little avail unless 
aided by modern equipmente. 
\I t is moreover a matter of common knowledge that applica

tions of cheJ.1listry and other sciences dominate nearly all the 
chief recent advances of agriculture: oBhe industries connected 
with all but the simplest forms of food, solid and liquid; with 
new textile materials and dyes; with subtle forms pf glass; 
with eompolmds of steel and other metels, which render pcssible 
far more intense applications of pressure, explosive power, heat, 
and other forms of physical force, than seemed attainable even a 
short time ago. In all this Germany has played a conspicuous 
part. Two Or three .countries are perhaps fully on a level with 
her in scientific conceptions of that rare kind, characteristic of 
the highest genius, which makes epochs in thought and lays 
the foundations of epochs in, industrial practice in the samo 
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J, VB, 5, or a later generation. But none can compare as yet with her 
in the organized work of detail, by which the epoch-making 
thought is brought to bear on practice in such a way as to make· 
an epoch in industry, 

It has already been noticed that France led the way in the 
employment of chemists as officials of particular factories. The 
Germans have led the way in dividing up a scientifio problem 
-whether mainly of the academic sort, or concemed with the 
attainment of a particuln.r result of commercial valu&-between 
B group, or class, or "team" of workers of inferior rank, and 
generally rather young. The main responsibility for the work· 
lies with a· chief, who sets to each man his task: very often tbe 
whole group is put to the same, or nearly the ssme, experiment 
and other investigation, applied to various products. The 
German temperament is specially adapted for this work; and 
the practical applications of siience, in which Germany leads, 
give very large scope for it. \Other countries, and especially 
England and America, seem inclined to move, for good and for 
evil, on the ssme lines of massive production of knowledge hy 
methods that are partially mechanical. But Germany holds an 
unquestioned lead in those fine chemical (including glass) in
dustries which offer large scope for the application of science to 
practical work)8he has larger and more numerous lahoratories 
than any other country bot,h of the first and the second order
that is both such as are devoted to the advancement of science 
as an end in itself, and those which pursue various technical 

ends', ' 

5. Germany' 8 industl'Y and trad~ have some advantages 
u'kich attach to youth; their strength and its limitations. 

vi: 
It is noteworthy that in the steel and some other industries, 

a greater proportion of German works than of English are on 
tbat large scale which recent experience has proved to be the 
most economical: they are equipped with the best semi-auto-
matic plant, and tum their waste heat and gas and otber by
products to the fullest account. This by itself proves nothing, 

1 Aa to rela.tion! between the varioQl ordera of la.boratoriea lee above. 
pp. 101-2. More iB said below (pp. 203-5) as to the Deed of 8upplementing 
the creative work of men of geniUI by teamJ of well.disciplined UIOCiatiou. 
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for the English works are older on·the average than the German; I, Yo,5. 

and it is asserted that a comparison between new English works 
and new German works is not to the disadvantage of English: 
but it must be admitted that a large share of the improved 
scientific methods has come from Germany!. 

A couple of generations ago the inexperienced firm was 
everywhere grievously handicapped by its lack of trained in
stinct and experience, and perhaps by its ignorance of important 
tlade .ecrets. But now the application of scientific principles 
is constantly ousting established practice; and the new firm 

. can genera\ly bny from a pioneer maker a more efficient and 
economical plant than the average of that of his older rivals, 
even if they are quick to throwaway all that is obsolete. Again,l. 
so fast do the methods of industry change, that employees', 
frequently lose, rather than gain, in efficiency as they approach \ 
middle age: and thus what used to be one of the chief advan- I 

tages of an old-estahlished firm, is now of little service; and I 
indeed it sometimes becomes a hindrance. In this and other I 
ways German industries have advantages over British in being 
free from the trammels of traditional organization. 

Sbe can bring to bear the powers of large concentrated 
capital and labour on great tasks, in whicb she can profit by tbe 
experience of otbers, assimilating and improving on their best 
mothods, machinery and organization. Her employers and her 
workmen in tbe growing industry are generally younger, have 
more elasticity and are more free from the fetters of trade 
custom and usage than tbey would have been; had not tbe new 
age broken suddenly witb the traditions of the old, especially 
in regard to those brancbes of industry, trade, and transport, in 
whicb massive operations have tbe fullest scope. 

Again, a German, when wanting to get a foothold in a 
market in which English or French traders are estahlished, will \/ 
take a small order to meet some special or local need; though it 
requires him to make new patterns or other plant, and to take 
trouble, for which the order gives no adequate return. But an 

I Reference has alre&dy been made (p. 95) to the curiou8 fortune which aided 
Germany'. steel industries in rising to the 6nt rank by means o( an invention, 
made by a.n Englishman. but exclUSively applicable to phospborio ores of which 
Germany could procure large au.ppliea from. Lu:remburg and LQ.,..,jae. 
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I, m,6. old-established finn may be as wise in refusing some of these orders 
as the new firm is in taking them 1. 

Uhe Germans excel in the sedUlous adaptation of theit 
',manufactures to local needs, bigh and low. They are quick· 
~ take account of dilierenc'lS in climate, of taste and custom, 
and even superstition. They make cheap things for people of 
impulsive temperament; who prefer a brilliant gala dress, to 
one made of solid durable material. And with equal patience 
they get to know enough of the business aliairs of individual 
traders to be able to scli with relatively small risk on long 
credit, where Englishmen sometinles demand prompt payment: 
in all this they are much aided by their industry in acquiring 
the languages of Eastern Europe, Asia and South America. 
Even in markets in which English is spoken they push their 
way by taking trouble in small things to which the Englishman 
will not always bend IUmself. 

On the other band Germany is in a weak position, in so far 
as a considerable part of her exports to Eastern Europe, aud 
elsewhere, still consists of simple textile and other goods for 
sale to homely consumers with bmited means, to whom low 
prices are especially attractive. For countries that started a 
little behind ber in the industrial race are already learning to 
make such things for themselves; and the causes which have 
tended to exclude the commoner and cheaper forms of English 
and French goods from Germany's markets may possibly affect 
her export trade in the future somewhat prejudicially. More
oyer some of those parts of Europe, which are economically 
within her .phere of influence, are already adopting ber own 
methods of fostering by Protective duties those sinlpler forms 
of massive production, in whlch aboost unskilled labour can 
get fairly satisfactory results by working new machinery bought 
from western countries or made on western models. She may 
thereforo be forced to turn lIer export industries, as FIance and 

-- .. _----,--- - . 
I British manufactutcrs and meJ'C'hanta complain that lOme disparagement. 

of their methods. in official reporte and elsewhere. ignore conaider&tions sucb a.a 
this. That ma.y be granted: but when aJl just deductiona have been made. the 
"'porta of traveUen and Conaula le.ave no room for doubting tha.t Britain has 
lOme thing to leo.rn from Germany in these mattel'8. A eimilar oon6ict of opinion 
ezista 81 to tho aid given by Gen;oan bank' to old and ncw Gennao. busioestN 
in foreip. eountriet. 
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England have done, towards making those finer goods, which. I, V", 6-

half·developed countries cannot make for themselves at all; 
· hut which the wealthier con'sumers in all parts of the world may 

be willing to buy almost without regard to their price. There 
are already signs that she is setting herself to this task, with her 

• wonted resolution and energy. 
\ . She is also setting herself with much originality and re
i, source to emulate the individual taste and fancy of French 
'goods. And she is bringing her great organizing faculty to 
:bear on work belonging to the border between mechanical 
land manual production, which is partly industrial and partly 
I artistic. As has already been indicated, France is moving almost 

\

against her will somewhat in this direction; and many other 
countries and especially the United States are moving in it not 
lunwillinglyl. 
. Again Germany obtains supplies of strong physical workers 

· for her iron industries, for building and for agriculture, from 
nearly the ssme Slav and Latin races from which America draws 
similar supplies. Their standards of life are not high: they 
are often willing to labour hard for low wages; and they are 
aerviceable not only for unskilled manual work, but also for 
the management of aerni·automatic machines. In this respect 
Germany and America have an advantage over England, 
similar to that which, more than a century ago, the new centres 
of textile industry in England had over its old homes: for in 
the new centres everyone was willing to do work that was new 
to him by new methods; while the spirit, if not the formal 
regulations, of the old gilds offered .. more or less open opposi
tion to the introduction of new methods, that tended to lower 
the value of the knowledge and skill obtained by long training. 
This advantage will diminish in time. But for the present 
American manufacturers, who have travelled in England and in 
Germany, appear to be unanimous in ~ir opinion that a modern 
American machine is less likely to be worked grudgingly and to 
less than its full capacity in Germany than in England'. 

1 Germany will 800n become old in lOme I'6lpecta, relatively to her Eaatem 
neighboun. In 1891, wben the present writer visited some large engineering 
work.. in Bohemia, the manager laid: "Look at that lad. A few months ago 
he waa working in the oountry for 61. • week. I now pay him 12.., IUld he i8 

S-S 
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I, .... :;. There is another side to the progress which the German 
makes in foreign markets by his alertness, his readiness to take 
trouble about small details, his familiarity with foreign lan
guages and so on: but that side may be best presented in the 
words of a German. "In those industries where cartels and 
syndicates have not yet been formed, too great a role is played 
by dubious practices of m"!!Y-kinds, by infringement of payment 
stipulations, by unjustifiable deductions, etc.: while on the other 
hand the cartels are often too ruthless in their action. In this 
field we have much to learn from the English business man. 
Long commercial tradition and internatiolll!l business experi
ences have taught him long ago that broad-mindedness is the 
best business principle .... Tolerance, another quality, which the 
German lacks, has been of great practical ad vantage to the 
Englishlllan 1." 

There are several matters, closely connected with those just 
discussed, on which it might have been proper to say some
thing here; but, as they will need to be studied on broad lines 
later on, it seems hest to pass them by. Such are the growth 
of cartels and other forms of associated action in production 
and trade, with or without monopolistic tendency: the parts 
played by German banks in promoting and controllillg indus
trial enterprises; and recent developments of Germany's fiscal 
policy. . 

1
It is obvious that an industry which offers large scope for 

the economies of massive production stands to gain much from 
Protective duties, if they can be so arranged as to iusure it the 

. almost undisturhed possession of the home market, w bile keeping 
open for it opportunities for large fI!1les abroad: its sales at 

,-"home, and its sales abroad, alike inbrease its command over 
economies that help it to undersell rivals in neutral markets. 
German and American thought has been much occupied with 

··loolcing after three semi-a.utomatio machines. In your couotry,none but skilled 
engineera.are allowed to work those machines, thougb DO skill is needed for it: 
and each engineer iI compelled to confine his attention to one- machine." 
Short.ly afterwards more liberal me-thode were adopted in England. partly a8 the 
l'e8uit of tbe great lock.out of 1893: and in this matter England is now at alesa 
disadvantage than ahe was relatively to he~ young competitors. 

1 From the chapter on "Germany and.. the inheritance 01 the City" [of 
London). in England'4·Financial 8uprenuu:lI. from which the oppoaite &ide of 
lb. caoe w .. quoted above (p. 106 In.,. 
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this class of considerations; and has made out B strong prima I, '",6. 

facie case for the conclusion, that national policies in regard to 
international trade need to rest on B basis somewhat different 
from that which was appropriate to them before the modern 

-- economies of massive production had come into view. We shall, 
however, find reason for thinking that the primdfacie suggestions 
thus made are inadequate. To begin with, they do not take 
account of the fact that the economies of massive production 
are of many dillerent kinds: some are cosmopolitan property, 
some are national, some are local, and some belong to indi
vidual firms: each of these different kinds has its own method 
of aflecting both the national and social issues in question. 
Further, the new point of view will be found to give reason for 
attaching not less, but greater, cogency to the old argument 
that many of the advantages which a single industry derives 
from a Protective duty in its favonr, involve loss and hindrance 
to other industries; and that, even if it be thought fit to select 
the whole class of massive production industries for special 
favour, the ultimate result may be of little service to that class; 
and may perhaps injure the nation at large. Problems of this 
kind have not the highest claim on the attention of the econo
mist: but they are closely associated with those which have 
that claim, as will gradually be made clear. Meanwhile reference 
may be made to some short remarks on the varying trends of 
German tarif policy since the complete setting up of the Zoll
verein, which will be found in Appendix H. 

_ I It may be added that erroneous conclusions are sometimes 
V suggested, especially in partisan writings, by comparisons of 

Germany's industry and trade with those of Britain, without 
taking account of dillerences in their industrial ages, their 
populations or their areas. German industry and trade being 
younger than British, naturally grew faster: a young boy grows 
very fast. Alld since Germany's population is more than a third" 
greater than Britain's, and her area more than a half-greater, 
her industry and trade will not have ~ttained equal distinction, 
till they exceed those of Britain by at least a third. 
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CHAPTER VITI 

THE INDUSTRIAL LEADERSHIP OF THE UNITED 
STATES: MULTIFORM STANDARDIZATION 

1. IntroductorlJ. 
Germany's contributions to industrial leadership belong to 

the modern age; and they will doifbtless spread widely and be 
developed in coming generations:.: but the range of industries 
which have been much aflected by them up to the present time 
is not very large, and there seems tq pe no immediste prospect 
of its being very greatly extended.' pn the other hand those 
tendencies to industrial evolution, J. ""hich the United States 

c> of America is the chief lesder, are likely to inIIuence in various 
degrees a very large part of the field of manufacture.' They 
are not indeed new: some of them may be traced back td primi· 
tive forms of the loom, or to an early printing press; and they 
have long dominated nearly all textile manufactures, together 

viJ
With a large part of the lighter metal industries. Thus the 
provinces of French and American methods are on the opposite 
sides of the broad field of industry. French instincts enahle the 
hand and eye to make subtle discriminations, and ceaseless varia· 

. tionsin form aDd colour; and thus to gratify the fancy and the 
artistic taste, at prices which are generally beyond the reach of 
the masses of the people. American methods on the other hand 
make for the production of business plant and of products for 'I immediate cons~Ption in an almost infinite variety of stan· 
pardized forms. They analyse the ultimate product into simple 
parts; and provi e a sufficient number of semi·automatic m .... 
chines with the adjustments necessary for fashioning each part; 
and, if possihl., for finishing ~ In some cases a single model 
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of the product will meet fairly well the wants of all purchasers. I, vm, 2 •. 

But, if not, careful study is given to the question how much 
increase of salcs will result from any proposed increase in the 
number of models made, and how much extra custom it will 

..\--yield. U the answer is favourable the number of varieties is 
increased; and the standardization becomes" multiform." 

Standardization is of several different kinds, corresponding to 
differences of the materials used, and the purposes for which the 
product is needed. It varies also with the structure of the in
dividual businesses which make use of it, and with the marketing 
and general organization of the industry to which they belong. 
But such matters must stand over for Book II, where they will 

\

" occupy a considerable space: our present concern is only with 
itl! general characteristics and with the striking consilience of 
causes, which have given to America the leadership in it. The 
causes will be considered under the following heads :-her main- i 
tenance of the spirit of youth, when already strong among the 
strongest: the homogeneity of the methods of living of her vast 
population, in spite of racial differences: her large supplies on 
the one hand of strong immigrant labour, devoid of special skill, 
but able to work semi-automatio machines; and on the other 
hand of keen, resolute, native' Americans ready to plan and 
control: the inevitable preference given by great railways to 
large consignments travelling long distances, by which a giant 
business, even if far off, is at an advantage in competition with 
a smaller business near at hand: and, lastly, the tendencies, 
partly caused by these conditions, for large masses of capital 
to \>e accumulated in the hands of a few 'strong men, who retain 
its control in their own masterful hands. 

2. The United Btatea has refllained young very long, 
l>artly because the geographical distl·jbution of her resource. J 
lias bem such as to tempt men of strong character to film;. 

to flew scenes, in which their ente'pris8 has been furtlter 
stimlllated. . 

v' A "new country" is commonly taken to be one whicb bas 
newly come under effective control of an advanced western 
people: 80 that, though ber aboriginal population may still linger 
on, it no longer exerts any great influence on the destiny of the 
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',"",J!. land; and the new inhabitants develop her resources in their 
own way. In some couutries, on the other haud, the new in
habitants are in a sma.ll minority; and, even while they direct 
the work of the older population, they are compelled to acquiesce 
to a great extent in the .urvival of primitive forms of industry. 
It is, however, obvious that these two classes of countries range 
into one another: there is no broad, clearly marked, dividing 

)
' ne between them. 

o Again, a country, which has heen regarded as old, may become 
in fact new almost suddenly: for, the great body of its people 
may awake to the attractions of modern industrial methods; and 
apply them energeticany-tOnch~at\jrarresOtlrces; which have 
hitherto lain almost dormant. Japan has become new in tbis 
sense during the present generation: India, China, Siberia and 
even Brazil, with much larger natural resources, may become 

, new ere the present century bas passed. All such countrics 
h,ve much to learn from the United States of America, wbich 
~ore than any other, has pioneered the path of new countries; 

'.tfough only tbose of them, whose resources are comparable 
rith hers in volume and variety, can profit fully by all her 
~xperiences. With these facts in view, it seems advisable to 
enlarge the triangle, of which the three corners are in England, 
France, and Germany, into a quadrilateral, of wbich the fourth 
comer is in the United States. That quadrilateral reaches very 
far: for deep set physical conditions have combined with various 
incidents in her history to cause the United States to retain her 

\/ youth long after she had become a leader in industry. 

V Colonies established by strong European races in a temperate 
and stimulating climate, such as that of North America, almost 
always flourish, in spite of the hardships which they must 
endure at first. Meat and wood and dairy produce are sure to 
abound; rude houses are easily built; and a little grain is won 
from select patches of favourable soil: so the people and their 
children are well fed, and sturdy. As Adam Smith said, the 
most important ,wealth which they hring from their old homes 
is a "knowledge of the arts of agriculture", .the hahit of sub
ordination and some notion of regular government'." They 

1 W taltA DJ N~ioM, Book IV. ab. VI[, Part u. 
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bUng also habits of forethougbt and the willingn .... to incur I, VUl, 2. 

. present exertion in the expectation. of a remote benelit. The 
splendid matedal resources of America slumhered until a capital 
stock of "moral wealth," which is the heir of the ages, arrived 
from Europe. 

The immigrants developed the physical riches of America: 
·and, in return, the new hope, freedom, and changefulness of 
their lives developed in them germs of high spirit and initia· 
tive: these are indeed latent in most people and especiAlly in 
those who seek new lands, even though they have been driven 
forth by oppression, rather than allured by the promise of larger 
opportunities. 

The stability and quiet of settled life affect cbaracter for 
evil as well as for good. Few men are prophets in their own 
land: neighbours and relations are generally the last to pardon 
the faults, and to recognize the merits, of men who differ from 
themselves by being less docile and more enterprising. It is 
doubtless chiefly for this reason that in almost every part of 
England a disproportionately large sha~e of the best energy 
and enterprise is to be found among those who were born 
elsewhere; while, by converse with others ·who come from dif
ferent places ann have different customs, travellers learn to put 
on its trial many a habit of thought and action, which other
wise they would have always acquiesced in as though it were a 
law of nature. The fact that colonists generally have keener and 
more elastio minds than the majority of those whom they left 
at home, i. a special instsnce of the rule that change of environ· 
ment is likely to be caused by activity of mind, and to stimulate 
that activity. But this assumes that the conditions of the 
environment are favourable: and that has not always been the 
case throughout the early years of a new country: 

In fact lile in secluded villages of a new country, before the 
age of railways and telegraphs, often became more rigidly set 
than even in the villages of the mother country. Thus, even 
Anglo-saxon colonies, when isolated, have aged rapidly: the 
coloni .. of Holland are older than Holland, and par.ts of the pro
vince of Quebec are older than France. Some English in North 
America were touched by this somnolence: but the opening up 
of the Mississippi Valley shook them out of it: and in some 
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I, 'nil, S, respects th~ United States is younger now than at the beginnmg 
of last century. For, indeed, the people of the United States 
differ from other European colonists of the New World in that 
their nervous energies have been stimulated not only by one 
great migration across the ocean, but by an exceptional per
sistence of migration within their own large country, This habit 
rose rather slowly; but has been in full strength for the last 
sixty years, and it has been supplemented recently by new strains 
of immigrants of excitable temperament. 

The chief causes of these intem~~igrations have lain in the 
facts that the richest parts of the Continent were not accessible 
to the earlier immigrants: and that the qualities of the best land 
in the centre of North America made it specially attractive to 
those new immigrants, and to those descendants of the earlier 
settlers, who had the greatest vigour, and enterprise. The 
focus of the economic strength of the United States has there
fore not remained by the Atlantic, but has movcd into the heart 
of the Continent. This fact is obviou~ly of primary importance 
from the political point of view: those, whose sturdy determina
tion prevented the disruption of the nation haH a century ago, 
came in great part from the" Middle West": but its significance 
is equally vital, though not equally conspicuous, from the 
ecenomic point of view, Let us look into this. 

The soil of the Atlantic Coast, especially in the north, was 
relatively poor. The best soil of the great Mississippi Valley 
was so tender that" a walking stick could be pushed into it up 
to the handle": and the greater part of it was so stored with 
plant food that it would yield many successive stocks of grain 
without being manured. In its Northern haH, soil and climate 
specially favour wheat; while further South, maizo is the stand
ard crop. The power of dispensing with manure for several years 
attracted strong men whose resources did not .uffice for setting 
up the appliances of a "mixed" farm, and stocking it with 
cattle; and this advantage, oombined with the general richness 
of the land, caused "the West," as the Mississippi Valley was 
long called, to attract those whose sturdy, independent char· 
acters fitted them to become the backbone of a great nation': 

1 More is said on theso mattcn in Appendix G. 1. 
The _tward movement in the South. eepoci.uy before the Civil WIlT, 
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of the far west was reinforced hy a similar selection of the most 
alert, though not the most technically skilled artisans. " As 
a people," said Horace Greeley, in 1870, "we max be viewed ... 
on the march from the East to the West; the active, aspiring 
mechanic, who was born in Maine or New Hampshire, migrates 
to New York or some other Middle Stats soon after attaining 
his majority, reaches Illinois or Missouri two or three years 
later; and will often be found traversing Montana or California 
before he is thirty'." 

The movements of the miner are governed by natural 
causes even more absolutely than those of the farmer: and 
the two have much in common. Both make heavy freight for 
railways: and the two largely control the course of railway 
building: while the geographical distrihution of other industries 
follows rather than directs that course. Water power may 
indeed attract manufactures to itself in some countries. But it 
happens that the main cause of the infertility of the mountain
ous band, which extends from about the hundredth to the 
hundred and twentieth parallel of longitude, is its want of 
water: and any railway net, which may spread over it and 
unite the Pacific Coast to the Mississippi Valley, must depend 
for local custom largely upon mining centres, together with some 
basins of land that are naturally rich; and some mountain 

waa of a different ch&raCtcr from that in the North. The cultivation of cotton 
had been adopted fDr alavet. oocatllO it did not require or even offer much 
opportunity for the nee of e:lpenaive applian~s; and beca.use it gave Doorly 
continuoU8 oconpation throughout the year and therefore required no versatility . 

. Food for workers waa grown on \he .pot: but. in the ma.in cotton was 8. eole 
crop, and therefore an e:r:hausting crop. and cotton moved westwards beca.uae • 
.. Jefferson laid. one could "buy an acre of DCW land cheaper than ono could 
manure a.n old aDO'" 

1 Grech'y was one of tho ablest of Amerioan journalists, and vory gt"Co.t 
influonce \\'3.3 e:r.ercised by the articl ... which he ultima.t.cly compressed into 
"l!.'lImys dC4igraed to elucidate the lCiC1lCG oJ Political Economy, 1OAile. .etving to 
explain and Ilc/end flit. policy oj Prot#ctio .. Co Home Ind1UUy, CN a Iymnt oJ 
NCJliONGl Cooperation lor the t.ift'alio" oJlalwur." The passage quoted (p. 286) 
is pa.rt of a ch&rac~ristio argument that the American working-man "iI unlikely 
to trouble himself with aught to which stability is 80 essentia.l as it is to 00-

opt'rators" on the Rochdale model: ita "petty and paltry probleDll" are 
",'orthy of "tho &88t)mbleci wisdom of the humble weaven of Toad Lane.'" Hie 
life it oast in a Jo.rgor mould: nothing lesa than "National oooperation" ill 
worLhy of hi' efforLl. 
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r, "n, a. slopes that offer facilities for irrigation. The richest coal be .. 
at present known are on the western slopes of the Alleghanies, 
and the richest iron mines are near Lake Superior. The ma
teriaIs neede~ by the ironmaster can be assembled at nearly 
equal cost over 8 great part of the States which lie between 
the Alleghanies and the Rockies: and these States are among 
the strongest alike in agriculture, in the production of steel and 
in general manufacture. 

In fact as soon as the slight obstacles which the Alleghanies 
offered to intercourse between the Atlantic Coast and the 
Mississippi VaIley had been overcome, the United States pos
sessed an unbroken continuity of large and various resources, to 
which no rival has yet been developed; and to which no rival 
seems probable in the near future. 

3. The vari0'U8 races of which the population is cumposed 
, are horrwgeneous in maUers of consumption; but they are 

diverse and mutually Silpplementary in indust1ial aptitudes. 
The horrwgeneity of demand creates an unrivalled market 
for standardized produets: while the diversity oj aptitude 
leads some to invent and others contentedly to use semi-auto
matic machinery Jor maling them. 

"The American has a constantly expanding home demand, 
urging him to extensions and justifying costly improvements 
and the adoption of new processes. He has also a Continent 
under one Government .... The best places are selected for 
assembling materials, raw, or partially prepared, for their 
final forms. In short, it is free, unrestricted trade in everything 
under the same conditions, same ·Iaws, same flag, and free 
markets everywhere'." This perfect fluidity has made many 
branches of American production marvellously effiCient. But, 
at the same time, it has tended to separate the producer 
widely from the consumer, and to suppress those methods of 
production which. depend for their strength largely upon the 
adaptation of products to the special requirements or tastes 
of the purchaser. 

An even stronger force in the same direction is being 
exerted by the homogeneity of the American demand for 

I Carnegie, R,,/"";al Addt ... ., 81 Androto'., 1902, pp. 31-2. 
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mBnufactured goods. Even those race differences, which have \1. ''''. s. 
become almost a dominant factor in American life, lessen this} 
homogeneity but very little. Widely as the Scandinavians 
are separated from the Itslians, and the native Americans 
from the Poles, in sentiment, in modes of life, and even in 
occupations, they are yet purchasers of nearly the same goods. 
Allowance being of course made for differences of climate, they 
buy similar clothes, furniture, and implements. Some negroes 
and a few others may cling to old habite and methods, and 
prefer implements to which they are accustomed to those which 
are the most effective and economical. But speaking generally 
all the various races in the country, widely as they differ from 
one another in character and aptitude, are yet alike in yielding 
to the dominant spirit of the strong mixed race among whom 
they have settled. Only in a few cases, chiefly in large cities, 
are the new comers in sufficient numbers to make a market for 
goods of kinds peculiar to their old homes. Lastly, they are 
more quick than any but the most alert inhabitante of the Old 
World in taking to every improved implement or material which 
comes to their notice. 

Even the farmer is quick in this matter. Much of his 
clothing and furniture comes to him ready made; and a good deal 
of his food is prepared for him and put into tins a thousand 
or more miles away. His implemente must be of ahnost the 
newest pattern: they can seldom be made in a neighbouring 
town, and he often buys them direct from a .distant factory. 
In case of accident to any part of a machine, he writes or tele
graphs for a numbered facsimile of the broken part. And, 
when once it is clear that goods must be ordered by post and 
sent by rail, the extra cost and loss of time involved in sending 
them a hundred miles instead of twenty is often very small; so 
that produoers and store-keepers in large centres, who can offer 
a great variety of shape and pattern with low prices, are driving 
others out of the field. 

Next it is to be considered that the population, while 0 . 
homogeneous in demand, supply a unique combination of the J 
faculties and aptitudes needed, on the one hand for inventing 
the machinery suitable for standardized production; and on the 
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.other for working that maChinery/with adequate intelligence in 
return for relatively low wages. Those English, Scotch, and' 
German immigra.nts, who did not become farmers, generally did 
somewliat skilled work in the' towns or in the mines. From 
their ranks have come the greater part of the foremen in most 
trades that require a long training: the full-blooded American, 
when found in factories at all, is apt to be either in the higher 
ranks of management; or else engaged in tending machine. 
which called for exceptional alertness rather than slowly ac
quired manual skill. 

In spite of the ever increasing fineness and delicacy of 
American manufacture, the demand for high manual skill, and 
especially for men who have served long apprenticeships to a 
craft, has increased but slowly. It has even diminished in some 
trades, while in others it has been partially met hy men born 
of European parents in America; and on the whole the induce
ments offered to the European artisan with a narrow range of 
higb mannal skill to emigrate to America are less than formerly. 
For these and other reasons emigration from England, Scotland, 
and Germany to America has very much slackened. And that 
from Ireland, though still considerable, has slackened also; 
partly indeed because her population is no longer too large for 
her resources, and her land systcm is more generous than it 
was. 

Meanwhile the newly awakened thougb still very poor popu
lations of Italy and of the central east of Europe have learnt to 
look for a refuge in America; and the facilities for emigration 
offered to them have been greatly increased. The same economic 
progress which is keeping Eng.lish and Germans at home is sending 
ever increasing numbers of relatively poor and backward peoples 
across tbe ocean. Some of them are of high quality: for instance, 
the rapid progress of California in the art of growing fine fnlit 
is largely due to the inherited skill of Italian immigrants. But 
more of them take to hard manual work in huilding, in railway 
construction, in mining, in heavy steelworks, etc. Some of these 
indeed rise: for instance, particular departments of some steel
works are 80 fully manned by Slavs, that they are beginning 
efficiently to take the places of Irish and others who have 
hitherto acted 811 foremen: while very large numbers of them 
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are to be found in relatively light, but monotonous'work in large I, vm, S. 

cities. They may lack the resolute will and self-control which 
put many British, German, and Scandinavian immigrants on 
terms of equality with native Americans. But they are quick 
·withal, versatile; and, as a rule, easily moulded; they take 
readily to the use of machinery; and they have no traditions 
that could prevent them from doing their best in using semi
automatic machines, which are simple of handling, while doing 
complex work. Thus America has suddenly obtained a plenti-
ful supply of people who are able and willing to do the routine 
work of a large factory for relatively low wages, and whose 
aptitudes supplement those of the stronger races that constitute 
tho great bulk of the white population'. 
~ven in the Old World progressive industrial districts gain 

much from the immigration of workers .t<l wham. all methods of 
manufacture are new; and who readily betake themselves to tho 
newest PZ88BssBs,-and work these to the best of their power. 
But none rivals, none but Germany approaches near to the' 
power which America derives from this advantage, in comhi-: ./ 
nation with an almost unlimited supply of alert workers in thaI 
higher grades: for it affords her an unprecedented scope f9r 
Babbage's great principle of economical production, according~o 
which every worker is set to the most difficult and important 
tasks of which he is capable, and only to those. 

The position is indeed not without its difficulties and 
dangers, . some of which are pertinent to our present subject. 
To begin with, all migration tends to foster isolated action and 
individualistic aims: separated from old associates, each one is 

1 In the years between 1900 and 1910 Amerloa. received 8·5 million immi
grants. Of these. 6·1 million OAme from southern and ee.st.em Europe, and 
only 1·8 from north"'Woatern: whereas three.fourthJ of all the immigranta in 
the yo8.l'l betwoon IS30 and 1870 oame from the United Kingdom and Germany. 
StaUStiOi of immigration into America appear to be vitiated, though leu than 
thOle of emigration from Europe, by Bvaaiona of the lAw. prescribing univeraa.l 
military service. There i.e theI1lfore aome intereet attaching to the following 
Iigul'C8 &howing the peroentagea of the total foreign born population. in 1860 
amd 1910 reapectiveJ.y. whioh were recorded .. bom in the following countriea: 
Engl .. d, 10·4 (lor IS6O), 6·6 (lor 1910): lnIl.ond, 38'6, 15·6: Sootland, S·6, H): 
u.rm&DY, 30·5, IS'6: It.ly, 0·3, 0·0: A .. tria, 0·6, 8·7: Rwsia, 0'1, 6·S. S .. 
AbatrQCI oJ T '\irfeent.\ Cuuu.r, pp. 190-1. The oocupationa of immigrant. from 
dillerent oount.n811 are an.J.ysed iD: vol :0 of the TtDdJ14 OaMII. Repo'rl. See 
a1ao Report o/IM ladV4lftal COMM ........ voL ::IV. 
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I, vm, 4. apt to care mainly for his own interests, and those of any friends. 
and relatives who may be with him. And this tendency has 
been increased by the variety of races and languages among 
the recent immigrants. It fosters the eager, absorbing pnrsuit 
of material success, partly for its own sake; but perhaps even 
more as an indication of power and as a trophy of satisfied 
ambition. It contributes to that alertness, that restless energy, 
that impatience of any occupation which does not enable a .mau 
to take out his whole day's income of strength in his day's 
work, which are characteristic of the United States now. In 
these respects, again, American conditions resemble those of the 
industrial districts of England a century ago; when they were 
'crowded with immigrants from agricultural districts, to whom 
the new methods of manufacture offered wages Iar above those 
whiCh their fathers had earned1• 

4. The d'ifi of America's industries towards massive 
multifO'l'fTl standardization is further associated, both as 
Muse and as effect, with their widespread geograpltical dis-

V tribution, and also with the special features of her great 
railway service. 

\xt is a general rule that specialized branches of production 
are apt to rise in places which ofter suitable raw material 
(including in some cases pure water, and in others water power 
or coal); which have a favourable climate and access to good 
markets for the sale of the products. But these conditions 
being satisfied, the development of a specialized industry in 
any place was until recently nearly always a gradual process. 
Sometimes it was fostered by a far-seeing ruler, but it was in
capable of sudden creation even by him. 

In America the growth of locamed industries has always been 
(rather rapid, partly because many of her artisans have been 

immigrants: a smaller inducement is generally needed to incline 
a man, who is already on the move, towards a rising centre of 
industry, than is needed to attract him there from his home; 
and therefore immigranta with specialized skill drift easily to 
places where that skill will be highly valued] This cause of 

1 The lubjeot of thia Section is studied more closely in the obaptere 00 "Some 
teohnioal iDlIuen ... on tho lila of the bUlin ... UDiI," below, II, m and IV. 
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localization was indeed much weakened as soon' as automatic I, VW, 4. 

machines and other expensive plant, together with high organiz-
ing faculty, became a more important factor than manual skill 
in production. But the advantages offered by large towns with 
good and cheap railway connections have acted as a continual 
inducement to the capitalist undertaker and to the working-
man to keep to the towns and the thickly peopled districts of 
the Ji:astern and Middle Statesl • 

Nearly all large cities have competitive railway services: 
and this is, even now, more likely to result in favourable 
t&ms for their traffic in America than elsewhere. They offer tot, 
the immigrant, who does not speak English, a good chance of 
finding work under foremen and with comrades who speak his . 
own language, and of being able to follow the religious worship 
of his fathers. These advantages, together with those w'hich 
large centres of industry always offer to manufactures, have until 
recently tended to collect immigranta increasingly in very large 
cities. But in the last two decades the lower charges, at which 
dwellings and sites for factories can be obtained in cities of a, 
middle size, have turned the drift towards them in America, as in 
England: and some factories, sufficiently powerful to be able tel 
buy and sell in large quantities on favourable terms, and to 
make special arrangements with the railways, have gOlle into 
the country and practically founded cities of their own. All 
these cities offer nearly as high attractions to most classes of 
immigrants as the giant cities do: and the medium sized cities 
can market a larger part of their produc1;s at moderate distances 
than a giant city can. Consequently, although the increases of 
population of very large cities are due in great measure to 
.xtensions of boundaries, as they are in England; yet the rate 
of increase of those with more than haH a million inhabitants 
is less than that of all urban districts, and considerably less 
than that of medium cities having between fifty thousand and 
a quarter of a million'. 

1 In a muterly 8tudy of the oaUI8I of localization given in vol. VD of the 
TwtlftJt Om.n.l &pori it i. pointed out (p. acxili). that 8ix. of the fifteen industries 
whiah were moetly highly localized in 1900, had made acarcely any U88 of 
ma.ehinery till .tw 1870. . 

I And yet New York city hu. greater not mmufa.aturiDg output than any 
StatAl uoepl itAI own and Pennaylvania, and th ........ 1,.011'1 olb.r Gill .. oaoh 
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I, vm,4. The Rocky Mountains, the Pacific Coast and some smalle~ 
districts are not very densely peopled. But, subject to this 
exception, it may be said that the population of more than a 
hundred million has been distributed by constant migr&tions of 
industries fairly evenly over her total area of about three million 
square miles .. The transport of agricultural produce to the 
Atlantic and the Mexican Gulf on the way to Europe accounted 
for much of the railway traffic in past tiroes: but now by far the 
greater part even of the large consignments, that are carried 
long' distances, consists of internal commerce. 

This vast goods traffic is in some measure a cause, and in 
JOme measure a result, of the direction which has been taken 
~by America's industrial leadership. Because her railways were 
chiefly concerned with carrying large consignments long dis
tances, therefore they developed that traffic with special energy: 
because their charges for long distance large consignments were 
very low relatively to their charges for traffic of the kind that 
(except in regard to coal) predominates in Britain; therefore 

~
iant businesses, which sent large consignments to distant 

middlemen, obtained nearly the full advantage of their special 
. conomies of massive standardized production in many :varieties. 

We are not concerned at present to inquire how far the 
multiplication of semi-automatic machines, in the control of 
which a man is not required to use any high faculty, is a real 
benelit to the world. U undoubtedly increases material com
forts; and any harm, that it may tend to do to man's nature, 
is not conspicuous in America in her present phase, because 
those who are chiefly affected by it came mostly from narrow 

of which ha.a & greater net manufa.cturing output than any of the sixteen Statea 
which stand loweat on the list. (Net output is Teckoned after deduction of out· 
lay for materia.I, etc., but Dot for depreciation, etc.) 

In 1910 the largest peroonta.ge of urban population waa found in New 
England: but the largest percentage of population in cities with more than 
100,000 inhabitants was fo'und in the "Middle Atlantic States" (i.e. New York 
and PellOBylvania); and next in the Pacifio States, where population docks to 
the great harbour cities. as it doe. in Australia. Urban district. account for 
nearly 80 per oent. of the total foreign born population; but for lell than 
(0 per cent. of that in the State. between the Misaissippi and the Pacifio water· 
ahed. (The data for the above atatements are to be found in Ta.bles 19--27 of 
Ch. 1. Tabla 12 ofCh. 6, and Tablea6-7 of Ch. 16 oltha Ab.drtJd o/IM TAirluJUh 
0 ........ ) 
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surroundings: their outlook is larger than it would have been, I, om, 5. 

if they had stayed at homo' . 

6. America' 8 movable cap; tul bas grOton very fust in 
recent years. Its otvn8"ship is widelJl distributed; bitt nutllml 
sdectio1& of singular efficiency has brou.ght to the front a 
relativfiy small number of men with high ul/s;ness gel/illS, 
and has given them control qf a great part qf it. 

V That massive organization of manufacture, in which a few / 
alert minds direct, while the greater part of the work is done by 
semi-automatic machinery, requires not only large armies of, 
workers with mutually supplementary aptitudes; but also II 
concentration of a large volume of movable capit,al in the hand~ 
of powerful and enterprising owners. \ 

The material resources of the United States increased rapidly 
from the time when railways began to bring the Mississippi 
Valley into close union with the Atlantic border and with the 
markets of the Old World. But the ma.king of railways, roads, 
etc. in the new region, the building of farm-houses and develop
ment of the farms, absorbed most of her surplus of income over 
expenditure, large as that was. Even in 1860, the value of farms 
and farm property was nearly half the whole wealth of the 
country; and the railways accounted for a good deal more, 
though it is true that they were largely built with capital 
borrowed from Europe. There was a vast destruction of capital 
in tho war: rapidly increasing opportunities for investment in 
land and railways followed it; and these conditions, combined 
with the supersession of wood as the material of ships, tended 
to make her withdraw her resources from work in which she 
would have to compete on equal terms with rich countries, 
whose opportunities for the inv • .stment of capital at home were 
narrower than hers. But about 1875 a pew era set in. The 
preceding inflation of credit and prices had been checked by a 
collapse of credit: work was resumed with energy; and the 
excess of income over expenditure commenced to grow rapidly'_ 

I SODle further result. of thMe oonditiolll are noted below. II. VB, 5. 
I The money value of farm property k-t"pt abont even pace with the growth 

of population between 1860 and 1900; but it has incrt'MB<i muoh faster Bince 
that ~e; mainly because many people here luddenly awakened to the fact 
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JMost of the new wealth has been ru:.tri~uted among a large 
part of the population, as holders of real property, or of shares 

'lor bonds of those railway and other companies which have long 
had a solid position. But investment ... in risky undertllkings
such as those connected with the development of petroleum, 
copper, and other mineral properties-often yield nearly as 
much loss as gain to the ordinary investor: and yet they may 
be handled· by people with large capital, and exceptional means 
of information and organizing faculty, so as to yield them large 
gains. This cause is one among many, which, as will be seen 
more clearly at a later stage, are increasing the wealth of those 
who are already rich: it acta in America even more strongly 
than in other countries. Another cause is that such businesses 
as mechanical engineering, grain dealing and miIling, cattle 
that the scarcity-element. which haa long been present in the value of land in 
old conntriea,. is beginning to appear in America. Probably the atatistics of 
Ca.rm. value. in the folJawing table are not liable to the very large errors that are 

. to be fea.red in those relating to total wealth and to capital in manufacture& It 
if to be remembered that the figurel for 1870 are reckoned in paper currency, 
which was worth about four-fifths of its gold va1ue; while gold pricee were then 
e:r.eeptionaJly high in world marke-te. The Census Returns show:-

Millions of dolla.rs 

Census Year Popula.tion 
Total Valoe 01 rann CaplWln 
wealth property ma.nUlaeturcs 

IS50 23.191.000 7.136 3.967 533 
IS60 31,443,000 16.160 7.9S0 1.009 
1870 38.55S.OOO 30.068 8.945 2.118 
IS80 50,165.000 42.642 12.ISO 2.790 
IS90 62.622.000 65.037 16,082 6.525 
1900 77.256.000 94.300 20.440 9.S74 
1910 93.401.000 4.0,991 IS.490 

The revised figures for total wea.lth, given in the 8tatlstic4l Abstrocl 1917. 
are (in million. of dollars) 107,104 for 1904; and 187,739 for 1912. A pa.rt of 
this eDormou. inorease in recent years is due to a rise in the value of agricultural 
land cauS&d by the absorption of unoccupied land. and an increase in the home
conaumptioD of agrioultural produce 80 great as to obviate the necessity of 
selling it at very low prices for exportation. 

. For lOme purposes it is better to study rate. of growth of wealth per head. 
than those of a.ggregate we&lth. But the growth of we&lth per head would give 
a very inadeqUAte meaeUle of the ecOBOmiO progress of 8. country whoee popula
tion it growing at an oxceptionaJ. ra.te. For the adrlitiona to the population, 
whether native born or immigrant. do not bring their share of wealth with them. 

The increase in the size of hnainessea is oonaidered below, III, vn and VIa, 
.nd Appendix N. 
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dealing and meat canning, and even retail dealing, have offered I, om, 5. 

larger scope than anywhere eLse. Thus strong and persistent 
men accumulate into their own hands the profits of aggIOmer-, 
ated business, which not long ago were distributed among many 
smaller undertakings. And all such causes work upon the basis 
of an exceptionally large aggregate of new income in the handa 
of the commercial classes. 

For profits in ordinary business are very high in America, 
because the gro'Wthof capital, rapid as it has been, has not 
sufficed to fill up nearly all the openings which Nature is still 
lavishly offering to those who have the faculty to read her hints 
and to act on them: and therefore a man who obtains p{ofits at 
a rate that is normal in America, on a very large business over 
many years, will accumulate a vast fortune. Both the oppor
tunities and the special energies, by which they are turned to 
account, are as unrivalled as were those of England, when she 
brought a large use of coal and iron into her service a genera
tion ahead of the rest of the world. 

The American problems of the present age are on a vastly 
larger scale than were the British problems of the earlier age: 
but the means available for handling them have developed in 
at least equal proportion. For, while such things as the telegraph 
and telophone, and facilities for rapid travel under restful con
ditions, are accessible to all; powerful capitalists are able to set 
select staffs of shrewd and skilled assistants at high salaries, on 
the detailed study of one problem after another in constructive 
business, in speculation, or in the two combined. 

J Education has always been taken seriously in America; but 
it has never been regarded BS reaching far, by itself, towards 
making men efficient in business. It has never given the same 
prestige a8 can be obtained by the evidence of keen mother wit, 
which is afforded by' a new contrivance, or a new scheme of 
organization which is effective for its purpose. thus it has 
come about that the American genius for inventing, organizing, 
and arranging is the finest in the world.' To concede this is 
not to attribute to Americans more thai their fair share of 
natural ability. fIt is but to note that the able young American 
ia almost as s;,.J to become an inventor or an organizer or both, 
sa the able barbarian WBS to become a leader in battle. or as 
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the able Florentine in the Middle ages was to seek distinction 
in art or politicl For young ambition naturally flows to what-' 
ever vocation o'ffers the most prominent di1liculties to be 
overcome and the highest distinction for overcoming tbem. A 
powerful process of natural selection has thus called out the 
leaders of American industry from the many millions of lads 
who were born to the last generation from alert parents of many 
races; and who entered on life with the resolve that they would' 
prove themselves to b~ abler and greater t,han their fellows by 
becoming rich: and of this effectiveness the money test is on the 
whole a safer test than any other which the common man can 
apply',:) 

There are in America a great number of men who have become 
very rich while still in the prime of life and full of enterprise. 
Some of them have little inclination towards social amusements 
or culture: they are conscious of heing but second· rate powers in 
the lighter affairs of life; and are happiest when at their places 
of business, engaged in yet eularging the fortunes, which they 
vaIue chiefly as evidence of their organizing genius. As arts 
and sciences flourish best where their followers work for the 
approval of brethren of the craft, and not for the sake of money: 
so business flourishes most where the aim of the business 

! man is not to shine in elegant society, but to be held in respect 
by those who are the best judges of his special form of strength. 
This exclusive devotion to one pursuit involves some loss to 

, the life of the individual; hut the constructive economic force 
I which it gives to America at this phase of her development is 

unique. 
Meanwhile the thoroughness and &.lert sonse of proportion, 

which have been dev.Ioped in business, run over into congenial 
studies. American work in applied economics has already taken 

1 See a rey'aonta.tive discussion in Carnegio', Empire oj BwnN6, pp. 
106-113. He grvea a list of ma.ny of the "beat known industrial e8tablishmenta 
in ea.ch department. ... Every ODe of these works waa founded by mechanica. ... 
If we were to include those which were founded by men who entered life as office 
boy. or olerlu we should embrace &lm.oat every famous manufacturing concern 
in the oountry"; Wanamaker, Claflin, Jordan, Lord, Field, Barr, Phelps, Dodge; 
the Stanfordl, Rookefellen. Goulds. Sa.ges, Fields, Dillon., ~eligmana. Wilsons, 
Huntington.: and moat of the ohiof ba.nkers have been olerkl, or have oome from 
... ,tj.lllower grade in the ranks. More illQ.id OIl this matter beloW', Dn. 358-9. 
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the first place in the world: and in such studies as those which I, vm,5 

relate to the respective provinces of competition, cooperation and 
monopoly, and to the functions of the State in regard to. them, 
American studies appear to be the most real, thorough and 
penetrating; as will be suggested in Book III of this work. 

Looking back on these exceptional conditions of the pre~ent 
industrial leadership of the United States we see that maqy of 
them are in a transitional stage. 

Her agriculture is rapidly leaving the extensive methods, 
which are distinctive of the New World; and passing to inten
sive methods, in which an ever increasing element of Old World 
practice is embodied. But they will never be simply Old World 
methods: they will alwaya be in part descended from the typical 
American agriculture, in which nothing was done by heavy 
manual labour, if ingenuity· could contrive either to do it by 
machinery, or to evade doing it altogether. 

The changes in the character of America's manufactures, 
combined with the exhaustion of her supply of land stocked by 
Nature with food for ten or twenty years successive crops, have 
given to her policy in regard to international trades character 
very different from, and in some respects the opposite to, that 
which prevailed when Protection to nascent manufactures filst 
came under discussion. The keynote then was that she suffe~ed 
from a lack of the inherited industrial skill of the Old World:\( 
a little later the keynote was that the large capitals, which 
European and especially British manufacturers commanded, 
enabled them to make use of appliances beyond the reach of 
the poorer American; and also to ruin him by selling goods at 
less than cost price (in modem phrase "dumping" them), when 
be was already in financial straits. But now those American 
industries, which can exercise the greatest influence on the 
Lo&islature and are in general most favoured by it, are among 
those in which the power of aggregated Amerioan capital is 
greater than that of any other oountry. This change gives much 
room for thought: but the questions raised by it are beyond our 
reach at present'. 

I Somtlthing is said as to the relationa between early pba.se.a of Americao 
indu.try ODd IiacrJ polioy in J.ppenm.. G. 
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I, ml,5. { The time is not yet in sight when any other country is likely 
( to 'outstrip her in opportunities and incitements to large enter· 

~
' prises; and therefore her share in industrial leadership is likely 

10 to remain of an exceptiona.ll y large mould. In fact no 
\ , eadership quite like hers is to be expected from any country, 

, I which cannot rival both the largcne .. of her national resources, 
r ! and the alertness of her vast population. t 

(.The world contains undeveloped resources many times as 
large as hers : and, though her euccess owes less to her resources 
than to the exceptional f':!,rce of character of the peo]>le who 
h!!!e come to her shores, and £i) 4;e stimUlus w!ircrtIioseenergies 
denvea from exceptIonal-opportunities for bold and ~ter
p~it IS £0 he iI'6ted-thlit theoc.t strains of her population 
are not growing in numbers very fast. On the other hand the 

\

practical applications of social science to the betterment of 
human life are being developed by her with great ability and 
zeal. The new strains of her population may probably have 
not yet shown their strongest sides: and they may contribute 
important elements which, on the whole, will raise rather than 
lower the wealth of character that was brought to her shores in 
earlier years by the forcible but perhaps somewhat too individual
istic 1mmigrants from Northern Europe. 
, To conclude:-the life of North America was for several 

cJ!lturies in the main a continuation of the lives of several 
countries of Western Europe. But Holland, Spain and France 
gradua.lly yielded place to England: and from 1760 to about 
1850 the life of North America was dominantly British. After 
that, immigrants from Germany and Scandinavia became promi
nent; to be followed later on by Italy and by countries of Eastern 

L'urope. Now, nearly the whole of Europe lives again in North 
America, Britain holding the lead. 

And Britain leads elsewhere. Australia and New Zealand 
are British colonies in the fullest sense of the word; South 
Africa is predominantly British, but largely also Dutch and 
partly cosmopolitan. This cosmopolitan element in South 
Africa seems to foreshadow, more distinctly even than the cos
mopolitan element in the United States, the beginning of a new 
era; in which the influences exerted by relatively old countries 
on those whose resOurces 'are not yet developed, will depend less 
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on consanguinity and racial inheritance, than on similarities of I, '00,6 

opportunity and of need: or, to use a more general term, "of 
circumstance." In so far as this view holds ground, it may be 
expected that the United States will be in some sense the parent 
of all others of whatever races they may be peopled, which 
begin to develop large physical resources with new born energy 
and alertness. 

6. S~e slight speculations as to future homes of in
dustrial leadership. 

. Those ideas which make for ind ustrial progress have not been 
the exclusive property of powerful industrial countries. Many 
of them have come from the smaller countries of Europe: Italy 
and Scandinavia have been important contributors. But, so long 
as the main conditions of economic development remain nearly 
as they are now, the chief initiative seems likely to lie with 

! countries whose great size, rich natural resources, and accumu
. ylated capital enable them to concentrate large and highly organ
V. ized mental and material appliances on the translation into 

I practice of the architectonic ideas of the scientific student and 
the inventor. The difficulty of forecasting the future in this 
matter is increased by the growth of these ideas, more than it 
is diminished by the accumulation of exact knowledge as to the 
resources of the world, and as to the people who inhabit it. 

For instance, the growth of mechanical technique, especially 
on the American model, increases generally the advantage which V 
a large, but unified and compact, country has in massive produc
tion. But Australia and Canada, though well-endowed with 
natural riches and inhabited by alert populations, suffer from 
lack of compactness; and their prospecta of leadership may be v' 
materially affected by inventions that lessen the hindrance aris
ing from this defect. Not long ago communications through the 
air by telegraphic instrument, telephone and aircraft were not in 
sight; but even the last is now regarded as a possible aid to 
ordinary intercourse. If each decade of the next two hundred 
years should be merely as prolific of inventions as each of the last 
two decades has been_nd that is a low estimate-the conditions / 
which now in some measure limit the scope of industrial leader- V 
ship to compact countriea may have passed away. But though 
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I, VlD, 6.\.,we cannot look forward far, we may look a little way, and venture 
on guesses, which may at all events suggest some reflections as 
to the present: though their value as prediction is of the slightest. 

',: C!l!!'aCIi is to some e.xtent a partner with the States in leader
ship. ·There is a constant interchange of methods between the 
two: U American" discussions relating to railways, monopolistic 
combinations and similar matters, cross the frontier into Canada 
with little sense of change of atmosphere, such as is palpable 
when they range to any other country. Her main route from 
Montreal to her Far-west lay not long ago to the south of the 
Lakes, through Chicago: but railways are at last penetrating 
the poor land to the north of the Lakes; and the unification of 
her East with her West is likely to move the faster, the further 
it goes. This is indeed partly because the stock of free good 
land in the States has beCll exhausted: and it has been found 
that the rigours of the long winter in the Canadian North-West 
are less hostile to wheat farming and even to mixed farming 
than had been supposed, Thus the tide has turned back, and 
Canada is receiving again her own with increase: for the farmers, 
who throng into her new wheat lands from the States are men 
of many races, but are alike in having trained faculties and 
aptitudes for their work, and in being already supplied with 
adequate capital. The severity of her climate, whieh hindered 
her progress at first, is now selecting for her benefit those in
dividuo.!s who are most able and willing to encounter physical 
difficulties and hardships; and a vigorous future seems to lie 
before her. 

South Africa has shown great energy under difficulties. Her 
gold and diamond mines bring wealth, though they do not 
greatly develop industrial leadership of a western type: but the 
solid strength of the British and Dutch population, now happily 
united, may pioneer neW and more successful methods of inti
mate cooperation betwe.n white and black races. Her distances 
are great, and her means of communication still slender: but 
her resources are vast: Ex A fried semper aliquid ""'""'. 

Australia is leading the way bravely in the great endeavour 
to bring tbe labouring population as a whole up to a high level 
of culture and physical enjoyment. It appears indeed that her 
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procedure involves certain forms of restriction which might prove I, TW, 6. 

fatal to a country whose nature.! resources are on less generous 
a sce.!e than hers; and the rate of increase of her population is 
somewhat slow. This retardation, partly due to the predomi-

. nance of urban conditions, has been caused in great measure by 
her geographiceJ peculiarities. 

For there is a large eJmost vacant space in her centre: some 
of the land in it seems indeed to be of good quality: but its 
rainfall is small and uncertain, and it has not attracted a solid 
agricultural population. In the neighbourhood of the sea, much 
of the land was allowed to fall into the hands of large capitalist 
sheep-farmers and bore but a slender population. This evil is 
being remedied: but the preferential advantages possessed by 
Melbourne, Sydney, and other great harbours have attracted to 
them the greater part of the strength of the people. Most of 
her communications have been by sea: but a considerable net
work of railways is growing up in the neighbourhoods of Sydney 
and Melbourne: and the splendid energies of her people may be 
trusted to develop the natural resources of their great country 
in spite of difficulties. New Zealand is on a smaller seale: but 
her racie.! and physical conditions are highly favourable for the 
evolution of the best British tendencies. 
/ Passing away from European races, we find in Japan a bold 

v claimant for leadership of the East on lines that are mainly 
Western. Her insular position, contiguous to a great Continent, 
is almost as well adapted for the development of industry and 
trade as that of Britain. She has learnt so much during the. 
last thirty years, that she can hardly fail to become a teacher 
ere long. It seems indeed that stronger food than they now 
have will he required to enable her people to sustain continuous, 
severe, physieal strain: but the singular power of self-abnegation, 
which they combine with high enterprise, may ~e-them to 

: attain great Ciids by shorter and simpler routes than those, which 
are pursued where many superfluous comforts aud luxuries have 
long been regarded as conventionally necessary. Their quick 
rise to power Bupports the suggestion, made by the history of 
past times, ~ some touch of idealism, religious, patriotic, or ./ , 
artistic, can generiiJlyinr-detected at "theroot<iIihy great out
"burst o£practiClilenergy. 

II. L T. 
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I, ym, 6, India, though less agile, is developing renewed vigour and 
independence in industry as in thought. She is the home of . 
some of the greatest thoughts that have ever come to the 
world; and the originator of many of the subtlest and most 
artistic manual industries. She has sufIered in the past from 
lack of unity, and a scarcity of power for manufactures and 
transport. But she may yet be found to have considerable 
stores of coal: and 80me of her regions may be enriched by 
electrical energy derived from water power. The rapid recent 
rise of her larger industries is a source of just pride to her, and 
of gladness to Britain. 

Great futures may also await Russia and China. Each is 
large, continuous and self-contained: each has enormous re
sources, which could not be developed 80 long as good access 
to ocean highways was a necessary condition for great achieve
ment. Their populations differ in temperament; the persistence 
of the Chinese being complementary to the quick sensibility of 
the Russian: each has inherited great powers of endurance from 
many generations of ancestors who have suffered much. But 
recent events obscure the outlook. 

Up to the present time a tropical climate has been fatal to 
the best energies of races, however vigorous. It has not indeed 
extinguished either the subtlety of their thinkers or the physical 
strength which their workers can exert for short periods; but . 't has been hostile to the power of undergoing severe continuous 

~rain of mind and body. The tropics contain however much 
rich land and mineral resources. These are indeed of little avail 
except where a good supply of water can be obtained. It is 
needed, not only for domestic uses, but also (in default of any 
other means) to enable the energy contained in the sun's heat 
.to be converted by aid of various cooling processes into mechani
cal power. This is another direction in which the progress of 
technique may possibly alter the conditions of industrial leader-

I 
ship. But for the present it may be concluded that there is no 
sure ground for thinking that industrial leadership will remain 
always with the same races, or in the same climates, as in recent 

I times; n~r even that its general chara<:.te~will remain. u!'"lt<=<1. 



CHAPTER IX 

TRANSITION TO PRESENT PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRY 
AND TRADE 

1. The foundat'ions of modern business in gene"al con- I, IX, J. 

fide-lice and credit. 

The present chapter is designed to afiord a link between 
Book I and Book II by applying some indications, furnished by 
observation of past phases of industry and trade, as part of the 
basis for a study of business under present conditions. 

'\/' A chief feature of economic evolution has been the SJ:!Iiual 
emergence of the notion of a "business point. of view" in regard 
to -thtiMtairs of life. That phrase could not have been under
stOod in a primitive society: and there is a sense in which it 
may be argued that business operations are merely one drift of 
a tendency to adapt means to ends, which is universal through
out all forms of life. Biology is indeed discovering numerous 
ways in which inheritance and natural selection--suppl"mented 
by the imitation of the successful actions of parents'lInd other 
older individuals, and by other post-natal influences-have 
enabled even low grade animal. so to adjust their structure 
and their operations to their environment, that they may be 
able to utilize it for their own benefit with ever increasing ease, 
efficiency and certsinty'. 

I Thi. remark dooa DOt assume that acquired faeultica are inherited from 
parents by children a.t their birth: it is sufficient for the argument that childreD 
automa.tically imitate the actions of those by whom they are surrounded, and 
are especially aonaitive to suggestions from tho ua.m.ple. of mother and father: 
while .aquired skill and faculty in small mat~. aa well .. in large, pau from 
parente to ohildren by definite instruction. But .. protest may be pcrmiaaible 
against the pretonaiOD' of lOme upouenta of Mendelian doctrine that .ritb~ 
metioaJ. averagee of ob.tf:.rvation of inheritanoe by moe and vegetablea &JIUl'd 
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/ I, IX, 1. Most of these adjustments are in regard to the functions of. 
individual members of a species separately: but one large part 
of them has to do with the military organization of the various 
members of a group, and another and yet larger part with their 
business organization. It is probable that anthills and beehives 
have been highly organized business concerns during very many 
more centuries, than those whieh have seen human business 
organizations of equal complexity and efficiency: but, so far as 
we know, the organization of ants and bees has been automatic 
and uoconscious, without direction by foresight and deliberate 
contrivance. On the other hand there has been some element 
of conscious adaptation of means to ends in nearly every organi
zation of human business. And, though the automatic elements 
preponderated greatly over the conscious and deliberate elements 
in early phases of economic growth, yet changing conditions 
were gradually met by qniet adjustments. Elementary, partial 
division of labour grew up between individual members of the 
same family, between families, and between neighbouring villages, 
or clans. Here were the origins of business trust and confidence, 
which were indeed enforced within each group by the social 
penalty of ostracism: an offender against his neighbours became 
an outcast, often without refuge. 

As amall commuoities merged and increased in size, an 
olIender could more .easily move from the scene of his trans
gression. The extension of neighbourliness lowered its intensity; 
and in consequence the trust between neighbours became less 
habitual and instinctive. In other words life became in some 
degree "business-like"; and ere long the transactions between 
neighbours began to be governed by arithmetical comparisons 

conolusive proof that the char&eters which children bring into the world with 
them, are incapable of being affected by the put mode of life of their parente. 
Mondelia.na do Dot olaim. to know what oausea originate dHlerencea between 
elementary germa: it &eeml to be certain that ch&nges in the mental a.nd mont! 
habite of a human being are reJlected in h.ia face: and. Mendeliu arithmetio 
baa little direct bearing on the queation whether the Ilutrition supplied to 
gorms in the body of a person exoessively addicted to drink or other senauaJ. 
indulgenoes may oot. reault in the birth of • child with lea firm character than 
it would ha.vo had, if the parent ha.d lived soberly and chastely. Some Meodf'lians 
concede that it does: and the gradual development of truatwort.by et.a.tistice 
of inherited mental and moral chancten may ultimately lead Co further ad· 
milaioDi in the same direotio.D. 
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between the value of that which was given, and that which was I, n. 1. 

received in exchange. 
The traders who bought goods in one locality and sold them 

in another were distinctively business men. But the greater 
number even of them seldom needed tq look long ahead or 
very far afield: partIy because they were in personal touch with 
those from whom they bought, and to whom tbey sold; and 
were thus directly cognisant of nearly all changes (except those 
arising out of war, famine and plagne) which were likely to 
upset their calculations in the short time over which each such 
transaction generally ran. On the other hand a broad confidence I 
in the steadfastness and efficiency of large and various markets J 
i. a necessary condition of the highly complex modem division u 
of labour among producers, and between producers and middle
men: for indeed ahnost every considerable operation of business 
involves some speculation based on well-informed confidence. 
The whole mechanism of society rests on confidence: it per
meates all life, like the air we breathe: and its services are apt to 
be taken for granted and ignored, like those of fresh air, until 
attention is forcibly attracted by their failure. When confidence 
is shaken by a rumour of war or of civil commotion, or of dis
turbing financial legislation, or of extensive frauds or rash trading 
by important firms, then business life is stifled; and men yearn 
for the wholesome atmosphere that is associated with the general 
re·establishment of confidence'. 

This trust contains a personal element: but it contains 
. much more. For most of those on whose actions anyone 

.Jrelies are personally unknown to him. It is sometimes called 
, "commercial credit." But that term Seems not to cover the 
/ Whole of it: we may call it "social credit." It is analogous to 

personal credit. But it is also, and for the larger part, trust in 

I, The methoda of busineaa in the remoter dtatriota of New England a oen
tury ago throw much light on thOle of Mediaeval England: the ligbt iB ..u the 
brighter. beoause high intelligenoe and oult.urcd thought were being brought to 
bear OD crude materiiU oondition.. Profeaor Sherwood (QulU'terly JouNUlI 
0/ E~oMmiu. VlD. P. 167) tella bow hi, grandfather oeed to dreSI 8u for the 
rop81 and gra.io ba.ga needed on hil farm, and to make hil own shoes; but .Iowly 
gave up the habit, .. the growth of m:uketa around him gave him a double 
oonfidence that he oould advantageoaaly dispMI of Ilia grain to one ~t of people. 
ami obtain hia I'Opei and ahoee from another. 
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I, .x,!Y'the character of society; in the stability of puhlic order, in 
freedom from disturhance at home and from foreign attack; in 
the gradual and harmonious development of economic condi
tions; in the prohity and reasonableness of people generally, 
and especially business men and legislators; and-to Jay special 
stress on one important detail-in the solidity and good working 
of that currency which acts as a medium of exchange and a 
standard measure for )lauging economic obligations and trans
actions of all kinds./ The breadth, persistency, and fluidity 
0'£ modern markets enable the producer to make things on 
the "speculative" chance of selling -them, with a reasonable 
confidence that he knows beforehand approximately the price 
at which he will he able to sell them; whether they be finished 
or half-finished commodities, or raw materials, or implements 
that have no value except to people engaged in other industries 
-people whom he has perhaps never seen, but with whom the 
wide -ramifications of business keep him in constant, if un
conscious contact. 

The modern producer throws all his energies into one 
particular group of operations, trusting that the same market 
organimtion, which secures for him in advance approximately 
known prices for his sales, will enable him to buy at approxi
mately known prices such things as Demay want; whether they 
be small supplies of personal necessaries and luxuries drawn 
from distant regions of the earth, or relatively lIorge supplies of 
just those highly specialized kinds of raw material and imple
ments which are used in his work. 

The merchant, the broker, and the financier are those who 
are most directly concerned with the machinery of modern 
marketing, and with the stability of the social credit; just lIS 

fire insurance companies are most directly concerned in pro
vision against fire. But a general reduction in the risks of fire, 
which would b. an unmixed gain to the general public, would 
bring loss lIS well as profit to the insurance companies: and 
tho •• who have profited most in the aggregate hy the growing 
efficienoy and stability of social credit, and market organization 
are the producing class rather than the trading class; and the 
general publio has gained most of all. 
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2. A preliminary review of changes, which sometimes I. IX. 2. 

render a ve,'Y large manufacturing or mining business in a 
measure independent of other industries in its neighbour-
hood. A note on the meaning of the word "productive." 

Economic progress has at last undermined Bome of the 
foundations of Petty's great rule that "Each country fiourisheth 
in the manufacture of its own native commodities." But yet 
most of them remain, though changed in form; and they are 
now. as formerly, intermingled with, and sometimes confused 
with, the advantages which an industry derives' from a large 
home market. In Petty's time, and very much later, people 
worked of course much for themselves in their own hou~es on 
whatever materials Nature supplied Iiherally to their hands: ., 
and, when a Bpecialized industry began to take the work over, it 

, found a large home demand ready to encourage its developmen~. 
Abundant raw material, and a large market for the finished 

. products, developed ever more highly specialized skill in the 
main industry, and ever stronger subsidi .. ry industries to supply 
its incidental requirements, and to work up its waste products. 
Each single business was on a small scale; and though it had 
access to many of the economies of production on a large scale, 
these were external to it, and coml!lon to the whole district. 

For long ages industrial leadership depended mainly on the 
number and extent of eentres of specialized skill in which these 
external economies abounded: a relatively small importsnce 
attached to those internal economies which any single business 
could attsin by the elaboration of its own plant, and to the 
subtle division of labour between its own employees. But with 
the growth of capital, the development of machinery, and the 
improvcment of the means of communication, the importance 
of internal economies has increased steadily and fast; while 
Bome of the old external economies have declined in importance; 
and many of thoBe which have risen in their place are national, 
or even cosmopolitan, rather than local. 

Associated with this change there has been Bome shifting 
in the relative importance of diJIerent orders of industrial 
capacity relatively to one another and to capital. The supply 
of skilled labour haa increased: but, partly under American 
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I, IX, 2. influence, machinery has covered so large a range of work that 
a comparatively short training enables a youth, who is naturally· 
alert, to control a manufacturing proceB8 that not long ago would 
have required the work of a great number of artisans. 

Skilled labour is indeed better remunerated than ever 
before. But while the earlier stages of machine production 
tended to raise the wages of skilled labour ·even faster than 
those of unskilled; the later stages have tended to diminish, 
relatively at least, the volume of the demand for that sort of 
highly developed manual skill, which requires special training 
from boyhood upwards. There are a few industries in which 
a considerable supply of skill of this kind is as imperatively 
neceB88ry as ever: and an attempt to start such an industry 

, /in a new home has great difficulties and risks. But the cbief 
V need of the large majority of modern industries is for alert 
. intelligence, good judgment, promptneB8 and trustworthineB8 

in conduct on the part of the more responsible employees. 
Where this need has been met, resolute and capable men 
and women can generally be found who will quickly acquire 
adequate familiarity with the materials, the plant, and the 
operations of the industry. Such an industry can be started 
by a powerful firm; if it imports a considerable stafl of leading 
men into a district, the population· of which is energetic 
and has a fair share of alert intelligence. Modern facilities 
of communication by railway, and motor traffic; by post, tele
graph and telephone facilitate this independence of local aid: 
and a powerful firm can sometimes set up a railway siding of 
its own, 

Another disruptive influence, which helps a strong business 
./ in able hands to be independent of its surroundings, is tho 

certainty with which business SUcceB8 attracts capital. It is 
often more difficult for a Email business to borrow a thousand 
pounds than for one, which is ten times as large, to borrow fifty 
thousand: and there is practically no limit to the amount of 
capital that the public is ready to place at the command of a 
joint .... tock company, which has already done great things, and 
is believed to be in strong hands. For indeed the stock of capital 
bas grown so much fsater even than the &COpe for its WIll in 
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industry, that capital is always at the command of those who have 1, ox, B. 

both the mental faculty and the moral character needed for 
turning it to good account. . 

The keynote of this change was struck by the American 
Francis Walker, who said as early as 1876 that the man who has 
the faculties required "-to shape and direct production, and to 
organize and control the industrial machinery ... rises to be 
master of the situation. It is no longer true that a man becomes, 
an employer hecause he is a capitalist, Men command capital 
because they have the qualifications to profitably employ labour. 
To tbese captains of industry ... capital and labour resort for 
opportunity to perform their several functions'." 

The drift of capital and labour to the control of the best 
business faculty within a country is gaining force, and is being 
accompanied by a similar drift from one country to another. 
The great buainess energy of Germany attracts to her industrial 
districts labour from countries in Europe equally well endowed 
by Nature. The great business energy of the United States 
has caused her population to increase very rapidly, even after 
her best natural resources have passed into private ownership, 
and the new comer might be able to obtain elsewhere better 
opportunities of becoming the owner of rich land with but; little 
outlay. It is true that these countries have not recently borrowed 
very much external capital for public and private investment to 
match the-increase of this population; but the reason is that 
indigenous capital has been growing very fast in Germany, and 
at a stupendous rate in the United States. 

And again a new keynote is struck:-" A few managing 
Britons or Americans can now readily be obtained to establish 
manufactures in any part of the world, and educate nations to 
become satisfactory workers .••. The seat of manufacturing is 
now, and will continue to be more and more, simply a question 
where the requisite materials are found under suitable conditions. 

\ 
Capital and labour have lost the power they once had to attract 
raw materials; these now attract labour and capital"." This 
\.eynote may perhaps have been struck a little too sharply. 
But it is certainly true that manufactures on a large acaIe can 

I TM W G{1U Questiott, obI lIV • 

• Carnogi .. lUdorial AdMIN III S' A_'., 1902, pp 1,8. 
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I, IX, 2. be created, wherever the resources of nature are favourable,. 
much more quickly than was possible before the recent develop
ments of mech,,:nical processes of production. It is no longer 

'

necessary that several generations of workers should BUccCSllively 
be trained to a gradually higher pitch of specialized skill. And, 
what is in many cases almost as important, a new industry 
.ill not as dependent as formerly on the parallel development 

Vof subsidiary industries in its neighbourhood, which may supply 
its minor wants and turn its by-products to account. Machinery 
lind other implements can now be brought from almost any 
distance in standardized shapes; and the other services, many 
of which used to be rendered by subsidiary industries, can now 
be performed in subsidiary workshops, erected for the purpose 
by a single vast factory. 

The great business, which is set up far from cognate indus
tries, has to trust very much to ita own resource.. not only on its 
"productive" side, but also in regard to marketing; that is in re
gard to buying what it needs and selling what it produces. This 
points to the facts, which will receive much attention later on, 
that an increasing part of the activity of a manufacturing firm 
is now given to marketing; and that indeed the line of division 
between production and marketing is increasingly blurred. 

According to popular usage agriculture, fisbing, mining and 
manufacture are productive, because they produce new goods 
into the field of business: wbile transport and commerce merely 
change the positions and the ownership of goods which are 
already in that field. But man does not make coal, he merely 
transports it from its bed to the surface; and thus makes it 
potentially useful; its usefulness is nearly complete when 
delivered by carrier and merchant into a private cellnt; and is 
quite complete when delivered by a domestic servant to the 
fireplace; Thus the common distinction between "productive" 
industries and others rests on no scientific basis. But it corre
sponds to a division, which plays a considerable part in economic 
studies; the objections to coining a new term to take its place 
are very great; and for the present at least we must be content 
to use it'. 

1 The atudent of lOienoe wboae diJooveriea promote the advance of m&D.U-
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3. General causes ",hich have given to the leaders of I, lX, s. 
p,·oductive indust"y much of the prominence and respousi- . 
hility, that fmme,.{y belonged almost exclusively to g,·eat 
merchants. 

The chief beginnings of bold capitalistic speculation were 
in the long distance trade, and especially in that between different 
countries. As has already been noted, it was relatively small 
in volume, being confined mainly to a rew fine and costly manu
factures; and to things, which could be obtained ouly by special 
favour of Nature in particular places: ·but, slight as it was, this 
trade was the chief training ground for those faculties which 
distinguish the master minds in business at the present day. 
In it alone was there large scope for economic initiative and far
reaching foresight; for the power of controlling great numbers 
of subordinates of all ranks, from the unskilled porter to the 
highly responsible officer who was often at once captain of a 
ship and chief administrator of a large moving storehouse of 
valuable goods. During long ages the land and the authority of 
Government were indeed the chid sources of great accumula
tions of wealth: but gradually even powerful rulers began to 

. ~'lean for financial support on the shoulders of those who had 
reaped the harvests of large mercantile business1• 

flMlture haa as good .. right in the o.bstract to be oalled productive, as the com· 
manding officer haa to be Galled a soldier, though he may not handle any 
weapon. 

1 Of aaurae every great empire of early B.I well ae of recent times hll.8 af· 
forded A training iiCround for the fa.culties of organization and administration 
in N'gard to the .ffaire of Government in peace and war; and, in the ho.nda of 
" mall p~lel9ing buaineaa geoiuB and aptitude, the work sometimes reoched Il 
high Bt.andlud of technical es:cellence. But the procoodi.nga were baaed ou 
force rat.her t.han on Lree bllrgaining: &rbitrary decisions governed incominga 
and outgoings .. like; .nd those who amass!'d l&rge fortune! from handling tl10 
publio revenues, from aelling privileges, Bnd even from the ownenhip of large 
tracta of land, were not always endowed witb high construotive fooulty. The 
l'ftgemblanoe of the fortunea of Richelieu, Ma.r.arin and Fouquet to thoae of 

. predatory Roman Prooonaula b&l been ma.de fa.miliar by Dumas. The large 
aba.ro of the (onuoea of eminent mercha.nta, which W&8 derived from the necca· 
aitios of King and State on the Continent generally, is indioated by Ehrenberg, 
/JtM Z~1al.ler dd' Fuggef'. M. d' Avenel (in Lu rieAu depui.t .sep' eMU am; and ~ 
.uwative chBpter .. De quoi lie oompoaa.ien' lee IlDciennea forlun .... of bis 
[)trolU1MU d' """loire fOCiClk) diaOU8gel the impodanoe of ransoma ... IOOI'Ce 

of wwJt.h; and obaervtll (po 260) that .. priaoner lelVed .. a IOn of negotia.ble 
bID 01 OltDh..,., oooordlDs flo hill'ODIom, with which. deb • ..uSh. be paicl. 
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I,1:s, 3V Merchants were the "Venturers" or U Adventurers" from. 
whom modern enterprise descended. They had a large part in 
the coordination and the finance of localized manufacture, as 
soon as it began to outgrow the capacity of the small master 
working with two or three a88istants./ The clothiers and other 
merchants, who let out wool to be spun and woven to their 
orders on the Yorkshire streams at the end of the eighteenth 
century, were men of a larger scope than the "manufacturers": 
and Liverpool Merchants looked down upon the Manchester 
cotton spinners, even after a hundred years of mechanical 
inventions had raised the capitalist manufacturer up to the 
level of leading merchants in regard to the magnitude of his 
operations, and had entrusted to him a greater responsibility 
than theirs as a leader of men. It may possibly be true that 
no industrial leader of recent times has excelled Watt and 
Stephenson in creative faculty, or Boulton in administrative: 
for they were foreed to rely mainly on their own strength; 

. whereas only a small percentage of those ideas, which are turned 
to account in any existing business, were creared in that business. 
But yet th\ work of some great manufacturing and other pro
ductive busine88es in the present age has demanded a combina
tion of faculties almost as rare as those of Watt and Boulton; 
together with other acquirements and resources which were not 
in demand, and were not forthcoming, in the earlier age. 

This development is the result of many causes: most of 
V which are connected with the magnitude and complexity of 

modern industrial operations, and their intricate relations to 
and dependence on one another. The stage has been passed 
at which a great idea is almost self·sufficing: it has to be 
elaborated in connection with others already in p088ession of 
the same or neighbouring parts of the industrial ficld; and 
its application is therefore not an act, but a long process,'; 
needing patience and large resources of mind and perhaps of 
capital. For instance, when a new mechanical idea has been . 
oreared, its translation into a smoothly-working business 
machine generally involves a long series of experimental stages: 
the constant increase in the size and complexity of the machine
unit often causes such an experimental stege to need the 
consideration of many more Bide issues than formerly, and 
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perhaps to cost hundreds or thousands of pounds, where tens J, lX, 3-

or hundreds would have sufficed for the simpler and smaller 
appliances of a few generations ago. There is therefore a large 
class of improvements, of which prominent examples may bo 
found in the heavy steel industry and again in the manufacturel 
of monster printing presses or other machines, which are beyond 
the range of anyone who does not unite the command of a great 
business concern, with the possession of high faculty for appre-
ciating new inventions, if not for creating them. Again, most 
of the so-called "chemical" industries, together with others in 
s~me of those connected with metals, glass, oil, explosives and 
other things, which are not commouly regarded as chemical, 
offer exceptional opportunities for those great business men 

! in Germany and elsewhere, whose genius is partly scientific, and 
who have founded laboratories within their own works. So 
far as these considerations are concerned, the growth of large 
industrial capitals tends to promote technical progress: the 
inclination of the great manufacturer to take a direct interest 
in engineering chemical and other studies works wholly for good 
in raising the prestige of industry. 

Again, a progressive business must sometimes rouse an 
interest in ite improved and new-fashioned products: and if they 
are very expensive, as for instance electrical power plants are, the 
marketing side of the business must be very strong and enter
prising and courageous: he who can discharge these functions 
adequately must include among his qualities and aptitudes those 
of a great merchant. 

Lastly the administrative head of a giant business must hold 
tugether several thousands of employees of various grades in 

. an order which, while harmonious and disciplined, yet elicits 
\their individual and spontaneous enterprise: and for this he 
must have some of the chief qualities that are reqnired of the 
commander of an army. He is not a_" C8Jl..t;!i.~indu.try; " 
he is 8 U general" in control9f several regiments. 

Thus it appears that the term a "large business" has become 
ambiguous. Not very long ago a business was almost always 
concentrated in one place: it might have agencies and branch 
ollices elsewhere; but they were under the control of the central 
bureau. Now, however, a single company frequently owns 
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I, 1%, 4. several large establishments engaged in the same or allied 
branches of a great industry; each of them being self·contained 
as regards plant, material and executive, though all are under 
the same supreme financial control. So far as technical efficiency 
is concerned, each of these establishments is a separate business. 
But the central control can bring the experience of each part to 
bear in guiding the whole: and can defray the costs of large 
experiments, the benefit of which will be available to the whole. 
Again, each may have some advantage in being secure either of 
a good market for its products, or of a good supply of its own 
requirements in half-finished products, from some of its sister 
establishments acting under orders from the directors of the one 
financial business that includes them all. Further the technique 
of each establishment may be indirectly strengthened by the 
opportunity afforded to it of keeping expensive specialized 
plant in nearly continuous activity on a relatively small range 
of work; while other parts of orders, coming to the central 
bureau, are told off to dillerent establishments, which also work 
intensively within II narrow range. In so far liS this can be don"e 
the technical efficiency of the business as a whole appears to 
correspond rather to its aggregate capital than to that which is 
invested in anyone of its establishments. 

In fact, however, the question is much more complex than 
this. "Noone is so wise as all the world"; and no single 
business is as powerful as the whole industry to which it belongs. 
A large open mark.t effects an automatic distribution of tasks 
to those establishments which are severally best fitted for them. 
The domination of a few large businesses may impair the efficiency 
of the open market; lind the aggregate technical efficiency of the 
country may be less than if each large establishment had been 
less independent', 

4., Some obsertJations on tluJ assumption that social and 
economio tendencies, u.hicl. are general and seem nat1l1'al, are 
to be accepted as inevitable and beneficial. 

Increasingly throughout our coming study we shall be con-\ 
cerned to inqnire how far industrial progress is dependent on \ 

I The subjects of this Beatian are oomidered more fully in Book II; and 
reference ill made to lOm.e of them in the last ohaptet of the volume. 
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I 
individual and how far on collective action: how far it depends 
on ceaseless initiative; and how far on broad ideas and know
ledge, which when once acquired pass speedily into ~ommon 
ownership; and become part of the collective wealth, in the first 
instance of the countries to which the industries specially 
affected belong, and ultimately of the whole world. We must 
consider how the embodiment of a new knowledge cr a new idea 
in a new or improved industrial implement or method is J:kely 
to require the control of a large capital. We must examine 
the limitation which this condition imposes on the utilization 
of the world's stores of creative faculty in the development of 
the material sources of well-being. We must inquire how far the 
gains, which accrue to a giant business as the apparent results 
of its fine initiative and its prudent courage in taking financial 
risks, are really its own; how far such gains are increasing the 
dominance of large capitals; and lastly how far the tendencies 
thus resulting are desirable, and how far they are inevitable. 

Even thoughtful men are still often in aome measure under 
the dominion of the old notions that those changes, which are 
general, are probably irresistible; and that to resist them is 
flying in the face of nature. But subordination to natural} 
tendencies, when pushed to its extreme logical issue, is blind 
fatalism. It is true that capitalistic aggregations, approximating 
to the mechanical routine of a socialistic bureaucracy, have so 
far been most prominent where economic progress has been most 
rapid; but so also have the pallid faces caused by a scarcity of 
fresh air and sunligbt. Sources of individual or social decay an{ 
aometimes most dangerous, when they are associated with great 
achievements, and rich benefits. 

Darwin's "law of the survival of the fittest" is often mis
understood; Nature being supposed to aocure, through com
petition, that those ahall survive who are fittest to benefit the 
world. But the law really is that those races are most likely 
to survive, who are best fitted to thrive in their environment: 
that is, to tum to th.ir own account those opportunitiea which 
the world offers to them. A race of wolves that has well organized 
plans for hunting in packs is likely to survive and spread; 
because those plans enable it to catch its prey, not because they 
confer a benefit on the world. 

175 
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1,1%,4. The common opinion is, however, not as wholly false in 
substance as it is in form. For almost every increase in power, 
which any race of men has acquired, can be traced to some social 
qualities whicb have enabled that race to overcome the difficul
ties that lie in the way of obtaining the necessaries and comforts 
of life; or to overcome its human enemies, or both. Success in 
war may indeed be partly due to ferocity of character. But, 
though it could perhaps not have been predicted a priori, the 
social qualities, habits and institutions of a conquering race 
have in. the past generally been of a stronger fibre than those 
of the conquered. The temper which enables wolves to maintain 
the discipline of the pack, has in it something that is noble; and 
the world has in fact gained a good deal from those qualities 
which have enabled the dog, a domesticated wolf, to take a high 
rank among living creatures. But man is not bound to follow 
the slow steps by which the race of wolves has passed through 
disciplined ferocity to higher things. 

Again, by aid of "natural selection" certain insects, and 
flowers from which they gather. honey, mutually modify one 
another, till the insects ensure themselves an abundance of 
food by the untiring efficiency with which they fertilize the 
flowers. And in like manner, while it is true that those in
stitutions tend to survive which have the greatest faculty for 

I utilizing the environment in developing their own strength; 
it is also true that, in so far as they in return benefit the en-

I
I vironment, they strengthen the foundations of their own strength, 

.!,nd thereby increase their chance of surviving and prospering. 
On this account then we may admit that the mere existence of 
broad tendencies towards the dominance of the joint-stock form 
of administration and towards combinations of semi-monopo
listic scope, affords some reason for thinking that these tendencies 

ake for the public good. But it is only a prima facie reason, 
and not a very strong one. 

The earlier socialists, neglecting the teachings .of history, 
constructed ideal societies, which probably would have been un
stable even in a world consisting solely of people, whose unselfish 
love of humanity was as eager and unalloyed as their own. 
Marx and hi. followers resolved to be practical, and argued that 
history showed a steadily hastening growth of large busineases 
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and of mechanical administration by vast joint-stock companies: I, D<,4. 

and they deduced the fatalistic conclusion that this tendency is 
irresistible; and must fulfil its destiny by making the whole 
State 'into one large joint-stock company, in which everyone 
would be a shareholder. But no one would have much Bcope 
for independent initiative, and .. glib tongue would be likely to 
give a man more prominence and influence than could often be 
attained by originality and energy: while those, who just escaped 
discipline as sluggards, might often have an unduly .. sy exist-
ence. 



BOOK II 

DOMINANT TENDENCIES OF BUSINESS 
ORGANIZATION 

CHAPTER I 

THE ADJUSTMENT OF PRODUCTION TO DElIlAND 
IN AN OPEN MARKET 

II, " 1. 1. Some introductory observations. 

The general relations of Books II and III to Book I have 
already been indicated: the growth of massive production, and 
the ever increasing size of the representative business unit in 
almost every branch of industry and trade, which have moved 
with ever increasing speed during recent centuries, are now to 
be studied in their present forms, and with some regard to 
their probable future tendencies: It remains to add a rew words 
here as to the relations between the methods of business in open 
markets, with which alone Book II is concerned; and those in 
markets in some degree under monopolistic control, which are 
the subject of Book III. 

The line of division between the two classes is indeed in
distinct: they shade into one another by imperceptible degrees. 
And, further, "competition" and "monopoly" -do not cover the 
whole field of industry and trade. Some good work is done 
and more might with great advantsge be done by associations 
which aim at· the joint performance of special tasks. Some of 
this "cooperative work," in the original use of the term, hlle 
long been done by !leverlll lustitutes of Engineers and others, 
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whose interests are partly of a professional and partly of a II, I. I. 

business character. 
In this respect British buainess men may profit by a study 

of the constructive part of the work of German cartels: for tb", 
can be separated from their control of marketing, and in some 
cases of production, in the pursuance of monopolistic. end •. 
Such associated efforts need not encroach on the freedom 0 

each busincss to manage its own affairs in its own way: they 
are entirely in accordance with the frank and generous character 
of the British race; and tbey bave been developed rapidly in 
several directions, with the patriotic purpose of facilitating the 
provision of munitions· and other requirements· of the country 
during the World-war. 

No doubt such cooperation is not in harmony with that of 
aggressive competition, which was frequently to be observed 
among the crude, though energetic men, who mastered English 
industry in the first half of last century. They were, no doubt, 
often inclined to regard buainess as a species of warfare, in 
which every man's hand must be against his neighbour: and 
they sometimes found more pleasure in the empty defeat of 
competitors than in an increase of solid prosperity, which was 
shared by all. And some prominent writers have disparaged the 
spirit of economic freedom by the assumption that it involves 
that old bitter contentiousness. But in fact there is no neces
sary connection between the two. The representative British 
business man of the present century has a broader mind and .. 
more generous character than such an argument assumes: his 
progress in mind and character towards higher things during 
recent generations is one of the most nataLie changes on record. 

It is however true that the complacency, which was generated 
by too easy success in the third quarter of last century, has not. 
yet wholly disappeared from all branches of British industry'. 
Many opportwlities and occasions for cooperative effort, especi· 
ally in relation to the scientific problems of industry, have been 
neglected; and the World-war found so much to be desired in 
this respect, that the active intervention of Government became 
more urgent than might otherwise have been the case. ·But 
so hearty has been the response in nearly every industry to tile 

1 See 1. Y. 1, 1. 
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ll. ,.1. 2. A mbiguities of the terms M Uj",et, and Cost of pro-. 
duction. 

The term market is used in many different connections; 
and in scarcely any two has it exactly the same significance. 
This difficulty has its origin in the ordinary discourse of life; 
where the context, or a special explanation, indicates the 
particular use of the term intended: and economists are com
pelled to. conform, in this as in many similar cases, to general 
usage. But a short account of the chief groups of these various 
uses will be proper to our prese,nt purpose'. 
LIn all its various significations, a· "market" refers to II 

group or groups of people, some of whom desire to obtain cer
tain 'things, and some 'of whom are in a position to supply what 
the others want .. A market may consist of all the inhabitants 
of a town, or of the whole country: or it may consist in effect 
only of those of them who have a epecial interest in something, 
as for instance zinc or leather. In some cases, dealings over 
the whole Western World may be worked out in such constant 
unison as to justify the phrase "world·market." Everyone 
buys, and nearly every producer sells, to some extent in a 
"general." market, in which he is on about the same footing 
with others around him. But nearly everyone has also some 
"particular" markets; that is, some people or groups of people 
with whom he is in somewhat close touch: mutual knowledge 
and trust lead him to approach them, and them to approach 
him, in preference to strangers,) A producer, a wholesale dealer, 
or a shopkeeper, who has built up a strong connection among 
purchasers of his goods, has a valuable property. He does not 
generally expect to get better prices from his clients than from 
others. But he expects to sell easily to them bccause they know 
and trust him; and he does not sell at low prices in oroer to , 
call attention to his business, as he often does in a market where 
he is little known. 
\.. The demand and the supply of a modern market are not 
definite stocks on hand at any time, but streams flowing at 
various rates during 8 year or some other appropriate period. 
There are a few exceptions. For instance, in a market for fish 

I See the oonoluding remarka of Appendiz A 
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on a hot day, with no access to cool storage, the supply is mercly II",2. 

the stock in· hand; and the demand is a short sharp movement 
on the part of a compact group of people. ~But as a rule supply 
is a gradual process, liable to be influenced at every stage by 
varying facilities for production, and varying expectations of the 
terms on which the product can be marketed. ) 

The term cost of production is commonly used in two YTery 
different senses. t Where the affairs of a particular business are 
under discussion, it always means mtmey C08t~ that is, the 
aggregate of the outlays in money, that are incurred directly or 
indirectly in the production of a certain thing. Among these 
are commonly included a reasonable rate of profit, together 
with insurance against risks: remuneration of the work of the 
owner of the business does not appear as a separate item in 
the accounts; but go .. with interest on capital under the head 
of profits. 

<-But in the discussion of social problems, it is often neces
sary to inquire whether certain businesses, which mayor may 
not be adequately remunerative to the persons concerned, are 
worth what they cost to the country or the world: and in this 
connection the term cost of production refers to real cost. The 
real co.t of production of a thing is the aggregate of efforts and 
sacrifices which are incurred in its production.) Thus the work 
of very young children in factories, even though paid for in money 
at the full market rate, is seldom worth its real cost: the satis
factions, which are derived from its contributions to production, 
are not worth the social cost of child life spent in grievous and 
depressing toil, and without an adequate education to prepare 
for the duties of after lifel • • 

A little care in wording will avoid all confusion between real 
and mODey costs of production.lBut there is another difficulty 
about the term "cost of prodtt.clion for a market" which is apt 
to be overlooked, and calls for careful attention. The manu
facturer, or other producer, adjusts his production to· his market 
80 as to obtain for himself the greatest net excess of receipts over 

1 The degree of corT&8pondonoe between the price paid for any prt.rticulo.r 
indUBUiu work &D.d its real coat, though .. matter of vital importance from t.he 
BOoial point of view, is not very oloely connected with the .ubject of this Book 
Tho relatlOIlI of _ 10 _to ItO 00I>0i_ iD II. or. 
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11, I, 2. his "expenses" or "money cost" of production; with due anow
ance for his own trouhle and risk, and for the use of his capital. 

Until goods are marketed their production is seldom of 
much avail in the modem world: and there is no uniformity of 
practice on the part of manufacturers and other producers as to 
the extent to which they themselves incur lahour and expense 
on behalf of the marketing of their goods. A manufacturer 
may sell to wholesale dealers who, after inspecting his goods on 
his premises, take their own measures for hringing them, to
gether with other goods, to the notice of retailers: hut even he 
must incur trouble and expense in attracting the attention of 
the merchants: and remuneration for this has to be included in 
the price received by him; for otherwise he would not earn 
profits adequate to his outlay. Heavier costs for marketing are 
incqrred by a manufacturer, if he sends round incessant streams 
of expensively equipped travellers to dealers of various sorts: 
and much heavier still, if he also advertises largely in order 
that the general publio may demand goods bearing his name 
or trade-mark from the dealers. 

Considerations of this kind will be found to underlie the 
general reasonings of economists as to the relations between 
demand, supply, and value; but perhaps they have not been 
made sufficiently prominent. The rule is simple. When 
considering the operations of demand and supply in governing 
price in any general market, we must aggregate the expenses 
up to one and the same point in regard to every transaction; 
and take the demand price at that point. The customs of each 
particular branch of industry and trade indicate the most 
conveuient point for this purpose: it is generally the point of 
delivery to a wholesale dealer, and less frequently to the retailer. 
In a few cases, such as that of bread, it is commonly the poin$ 
of delivery to the ultimate consumer, either at his own house or 
when fetched by him-a dillerence in detail of some practical 
importance'. 

I A ma.nufa.oturer sometimea sella in Ilia own shopa to the ult.ima.te OOD-

8umer goods luoh as are generally BOld to a middleman; and then h.ia point of 
delivery ma.y be reduced back olose to the oustomary (manufacturera) point by 
deduoting the upenaea. direct and indireot. of his shops together with &llow
ance for hia own trouble and risk in regard to them, from the total e%p8D.M11 of 
hiI buaiDou: and at tho _. tim. deduotiDg tho ".., poSta 01 tho middlo-
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3. Increased supply, demand being constant, lowe,'s II, I, s. 
price both immediately and ultimately,. though in 'Various 
deg"ees for different things. Increased demtcnd for a manu
factured product g~lly sets up forces tending to lower 
cost, and therifo~, e:x:cept when increased supplies of 
raw material can be obtained only at greater cost: but its 
immediate effect is always to raise price. 

So far little account has been taken of the time required for 
the development of the full results of changed conditions, 
whether on the side of demand or supply. Economic doctrines, 
when expressed in short and handy form, generally neglect this 
element of time: they imply that certain results will follow 
on certain causes, leaving the common sense of the reader to 
supply the qualification-"provided no great change, working 
in a different direction, set in before the effects of these causes 
have time for full development." This qualification being ig
nored, the doctrines are taken to be unconditional; and thus 
trouble arises: for, though the causes perhaps begin to produce 
the effects assigned to them, they have not gone far before their 
iulluenco is modified or even overborne by other causes with 
different tendencies. This shows that economic doctrines can
not be stated correctly in a few words. 
( The growth of demand is in fact gradual. People take some 

time to learn the uses of a thing which they had regarded as 
beyond their means. When the price comes within their reach, 
the more alert may begin to use it, and others in their own 
class may gradually follow') But there may be hindrances in the 
way: the thing itself may be of little service without subsidiary 
appliances that are not yet provided for general use. Thus a 
fall in the price of gas cannot produce its full effects on consump
tion till people have had time to experiment with gas-engines 

men. through whOl8 banda similar goode generally paaa. from the price which 
he receives. The roaulta thU! reached will Clo:rreapond to thoae luggeated by aD 

observation of the relatione between wholeaa.la demand, aupply~ and price. 
They may be faulty in p&rtioular in.ta.nOOI: but if the profits of me.nufactuI'Cra 
who retail thoir own goods were ba.bituaJly muoh greater than ia indicated on 
thi. plM. the practice of the market would ohange: middlemen would be 
eliminated; and the point of delivery at whioh expenses and price would aJ.ike 
be reekoned. would be the ultimate ooDlumer. All this. however. must be taken 
broadly; and IUbjoct to the reflection which will shortly be developed that the 
p>OOuotion of goodo foIld tho marketing of gooda ... not act., bul __ 
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11,',8. lind gas-cooking stoves for unaccustomed uses; and perhaps not 
even till a gradually increasing demand has improved and 
standardized, and thus cheapened the gas-engines and stoves: 
and this growing familiarity may of course be checked by a 
further development of, say, electrical appliances. Again, a fall 
in the fares charged Qn a tram line or suburban railway will not 
have exhausted its efi'ect on increasing the traffic, till new houses 
have been built near one end to accommodate people whose 
work lies near the other end. 

In this connection it will be well to introduce au academic 
term, that will he much needed later on.tIf a given fall in the 
price at which a thing is ofi'ered causes a great increase in the 
amount demanded, the elasticity or respunsiVene88 of tkmand is 
said to be great; and, if it causes only a small increase, the 
elasticity is said tp be smalll~ . 

(It is a general rule that a lowering of the price, at which a 
thing i. offered, increases demand. c.. The increase will be great 
or small according as the demand is elas.tic or inelastic: and 
either a long or short time may be required for developing the 
extended uses of the commodity, which are rendered possible by 
the fall in price} But (at all events if exceptional cases, in which 
a thing is driven out of fashion by a fall in its price, be neglected) 
the influence of price on demand is similar in character for all 
commodities. And, further, those demands which show high 
elasticity in the long run, generally show a high elasticity almost 
at once: BO that it is reasonable to speak of the demand for a 
commodity as being of high or low elasticity without specifying 
how far we are looking ahead. 

l But while the response of demand to increased supply acts 
o~Iice always in one direction, though with varying degrees of 
intensity; the response of supply to increased demand acts on 
costs, and therefore on price, in difierent directions according 
t;;" circumstances.) Its immediate tendency is to raise price: its 
later efi'ect, in the case of manufactured and BOme other goods, 
is gradually to lower costs and tberefore price.) 

It is, of course, true that an increase in the scale of produc

• If the increase in amount for eaoh small f&lJ. of price ia proportionately 
equal to the faJ.l. the elasticity iI said to be one; if twice .. gre.t. it is lAid to be 
I",,: if on1y tbtoe.qu .. tero .. _to il ia aaid to be Ih .... qu ... tero, ODd 10 OD. 
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tion of each manufacturing (or other "Increasing Return") II,I,a. 
industry opens out to it almost invariably opportunities for a 
gradual increase of the internal economies to be derived from 
fit coordination of more extensive varieties of specialized ability, 
skill and plant; as well as for the standardization of products, 
and for dealing in the most favourable markets. Again an in-
crease in the scale of production of the industry as a whole, or 
even in that of the industries which supply its needs, tends to 
open to.each business in the industry, whether large or small, 
access to improved plant, improved methods, and a variety of 
other II external" economies. But all these tendencies· are 
gradual: some move fast; others require several years, and others 
again several decades for their full development. 

<.. Even stronger cases can be found of the importance of the 
element of time in regard to the economies of manufacture on a 
large scale.JA'large, standing, order for rifles or cartridges of 
a particular pattern can be filled more cheaply than a small 
one; because the large. order will enable the cost of adapting 
plant specially to tbat pattern to be spread very thin over a 
large surface. In fact, this position is somewhat similar to that 
of the printing trade, whicb will take an order for fifty tbousand 
copies of a book at a much lower rate than for five thousand, and 
at a very much lower rate than for five bundred; because tbe 
same expense of setting up type has to be incurred in all three 
cases. And yet a sudden and unexpected order for a million 
rilles, to b. delivered promptly, couid not be filled at as Iowa rate 
as one for a hundred thousand. For the larger order would 
require more plant: and much labour skilled and unskilled, 
not specially adapted to the work, might need to be forced into 
it.lThus, the tendency to .. rise of the price at which inereased 
quantities of anything can be obtained (or their "supply-price") 
dominates as .. rule all industries in regard to short periods~ It 
is therefore even more necessary to make explicit reference to 

, the period of time which is allowed for the adjustment of supply
price to changed conditions of demand, than it is to make refer
ence to the period required for the adjustment of demand-price 
(that is the price at which any given amount will find purchasers) 
to changed conditions of supply'. 

, With ~ to Don poriode, ond eopoolally to the tran ... tlOII.I .1 • 
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11,',8. It is to be further observed that the effects of a steady in-
crease in demand for a commodity on the economies at the· 
command of the industry,. which makes it, cannot be properly 
studied. without some reference to the conditions of industries, 
which supply it with plant and other things. If its increased 
demand for their products enables it to fill its requirements 
at lower costs than before, then an increase in the demand for 
its products will enable it to lower their price more than would 
have been possible otherwise: and therefore yet further to 
incr ..... its sales, and therefore to obtain yet further economies 
of production on a large scale and so on. That is to say, the 
economies of production on a large scale can seldom be allocated 
exactly to anyone industry: they are in great measure at
tached to groups, often large groups, of correlated industries. 

It is "ot necessary to pursue this matter further here, 
because so long as competition works freely throughout the 
industries concerned, the share which each industry in such a 
group obtains of the aggregate economies and gains resulting 
from the increased demand, is governed by broad causes; a 
comparatively small place being left for commercial strategy. 
But if any of the industries in the group are under some degree 
of monopolistic control, the matter becomes important, as will 
be seen in Book m. 

So far no account has been taken of the dependence of 
manufacture on supplies of raw material coming from the two 
"extractive" industries, agriculture and mining. They are 
commonly classed as "Diminishing Return industries," because 
in them Nature's resistance to a greatly increased demand 
generally overbears in the long run the force derived from those 
resources which man provides: but in fact the constraints which 
she exerts in the two cas .. differ fundamentaJly_ 

dealer's market there ~ a.n n elaaticity of IlUpply" which oorresponds closely to 
elasticity of demand: that is, 8. given rise in price will cause 8. great or a amaH 
increase in the offers whioh eeUera accept. according aa they have large or amall 
reserves in the background. and all thoy have formed low or high Mtimatea of 
the level of prioea at the next market. But in the more fandamental problema 
of supply our primary ooncern is with the costa at whioh • given amount of the 
aommodity can be produced on good notioe; and therefore amoont cannot ben> 
eDDvenientJy be regarded !WI a function of price. 
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Good cultivation "ill enable .. field to yield the same II, " 3-

amount of produce decade after decade in return for the same 
amount of labour as before: but, no improvement in the a.rta 
of cultivation being assumed, it will not, as a rule, enable an 
increased produce to be raised without the application of labour 
and capital increased more than in proportion. In other words, 
what is called .. Diminishing Return" in regard to agriculture 
relates to the difficulty of increasing the annual flow of produce, 
not of maintaining that flow. But what is often called by the 
same name in regard to mining relates to the difficulty of getting 
more produce out of .. mine, when its accessible and rich supplies 
of ore have been lessened hy a given tJ{JgregaJ£ amount, with but 
little reference to the period of time over which the operations 
have extended. 

In agriculture improved knowledge and methods are always 
contending against Nature's resistsnce to the demands made on 
her by an increasing population. And no guess can be made 
as to whether the ratio, which the agriculturist's produce bears 
to his efforts, direct or indirect, will increase or diminish; until 
it is known whether the rate of improvement of his methods 
and appliances is greater or less than the rate of increase of the 
demand. which he makes on his land'. e oi course this tendency to Diminishing Return in agriculture 
i. of little practical importsnce in .. sparsely peopled country; 
but it may press heavily on a country, which has a dense and 
rapidly growing population, unl .... large supplies of agricultural 
produce can be obtsined on favourable terms from abroad.") The 
pressure may be relieved a little, but only a little, by better 
adjustments, as for instsnce better forms of land tenure, or better 
education of the farmer'. 

I In regard to the ILCti.oO of an individual farmer. thia tendenoy may be 
npreaacd in tenn.I of money: but in regud to broad. problema it moat be 
uproaaed in terml of &mount. of applie.ncea and of product.. in epite of the 
inoonvenience caused. by varieti08 of labour, of farming plant, and of crops. For 
the price of staple foodl tend. to riee more th&n in proportion to any increaae 
of demlUld relAtinly to 8upply: so that the neoeaaity for a greatly inoreaaed 
production from the land illikely to increaae the agpegate money receipt.. of 
cultivat.ore more than their aggrega.te outlays. Thia difficulty is often overlooked. 

I It ia therefore on a wholly different footing from thoae tendenciea to 
diminiahing return which ariae when any produoor diatributee hia resonrcea 
inappropriAtely; .. when a farmer takea either mon land or less land than it 
appropria1Al to biI oapil&l: or ",hen the Dumber aI plaDilIg maclrin .. in a 
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II, " 4. 4. The cost of production which controls value relateJJ to 
whole processes of production rather than to any pal'tic·It/ar 
parcel of products. 

(The cost of anyone thing-a bale of cloth, a lawn~mower, or 
an engraving--cannot be definitely isolated from that of similar 
things made in the same process with it; that is, of things made 
by the aid, in whole or part, of the same business ability and 
organization, the same labonr, and the same machinery and 
other plant.) In other words, the cost of production, which 
exercises a dominant influence on value, is the cost of ~}lole 
E~oc~. This elementary but important principle (or chief 
head) of the doctrine of value has already been to some extent 
implied in the statement that the immediate influence exerted 
on cost, and therefore on price, by a great increase in the demand 
for a manufactnred product is generally in the opposite direction 
to ita ultimate eflect. 

We must go far from the facta of life to get a case, in which 
the cost of production of a single thing can be exactly deduced 
from the tctal cost of the business in which it is made: we must 
imagine a steady demand without fluctuations for the products 
of a business, all of which are of the same kind and made under 
the same conditions. If a hundred things are made by it al1I!ually, 
locomotive factory is either 80 large that several of them are ha.bituaUy idle. or 
ao small that work is frequently held up to wait for the pla.o.ing machine. Such 
troubles are Dot very frequent: they are tramitionaJ: they do Dot enter as a 
primal'Y factor into the conditions of human progress: and some little oonfueion 
168ms to have been oaused by lpe&king of the permanent tendenoy to Diminishing 
Return as though it were merely • partioular in.!Itance of numerous passing 
incident& For they do DOt, M it doea. materially affeot the rise and decline of 
natioDa; or throoteD to offer. ere many centuries have passed, ... tem oppo
sition to a further considerable inorease of the population of the world. 

This is not of great importance in relation to the atruoture of buainesa; 
whioh is the ohiO! matter now in hand. For indeed the reasonings. by which 
• farmer decides whether his capital will reach out to the profitable oultivation 
of o.n. additional piece of la.nd that happens to be .vailable for hire. are of the 
same ch&raeter as those by which he decides whether it will be better to buy hw 
own steam oultiv.t.or. or to hire one on ooca.sion. And again the reaeons by 
which lit manufacturer deoidoa whether to put an additional door on one of hie 
buildings Of to take a new piece of la.nd and put • low buildiog on it are similar 
to those by which he decides whether to instal an electrio suppJy of hia own or 
not. But, from the social point of view. land in an old conouy is in lit clau b1 
itaelf: for however it cbanges hands from one owner to anotber. the conntry' • 
• took of it iI fixed: and tbis is .. matter of the Jirat importaDoe In regr.rd to the 
inoidence of tu.a.tioll and other large wues. . 
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then the cost of each is a hundredth part of the total annual u, " <l 

cost of the business: or, in other words, it is the special cost 
of that thing together with a hundredth part of the general 
costs of the business for a year. This imaginary case is commonly 
taken as the starting·point in discussions of value. But it is not 
representative; and its suggestions are misieading.CIt is true that 
tbe prime cost of a particular thing call frequently be isolated: 
but its full cost cannot.) We must here go a little into detail as 
to this familiar distinction. Uts prime cost, in the narrow use 
of the term tbat is common in many industries, consists of those 
diJ:ect expenses for wages, coal, material, wear and tear of plant, 
etc., wbich are incurred by making it, and which would have 
been avoided if the process of production had stopped short of 
making it. But its full cost includes an appropriate share of the 
general charges of the business.) 

Thus the taking of an additional order is likely to involve 
an increase of the wages bill to nearly the full amount of the 
wages paid to the artisans e,nd labourers who work on it: but 
foremen and other trusted artisans are seldom dismissed even 
in slack times; and therefore parts at least of their wages are 
not prime costs in the strictest use of the term. Again, it is 
customary not to include any part of the office charges in prime 
costs; 'because the salaries paid at any time are but little 
affected by the amount of work that happens to be in hand at 
the time. But there are exceptions to this general rule also; for, 
when work is slack a vacancy in the office may be left unfilled 
for the time; or occasion may be taken to dismiss someone 
whose services are no longer desired. 
e The general charges include interest on capital employed; 

depreciation of buildings, machinery, eto., otherwise than by 
actual wear and tear; waries of officials ood otbers who cannot 
conveniently be discharged at short notice; and the whole cost 
of building up the organization of the business both internally 
and in relation to its customers.> And, over all, allowance must 
be made for the earnings (i.e. excess of profits over interest on 
capital, and insurance) of the heads of the business. 

The distinction between special (or prime) and general costs 
haa always the same character: but it differs in detail according 
to circumstances. In particular a great part of those OOIts 
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II, '0.$ which are properly regarded as "general" when a passing 
transaction is in view, must be regarded as "specia.l" wheiJ. 
reference is'made to one which extends over a long period. This 
consideration is very important in connection with the division 
of costs between two classes of things, in the production or 
marketing of which some use is made of the same plant, or the 
same business organization. If the period in view is short, it 
will often be impossible to assign approximately to each its 
proper share of the costs which are common to both; though 
such an assignment can be made fairly well with reference to 
a long period of time. The full significance of this contrast 
between short and long period results is apt to be overlooked: 
and it will appear to hold the key to many difficulties which 
we shall encounter later on; especially in connection with 
problems of marketing in the present Book, and the next. See 
also Appendix J. 

6. The distribution of the general costs of a business 
between the various products, to which its resources are 
devoted; wI tether they are "joint" in the slJ1l8e of being 
practically inseparable, or are produced" in common" for 
any other reason. 

:rhis class of consideration is reinforced if we look at cases 
of a group of "joint products" in that narrow sense of the term 
in which it is not pmcticable, or at all events not convenient, to 
produce anyone member of the group without at the same time 
producing the others. Instances of such groups are the meat, 
skin, and wool of a sheep; or again wheat and its straw. If the 
relative proportions of each of these were fixed absolutely by 
Nature, the cost of each group would need to be set as a single 
thing against the aggregate of the prices which could be got in 
the market for the several members of the groups.(Cost of pro· 
duction would have no part in determining their relative prices: 
that would lie wholly in the hands of demand. ") 

In practice, however, there are few, if any, cases of joint 
products the cost of production of both of which together is 
exactly the same as that of them ·alone. So long as any product 
of a business has a market value, it is almost sure to have 
devoted to it some special care and expense. If straw were 
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valueless, farmers would exert themselves more than they do to II, ,,6-
make the ear bear as large a proportion as possibJ.. to the stalk. 
Again, the importation of foreign wool has caused English sheep 
to be adapted by judicious crossing and selection so as to 
develop heavy weights of good meat at an early age, even at 
the expense of some deterioration of their wool.LIt is only 
when one of two things produced by the same process is value-
less, unsaleable, and yet does not involve any expense for its 
removal, that there is no inducement to attempt to alter its 
amount.) And it is only in these exceptional cases that we 
have no means of assigning the separate supply price of each 
of the joint produots. When it is possible to modify the pro
portions of these products, we can ascertain what part of the 
whole expense of the process of production would be saved, by so 
modifying these proportions as slightly to diminish the amount 
of one of them, without affecting the amounts of the others: and 
the expense of production of that part of this particular product 
which would not have been produced, if there had been a lower 
expectation of demand for it, may in some sense be taken .. s 
indicating its cost of production. At all events, it may be said 
that there is some tendency so to adjust the proportions of the 
several members of a group even of U joint products" in the 
narrow use of the term, that the excess of receipts over outlay 
oil the whole group shall be greater than it would have been if 
Nature had been left to adjust those proportions in her own 
way. To that limited extent there is BOme corre1ation between 
cost and value even in regard to such produots. 

When two things, say locomotives and stationary engines, 
are made in the same works, and in a great measure by the 
same labour and plant, it is often said that their costs are 
U joint"; but, this term has a special historical association with 
groups of things, such as wheat and straw, which cannot be 
produced separately; and it seems better to speak of such groups 
as having U common)J or U allied I, costs. 

In cases of such common or allied production, each thing is 
charged with a share of thos.e expenses which are incurred on 
account of the general work of the business; it is next charged 
with a considorably larger share of those expenses for plant, for 
superintendence, for advertising, etc., which more specially 

II. L~. 7 
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II,',6. belonged to the particular department by which it is made, in 
addition to the prime coste incurred directly and specially for' 
it. Simple arithmetic in this case needs to be supplemented by 
careful analysis and thoughtful study of each problem as a 
whole: and, as we shall see later on, much systematic and 
organized effort has been given by accountante and others to the 
task. 

Let us push this a little further. Suppose 8 manufacturer 
to be doubting whether to set up Bome expensive plant, or Borne 
addition to the office staff" or BOrne new selling agency, which 
could not pay--.its way by the work it did for anyone class of 
his producte, but would Bave a little on each of three classes. 
If he dccided that the aggregate of these savings would make 
the proposed outlay remunerative, he would adopt it, and regard 
ite cost as part of the coste of those three classes. There would 
be no direct means of dividing out the cost among them: but 
he might divide it out roughly in proportion to the savings he 
made on them. This distribution would have no strict logical 
basis. But it would be neaTly that which competition would 
have compelled; if each of the three classes had had to meet 
similar producte made by manufacturers, who Bpecialized on 
them, and found full employment for a machine, or other ap
pliance similar to that which he was contemplating. 

6. General collclusiolls as to limitations of the tendency 
towal'ds 1lUCh. all adjustment of supply to den.and, as would 
cause market pl-ice to Cover wpenses of production with 
normal prqfits. 

This account of the adjustment of supply to demand has 
aimed only at indicating broad tendencies, which conduce 
towards the attainment of an equilibrium position; though 
incessant changes in the conditions, which must be satisfied 
by a position of equilibrium, prevent them from reaching it. 
To revert to a familiar illustration, the gravitation, which effecte 
a smooth surface on a pond when the air is still, is making 
always for an equally restful result on the surface of the ocean: 
but there the winds build up mighty waves; while tides 
alternately raise and lower the general surface by amounts, 
which vary with the positious of the moon and sun: and the 
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explanation of these movements, and their partial prediction are II, ~ 8. 

based on a study of elementsry physical laws. In like manner 
business enterprise tends to increase the supply of anything, 
when the price at which it can be marketed will return its ex-
penses of production with fairly good profits: and this tendency 
is working at any moment towards an imaginary position of 
equilibrium, which would be promptly reached if the general 
conditions then prevailing were rigidly fixed. But in fact it 
is not reached; any more than is that imaginary position of 
equilibrium' of the sea, which would be reached if the relative 
positions of the earth, sun and moon were fixed, and the winds 
were stilled. 

Almost every one of the expenses of maintaining any process 
of production is liable to incessant change. At one time addi
tional machines may have to be bought when the market for 
them is exceptionally favourable to the seller: while another 
set may be bought at a time when machine makers were willing 
to accept a price, which did not go very far beyond covering the 
mere prime cost of production. The same shop under one 
manager will turn out more and better work at the same 
expense than under another. The same manufacturer, using 
his best energies without stint, will at one time put out a 
commodity which the market abSorbs quickly at a price much 
beyond its full expenses of production; but at another he will 
have missed his aim, and be compelled to force his product on 
the market at a heavy loss. In these and innumerable other 
ways the return to a whole process of production may be kept 
for a considerable time a good deal above, or below, the level 
which might return its whole expenses with normal profits. But 
yet the tendency to keep expenses and price in close relation to 
one another is strong and persistent in an open market in regard 
to whole processes oJ. production; the deviations from normal 
equilibrium, though ceaseless, are ee1dom very wide. Thus far
reaching are the various uncertainties of demand on the one side 
and of supply on the other. 

But indeed a perfect adjustment is inconceivable. Perhaps 
even it is undesirable. For after all man is the end of pro
duction; and perfectly stsble business would be likely to produce. 
men who were little better than machines. 
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11, ~ 6. The general position is, then:-Every manufacturer, or other 
bUSinc66 man, has a plant, an organization, and a busines~ 
connection, which put him in a position of advantage for his 
special work. He has no sort of permanent monopoly, because 
others can easily equip themselves in like manner. But for the 
time being he and other owners of factories of his cl866 are in 
possession of a partial monopoly. The prices of the stock, which 
they put on the market, will be governed by the demand of that 
market relatively to that stock, nearly in the same way as if 
they had a true monopoly. Nearly in the same, but' not quite: 
for in the case of a permanent monopoly consumers will seldom 
gain much by waiting for lower prices; whereas, if prices rise 
above cost of production in an open trade, those consumers, who 
can do so conveniently, will wait for the effect of competition in 
bringing down prices. Combinations for regulating prices aim 
at consolidating provisionally this partial monopoly, and at 
putting it in good working order: and this fact goes far toward. 
explaining their gradual, and in some cases almost unconscious, 
drift towards monopoly in the full sense of the term. So im· 
portant indeed are these considerations, that the greater part of 
Book III will be occupied with the complex issues which are 
raised, on the one hand hy monopolistic tendencies in markets, 
that are in the main open; and on the other by competitive 
influences on monopolistic policy. 



CHAPTER II 

DEBTS OF INDUSTRIAL TECHNIQUE TO SYSTEMATIC 
RECORD AND TO STANDARDIZATION 

1. In early times the tmmulative progress of industrial II, n, 1. 

tecllnif[U6 was in the main dependent on the ...-i!U'0.rmal 
.. ecords . 0/, Clt3tomary usage: and tMs primitwe .netllod 
waB'Until quite .. ecently the cMef .. esource of agriculture 
in sparsely peopled districts. 

If oustom had been absolutely rigid, it would have been 
an almost unmixed evil. But the resistance whioh it offered 
to the bold reformer resembled that presented by a glacier to 
anyone who might try to change its shape: custom and the 
glacier are plastic, but both refuse to be hurried in their adjust
ments. Custom has discouraged any attempt at improvement 
which involved a sudden breach with tradition: but, except in 
some ceremonial matters, it has been tolerant of modifications 
in substance, form and method which did not obtrude themselves. 
On the one hand, stagnant social conditions do not crush out of 
everyone the desire to humour his own fancy, or his love of 
novelty, or his inclination to save trouble by a rather better 
adjustment of implements to the work done: and, on the other 
hand, the solidity of custom has rendered the supreme service of 
perpetuating any such change as found general approval. 

Had each put his individual fancies into practice without 
reatraint, few would have followed his erratio movements: there 
would have been no corpus, or body of general. thought, in 
which they could have been merged.;iind, in the absence of 
written record, they might probably have perished without 
leaving direct successors. But custom supplied a permanent 
body of general design, on which each fresh mind might try to 
make Borne variation for the· aske of economy of ellort, of in-
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II, D, L creased utility, or more pleasing effect. And custom under 
favourable conditions was able to make utility, economy and' 
artistic delicacy work harmoniously together in improving the 
81andartl commodity of common life. 
~Modem conditions have given some solid foundation for the 

common statement that utility and beauty are hostile to one 
another,) For when a thing is marked out for description as 
useful, it is almost sure to be a device for attaining some 
utility, old or new, by a new method; that is to say, it has not 
had time to be gently moulded by innumerable light touches of 
successive makers, who have tried to bring it more into harmony 
with their sense of fitness. But in the ages of patient custom 
time was abundant. Perhaps not one in twenty of the tenta
tive mouldings WIIS well conceived: but those which were bad, 
passed away; while those which the people approved, were 
almost unconsciously incorporated in hallowed usage; and they 
became material for further moulding by the delicate breathings 
of the spirit of the race. Thus it comes that the carpet, the 
axe, and above all the sword, have been gradually standardized 
in different places, and often on quite different lines; but always 
SO gently as to combine grace with efficiency in high degrees. 
So far as we can tell, men had then generally less quick, subtle, 
and fine instincts than now; and i1 eacb generation had moulded 
its own implements with little guidance from the past, the 
effects might probably have been crude; but, working on the 
plastic standard received from the past, each made its own step 
towards the Ideal'. 

1 In like manner melodies a.nd balla.ds, which ha.ve been atandMdiz(ld 
by unwritten tra.d..ition, ha.ve offered opportunity &lid incentive to every bard 
in each .ueeesai.va generation, to ma.ke alight variations in his recital Some 
would not please even himseU. and few would meet with enduring favour. 
But whenever a man of genius arose, he would leo.ve ballads or melodies a 
little altered for the good: and thus the &nest baUads, capeeially thoee which 
have come down to U8 with the Dlmle of Homer. and the most delicate traditional 
music ha.ve lome charms that a.re boyond the reach of individual poets or 
musieialUl. 

It ill not indeed to ba denied that,. few ceremonial costumea which have 
come down from early times arc ugly &9 well as inconvenient: and indeed 
Borne of them eeem to have been developed as a. meAns of procla.iming • BUperi. 
ority to manual work. The surviving ve3tigea of ancicnt costumes in the All" 
include BOme, which &re not admirable from any point of view; but they are 
oheriahed .. indicatiolll of hereditary rank and of loyalty to the village or valley. 
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Even in a primi~ive civilization, changes in appliances, in n. u, I. 
me~hods, and in the purposes for which they are to he used, are 
mutually dependent on one another: and this cause alone would 
greatly limit the practical influence of isolated new ideas. Here 
however the institution of slavery sometimes eame to the aid of 
progress, by forcibly breakiog down prescriptions of custom: 
for it enabled a new idea, which had taken hold of a few strong 
men, to be realized in practice more quickly than if the manual 
workers had been free, but comatose and uniotelligent. It has 
often been observed that progress has owed much to the sub
ordioation of the masses of the population to the will of a dominant 
race, whose minds have not been occupied with petty cares. 
But mankind will not have achieved their destioy till the masses 
can pioneer for themselves. 

lEven where custom opposes no great resistance to change, 
progress cannot· be very fast unless a man's best thoughts are 
recorded in some way, so that others may profit by them) For 
large inventions and other advancements are seldom completed 
by a siogle man; and not IIlways by a single generlltion. In 
fact, they are often named lifter those who have planted the 
flags of conquest on the crests of the battlements; while those 
who led the way, but did not live to partake in the ultimate 
victory, are forgotten. For the highest constructive iostiocts 
are apt to die with him who has developed them: their ofispriog 
may live in those, whom he has influenced personally; but 
otherwise they bear little fruit except in so fllr as he has embodied 
them in a form which is generally accessible. 

Duriog the greater part of the life of the world most of the 
'. people have spellt nearly the whole of their time in the fields: 
. compact ~~utroa-clJ.ife. and thought were rare: and, before the 
daysorprinting, a scattered populatioll had little opportunity 
for the stimulus and suggestion, which olle man eall derive from 
the thoughts and experiences of allother. Tradition ruled; and 
particular experiences seldom developed ioto successive steps of 
cumulative progress. These bcts go far to account for 'the 

whose Oag tb!lY in effect are: a.nd thia loyalty may ha.ve tended to some acoon. 
tuatioD of looal peculiarities. It seem. that witb comparatively few exceptioIll 
those pa.rts of the looaJ ooatume, w~ch are worn in every-day life. an COD
venient &nd io good taste. 
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II, D, 1. slow progress of technique till recent times. It may be true 
that the native brain power of the individual has not greatly 
increased with the ages; and it is certainly true that emergency 
and opportunity have frequently proved agricultural populations 
to be strong in resource as well as in resolution. But yet the 
conditions of agricultural life have not been such as to bring to 
the front those men, who had the faculty requisite for n;u>king 
great occasions far tlIernselves: one reason for this being that 
the ownership of land has come by inheritance in a somewhat 
greater degree than the ownership of considerable industrial 

.. ~sourcas. Further, every agricultural problem has peculiari
. as of its own: and some sides of it can be mastered by shrewd; 
xperieneed, alert, instinctive judgment, better than by syste

",atic reasoning based on ordered knowledge. l Therefore tlIe 
~riculturist has never been apt to search for tOO general in 
,b.e particular, and the particular in the general. His instinct 
and insight have for tlIe greater part died witII him. The progress 
of his art remained for tlIe greater part empirical, until men 
trained in industry, or commerce, or in scientific schools came 
to his aid'.) 

I Even DOW we read that in Britain. thougb many of the big farms are 
excellently man&ged, .1&11 depends OD man's instinot and memory." It is true 
tho.t agrioultural methods are being improved in lome plaoes by agriculturist. 
themaelv6s; but "this progress is for the greater part confined to districtl in 
whiob agriculturists have learnt the importance of a good education, by which 
is meant 04 DOt so much further knowledge of a. technical liOn. 88 the more 
flexible habit of mind that comes with reading. the susceptibility of ideas, that 
i. acquired from acquaintance with. different atmosphere than the one in 
whioh 8. man ordin&rily liVes. n The work of • tenant fanner on a holding 
of 150 to GOO a.ores is often of high quality, both teehnieally and in regard 
to businw methods. But men mostly "learn by fI:umple. by looking over 
the hedge". and the bad farming one I8e/lI 10 often in England alongside the 
best, is not due to any lack of knowledge, but to thfl low mental calibre of many 
of the men oeoupying the land (The above statement. are reproduced from 
the concluding article of. notable record of .. A Pilgrimage of British Farming," 
PM Timu, 6 Jan. 1913.) 

Mr R. E. Prothero (Engli.!1t Farming, Pal' and Prumt) shoWl that the 
work of agrieultural pioneering did not begin to combine "seienee with prac
tice," and proceed steadily by one firm stepping·stone of recorded advance 
to another, till about 1812. The great work of Townshend, Bakewell, Coke 
and other early guide! waa mainly hued by empirical methods on practical 
experience. Attention bu already been called to the use which lIome monu
teries made, even before the U Revival of Learning, n of LatiA literature O,lil 

beboJl 01 the agrioultural ar\l. 
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2. Va,iouB uses oj the term Standard. Influences on lI, ", 9. 

technique exerted by clear and exact "egistration oJthe results 
oj progressive experiments, BUch that each can be used as 
a $tcppillg-stone to later endeavou,·. 

Custom standaroizes unconsciously and crudely processes 
and products a~e. The modern science of industrial technique 
deliberately standardizes some products and many processes; 
and deliberntely leaves many products and some processes open 
to varying tastes an~ humours, to fluctuating needs, and to the 
caprices of fashion. IEut deliberate standardization is used as 
a" mean. to the attainment of some definite aim: and it is in 
turn deliberotely modified, or even set aside, as soon as that 
aim either loses importance, or is found to be accessible by 
a better route which requires different standards.1J.. standard 
may be Particular to an individual producer, or it may be General 
to the greater part of an industry or even the whole western 
world'. ) 

General standardization for industrial purposes is sometimes 
set up at a stroke by authority of Government, or of a con
vention of leaders in the industries most directly concerned. 
Thus, [or instance, the present electrical standards, Watt, Ohm, 
Ampere, etc. were fixed by an international convention: and 
every Government appoints, and changes from time to time, 
the exact measurements and other specifications of riJIe cart
ridgEll',. whether made in its own or in private workshops. No one 
would aesert that the general adoption of standards, differing by 
a little from any of these, would be much less useful: but there 
is a vast advantage in the existenee of definite standards, 
adhesion to which within lees than a thousandth part may be 

• reqnired in certain cases. This kind of standardization, as well 
as the Particular standardization of the individual parts of a 
typewriter, or a reaping and binding machine, etc. by an individual 
maker, will be considered shortly. But just now we are concerned 
rather with that General standardization which is evolved 
gradually and embodies the progressive evolution of improved 
technique. 

I. Mediaev&l regula.tiona u to .tandardiza.tion plOvided & aomewha.t futile 
OO<Iupalion to the Aulnage!'; and they flourished in • form, partly mediaeval 
and partly modorn. under Colbert. 
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H, n, 2. (For instance, every decade has seen the standard shape and 
proportions of racing yachts moulded by the thought and 
experience of .numerous capable experts in several countries.) 
Each designer is ever striking out some more or leas important 
deviation from ordinary practice: if his venture seems to him 
good, he embodies it in his own practice, and it becomes part 
of his Particular standardization. If it meets with approval by 
others, it is soon embodied (witlfl'erhaps BOme modification) 
in the General standard shape as has been the case with racing 
yachts. But the best shape for a racing yacht depends a good 
deal on the conditions under which it is to be sailed, and a little 
also on the personality of its captain; and similar personal 
considerations affect, in various degrees, the choice of business 
methods. When the athlete strikes out a particularly successful 
way of taking hurdles, his Particular standardization is not at 
all sure to become General, until experience has shown to what 
extent his success with it is due to his idiosyncrasy. 

A similar cause retards even more the generul adoption of 
" modification in the method of conducting " certain class 
of business operations which has proved successful in " par
ticular case. But technique is less dependent on personal 
peculiarities; and an experiment bearing on the technique of 
an industry may be trusted, as " rule, to give the same rcsuIts 
in the hands of any two competent investigators. Specialized 
studeuts generally have access to exact printed records of the 
course of every set of experiments; which form the basis of 
the. prevailing standard method of attaining any end in which 
they are interested; and a comparatively short description of 
anyone's work generallyeuables others to know what he has tried, 
where he has failed, and where he has succeeded. If therefore 
the suggestions embodied in his work are accepted, and become 
the basis of the Generul standard method, others are able to start 
for further investigations from the point which he has reached, 
and with nearly the same advantage as if they had made the 
original experiments themselves. Let us then pass to consider 
the methods of work of the modem inventor, who turns to 
account the best results of scientific research that bear on his 
purpose; and adds to them. 
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3. Dist,ibution of the studies, that make for prog"e8S, II, II, 8. 

among men of various killds iuul degrees of tibility .. 
We now revert to subjects touched in Book I: they will 

occupy us a good deal'. 
An improvement in business method is generally initiated 

by a man of affairs, who sets himself to attain a particular 
practical end by the best route. The same is generally true of 
advances in industrial technique, in so far as they are made in 
the course of business{but the greater part of the work, which 
lies at the bases of those advances, is made by other men with 
different motives and different methods. C It is made by mere· 
students: that is, by men who labour, not with reference to tbe 
attainment of any particular practical end, but in search of 
knowledge for its own sakeJ They group together for investiga
tion phenomena which are fundamentally akin, 80 that the 
study of many particular relations between them may set 
thought on the track of general rules or "laws" of causation, 
tendency, or coexistence: imagination creates movement; cau
tion checks reason by working out parallel but independent 
train. of thought: and, wherever possible, each general rule is 
tested by application to particular instances, in which it may 
be confirmed or discredited by experiments or observations 
of specific facts. Some of these architectonic workers, but not 
many, have the power and the will to embody their ideas in 
specific practical inventions of commercial value: and occasion
ally a man will be found, who combines the faculties and apti
tudes reqnired for high scientific research with those of a great 
business administrator". 

lThe pursuit of knowledge by the pure student for its own 
sake is generally a richer source of new knowledge, than is the 

I See E'specia.lly pp. 99-103; and 132-13.t. 
I ThiJ intordependence of the work of the professional student and the 

UlIUl of practioal ways and meaJll is being worked out in severa.l W&y8. Tlml 

the electrio inoa.ndesoent lamp muat not aouto.io. more air than would fill .. 
millionth part of itt volume a.t ordinary presaure: and tho ,wa.y for tbia per
foction .. wna prepo.red by, an umy of men. whose ma.i.n object W&8 tho ad
vancement of knowledge. and who could sca.rcely have imagined that the 
prooeeaea, whioh t.hey h&d elaborated. would 800n be 'in uae OD. a oommerola.l 
ICWO. and enLrllll~ to Lho hlUlda of ordinary workmen .... The requi..rcmenta of 
praatiC'6 renot in tho most healt.hy way upon 5clent.i6a electricity" (Lord 
Ra.yleigh. quoted in llea.lnWf&lo" cd H'01'J:, oh. xu.) 
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II, II, 3. pursuit by the business man of that particular knowledge which 
hears directly on a specified practical aim: for an idea, which 
generates new ideas, will be pursued to its consequences by the 
student; while the practical man. will be inclined to drop even 
the most fertile idea as soon as he has extracted from it .the 
help, if any, which it can give him in a1ltaining his practical 
plIrpose.) But nevertheless the methods of the two, if both are 
able investigators, will have much in common. Each of them 
concentrates his attention for a time on some particular subject, 
learns nearly all that is already known about it; analyses it; 
selects for his main study, or at least his first study, some part 
of it; extends his observation in regard to that part; exerts his 
constructive imagination; devises developments which oHer some 
promise of leading to new knowledge or to improvements in 
technique; makes systematic experiment in regard to those 
developments; makes provisional record of their results, and 
studies those results. Perhaps he makes further observations, 
further analyses, further imaginations, and further experiments; 
until at last he has attained a result which he believes to be of 
value. He will estimats its value with reference chiefly to the 
services it may render to the world, or to the prestige or the 
reward which he will reap from it, according to the bent of his 
character and mind. 

Whether he communica tea his results to a learned society, 
and leaves others to earn money by them, or applies them in 
practice himself (with or without the protection of a patent), 
they become in eHect the property of the world almost at once. 
Even if he uses them in a "secret process," enough information 
about them often leaks out to set others soon on a track near 
to his own. 

Sometimes an investigator is dealing with irregular pheno
mena, the causes of which are not likely even to be conjectured 
till much further progress has been made in the high borderland 

. of molecular physies and chemistry; and then his only plan is 
to make vast numbers of experiments on material chosen almost 
at random, with a watchful eye for any t1iat tead in the desired 
direction. He must examine the more palpable qualities of the 
materials that please him, and seek out others that have any of 
these qualities in a higher degree; thus reaching his end by 
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sedulou8, disciplined imagination" even though he has no access II, D, 3, 

to fundamental laws of causation, Investigations of this kind 
often need more time than is at the co=and of anyone: they 
must be done by a "team" of workers under the direction 
of a master mind. But, when he has before him a particular 
mechanical aim (as for instance in connection with the phono-
graph, the telephone, the cinematograph, ete.), his imagination 
can work straight on along definite processes of reasoning in 
subordination to general fundamental principles. In both cases 
he makes use of methods and reasoning, which had been brought 
up to high standards by the collective efforts of innumerable 
workers at various times and in various lands: and in return 
almost every stage of his original metholls, in so far as published, 
contributes to the world's wealth of knowledge' . 

Team work, if somewhat mechanical and lacking in romantic 
interest, is of very great power in chemistry and some other 
sciences, as well as in business technique. Its steady expansion 
is partly cause and partly result of growing tendencies on the 
part of scientific students and leaders of industry to develop 
common interests, and work together WI al1ies for the invasion 
of the borderland between science and technique. In numerous 
directions the chief leaders of industry are making assiduous nse 
of organized and provisional1y standardized general principles: 
and, aided in very various degrees by the Governments of' 
different countries, they are working for extensions of knowledge 
which shall be at once technical and general; at once serviceable 
in their own particular operations, and fertile sources of larger 
and more exact science in time to come'. 

1 See Dyar amd Martin, TM. life 0/ Ed'«m. ch. XXIV. Edison', laborioo) 
.re..ote-:u'Ch for rare oart.h. that might lervo as material for incandescent lampe bar 
lost IODlO of ita intcreat in consequenoo of the new method. by which wire, & 

thouundth of au inoh in diameter, ooa be drawn from. tungsten and other 
auitAble moto.la. 

I Some of tho work is done by young men, of rather Darrow mental viaioo. 
Eacb of them i. eontentcd to plod under inatructiona at .. minute part of A small 
qUc.!t.ion: be .tudiel wbatever bll.8 been printed about it in varioUl acientifio 
memoirs; IUld worlu on tbat material till be bu made aome advance that 
('an be ~robined by .. 8tronger mind. with other I'Csulta obtained by similar 
ploddill~. Thill" overlapping work ill cut down: studenla of varying aptitude. 
and abilities are occupied. each witb work that is jUlt within hill ranp. The 
&trenstth OVQD of weak men i, turned to account for high work; and that of Strooll 
men il given alIDost wholly to work &hat ilworthy of it: while every .tep gaiDK. 
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II, U, 4. 4. iI1jluencc8 on industl;ial technique exel·tcd by the' 
cumulative power of ca"~f!dly made machines to crcate OtM"', 
that are capable of WOl'" even moTe exactly .tandUl·dizcd 
than their own. 

LSD far we have considered the influence of recorded and 
standardized knowledge in regard to method and powers; each 
new knowledge being the offspring of others that went before, 
and the parent of many that follow.) A simple form of such 
knowledge, which has contributed greatly to the progress of 
technique, is embodied in improved constructions 9~ material 
objects-house, furniture, clothing, implements, etc.lrBut early 
in last century some ideas, which had been for some time in the 
make, developed into the great architectonic principle that a well 

. \ driven machine tool could become the parent of new machine 
')... ViOl"k more exaot than itself, which-could become in its tUrn 

>., !' the parent of yet more exact machines; and so on\ This idea 
has so developed, that at last each successive genJation, and 
even each successive decade, has seen results accomplished, 
which appeared almost impossible till lately. The work has 

vbeen done chiefly by engineers, who have often loved their work
shops, as academic students have loved their laboratories. 
Chemistry' is becoming the mistress of a rapidly increasing num
ber of workers: but engineering has special claims to be regarded 
as the leading representative of modem industries, at all events 
from the point of view of an inquiry into the general course of 
economic progress. For all other large industries are dependent 
on it for most of their appliances; which are growing rapidly in 
exactness and efficiency, . while falling rapidly in cost. The 
technique of some of the textile and other industrial groups 
owes as much to the invention and initiative of mechanical 
engineers as to their own: and the economist is under 
exceptional obligations to the SClni-techniCal literature of 
engineering!, 

f. registered. under discrimina.ting judgment, for the benefit of tha., world. 
This method aeemB likely to domina.te milDy branches of .tudy: but oT courw 
it CIlD Beldom lead direotJy to epooh-making discovery. 

1 A prominent place must here be given to the Engineering Supplement of 
the Timu and to articles in the MancAuItr Ottardia,. &Dd other newspaper&." 
weU II 10 tho &ngi....nng M.,o:iM .... d Bimilor periodloala. 
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The attention of the progressive engineer is concentrnted II, n, 4-

on some braneh of production, which has been neglected, 
or of which the methods appear to be needlessly cumbrous. 
It is analysed into its component parts. Each part is again 
analysed, with the aim of subdividing it into elementary 
tasks; each of which can be effected by a single procedure, 
mechanical, chemical or athOl:. Apparatus is devised or adapted 
for each elementary task. It is tried and amended and tried 
again. By successive steps .larger and more delicate work is 
thrown upon the apparatus: and it is required, firstly, to adapt 
itself to ever subtler varieties and nuances of human require-
ments; secondly, to perform one process after another, that is 
needed for the ultimate end, with little or no assistance from 
the hand of man. Thus at last it becomes an "automatic" 
machine; and it has this much of right to be called a thinking 
machine, that it changes its mode of action at the right time, 
acting on hints given from within, which would require the 
thoughtful care of an attendant, if given from without. Thus 
complexity of result is attained. But the means need to be 
simplified: and indeed the subtlest conceptions of the inventor 
are often given to laboriously simplifying his apparatus, till ouly 
the expert can detect the subtlety of his labour. 

When all is in order, the machine is nearly self-sufficing. 
It needs only an alort watcher to attend to any complaint it may 
utter: but, because it is simple, it seldom complains; and its 
complaints can sometimes be made to take the form of standing 
still, till the watcber can attend to it. 

The l~ad in this direction came from the simple strong 
Boulton. Watt found that much of his steam ran to waste, 
because Boulton's cylinders and pistons were not true; though 
they were the best that had been made so far. For indeed the 
manufacture of machines had not up to that time reached an 
exactness much more advanced than that to which the Duteh 
had brought their woodGll ship-building many centuries bef~re. 
So Boulton set himself seriously to improve the common ·appli
ances for making machines: and thus struck out the first cardinal 
ideal. . 

I Ria plaa.. he aaid, waa to uengage and instruct some excellent. workmen 
who (with more ~eellcnt wole than it would be worth any man', while to 
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11,11,4. Later on attention was more given to the fact that the 
lathe, "the mother of exact work," was unable to turn her . 
latent power to full use, so long as the movements of its cutting 
tool had to be governed by the untrustworthy hand of man. 
Many worked at the difficulty: and at last it was overcome 
by a simple great man, a fit successor of Boulton and Watt. 
Maudslay found that every bolt and nut was "a speciality in 
itself ... all bolts and their corresponding nuts had to be specially 
marked as belonging to one ano~her"; which was specially 
troublesome "when parts of complex machines had to be 
taken to pieces for repairs." Accordingly he devised a simple 
"generating machine," which made fairly accurate screws: and 
he set one of these to act as Guide screw for the cu tting tool; 
which no longer was moved along according to the judgment 
of the machine, but automatically moved at a steady rate duly 
proportioned to the rate of rotation of the material. His" seIf
acting lathe," governed by fine screws, enabled him to make 
a machine that would measure easily up to a thousandth part 
of an inch. He put his best work into appliances with which 
he made still better work: and thus he went far towards the 
modem age; in which the most accurate standardization is 
applied to the master machines, that are responsible for making 
the most important of those machines, that are responsible for 
the every-day work of an ordinary engineering shop. But the 
finest modern engineering work requires gauges true to a ten
thousandth of an inch, which must be read on occasion by a 
micrometer reading up to a hundred-thousandth part; i.e. to a 
two-hundredth part of the diameter of the human hair. (For 
some scientific work even greater accuracy is needed; hut that 
is effected by optical instruments making use of diffraction 
fringes'.) 

procure for one single engine) could execute the inventiOD ... witb &8 great 
a difference of accuracy as there is between the blackamitb and the mathe
matical instrument maker." 

1 Maudalay devised a. mea.suring machine. "the Lord Chancellor," in which 
be used his best screws. and also two planes made by a.n improved method; and 
originated the saying "Measure up to hundredtblJ of an inch and feel up to 
thouaa.ndths"; tho.t is, press the pianos together till thoir friction offers some 
resistance to an a.ttempt"to shift the bar botWOOD them; and then read with .. 
m,icrom6wr diviaioQl AI finely as you C&Q. 
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Meanwhile Whitworth, following in Maudslay's steps, had II, u, 4-

studied the question of the best shapes for screws for various 
purposes. His Particular standardization of them was approved: 
and made the basis of an organized General standardization 
for Britain. In such matters progress is ever eating up her own 
best results: perhaps it is best th.at several systems should be 
tried in various countries; but the movement towards a plastic 
international standardization, though temporarily checked, may 
ultimately prevail. 

The lathe has pioneered not only in exact work, but in 
complex automatic work. In one of its chief forms sets of 
tools are placed in "turrets" etc., and these are made to do their 
work much as did the figures in the great cathedral clocks. 
The lathe feeds itself; each tool is brought into play in its 
proper order, and with an appropriate traversing motion. It 
can make the hl'b of a cycle wheel, for instance, straight from 
the bar of steel and without any human interference; and one 
competent man can be responsible for twelve lathes. Here is a 
strong case of the rule that t.the tendency of all specialized 
machines is to take the responsibility oft the operator and put 
it on the foreman and his. staft of tool makers~' This tendency 
of course diminishes the demand for the skilled artisan, :whose 
eye and hand are in thorough coordination, in those particular 
works in which such machines are used. But, by their pro
d uctiveneas, they make new openings for him elsewhere: and 
Sir Benjamin Browne, referring to'this social danger, said" many 
of us remember the great economy which came in when we 
took to stamping all 80rts of small smith work under the steam 
hammer. Some people thought the days of blacksmiths were 
numbered; but they have not become fewer, nor are their 
wages lowered." And yet it seems possible that the continued' 
expansion of the dominion of automatic machines may at last 
,diminish the area of old work in which manual skill is of high 

-. ~Iaccount, faster than it opens up new ground in which the hand 
'is again supreme'. 

1 Exact standardization of pa.rUcular part. by a.id of atandardizt"d machinery 
has ena.bled oheap watcb81 to be made which will keep good timo; and watch 
acrt:lWl weighing nine thoussnd to the Gunoe, which t\1'O seen to be perfect 
under a microeoope. a.re turned out at • vast rate. Again, in the eervice of the 
~ti1a indual.riCit stand&n1iaation haa enabled large sheeta of oottoo oloth for. 
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II. n. 4. It has already been noted tbat America is now extending 
their dominion at a rate far exceeding what seemed probable 
a few years ago. And the experiences of Britain and other 
countries during the world-war in manufacturing munitions of 
war by many millions have made strongly in the same direction. 

The changes. of which these instances are representative, 
have come so gradually that their vast dimensions have only 
recently been recognized. They all rest in part on the fact 
that, while the easiest motions of the hand are backwards and 
forwa.rds, the easiest motions of a machine are rotary. The 
rate of movement of thehand is limited; and therefore if it is 
to do much work, it must exert a considerable part of its small 
strength at each stroke. But, by the aid of gearing and other 
devices, a machine tool can be made to rotate at any speed, 
however great. provided it does not generate too much jar or too 
much heat. These two limitations retarded progress for a long 
while: but they have now been for the greater part overcome 
by mechanical and chemical invention; and large turbines now 
maintain easily 140 revolutions a second, the outside of the 
wheels running about 900 miles an hour. 

Invention enables numerous clear photographs for the cine
matograph to be taken in a second; and .. single machine to 
make a quarter of a million matohes in an hour. It enables 
six hours to suffice for casting .separately and arranging in line 
spaced out automatically by wedges the type for 24 large news
paper pages; and for taking a number of stereotypes from them; 
from each of which long rolls of very wide paper are printed oft 
without hitch at the rate of 20 miles an houri. 
the envelopea of airships to be made of thiokness uniform to witbin a two 
hundred and fiftieth part of an inch: a.nd it haa 80 far attracted the interest of 
working artisans that makers of micrometel'l reading to a ten-thouaandtb part 
of &Il inch, find it worth while to advertise them largely in the Journal oj 1M 
Amalgamated Srxidy 0/ EnginUf' •. Some other aspects of Particula.r standar
dization will be considered later OD, IJee pp. 221-3. 

J. Again, a new steel a.lIoy, whioh will stand a. temperature up to 700· C. 
without hurt. is able to cut ordinary steel lUI quickly &I ordinary steel can cut 
wood. but perhaps it. most intereating appJicationa are in the substitution of 
quiok movements. eaoh of which troata the material tenderly. for slower move
ments tha.t mut be oomparatively rough and ba.rsh. Thus slotting machinee 
are being displl\Ced by drillJ, whioh will penetrate a thiok steel pl&te by rapid 
\lut comparatively geotla prooawe, which leav .. no barah edgOL Milling 
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Thus great are the debts ~hich industrial exactitude owes II, D, C. 

to machine-made machines, made almost regardless of cost, to 
be the parents of yet more exact machines; and destined to 
dominata the massive production of every sort of implement, 
from the firing apparatus of a monster gun to the motor of an 
aeroplane. But lest the marvels of such work should get even 
more gratitude than their due, it may be well to take another 
instance of fine work in which massive production has no part:-
the chemist's balance . 

. The first accurata standardizations of quality were ';'ade 
by tile alchemists: each of them worked chiefly for himself; and 
his standardization was Particular to his own secret pursuits of 
gold or subtle poisons. Now the standardization of elementary 
drugs in regard to quality has been authoritatively mllde 
General; so that a prescription writtan out by any physician 
can be made up accurataly by any qualified apothecary. He 
buys wholesale elementary drugs already standardized, and he 
compounds them by aid of the chemist's balance, an instrument 
which remained long without a rival for extreme delicacy and 
certainty of work. From it have been evolved precisi~n balances 
which will detact an error of one part in 250,000,000 of a 500 
gramme weight. Of course the heat of an observer's body if he 
were near at hand would disturb the equilibrimD: so he stays 
at a little distance, moves very small weighta from one scale to 
anothur by mechanical appliance, and watches the balance with 
a telescope. 

Almost as fascinating is the recent suggestion that the 
. elasticity and tendeme.. of the hand can be rivalled by 

methods quite different from those of human muscles, which 
almost alone had been previously imitated. The transmission 
of preSBure by rope and rod, and even by water and electricity, 
is too uncompromising for much subtle work: but ita trans
mission by air has no suoh limitations; and it can be arranged 
cheaply even on a small scale. It is handy and flexible; and 

maobinea ,..re greatly increlLling their speed and turning out clean work that 
neode lICaroely any band finishing. And lasUy even fine toola &re giving ptaco 
(or delicate work to mpidly rotating emery grinding wheel&. For "from being 
• nOD'preoiaiOD method. grinding bioi beoome the moat. perfeot device for 

. producing acourate results. measured preoi8CIly within thouaandtha of an iDah." 
(S""yc/o,...." BriIII ... ico, LY. Tool) 
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n, n, 5. it has great advantages for work in mines, for signalling ali 
railways, for riveting in ship-building and in cramped corners 
in all branches of engineering. The familiar operations of pIa yer
pianos by air represent a siraple extension of the action "f the 
pneumatic hammer; and a yet higher stage is reached in the 
marvellous mechanism of the monotype printing machine I. 

5. The good and evil of macltine~ tllat supplant fine 
skilled handiwork. 

. Let us return to that increasing tendency of machinery to 
supplant the skilled hand; which is greatly increasing man's 
power over nature, and his material wealth, though it is not an 
unmixed benefit from the social point of view. In fact, if all 
the world were a single people, with one purpose and that the 
highest, it might be well to put some check on this rapid super
session of human skill; even at the expense of delaying the 
increase of material comforts and luxuries.CBut Britain can 
exist only by obtaining her necessary supplies of food and raw 
products in return for the exportstion of manufactures: and her 
hold on external markets can be maintained only by her use of 
the most effective proCl'.sses known.) 

Some mead of sympathy is indeed tQ be extended to the 
owners of manufacturing plant, which has bcen superseded hy 

1 But perhaps the subtlest application of the power of air pressure is tba.t 
wbich enables it to roproduce the infinitely delicate variations in the pressure 
os-erted by the highly trained band of the skilled artisan. A abutter is placed 
o,'cr the orifice, through which the compressed air camea to its work, with 
a alit out in it. of varying width. The ahutter moves under the control of the 
main machine in lOob a maDner that. broad part of the slot is opposite the 
orifice when the work is at a stage at whioh much force iI wanted; and. when 
less force ia desired. the force is lowered by the oppoaition of a narrower part 
of the slot. Such a machine ecema perhaps to think for itseU more distinctly 
than almost any othor: but its method OW81 nothing to BUggeatiOIlJl by the 
human hand. 

It is intcrcating to look bAck from these marvellous aohievements to the 
beginnings of modern machinery. where .uocesa in copying the elasticity of the 
hand waa a goal to which inventora aspired. and which the scoptical thought 
they'would never attain. Suoh wa.a for instance the tardy triumph ot mach me 
combing, which originated in Heilmann's observation of his daughter's method of 
combing out her long hair; and again the success of tho power. loom. achieved 
by making it imitate tbo small pusbes by which the hand·loom weaver packed 
his work tightly together. Perhaps the first great break with th('l Dolion tbat 
tho movements of the hands should be oopied WAI that of the inventors of tho 
sewing machine; wben it occurred to them that a ma.clline can work two 
needles DoDd threads. though the hands OADDOt.. 
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recent inventions: but their business ability remllins with them; I1,n,5. 
and, if united to brave enterprise, it will enable them soon to 
be doing well with improved plant, which their good credit will 
generally enable them to obtain. . 

l The case is more difficult, when the specialized manual 
dexterity of a skilled artisan is struck by a machine that out
does it: for if he is no longer young, he can seldom hope to 
earn high wages by any other kind of purely manuul work.) 
His chief defence comes from the facts that improved machinery 
is likely to increase greatly the volume of the production, .for 
which it is designed:' and that his general experience, judgment, 
and high character may enable him to obtain a position, in 
which he may direct the unskilled workers who handle the 
machines that" almost think." This trouble is not easily seen 
from a distance: hut it looms large before the eyes of many 
skilled workers:· and a fair judgment must take account of it, 
when attention is directed to the cold welcome, which they 
sometimes gi ve to such machines. 

Nevertheless, the stern fact must be boldly faced that the 
spirit, which induced many hand-loom weavers a century ago 
to pine in poverty rather than touch the hated power-loom, 
has not entirely passed away. In so fllr liS it operates it is 1I 

grievous handicap to an old industry, when faced by the 
competition of young industries far away; and duriog the last 
few decades it has been a considerable, though an ever diminish
ing, hindrance to the maintenance of industrial leadership by 
Britain'. 

I Ohltacl81 to the introduction of machinery may be more complex than ia 
here luggoated; ... ca.n be Ie6D. in the following instance. Soiasors and bladOi 
of kniV68, (orged by bud. have long been among Brit.ain'. beat producta. But 
lll.tterly Gcrma.n product. m&d.e of atoe1lhapea, pressed into moulds by powerful 

. 11160hinea. ha.ve yielded almost .. aaUalo.ot.ory resulta .... her hand-forged pro. 
duotal and of course their COlt haa been low. Sheffield was unwilling to adopt 
tbe new method: but ha.ving onoe been fully convinced of ita efficiency. iI 
adopting it; a.nd ahe is atriving vigorolUlly to regain the ground lost by hOl' dela.y. 
Tho mould.e a.nd maohinory for ma.king tho pressed bladea are too e.xpenaive for 
the iDdependont &rtiaan Clutier; and, though he may buy the moulded blonks 
and 6wab. them him_If, hiI chief vantage ground bloat: thUi tho induatry ill 
passing into the handa of luge buaineasea. They IU'e of OOUl'H in a better 
poaition for developing, -.nd even for imitating. improved technical methoda, 
the the amDrll mILkers were: but complaint. are atill heard that.. in Buch ma.tterl 
u tho tardy adoption of ltainlesa .\eel for household cutlery, there ia aeeo. 
.... e\hiua 01\110 profeml .. 0/ old age lor thing. Ioag lamiliar. 



CHAPTER III 

SOME TECHNICAL INFLUENCES ON THE SIZE OF 
THE. REPRESENTATIVE BUSINESS UNIT 

II, m, 1. 1. Some introdllctOTy observations. Different methods 
of tlUJ t.rpansion of the busine8S unit. 

Itlu!.& already hcenio.dicated that.!!!lID.y vArious ... uses are 
t""ding to increase the size .a£..tIw.I~l.lweIDP.tive Jmsj,uess unit. 
Our attention will .sho.ttly_he. directed to developments of 
m~rketing,-.of fil).llUco, 'lPd of the methods of business adminis
tr~ but this chap~r andtlmIiext are c;;;;~~rned exclu
lively with causes, that are closely conne.cted with.-tha progress 
of industrialtechnique.- "lteference will be made only to such 
industries' as are much under the influence of that progress: 
they show some technical developments, which make towards 
an expansion of the business· unit in all the industries allected 
by them; together with others, which tend under some circum
stances to aid the large business in overpowering the small; 
and under yet others to strengthen the small business at least 
as much as, and sometinIes even more than the large. 

Unfortunately the use of terms connected with business 
is not always consistent. A linIited store of words is compelled. 
to accommodate itself to the ever-changing needs of the market
place: the context, or verbal explanation supplies the clue to 
the precise meaning in view at the .moment: and, as has been 
repeatedly observed, the economist must accommodate hinIself 
to the practice of the market-place. 

Two contiguous factories of the like kind and in the same 
ownership, but with separate balance sheets, are sometimes 
classed .... separate businesses: ·while for other purposes dis-
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similar factories in distant places, with separate management 11. w, 1. 

"nd balance sheets, are classed as a single business, merely 
because they are in the same ownership. This divergence 
presents almost insuperable difficulties to officials engaged in a 
census of manufactures: but it does not greatly incommode 
the present study, which is concerned with general tIlndencies 
rather than specific figures. 

On the other hand it is necessary for our purposes to make 
a clear distinction between two chief Iorms of business expan· 
si6n;-tb" vertical and the horizontal. The manufacture of any 
conuuoUiry'BtiiHs"from'iil';"basis of the provision of its raw 
material. This is regarded as a sort of ground floor. The 
first stage of operations on it constitute, as it were, a "higher" 
first floor: tha~ is followed by a second, still higher; and that 
perhaps by a third, and so on; until the finished product is 
reached. 

The product still needs to be marketed: and the producer, 
uuIess he is working to oroer, must be responsible for starting 
it on its way to "consumers"; that is, those who buy it for 
use whether in business or in the household. The producing 
firm may sell at once to wholesale dealers or other middle· 
men; or it may include the "higher" stages of marketing. and 
deal direct with consumers: the line of division between making 
and mnrketing is, as has already been observed, vague and 
varying. 

I.. Whenever a business expands into a stage higher or lower 1./ 
than tlmt with which it waS originally occupied, its expaDsJQnlS 
ve'licq!.,)lnstances are, when a printing bnsiness acquires mills 
to make its own paper; or, moving in the opposite direction, 
sets up a binding and a publishing department to enable it to 
dispose of its products in the finished state: or again, when 
rolling mills set up blast furnaces, and open iron or coal mines; 
or, mO"ing in the opposite direction, undertake the manu· 
facture of steel bridges or st •• l frames for huildings. \works 
which undertake many different stages are sometimes called 
mixed. 'I 

C. The upper stages of mixed works have little anxiety about 
tLeirS1.11'ply of inateriar;t6rIt-consists mniuly ofbalf·finished 
proJuc_ts_ from the lower sta"gesof the same works: and the 
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II, m, 1. lower stages are generally secure of a vent for their products in 
_ . tht..~I'p~!.!~ges._. !lut a firm with limited capital can seldom 

undertake consi4erable vertical expansions with success.; for 
such-~a!!.s!O)ns are not easily made by gradual steps.) .. 
-lOn the otlier -hand, a buainess··omay proceed gradUally and 
tentatively when extending its operations lwrizuntally in the 
same stage;)as for instance when a book printer increases the 
size·of his plant, without altering its character. Again a manu
facturer of locomotives may increase his output, by produciog 
more locomotives of the same type with more intensively 
specialized plant; or by producing locomotives suitable for 
greater varieties of traffic at home or abroad; or by adding 
,branches for the production of stationary steam and gas engines. 

(Almost every kiod of horizontal extension tends to increase the " 
J'(~ternal) economies of productio~":);;;~escale w~ch are~t 

his command ~ but, as a rule, an merease m the vanety of· his 
output .lessens his gaio in this direction; while increasiog his 
facilities for meeting the various wants of customers and for 
marketing generally. All these general statements will however 
be found liable to some exceptions. 

A large business aggregation may result from the growth of 
B...."ingie unit under exceptionally able and fortunate manage
"lllem;ilxistiog departments are enlarged and new departments 
are added till vast Krupp or Carnegie Steel Works, or 

( Wanamaker stores have grown up from a single root. Or it 
maY .. .tesult . .from· the "fusion" (or as is sometimes said the 
"amalgamation ") of several businesses in one. The fusion 
may·h .... ...,rt.ical; that , .... it may unite a number of btiSiriesses 
in successive stages of the Same Jarge process. Or it may , 
be horizontal; that is it may Ullit<i a number of similar busi
nesses. ) 

( (Horizontal fusions often pass through an intermediate stage J 

~
ofRe~TativeFederation or As~ocia. tion, orS."rtel;tlie functions ., 
of~·to control the pnces, the amounts produced, and 
he methods of marketing of its variousmemb&s; and in some 

cases to conduct their marketing for them. ) .. ... . 
I (Economies in administration and in produotion are not 

'easily obtained by a mere federation; they need unified owner, 
ship and admiriistration. A halfway house was UllIee.rTonnd -----... _-- -
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I in American "Trusts" in the original sense of the word; when II, m,l. 

Cilumoefof 'b'tlSinessesli the same mdliSfry-agreed to assign 
the control of their general policy to the same hody of trustees, 
who administered ""llieWhole in trust for aU concerned. But, 
chiefly on a<:cOmlt-'of legal difficulties, this form of organization 
has disappeared from America} though some European cartels 
seem to be'drifting towards it. 

i<:rhe name Trust is now given commonly to a manufacturing 
or- trading company if its capital and power are sufficient to 
give it a dominating influence, extending over some branch of 
industry or trade throughout the whole or a large part of the 
cOuntry to which it belongsl~ This dominating influence is 
frequently believed to be monopolistic ,in cjJ.aracter: to involve 
some menace to publi~j.nterests; and to call for inquiry, whether 
the Trust should be subjected to public regulations, in some 
respects more stringent than those which apply to an ordinary 
joint-stock company; just as that is subject to some rules which 
do not apply to a private business. 

( A trust may be II joint-stock company which owns the 
whole of the businesses controlled by it. But in many cases it 
leaves some or all of the businesses, which it controls, nominally 
in the hands of independent companies with their own directors; 
and merely secures a majority of the shares of these subordinate ,,' 
companies. Thus it can elect their directors; lind, though it 
must leave them le~al freedom to act as they choose during the 
coming year, yet they well understand that their reelection will 
depend upon their couforming to the general policy marked out 
for them: so that there is thorough unity of administration. 
Local freedom of initiative is indeed commonly encouraged;) 

, but it does not go very much further than that which, as already 
observed, a huge company sometimes concedes to the managers 
of its branches. 

One of the most impressive achievements of modern 

1 Some would confi.ne the Dame "Troata" to those Ia.rge companieJ which 
have obta.i.ned their dominating position by the fusion of eeveral independent 
busineaees: &D.d Dot by the e:l.panaion of Bingle businessea. The two classea 
differ in lome important respects. But in rotation to the moat fund.mental 
problem., the pr80tioe of tbe ma.rket-p1&06 in dra.wiDg no distinction between 
&.hem IMm' to be rigbt. 
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11,10, B. technique is its power to handle masses too great for any force 
which was at man's command until recently. But, sa often 
happens, that which is most wonderful, is not that which has 
exercised the greatest influe'lce on the· course of evolution. 
Those industries which need to handle very large single masses 
must necessarily be concentrated in the hands of a relatively 
small number of large businesses; but they are not nJlmerous. 
And a greater influence on the st . of business in ne 
is being exercised by the economies of continuous production, 
especially in regard to things which can conveniently be made 
in vsat quantities, though they are not handled in large single 
masses. 

Some account of those industries in which the work of trans-, 
porting materials, or transmitting force plays the chief rille; , 
and require large continuous rights of way, whether in public 
or private ownership, is transferred to Appendix H; because, 
though very important, they are governed by exceptional con
ditions, and are not representative of the general trends of 
industrial development. Better illus!~ti?,!s.Jor our present 
purposes are found in the sreer ana the textile industries. The 
steel J!l~u~~rient~iil1irl!t,,)Ilany others; and changes in -their 
organizatio".!!",ve ~>;<:rcised.-wideepread influences on the organi
zation 0.£. injlustry. in general.in America and Germany. The 
textile industries 01) the other hand offer the best instances 
of the coexistence. of numerous establishments, repeating one 
another; beca.use. the full technical economies of lnrge scale 
.production, though. not. always of marketing, can be obtained 

'1>y an establishment of m?derate size .. The two groups cover 
nearly the whole ground of industrial organization fairly well: 
but they do not touch the adaptation of mechanical processes 
to the varying requirements of particular individuals: and 
therefore a little is added sa to the boot and shoe industry. 

2. Many causes make for the e:xpansion of the business 
unit in the steel industry, e..cpeciaUy in its heavy b,·anches. 

The central task of the heavy steel industries is the handling 
of great volwnes of homogeneous fluid steel, ready to be worked 
up into an infinite variety of products large and small. There 
is no other group of industries, in which the forces making for 
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'the incr~ of the business unit are promote,!" in like degree n, m, 2. 

i by the magnitude of the aggregate volume of the homogeneous 
: fluid material which has to be produced, and by the magnitude 

of the individual masses to be handled. 
( Further, there is no other group of industries in which the 
hig~~;-d lower stsges work for one another so steadily and on 
80 large a scale; and therefore there is no other group in which' 
large lateral extensions and amalgamations are so likely to be 
accompanied by large vertical extensions and amalgamations. ~ 

\Iron and coal mines at the "lowest" stsge are large users of the 
~j]8 and the machinery which come from the higher stages: 

I the smelting furnaces receive from the mines at the lowest 
, stage; and pass on their products to the heavy mills: which 
! like all the rest are large consumers of high-class machinery. 

There is nothing at all analogous to this in any other group of 
industries: th" steel industries are in a class by themselves, 
just as are railways and water-supply equipments, though for 
entirely different reasons. Let us consider the operations of the 
furnaces and the heavy mills. 
l The size of the most economical furnace is rapidly inereasing: 

and Open-hearth furnace haths already have a capacity of 
several thousand tons.) But a furnace is not amenable to dis
cipline. It will not work economically except at nearly full 
pressure: it must be laid by for repairs occasionally; and, there
fore, complete efficiency is to be obtsined only by the presence 
in a single estsblishment of a good many blast furnaces that are 
individually of the modem pattern, in order that a business 
may be able to adjust total output to varying activities of 
demand. 

In furnaces and in rolling miUs alike the individual masses 
to be handled have mostly hecome SO hulky that every opera
tion must he performed by mechanical force:(and thus a new 
economy arises from incroasa of size. For it requires no more 
ellort and not much more discretion, to turn a handle that will 
set in motion a big electric or hydraulic crane than a small one."" 
Supplemented by internal railway", theSe travelling cranes 
enable a massive piece of metal to be removed easily, safely 
and quickly from one department to another of large works, 
spread over many acres: at each department it finds just those 
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II, '", 2. appliances and just that specialized skill which are needed for 
the particular work to be done. . 

An economy, characteristic of the present age, is inducing 
owners of blast furnaces to set up rolling mills; and owners 
of rolling mills to set np blast furnaces, or to amalgamate 
with ~ting furnaces. It is that of the heat often to be 
gained, by passing the molten iron straight from the blast 
furnace to the converter, and carrying oft the blooms from 
the converter straight to the mills that are' to roll them into 
rails or plates or structural shapes. Again "mixed works" 
that own mines, furnaces, mills and engine shops can keep 
each of the four branches at work during many slack times by 
enlarging and repairing the rails, hoists, machinery, etc. which 
all the four need in various degrees. Again the waste gases 
of the furnaces, after heating and pumping air for their own 
use, have a large surplus energy: this can be turned to account, 
either directly or through the medium of electricity, in working 
other branches; and it thus becomes a powerful aid to "mixed" 
steel businesses in competition with "pure" blast furnaces and 
with "pure" rolling mills. The influence thus exerted on the 
structure of the German steel industry will occupy our attention 
in Book lIP. 

No doubt seversI of these economies have a1ready exercised 
nearly their full influence on the size of the business unit: 
because their economic force is now so great that no concern 
that lacks them can hold its own against we\l·equipped com
petitors with equal access to its markets. The United Statee 
Steel Corporation has already several sets of mixed works, each 
of which is possessed of practically every technical economy 
which size can give .. But the cooperation of these various sets 
of works under a eingle control is said to give it certain ad van-

, n ahould however he added that thelmporteDoe 01 this advantage will be 
diminished if the produotion of electricity iI organized. aD a vast aca1e, as now 
8e8ma probable. In that oase the ecODomy of by-produotl .t the central alec
trioal workl will be 80 great. that a amaU bUlineaa m&y be able to buy ita power 
atl leu 008t than that at which it iI obtained now by very large busineeeea., 
Cl:OOpting only those which 8D1elt iroo-ontL They will doubtleu oontinue to 
U86 the energy oontained ill their waate ga.teI; though perhapa they will apply 
a. Iarger part of it in ita original form of heat to varioue uaeL AI to the serricttl 
01 electrioity to the ... oU huain .. gener&lJy _ AppeodiJ< H. II. 
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tage. in marketing, in obtaining progressive expert guidance, I1,m,3. 

and in economy of transport. It can send each order to be 
filled up by that set of its works which can handle it best, account 
being taken of its geographical position; of the quantity of work 
that it already has on hand; aud of any special fitness of its 
plant for that particular task. Thus, for instance, it can be 
arranged that each group of works shall keep its sets of rolls 
almost constantly in operation without being changed; whereas 
an isolated rolling mill must frequently change its rolls. But 
this economy can in great measure be obtained by other means: 
as we are about to see. 

3. . Tendencies of Particular standardization to become 
General. 

\ 

l The influences exerted by the progress of technique on the 
structure of business, which have been so far noticed, tend 
almost without exception to increase the size of the business 

Et. 'But the influences exerted by good standardization are ) 
ot entirely in that direction: and, for tills and other reasons, I 

they call for rather close attention.) , 
It was from the first obvious that each railway must have 

a uniform gauge for the main traffic. But for a long while 
even the main lines of railways in an advanced country were <if 
various breadths, 80 that the wagons of one could not run on 
the lines of another. The inconveniences thus caused compelled 
General standardization of gauge for all.main lines th!oughout 
eaoh country; and, with a few exceptions, throughout each 
Continent. 

Meanwhile considerations of its own convenience had caused 
each railway to seek for Particular standard patternS,of rails suit
able for the chief varieties of frequent heavy trafficit and a'f~r a 
while it became clear that, if General standaIds could be a~ed 
on, rolling mills would be able to produce much more freely. for 
stock; and therefore to give more continuous employment to 
their plant and their staff; and therefore to produce more 
cheaplN This course, which haa been largely adopted, pre
sented no great difficulty: and it was followed by the more 
difficult and interesting development of standardized shapes for 
structural .teeI. The use of Iron .. the mainstay of building ia 
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II, m, 3. due to the initiative of many men, among whom a chief place 
must be assigned to Sir Joseph Paxton; steel at a moderate price· 
was not to be had when he planned the exhibition of 1851, and 
he had to be content with iron. But the subsequent use of 
structural steel is largely due to a characteristic burst of Ameri
can initiative. 

Mr Carnegie observed that the wooden tressel bridges which 
were in general use on American railroads, bad no longer a 
raise", d' eIre. The English practice of using iron for bridges 
had been little followed; because iron had been relatively dear, 
and wood had been cheap. But wood was becoming scarce, and 
steel was becoming cheap: and the rapidly increasing traffic 
was worried by wood's constBnt need of repairs. So he pictured 
the future in his mind and set himself to prepare for it on 
American lines. He gradually trained a stafi of engineers to 
plan steel bridges, test them, improve them, and at last reduce 
them provisionally to standard patterns. Meanwhile he adapted 
his plant to producing their component parts on a large scale; 
and prepared to put through a complete bridge much more 
quickly and cheaply than anyone else. Next, he applied the 
same notion to okel frames for high buildings, which were 
just coming into vogne, and which are indeed little more in 
principle than vast congeriea 'of small bridges. 

But there was a difficulty. Though bridges of similar dimen
sions and designed for similar traffic could well be made of similar 
pattern, almost every building required individual treatment: 
and architects, accustomed to other materials, were not always 
able and willing to make their plans fit in with. the technical 
idiosyncrasies of the manufacture of steel. So the Carnegie 
Company developed a specialized staff of engineer-architects: 
and they undertook to design and erect a building which should 
meet nearly all requirements; and yet be made almost ex
clusively of units that were already standardized; and therefore 
far cheaper, than if they had been made to order. The power 
which the Carnegie Company obtained, partly by this meaDS, 
enabled it to set the tone of the wbole American industry, so 
far as structural steel was concerned. But the very victory 0: 
its method destroyed much of. the semi-monopolistio power 
which it had obtained. And though the average size of the 
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business unit in the heavy steel industry has increased, and is n,'o, '" 
likely to increase; yet, the further standardization goes, and 
the more care that is given by architects to the choice of 
stsndard shapes in their specification, the better will be the 
outlook of rolling mills of moderate size in regard to structural 
steel. 

The General standardization of rails enables a man to buy a 
certain quantity of rails of a given kind for delivery at a future 
time. If an organized market price for such rails is established 
from time to time, he may make such a purchase without any 

. intention of accepting delivery; and may expect to receive the 
excess (or to pay the deficiency) of the market price at the 
time as compared with his contract price: that is, the way is 
open for general speculation. This development is indeed 
exceptional. It probably works for good on the whole: but a 
considerable share of the totsl price paid by railroads for theu, 
rails is intercepted by speculative dealers. The general tendency 
of theu, operations is to render prices more steady; and in so 
far as they do this, theu, gains are well earned: but there have 
been occasions on which it has appeared that they have artifi
cially stimulated fluctuations; and in such cases theix action 
has been harmful to consumers and producers, whether they 
themselves have gained or lost on the balance. 

4. A partial, specializatian af particular establishments 
in certain branclt.e8 of the steel industry /w,s lOll{! belm in 
pr09ress, pal·tty tinder the injluence af mutual tinder
standings: and it has received a great impetus frOln tlte 
expcl'iellces of tlle illdustl-y under State control dm'i1/g the 
flxn·ld-wt,r. 

A spirit of order has long been spreading over British steel 
rolling miils. Soon it will be true that" the producer can cheapen 
the cost of production, because he can roll considerable quan
tities of allY given section at one time, and place in stock any 
surplus with a reasonable prospect of its being requixed. 'l'he 
buyer can feel sure of obtaining the section that he requixcs from 
one firm or another with the least amount of delay and at the 
loost cost1"tt 

From Mr Ha"kw' p ... idenliol Addruo 10 tho Britiah lDItituto of Ci.u 
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11,10,4. Such specialization is not quite as easy in all branches of 
the steel industry as in that of rolling. But it is even nore' 
urgently needed in some branches; and it was making consider-

" able progress, even before the exigencies of the world-war had 
called for an output of certain classes of munitions in ~ter 
volume, and at higher speed than had been reached in any 
similar case before. The Minister of Munitions became in effect 

'/autocratic controller of every busineas that could take part in 
the work; and many large establishments were set up for the 
occasion, chiefly in places where there was abundance both of 
room, and of the unskilled labour of men, women and children 
who could perform elementary tasks hour a£tsr hour under 
expert supervision. The method is properly regarded as 
American, because America has developed it in numerous in
dustries further than any other country has done: and from 
another point of view it might properly be called British; 
because it is based on Babbage's famous observation (A.D. 1832) 
that in a large factory "the manufscturer by dividing the work 
to be executed into difierent processes, each requiring different 
degrees of .kill and force, can purchase exactly that precise 
quantity of both that is necessary for each proceas." But it has 
been carried out so thorougbly in the war·munitions industries 
as to arrest public attention, and give a powerful impetus to a 
movement which had already made much progreas. It will 
greatly affect the further advance of technique, and the extended 
oil!anization of busineas; we may therefore stay a little to con
siller its peculiarities. 

The inJIuence of patriotic sentiment has enabled the em
ployer-in this case ultimately the nation-to carry Babbages 
Engineers, 1901. He continued:-"011l trade aad interest. being mon f&ro 

rea.ohi.ng and world.wide than those of any other country, makes the question 
of standa.rdir.ation more important, but at the aame time more difficult for us." 
The America.n Society of l.'ivil Eogineen had led the wa.y. Germ&D.Y had fol. 
lowed, and la.ter the four British Societiea chieOy concerned agreed to appoint 
joint committees to take evidence and recommend standa.rd eectioDi for 
(I) Bridges and general conatruotion. (2) Railwa.y rolling .took underfra.mee, 
(3) RaiJs, (4) Ship", H. DOted tha. Germany had 67 ...... <Iard BOOtiO'" and 
America had 49. whereas Britain used no fewer the 170 different eeotiODl. 
But in the early yean of th.ia oentury great progreas had been made in ihia and 
Iimila.r directions by elIortI of the induatriea themaelvea. a.nd by th08l!l of tIle 
National Physical La.boratory, lomewhAt on the linN of the Phyaikaliauh. 
tenbpjeobe.BeiabuIlBt&lt at. Cbarlotteoburaj and by other iDltitutioD& 
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hint further than it has ever been carried before; especially in II, DI, 4. 

~ old country, where (as was observed at the end of the last 
chapter) those who have acquired special manual skill are in
evitably Bomewhat jealous of technical improvements that tend 
to narrow the sphere of their special usefulness. There are in 
fact very few occupation., in which every operation performed 
by skilled workers makes demands on their special skill. Some-
times indeed the skilled artisan has an assistant, who learns to 
move things into their proper places and do like small tasks, 
without distracting the attention of his chief. But such ar
rangements arc profitable, only when the total aid given by the 
"ssistant saves a considerable part of the artisan's time: Bab-. 
bage's principle is not operative in other cases. When however. 
highly finished and accurate products are required in vast 
quantities, it may be practicable to pass a great number of them 
over to an unskilled worker who gives his or her whole time to 
performing some single operation on each. Under the emer-
gency of war, skilled artisans have concurred in such arrange-
ments, even though contrary to custom. 

For instance, the manufacture of shells during the world-war 
has required millions of wedges to be made, eo finely tapered 
that the wider end of each is only about a thousandth part of 
an inch broader than the narrower end. But an accurate ring 
having been made such that the narrower end of a properly 
made wedge can enter it, while the broader end cannot pass 
through, th .. task of testing the wedges, instesd of being one of 
supreme difficulty, is brought within the competence of a careful 
child. A child might be careless: but the task is well executed 
by unskilled adults; and similar arrangements for the economy 
of skilled labour might be extended, wherever the aggregate 
volume of each suc.h simple task to he performed in anyone 
establishment is sufficient to justify the setting up of special 
provision for it. That may be effected in the future much more 
largely than in the past, as a result of the allied tendencies to 
exact, though plastic, standardimtion; and to the speciaIimtion 
of considerable establishments on particular tasks in a single 
large process. Thus .. stesdy demand for vast numbers of 
similar products haa moulded the work of the human hand, 
somewhat in the &ame manner as it has that of machines. It 

II. L '" 8 
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II. UI; 4. enables numerous machines, each relatively simple, .though semi· 
automatic, to be ... t up each adapted to one special task, anei 
each working steadily with but little need for supervision'. 

The centreJized control of the munitions' industries has been 
aided by so much unselfish energy. that it seems to have been 
but little affected by that comato ... slackness which frequently 
hinders Governmental industries from reaping the full fruits of 
their advantages of position. And it has focu88ed increaaed 
attention on the economies that may be attained by such co
operative understandings among businesses in the same branch 
of industry. as would enable each of them to adjust its plant and 
its arrangements to a single task; or. at least. to a single small 
group of tasks. 

For instance. though ships of any particular character are 
not needed even by the thousand. the British Government has 
found it worth while to indicate a few claBSes of standa~cd 
ships, which are suitable to present conditions. This measure 
is specially adapted to the urgent need for large output in time 

1 The following obserVations are taken from PM Pinus Enginaring Suppk
fMJIl. April. 1917: "No shop manager, though pollJe88ed of an orlgio81 and 
inventive geniul. backed op by experience, could have antioipated the profound 
changes which the demand for munitions baa brought about in the dOBigu of 
machine tools. Leu than three ye&I'8 ago nearly aJ..l the machine tools in uao 
required ezperienced men in oharge. Yet they were ill.euited for maoy of tbe 
new duties imposed upon them. oomprising as they did elementl fitting them for 
purpoaee of genereJ. utility without providing for highly repetitive production. ... 
Some manufacturers have been able to lupply very simple single. purpose 
machinel in batches of leveral hundreds for. aingle shop. In consequence not 
only ha.ve new works been built, but old firms hitherto engaged in other in· 
duatriea: aoa.roe1y related to this 018.91 of work. in the metal trades, for example. 
ha.ve taken over some aectiona.l portiolll of munitions from the controUed shope 
until suoh time aa they could obtain the tools necesaary to enable them to oany 
out more 8ztended tasks. In soma inatanoes these firma. by availing thamaelve8 
of iostruotiona supplied by the builders of the machine tools. wore thlll enabled 
to get together a. 8t.a.ff of girls or lads. with 8. few skilled .upervisora. 800n oa.pable 
of producing an enormous output of accurately gauged parts. Machinists never 
realized before how many ways tbere are of attaining identical resulta." 

For instance, "Machine. for produoing IS·pounder high ezpioaive shell. ez· 
oluaively have been evolved from the multi.lpindle dea:ign of automatioa. Ono 
deaign deals with the ezterior work only. the other with tbe interior. A pair of 
machines. each requiring only ODe attend&nt, tnrnl out a IheU oomplete in .ix 
minutes. The one which d68.ls with the internal operations baa eight 8pindlca 
for holding ellella. and a lufficient number of tool Ipindlea in oppo&ition for 
performing 19 aeplU'llte function .. oompri&ing drilling. faoing. rearoin~. and 
threading. 'fhe ma.ohine which de&la with Lhe 8.l.terior work haa aix spindJoa." 
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uf war: and there is now BOme general agreement that even in n. 111. 4-

time of peace each shipyard might advantageously concentrate 
ite energies on a limited number of cl .... es of ships; each of 
which .hould he standardized ... far as was possible. consistently 
with quick readjustments to meet changes in technique and in 
the conditions of maritime traffic. 

'

But in fact the .tandardization of component parts is at once 
\ more productive of economy and less hostile to progress than 

that of complex structures. The same standard girders are used 
with advantage in thousands of different sorts of buildings. and 
appliances for use on land and sea: while the same standard 
screw. are used for hundreds of thousands of different purposes: 
and this contr ... t is of .pecial significance in regard to the con
test between giant businesses and those of moderate size. For 
even the largest business has but a .mall output ... compared 
with that of an industrial country: and therefore the .mall 
producers.can often buy particular components, that have been 
made for open market by aid of larger economies of maasive 
production than are at the command of any single business', 
. \.Standardization is likely to attain the highest perfection in 
the case of a product which has been long in use; and of which 
both the component parts and the general design have been V 
.ubjected to long and varied trial: for in .uch a case the experi
ence of the multitude overtops the finest imagination of con
.tructive genius) But, on rare occasions, there may be an 
impeootive need for .udden massive production, which allows 
no time for protracted experience. An instructive instance of 
this kind occurred when .America had unexpected occasion to 
provide a large supply of aeroplanes, on models, which the ex
periences of the war had brought to the front. 

Several eminent American engineers .. pooled" their faculties 
in order to de vis. a general plan for the economical and rapid 
construction of aeroplane engines by method. specially appro
priate to the American genius. They proposed to build the 

I The North·E .... t Cout Instit.ution of Engineera IUld Shipbuilden h.v8 
agreed on a lebam. for the Bt.a.ndatdiaation of reciprooating: triple expansion 
en~inea, the principlea of which may proba.bly be extended to ot.her typel of 
engioel and to many auziliari. employed 011 ahipboard. h it intended that the 
lpeoilioation IhrJ.I be ubjeot. to • revision each yew by aD. ezpen oommittee. 
(T .... lSogi_ .. B_pp/cIMItI, Eobruary, 11111., 
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II, Ia, 5. engines in various models, each using the 88me standard cylin
ders, pistons, valves, cam shafts, and so on. Thus the parts 01-
wrecked eight-cylinder or twelve-cylinder engines are-to be 
interchangeable, and a new engin!, could be assembled from the 
parts of wrecked machines' • -

5. Recent det'elopments of tile means of commwnication 
have facilitated tlte escape of a la.-ge business in a MliVY 
i,ldllstry from the constraint imposed by lack 01 space for 
expansion .. 

We now pass to a side issue,_ which has recently become of 
some im portence. It turna on the difference between businesses 
which, by building high, can employ a large number of operatives 
on a site of moderate dimensions, and those which cannot expand 
so as to avail themselves of the fuJI resources of modem technique 
without access to large space. 

The lighter sort of mannfactures can generally accommodate 
a grp ... t number of operatives, together with machinery, in high 
buildings on a relatively small area: and in case of need, sufficient 

1 European aerial engineel'l asaisted in forming the plan: but it was decided 
Dot to adopt a.ny European model: because British and French machines, as a 
rule, are not adapted to American manufacturing methodl. They are highly 
apecializcdmachincs, requiriDg much hand work from mecha.nica, who are almost 
artist&. Such men are relatively scarce in America.: and therefore exact mo
chanicalstandW'dimtion waa applied in American fashion to do 88 much of tho 
fine work aa was possible. But it was found that some finiahing work bad to bo 
done by the hand at the Iaat in almost every case. . 

Since however oylinders, pistons, and every other put of the motor bad been 
ataDdardized, they could be produced rapidly and economically by a great many 
factori81 operating under Government contracts. They could be aa rapidJy 
8IJ8€Imbled, either by these pla.nta or at a oentral assembly pJant. 

Rapid procedure waa indeed rendered possible by previoUl studies in Britain, 
France and Italy, aa well .. in America: for the war-demand for airora.ft haa 
~n too Budden and intenae to be left to private enterprise. For instance, a 
group of the ablest Britiab experte have served &8 "The Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautioa," under the presidenoy of Lord Rayleigh, to atudy. by aid of esperi
mente at the National PbyaioaJ. La.bora-tory and the Royal Aircraft Factory, 
mattera relating to aerodynamiOl, to engines, to materials. to atrength of con. 
atrucrtion and design, etc. Their Report of 1917 speak! of experiments with 
powerful applianoes &a to longitudinal &lid lateralatability in ftight; &a to varioWi 
typee of magnetio oompa1881 a.nd other instruments; as to the durability of 
fabrioa under variOUl conditione; as to aluminium alloya; aa to the location of 
distant thunde1'8torma and their propsa. eto. 
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.pace for extensions can generally be acquired close at hand at lI,w, 6-

a price which is not prohibitive. But heavy industries must do 
nearly all their work on the ground: their machines are bulky, 
and most of their movements are effected by small railways, 
together with overhead gear. Therefore, even when a consider-
able space for expansions bas been provided at starting, a suc-
cessful beavy busine .. is likely ere long to need more space than 
is to be had on reasonable terms in a crowded district. 

But some classes of operatives used to spend high wages 
somewhat crudely; and they were not easily ·attracted into the 
country: for this and other reasons even heavy industries were 
slow to move away from densely peopled districts, until pre88ed 
by the recent expansion of the busin ... unit, and aided by the 
telephone and other modern means of communication among 
businesSes at a distance. Meanwhile· the working cla .. es have 
become better educated, Ie .. addicted to j;he COl,lrser enjoyments, 
and more appreciative of the quiet of a many-roomed house with 
a garden: also the advantages of working only on a single fioor, 
have extended from the first stages of heavy industries to others 
for which a firm basis on the earth is not absolutely necessary, 
It has become increasingly conveuient to cover the whole area 
of work with overhead gear capable of moving along and at right 
angles to the main line of each building; .0 that it can take up 
materials from any part and set them down in any other'. 

/ 6. IUustrati01l8, drawn from textile and boot industries, 
Vof diver8e i1lfluenoes fchich. pat·tial standardization and 

specialization exert Ott the Biu of the b'usinesB u"it. 

We have seen how the application of water power to 
.pilllling collected that branch of the industry into factories, 

1 A few detail. may be added. In lome ouea each building of the worb ia 
in addition .urrounded by railway linea of normal gauge, and porb_PI permeated 
by narrow gauge Unea for lpecial usee: each department 01 work ca.n ban ita 
own provinooi oft.on 80 looat.ed ... to be in contact on one lido wit.h tbat from 
whiob it it to reoeive ma.terial. Imd on the other witb tba.t to which it i. to 
deliver. Ample apace oa.n ba ta.ken for the "orb a.t atarting; and &imOit UIl

limited oxprwaions Olm be &mlnged by enlarging the original simple building 
either 10n~tudinaU, or laterally or both. Walb .... needed only .. to the outaide 
of • building. whioh m.y oo?er an aere. for the root as .ell as overhead and 
olher par, can be IUPporIod on ,teel JillI .... 
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II, m, 41. while hand-weaving remained in the cottages: but tbe power. 
loom needed factories. At first it was a rough and untrustworthy 
instrument, likely fa deal harshly with the yam; and the only 
people who had the technical knowledge and other facilities for 
the management of textile factories were master spinners. So 
the growth of machinery seemed at once to crush out the .mail 
man, -and to bring under one roof the successive processes 01 a 
great industry. 

But.JIU tb .. w1UI .. mllc~ery.2":88Ptepariug -the w .. y for 
un~[~his vertical cOnsolidation: for improvements in spinning 
gradually enabled yam to bemade with such absolute certainty ,/ 
and precision to any standard requirement, that the weaver 
could buy it in open market, or even contract for it in advance, 

'0 with confidence that he could get what he needed; and tne 
loom became both more powerful and gentler. These improve
ments have continued by innumerable BlDall stages down to 
the present day, and now the element of routine preponderates 
in cotton spinning mills, and in weaving sheds for staple cloths. 

/ The size of such factories is not much influenced, at all events 
, directly, by the progress of technique: for that is not increasing I materially the expensiveness of the plant required for the best 

work. But the growing efficiency of the plant i. increasing the 
floor space; the engine power, and the quantity of machinery 
required to give employment to a given number of workers: 
and there are larger calls for organizing faculty, and for some 
ready initiative in throwing out machinery which has been left 
behind by recent improvements. These branches of the cotton 
industry are excellently managed by strong, but simple men; 
and again by joint-stock companies, some of which are largely 

_ in the hands of working-men and have something 01 the charactsr 
of cooperative societies. 

On the other hand, the manufacturer of finished cotton goods 
of other than the standard patterns must ever be watehful, 
supple, and qnick: for variations in demand for different classes 
of things in his trade would prevent the work of each one 
of his departments from being fitted in exactly with that of 
the others, however steady his aggregate output might be . 

. And, even more than organizing strength, he needs the faculty 
of reading coming events in a relatively narrow thoroughfare 
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of the world's busin.... and tUrning to the best ';..,count the II. m. 6-

flying opportunities which are offered by his changeful relations 
to men and things'. 

The woollen and worsted induatries deal' with materials 
which are very variable in character: and nearly sJJ their pro
ducts. except such things 88 blankets. are made for consumers 
who are under the influence of western fluctustiona of fashion. 
Merinos and other short fibred wools. which are l18ed in "wool
len" stuils in the narrower .ense of the term. are often mixed up 
with shoddy and even' woiind around cotton yarns: and no 
manufacturer (i.e. maker of .tuffs) can be .rue of getting exactly 
the description of .uch yarn 88 he wants. except by making it 
himself. As a rule all the varioll8 .tages 'of woollen cloth making 
(exclusive 01 dyeing and finishing). are carried on together in 
rather .mall {actorie.: for they yield no very greet economies 01 
production on a large .cale. and individual oore and judgment 
as to detail. are incessantly required. 

The worsted industries. which deal with long staple wools. 
are organized generally on similar principles to the .. woollen " 
(in the narrower use 01 the term). except in one important 
matter. The unravelling and .moothing out 01 long yarns 
require an elaborate process; which is. 88 a rule. that 01 
"combing": the .hort fibres mingled with the long are taken 
out and the long are combed out into .. top .... for worsted 
making. This process require. expensive machinery. which was 
lor the greater part invented in England. It is worked by very 
powerful firms. and the tops are marketed at home and abroad; 
England thll8 returning some of the obligationa. which she has 

1 There ia muoh of interest OD thi. IJObjeot in Chapman" The MftCG.J1&ire.. 
CoUDA 1 "'lwtry. He o~ that the oomplete oommand which Lancaahire 
oilers to tbe manufaoturer of any lort of yarn that he may need givea scope to 
evon very .mall men in manufacturing specialities. They "rent buildinga and 
'turning,' and produoe luoceufuUy in a small way. Sometimes. several firms 
may be found in one building" (p. 163). Sohu1ze-Givemiw. CoUort Ir/lik .,. 
lJ.'ngland "wei OA lAs ConnMftl, preaenteci a vivid pioture of t.he advantage whioh 
the high organization of his market. gave to the Englilh tutils ma.oufaaturer 
over hit Continental riyaWI in 1895: but the organiaa.tion of their marketl baa 
made proltfNllinoe then; 8M Landauer. Htmda ,,,Id Prod1&ktioa '" dtJt Baa".. 
voUindwtn .. 1911. Bulldi" 7' ot the BllJ'e&u of the CeoIU. of the United 
Stotea 1906 apealn of tho hindra.ncea to trade. whioh ariIe from. the l&ok of 
adequ.te lpeciaUution iD the Amerioao. aottcm indulltry. 
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[1, m. 6. incurred, as· a consequence of her own inertia, and of Germany's 
systematic application of chemical science to industry" 

The arts of dyeing and finishing al1 kinds of textile materials 
began to make rapid progress about the time when the power· 
loom was coming into general use; and, indeed, partly in con· 
sequence' of the great increase in the volume of the textile 
Industries that resulted from it. It soon became clear that the 
resources of a cloth factory could not otIer nearly as great a 
variety of refined finish, as could be got by large firms, each of 
which gave its whole energies to a-particular form of finishing. 
Every such firm, or rather company, i. equipped with vast and 
various special apparatus, and with high technical skill. It can 
thus bring the appropriate part of extensive techuical forces 
to bear on each task, which it undertakes: the same highly 
specialized task often needs to be performed at about the same 
time on a great variety of goods, coming from many customers 
and designed for many purposes; and thus it is able to obtain 
I,llany of the advantages of continuous process, even in regard to 
small transactions". 

Modem textile industries are in the main the products of 
British thought and method: the new boot and shoe industries 
are distinctively American. They have developed with marvel· 
lous thoroughness the notion that standardization, adapted to 
the many various wants of consumers, is an economic force corre· 
sponding within its own sphere to the standardization of parts 
of machinery to meet the varying requirements of particular. 
machines. Not many years ago every well fitting boot or shoe 
was adjusted in each detail by individual care to the shape of " 
Jlingle foot: but now the call for individual judgment in the 
industry is almost confined to the economical arrangement of 
shapes for various portions of boots or shoes of ditIerent sorts 

I The tops are to some extont sta.ndtirdized: but tho needa of lIomo manu
factufel'8 oannot be met by any judgment less 8ubtle and careful ~b&D that of 
expert buyers in their own employment. who handle and teat before accepting. 
A little more is said OD these 8ubjecta in Appcndil: It 2. 

I Claph&m'a Woollen aM toOr'8ted '7Idmtriu iI a model study. See also 
Weld. "Specialization in tho woollen and wonted industry," in the RanJanl 
Journal of Economiu. Nov. 1912. Lao..dauor I.e. i.e lpeoiaJIy inatruotive lUI to 
the German finishing indu.try. 
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and sizes. So a multitude of steel plate., each corresponding to II, m, 8. 
80me part of a boot or shoe of some one of the many sizes and 
shapes in vogue, are laid on a hide or skin; and adjusted to its 
irregular shape in such a manner that they cover nearly the 
whole of it: and the hide or skin is cut up.along the boundaries 
of the plates. Then machines enter the field, and require from 
their human associates little more than careful feeding. 

A passenger in the Mayflower founded a boot and shoe 
industry at Lynn, which spread over Eastern Massachusetts'. 
In 1845 the industry was highly organized, with much stand
ardization and division of labour, but mainly on primitive 
lines. Then came a long series of brilliant mechanical inv~
tions, which reduced the direct labour cost of a boot to less than 
a tenth of what it had been; and hand labour practically ceased 
from the industry. But people's feet vary much, and in order 
to enable a machine-made boot or shoe to compete with one 
made to order by hand, the standardization needed to go on the 
opposite route to that, which it may best follow in making 
agricultural inIplements or watches, or other things in which 
human need. have little variety. In America. though not else-

~herc, each factory makes, as a rule, only a single class of boot or 
shoe,--it may be a high-class boot for girls, or a stout boot for 
working women-: but.-'V~e class i8, it makes each 
quality and pattern'n ".iz~~'_IID.JLh."If sIzes, and ill six or a 
dozen different \Vldth.:--1'he result is that while the work of 
each operative is very simple, the total output is 80 subtly 
organized that the needs and taste of each individual consumer 
are, save in a few exceptional case., met almost as delicately 
and thoroughly as they could be by the careful thought of a 
.killed artisan. 

The machine. required for each stage of the manufacture 
are very numerous and expensive. Many of them are patented, 
and either sold at very high prices, or hired out at charges 
apportion,d to the number of times they have been used, "'I 
indicated by automatio registers. Its high capital charge would 
prohibit the use by a small manufacturer of a machine, which 
perforrcs only one short operation, hut can do it for a great 

I S~e 0. .ngg~tive study of the boot and shoe indllStry in R~por' qJ TtDfl/tA 
C ...... oj 1M U.S.A, 1900 ... I. VIT. P. 754. 

8-5 
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\ 
II, m, £ number of boots: the practice of paying in proportion to the. 

work done, puts him on a level in this respect with a more power
ful rival. Thus the technical efficiency of the boot machinery 
organization is of the hlghest order: but the power, thus ob
tained, has been turned to harsh uses, by .. tying clauses." As 
we shall see presently, these resemble Deferred Shlpping Re
batee, in binding a customer who makes any use of the aid of a 
particular business, to abstain from obtaining aid from any rival 
business: such action tends to create a harsh monopoly. 

The number of businesses that manufacture on a ama11 scale, 
or devote themselves to subsidiary processes, is diminishing 
generally. But the purchase of ready cut soles, and of some 
completely manufactured parts is on the increase: by thls ar
rangement, manufacturers" get the grade and weight they want, 
save one operation, and do not have on their hand. sole leather 
that they do not want'." 

A large manufacturer has ·however considerahle advantage 
in retailing. He can open many shops in the same city, in each 
of whlch a customer's taste and fit can be ascertained; and if he 
selects a style in whlch exactly the right fit is not on hand, 
it can be ordered by telephone and sent to him from a common 
store in the course of an hour. Thus he procures custom more 
easily, and at less cost for marketing, than if he kept a full 
supply of everything likely to be needed in each of two or three 
giant shops. It is however true that this full standardization 
enahles any retailer, with a considerable stock and near to a 
large wholesale stock, to market efficiently and cheaply on 
similar lines· . 

• R.porloJ U.S.A. C ..... oj 1906, Dulletin 72, p. 12. 
I Simil&r remarks apply to other kinds 01 goode; aee Appendix J. I and ... 

'I'he general trend of this Section is oontinued in cbapt.en VI and vn of this 
Book. 



CHAPTER IV 

FURTHER TECHNICAL INFLUENCES ON THE SIZE 
OF THE BUSINESS UNIT 

1. TM ea:pansicm qf the business unit in industl-us which II, IV. 1. 

handle tmUintullu st'l'ooms of homogeneous materials is being 
lYromoted by new tconomies appe'l'taining to unif<>rm and 
continuous fYrocess. 

We now pass to a group of industries which handle no large 
oingle m .... : they have little kinship to the higher stages of the 
steel industries, but they closely resemble the" lower, They 
tum their material promptly into powder or liquid form, and 
keep it on the How through many consecutive processes. During 
all this time there is very little for the hand to do, except to 
tum certain handles, etc., at the right time; and not very much 
for the head to do, except in the organic planning and masterly 
management of the whole. 

'l;hUB paper.mills and Hour-mills deal with raw materials 
already in shapes easily handled .. They turn the logs of wood, 
or the grain, into ~ homogeneous Huid or powder, by a series 
of processes, which are automatic; and require little more effort 
of thought, and not much more effort of hand, to make them 
available for a vast output than for a amaU one. A small paper
mill IIfay thrive in such a place as the Black Forest, where a 
stream of water grinds down logs from the adjacent woods into 
pulp; mixes it with gluten, etc.; spreads it over rollers; and 
at last delivers it as made paper, without. heing touched by a 
human hand. There is here no waste of labour: but the same 
wood could have been turned into a better paper, with little 
further outlay, in a highly organized mill. And the growth of 
large milla at the ""pense ohmall is steady and rapid. 
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II, !Y, 1. Similarly with regard to flour-mills. The fanners in the 
wheat districts of America, send grain for local consumption to. 
be ground into coarse flour in old-fashioned mills, each of which 
i. commonly worked by its owner unaided. But all over the 
western- world the economy of the large "rull in grinding for the 
market is irresistible. 

Modem flour milling is Hungarian in its origin; its later 
development was characteristic of American resource. But 
some mills in British sea-porte have overtekell Americstl 
practice; while they have 811 advantage in mixing their grains 
a,!d make the virtues of the various kind. supplement one 
another. A big ship holding many thousand tons is floated 
against the walls of .. mill; tbe wheat i. made to flow in an 
endless stream from the ship to the upper floor of the mill. 
No hand touches it. But after a time all its various impurities, 
each takell out by a separate process, are delivered to their proper 
compartments; and flour from any desired mixture of wheats, 
by .. selectioll of any desired parte of each grain, is delivered 
at the elld after having gone through a score of separate pro
cesses1• 

As a uniform .powder or liquid can be passed from one 

I Ma.ny other household commoditiea, loch U oocoa, mUBtard. rmd loap. nrc 
mmilarly made in vut bomogeneoua qua.ntities: but the in8uencea which the 
technique of their produotion exert. on the lize of the business unit 11 supple
mented by, and perha..pa even subordinate to, eoonomiea of advertiaing OD a. 
large scale. 

Cemont bolongs in pa.rt to the aam8 01&88. But local firma often have special 
advantages in supplying partioular mtlrketa with 10 bulky 8. produot. Moreover 
ita m.w ma.terials vary loca.lIy: the demand for it ia even more irregular than 
(or moat other building materialB; and the aW!ltained aerie. of perple:ling epi. 
aodes of ita hiatory in England, America, and above aU in Germany, obstruct 
any attempt to use it as a basia of generalization. 

Anotber c)aaa of difficultiG.. .. hiDdcN deductiona from tbe hiatoriea of tbe two 
grea.t groups of chemical. industries baaed on I&lt and on tar; of the marvellou!! 
new developmentl of the glass indu.try; and ag&in of the induatri81 connected 
with high explomvea: for they a.re aU to be regarded in lome I'8!Ipccta lUI bmo("hoe 
of advanced chemicaJ. reaearc,h rather than of mere bUBlneaa. Again geographical 
cauBeB affect the Btructure of the indu6trie. based on salt. A factory of high 
nploBivoa requires a certain aecluail)Q. which may be inoonvenient to .. firm 
too email to rely mainly on it. own resoureea: an effective guarantee &II to the 
purity and correct admixture of the matorials wsed cannot eMily bo given 
Heept by • large firm: and many divone advantagea t.re united in aucb an 
undertaking aa tha.t which Sir Andrew Nobel apread over .. la.rge are& of walLe 

undy land in Scotland. 
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automatic apparatus to another without the aid of the human II, lV, I. 

hand, and emerge at the end of a long course transformed and 
adapted and transformed again in a score of different opera-
tions; so also pieces of steel, set into an automatic complex of 
machinery, can emerge automatically transformed into a cycle 
wheel hub, or other complex thing. Here might seem to lie the 
limit of consecutive automatic machine work. 

But the economy of consecutive highly specialized opera
tions can be carried much further; if Jl.je~ies _()L<!perations is 
substituted for a. series .of _.machines, and the product -1;0- be 
wo!k-;;(r~p;;;;-p~~;es automatically from one to another ina con
tinuous series.~·'l'hiS-idea was embodied in the organization of 
tli" -Cl.licago meat-packing firms. No two animals are exactly 
alike: but yet when an ox or a hog, suspended from a rail, 
passes from one operator to another, each performs one definite 
operation on the same part of the carcase, with a quickness, a 
certainty and an efficiency which rivals that of the automatic 
machine. A minute element of judgment is demanded from 
the operator; but in the main he is, in his working hours, a most 
excellent and economical machine, and not much more. This 
idea has passed over into other industries. 

A step, which may prove ultimately to exert a profound 
inIIuence on the structure of business in some engineering and 
other industries, was taken when- this method of the meat packer 
was adapted to the needs of setting up the component parts 01 
an intricate mechanism. A striking instance of this is that of 
the Ford motor works. A standard form and size of chassis J 
having been adopted, all its component parts are made to 
standard shape by automatic machinery. These appendages, eto. 
are stored, each in a separate compartment, connected by a 
slide running down to an appropriate place in a central room. 
Here is an endless conveyer, which completes a round in about 
an hour. A frame is put on this: as it reaches each slide, the 
appropriate part is fixed on it, by men who act as automatically, 
promptly and easily, as those in meat-packing works: at the 
eud of its round the frame is a complete chassis. 

It i. claimed that this method enable. high-class products 
to b. made at low costs by very highly paid, though not excep
~onally skilled workers, moving steadily without strain or 
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11,1',2. hurry: should the claim ~tand the teet of time, the method 
is likely to put a large part of the industries that are mos~ 
characteristic of the modern age, almost exclusively under the 
control of giant businesses. It is however relevant to note that 
1.1r Ford himseli began business on a small scale. 

Finally, note may be mad. of II matter of secondary import
ance. A business which deals with II large homogeneous product 
is likely to buy large quantities of some things, which are sub
sidiary to its processes of manufacture or of marketing; and it 
often sees its way to making them more cheaply or more con
veniently than it can buy them. For instance many food and 
other products' can most conveniently be packed for retail sal. 
in small wooden boxes. Some tim. ago automatic machines 
were invented for nailing these boxes together: but their full 
influence on the price charged by box makers was not exerted 
quickly: and in consequence some very large users of boxes, 
did a good stroke of business by setting up subsidiary depart
ments equipped with the new machinery, and making boxes for 
themselves. But this tendency is of doubtful public advantage: 
for such departments are not, except by accident, und .. the 
control of men specially adapted for the work; and they are 
much less likely to contribute furth .. inventions and improve
ments to that work than might be expected from independent 
produoers giving their whole faculties to it. 

II. The oondling of large masses of homogeneous material 
is often associated with the utilization of by-products, whiC/, 
further strengthens the tendency to any increase in the size qf 
the business unit. 

There is an intimate connection between the massive manu
facture of homogeneous products and the utilization of by
products. For the processes of standardization of the main 
products tend to segregate by-products: and if any particular 
element of the original material is cast out by a special process 
-and this often happens-then a long step has already been 
made towards the standardization of any by-product, of which 
that element is the basis. By-product industries are however 
liable to great vicissitudes. Something whicli was apparently 
plmost valueless is suddenly mad. the foundation of aD jm-
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portant product, either through a new technical discovery or II, •• , 2. 

through the rise of II new demand. For instance, the confident 
expectations, current not long ago, that electric light would 
speedily displace gas, took insufficient account of the great rise 
in the price of coke, which would follow any check to the output 
of gas: nor did they anticipate the vast field for the consump-
tion of tar, which seems likely to be opened out by its new 
applications to road surface making. 

The advantage of continuity of process is one of several 
causes that incline large producers to work up their by-products. 
In old times, when the head of a business was also the master 
workman, economy and efficiency alike required that the subtle 
treatment of each by-product should be in the hands of II master 
of that work; lind consequently by-products' were generally 
handed over to subsidiary industries. But in modem times, a 
great organizer, with abundant capital, can employ experts to . 

\.-1:ravel for him and study the best methods of treatment known 
at home or abroad, lind can set them to put up II large and 
expensive plant. He has II double set of gains to expect from 
experiments that tend both to increase the demand for hie by
product, and to improve the quality of the goods made out of' 
it: so he will risk larger outlay and be less discouraged by some 
initial loss than almost IInyone else'. 

Some of the by·products of petroleum lire subtle and costly 
chemical compounds, for pharmaceutical and other uses; lind 
they demand the !;bought lind care of highly trllined professional 
analysts. The same is true in regard to several by· products of 
the "heavy" chemical industries, in which Britain holds .. 
leading place-: for site is favoured by Iter own supplies of COlli 

and salt, and by easy access to sulphur and other necessary 
materials. In all such industries, new products are frequently 

• The uUHr.o.Uon of horn .... by·producu of the elaughter-house. iI vividly 
dosorioou by Ba.bbage (Economy oj Manti/adWell, •. D. 1832, § 270). So when the 
Chicago meat-packing firma found •• uddon openio.g for a vaat industry with 
high profita thoy thrt"w oJl their faroe into their m&in work; and lubsicliary 
indusuieJ grew up &round them to handle their by-products. But tater on 80me 

of them applied their o\"el1lowing capital Imd energy to eetting t.his work on • 
higher plane: and. partly by aid of European methods. they got 80 muoh profit 
{rom it as to be ahle to sell their m&in produots at A low prica relativeJy to the 
coat of the animals. See Reporl oJ de OOlllmi..,icm oJ C~ioM 011 tAc Beef 
Indwtr¥, Waahington, 19M. 
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11,10,11. coming to th .. front; and a business, which has ahundant capital 
and' is controlled by men with scientific interests and large 
faculty for high enterprise, may constantly introduce into the 
world not only new methods, but also new things. 

But yet the main occupation of these industries is with 
familiar bulky products: and a great firm may long hold a 

. prominent place in them, if it is managed with discretion and 
energy, and has an alert apprehension of any improvements 
in method or product that are on their way, Such industrir.s 
give scope for bold and wise faculty, ready to sink large capital 
in organizing scientific studies and experiments: for, though 
they must in great part be barren of result, they yield splendid 
rewards on the relatively few routes which lead to success. They 
may be compared and contrasted with the light chemical indus
tries, which have already been noted as specially characteristic 
of the German aptitude for organized team work in scientific 
exploration under capable guidance. 

The main basis of those industries is coal tar, which Germany 
at first procured largely from British gasworks, but afterwards 
[rom the coke ovens of steel works, themselves a characteristic 
product of scientific method. Persistent study has shown that 
dyes, capable of resisting the effects of strong light, and offering 
a large variety of pleasant colour effects, can be maue, by 
working on this basis on innumerable routes. Many of the 
products evolved on the way to the discovery of a new dye, are 
found to be useful in other combinations for other purposes. 
Nothing is hastily dropped; every intermediate product and 
every by-product is tried in various combinations, with the 
hope of getting some new result of value in some industrial 
process, or of getting at an old result by a shorter or more 
economical method. Such work as this can be effectively done 
only by a business that can afford to work long and patiently 
at each of a vast number of problems: and anyone who, without 
adequate scientific apparatus, specialized pn the m .... ufacture of 
a few of the products in most repute, might possibly find him
self left stranded, the tide of discovery having swept by him. 
In fact the complex interactions of new products and by·pro
ducts show signs of exerting on the light chemical industries an 
infiuence different in its nature, but similar in its results, to 
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that which has been exerted on massive mechanical and chemical 1I,IV,2. 

industries by the ever increasing variety and expensiveness of 
the plant required by them. An army of high-class experts, 
such as won the success of the chemicsl works at Ludwigshalen, 
or those at Elberfeld, is as much beyond the reach of a man of 
moderate means as is t.he plant needed for making armoUr 
plates'. 

This case gives much matter for thought: but no general 
inference can safely be drawn from it. It shows that when an 
industry is in process 01 incessant transformation by the creation 
f new things as well as by the invention of new methods, there 

18 little cbance that a general supply of a particular class of by
products will be available, on which a man of moderate means 
can specialize. But nothing quite similar has ever occurred 
belore: and it is perhaps probahle that, when the products, 
which have been evolved by the colour industries, have been 
further developed, they will again be handled in some cases 

1 An "economio appreci&tion of the colour industry," by Dr Kapil, which 
i, at once t.cchnical and in8truotive to the la.y reader, will be found in the Hantl~ 
bucA der Wirncha/t.kv...t. D ... I-'<A/aw, 1904, voL m. ab. 24. H.llated that 
tho LudwigahafOll worka employed 148 ohemist", besidea '75 technioal, anti 
306 oomDlercial offioials: but tha.t they paid leBl!l than four marka a day for their 
6300 workpeoplo, all adulte, on the aver&ge. Bee al80 below, p. 570. 

The industry affords an 8:z:cellent illu.atration of the intercommunication of 
various proo8aaes:-" A. B. and C, which a.re intermediate producta for making 
dyes. are alao intermediate product. for making photographiC chemicals. 
FW'ther treatment of A leads to the production of D. which i8 a finished photo~ 
graphic ohemical and also a very importo.nt intermediate body in tho m&nu~ 
fu.ctUl'tl of an important group of dyes. The same treat.ment of A which produces 
D alto producea E, which is another important ha1fwBY houae to fresh dye.t. 
The ohemioo.l reaatioD. betweell G and b. whioh produces A. a180 produces B. 
from which very important pbotogra.phic cbemicala IU'e produced, during the 
manufo.ature of which midues .. roe left flom which tho valuable drug K can be 
made. It iI obvioUi to anyone that it will only be possible to make A and B 
economically from CI pIue b, if t.here iI an outlet both for the intermediate dy~ 
product. and for the photographio dlemicall .... The ~rmao. manufacturer. 
do not publish mlUluf6Cturing detaill of a.ny value in their innumerable tu~ 
boob. Wben .. procea is described with working det4ilJ; olle can reet aasuret.1 
that it 9 bee_lie mueh better proceaea have ren~cred it obsolete. Reactions 
whieb at t.he commencement gave yields of 20 to 25 per cent. have been coaxed 
fA) give 80 and 90 pel' oent.: but the achievement of this end baa taken. in many 
o&IIN, yean of resea.rch in the laboratory and in the works; IUld tho Germa.n. 
manufacturer if .e~fficir:n~Y aw~~ to arra.nge mattol'l so t~at ,vory fe,!, .at~, 
etaft indeed have a wfficienUy iotimate knowledge of t wide ran~~roducb '-_ 
to be able to ~ive Iowa, .~.l\~cb tha.t would be valua~~to the outsider." (Ma.. '. 
cAt8fer G¥GrdldA, 4: Jan. 19f3~_. 
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11,",3. most effectively by businesses each of which devotes to one 
class of work a considerable capital and high ability specialized, 

. whoUy on it, 

3. The increased dependence 0/ those, who pioneer pro
gress in 1JT0ad fields 0/ industrial technique, on the aid 0/ 
large capital. 

The considerations submitted in this and tbe two preceding 
chapters seem to point to two conclusions.l The firsL.is that 
future advances of technique on broad lines are likely to need 
the aid of capital on an ever increasing scale. Th~j. is ~ 
that much may still be done with moderate means by a resolute 
man, who is content to concentrate his strength on a narrow 
field of work so long as his means are but scanty.) 

The srea of science has indeed no boUndaries: there is no 
reason for fearing that new discoveries in it will dwindle into 
relative insignificance; as those of the explorers of the earth's 
surface have gradually done, since two new worlds were opened 
up by the voyages of Columbus and Vasco da Gama. On the 
contrary, it seems probable that, the further man goes into the 
unexplored regions of science, the larger will be the scope for 
new discoveries, which will effect revolutions in the practical 
arts of industry as in the meditations of the speculative 
student. 

And yet it may be feared that the rapid increase in the 
power and scope of the arts of production is perhaps preparing 
tbe way for a partial retrogression of the wcial dignity and 
weight of the productive industries in some directions. The 
very strength-which they derive from science may be a source 
of lassitude. For, though the creation of new knowledge evokes 
the highest intellectual energy, yet men's faculties may be . 
somewhat burdened by carrying a great bulk of merely useful 
scientific knowledge, and turning it to account in business 
routine. The fact' that Aristotle, Newton and Cluvier would 
have much to learn, if they should meet a mediocre student 
of modern science on his arrival in Hades, does not tell entirely 

,,,...en' _the side of the present age. For creative -faculties are 
,'" devel~!¥lltl',ye;;ercise; and many who might have been fas

cinated by' opportuM.i<:s of relatively, O1IIlycreation !ifty years 
~~,,- ..... ~--- .... -. 
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ago, now find that very little of the original work, which remains II, or, 3. 

to he done, and yet has the fascination that belongs to bright 
new ideas, is within the scope of their limited power. This 
depressing influence, which is already felt in some realms of 

...) science, may possibly spread in the realm of business. (For 
the Widening range of standardized methods tends generally to 
increase the dependence of the creative mind on large capitalistic 
aid in obtaining scope for its activities. ) . 

Further, almost every extension of this grasp increases the 
opportunities and thus raises the prestige of any capitalist; 
who, though without high creative faculty, is yet shrewd and 
Bteadfast, and can organize and adapt to his particular uses the 
best plant and methods that BO far have been devised. The 
advantage held hy the pioneer of improved methods is of 
course most prominent in new industries; and in those which, 
though old, are in transitional stages: but it dwindles rapidly 
when pioneers have overcome the chief difficulties, and their 
methods arc open to all. For instance, when bicycles first came 
into vogue, every year brought some striking change in their 
construction and their methods of manufacture: and the pro
ducts of a firm, which had no initiative, were obsolete almost as 
soon as they were made. But now a cycle firm with adequate 
capital: administrative capacity and assiduity, can manufacture 
at a comparatively low cost for general consumption an ordinary 
cycle, that is immeasurably superior to those made by the first 
leadlts of the industry; and is but very little infe.rior to the 
best that can be made to-day. Thus improvement in the methods 
and products of a partially standardized industry goes together 
with a certain decline in the place held in that industry by tho 
high faculties of initiative: they are apt to be overshadowed 
by the morc commonplace faculties of orderly administration 
and commercial skill; combined with large resources held perhaps 
in joint-stock ownership. 

Again, the aid, thus given to a ney( industry, increases both 
the social importanca and the monetary value of an invention, 
which overcomes any difficulty that may be met in regard to 
the secondary requirements of the industry: for instance the 
e:tcellence of the aviator-motor engine increases the premium 
which ia olIered for textile materials that are, other things 
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II, ", 4. being equal, lighter or stronger or more enduring or even cheaper 
than those yet known. It is indeed true that when a sound· 
new idea is explained to his brother experts bya man, whose 
only wealth lies in his brains, it will receive due recognition; the 
rumours of which will in exceptional cases reach the public ear: 
in this opportunity will be found a chief mitigation of the injury 
which the increasing dominion of joint'stock companies inflicts 
upon the spirit of initiative and enterprise; and such matters 
will occupy US a good deal later on, But yet every expansion in 
the general scale of an industry is likely to increase in some 
directions the advantage which an inventor, who is also a capi· 
talist, has over one whose means are narrow'. 

4. Opportunities of a strong man with moderate means, 
who concentrates his energies on a speciality. 

( It is not to b. denied that the increasing economies of 
specialized machinery and skill are on the side of the powerful 
capitalist in competition with a weaker rival so long as the 
tasks OD. whiclltbey are engagecLare_si!"ilar in scope: for large 
works are at an ad V'IIntage over small in being able to assign to 
almost every task .. specialized machine, which is perhaps more 
efficient and certainly cheaper in proportion to its efficiency 

1 Experiments on a. laboratory scale or with mall mechanical modell ha.ve 
•• a rule but little commercial value. until they have been fortified by practical 
proof of their efficienoy OD • working scale. The Iu.ms, needed to be expended 
on la.rge 'Gale e.zperimente before final IUoceu ia achieved. sometimes amount to 
hundreda of thoU56D.da of pounds: and there are many indUitriea in which a 
thoWI&D.d pounds go no further in thi.a direction than a hundred. pound! did a 
few decadea ago.· An invention, whioh cannot be patented, is Beldom 01 much 
value to anyone who doea not aJre&dy own a considerable busineaa in which it 
can be used. 

It ia true that, when an invention it complete. and a pat.ent baa been ob· 
tained for it, it may be 101d" or taken up on lOme abaring plan, by a capitaliat. 
But he is generally in & position to get the best of 8uch a bargain; for a oom· 
mercial critic of an invention is seldom inclined to regard ite po88ibilitiea as very 
high, relatively to the ohance that continued working will bring out latent dc· 
feOYi or perhapa8uggeat to someone e1te a 8uperior plan, that is lI:ot technically 
covered by the existing patent. It 18 to be remembered alllo that large aume of 
money are often expended by wealthy inventora on developing a.nd patenting 
plana that rnn po.rallol to their chief plan. in order to delay the advent of rivals 
on those parallel linea: and. though this practice haa been somewhat checked 
by reoent legialation tending to weaken patent. which are lying dormant, yet 
it still tellJ on the aide of the strong capit.&l.iat in competition with men of.mallet 
means. 
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than the general or "omnibus" machines applicable to many II ...... 

uses. on which small works of the old type largely rely1 J 
And even if there is little scope for highly specialized plant. 

the large business will subdivide the work among so many men; 
, and specialize each of them 80 closely to a particular task. that 
\ by constant practice he will be able to perform it better and 

very much quicker than a skilled artisan, of much higher faculty. 
who is equally expert at many other tasks. This matter is 
indeed of somewhat less importance in Britain than in America: 
ns has already been noted, new strains of immigrants have 
generally bllittle industrial training. and yet congregate in 
the towns. his gives an impetus to the desire of the small 
manufactu r to confine his production to a class of goods 80 

limited that he may b. able to specialize his employees as well 
as his machinery almost as t~roughly .and minutely as can 
be done even in the largest work~ A man with moderate means 
who knows how to turn the economies of partial standardization 
and complete specialization to his account is not in a bad 
position. 

The task of pioneering the general standardization of struo
tural shapes was indeed heroic in its dimensions; and tasks on 
a like scale cannot be frequently achieved by a single effort. 
But smaller and more gradual movements in similar direction. 
are becoming increasingly frequent, and are doing much to 
bring particular parts of large processes of massive production 
withi\l the range of a strong man with comparatively small 
capital. 

Such a man may indeed find that the markets in which h. 
looks to buy his material or to sell his products, are controlled 
to hi. prejudice by a monopolistic combination in stages of 
production below his, or above his, as we shall see. But. if the 
markets are free. standardization relieves him of many troubles 
of marketing which might weigh him down, and it enables 
him to give< his energies to that work which is specially his. 

1 VOl' some part. of luch & machine are almoat lure to be idle in each of the 
many taaks to which it .. applied. and their pl'Nenoe iI alwaY' &aource of eztra 
00I0t. IWd often of edra work to the machine. Again. each part of it must be 
m.Ade beavy and Itrong: enough to bear the maximum .t.rain iropoted in any of 
ita UIIN: ",hereu in & lpeoi&li&&d machine. every part .. kept light. except thoae 
whicb will be lubject to hury ItraiD. in the oonatant npetition of itllingie tuk. 
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II, "\4'1 He looks to selling his standardized product without inordinate 
\} expenses on advem.ing, or in building up business connections. 

with individual ~ And, what is often more important, he 
ean enter into any process in which the standardized products are 
used, with a fair certainty that he will be able to buy them, as 
he needa them, at a low cost. 

This is noticeable in production, the earlier atages of which 
give large scope for machinery, and require much capital, but 
not much labour or individual treatment; while the later stages 
need mainly to be done by hand, and call for the kind of care 
that is best given by an artisan working on his own account or 
by a small employer. Thus large steel firms have always 
supplied small cutlers with their material. Machine-made 
standardized component parte are built up into good bicycles in 
many a sman worksh9p. The small milliner, dressmaker, and 
shoemaker buy many more materials already partly worked up' 
by machinery than is commonly supposed. And the small 
builder and picture frame maker buy ready made doors, and 
window frames, or picture frame material from large producers 
with elaborate plant; while they themselves give their main 
attention to local nseds, to the tastes of 'particular customers, 
and to superintending hand, work aided by but very little plant. 

~ Thus the large business, itseU increasingly given to semi-auto
r matic work on standardized products, is often indirectly aiding 
. businesses in which routine has but a secondary place; and in 
: some directions it promotes new openings through which a man 
. of small means but large energy may work his way up to become 
, a leader in industry J 

In every industrial country there is a BUJlicient market for 
specialities, which ean be advantageously produced by a man 
of moderate means; and he ean often turn alert and energetic 
faculty to the best account by concentrating all his strength on 
making some one thing, perhaps only of a single size. For then 
he can afford to provide a machine for every subdivision of his 
work: and, as it need never be set to more than one task, it can 
be simple and therefore firm and yet cheap. 

The thing at which he works may be a piece of electric 
apparatus, a portable power-driven hammer or riveter, a new 
pump or windmill: it may be a complex registering machine, 
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which need. to he revolutionized and ag"in revolutionized; and II, n, 4. 

at last m"de largely by aid of machines invented for the purpose, 
before it is ready to take its place .. s an almost human participant 
in the clerical work of many kinds of business. In any case he 
will resolve to have the best plant and the best methods existing 
for that particular task which he has taken in hand; and he 
collects around him a staft of men ideally fit for his purpose. 
They must be alert, and must have every faculty that he needs. 
But he ",ill not pay for faculties for which he has no great use; 
and he will not allow skilled men to spend much time on tasks, 
for which che"per labour would suffice. When his works Me so 
well equipped, and 80 highly orga.nized that there seems no 
great room for further improvement in them, he may probably 
tum his newly "cquired strength to larger fields. Then he will have 
joined the ranks of the large producers: and is likely to be uncon
sciously opening avenues through which new small men may 
work their way up'. 

~ 
Thus it comes that, though the small producer is constantly 

hreataned with extinction; though he has in fact be~n driven 
m some branches of many industries, and is in process of being 
iven from others; yet he survives. He is saved by the fact 

that although machinery may hav" been applied to what used 
to be the greater part of a process of production; yet the remainder 

1 A hero of See'. oha.raoteristioeJJy American. and profoundly luggestive. 
Cltordaf. Letter. (1880). iIIuatr&tea a drift of oharaoter whioh did more thnn 
a.nything e-lse to promote England's leadership, and which is still &- cbief source 
of ber atrengt.b. Sll.Okett. a rising engineCl'. telle (p. 41) how he looked out a likely, 
intrulive, troublesome boy. "1 let him.t work OD a three yean' apprentioelbip. 
1 tirat lOt. him to chipping outinga, and told him he could drop IUch work for
evor the moment bo could do it wolJ. He eeemed to undentand my pla.n and 
pa.aaed through the ordea.1 quickly. Then I pui him on .. bolt outter with the 
lame underatanding. Be loon graduated. took .. rough Ia.tb, then .. better 
Io.t.he, then .. vice. then. 8.001'. He allDGYa did fie ftIOft wal"able wort 0/ IDAid 
ht IOQ.I capabk. Thi, wu my regul., pla.n in the mop. and eeoured for every man 
hil proper .phere of a.etion." And thi. boy l.ter on became .. fomme. WeJlt to 
belp another employer out of hil diffioultioa: found men apiritleaa becauae tJiey 
bad not jOlt the work fit for 1ohem; put tbom to work tha.t brought out wha.t 
Wall good in them: and lOon hie employer "waa paying higher "agee and getting 
ohco.per work than anyone e1.e in hialine." 

The IUoaOll of amaU Jewid muten in the Eaat End of London eeemi to 
be partly due to the care with which they .,Ieet for each man work luited to 
hie lI.tent a.ptitudtll. S. "The Jewieh Immigrant.tI by J. A. Dyche, ill Lbe 
C __ Rm.., vo1. IonV. 
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11, IV, 4. ia still done in the old way. The money-value of the part done 
by machinery is likely to sbrivel up, and the aggregate demand 
for labour in it is likely to diminish, though the vent of the 
product may have been much increased by the fall of its price. 
But meanwbile the demand for labour in,those parts of the work, 
that still require individual attention, will have grown with the 
increased output: and the scope for the elasticity, for the initia
tive, and for the watchful care about detsils, in which the small 
producer excels, may have been enlarged in one direction as much 
as it has contracted in anotherl • • 

Moreover improved mechanical processes are taking over 
, many tasks which each household used to perform for itstlf. 
\ Such industries as dressmaking, baking and washing, once 

" largely domestic, are ever adding to the ranks of small businesses, 
and creating new steps by which enterprise and initiative can 
begin their climb upwards. 

No doubt some of the forces that are working against the 
small producer are growing cumulatively. We must presently 
consider how the very inertness of joint-stock companies tempts 
them to apply some of their large capital in branches of manu
facture for which they have no special aptitude, but in which 
they can turn to account their facilities for borrowing capital at 
low interest. Meanwhile it may be said, with reference to the 
present century, that though machinery has ever been extending 
its domain; yet each conquest has increased the relative im
portance, from the point of view of the operative, of that ground 
which it has left open to hand work. It has opened up new 
ground for general markets: and, there is no cause for wonder 
at the fact that the number of small husinesses is constantly 
growing; since their products are ever finding new vents in these 
markets, as well as in the supply of special materials and machines 
to large businesses. 

I For instance, if machinery takes over what used to be regarded as three
foUrth. of a pro.ccsa of manufacture. and after a time performs it at 8. tenth 
of the original costi then. though the real importance of that part remain ... 
,..88.t aa over to the consumer, ita importa.noe in the statistics of both indu!ltry 
and trade will faU to le88 than 8. third of that which used to be three LimN 
as important as it. Perho.pa the tall in price will have inoreased the sale of the 
product five.fold. and. in that case, the employment of labour afforded by what 
used to be bdt a fourth of the industry will now give m01'8 employment tha.n oaed 
I<> be gi.en by tho whol. indUAtry. 
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. l'D>\1I1.-BO-t&".....,..;;he "plOd...:ti.ve~2ide of b_usine .. is con- I1.IV."
i ceined, it Jll8Y be eooolllde d tha.t-thougn The volume of out-
, put required for maximum efficiency in proportion to capit~l is 
.increasing in ~lmost every industry-yet, at any given time and 
in any given condition of industrial technique, there is likely 
to be a point, beyond which any further increas, in size givea 
little further increase in economy and efficiency J And this is 
w~ll; for small businesses are on the whole the best educators 
of the initiative and versatility, which are the chief sources of 
industrial progress. 
lBut tllis conclusion does not extend to the "marketing" side 

of business: for we shall find that, on that side, the advantages 
of large capitals in competition with capits\s of smaller size are 
constantly increasing almost everywhere) 
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CHAPTER V 

. CONSTRUCTIVE SPECULATION. ORGANIZED 
PRODUCE MARKETS 

1. Introductory observations. 

A good deal has already been said incidentally as to the 
ever increasing complexity of marketing, and as to the aid. 
which its operationa derive from modem facilities for transport 
and for the transmission of intelligence. The pnrpose of the 
group of three chapters, of which this is the first, is to consider 
the influences, which these changes are exerting on the costs and 
methode of marketing in various classes of industries, and on 
the structure of business in them. 
flIt will appear that the influences, exerted by de;e1opments 

of the means of communication, operate much as do those 
exerted by changes in the technique of production: on the whole 
they strengthen the strong producer and dealer relatively to his 
weaker competitor; but in some directions their aid is of greater 
service to the weak than to the strong) 
(Good marketing has always provided or helped in providing; 

(a) a supply, both steady and elastic, of everything for which 
there is a considerable demand (measured in terms of purchasing 
power) in any place; and (b) a fairly steady supply of employ
ment for thl! labour, skill, plant and managing faculty required 
for turning them to effective account.) Most \,f these tasks have 
been comparatively simple where people have been satisfied with 
a few products, mostly of local origin; and where, as has often 
happened;' the handicraftsman has been also an agriculturalist, 
and divided his time between his two occupations so as to meet 
fairly well the more pressing demande of nature and man: but 
many of them have l!1"aduaIIy become very complex. 
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The advance of knowledge and wealth has brought eo great II, T, 1. 

and ever-changing a variety of go.d. into ordinary consumption, 
that if the resources, on which the local dealer could draw, had 
remained without great change, the stocks needed to meet the 
impatient demand of the modem western consumer would have 
been larger in proportion to population than the whole movable 
wealth of, say, the sixteenth century. And, on the same sup
position, the employment found in any place for the highly 
specialized skill and plant of modem industry would have been 
eo fitful and irregular, that modem knowledge and wealth would 
scarcely have sufficed to make modern industry commercially 
possible. But the same causes, that have brought new diffi-
culties, have brought also new methods of overcoming them. 

Nearly sl\ western markets are now nnited by so many 
various connections, that a need for any common product 
almost anywhere can be filled in a couple of days, if not in a 
few hours, from a large reservoir; which can be replenished 
quickly from still largar reservoirs near Or far. In return for 
these services, which central reservoirs render to local consump
tion, linked-up local demand provides a fairly steady market in 
time of pesce for nearly all commodities, however highly 
specialized, the consumption of which is not grestly varied by 
such widespread inJIuences as changes in the s .... on or in 
fashion'. 

Thus technical improvements in transport and marketing are 
ever overcoming old difficulties; but they are also ever stimu
lating further developments, which open out new difficulties. 
One of the most prominent of these, the increase in the distances 
o'l'.,r· which food and other goods travel hefore arriving at their 
final resting place, has perhaps nearly reached its full force 
already. For, ... backward countries and districts gain on those 
which had an earlier start in the industrial race, the average 
distance travolled by ordinary manufactures will diminish. Long 
distance transport will be increasingly concerned with fine indus-

1 On thia aide of it. work. good marbting mny be oompared to • fty·",heel. 
nthN' t.han to .. I'M8l'VOir. The en¢ne whioh drives .. ain~le machine. liahl., to 
abort 8udden inoreaae of .train. mUlt have .. fairly musive fly. wheel. If it drivee 
.. ecON of lueh maohin811 it n~1 .. m .... perhaps only aill: tim:.- .. great: and if 
.. driwa five hundred of tbem, the wheel may be perhaplllOil than .. thirtioth 
pvt 1M muai" in proportioD to the work done, .. if i' draft only ODe. 
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11. '. 2. trial specialities; and with such crude agricultural and mineral 
products, 88 Nature yields in greater relative abundance, or on 
easier terms, in some parts of the world than in others. 

2. Modern organization tends so to distribute the risks 
inherent in making and marketing that they/all i'IIC1'easingly 
on the shoulders best fitted to bear them. 

The intensest risks of early times and' of some backward 
countries even now, have' been .. consumers' risks" connected 
with harvest failures. But cheap and speedy transport by land 
and sea, aided by the telegraph and the specialized activities of 
dealers in harvest products, have very greatly diminished such 
risks in the Western World: and there is some tendency to think 
of .. speculation" as a thing, with which no one need be con
cerned who does not set out to seek it. But in fact the great 
.risks of business have much in Cjlmmon with the many small 
risks which must be faced by every responsible citizen. 

For when a tl'J'veller is in doubt which of two roads to take, 
he speculates. He must ultimately take one risk or the other: 
he has no choice but to speculate as to their relative advantages 
and act according to his speculative judgment: and, in the more 
weighty affairs of ordinary life, everyone is frequently at a cross
ing of roads. If a man is in a hired house which he much likes, 
but is not sure how long be will stay in the neighbourhood, he 
takes a risk, whether he accepts or refuses a long lease of it: and 
similarly when a man decides for what occupation to prepare his 
son, and to what school to send him, he must take some of many 
risks. But the looking into the /ulure, which such risks involve, 
is seldom recognize.d as speculation: and even business transac
tions which follow the ordinary routine are not commonly re
garded aa.:' speculative": that term being almost confincd to deal
ings in things the future prices of which are eminently uncertain) 
\...The speculative taking of high risks has many varieties. 

Some are in effect mere reckless gambling. Others are shrewd 
. business ventures, aimed at gains, that must be balanced by 
losses to traders who are concerned in the same affairs. Others 

~
cnd to improve the general application of dorts to the attain
'lent of desirable ends: these last alone are entitled to be called 
constructive" in the full .ense of the term. ) . 
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Aristotle's doctrine, that neither party to trade can gain II, T, 2. 

except at the expense of the other, is true only of that particular 
form of trade which is classed as gambling, a class to which 
many varieties of trade speculation belong. But genuine trade 
commonly benefits both parties to it: because, though each 
receives only what the other gives up, what he receives is more 
desired by him than that which he gives u:.>. In gambling, 
when conducted fairly and on equal terms, every transaction is 
an exchange of equal risks'. 

LWhen a man, having superior knowledge as to horses, lays a 
wager about them on advantageous terms to himself, he effects 
an immediate incresse of his property; but without advantage 
to the world. On the other hand, when a man has superior 

. knowledge that the supply of anything is likely to run short in 
any particular country or in the world generally; and buys it 
either outright or for future delivery; then, on the assumption 

~hat his judgment is right, hiS action is to be regarded as con
structive speculation. Such work adds to the world's wealth, 
just aidiverting a stream to work a watermill does, for it tend~ 
to increase the supply of things where and when they are likely· 
to be most wanted, and to check the supply of things where and 
when they are likely to be in less urgent demand.) This is its 
most conspicuous service. 

But it also renders anotl.er service; which, thougb less con
spicuous, is not mucli1ess iIDportent\for it oLu,n enables a man 
whos6 whole energies are needed for lihtf"intemslwork of hi. 
business, to insure himself against the risk that the materials 
which he will need in his business will not need to be purchased 
at an enhanced price. The risk is governed· hy" broad cause;} 
over which he has scarcely any control, and the study of whic~ 
requires knowledge and faculties other than his ownl 

1 Tbi •• t&tement. it not moonaistent with the fact tha.t if • man ltakee h.lf 
or hit: fortune of £10,000 on AD. I)(),u&l risk, hit prospecte of material weU-being 
arelowered. FOI' the inereue of well·being derived from an addition of say £10 
to property or income, it in accordanoe with fundamental ... w. of human nature, 
gcnerolly the leu, the grea.ter the amount aJrea.dy poaseaed: aDd therefore 
bis welfa.re .ta.ndJ to be diminished by hit exchanging .. certainty of £10,000 
for two equal ohancet of £15,000 and £5,000. Bu, a.imoat e\"ery genoral rule 
hu it.a exception.: r.nd if he could with £15,000 get aometbing tha.t would ma.k. 
him perma.n.ently happy, while a loa of half hil £10,000 would do him no IpeCial 
injury, the bt.rg&in might be wi.e. 
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il, v,:.l. As a rule the manufacturer who has not contracted to deliver, 
but works for the general market, desires to be insured against. 
a fall and not against II rise in the price of his material: he 
stands to lose by such .. fall; since purchasers, unless specially 
pressed for time, will decline to buy his finished product at a 
price much above that which corresponds to the current price 
of the material There is no simple means of insuring against 
this risk, which corresponds to a contract for delivery of material 
at .. fixed price; but the two sets of risks are in opposite directions, 
and it is obvious that much economy might be effected by 
setting these to neutralize one another. In spite of the abuses 
connected with them, organized markets for dealing in standard
ized produce, render many services to business men and to the 
world at large; and perhaps the chief, though not the most 

) 

.prominent of these is their indirect effect in so concentrating 
risks, that those of them which, like those just considered, are 
in opposite directions, will tend to extinguish each other. 

But, before entering on this matter, it is worth while to nO«l 
that insurance against a risk may be so important a benefit to 
anyone whose capital is not large relatively to the risk, that it 
may be worth his while to pay far more than the actuarial value 
of it. For instance, suppose that the chance that a building of 
a certain clasS worth £10,000 will be destroyed by fire in the 
course of .. year, is one' in ten thousand: then the a.ctuarial 
value of that risk will be £1. And yet, if the destruction of the 
building would ruin its owner, and the chance that he would be 
ruined in that way would materially increase the difficulty of his 
borrowing additional capital, it may be worth his while to pay 
£10 (or even more if it were not to be had at a lower rate), for 
a secure insurance against that risk. But an insurance company, 
with an income from insurance premiums of £1,000,000, would 
scarcely feel such a loss; and it is therefore able to reckon the 
risk at i.ts actuarial value. Of course allowance must be ma.de 
for the company'. heavy expenses of administration, for risks of _ 
fraud l etc.: but even so it might make good profits by charging 
ouly £2 against the risk' . 

• The actuaria.l calouJa.t.iona are of the aame kind. but much more intricate 
in pra.otioe: for partiall088e8 by fire. which are very much more frequent t.haa 
10161 ,_ ... oommooly included. In _ ...... much hlsb .... too Lh ... 
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This illustration shows how a bank or any other powerful 
business might benefit capitalists of smaller means, if a method 

\

' could be devised by which it could bear their risks, supposed to 
run all in the same direction: for it would be to their advantage 
to insure at more than the actuarial value of their risks. B~ 
a characteristic of those risks of a business which are governe 
by causes external to it, is that they turn on price movemen 
which throw about equal risks in the opposite directio~ on oth 
businesses. If an insurance company could contrive that the 
risks which it undertook in regard to a particular price move
D)ent in the two directions up and down were equal and opposite, 
the aggregate burden of its risk would be nothing at all: it 
would need compensation ouly for its expenses of administra
tion. 

A balance of this kind is seldom attempted under the name 
of insurance. But miscellaneous risks are ehared out in various 
ways, some of which are commouly described as insurance; 
while many others, not so described, amount in e!lect to indirect 
insurance. For instance, bad weather on the day set for a 
Coronation procession is a risk against which an insurance rate 
is definitely quoted at Lloyds; and it is of great benefit to 
caterers for publio entertainment whose risks are exceptionally 
large. Insurance against the danger of fine weather is not of 
frequent occurrence: but it is notorioua that fine weather on a 
Bank holiday causes indoor entertainments to be deserted for 
outdocr entertainments and excursions. Now, if it were possible 
to iuaure simultaneously indoor entertainments against fine 
weather and outdoor entertainments (together with railways, 
eto.) against bad weather, for the same day and to equivalent 
amounts, the insurers might take many grievous risks o!l the 
shoulders of others: they might reap a goodly profit for them
selves, and yet bear little net risk themselves: for opposite risk. 
would have partly extinguished one another. We are now to 
~ see how a chief function of organized markets is to accomplish 
\ what is in e!lect a double insurance of this kind, though its 
",anner i. rather that of wag • .ring than of insurance. 

t.b.t luggeated above are charged: but the general principle by which they Me 

governed it not affected br th.iL 

255 

II. ", s. 
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dl, " 3. ~. qlut~acteristiC8 of organized markets. 

l .. ·!n~organized market" is one the' proceedings of :ww4 are 
formally regulated.) As a rule those who deal on it are in effect 

-:a"CorpofatiPlr~ they elect new members and also the executive 
of their body and appoint the committee by which their own 
regulations are enfolted. In some countries their status is 

, fixed and their actions are superintended by Government. Their 
regulati~ns generally provide, implicitly or explicitly, for the 

.comp~tion of a contract to buy or sell a quantity of a definite 
commddity at a certain price, by the utterance of a few words 
on'the one. side, and by a brief response, sometimes a mere nod, 
on, the other. Tiley generally prescribe a rathe~ large unit as 

, that tp which the contract refers~ at all events in the absence of 
any specific statement to the contrary. 

The . most highly organized ~changes are the Stock Ex
'/ changes of the chief industrial countries. But they can pro

fitably be considered only in connection with the Money Markets 
. to which they helong: and their special problems have but little 

direct connection with .thQ,se 'Of, the present group of chapters. 
They may therefore be left on one side for the present. 
C The <:hief conditions needed for rendering any class of pro

ducts snitable to be handled in an organized market are, (I) that 
it be not quickly perishable; (2) that the quantity of each thing 
can be expressed by number, weight or measure; (3) that its 
quality can be determined by tests that yield almost identical 
results when applied by different officials, assumed to be expert 
and honest; and (4) that the class ,is important enough to occupy 
large bodies of buyers and sellers. ) . 

These conditions are sufficient to render organized marketing 
practicable. But aJiftl! -"ondition is required to make it attrac
~:Qt is that the classonhlng.dealt in should be generally 

.. .l'liable to considerable fluctuations in price) For otherwise the 
dealings wonld be confined almost exclusively to producers, 
consumers, and merchants: there wonld be little scope for those 

, professional dealers who 1I1ake a living by speculative purchases 
and sales; and who, as we shall presently see, in some cases 
render great public services by carrying risks that would other
wise need to be borne by people whose special aptitUdes lie in 
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other directions. It is true that this beneficent work is often' II, T, 3: 

marred, and sometimes over-borne, by evil practices which 
intensify fluctuations and mislead honest dealers:' but, for the 
present at least, that evil has to be take!). with the good. Un r 
organized market generally gives scope for purchases and sales 
for immediate delivery; and for dealings in "futures," that is 
in goods to be delivered at specified future times1J 

This fifth condition implies that the things in question ar6 
~not of snch a nature, that their supply can be varied by rapid and 
, extensive changes in the rate of production; so that their price 
I is prevented from fluctuating r,apidly, and remains always close 
to normal cost of production. There are few material things 
which satisfy all these conditions in very high degree: the chief 
among them are various grains, especially wheat; and raw 

sotton ... The authorities of each organized produce market 
define the standard, or standards, in which dealings may be 
made; and all produce, which comes for delivery in these dealings, 
is inspected and certified II'l being truly up to the standard 
which it claims. 
( Coml'arati,vell' few transactions in .futures lead tQthe.actual 

~elivery~ of the ,produce.) In most cases the buyer pays to the 
Beller any amount, by which the official price of the quantity 
sold may have fallen below that at which the sale was made; or' 
receives from him any amount, by which it may have risen. 
Either Bide may insist on, completion: but that is generally 
effec.t.d through the organization of the exchange, by bringing 
together those who wish actually to deliver with those who wish 
actually to receive; the rest being "rung out." The practical 
effect of this is that anyone can as a rule buy a future, without \ 
being called upon to pay its price either at the time of making 
the contract, or afterwards. Each party is required to put in 
, "margin," which will cover a emall movement of the pric~ 

I A contract in relation to .. future often takes the form of an "Option n by 
whicb the payment of .. certain 8um leOurea the right to demand oert.a.i.n tbingl 
(or tl) nll them) within .. given period at a lpecifiod prioe: theee two OPWOQl 
may be combined, an opt.ion to buy at .. at.a.ted price being coupled with one to 
.,11 at • ataLed bigber price. There are a few C&1!kVJ in which dealings in optioIll 

• aft! part. of legitimate trade. But there appea.rl to be more force in the argu· 
lUMlta for prohibiting th\W by law. tllan for prohibiting a limple buyiog or 
.. lung o[ tutu",,; for they are relatively more IIM'ViCMble to the gamble:r and 
&he m.nipulator than to the It.raightlorward dealer. 

III. I. or. 9 
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11, y,-.. against him: and, as soon as the price moves cOnsiderably against 
him, he is likely to be required to make a corresponding addition, 
to his margin. 

Thus by far tbe. greater part of the transactions are in 
substance merely wagers to the effect that the price of produce 
will rise or fall. Of these wagers some are, as we have seen, 
careful, deliberate business operations, sometimes classed as 
"legitimate" speculation: others are the almost random guesses 
of foolish gamblers; and others again are parts of large manipu
lative policy, which is in the main evil economically and 
morally. 

4. The services rendered by wnsflructive :tpeCUJation on 
a Wheat E:ccliange, illustrated by its eJficacy in lightening 
the burden of riBkB borne by grain mercliants and millers. 

In early times the population bore economic risks, arising 
out of the uncertainties of the harvests, incomparably more 
grievous than any that fall on any' large class of persons in the 
present age: and the machinery of modem grain markets 
cannot be adequately judged without some recognition of the 
evils from which mankind has been delivered by- the gradual 
development of organized trading in grain: a little is therefore 
said about them in Appendix I, 1. Milling is now a subtle 
industry, reqniring a highly technical knowledge of machinery 
and of the many variations of grain. Flour is not now made of 
any grain that comes first to hand: it is worked to definite 
standards, for particular districts and classes of consumers, by 
appropriate blendings of different sorts of wheat; and the miller 
therefore has more work to do outside of speculation than 
before. On the other hand, prices in his local market are now 
so closely bound to those o,f the world markets, that to form a 
good opinion about them ieqnires the undivided energy of an 
able man. The miller is therefore often glad to insure himself 
against those risks of his business, which arise, not out of the 
local conditions of which he has special knowledge, but out of 
world movements. 

A produce exchange can best undertake such risks as these, 
because many minds of first rate ability and many large 
capital. are occupied there in dealing with just these risks: and 
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because maDY of the risks are in opposite directions and cancel II,., •. 
one aDother. The broad shoulders of an exchaDge can carry 
without elIort the intense risk, relatively to his finaDcial strength, 
which the chaDce of a rise in price has imposed on one maD; aDd ( 
can generally neutralize it by carrying the equal risk, whioh the 
chaDce of a fall in price has imposed on aDother. 

It is of course impossible to reoogllize officially contracts in 
every sert of wheat. But a staDdard sort and quality is set 
for official dealing: aDd when actual delivery is being arraDged, 
sorts differing in some specified sma.\l degrees are allowed to 
be substituted for the standard grade, under special adjust
ments as to price, which are ordered by the officia.\s after 
inspection'. 

A British miller may bring shiploads of wheat of various 
descriptions alongside his own elevator, aDd mix them by auto
matic flow in various proportions to make different sorts of flour. 
He often buys direct from far-oII farmers or local elevators, 
through agents on ilie spot, who know his requirements exactly: 
hut he can, if need be, send special instructions in return to 
telegraphio reports; basing himseU on the last records that have 
been received in Liverpool, or 'other centre of the wheat trade, 

• of the prices of standard grades in a.\l the chief markets. 
Having ordered the purchase of a certain quantity of what ~ 

he needs, he "h~' by selling at once in a central market an ) 
equal quantitYof standard wheat for delivery at about the time 
at which he expeots that the wheat, which he has just bought, 

1 Grading by Amerioan elevator oompaniee, of grain un' to them by 
farman. it not al",&,. without reproach: though in the mAiD it leeDll to be 
fairly ....... 1. OlBoial grading ill II"nerolly oamul though it vari ... "Ul. 
from one place to another. A long rod, wit.h • row of amall boJ:ea alODg its 
wbole length. it puahed to the bottom of the truok or other reoeptacle in which 
the grain is. The boxell are then opened and filled by. &i.Dglo mO'Yement; and 
old fr&udulent methodi of m&kiDg the grain appear better than it iI. by 000-

oentratlng good qurJitiei in tha.e parta of the receptacle from which. sample 
WGI mOlt likely to be dmwn. are .topped by gn.ding the whole &I of the lowca\. 
quality &bown in 6O.y box, where there iI any difference. The grading ill baled 
chieBy on weight per buehel. oblour. oondition and oleanlineu: the last throe 
element. being decided by individual judgment, whiob appean to be liable to 
peroept.ible thougb IIIl&ll "ariations: and it takea little or DO direct ~COUDt of 
etrengt.h in gluten. .tr.rob. or other matten whioh are import&nt to the miller. 
S. the Repora oJ &.\e IM .... Iri., Oomm':uitnt. vol. IV. p. ~2. That CommiuioD, 
appointed in 1898. iuued iw nineteillth volume in 1902; and iI the authorit1 
for many lta.tementa .. to AmeriOMl oonditiOlUl made iD th. pruao' wort. 
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ll, Y, 4.~ ~wi1l be in his elevator ready to be made quickly into dour. If 
wheat falls in the interval, his dour has to compete with that 
made from cheaper wheat; but, what he loses through that fall, 
is returned to him almost exactly by his gain on the" future" 
which he has sold. Conversely, if wheat rises in the interval, 
he has to pay on the aBle of his .. future" about as much as he 
gains from the corresponding upward movement of his dour. 

(By buying a future he does not speculate; he throws on the 
shouldere of the general market the risks and the chances of 
gain that would otherwise have come to him through general 

; movements external to his own business. )The elements of risk, 
. that stay with him, are only the chances of some divergence 
between the price movement of the stendard grade which he 
has undertaken to sell, and that of dour of the sort wbich he is 
preparing to make: and experience shows that that divergence 
is seldom large. He _~ speculate: he insures1• 

Meanwhile many millers have-·iiiade contracts to deliver 
dour to bakers and others in specified quantities and at specified 
times ·and places: and prefer to buy their grain as they need 

" it. These millers run opposite risks to those of the set just. 
considered: for .. rise in the price of wheat might cause them 
heavy)osses./80 they insure themselves by buying futures on 
the Exchange. In so far as the sales of futures by the fuBt set, 
and the purcl!.ases by the second, are for equal amounts and like 
times, the resulting risks cancel one another: whatever 0lXCf'.88 

of risk there is on the one side or the other remains to be borne 
by the dealers on ~ Exchange: and their shoulders are very 
strong for the work. Of course the miller who buys a future, 
enn demand delivery only in a standard grade: and if he is 
producing fine qualities he sells his right to that grade, and buys 
direot those sorts which he wanta". 

1 Exoeption must indeed be made for the improbable 0M8 in whioh hi. 
lAte of a certain grade for fu~ure delivery camel! at .. time, when the price of 
tha.t grade is being forced up by a oamp&igo on the EJ:ohange to "corner" those. 
who ha.ve lold futures. . 

• The general position is let out olearly by Prof. Emery in his work OD 

~tock and Produce EXCMngU, 1896, and in his paper read to the American 
Economio AsaociatioD iu 1899. It may be DOted that tho miller who contraota 
ill advance to deliver Dour of & speci&1ly fine qUJility is put in .. better poaitioQ 
by buying a future on the Exc.hange thau he would probably be by contracting 
with individual deaJen for the delivery to him of the IOrta that he 8Zpecta to 
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All great wheat Exchanges are in close touch with one II, " 4 

another; their movements are now reported at short intervals to 
the local markets of the districts which they severally dominate; 
and though passing Jillctuations are ignored, a great change 
from one month to another tends to iniIuence the breadth of 
sowing and the assiduity of weeding, etc., of any who may be 
thoughtfully inclined. It is to be remembered that there is no 
month in the year in which there are not many cultivators in some 
part of the Northern or Southern Hemisphere, who are making 
preparation for, or actually sowing, winter or spring wheat. 

Long ago English farmers complained that corn·factors 
arranged to keep down the price of wheat just after harvest 
when the farmers "had their payments to make," and were 
compelled to sell; and to rai .. the price against the publio 
later on'. The modem version of that complaint in America is 
taat futures are sold down on the Exchanges inlmediately after 
harvest, in order to lower the prices of wheat for immediate 
delivery; and that the prices are raised afterwards BO that the 
consumer does not gain what the producer loses. And, while 
farmers' organizations complain that speculation in futures 
lowers prices, millers' organizations complain that they' have 
the opposite effeot: but analysis and statistics seem to show COD' 

c1usively that neither contention can be sustainedl • 

need. Such a contraot would be diffioult to make. and it would be liable to un
oertaint,f and friction in the exeoution. While buying .. future on the Ezobange 
be pute hSmeeU in command of funda apportioned to the prices of the time at 
which he needs them; be then buyt after inApeotiOD. and pollSibly readjUite his 
oombinatio1ll of various lorta according to their eeveraJ. oonditiona and oUJ'l'ent 
pricea. The Britiah miller. eapeciaJ.ly on the Maney, the Clyde, or other ohief 
waterway. baa a ohoioe of wheat from & great Dumber of IOils and climates in 
all parts of the world, and h .... gene~lly at c:omm&nd lever&! alternative com
bin&LioDi of dinrse qualitiel by which he ClaD reach any deeired result. 

1 8ee t.g., evidenoe of • Suuex f&rmer before H. of L. Commit.tee on Agri. 
oulture. 1836, Q. 34, 2G, 6 . 

• The Industrial Commiuion after" full hearing of the argu.m~nts of farmers 
and oth8l'l in the oppoaite direction. CODolu.ded (Report, voL VI. p. 223) that 
•. priOOI prevailing at the time when produoers dispose of the grea.ter part of 
their produot. are greater in Clompariaon to the reat of the yev thlUl they were 
bolore the advent of modem apeoula.tion."· 

In reprd. to Germa.n experience, He • chart leading to .. Bimilar eoneluion 
in Conr&d', U",urie. tkr Pol. Del. I. P. 220. And Table VII. in lIlr Hooker'l 
paper on "the lu.pention of the Berlin Produoe Exchange," Stah'dical JOUl'JltU, 
1900, indicates th"t the German pricea feU bolow the Ameriea4 e:r.ceptionally 
jUit after hCU'Vett. .. " resuh of lhe 'UlpenaiOD. 
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II. Y,6. On the whole it seems safe to conclude that. since those, who. 
buy because their investigations lead them to think that the 
~upply is likely to run short, or sell because they are convinced 
it has been underrated. will gain if they are right and lose if 
they are wrong; therefore they are in their own interest con
tributing to the public the best judgment of minds that are 
generally alert, well-infonned and capable. Their inlIuence 
certainly tends to l .... n the amplitude of price variations from . 
place to place and from year to year. But let WI tum to look at 
the evil side of such speculations. 

5. DeaJi1l{/s in organized markets are liable to ahuse by 
unscropulous men, aided as tl~y oflm are by the folly of ilt
inf01'fll£d speculators: hut the power of selli1l{/ the future 
~ of a thing not .yet in p08session has important 
uses. 

Manipulative speculation has many forms and many degrees. 

\

Ita chief method is to oreate false opinions as to the general 
conditions of demand and supply:) A cliqne will lead the 

. market generally to believe that they are working for a fall. 
when really they are buying quietly and by indirect means 
much more largely than they are selling; and conversely they 
will buy openly, when they are really speculating for a fall. To 
publish definite false news is an extreme measure, bringing BO 
prompt a pnuishment. that it is generally avoid.d by shrewd 
manipulators. But f;se"1fiiggestlOD is a obief w~pon: and it 
has BO many shades, BOme of which seem trivial, that men of 
fairly upright character are apt to be drawn on insensibly to 
condoning and even practising itl. 

When a large command over wheat (or other produce) has 
been quietly obtained. a clique will BOmetimes go on buying. 
till all that can be made available before the time of settlement 

I A riae in price at (say) Chicago. is often started by ordering the purebue of 
lOme millions of buahela in Liverpool on .. certain morning; 80 as too 8Uggeat to 
the Chicago market. when it opens .. few houn later. that information in po&

SCMion of tho Englilh wheat trade points to some eoarcity in lupply relatively 
to demand. Again, when .. powerful epecnlator wiahea to buy, be often makea 
large salea openly in bill own market; and & little later oauaee to be bough&. by 
agent&,. aoting eecretly on bill uoount, mUClb larger &mClDDle. partly to diatant 
mOTtolAo. to whiob tho ...... of hi. oaloo bu of 0011 ... boon "'I~phed. 
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is already sold; and then go on buying, till the price has been II,', 5. 

forced up to an exorbitant level. This process is of course 
facilitated by the practice, that prevails on American Exchanges, 
of buying and selling in a sort of auction open to the whole 
market. The clique, if successful, finally let out every one who 
has over-sold, at prices varying with his means: for it is against _ 
their interest to make people bankrupt. Some of the 'corner. 
thus made have a considerable place in history, But the very 
forces of the modem Money-marJ<et- and modem means of 
communication, which strengthen the attack, strengthen also 
and in a greater degree the defence offered by the community_ 
The clique may plot in se6ret: but their-(f;"ling.;-'however 
disguised, are soon interpreted by operators about as shrewd as 
themselves. And the larger the plot, the more surely will energy 
and ability be directed to the inquiry, whether the movement 
which is on foot is really justified by the general relations of 
demand and supply in world markets. If that appears not to 
be the case, a hostile clique well financed will enter the field: 
and it ,will be secure of victory, if its calculations are right. 

, for if t"'o teams of nearly equal strength are pulling in opposite 
'airections, that one which is pulling with the slope of the hill 
must Burely prevail l • , 

j In all such cases a powerful clique reckons on obtaining 
\. great, though unwilling 88Sistance, at all events in the earlier 

stages of its campaign, from the folly of amateur speculators. 
li'or such men do not understand that the affairs of a great 

1 Thus Mr Partridge in 1891-2 lold vast quantities of whea.t .t Chicago, in 
the belief that the market'. e1timatea of the crop were too low and that the 
current high price w .... too high. He was ri~ht. 10 he was able to buy baak the 
wheat at a. lower price thaD he paid [or it. The market i. not often thus wrong. 
but it w&II wrong a.g&in in 1897 when Mr Leiter thought tha.t the ourrent eati
matee of the crop were too higb. and the priCle too low. Having large fundi 
at hi. back. and aide-d. by ot.hen. be bought great quantitiea. adopting subtle 
dflviONI for preventing wheat tha.t wu not under his control from reaching 
Chica.go; and wall thu. able to make many of those, who had lold to him. pay 
v~ry biJ(b priaM for daf.utt of delivery when the time for settlement came. 
But having won one bat.tla, he .ttempted r.nother: and, p.rtly because he had 
rAnged "trong enmitiel ag.m.t him. he fa.iled griaTomy. Hit leaond venture 
indN'ld ilhlMtrated the general rule that l!IensationMauoeeae in great l!lpeculation 
kind_ to .trengthen the nervoul, confident temper in wbiah it Originflted.. It 
fl!n~nderl raabn881 in venturing. and an even more d&ngerOUI inability-to 
reco({Diae defeat. In faat ,. great .peculator baa aoaroely evv reated on his 
Yiotory: be bu nearly ain..YB permsted till onrtaken by diaaeter. 

'-..'- . . -_._-'.---
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II, " •. speculation require thorough equipment with knowledge that 
is beyond the reach of the general public: they do not speculate 
altogether at random; but they act more mischievously and 
disastrously to themselves than if they did. For when 8 man 
decides, without any bias whatever, on which side of an uncertain 

~v~nt he will wager, he will of course lose any charges that 
may lie 'levied on his wagering, and these will accrue to the 
members of the Exchange: but he will, as a rule, not lose any 
more; for, if he acts absolutely tit random, he is about as likely 
to go in the right direction as in the wrong. The fees Vi hich he 
pays help .t2...jinance .constructive speculation and trade, and 
contribute a Iitti,,-iilSO towards the expenses of .malign etrategy. 

But ill-informed speculators generally suppose themselves 
to be basing their action on the most recent news. Now, the 
latest information accessible to outsiders has nearly always been 
acted on by well-informed persons, and has exerted the full 
influence, belonging to it, before it reaches the public. They 
are therefore likely to buy, when a fall is more probable thaD a 
rise. and vice versd; and in the long run they would make losses 
by which better informed dealers would profit, even if all the 
news, which comes in their way, were designed to lead them 
arigllt. But in fact many of the statements and suggestions, 
by which they are guided, have been 'specially prepared with 
the purpose either of inducing the unwary to buy, because an 
unscrupulous speculator or clique wishes to unload; or of in
ducing them to sell lor the opposite reason. In other words J they are, to their own great loss, a powerful force on the side 
of evil manipulations of the market'. 

l Thus the power of selling the future command of a thing, 
not yet in possession, is liable to abuse. But, when used by 
able and honest men, it is beneficial: 88 is shown by the havoc, 
caused by epidemics of unorganized speculation ;n the value 
of land, such as are not infrequent in new countries! Speculation 
for a rise in the value of land i. always ea.y: anyone, who has 
considerable means and believes that the land is being sold 

,.-1 -1 -fun uplanation of the folly of luch men. written many yeara ago by 
C Crump, Til< T"'-"'!I 0' 8 .... BzdwJ,., 8pocv/4li .... ill in tho moin applicable 
to Pl"N8llt conditione. 
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under its true value, or turned to uses below those of which it is II, T, 6. 

capable, can move its price upwards by buying, and using his 
purchases ns security for loans with which he buys ngain. But 
no one can speculate for a fall in the value of land, except to 
the extent of selling any that he happens to hold. Those who 
have knowledge, but no land to sell, are unabld to turn it to 
effect in checking' an excessive rise, in the same way as they 
could if it referred to a thing for which there is an organized 
mnrket. Of course in nll such mntters opinion is "under influence 
from a public press, in IV hich wise nnd honest counsels have the 
upper hand in ordinary times: but this influence is apt to fail at 
critical times. 

For in,stance, the land boom. of 1887-1890 in Melbourne 
began in a shrewd anticipation by able men that the bU8iness 
of the city would require a great extension of the areas used for 
wholesale trade, domestic and foreign; and for general purposes. 
They bought, and were able to sell at higher prices; for their 
success hastened a general appreciation of the great possibilities 
of Melbourne: And they were joined by others, not all of whom 
were capable business men like themselves. A little later, a 
large part of the population had bought land to the full extent 
of their own capital, if not beyond. No effective note was 
sounded, or could well be eounded. to warn them that the rise 
in price had far outrun all reasonable 'expectations; and that 
when the bubble was pricked, business would he so crippled that 
the value of laud would fall fast and far. Consequently Melbourne 
passed through a period of grievous distress

'
• 

1 While the boom wu yet far from ita climu, & Melbourne buaine. man told 
me t.b.e price of land in • part which W&I indeed. well luited for oommtlrce and 
indultry. but was adjoined by much neglected land with aim08t equal natural 
adva.ntagel. The prioe wu in f~t higber Uum in any part of London, except 
two or thfH acres near the Royal EJ:cbao~. He Aid that prudent men Ir.,new 
t.hat a terrible catastrophe wu near: but having &lready 101d all the land which 
they controlled, they h~ no direot mea.na of inUueneing pricca; &nd their opinionl 
more unhoedad. If a. great quantity of futurea could have bean lold by luch men, 
U loon.., priaca had gone a little beyond thm reasonabI.level, the 1C1lers would 
have enriohed themselves. a.nd oonferred on Melbo11lllS ... whole. benefit 
many t.imOi .. large lUI their own gainL 

A little ill said in Appendiz I, 2, about. cotton uchangea and Llade in lome 
part.i&lly .tandardiaod crude produot&. 
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U, Y, 6. 6. 80fM marketing risks rdating to "ordinary" pro-
ducts can be tra"-Verred by forward contraets: but the 
majority can be dilegated cmJy as incidents of the dekgation 
of eo1Tesponding functions. 

. The methods of transferring risk from the shoulders of one 
set of men to those of others, more fitted to bear it, which have 

~
,ow been considered, are not applicable to ordinary products, 
hat is those for which no highly organized market is available. 

But something can be done in that direction by other methods; 
and the increasing complexity of buainess often inclines the pro-
dncer to delegate all such responsibilities 88 he safely can. 

When two men are in partnership on equal terms, it is 
frequently arranged that one gives nearly his whole energies to 
making, and the other to marketing. Again a very large bnsi
ness, whether in joint stock or not, commouly entrusts to each . 
of several heads of departments responsibility for a group of 
details, IIOme of which are considerable, relating to the whole 
affairs of a small husiness: each of them discharges a share of 
the functions of the buSiness; but, 88 a rule, he bears little or 
no share of its risks. Function can indeed be delegated easily 
without associated risks: but the class or risks which can be 
delegated without any. corresponding function is narrow. The 
risks, which can be transferred without function, relate almost 
exclusively to definite particular transactions; and the chi.f 
instance of these h88 just been considered. The associated 
functions and risks with which the next chapter. is chiefly con
ee.rned are incidental to some stage in the journey of various 
productS on the way from manufacturers, or other producers, to 
ultimate consumers. , --.. 

We have seen how an organized market enables a producer 
to secure in advance an adequate supply of certain materials: 
and how it also enables him to inaure against a loss, that might 
result to him indirectly from a fall in the market value of his 
material while he is working it up. So far 88 future suppli.s 

-01' material go, the same security can be had in many classes of 
work by 'a contract for future delivery: though it cannot be 
undone or modified to suit alt.red circumstances by a com
pensatory sale, 88 easily a.~ it ~ould if an organized market 
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offered facilities for a sale of futures. For instance, shipbuilders 11.',6. 

and other users of half-finished steel product.. commonly buy 
their materials in advance as far as possible, when building 
under contract; in which course they are aided indirectly at 
least by partially organized market.. for some product... Coal~ 
a chief material for many industries, is too various in character 
to be handled in a highly organized market: otherwise the 
dealings in such a market might at times surpass all others in 
volume and excitement'. 

Thus by private contract or otherwise it is sometimes pra .. 
timble to insure a business against loss by definite changes in 
recognized prices, as thoroughly as against losses by fire or 
other specific accident. But it is not possible, .it is scarcely 
even conceivable, that insurance shonld be eflected against the 
result.. of slackness in action or errors of judgment. Such risks 
must remain with those who con¥,ol the business and appoint 
its officers. They may delegate some of their functions, and 
yet bear these risks either in whole or in part: but it is generally 
impracticable to transfer such risks without transferring the 
:!unctions to which they are related. A producer can indeed 

"-.!transfer to middlemen 80me of the risks of marketing, wwch he • 
must otherwise bear. himself: but he can do so only because that 
transference is incidental to a transference of some functions to 
them'. 

To this fact and another which is closely allied to it may 
be ttaced many of the chief characteristics of ",!-odern marketing. 

1 Thero &1"0 many local coal ma.rketa in Britain, each having trade term. 
e.nd uaage. peouliar to itaelf: and. though the broad dea.linga of the London 
CotJ. Exohange in a.lmoat every v&riety h&v'8 introduced lOme uniformity in the 
movementa of prieN. no approach to a. satisfactory reduction of &lJ. v&rietiea to 
their equiv&1enta in several standard sorts ie yet in aight. Comparatively few 
colllumen m&ke their contracts in advance with mineownera: but the middle~ 
moo', dealinga in IOcb oonuaeta are 80 van as to bear lome oomparison with 
Lhoae of an organized m&rket. They even occasionally bear the market, in 
order to obtain favourable terms from ooaloWDen for large contraota for the 
coming season: but for thiI pnrpoee they do Dot aell futurea; they merely 
withhold their ouatomary purobuea for .. time. (See the account of uth~ mArket
ing of coal" by Prof. H. Stanley JevoUli and Mr David Evan. in PMel~al Coal 
Mining.) 

• Some IIproGt and lou aharing n eohemel may aeem to point in another 
direction: but the general trend of 8uch .ohemea d08l not. The ordinuy share
holdon of • 1",1:" joint-.took OOJnpany bur ilo chief riab, hoi delegate ..... Iy 
d1. wbole of Ill. _VoL 
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II, " 6. The.BeCOOd {act is that though each bargain on an open market, 
whether an organized cotton market, a cattle market, or a fish· 
market, stands very much by itseU; the dealings of a mercantile 
house with its customers cannot generally be isolated, either as 

. regards their costs or as regards their rewards. as to which more 
will be eaid in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER VI 
, 

SOME BROAD PROBLEMS OF GENERAL MARKETING 

1., The costs and risks qf marketing attach to 'whole II, VI, 1. 

processes rather than to particular' transactions: many of 
tiwm are common to a great part, and some even to tl~ 
whole, qf the affairs qf a business. 
C Let us revert to the notion that u the cost of production, 
which controls value, relates to whole processes of production, 
rather than to any particular parcel of productsl.'~ Let us 
follow it out on the commercial side of the business of a builder 
who works only on contract under precise specifications, and 
contra"ts in advance for his chief supplies at fixed prices. He 
h ... indeed insured himself against all the most prominent risks 
of marketing; but more risks remain behind than appears at 

, first sight. 
Suppose that he has insured against a rise in the standard 

rate of wages of each chief class of his employees. That will go 
but a little way, if he does not get hold of at least Q fair pro
portion of able, alert and loyal men, and manage them with tact 
and firmness: nor is his success likely to be permanent, if he 
fails to detect and attach to his business those who will in the 
course of time be fit for promotion to leading places. H. 
cannot insure against the results of errors of judgment in such 
matters unless by sub-letting contracts; that is, by handing 
over to middlemen certain functions, with the risks attached 
to them. Again, as his business increases, he must deoide 
whether an extension of his plant is likely to be turned to 
sufficient aocount in future undertakings to be remunerative. 
H. may be doubting whether to enlarge his carpenters' shed, or 

J See abov .. p. 190. 
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II, n, r .. to buy a steam mortar-grinding machine; or, if he is in a large 
way of trade, a great derrick gantry_ Whichever way he decides . 
anyone of these questions, he must run a risk of having cause 
to regret his decision. Constructive speculation, as was argued 
·at the beginning of the last chapter, is inherent in nearly every 
business decision: there is generally a choice of rislls, but seldom 
any choice as to whether to take a risk inherent to a function, 
save by transferring function and risk together. 

Now it may appear that, though the productive side of 
a business involves large decisions as to investments in plant, 
etc., which will bear fruit slowly and only by means of their 
services in many various undertakings; yet there is no similar 
obstacle to the assignment of its particular costs and rewards 
to each several marketing transaction. But that is not the 
case. On the contrary there are many marketing problems in 
which the most .advantageous course may be found to lie in 
making a loss on particular transactions_ A great American 
trader gave instructions that, when a customer, who did not 
know her own mind, brought back a recent purchase somewhat 
the worse for its journey, it was to be taken back, and the 
full money retorned, unless there was reason to suppose that 
ehe had not acted in good faith: he reckoned that where he 
thus lost half a dollar in money, he would gain a dollar's _rth of 
good will. The success of his method points to the fuodamental 
principle that the marketing side of the work of a business is 
an integral process, and not a series of independent transactions. 

(The marketing reputation and connection of a business may 
be a larger property (or "capital") in proportion to its earnings, 
than is the fixed plant of a manufacturer in some industries.) 
Reputation for fairness and generosity in dealing, is a property 
seldom acquired without special effort and sacrifice, and is a 
powerful factor of success in all the undertakings of a business. 

(The reputation acquired by large general advertising is easy of 
attainment, though expensive.) It is indeed seldom of much 
value, unless accompanied by capable .f'd honourable dealing: 
but, when attained, it extends in varyLr« degrees to aU products 
made or handled by the business: a name or .. trade mark 
which has gained good fame in regard to one product is a 
great aid to the marketing of others. Again the expenses of 
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advertising by means of a firm's commercial travellers, and the II, VI, 2. 

resnlting sales, are common to a great part of ita business. A 
single prominent position in a great thoroughfare promotes the 
sale of many various things: the knowledge that a trader obtains 
of the character and solvency of his customers, and the opinion, 
which they form of the soundness of his advice as to the qualities 
of different sorta of his goods, extend from one part of his business 
to another. . 

Some of these considerations will be developed later on. 
But enough has perhaps been said to support the conClusion 
that, with a few exceptions, the costa and risks of marketing 
anyone commodity cannot be separated from those 0," others, 
'which are handled in the same businesses. Each of the trades 
of the fishmonger, the greengrocer, the grocer, the milliner, ete., 
has a more or less clearly defined set of costa and risks. But 
there is seldom a clear line of division between those which 
belong to particular branches of the same trade. When several 
trades are combined in the hands of the same Universal Pro
vider, the costa and risks of anyone department cannot be 
stated separately, and ouly a vague guess can be made as to 
the part which it has played in making or marring the success 
of others. 

2. The organization of trade is in the long run as vital 
to cornntmer. as to producers and traders: but the ever 
increasing energy, 'With wTtich .eUer. push their goods on the 
notke of buyer., is an inevitable result of modern develop
ments. 

( In all this it has been assumed that the necessary arrange
ments for marketing are, as a rule, the business of the seller; 
while the buyer remains relatively inactive. ')Before going further 
it will be well to consider the causes which make this assumption 
reasonable and even necessary in the modem world; though it 
would not always have been reasonable. 

tUnde. a system of barter, neither party to a bargain could 
be called a seller. But as soon as money came into general use, 
it became obvious that a person who had money and a free 
range of the market in which to spend it, was in a stronger 
potition than one, who had a stock of goods which he could not 
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II, VI, 2. tum to account easily except by first exch~nging them for 
money. )This superior strength. in the position of the buyer' 
was felt strongly in foreign trade; and it contributed much to 
the Mediaeval and Mercantile preferences against the exportation 
of the precious metals, and in favour of their importation. As 
time went on, the cruder arguments in support of these prefer
ences fell into disrepute among thoughtful people (, bnt the 
fundamental notion that the buyer confors a greater benefit on 
the selJer than he receives in retum, governs the policy of many 
countries at the present time. J 

Of course the peasant in a backward country, whose supply 
of food "has run short, often has access to only one man from 
whom he can buy grain, or borrow the means of purchasing: 
if there are several grain dealers and lenders (for the two 
functions are comrilonly combined), they are likely to be acting 
in combination. The harsh exactions therefore of monopolistic 
sellers take a much larger place in Mediaeval history, and in 
the modem history of such countries as lBdia and Russia, than 
do those of monopolistic buyers. And as we shall presently see, 
special circumstances in America, and still more in Germany, 
have put great power into the hands of monopolistic sellers or 
combinations of sellers. \..But buyers in England seldom suffer 
more than a triJling inconvenience from the refusal of .. seller 
to supply them at a fair cost price: for the sources of supply are 
generally numerous, and they are very rarely combined under 
one control.) . 

( Tho opinion that buyers have the upper hand has indeed 
been promoted by the common habit of looking at immediate 
and transitory rather than nltimate and enduring resnlts; in
sullicient attention being paid to the distinction b<ft.ween the 
gain which a seller makes on a particular eale, when tbe existence 
of bis plant and bis business organization is taken for granted; 
and that which he makes on his sales as a whole, when the cost 
of setting them up has to he reckoned in.) 

The advantage of obtaining a broad market is often much 
exaggerated. It is argued that if a manufacturer is ready 
to supply a -thousand bales of cloth or a thousand mowing 
machines a week, he may be losing money on an output of five 
I}undred weekly, thongh they are wId at a prieD that would give 
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him fair profits on an output of seven hundred, and high profits II. ,.,.2. 
on an output of a thousand: and it may be suggested that these 
figures indicate the economies to be gained by prod uction on a 
large scale. But they do nothing of the sort. They indicate 
the economy to be gained by adjusting plant and business 
organization to the demands that will be made on them in normal 
times, and by preventing as far as may be fluctuations from one 
season to another. If two cloth manufacturers sell on even 
terms in the same markets, and have the same percentages of 
unemployed plant at varlou. times of the year, the fact that one 
of them can produce ten thousand, and the other only ope thou-
sand bales II week, will occasion no great difference in their rates 
of profit. Eor the technical economies open to the two will he 
very nearly the same, and each will have some advantage over 
the other ill administration. And, if the smaller produger has a 
steadier market, or is in hetter touch with it, so that he can 
keep ninety per cent. of hi. plant at work on the average, while 
the larger can keep only eighty per cent., then the smaller will 
make the higher rate of profits. 

(Thus the statement that the buyer confers a great benefit 
on the seller assumes that, for some reason or other, the seller'. 
market has fallen short of his power of production, and that 
the buyer helps to bring it up to that power. ) A sudden increase 
in the number of buyers will of course move prices strongly in 
favour of sellers. But if it lasts only long enough to cause a 
great deal of new plant to be erected, then it will bo a great 
injury to sellers. For the high profits which they make during 
the short tim. of boom, will be inuch less than the losses of the 
probably much longer time, that elapses before normal demand 
has risen-80 high as to enable them to keep this hirger stock of 
plant running as ste..dily as before, without selling a large part 
of the produce at forced prices. This th.n is the seoond point 
to he mad. clear in interpreting the statement that th&.,.buy.r 
stands to gain I .... from a particular transaction than the seller 
does: the first point made was that th. stateinent assumes the 
buyer to have good aCCtl8S to sources of supply other than the 
seller in question.) . . 

\..10 conolud.:-m many cases, the buyers wonld .ufier from 
being pmn4MItI/y deprived of part of their needed supply. much 
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U n,8. more than the producers would by being driven to another occu
pation for their capital and enterprise; and, in the long run, . 
consumers generally stand to lose more from a deficiency of the 
plant needed to supply their wants, than producers do from a 
fall of prices which disinclines them to make additions to their 
plant, and to keep the old plant in a state of thorough efficiency.) 

But we must get to quite a different point of view to observe 
the short run. For a buyer in the modem world can nearly 
always get what he wants from other eellers and On about the 
same terms, if his negotiations with a particular seller fall 
through. The eeller on the other hand looks to a sale, as not 
only covering the direct, or Ie prime" costa incurred in producing 
the thing; but also as contributing something to his remunera
tion for outlay on plant and other" general" costs of his business: 
when he has sold 8 thing on normal terms, he is more than 
remunerated for the direct or prime costs involved in handling 
that thing. He has less certainty of selling at current prices 
whenever he wants to do 80, .than the bllYer has of buying at 
thos~ prices'. 

3. The distribution 0/ the general costs of marketillg, 
and especially those cO'/tnected with tke holding of stocksfor 
sale. 

It has already been noticed that producers nearly always 
bear some considerable costs on account of the. marketing of 
thair goods. Thoee, which the customs and general conditions 
of any place and time habitually assign to producers, are 
commonly classed among "costs of production." But if a 
producer undertakes burdens and tasks which lire generally 
transferred to traders, then it. is conveuient to regard his costs 
of production without reference to them: he bears costs of pro
duction and some pllrt of the costs of marketing". 

Formerly most people were content to be supplied with 

1 When a privileged visitor passea through the main door. which 8eparatcle 
the buying department of a great linen drapery businoas from the retailing. he 
will leave an a.tmoaphere. in which able tr&vellera for manufacturers and whol&. 
sale mercha.nts ahow an assiduous and persuasive courtesy to the employee. of 
the buaineu; and be may enter ODe. in whioh employcCI of similar r4nk are 
carefully polite to working women. bent on making their amall purohuefs. 

• See above. p. 184. 
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such things as could be conveniently produced near at hand: II, v .. 3. 

and, in regard to seasonal products, at such times as Nature 
aHorded them of her own !res will. Even the well·to-do were 
forced to eat but sparingly of fresh meat in winter: and, until 
quite recently, fresh sea fish was not to be had far from salt 
water. Fruit seldom travelled far: as a rule every place bad 
to ehift with tbose kinds for which it was suited: and, if the 
blossoms of ono of them were struck by a sharp local frost, the 
people went almost without it during the coming year. Even 
the fairly well·to-do had no great variety of clothes or domestio 
utensils: the great majority of the people had scarcely any 
imperious demand save for the common necessaries of life, and 
perhaps a few spices and other slight things. 

But all this is changed. In the modern world the neces
saries of life absorb an ever diminishing share of the family 
income. The great body of the people are in a position to pay 
for a regular and unconditional daily supply of many various 
.kinds of food, all the year round: and the village grocer's and 
draper's shops contain many scores of difierent goods mad. of 
material brought from all parts of the world. Again, .. hereas 
local supplies of wood usetl-t<! suffice for nearly all purposes: 
now the most appropriate wood ior-M'Ch purpose of domestic 
economy is generally supplied. even thougil~e a product of 
distant lands. ~.-

This imperiousness of demand varies from one kind of goods 
to another: an~, in regard to the same 01 .... of goods. from one 
stratUm of society to another. Its eHects on marketing costs. 
and therefore on prices. are most marked in things. which 
NatUIe supplies only at particular seasons: and those for which 
the demand is most uncsrtein and irregular. If the pUIChase .. 
of-a· thing are rich; if its direct cost of production is small: and 
if Beveral causes combine to increase the difficulty of adjusting 
supply to demand: then the costs of marketing often double 
or treble the price received by the producers. before the thing 
reaohes the consumers. 

We p.... to corresponding changes in the characters alld 
quantities of the stocks needed to be held by producer and 
trader. The aggregate Itocks of grain and other annual produots 
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II, VI, 8. have always borne nearly the same fixed relation to the annual 
consumption of the people. 

The amount, that stands over at harvest time from earlier 
years, has of course varied with the weather. In spite of the 
growth of wealth and providence, it has been diminished by 
the security which cheap and quick transport affords against 
merely local failures of the crops; and by the arrival of grain 
from the Southern Hemisphere to eke out Northern stocks, 
when they dwindle before the next harvest. It is however 
still true that farmer (or other cultivator), trader, and consumer 
have to hold among them nearly a whole year's consumption 
just after harvest, and nearly half a year's consumption on the 
average. . The cheapest houaing of the grain has generally 
been on the land, where it was grown: but, when most of 
the grain had to be moved to great mills and thence to the 
consumer, large elevators and other stores grew np; and the 
trader, who had long .. financed" the poorer cultivators by 
buying their grain shortly after harvest, became responsible for 
housing it also, Taking the history of the world as a whole, 
there are no producers' or traders' stocks to compare in im
portance with those of gr3il!.: lIlIatlu, course of their distribution 
has been followed in great' measure by the stocks of other 

__ ~in~_. ~__ ,----
-~We saw"above (I, nI, 5) how "homely" producers of 

woollen and other goods at first used their own wool, or that 
of their neighbours: how later on they became increasingly 
dependent on traders for the supply of wool from a distsnce; 
and in various degrees were financed and even controlled by 
them: and how. in the carlier phases of English mannfacture 
by "power" (whether that of foiling water or steam). the new 
men, who rose to the occasion, were dependent for finances on 
capital which had been accumulated by merchants and others, 
and was made accessible by banks that then grew up. During 
that phase the manufacturer kept as little stock as possible; 
his goods were housr.d and "carried" financially by merchants 
and middlemen till they reached the consumer. But gradually 
many mannfacturing firms, and especially mannfacturing com
panies, have come into control of large capital: which has been 
in BOlJle cases maiuly inherited from Beveral generations of suo-
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cessful work; in others obtained mainly from the general public II, VI, s. 
through the Stock Exchange. 

A powerful modem manufacturing business frequently carries 
B considerable part of its stocks itself, at all events as far lIS the 
retailer. But the extent to which this new tendency reaches, 
varies greatly from one industry to another. It goes furthest, 
other things being equal, in industries, the ultimate consumer 
of whose products is a business firm which has an intimate 
technical acquaintance with their characters, and each of whose 
purchases is likely to be of sufficient amount to be considered 
IJl!refully. Some engineering firms, for instanoe, generally keep 
most of their own stocks, Bnd bear most of the responsibility for 
meeting an effective demand. 

But meanwhile there are very many manufacturers, whose 
capital does not reach much beyond what is required for main
taining and enlarging their plant, and for other purposes of 
their work. It is therefore still true that traders benefit pro
ductive industries and the country ge.nerally by taking a con
siderable part in the carrying of stocks. Such .. distribution of 
burden is all the more reasonable because they can turn over 
most of their stocks more quickly than formerly. Their turnover 
increases relatively to the capital needed for it: while, on the 
other hand, the manufacturer's plant increases in costliness 
relatively to his net output-that is, to the excess value of hi. 
product over that of his material. 

Thus in a broad view it may be concluded that, so great has 
been the increase in the variety of the goods demanded by the 
people at large, that the aggregate of stocks held by producer 
and trader would have increased much faster than population, 
and {aster even than aggregate wealth, if very powerful-caus .. 
had not l1een acting in the opposite direction. (The disad
vantages of keeping large stocks are increased, in the case of 
some kinds of engineering and other plant, by the likelihood 
that they will be speedily depreciated by new inventions and 
by changes in technique; while a large stock of goods for 
consumption may be depreciated even more quickly by changes 
in fashion and custom. On the other side the advantages to 
be gained by keeping a large atock are lessened by the rapidity, 
with which modem methods of production enable, a manu-
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u, VI, 4. facturer to replenish quickly his stock of anything, for which 
he has appropriate plant: while the post, the telegraph, the 
telephone, and the almost omnipresent quick railway service 
of a compact western country, supplemented by motor traffic, 
enable every dealer, whether wholesale or retail, to get almost 
anything that he wants within twenty-four hours, or even less; 
the way for his easy purcbases having been already prepared 
by trade circulars, catalogues, etc.) 

For these reasons the stocks held by producers and traders 
in the western world are an ever diminishing percentage of 
their turnovers: and thus, although the variety of production 
and the imperiousness of demand are multiplying rapidly the 
number of prodncts for which each industry and trade is 
responsible, there is a general (not universal) fall in that per
centage of the retail prices of commodities, which is attributable 
to the costs of keeping Btocks of them. 

4. Functions of middlemen all li'l}k8 between producer 
and COli8lllmer. 

(The chief functions of middlemen generally are however 
those of studying the wanta of consumers, and the resources of 
producers; and bringing the two into connection: these functions 
are important even in regard to the minor requisites of business.) 
But they are almost indispensable in regard to household goods, 
clothing, etc. For such thinga must commonly be seen before 
purchase: and they must be delivered in small quantities to 
innumerable consumers, often on credit. 

The ultimate consumer must be reached through 'a retailer, 
save in scme relatively rare cases. But the retailers in Buch a 
country as England are ~ost as numerous as the whole people 
of a very small country: apd to reach them is a task not lightly 
to be undertaken by producers, whose main energies must be 
given to other work. That task falls generally to wholesale 
dealers, who lay themselves out to study the retail trade. They 
keep a sufficient variety of goods, coruiug from many sources, to 
be able to fill up nearly every order from a retailer promptly 
from their own stocks. Some of these wholesale traders get 
th"ir supplies chiefly from a higher stratum of traders; each of 
whom specializes on a narrow range of goods, but keeps in stoek 
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a large variety within that range. In a few cases there is yet n, VI, 4-

II third stratum with still more highly specialized skill and 
stecks. . 

( A large, strongly capitalized business is often but little 
dependent on merchants for aid in establishing contact with 
retailers; for it can organize an effective commercial department 
of its own.) But on the other hand its marketing may extend 
over a large area; and in that case its commercial department 
may have enough te do in dealing with merohanta and other 
wholesale traders. Meanwhile the manufacturer of but moderate 
meallt! often finds his need of aid from wholesale dealers increased 
by the growing breadth and complexity of trade, about as much 
as it is lessened by his increased facilities for obtaining direct 
information from far and near, and for getting inte direct teuch 
with consumers. And it remains true generally that the several 
strata of trade make more thorough studies of the requirements 
of consumers and of the varieties and qualiti ... of producers' goods 
than could be effected by any means other than extensive sub
division of labour and specialization of knowledge and skill'. 

It should be added that many goods are commonly SIlpplied 
on credit by producers te wholesale traders; and by both to 

1 TradcI'I not infrequently aid produc6l'IiI by direct hinte aa to cu.tomen' 
needa. and enD- by IUggeatioUl U to methods of meetiug them: and Vl\rious 
lUTangementa a.re aometimea made for the division of any gains that mo.y thence 
arise. Qf this more will be Rid hereafter: but some illUJtro.tions may be given 
at once. 

A m&nufaoturer of tutils gooda deaigna 1\ number of pattetDI for the season; 
and arrange. a loom. or other pilmt for each. Heo works oft' lamples in varioUl 
colours; and oecaaionally in va.riou. ma.teriala. The merchant, or his agent, 
inapocta the umplee; or perho.pa visite tho faotory. where aome of them at least 
ani to 00 lIOOn in the piece. Some of the combina.tiOlli of colours shown in a. 
pattern mo.y meet wit.h no a.pproval, and never be worked in the piece. The 
retailer. on the initiative of commorow travellers, receives pattern·boob or 
sampleai from which ho 0000981 at once lOme thioga for _tock. and orders 
othon .. oocasion uiea to meet the aelectioDl of particul&r customers. In 
other cues .. morohant devisea a pattern and oontracta with a manufacturer 
to make 8 cloth or other product to it. Somotimca again .. doalN make. l\1g
geatioDa for improvementl in deta.ila of pattema lubmitted. to him: and tllia leads 
w 80me OuriOUI result&. Thu_ • luge retail dealer recentJy boasted that Ilia 
~nta after m.pecting pattern. of Ihoea from many makenl, aeleot ideas OOD
tained in lavera! of themi and he then gives out an order for .. oonaidera.ble make 
of a paUero. in which theae idNI .... combined. In such • 0U8 it it diffioult to 
.. y to whom tho prod_.1 II proporl,y 10 be attrihuted. 
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11, n, 4. retaill.: and, in so far as this is done, the real taking of risks 
doOll not .move downward. ~ fast as it appears to do. This 
tendency undoubtedly often makes for an uiulue extension of 
the number of traders, and especially of retailers: and there is 
probably some ground for suggestions that there are more traders 
in many countries than ar~ needed for their work. Such sugges
tions ~e strengthened by the observation that advantages of 
situation or connection 80metimes enable a trader, though with
out any special faculty of artistic or other discrhninntion, to 
make very high profits on small sales. And complaints are 
perhaps made that a particular group of traders secures by 
combination, prices unreasonably in excess of the producers' 
prices. Such combinations are, as a rule, distinctly a,!l!i§ocial: 
but they have existed at all times: and they have often been 
most mischievous when they have been based on mere implicit 
understandings, without any explicit and forma.! agreement. 

'l'hus the relations of traders' policies to public interests are 
not wholly above question. But yet, in 10 survey by broad and 
by long, it appears that traders as a c1~ do not earn much more 
than adequata remuneration for their work, their capital and 
their risks. With few exceptions, the field is open; and there 
is nothing to prevent the influx of new energies where good 
profits are to be had with abnorma.! ease. 

It is however true that producers often see the prices, which 
they receive for their goods, increased beyond reason in the 
charges made to the consumer; and form associations for in
fluencing, and even completely undertaking,' the marketing of 
their goods, at all events as far as the retailer.· This task has 
been done by many German cartels in regard to many standard
ized goods, especially' half-finished products,' which serve as 
materiaJa for further production: we shaJJ see presently that 
though the direct eflects of such action have generally been 
beneficial to those who take it; its indirect effects on' other 
branches of industry, and on the public at large, are often evil l • 

1 Tbeee ma.ttel'l occupy & considerable apace in Book III. The bene6eial 
etJecta of movementa by producen and dealel'l making for the atandardiut.ioa. 
of fruit and other agricultural produce are Doted in Appendix J. 4.. 



DIFFICULTIES 011' IRREGULAR SUPPLIES AND DEMANDS "". 

6. Costs of marketin{!_f1UIY be increased by diffimtltie8 11, n, &. 

<if meeting demands for a ..... C{!";'!tant ~pply of goods of 
uniform quality, and for mppliesoOJarytng greatly fro", On/l 

Beason to another. ,~-. , ,-
l The chief place among goods that '-", , .. ~ rna,,) i/. tehdr<;.."'ilv 

1 ~.:f: can De .~Ke ea .. 
and at little expense, be ongs to st.:i!le products which are ndt 
peris\lable nor dependent on ""~U' ) A tead d - d f 

t .Jl.~ons. 8 y eman or 0. 
thing uf uniform. pattern. ' nand quality enables exp.nsive plant 
to be set up .for Its m"~£ng; to be kept constantly running on 
an even routroe; 8,:nd to require little contrivance, when once 
its teclm\.<'.,tu·'d- ,,- h b h . ., ...,;._. etaw< Bve een broug t nearly to periectlOn . 
.rnder similar conditions we find relatively low expenses for 
holding Bnd housing stocks, with little Wll8te through deprecia •. 
tion, and without any great. tax on forethought or contrivance. 

l Marketing costs are rather low, in regard to things, for which 
the demand is large and uniform, even though it is concentrated 
on particular seasons of the year; such as very heavy or very 
light curtains or underclothing, suitable for winter or summer 
respectively: the same staff, shop front, and store room will 
generally serve for both sets.) 

Manufactured goods of textile materials, leather, metals, 
wood, etc., not being perishable, can often' be maintained in 
constant supply at no very great cost; especially if they are 
not bulky; are not ill uncertain demand, through changes 01 
fashion or otherwise; and are so far standardized, at all events 
relatively to the needs of the locality, that the demand for them 
is not greatly affected by varieties of individual need or taste. 
Under· this head come the common sorts of food and apparel, 
staple housshold utensils, the tools of the artisan, the gardener 
and the farmer; and many other things, which are judged by 
most purch .... rs from nearly the same point o~ view. One will 
elect the cheaper and another the dearer: but there is a tolerably 
general, though not a close, agreement lIS to which would be 
the more eligible at equal prices. Nevertheless B considerable 
variety of each of such things must be held-b~ tile wholesale 
dealer, and even by the retail dealer. The rctailer~~oice is 
narrowed by local oonditions; and the wholesaler follows hiS'1e.ad. 
For instsnce, a wholesale dealer's traveller visiting a worJ..ing 
olass district, will put forward samples or illuetrated'ootalf'gues, 
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n, VI, 6. representing things likely to suit thy technical work and domes
tic habits of the place: and the.Jl;opkeeper, or his .... istant will 
know in ad~ance or. will 'Ulicldy divine, the particular sub:cI .... 

~g.::"ds which are Iikel]" to attract a particular customer. 
p;.:TTt'::" o,t.hc>.! ~'-G.1 the highest trade in fine specialities . ...-on ue-u~ V< =u "of. • • h h dB f 

~mains, and may long re~F' ~ t e an 0 m~n an.d women 
who are in 'a sense artists a~ m some cases antlquanalll! also. 

, o""''''t,s to . d th Those who supply rare vases and pru.u, f COnn?lsseurs, an e 
most expensive dresses to the leader\," 0 fashion, must spend 
much thought over •• ch of their sales' :!~' they seldom care to 

lO>Q "Ila J 10. . 
engage in branches of trade which offer scope Iv:' ~~1"..,:e~
mechanical organization. A subtler and more delicate, thougll"-"'" 
perhaps not always a higher, form of organization is needed for 

. almost all branches of trade which cater for individual idio
syncrasies, and not merely for the staple requirements of various 
classes and sub-classes of customers. In acme of its branches 
an alert knowledge of mankind and command of'a moderats 
capital will suffice; but in others some bigh faculty is needed. 
In many directions the dominance of huge capitals is on the 
increase, even in these trades. 

Electricity cannot be stored conveniently; and, partly for 
that ree.aon, it is supplied more cheaply for uses chieBy in the 
daytime, than for lighting, the demand for which reaches high 
peaks -on winter aftemoons_ In similar case is .the imperious 
demand for acoommodation at hracing· summer resorts during 
August, when weather and achool arrangements make it specially 
desirable: and no one complains that the charges at hotels 
and lodging houses are exceptionally high during that month. 
But it is not generally recognized that the same reasoning 
affords a partial justification for the practice of some ehop
keepers at such places, who sell more cheaply to residents than 
to visitors'. 

1 Tbia prartioe though equitable is not alwa.ys expedient. On SwiM railwaye 
it would be reasonable. hot not expedient, to oharge higher farN to thoae whose 
demand. require '. I,. oostly provision for. ahort lummer aeuoD. But tbe 
diffioulty iJ • a.lIy evaded by iaauing cbeap tickets on VariOUI plan .. of which 
advan e can be taken eaaily by permanent reaidenta. thonp-h not by tourist&. 

he olaeI of qU81tiOlUl opened in thit Section it further diao11lll8d in Appon. 
w..J. 
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6. H 00"11 industria seek acce8a to their materials. Light n, TI, 6. 

industrie8, and especially the highe8t and tlte lowest of them, 
.ee" large cities and their enmrontmnt. Causes of the en-
during hold which an alert eentre of industry, handling 
light products, keeps on its markets. 

( See remarked in 1880 that good. of few varieties, which can 
be sold by portable samples, should always seek the cheapest 
locality for production; but that factories for those things· 
which are massive and individual should be easily accessible 
to .. multitude of buyersl~ The buyers whom he had in view 
were partly middlemen; partly ultimate consumers for businesa 
purposes, and especially manufacturers in search of plant. It 
is important to bear in .mind that such purchasers will often 
go far in order to obtain the things best suited for their pur
poses: price is never neglected; but it is eeldom the primary 
consideration in regard to plant, which ia .. main factor in 
efficient production. 

Until well on in the eighteenth century, English iron 
industries sought the neighbourhood of oak forests, where they 
used up miacellaneous shallow veins of iron are: their total iron 
product was very small". Later on they sought to be near to 
coal, the heaviest of their materials; and to rich veins of are, 
even though lying very deep. But quite recently successive 
economies in the consumption .of coal have lowered the im· 
portance of near aceesa to coal mines, relatively to those of 
easy' ooceas to iron are and to markets for their products. Jut 
a result the heavy British steel industries are moving to the 
sea-coast, or the lower reaches of deep rivers. For there they 
obtain easily imported are; and can put much of their product 
on bosrd ship for exportation, or even into the frame of the 
ship itself, which ia ever more greedy of steel'. 

1 CAordal'. Ldlcr_. ch. XIV. • See abo....,_ p. 80 . 
• The American demand for ~l product. growa 10 fut.. that advant~U8 

aitew for .tEte.I works call be developed euUy. The uce1lent cob of Wen 
Penn.ylvania hollU them on • long rope, and the Atlantio ooaat baa had 6ttle 
attraotion for them; ., they have tended towards the Great Lakes. Before the 
world· ..... the Lakel carried the chief weight of the American shipping: and they 
gi" good a.ceu. 100 the 0I'eI of Lake Superior. The dependenoe of Britain on 
foroi~ nppliel of oopper hu monel her copper indUitriel &0 the GOUt of Bouth 
W~_ . 
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n, n, 6. This movement towards the sea is easened by the largene ... 
of the capitals which are invested in a maBBive indnstry; for .. · 
giant steel firm can set up subsidiary establishments to supply 
some of its needs. But an indnstry which does not use massive 
material, and needs skill that cannot be quickly acquired, 
remains as of yore loth to quit a good market for its !sbour. 
Sheffield and Solingen have acquired industrial "atmospheres" 

. of their own; which yield gratis to the manufacturers of cutlery 
greet advantages, that are not easily to be had elaewhere: and 
an atmosphere cannot be moved'. 

As we have seen, the high value of land in large cities 
tends to drive away those branches of production which have 
been taken over by massive machinery, and especially those 
which must· be accommodated in low wide spreading sheds; 
though large cities retain 80me hold of work in which each of 
many Hoors of a high building can afiord space for a multitude 
of workers, each tending a machine that does light work. Thns 
many of them are chief centres of printing, especially for news
papers: and of course they are the chief centres of commerce 
and finance. 

But their industrial specialities are mainly of two kinds. 
They_ do nearly the whole of the finest manual work, and 
especially such as has an artistic element; while of course they 
use subtle mechauical appliances, where these are serviceable. 
They also make goods of all kinds, and especially clothes to 
orders of rich customers,that are conveyed to the producers 
through a special cl .... of shopkeepers: who themselYe8 do much 
constructive work in designing; pay very highly for the work 
they put .out; and at the aame time make extraordinarily high 
profits on the turnover. 

The other industrial speciality of large cities has been in the 
past, and is still to so~e extent, the employment of vast numbers 
of workers who have inherited weakness of body, mind and 
character from several generations, that have lived unwholesome 
lives and overstrained their nerves. The large supplies of !sbour 
of this cia .. which the conditions of cities have produced 
together :with those which their great facilities for buying the 

1 In thia oonnection may be compared two ioatrucU."e monograph.8:-T,w 
eull<rr/Irodu, by O. L H. Lloyd, and Tlte ';K'p/oI6 ;MUIry, by J. H. Jon ... 
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materials and selling the products that appertain tc such indus- II, Yr, 6. 

tries have attracted, have been a blot on almost every old civili-
zation, and not least that of the modern western world. But 
better knowledge, especially in regard tc sanitary matters; a 
higher sense of social responsibility; and increasing facilities for 
cheap traffic even over the whole area of such a city as London 
(which surpasses in population many considerable States) are 
tending tc lighten the dark Shade of this blot, if not tc remove 
lit altogether. 

In short, personal contact is most needed (1) in trade between 
,allied branches of production, at all events in regard tc things 
'which have not yet been brought completely under the dominion 
.of either General or Particular standardization; and (2) in all 
.dealings, especially retail, connected with dress, ornaments and 
.other goods, which need tc be adapted tc individual requirements 
.and idiosyncrasies. The largest industries, and especially those 
Ithat need massive plant, are located increasingly in industrial 
,districts; the central cities of which are giving themselves more 
:and more tc work directly or indirectly connected with mar
keting, 'Bu( the advantages tc be derived from personal contact 
between customer, trader and producer have caused capital 
cities tc become the homes of miscellaneous industries of all 
grades and especia.lly of high grades; and tc ofter nnrivalled 
opportunities tc middlemen, who procure from working artisans 
and small mastars the making of high-class goods tc the order 
of w~thy customers.) 

Almost every industrial district has been focussed in one or 
more large tcwns. Each such large tcwn, or city, has been at 
first the leader in the technique of industry, as well as in trade: 
and the greater part of its inhabitants have been artisans . 
. After a time factcries, requiring more space than was easily tc 
.be had where ground values were high, tended tc the outskirts 
·of the city; and new factories grew np increasingly in sur
.rounding rural districts and small tcwns. Meanwhile the 
trading functions of the city developed. W &rehouses for the 
products of the district tcok the place of factories: shops for 
the accommodation of the district were enlarged; and banks 
and mercantile houses of all. kinds becrune prominent. Clerks 
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U, VI, 6. and travellers on behalf of manufacturers and whol .... le deale ... 
multiplied; and artisane ceased to completely dominate the town 
as of yore. 

But later still there has been developed in Lancashire, and 
to a 1... extent in other great- homes of textile industry, a 
tendency to take advantage- of modem means of locomotion; 
and to use the central city as the starting point, from which 
visits can be made to factories suitable for the purposes of a 
particular buyer, even though they may be somewhat remote 
from the centre. Thus Manchester is now increasingly sought 
by representatives of merchants and large -dealers of various 
kinds, who are not content with the conveuiences offered even 
by the great warehouses of the city. They prefer to make 
rounds over an area of some two hundred sq nare miles, visiting 
many factories, where they can see displayed in .. the piece" 
varieties of some particular classes of fabric in which they have 
a special interest; and where they can diBcUBB with the manu
facturer himself any suggestions which may occur to them for 
modifications in detail, to suit their individual judgments, or to 
meet the special tastes or requirements of localities with which 
they are connected. Appointments can be made by telephone: 
and a great distance can be covered in a dsy by motor car, or 
even by the almost ubiquitous tramways and railway.'. 

We are thus brought back to the suggestion made above 
that(heavy steel industries move readily from one place to 

1 The unriveJ.led. grolnb of the trade. thua centred in Maneheater. OWOl!J 

much to foreign merohante. "The English traveller found it diJliauit t;o ge' 
in touch with demand; and he could noi gauge it .. the local merchant; oould. 
Coruoquently, • complete .... rsaI 01 ....... gem •• to look pIaoe .. regorda 
much of the trade. Foreign housel est.&bUshed omcee in Manchester. Every 
important country. and many unimpol16nt onea, in this VI80Y affixed commercial 
tenta.olel to the matropol.iJ of the LBDce,bire cotton industry ... and it; is DOW 
oommonly agreed tha.t without; the foreign houaea in Mancbeater our foreign 
trade in cotton te.x:tilea could not; have grown All it haL The late IUld uncertain 
advice reoeived from tra.vcllon abroad was infinitely inferior to the instantaneous 
tra.namiuiOD of foreign demand through Maooh8llter foreign hOU8C8 wi~ nuai· 
tied. OODIleOtiOD8 in the oountriea to whioh they related." Of oouree .. here i8 
another side to this and .. commercial outpost. have boon thrown out by Eogliah 
houaea all the world over." It'rom a.n account of the .La.ncaahire ootton industry 
ill PM 2'imu, 27. 8. 1913. 

A little" said below (Appendiz J. 6) OIl .P8OWiar fealiW'811 01 the ia.dQ.ltrial 
IIOIlCiit.ioDl 01 ..... oapilAl .ili .. 
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another, in order to get better access to their materials; but 11, .. ,6. 

that an atmosphere is not so lightly to be treated. ) 
The leadership in a special industry, which a district derives 

from an industrial atmosphere, such as that of Sheffield or 
Solingen, has shown more vitality than might have seemed 
probable in view of the incessant changes of technique. The 
explanation is perhaps to be found in the fact that an es
tablished centre of specialized BkiIl, unless dominated by a gild 
or trade-union of an exceptionally obstructive character, is 
generally in' a position to tum to account quickly any new 
departure affecting its work; and if the change comes gradually, 
there is no particular time at which strong incitement is offered 
to open up the industry elsewhere. It is to be remembered 
that a man can generally p.... easily from one machine to 
another; but that the manual handling of a material often 
requires a fine .kill that is not easily acquired in middle age: 
for that is characteristio of a special industrial atmosphere. 
Thus, although even a little obstinacy or inertia may ruin an 
old home of industry whose conditions are changing; and although 
the opening out of new aources of supply or new markets for 
sale mbY quickly overbear the strength which old districts 
have inherited from past conditions: yet history shows that 
a strong centre of specialized industry often attracts much new 
shrewd energy to supplement that of native origin, and is thus 
able to expand and maintain its lead. Even the changeful 
conditions of America show a surprising permanence of many 
localiZed industries, whioh have sprung up almost by accident, 
and have been maintained in this wayl, 

I It haa already b&eD. Dotiaed (I, VIa, ') tb .. t in spite of the OOIlltant weal. 
wo.rd movement of the popw.tion of the United States, the inBuenoe of inherited 
manual skiU in luataining (I, local induatry ill shown by the f800t that iii: of the 
fifteen induatriea which were highly localized in 1900 were very late in making 
UI6 of machinery. 

It ma\' be added that aooidenta, noh .. the a.rrival in time. far baak of 
enorgetio "artisan immigrant.,. have founded indUitrioa, which have m&intained 
thoir prneminenoo t.ill no,,". under conditiOIlJ jut described: all tbeae induat.riee 
handle light and vlLluable produot.. whiob will bear carriage ea.aily. and have 
little oooaaion for ezpensive plant.. Thua. -.coording to the Cenaua for 1000.' 
Gluvel"lvillo and ita neighbourhood. 'Whiob produce half the lea.thar glov .. of 
tho oountl'y, owe their akill to some Scotch gloven who eettled. there in 1760: 
Troy had a practical monopoly of detaob.ed ooUan; .. the renJ.t of tho en~ 
of a worltir4g 'Womap, .bout 1830. SimilAr, t.b.ouah .. NUem.O ... __ CibOlO 
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11, .. ; 6. A certain limitation is however imposed on a narrowly 
localized industry which sends its products for &ale over a large 
territory. For they must be either such as are in general use and 
not very changeful in character; or such as can Iie efficiently 
represented by illustrated catalogues, or in the large packages 
sent out to wholesale and retail dealers through travelling agents. 
This resource is indeed well within the grasp of a powerful finn: 
for that can advantageously supply for itself many things, 
which smaller firms buy from subsidiary local industries: but 
when once an industry has fallen for the greater part into the 
hands of producers on a very large acaIe, there is on the balance 
.. tendency to a loosening of the ties that bound it to its old 
home. 
of hosiery at CohOflfJ; of cheap jewelry at Attleboro; of fur hate a.t Danbury 
and Bethel. . 



CHAPTER VII 

PROBLEMS OF GENERAL MARKETING CONTINUED: 
MASSIVE RETAIL TRADE 

1. Massive retail trade is commonly associated with 11,011,1 

eager /01'1n8 0/ competition. But some 0/ ita methods were 
pioneered by workmen', cooperative 8ocieties, in which the 
spirit 0/ brotherhood strengthened the policy 0/ economy. 

{Modern massive reta.iling is in some respects a counterpart 
to massive production.) But it was pioneered by cooperative 
trading: which owes relatively little to massive production; and 
scarcely anything to the faculties of trained men of business 
of the new world, or even of the old. It is almost exclusively 
the work of British working-men: it has perhaps narrower 
limitations than are recognized by its more ardent adherents; 
but it will be found to have led the way, in a larger degree 
than appears at first sight, to much that distingnishes present 
modes 'of retail marketing from those that prevailed until quite 
recently. 

(The founder of cooperation was .Q~~: he was, on the one~ 
side, a brilliant practical business genius; and, on the other, a 
passionate enthusiast for the improvement of human character 
as an end in itself, and as the means to an increase of well-being. 
Numerous small cooperative societies were formed under his 
inspiration; chiefly as experiments that made for communistic 
production, with common ownership of the land as the pivotal 
idea: the cooperative congresses of 1831-2 were rich in social 
ideals, though lacking in sense of proportion_ 

But a little later some Rochda.le weavers rea.lized that the 
most wasteful and ill-managed business of the country was tha~ 
of marketing goods to the working ciassea: and that, if those 

II. I. or. 10 
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II, .n. ~ .' classes perceived the bearing of social ideals on that particular 
V piece of bad business, they would have the remedy in their own 

hands: theksociaLfaith. could hold them togeth"" ilL business, 
and their business_wOuld give 'mate.rU.J. strength to their faith. 
ThellTuiiClamental notions were ~ club together small sums-. 
£5 each as a minimum-on which they might begin business: 
to charge the average retail prices of a working·class district, 
which were high; and to use the excess of receipts over costs 
118 the basis' of furthcr strength. The earlier cooperative 
societies had desired that all funds subscribed ahould at once 
become common property: but the Rochdale weavers recognized 
that human nature was not ready for that; so, after paying 
interest on capital, and making a liberal contribution to a 
social and general education fund, the surplus was used as a 

",Dividend, That is, their surplus was divided among the members 
in proportion to their purchascs. It was a clever contrivance 
for the reduction of retail prices to reasonably low levels, without 
running the risk of failure, which might have been brought about 
if they had started with prices 80 low as to leave no margin for 
unfortunate accident. The plan seemed small and even petty 
from the standpoint of the rich trader:lbup its combinatiQ!! of 
ldealiam,llnd comIQoq SeASe has led the way"tO-large'improve
ments in marketing, some of which have indeed been reached 
by other routes: but it appears as B whole to stand without 
a rival in the history of trade. 1 

The Rochdale, weavers -and their imm~diate followers 
gathered men and women into their fuld, partly by urging that 
cooperative stores sold only genuine goods; and sold these at 
wholesale prices, after deducting (when Dividend was reckoned 
in) little more than the actual costs of handling them by simple 
people, whose time was charged at about an average artisan 
wage rate. But the great force, which drew the faithful to come 
past many brilliant shops to a humble store, was the faith that 
competition ahould give way to cooperation: and, though much 
of the rude eloquence, in which this doctrine was set out, would 
hardly bear the test of exact scientific analysis, it had a solid 
kernel: for it meant that the movement was one by the weak 
to help the weak: that a new comer was to be welcomed, 
because he wanted help; and not, according to the joint stock 
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company rule, in proportion to the capital which he contributed. II, vn,l. 

By this ethicsl incitement, even more than by their good busi-
ness, cooperators were able to attain at once, though on a very 
sma.ll scale, the chief advantages of the twentieth century 

IJJniversal Provider: their Bales were large relatively to their 
...,. stocks: their turnovers were rapid, and they had no bad debts. 

This "Rochdale" method was generally adopted, and has long 
been regarded as the "British" method of cooperative retailing'. 

But as time went on their very.su~ss J>rought tolight a 
weak point in their BYBte;;;. --They had organized a particular 
class of retail trade on the side of Belling: but not on the side 
of buying. 80 long as their rivals, the shopkeepers, charged the 
old exorbitant additions to wholesale prices, the BtOres could 
make good bUBiness without buying well. But a new race of 

1 "The ideals of the earlior Coopera.tive congreasea" and tho rnlea of the 
Rochdale Pioneer Sooiety. supplied by representatives of the Cooperative 
movement to the Le.bollJ' Comm.isaion 1894, were printed in the .Appendix to 
1M Euidenu b8/on 1M Oomm;",ton G8 a Whole. The except5.onally strong inter
lla.tioMl literature 01 Cooperation ia indioated at tho end of O. R. Fay'. 00-
opetation at l&ome and abroad; which is itself a. olear and well· balanced &aCOUOt. 

of prin('iplM a.nd pmctioe .alike. 
A few more deta.ila ma.y be added here. As aoon 1\8 it was practicablo, th8 

Store. reduoed the contribution n006B88.ry for membership to £1: and lOme of 
them now allow 8. uew member to start with a first pa.yment of ha.lf·.·crown, 
mWng up the remainder out of tho Dividend. Though the ordinary procedure 
of • coopera.tive atore it genorally known, it may be well to say that the policy 
of charging the full ourrent market price and then returning part of it a.e • 
IhlUe of the profit.. .t the end of the year wa.a adopted, with the purpoae, whiah 
h.. been accompliahed. of a.ttaining several ends. The policy modera.ted, 
thougb it did not quench, the opposition of looa.l shopkeepers: it avoided dis
ouasion u to tho pricel which could be aafely oharged: and it diminiahed the 
.train on tho limpiD working. men I who were aerving an apprenticeahip to 
a diffioult buaineu. It further a.fforded a Imall inducement to oontinue pur
chaaing at the ltore, ed pereua.de othel'll to join it; beoa.uae everything tha.t 
quickened the turnover of the ltore, &.deled to the pro6u. which (after deduoting 
ioteroat po. capitaJ lubaoribed and borrowed) would be availa.ble for paying 
Dividend. And there "aa yet another a.nd a highEll' motive: the working claa&e8 
then, even more than DOW, wore apt to get into the habit of living from hand 
to mov.th; 10 tha.t they laoked. the power to buy outright a IOlid piece' of 
furniture, or It. ueeful implement. The Dividend b ... taught hundreds of 
thOUJ&Dda to know the plouure of posaeaaing two or three IOvereigne, free 
from any mortgrLge. Thil moLive operatell ltill; though in th.ia richer age. 
the Dividend is often applied to deera.y the expeneea direct and indirect of 
a Illmmer holiday at the aoa·aide. The Dividend reliov8I many ADxietiea 
cf the liok-l'OODl: aod neatl,y £100,000 are epent by the SLot. aonuaJ.ly ou. 
education. 
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II, vn, I. a!er~ .. ~.".l'k!epers came on the scene; who watched and copied 
. cooperative inetho"dnifselling good thing~ cheaply for cash .. 
t!lu.sJ.ea.rip&._the improvident customeJ:. to those of the old· 
f~oned shopkeepers who still remained. In order to compete 
with these new rivals; the cooperators had first to learn how 
~uch harder a taskJtwas to buy well. thaIltheyhad thought: 
alid-tiieri to face the difliculty that the affinities and sympathies 
of whores,,!e 'dealer'-Iay with the "regular" retail trade .. So 
tlleY decided to extend the cooperative principle to wholesale 
pUrchases. In the course of time the English and Scottish 
"FlIolesale Cooperative Societies" were set up. They have 
gradually deVeloped many branches of production. They manu· 
factured in 1913 about eight million pounds' worth of goods: 
and their total sales, exclusively to retail cooperative stores, 
amounted to about forty million; that is, about half the- total 
sales of those stores. These Wholesale Societies are owned by 
retail cooperative societies, to which they sell at current whole
sale prices; while the greater part of the excess of receipts over 

• costs, after deducting interest on capital, is returned to those 
societies as a Dividend on purchases. But the Scottish Whole· 
sale gave till recently a share of the profits on its productive 
departments to the workers in them'. 

1 The Society which is noW' ca.lled the English Cooperative Wholeaa1e 
Society, was founded in 1864, twenty years aft.er the present model of cooper&
tive retailing had been set up a.t Roohdale; when the total sales of the retail 
stores were under three million pound&. The cooperative movement iJJ strongest, 
rela.tive1y to popula.tion, in Scotland. Ireland is notable for the neW' vigour 
of cooperation in dairying, to which reference baa already been made. There 
are alao many independent coopera.tive l!Iocietie8 for production; which maintain 
"Copartnership," under which the workers, Q8 workers. have a share in the 
control of the work &8 well 88 in profits. This high ideaJ. is rejected by the 
English Cooperative Who1eaale, which treata ita employees in the same way 
.. a joint-8tock company does: the workers in one of ita factorioa have no 
control over the policy of tha.t factory beyond that which falls to every one 
of the more tha.n two million memben of the retail stores who own the Whole
sale. There are many who regard thie action as out of harmony with the 
fundamental principle to whioh the cooperative ftlovement owes ita 3UCCCSS: 

they -argue that even though the.re be lOme -immediate commerciaJ. gain in 
it, it yet is akin to tho selling of a birthright for a meal of pottage. In 1892, 
tlho able and zealous chairman of the English Wholesale, when .. ked whether 
the polioy. if complete, would not result in putting all the induatrie. of the 
countrv into the hands of Government offioials; so that a worker would have 
no moi-e control over the conduot of the boaineu, in which he wu engaged. 
thaD the worker 41. Govemment faotory baa now, nplied: ........ To a large extent 
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II. Some remarks OIl tlte strength and the limitatiom II, Yn, 9. 

0/ cooperative trading. 

The managing committees of the cooperative societies on 
the Rochdale model, and of their Wholesales, are for the greater 
part working·men: and, though they now pay rather high 
salaries to a few expert officials, their total expenditure on 
management is far below the aggregate of the incomes (exclusive 
of interest on capital and insurance against risks) of the owners 
and officials of private businesses with an equal ag.,<rregate of 
marketing and production. And yet goods made or imported 
by cooperative methods, and retailed by the same, am not sold 
conspicuously cheaper (deduction from full prices being of course 
made on account of Dividends) than aimilar goods, made and 
bandied avowedly on commercial principles by those "regular" 
retailers, who give no credit, and confine themselves-as the 
cooperative stores mainly do-to goods which are marketed 
easily with a quick turnover. 

This result falls somewhat below the aanguine expectations 
of those, who had thought that the profits of wholesale and retail 
trade, even under the severely competitive oonditions of modern 

- times, left a huge margin over costs; and that therefore an 
organization which controlled the production of one half of the 
things which it sold, and bought the remainder wholesale from 
primary sources, could sell without loaa at prices which (Dividend 
being reckoned in) would be very much lower than those of 
the regular retail trade. But 80me at J£l'st. oUhe caU888j which 
have prevented that result from being achieved, am now well 
understood. 
-~ begin with, the giant fortunes, that are made both in 

production-and trade by 80me men of exceptional genius, im· 
press the imagination: but yet, when such fortunes am added 

It. would tend in that direction. and the aoonfll' the hettel'." (Rt-ithftce before 
Labo .... Oom",,,,,",", UG WAoJe.'Q. 287-290.) In 1913 the work-people employed. 
in the pMuctive departments in the Wholesale numbered lea than 16,000: 
showing au. output per head of om £800: this ill due to the fact that the work 
oonmta largely 01 lour milling and other work ill which very lilLIe value ill 
added to the produot.. MIUlY retai~ -IKK"ie-tie.s ha.ve productive branohea: bu' 
the tradel of the butcb.r and the baker are prominent. among them; and conse
quently they ebow a large groII output in proportion to york done.. See TAa 
Ii/O", o/1Ao Ooopenlli .. 8oci • ., 1863-1913, b, P. Redfern. 
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1I, V", 2. together, they are a very small percentage on the total capitals' 
-that have been invested in tbeir several branches of business.} 
The returns on large parts of tbose capitals bave been but 
moderate, while other large parts have disappeared tbrough 
1000es: but those who fail are lost to sigbt1• 

eNelt an army commanded by a committee, b ... seldom 
given a good account of itself.) Many decisions in tbe course of 
business require prompt action, based in large part on intuition 
aBSociated with reason: tbe time and strain, involved in proving 
to otber members of a committee that the hest course is not 
that whicb appears best at first sigbt, are very great; and only 
a man wbo possesses the rare combination of fine and sensitive 
insight witb a strong and even rugged character, is likely to 
persist and succeed in his e1lorts to bring a committee composed 
of ordinary men round to his point of view·. 

<; Lastly, evlt1"l_ successive step in tbe marvellous progress of 
the cooperative movement has tended to weaken the relative 
strength in its counsels of those in whose breasts tbe original 
cooperative faith is cherished) It is hecoming more and more 
a huge business managed by men, many of whom are of higb 
natural ability, though few of them bave had extensive business 
training. Its problems are approacbing to those of ordinary 

1 The a.verage rate of pro6ta of amllUsbopkeepcra is to be found by deducting 
the aggregate of the capitals that have been lOlt ill the trade from the aggregate 
profit. of those who survive; and dividing the remainder by the aggregate 
capitals whiob have been brought into the trade by those who survive and those 
who have failed. The result thul obtained is on a fair basis for oomparison 
with the profits of oooperative atorea made out on a similar plau: but in fact 
the failures among them are almost negligible . 

• The Committee. of cooperative sooieties have some privilegel as to 
attendance. with expenaea paid. at ()()Dgreaae& and other meetings: and aom~ 
times a Committee man who bas had his share of them, ma.kea room on 
demoomtio principle for another: be thus goes out of office, jOlt when be it 
be,glnning to get an expert grasp of ita work. The standard of duty ta probably 
0. good deal higher among active cooperaton than among almoat any other DOO

profesaioDal body of Dearly eqoalaizei but yet thoae who are re5ponaible for their 
purchaaes are offered bribes. aomotimel direct a.n.d eomotimea indirect. by agentll 
of large mercantile hODBe8. No doubt brib~ are seldom accepted; but the 
diffioulty of aacertaining whether they are or not oauaea mctiOll, and prevenla 
the buyers from acting with that full freedo~:. which ia allowed to hia buyen by 
a strong business man: for he knoWi that they know that any tortUODI dealinp 
of theil'l are likely to be JOOJ1 detected. It it true th .. t joint stock companioll 
and Government Departmentl share 80010 of thH8 dif6.owtiee: but &.hat iI 
onothor .Iory. 
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·rade· in their general character: and though they have taught, II, vn, 3. 

and are teaching, some great lessons-especially in relation to 
the importenoe of cash payments and a quick turnover-yet 
many of these lessons are assimilated by alert traders: and thus 
cooperators find themselves opposed by their own weapons in 
the hands of keen combatants. There are no doubt exceptions 
to this rule: but they seem 'to be of minor importance' with one' 
exception. f_ 

That exception is that, although the, 't' glish Cooperative 
Wholesale Society has been charged by son e coopu.tors, with 
a lack of adeq~ate sympathy with independe t" Co1"rtnership" 
productive societies; (!et 0.!!.~_.:!yhol~E"_01'~!~.ti!~2e 
~~it!i'._ ()l!", advert~emen.t.) On the other hand, some 
Borts of private reteil trade are spending lavishly on com
petitive advertisements, most of which waste much of their 
force in neutralizing the force of rivals) In America, who;' 
they have been developed with more energy and inventive for:{ 
than anywhere else, it has been said recently by a high "u''''''lrll'l, 

" h Ii Id f '-~:- h t'···.sh pan, that It IS to tee 0 cooperative tr..uwg on t e ,,;'\ " 
which shuns advertising in all its forms, that Amert;e,s'.h~ay 

f ' d I f tail . )VI" m .a look or very Importent eve opments 0 re trad __.' 
comparatively few years',"<'Cooperation has not doln ~he im-\ 
possible: but it has rendered, and is rendering, noble ';·'hice to 
the British people. J 

So, Other developmcntl of massive f'etail trading. 
Grands Magasim, and Depa,'tmcnt-Btores: Multiple-shop 
Companies, alia Ol,ain-Btores. 

"Ii In 1866, shortly after the foundation of the English 
('",operative Wholesal~ \Society, thQ success of the working
men'. cooperative moveml'llt prompted some members of the 
British Civil Service and \the British Army and Navy to 
adopt the name, a considerabfa l'a~ of the method, and a very 
small part of the principles of "the Rochdale stores. The 
lounders were groups of fellow w~rkers, without technical 
knowledge of reteil trade, who coopera~ in providing for all 
willing members of tha~ group a suppl>; for cash of things 

. ~~ 
I Cbori~ dJuertift.., ... bulleU 10I'r~~ ~ lOS. , 
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n, vIi, 3. similar to those handled by the workmen's stores _of 'gooa 
quality, and at a low advance on wholesale prices} Esprit tk' . 
_pa, combined with the commercial benefite offere~, brought 
customers past hundreds of shops suitablo,for their purposes 
to an unattractive building in a quiet streetj Though free use 
was made of printed catalogues, etc., nothing was spent on 
'advertisements~hus in several respecte the method was 
"cooperative." -~ ..... 

I (But af4~ a ti~ne they and other "cooperative" stores 
) founded Olsimilar ¥mes, became in effect "Universal Providers" 
f or" Depal<:ment-st<j>res," worked by joint stock companies, and 

· deriving a modera~e profit on their capital from cheap oasb sales 
to almost anyone" who applied for membership. . The minute 
element of the cooperative spirit, with which they had startedi 
had evaporated: but they continued to be an obstacle to any 
".tempts at anti-social combination among retailers.) . 
~ Meanwhile the alert and prosperous population of Paria had 
.!h;~·1 .. ~. e.xcellen~ mark~t for go?d ordinary commodities, sold 

c, 'p bPbYIf.~sh pnces, With but little trouble to the purchaser. 
J ro a..a l'sh . . h d . II . ..tzR .... ng I coopern tlve experience a some lD uence 

· lamnVI",' h f d f th "B M h'" d h "L .. · ... ,,-,,~_ .. """_'" ';, e aun 81'80 e on arc e an t e ouvre 
~' (about t'l -'2) to develop two unpretending businesses into what 

soon cat t to be known 88 "Grands Magasins." There was 
..... much genuine philanthropy in their administration; but they 

were frankly competitivel . 
(Franee is thus the original home of Department-stores, and 

they have prospered in Britain, Gennany and other countries.) 
Bub their methods and their potentialities are congruous with 
American character and conditions, both economic and geo
grn phical; and their most notable developments belong to the 
New rather than the Old World. SOllla American Department
stores have attracted custom b;,... methods not altogether 
admirable. But the chief of thJfu appear to have recoguized 
the principle that, though a Slant store can, and must, use many 
expensive means for ma~ its claims known, its best resource 

1 It appe8J'l th.t most Jj1 the Grands Magasins were originally connected 
rither with linen drape~. etc. or with furniture; and after increasing the 
~umbe.J' of bro.noh61 of th'I/IfI trades whioh thoy represented, ~ually went out 
lOW d.lverse trade&. I~..(·the English oooperative sooi.etiOl OD the other hand 

.. grooerles have gene(alfl" taken a ohief place. if not the fint. 
• 
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is in that highest form of advertisement, which comes from the II, vn, 3-

recommendations of one customer to another; and from the 
inducements which dealings with one department offer to 
dealings with another'. 

CA vast store has many large economies in administration 
and in buying. It aaves especially in ground·rent: for a single r 
first-rate frontage on a good thoroughfare serves as an intro-. 
duction to many acres of flooring, well lighted from the centre ; 
aDd sides, It does not Deed to keep a sufficient staff in each 
department to meet exceptional demands; for some employees 
are so trained as to be serviceable in each of several departments: 
each of its motor vans can deliver parcels containing purchase. 
from several departments: and so on. It saves also in buying: 
for the quickness of its turnover and its general strength make 
its credit good; and it is able to obtain at least as favourable 
terms as an ordinary' wholesale dealer from the producers, 
whether the goods are made under contract to a special order 
or not. )But, as the head of a Department-store has a specially 
large range of marketing to handle, he should not, in Mr Wana
maker's opinion, become a manufacturer himself". 

I Some of them claim to aet up to tile rule tha.t DO alDall ga.in should be 
lought t.hrough actioo, that tends to cause oomplaint; and tba.t every doubtful 
question bet.ween .. owt.omer and n department, .ha.l1 be deoided in favour 
of the customer: no one i. to be pcrsuo.ded into &Il uDwillinq purchase. And 
.. new principle ii being adopted by Bome .torCs- witJi"he'li'ig'flelilt ainbitiona, 
that as lL rule no new department shall he opened, till provision can bo made for 
as Iligb-9-11lS8 control and stnok os those of "the average e:!I:clusive storea" of 
a similiU' scope. (See Mr Wruul.loo.kor'l testimony bofore the Indult1'inl Com· 
million in 1 S09, Reporl. vol. m. 454.) The testimony of witnc8!e8 for and 
against Dopartment-8tOfea. gave Itt full view of the situation: ita drift is aet. out 
clearly in Lbe official DigeBt (pp, 17-27), 

Tho ecollOmiot of time and trouble, and the general conveniellC61 whioh are 
olTered to customen by the large.to ret4.il buame8881 in London, and on etill 
larger Boa-lea in lome Amerio&D. oitiea, may appear to be merely trivial: but in 
[act. thoy ... re c,",orcising • considerahle influence aD the Btructure of buaincaa. 
Commodious hft. and moving at.nireDSCS enable. customer to visit without 
ailort or loss of time the equivalent of a large Dumber of different shops. 

I On the otber band, Mr Selfridge. IlD American who haa let up a mighty 
Department-store in London, gives (RomllllC8 o/Commeret'. 1917, p. 366) a chart 
of an ideal dry.gooda Btore, wbich includes a considerable Production Depart· 
ment.. He eays (p. 365) th.t IW AmerictLn .tore alren.dy haa IOmetimea 6Itecn 
stort"ys. "'ith two million square feet or floori.ng. connected by between one &n11 
two hwtdred lilts. He remark. (p. 377) that "wi.ndow_ displ&ya are designed. 
construatf>d and actually drea..'fod in the Itudi08 before they a.ro placed in the 
wiudllWI. They often require months of Itudy, and montha o1ueoulion." 

,0-5 
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II, vn, 3. A Department-store may indeed be hampered by the need 
of numerous checks and counter-checks, which are obstructive 
in many ways. But a group of men, or even a single man of 
great energy and insight into character, can dispense with Bome 
and make short cuts in regard to others: and so great are its 
opportunities in the hands of an exceptional genius, tbat it 
sometimes rises with meteor-like rapidity and splendour. 
Experience does not suffice to show how far it may generally 
be able to obtain adequate successors to those who have created 
its position and its fame. But, BO great is the attractive force 
of a well-established massive business, that it may continue 
long to keep most of the ground which it has gained, even in 
the hands of men of no great initiative; provided they are 
careful to watch the signB of the times, and to avail themselves 
promptly and generously of any strong mind with a large 

. imagination, that may be found among their Bubordinates. 
While they beat steady time, others will follow in the steps of 
their own predecessors. New Department-stores, slight variants 

. from the old, will arise: and, unless some new cspabilities are 
shown by the amall shopkeeper, the scope for his usefulness 
.seems likely further to dwindle'. 

LA Department-store sets itseU to concentrate in one place 
? opportunities for the satisfaction of innumerable wants of 

customers scattered over a wide area: and thus develops by 
purely commercial force one of the chief purposes which the 
Rochdale store set itseU to attain by 8 combination of com
mercial and ethical force~ Retail stores cooperate with one 
another in establishing and controlling 8 wholesale centre, from 
which they dxaw tbeir resources: and their lcad in this respect 
may b. said to be followed and surpassed in regard to par
ticular branches of retail trade byC: Branch-shop Companies" "vOl "Cbain-stores"-the second great group of massive organi
zations of retail_ trade on purely competitive lines.) For thcy 

1 Bu~ it ill thought that "regular" retailers still hold eix-l8venthl of the 
whole of the trade 01 America. (Cberington, l.e. p. 20). Department·stores and 
other large buaineaaes have doveloped a. large ··m&il-order" trllde, with distant 
clIatomers. a.nd thua lupplemcnted the ordinary retail trade of a great part of 
the United Stat08, ed in .. lCSl degree of other countries. But though the 
volume of this business would have aeemed incredible Dot long ago, it is amall 
reiR.tively to that of the total retail trade of oountry distriotl and amall town& 
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aim at bringing near to the doors of vast numbers of customers II, VI~ 8. 

\ 

in difierent parts of the same town, in small towns, and even 
sometimes in rural districts, the attractions of a prompt supply 
of fresh goods delivered from great central reservoirs, with the 
smallest possible handling by middiemenJ 

Such a company buys on the most advantageous terms 
direct from the producer or importer; it sbmetimes owns 
factories or at least makes contracts for the delivery of large 
quantities of goods; and perhaps it imports directly from 
abroad, or even owns plantations for tea or other commodities. 
Decision. as to what things shall be bought, and how they shall 
b~ priced are made by the centrai control, with high.class expert 
assistance. The accounts of each separate shop, including 
statements of its stocks of all important things, are at the 
central office. Comparisons of the accounts of various shops 
will show which are efficiently managed;' and will afford an
answer to vain excuses; though, of course, allowance must be 
made for the different facilities for marketing of each individual 
shop, for the genera.! conditions of its neighbourhood, and 
especially for any severe competition that it may have to meet, 
and so on. The activity of the head of each shop, and perhaps 
of his assistants, is stimulated by the establishment of some sort 
of connection between their salaries and their sales. Lastly, 
stock, which does not sell well in one locality, can often be 
marketed without loss when transferred to anotherl. 

Appeal is 80metimes made by small retailers for sympathy 
on the ground that the percentage oj people who are called 
on to use their own initiative in one of these great magazines 
is relatively small; and that the routine and mechanical checks, 
which occupy the greater part of the employees, are not as 
conducive to the formation of a strong and enterprising national 
character, as are the risks and excitements of a multitude of 

I See some .u~eltiV8 facta and analylOl by Cherington. Lo. pp. 171-106. 
It appoara that in 1014 thoro we", in Philadelphia. 1260 groc&ry atorel belonging 
to nine ohaiD-oompaniea. It may be added that in America and elsewhere lome 
independent retailel'l have grouped themaelvea into ohain-atares for the purpoae 
of buying large quanUtiOi wholeaale on f.avonrable terms. thus moving ver, 
much OD. lb. linea of the Domeroua cooperatin eooietiOl which pea.aanta Uld 
Imall (a.rm81"l b.ve formed in Central Europe and _whore fOl' buyms feodiDg 
.tua., manu .... and farm ....... gooeraU,y. 
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U. V". 4. independent retailers, Some weight may be conceded to this 
appeal, in spite of the facta that the occupation of the retailer 
gives little scope for the highest constructive effort, and does not 
create cumulative progress in the same way as does the best 
work of the manufacturer; and that therefore combinations, 
which sustained the retailer's profit above what would be ade
quate if his time were well occupied, cause social waste'. 

4. Influences on the methoth of marketing qf goods, 
"branded" with a mark which conveys a guarantee of qual; ty_ 

We are now to'inquire whether some considerable changes, 
economic and social, may not be latent in the apparently 
insignificant fact that an increasing vogue is being obtained, by 
goods which are so far standardized, that their character is 
certified by a trade-mark, or other brand. For it has behind it 

.forces which have taken many branches of manufacture out of 
the hands of small local producers, and given them over to giant 
businesses, or to strong centres of localized industry.CThe direct 

.influence of these brands does not always extend to the ultimate 
consumer. But the retailer of cutlery or cloth knows that he is 
safe in selling things that bear certain brands: a trustworthy 
brand giv;s the maker •• good connection, because it enables the 
retailer, who uses it, to get " good connection. Few men know 
the source of the cloth of which their clothes are made: but the 
tailor knows well that his reputation runs no risk when he recom

, mends a cloth from the pattern book of a particular maker. It 
is however different in regard to food and medicines: fifty years 
ago biscuits etc. used to be bought from a neighbouring baker; 
now they come almost exclusively from giant firms who have 
established high reputations. ~d American experience, which 
pioneers in many matters of this kind, suggesta that brands and 
other trade-marks on things for domestic consumption will ere 
long become an important factor in the spread of large capital
istic control over industry and life. ) 

, A 1&". whioh effectively doubled the preaent. oharges for cabs. eta.. would not 
make ca.b-proprietora or cab·driven permanently more prosperous: but it would 
very much inOl"ea8e the Dumber oi oa.lis wbioh loitered idly in hope of a fan. 
Of oourae the trade in artistio producttl. no two of whioh aro alike. involve. the 
es.eroiae of high faoultie&; and ib it to the publio intereat th&t thoae who do thiI 
Work welllhould be rewarded: but luoh oaaea are Dot DumBI'OU& 
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Whereas till recently the process of obtaining a high II, 'n, 4. 

public favour for a brand was a slow one. it is often cut short 
in the modern age. For now a wealthy individual. or an 
alert joint stock company, sometimes starts at once with the 
devotion of large resources to setting up the most advanced 
plant for making a thing which seems likely to meet a general 
want; together with a vast system of advertising its merits 
to traders and consumers alike by vigorous. various. and well
planned measures( A little more capital may need to be sunk 
in selling to dealers at prices which enable the thing to be 
retailed at a very high rate of profit: but when it has won ita 
way, the dealers can be forced to handle it at a low rate of 
profit'.) . 

Branded goods occupied a relatively small place in retail 
trade in the early days of Cooperation: but they were at once 
turned to account to attract customers. who might be suspicious 
of the competency of amateur dealers to make good selections of 
things which could not be well judged without expert knowledge. 
So cooperative stores. and some independent retailers who sold 
a great variety of goods cheaply for cash. were inclined to sell 
branded goods-as well as sugar. and some other things which 
many customers commonly supposed themselves able to judge 
and compare-at prices that barely covered expenses; in order 
that they might act as "decoys" or "leaders" for other sales. 
But retailers. who preferred to give credit and charge high 
pricOll, were aggrieved. They had. little defence against the 
selling cheaply of those few branded goods. whieh had already 

1 Anot.her genera.tioo ma.y possibly see large extensions of methods, still more 
or leas in an npcrimental ata.ge. by whioh "ot mAChinea may be made to sell 
not only .tandard.ized goods. but fruit and even t.he hot diahea of a. I"88taurant. 
Cl\ch IlIparaUl oonsignment being ... wble ~ugh a glass door when an appro
priate coin is put in the alot. 

Meanwhile BOrne curiou. difficulti08 a.re rising in regard to the ownership 
of trnde·marlUi. A merchant sometimes designs a. Dew dunce, a.nd oODtrns.ta 
with a manufaoturer to work to it by wcU·known means; then the produot 
ahould, ... a rule, bear the trade-mark of the merchant. Again a meroh&nt in 
high repute can sell sucb thinga as outlery, made by unknown men, at bigber 
price. if they heM hi. nune, than if they bear the na.mee of the makers. But 
eometirues one of these makol'l d~velops uoeptional ability. rand his goods odd 
conaiderably to the value of the meJ'Chrant', trade-mark: and he may then wish tQ -

claim the meriLa of hiB advUlco: but if he inusta on issuing bis own Daml!! o.r 
trade-mark, be will need to begin tQ boild up a. oonnccLi.on for himaelf.., . 
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II, vn,4. so strong a hold on the public, that a refusal to handle them 
would simply drive away customers. In fact the proprietors of 
such goods sometimes sell them wholesale at relatively high 
prices, leaving retail prices to take care of themselves. . 

But a brand, not yet dominant, might be grievously injured 
by a general unwi1lingness on the part of dealers to bring it to 
the notice of their customers: and the "protection" of branded 
goods on their way to consumers has· been developed by 
American producers into a line art. On one side, measures are 
taken to ~event the goode from being sold in poor eondition, 
and thus bringing the brand into disfavour among consumers: 
and, on the other, "price maintenance" is enforced on whole
salers and on retailers alike, in order to keep the brand in the 
favour of traders. Similar .policies have been pursued, though 
perhaps with somewhat less vehemence, in other countries'. 

1 Anticipating a subject which will hold & large place in Book III. it may bo 
observed that tho famous official inquiry into cartels, held early in this century 
(tbe K .... tllen Enq1IiU), W8I occupied for three d.ys with the pro6ta in the 
bookBellen' trade. On the one aide it is mgad that the skilled bookseller is 
something more than & reta.iler: and tha.t many a.uthOt8 would do better for tho 
world in some other occupation. On the other side .trese is laid on the poverty 
through which many authors have to struggle on their way to work. which 
cannot in any QUO bring a oOll!iderablo monetary reward to either publieher or 
,niter; and which yot is 80 important to the world that lavish lubsidiea to it 
would be well spent, were it not practie&lJy impossibl& to administer them 
l'ighUy on a la.rge scale. though a little is done in this direotion by Univeraitiea 
and Learned Societies. It may perhapa be true that a wise use Of the retailer', 
power of combina.tion might have tended to lessen thie Bocial discord, if they 
bandled such books at a lower rate than is demanded on popular literature and 
roprlnta of booka of which the copyright has expired. But in foot the tendency 
of oombination in this case is to discriminate in the oppoaite direction. No 
doubt thia action folloWB the path of lenat resistanoe; but none the leu ill it 
IUggoativc Q.8 to the social inJluenOOl of trade combinationa. 

On the othcr htmd, the publisher often perforDl8 important eerviCOlJ by 
taking the high riaks of loss on scientific and other high.olasI books addrel8ed 
to limited numbers of readers-risks which a young and unknown GuthOJ' often 
could not carry himseU: and the few worda of advioe which the publiaher givtll 
to the young Guthor o.re often of inestimable valUo. 

'l'he controveny as to the maintenance of a high retailer's profit on branded 
goods, is olosely connected with another as to the expediency of allowing 
"Grands Magn.sinal> to reWl a groat ve.riety of goode. which haa occupiod 
a good deal of attention in France. See Appendix J. 6 88 to lOme other matten 
oonnooted with the Itrugqle of ema.lI Dopa for their existence. 
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6. The [!1'eat ability and energy, it·hick -have been II, vn, 6. 

dc-voted in America to massive relail e.·ade, tend to 10we1' 
prices: but thC'lJ arc still rather My". 

During the Jast few decades the prices received by the 
manufacturers for many goods have fallen in America faster 
than in the rest of the western world; and they are indeed in 
Bome caBes the lowest that are known anywhere. But the 
retail prices of nearly all goods in America (the exceptions are 
almost confined to " few cases in which there are special local 
facilities for supply) are higher than in Britain and some other 
western countries. Important causes of this contrast are to he 
found in the peculiar -physical conditions of the Un.ited States 
and in the racial characteristics of her people. Let us glance 
back at these. 

In the course of the notice of the industrial. leadership of the 
United States in Book I, stress was laid on the great market 
which the homogeneous demand of her vast population offers 
for standardized goods made by the most powerful plant, under 
the guidance of tho strongest of brains, and handled in great 
part by sturdy immigrants. Ahnost every chief raw material 
is supplied by Nature on easy terms in some part of her area: 
and many causes have contributed to enahle her railroads to 
offer low rates per ton-mile for the carri"o<T6 of massive con
signments over large distances. Thus her giant single businesses 
have increased even more rapidly than her largest cities. Many 
of the immigrants who work in her mines, steel works, factories, 
etc., are rather highly paid in comparison with most other 
western countries: but some classes of them work 80 hard and 
for so long h01l1'll, that they enable the employer to make the 
most out of his plant; and, though they may exhaust most 
of their strength in a comparatively short time, the arrival of 
fresh immigrants prevents the supply of labour from hecoming 
scarce. Also larger use is made of mechanical power in America 
than anywhere else. lMassive production therefore is nearly 
always relatively cheap there; and it is in a few cases absolutely 
chenp'. ) 

• 'rho economies of ma.ulve produotion of men', olothing have ~ ~arried 
much further in America than elaewhere: and it is said that fa.i~' well fitting 
men', olothDi CUl be bought there .t • le&$ &dvanoo on tho Wst. of material 
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II, m,lI. - CWe have seen how massive production tend. to foster 
massive methods of wholesale and retail dealing; while the low. 
rates for massive freights on American railroads have helped 
powerful wholesale dealers, department-stores and chain -stores: 
but, though the rates for such traffic are low per ton-mile, the 
total charge per ton is kept high by the very great distances, 
which separate the producer from' the average consumer· of his 
goods. ) More important are the facts that the ordinary American 
retailer .has seldom an old-established business, well supplied 
with capita! relatively to its requirements; that he cannot 
always obtain advances on easy terms; that he generally belongs 
to a race and social order in which a much higher average level 
of incomes. prevails than in Europe; and lastly that the temper 
of nearly the whole American people, including even those of 
foreign birth, inclines to impatience of assiduous care as to small 
savings on petty purchases.) 

Each of these considerations goes some way towards explain
ing the paradox that the nation, which" 'excels all others in 
the energy and inventive ability devoted to developing the 
efficiency of retail trade, is also the nation that pays the most 
dearly for the services of that trade. But there remains a less 
obvious cause to be considered: it is that much of the modern 
exp,mditure on advertising is not constructive, but combative; 

6. Oonstructive uses qf" advertisement" in that original 
broad me 0/ the term, in which it includes all measures 
designed to draw the attention 0/ peop16 to opportunities 
for buying or Belling, of which they may be willing to avail 
themselt"es. 

Some of the implementa of constructive advertisement are 
prominent in all large cities.lFor instance a good frontage on 
" leading thoroughfare; adequate space for the convenience of 

tha.n in England: for since many well·to.do people are willing to buy ready. 
made clothes. the trade in thom ia of gigantic dimeolfions, and gives scope 
for lu.viah advertising. AmericlUl "makers and diatributol'l of trade.marked 
clothing, who spend in some cases upwards of half a million dollars a year on 
publicity," find their "telling cost pel' suit leas now than be£ore they began 

-tu!vertiliog. They manufacture and market awta by the hundred thouaand"; 
ancr tiw!v thus even reduce their advertising outlay per &0.10, as well &8 coata 
of "bu~maDula(lturiDg, aelli.og, and the handling of reserve tLocks" 
CA. W. ShAW, All; approach .. buIi ..... prooitml, pp. 21lt-li). 
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employees and for customers; lift.. and moving staircases, etc.,· II. Tn. II. 

are all constructive, 80 long as they do not exceed the require-
ments of the husiness.) That is to say, the assistance, which 
they afford to customers by enabling them to satisfy their wants 
without inordinate fatigue or loss of time, would be appropriate, 
even if the busin... were not in strong rivalry with others. 

(But eager rivalry often causes them to he carried to an excess, 
which involves social waste; and ultimately tends to raise the 
charges which the public have to meet without adequate- return.") 

Again, printed advertisements regarding particular trans
actions, such as horses for sale, or hire; contracts to be let out; 
vacancies, etc., have seldom any considerable combative effect. 
The sending to customers of sam pies of a special kind of pre
pared food br other co=on product is an'effective instrument of 
combat, the use of which is confined to powerful capitalists: hut 
it is of little avail unl ... the product is approved; and on the 
;whole it is constructive. Similar remarks apply to the sending 
out by producers or wholesale dealers, of samples in the charge 
of persuasive travellers. Again, advertisements in trade news
papers; and, especially such as are largely occupied with technical 
and scientific discussions, are generally terse, explanatory and 
constntctive: though indeed a powerful firm, whose resources and 
specialities are well known, may sometimes prefer a few words 
in impressive type, or perhaps a hold illustration, to an explana
tory statement: for that cannot be adequate, and yet confined 
withilj narrow limit... 

(Exceptionally oonstructive are all those measures needed for 
explaining ·to people generally the claims of some new thing, 
which is capable of supplying a great but latent want.") If the 
thing is in small compass, easily handled, and not costly, samples 
of it can be distributed in various ways. But if it is expensive, 
and above all if it cannot be adequately handled without con
siderable training, th.en people can be fully informed of it.. useful
ness only by seeing it at work. In such a case as tbat of th~ 
typewriter, when first introduced, efficient demonstration is 
beyond tl,e scope of any but powerful capitalists'. 

I When the idea of • typewriter W&I first conceived, very few people were 
inclined to take aerioualy tho .u~tion tha.t it oould rival the pen in efficiency. 
U oould DoL therotore be IOId by mere printed DOtioea: and the retailen of 
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. II, vu 7. 7. Advertisements wltich are mainly combati've genemlly 
involve social ·waste. 

On the other' hand the combative force ofmcre capital 
obtrudes itself in the incessant iteration of the name of a pro
duct, coupled perhaps with a claim that it is of excellent quality. 
Of course no amount of expenditure on advertising will enable 
any thing, which the customers' can fairly test for themselves 
by experience (this condition excludes medicines which claim 
to be appropriate to subtle diseases, etc.l, to get a permanent 
hold on the people, unless it is fairly good relatively to its price. 
The chief influence of such advertisement is exerted, not through 
the reason, but through the blind force of habit: people in 
general are, for good and for evil, inclincd to prefer that w Wch 
is familiar to that which is not. 

e. The lavish advertiser )Ilust deduct his expenses from the 
gross profits of his additional sales: while the rivals whom he 

wrUing materia.ls were not ino1inod to master ita ma.nipulation. The only 
practicable method therefore WM to show it working rapidly in the hands of 
~xpert a.genta throughout the land. This involved vast eJ:pcnse: but it led the 
way to even vaster gains. For the typewriter, though a complex instrument, 
helonS' to a cJ&89 whioh can be brought 80 compleroJy within the range of 
mechanical production. that it can be made on a Ia.rge scaTe cheaply: and 
ita uses are DOW 110 important that some people would pay £100 for one, if thoy 
could Dot get it for less. Thus lavish e:r.penditJll'8 on developing" new want. 
being based on clear foresight, was well justified by its results to the venturel'8. 
And. in a broad view of its social results. there is perhaps no very great cause (or 
regretting tha.t the proprietors of the chief patents for the machinea have been 
a.ble by agreement among themselvea to maintain (subject to some partial 
ex.ceptiona) for a. long while at £20. the price of things. which ere long will 
proba.bJy be laid at littlo more than their direct coat of production; and that ia 
reported even now not to exceed £5. If a new and perfectly efficient typewriter 
could have been produced by a moderate. outlay, and without infringing the 
many wide.reaohiDg patente atill in force, a great reduction in price might have 
c9me long ago: and in this respect the typewriter, though a brillian~ ie Dot a 
generally ¥cpreaent.a.tivo inatnoce of the commcrcialauccesa which is to be obtained 
by creating a new want and meeting it. For the main CODAtructive acts are often 
confined to diacovering the existence of a latent want, and educating the public 
in regard to it: theac being accomplished. a number of independent route8. by 
which the WlUlt may I?e met, may perhaps be opened ou~ all about equally good. 
Indeed experience of the route followed by the pioneer, may itaelf furnish 
quickly hinta to fresh minda; and thua lead to the discovery of a. new route, 
which is better tha.n his, and-is not (Iovered by hill patent, thougb no one would 
hn.ve been likely to find it unaided. In luch a case the pioneer heal'll the chief 
burdeD and others enter into his heritage. Tbere ill much augge-etion on all 
thea m&Ltera in Cherington', .A.duetiling Gf .lnm""" Jorct.. 
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ousts lose their gross profits, and th~ there enters one element II, Vlt, 7. 

of socia.I waste.) It i. true that his ndditiona.I sales may slightly 
lower his costs of production per unit: but in fact n • .arly all 
the products, in the advertisement of which iteration has been 
carried to extravagant excess, offer occupation for many firms 
each strong enough to command all the chief economies of large 
sca.Ie production. <. A second element of social waste, caused by 
bold displayed advertisements, is the relative obscurity into 
which they are designed to throw, and do throw, the "smaller 
advertisements of less wealthy men; some of whom may have 
high constructive faculty'.) 

In conclusion it should be noted that academic students 
and professiona.I advertising agents in America have united in 
applyiog modern metbods of systematic and progressive analysis, 
observation, experiment, record, and provisional conclusion, in 
s\1ccessive cycles to asoertaioing the most effective forms of 
appea.I. Psychology has been pressed into the service: the 
influence which repetition of an advertisement exerts has been 
subsumed a8 1\ specia.I instance of the educative effect of 
repetition". 

1 Large qu('!stioDJI are opened up by the consideration of the dependence . 
of newlpo.pen IIdld mago.zinell on nmeipta from acivertiaomcnta. They are 
thereby enabled to provide a la.rger amount of reading matter than would 
otherwiao be possible: but this inftl1enoe docs not work wholly for good. In the 
United Statea. £50,000,000 • year are estimated to be apont on advertieing in 
newlpa.pers; r.nd £70,000,000 on other kinds of ndvertiaing: one periodiooJ 
rooeived on a 10Dg ooutr&Ct £800 for each UI8 of ita back outside page. One 
Frenoh house ",nde: out £20,000 worth of pa.tterna of drelll materials &nDually. 

I Tho task it more diffioult than appe&rs at first sight. It has indeed been 
lIhawn. that teat upel'imontl in reg&rd to different modes of advertising a par
ticular produot, may be of much service in reg&rd to tha.t l>rodo.ct.. But the 
attainment of trustu'orthy general reaulta seems yet far off. 1"01' instance, 
a number of Dotices, 80lUe on full page, othora on hall and qU&rwr p~s, were 
lOt beforo a group of observenj &Dd the roault.a indicated tbat the larger 
notict\l impreued the oyo more .trongly in proportion to their size than the 
.mallor ODes did. (Munsterberg, Payehology and indwtf'ial effieirney. ah. xx.) 
But the indication 8eema to be inoonclusive. For instance. if a person is in need 
of .ami particular thing, lOch .. an aid to imperfeot hearing. or a folding 
obBir lui table for travolling, hie eye is likely to be a.rreated by even a short 
notice of it. In luch • cuo amall ach-ertisementa in many periodicals arc likely 
to give better reaultl~relatiYely to. few displayed wvertiaementa than is lug
geated by suoh • teat. An ucellent acaount of laboratory liudy in suob matter. 
iI given in A. W. Shaw's Approac.\ 10 bUlneu probltml: and theJ'e iI much to. 
limll.r etI60' in ChcringtoD, L" 



CHAPTER VIII 

BUSINESS ORGANIZATION: THE GROWTH AND 
INFLUENCE OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES 

1I. VIII. 1. 1. 80111£ of the modern problems of administration on 
a large seak were anticipated long ago by private and cqrpo
rate own.ers of great estates: though they did not qften need 
to balance their incomings against their outgoings closely. 
The fiduciary element in cqrporate admin.istration. 

Recent chapters have heen concerned mainly with the 
external relations of a husiness to other husine..... and to 
consumers of its products or services: we now pa .. to consider 
modern develop'!l'l..nts.QftbJti!>ternairelations of a large buain .... 
witb--specIal -reference to its ;'dministr6tjon. wh~thcr under 
in<!ividua.i.o~_h;;'tstockcontrol. Several suggestions in recent 
Chapters have pomted towards the growing need for progressive 
detailed study as a means towards the efficient and economic 
conduct of husin ... : and the last chapter of this Book will 
he occupied with applications of such study. to measure the 
economic efficiency of various methods of working. They can 
claim at present only a very partial succ ... : and yet they have 
attained in some directions to a degree of accuracy. which. 
though far from ideal perfection. is yet much in exce .. of what 
appeared practicable in tasks so large and complex even a 
generation ago. But this tendency of business administration 
will not come into view in this chapter or the next two: they 
will he occupied mainly with matters specially relating to joint 
stock association; to finance; and to the faculties and resources 
which are required of the head of a large business and its chief 
officers. in regard both to the general scheme of the busin .... 
and to the control of its subordinate employees. 

But hefore settling down to our main task there may be 
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some interest in considering how far. the problems of adminis- II, VIII, 1. 

tration of the present age dlfIerin essential character from 
those of earlier times. Their forms are certainly far apart: 
but perhaps they differ in suhstance less than appears at first 
sight. 

Let us look at the husiness side of the functions of a great' 
landed proprietor, and especially of one who has no easy access 
to the assistance of skilled professional business men equipped 
with the powerful appliances of modem times. Like a mediaeval 
baron or abbot, he is called upon to carry responsibilities as 
a Mpitalist undertaker and as an employer of labour, which may 
fairly be compared with those of the heads of very considerable 
businesses in the modern world. lie must indeed look far 
ahead, estimate chances and balaDce risks when he decides 
whet.her to invest resources in (say) opening out a quarry, or 
setting up an additional mill: and, subject perhaps to some 
partial customary rights over persons on his estate, he will 
need to select those who are to superintend each new under
taking. If he is able, industrious, and alert, he will see that 
all men are put on work for which they are fit; and that each 
instrument of his resourcea is carried up to that margin or 
limit, at which any further employment of it would be inappro
priate. On such an estate, everywhere and in all times, there 
will be found much delegation of authority, and a rough grada
tion of the difficulty and responsibility of each man's task: the 
lower. rewards generally going to those whose physical toil 
is severe; and the higher to those who are called on to exercise 
discernment, judgment, tact, and a power of bearfug responsi
bility, together perhaps with some modicum of initiative. On 
the estate, as in the modem business, the extent to which 
specialization, subordination, and the coordination of faculties 
and of tasks are carried has varied with the general conditions 
of the undertaking: but the governing principles will be alway". 
the same. 

It is indeed true that tho organization of a private estate 
is designed to afford gratification to its owner either directly; 
or through his friends and others to whose comfort, admira
tion, and perhaps envy, it contributes. If the arrangemen\ 
of a stable is pleasing. it can be maintained, though the horses 
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If. ,,;.:]. might be cared for equally well on a less expensive plan: if 
a tree is beautiful, it may be spared, although its trunk is not 
straight enough to make good timber: and ao on. That is to say, 
although the organization of the private establishment gives 
scope for that scientific management, which attains a desired end 

-by the least costly means; yet the means themselves are generally 
a eonsiderable part of the desired end; Rnd the end itself is not 
exPressed in terms of money. It is not therefore under as rigorous 
a rule of arithmetical balance sheets, as is a modem business, 
which is closely run by competitors working for the same market 
with similar resources: but the differences between the two are 
not fundamental. 

A somewhat similar freedom from the yoke of an exact 
balance sheet seems to bave been enjoyed by those great 
merchants of early times, whose financial strength enabled them 
to gain increasing profits with ever increasing ease, so long as 
strength lasted and fortune favoured. The power of a Fugger, 
or even a de la Pole or a Canynge, controlled the fate of monarchs 
and of nations: and so vast, relatively to the aggregate movable 
wealth of Europe at the time, were the gains which resulted 
from their larger transactions, that they hsd little occaSion to 
spend strength on petty economies. Although there was but 
little trustworthy information of distant affairs, beyond what 
could be obtained ouly at great cost and slow speed from private 
agents and correspondents, a few of them grasped the main 
tIlleads of most of the chief business problems of Western 
Europe. 

Even tho'se featuree of large modem business, which are 
chiefly associated with joint stock ownership and control, were 
in BOIDe measure anticipated by the administration of powerful 
monasteries; and of other bodies in which the individual had 
no exclusive dominant rights. It will be seen presently that 
the partial supersession of individual by joint stock enterprise 
has not changed the problems of business administration very 
greatly. But it has introd uced a distinct new element into 
those problems, as to which a little must be said. Many corpo
rate bodies of to-day, and especially colleges at Oxford and 
Cambridge, retain much. of the spirit of old religious houses. 
The official Head, if a strong man, haa great power; 88 haa the 
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Chairman or President of a great joint stock company: and as II, WIll, 2. 

a rule every member of the Governing Body ClIres for the future 
efficiency and prosperity of the deathless corporation with 
nearly the ""me zeal as if it were his own property. Much of 
this traditional uprightness of purpose and fine ambition is 

_ found among the directors of joint stock companies: the purity 
of their motives is seldom much influenced by the extent of 
the pecuniary interests which they and their heirs have in its 
well-being; though it is true that their active zeal, and the 
time which they devote to it affairs, in preference to their 
private allairs, is apt to be influenced by the exteut of tbeir 
interest in the company. 

IIere it may be observed tbat the directors of a company 
are, strictly speaking, employees of it. Except in so fa~ as tbey 
are themselves shareholders, they run no risks from its failure, 

\beyond some loss of prestige; and a possible loss of employment, 
which they share with other employees. The shareholders bear 
the risks, but delegate nearly the whole of their functions, as 
owners of the business, to the directors and other employees. 
But in practice the directors, even though they own but .. small 
part of the shares, are seldom displaced unless they have made 
grave errors: thus they may be regarded as "the head" of the 
company, in the sense in which decisions on large issues con
nected with a business belong to its "head"; though he may 
delegate decisions on minor issues to subordinates. Of course 
the directors of a company, like the partners in·.8 private 
business, often shine out among themselves the main control 
of particular groups of these issues, the collective meeting 
remaining the ultimate authority in large matt~s. But more 
of this hereafter. 

2. 2'he g"owth of tJ~ legal freedom and of the inc/i1la
tioll to develop bll8illeBses ill joint stock: their pa"amow" 
;'lfillence on economic 8t1'Uctllre. 

It is indicated elsewhere that the term "Joint Stock Com
pany" has had many dillerent connotations in dillerent stages 
of the world's history'. (In early times it meant little mo,," 
than association of a few members of the same family, or a few 

• Soo abo ... p. 30. oIao Appendix C. 3, OIld Appendix D, a. 
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II, YD!," neighbours having intimate knowledge of one another, who 
united their resources, or parts of them, for 80me venture.) As a 
rule the venture was one which required a larger capital than 
anyone of them possessed; or else it involved risks, the whole 
burden of wbich was too great for' anyone of them. Especially 
were companies needed for many tasks which in modern ~ 
are generally recognized as belonging to Government; though 
the recent development of Rhodesia has been effected for the 
greater part by a company, which worked with special privileges 
reminiscent of those of the great Joint Stock and Regulated 
companies. 

The founders of those companies were for the greater part 
merchants, directly cognisant of the nature of the work to be 
done: ansi for a long while the supreme control of the business 
of each company was largely under the supervision of ex
perienced men of affairs, who owned a great part of the capital: 
even late in the eighteenth century the great East India Company 
was chiefly owned by about eighty men, many of whom wer~ 
in close touch with its administration. It might have heen 
expected that joint stock administration would have spread over 
English husiness in the eighteenth century: but several causes 
retarded its progress. 

, A chief cause was the misuse of joint stock machinery in the 
"Bubbles" period (170D-1720). It evoked a law, under which 
the privilege of trading in joint stock could be obtained only 
by special" charter. So associations abounded that were called 
"companies," but bad no legal status as sucb. As each member 
of such a company was liable for all its debts, a prudent and 
responsible man was unwilling to take II> share in it, even 
though it afforded reasonable prospects of high gains; unless 
he knew enough of his fellow members to be sure that he would 
not have to bear a great part of the burden in case of failure. 
Under the influence of this law only those businesses, which 
were sufficiently important to obtain private charters, were 'open 
to legal recognition in England as joint stock companies: the 
rigour of the rule wasrela:"ed in 1825 and again in 1841; bu~he 

'

full privilege of Limited Liability was not made general till 
1862'. ) 

1 The law of Scotland WBI more liberal than that of England. A common 
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.,. has been generally agreed that the vehement fury of II, VDI, 2. 

'\l\ation during most of the eighteenth century in the few 
·.,Ick exchange securities which were accessible, indicates that 

d~6e time had not arrived at which more gain than loss was 
likely to arise from opportunities offered to the general publio 
to hand over the !,ontrol of their capital directly to businesses, 
of which they had no personal or technical knowledge. No 
objection was taken to direct mortgages on real property; 
which long remained a chief, if not the chief, investment of 
small funds. But, especially when industry was unsettled by 
the introduction of new methods, and unknown men were rising 
rapidly to the front, it &eemed to be to the general advantage 

partno1'8hip could by the law of France obtain many of the advantagel of 
I.imitcd Liability! for the r&IIIporuibiUty of a aleeping partner, often a. retired 
membtlr of the firm. who took no aha.re in ita applica.tion, could be limited, by 
due &DIlouncemcnt, to hit share of the capital. Mill strenuously advocated the' 
introduotion of thiI prinoiple of en commaMiet: and many of his a.rgumentl 
atill remain vaJid. 

The hiltory of early crises baa been mueh advanced in Prof. W. R. Scott', 
Join' Sloc'" Compa.nies w 1720. Attention was called by Rogers to the violent 
fluctuatioDI of the prioe. of .took in Tl&efirat. "ine year ... of eM BaAk of Engla.nd. 
Adam Smith regarded banking.sa eminently suitable for joint atook control: 
but he had in view the exoollent management of 100&1 affairs by the joint stock 
banks of Scotland: &Dd their task W&I relatively easy, heoauae oonneetion 
with England enabled them to have nearly aU the &dvantagea in ragard to 
foreign trade of an expensive gold basis for their currency; while they turned 
to the aooount of themsolves and their oustomers the right of UJsuing p3.permoney, 
whioh a more exacting Government might have olaimed for itself. However 
their aplendid work, and the reckleas misconduct of many private English banks 
early in. t.he nineteenth century, forced the door to open for joint atock banks 
in England: and ouriously enough the Engliah banking .yatem haa developed 
on linea, in which routine hu a t.rger place than in that of any other grea.t 
oommeroial country. But thiI rune beyond our present subject. 

It ma.y however be relevant to Dote at once that the Bank of England has 
gradually Jed the way towa.rdI a management of financial diffioulties. which is a 
pattern for the world: and that its beat strength baa been derived from directors, 
who have Dot been mere nomineea of ita own shareholders, but have in effect 
reprel8nted the ohief busineu houses of London. It haa been the leader; and 
there has been a oontinuous independent movement upwards. in rega.rd to the 
management of the financial affairs of the country, eapeoially in regard. to joint 
,toe" company ventorea. The joint .took companies mania. of 1825--6 was far 
1('11 wild Hum the South Sea and tbe Missiasippi Bubbl81 in England and Franoe 
early in Ute eiJlhteonth century: and. when an underestima.tion of the coste of 
developing the English railway system led to another grievoUl crisis twenty 
yt"l\nI later. the credit p:iven WD8 found to have beeh lese intempena.te than in 
1826. Sinoe then. there haa been no eriais u intenee. and extending to eo large 
a proportion of the bUlme81 of t.b.e oountry. 
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iI, nn, 2. that bankers and other professional dealers in command wit" 
capital should act as intermediaries. So they lent, maiul, A ' " 
their own risks, the command over capital, deposited with the""" 
to such manufacturers and others as seemed to them able anu 
trusty: the people were. shy of investments in businesses beyond 
their immediate ken. 
( T.~.~ expallilllLllf joint stock companies h'as resulted in the 

_general democratization of the ownership, ."!!.c!isti!llll'ished from 
tl1£"con~roLQt.pusin-.) England was the only country fully 
ready for such a democratization on a large scale in the first 
half of the nineteenth century: and there was gain as well as 
loas in her being withheld from making the experiment till 
education and the new means of obtaining information about 
dist&nt events had rendered the venture comparatively safe. 

The conceasion of Limited Liability to any seven persons, 
who chose to pay a small fee and register themselves as a 
company, was made in a law so crudely worded as to invite the 
most inexperienced and poverty stricken rogues to use it as a 
means of plundering the public: and the reports of the Board of 
Trade on the winding np of companies contain many ludicrous 
tales of petty misdoing by methods Which are not yet wholly 
estopped. But they never covered much of the busineas of the 
country; and they are now rare. 

Next, we may consider Bome influences on the substance 
and on the wording of economic doctrine, which arise from the 
extension of joint stock company control over a great part 
of the busineas of all western countries. Let us look back a 
little. Not very long ago the representative firm in most indus· 
tries and trades was a private partnership; which in the course 
of one or two generations had attained a goodly reputation, 
of a personal and individu&! character. Its plant had become 
larger and more various, until it commanded aU, or nearly all, 
those economies of production on a large scale, that were in
herent in the most advanced methods then known for its 
particular branch of business. Its own (Internal) economies were 
not great: but it took its part in affording a large market for 
firms in branches of manufacture, which supplied it with 
made or half-made materials: and in developing (External) 
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I . Jmies of general organization; which gradually became II, VW, 2. 

,Pll11on property. Thus each firm, though of moderate size, 
d.,~t reasonably hope to obtain most of the advantages in pro-

duction, which would be accessible only to vast businesses, if 
each had been mainly dependent on its own resources. Under 
these conditions, a very large capital in the aggregate was dis-
tributed over many firms of moderate size, each with its own 
individual life, its own power of initiative, and its own personal 
relations with its employees. H any firm became slacl< in enter-
prise, or weal< in purpose, it passed' away and made room for 
others, with but little disturbance to the industrial organism; 
just as a forest tree, which has lost its vigour, passes and leaves 
an opening, through which some strong young plant may shoot 
up towards the light. 

But in the new age joint stocl< control has become uni
versal in regard to railroads; and it has become general even 
in regard to manufacturing and other industries, which have an 
urgent need for alert and versatile administration. In most 
of these industries a tendency to Increasing Return prevails: 
that is, an increasing output can generally be produced at a 
diminishing rate of cost. It is obvious that, under this tendency 
a firm, which had once obtained the start of its rivals, would be 
in a position to undersell them progressively, provided its own 
'vigour remained unimpaired, and it could obtain all the capital 
it needed. In old times there was often much difficulty on this 
score: but that has diminished greatly during the last three or 
four generations. It seems therefore that, if there were no . 

1 other difficulty in the way of the unlimited expansion of a strong· 
I manufacturing business, each step that the firm tool< forwards 
, in supplanting its rivals, would enable it to produce profitably 
, to itself at priccs below those which they could reach. That is, 

, 
each step would make the next step surer, longer and quicl<er: 
so that ere long it would have no rivals left, at all events in its 
own neighbourhood. That condition must of course not be 
omitted; because the expense of marketing heavy goods at a 
distance might overbear the economies of large scale production. 
But for goods. of which the cost of transport is low, and which 
are und.r the law of Increasing Return. there might have 
_med to be nothing to prevent the concentration in the hand. 
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II, mi, 8. of a single firm of the whole production of the world, excep 
so far as it was closed by tarif barriers. The reason why J 

result did not follow was simply that no firm ever haa 
sufficiently long life of nnabated energy and power of initiative I 
for the purpose. It is not possible to say how far this position 
is now changed by the expansion of joint stock companies with a 
potentislly perpe,tuallife: but every recent decade has contained 
some episodes which suggest that it may probably be greatly 
changed, either in substance, or in the methods by which new 
life is brought into old bodies. 

A private firm without great vigour is snre to die: a large 
joint stock company has special advahtag"", many of which do 
not materially dwindle with age. Its hindrances arising from 
its routine methods do not increase as fast as the increase in 
its business, while each step of that increase is likely to give 
access to new technical economies. And, even if it be 80m .... 
what lacking in energy and initiative, it can often utilize (as 
industrial enterprises nnder Governmental management habitu
ally do) new ideas and new appliances that have been created 
by independent workers: and it has special opportunities for 
the introduction of new blood into its management. It has aleo 
this dominating financial advantage, that the salaries, which it 
pays to its directors and chief managers, are much le88 in the 
aggregate than that excess of the profits of a successful private 
business 'over the mere interest on its capital, which is reqnired 
to induce men already wealthy to continue to bear the burden 
of business. 

a. So wide are the varieties of the arrangements 
between ownership and control of capital, which are now 
included wnder the common na~ qf joint stock associatiOll, 
that almost o;ny class qf business can be properly cOliducted 
by some one or more of tT,em. 

Jvery Stlccessive decade has brought new developments of 
the ~tructnre "of 'Join~" stock companies, and their relations 
with otlulifinalimal businesses: The chief initiative has come 
from ~rii:a-, But Germany has contributed much: her 
legislation jnregard to- the obligations of the promoters"and 
directors of joint stook companies, if not achieving all that has 
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been claimed for it, has at least indicated a direction in which II, VlD, 3. 

other countries are likely to move, and have indeed begun to 
move. 

The varieties of joint stock· company organization are nn- ! 
merous and plastic: scarcely any business is conceivable which 
could not be efficiently managed by 80me one or more of them. 
When a private fum is thrown into joint 8to~ form, for the 
convenience of members of the family who are not able and 
willing to take part in its administration, there is often no real 
change in its administration: whatever it did well as a private 
firm, it can continue to do as a company; so long at least as the 
men at its head are of the same stamp as formerly, and other 
members of the faIDlly do not interfere with them. Again, 
when a group of wealthy capitalists retain the complete effective 
control of all the affairs of a company in their own hands, they 
can act with as much freedom and vigour as if they remained 
in simple partnership. They may distribute widely among the 
publio preferred shares so arranged as to give no votee; and 
debenture bonds which of oourse give none. Tbey may even 
distribute widely half or two thinls or even more of the ordinary 
shares: for even two-thirds of them, if scattered in small lots 
among the publio, oannot be brought to bear in a oonflict for 
the control of the company, except by slow preparation: and 
that can generally be countered in time. There is no sort of 
business which the Stsndard Oil Company could not set up, 
and m.Ulage with the freedom of a privata fum, if it thought· 
the affair worth the necessary trouble. 

( The distinctive conditions of joint stock administration 
come into view only, when the ownership of capitBl is effectively 
divorced from its control: so"tliatthose.who are in control, 
have not nearly tho 88llle pecuniary interest in its economic 
and efficient working as they would have, if they owned the 
business themselves.) Its higher officials may watch its lower 
officials, and its directors may watch its .higher officials .. But 
its directors can generally keep their positions by faithful, steedy 
work, without showing special initiative; and they oftsn content 
themselves with that. 

A man of restless constroctive force, who finds himself on 
.ucb a Board, may urge a reorganization of lOme parts of the 
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II, vm, 4. procedure on more advanced lines, or the scrapping of 80me 
plant that is no longer m. the front rank: but he is not unlikely 
to appeal in vain, if the change would cause much trouble, 
suggest BOme criticism of past· management, and be of such a 
nature that its ultimate pecuniary advantage cannot be proved 

.. with absolute certainty. As a separate business man he would 
make the venture; and, if he were a member of a private firm, 
he might probably succeed in carrying his partners with him. 
But the iii.! Inertiae of a great company is against him: he can 
seldom argue the case effectively with numerous scattered 
shareholders, who do not understand the business. He is there
fore inclined to acquiesce, however unwillingly, in the general 
opinion, that a company, the ownership of whSSe capital is 
almost wholly in the hands of the public, must for the greater 
part adhere rather closely to routine. 

For this evil there is a possible remedy; which has been 
largely adopted in America. The shareholders may decide 
to give their votes in favour of those who will support the 
almost ~~tocratic power of Bome man, or group of men, whom 
they know to be able, resolute, and perhaps to have a large 
pecuniary interest in the company. This plan has answered 
admirably in many cases: but has failed in others. Its success 
seems to require rather peculiar conditions: and the time has 
not yet come for a good estimate of the chance that it may 
prove a generally effective remedy for the malaise to which 
joint stock companies are liable in their old age . 

. 4. The obscurity of tlte affairs of many smaU companies: 
the ea:ceptional case of mamifactu.·jng oompa.Ue8 OWIoW 
largely by wo,·king-men. 

The above considerations tend to show that the ordinary 
investor can seldom safely buy the ,shares of a small joint stock 
business, uuless he has personal knowledge of those who control 
it, or is able to form a sound techuical opinion on the manner 
in which it is being operated. He is therefore, if wise, commouly 
inclined to seek businesses in which he believes many competent 
and experienced men hold shares: for then he has 80me sort 
of assurance that the manner in w bich the directors and officials 
of the company discharge their dutiea, will be noted by .. 
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sufficient number of men, capable of forming a fairly good II, .ur, 4. 

opinion on it, to give security against grave negligcnce or 
malfeasance, . 

An inexpert small buyer or seller of commodities generally 
deals at a disadvantage, But the goods of the Stock Exchange 
are absolutely standardized, to the extent that each security is 
of the same value as every other of the same nominal amount 
and the same issue: and the smaIl inexpert purchaser pays 
almost exactly the same price as anyone else, who buys at 
the same time. Of course slight exceptions are to be made 
for dealers, who transact tbeir own business; for powerful 
·capitalists, who make special terms with chosen dealers; etc. 
Bllt ill the main, a smaIl buyer is on the same footing as any
one else, who has the same knowledge and judgment as to the 
selection of securities to be bought and the time for buying; 
and information as to a large company is often accessible 
through the public press. No doubt the strong financier can 
often obtain early information, partly confidential, as to causes 
which are likely to alter the price of any security; and he can 
on 'O'ccasion take part in strategic combinations for the purpose 
of moving the price in a direction that will suit his schemes. 
But yet it is on the whole true that(deaJings in the securities 
of large companies tend in the direction of democratizing the 
ownership of capital; while the expansion of private businesses, 
and to a less extent of companies, tends even more strongly to 
render the control of capital oligarchic.) 

Attention has already been caned to the ability of joint 
stock companies to dominate the manufacture of staple goods, 
of which large quantities, alike in every respect, are stesdily 
consumed; especially if the appropriate plant has already 
advanced 80 far towards perfection, as to be almost exempt from· 
organic change. .Even working-men often have exceptional 
opportunities for starting and controlling cooperative, co
partnership, and ordinary joint stock undertakinge for work, 
with which they are familiar. Such oompanies can draw on the 
specialized knowl~dge and experience of many operatives, who 
are themselves at work in the most advanced factories engaged 
in the same branch of industry, or in others which sell to that 
branch, or buy from it. And, whereas in a great company, the 
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shareholders generally pay large salaries to directors, who are 
expected to bring high technical knowledge to bear in their 
judgment of the efficiency of its chief officers; these companies, 
consisting mainly of smaller men, bring much of the requisite 
knowledge to bear themselves. Their appearance in the midst 
of our complex modern industrial organism may perhaps help 
to explain the success of some companies in ,early times, which 
seem to have grappled with tasks, that required considerable 
technical knowledge, without the aid of any elaborate. organi
zation l . 

It is to he noted that these companies, and many others of 
recent origin, issue shares of very small amounts: so that 'an 
investor of limited means can increase his holdings gradually, as 
small savings are made; and he can obtain the advantage, 
formerly heyond his reach, of distributing his risks rather 
widely. This change is not without its drawbacks from some 
points of view: but it suggests developments of economic organi
zation, which the new education and wealth of the working 
classes may possibly effect ere long. 

I Th~ following facta a.re taken from Professor Chapman'. The LanctJ8hire 
CoUDA Indtutryi and a paper contributed by him and Mr M&rqnis in the 
BfaI,,-,'ictJl Journal, 1912. ldany cotton apinning factories have been origibated 
by joint stock companies: whereas in moat other induatriea. a new company i.e 
generally developed out of a private concern. Cotton spinning. in spite of ita 
simplicity, of ooune requirea a rather large capiW,. larger for instance than ia 
needed for weaving: therefore profits in it are not out down much by the com
petition of rising amall mea. Good cotton yarns almOit sell themselvea, and 
therefore do DOt demand ezoeptionaUy able, &lert and enterprising managen: 
and the simpler qualitiea are eaaily teated. Consequently when cooperative 
spinning.m.i.l.la: have wished to cha.nge their COllltitUtiOns, they have become 
joint stock companies; wherea.s cooperative weaving buaine88e8 ha.ve f.reqU&DtJy 
8plit up into several distinct private undertakinga. 

When a Dew 8pinning·mill is projected, a large part of the necessary capital 
is obtained. in an ezception&l manner, by loana. They "are nominally at short 
notice: bnt they &re seldom withdrawn, when their remov&l would place a 
businesa in jeopardy." The rate of intereat ia very low" because the money ia 
found on the one hand by people. who are engaged in the industry. and feel 
tha.t there is a real seourity in contact with everyday upcricnce; and on the 
other hand by people who are acquainted with local conditions, and to a lArge 
extent lend OIl the baaia of personal knowledge,." 
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5. Temptations of joint Btock companies to e:ccesiive II, om, 6. 

I'"largemwt of 8COPe. 
Meanwhile there has been a constant increase in the number 

of people of high principle and sound jndgment, who are willing 
to serve as directors; and among these may be found not a few 
with good business exp~rience. For indeed in many a large 
private business the charge of details is assigned to responsible 
subordinates so fully, that the head need seldom concern himself 
directly with any but the broader and more fundamental 
problems; and he is therefore able to give a few hours a week 
to the service of a railway or other important company. Further, 
the number of intelligent investors has increased. There are 
far more people than formerly engaged in bnsin.... of their 
own, who yet have spare capital to invest in Stock Exchange 
securities. Such men often know what information as to the 
aflairs of a company should be demanded: and they exercise a 
wholesome control over the directors; and over the influences, 
which unwise or designing shareholders may bring to bear on 
the directors. 

The number of intelligel1t and npright directors increases. 
But unfortunately mWly of them are unable to give the large 
time and energy needed for obtaining a thorough mastery of 
the aflairs of the companies for which they are respon.ibl~; __ 
and{j;he chief service, which most of them render to the public, is 
through their common sense; their power of reading character; 
and ,the eafeguard which their presence oflers against groas 
fraud or folly on the part of the chief ofliciala, or of a managing 
director.) 

This passive uprightneas is an important asset: but it does 
not always compensate for the indolenoe and blindneas of 
directors, who are accomplices in wrong-doing in this sense that 
they receive their fees, and yet plead ignorance of matters which 
a sense of their duty should have caused them to investigate. 
The Law courts of Englap.d, in spite of great reoent improv"" 
ments, appear still to treat this form of wrong-doing too 
indulgently. 

There is one direction in which the extension of its opera
tions by a great company, or by a department of municipal 
administration, is a 8Ouroe of danger that may be overlooked: 

•• J. '1'. 
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II, vm, 5. it is that routine work by departments of .. large business may 
expand at the expense of small businesses with greater elasticity 
and power of origination. The growth of " sense of moral re-' 
sponsibility among the chief technical employees of large con
cerns may be a partial remedy for tbis danger: but thcy cannot 
always approach a proposal for enlarging an existing depart
ment, or starting a new one, without 80me bias. 

That bias shows itself in the tendency of some joint stock 
companies and municipalities to make things, which it would 
perhaps have been better for themselves and for others that 
they should have bought. The temptations in this direction 
are strong. If the officials can get a frec hand in the matter, 
they enter into the new branch of production with a large 
capital at their backs. They have no difficulty in absorbing 
most of the best knowledge that is floating about on the subject. 
The new department is equipped with the most recent appli
ances; with the most effective, economical, and labour saving 
machines. It goes along bravely, wind and stream being with 
it. It can show a saving on the prices at which the company 
used to buy the goods now made by it, even after allowing 
good salaries for those concerned in it. Perhaps some managers 
with special knowledge of its work will be imported: but many 
of those engaged in it will be drafted in from other departments, 

"-8tsotlu~what increased salaries for themselves; and at the same 
time making vacancies in their own departments which are 
filled by juniors. There is ... move upwards, and an increase of 
salaries all along the line, and everyone is pleased. So the move
ment grows; while a true balance of its advantages and dis
advantages is perhaps never made out. 

The difficulties arising from the multifarious enterprises of 
railway and other large companies are sometimes partially 
overcome by telling off a committee of the directors to be 
specially responsible for the department; and giving them a frce 
hand in all changes that do not vitally affect the general, and 
especially the financial, position of the company: and perhaps 
some of the higher officials may be able to render valuable aid. 

CThese are palliatives; but, even with them, divided responsi
bility increases the temptations to laxity whicb are inherent in 

'. joint stock company managemen~ If the "blest directors are 
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attracted to the subsidiary committee, it may do well: but II, vm, 6. 

they might render better eervice in regard to the main 
work of the company: for, if they do not do their best in 
that, the best will not be done: and the work of lateral 
extensions, such as rolling mills and shops for the erection 
of locomotives, would presumably be done at least as well 
by jirms that attempted nothing elee. It is possible that 
British locomotives might have nearly the same co=anding 
position in the world as is possessed by her ships and marine 
engines, if British railway companies adhered more closely 
to the general practice of British shipowners in buying their 
Ship.'. 

6. 'l'l.e mechanical methods of administl'ation, which 
are inevitable in a joint stock co.npany, are qften mitigated 
by the professional emulation and the esprit tk corps of its 
ojJU:iaJs. Good and etJil qf the progressive supersession of 
private businesses by joint stock companies". 

The whole .. le transference of authority and responsibility 
from the owners of each business to salaried managers and 
officials would have been inlpossible had there not been a great 
inlprovement in the morality and uprightness of the average 
man: for even as late au the aeventeenth and eighteenth 

1 We.re told:_uR.a.ilway m&D.ufact.uring eat.a.bHahmemti lack the incentive 
of oompetition, the output of the worke being deaigned for eervioe on the lIymm 
of the owning oomp&nY. The worn trade in • alOMd and fully protected 
muket, and are thorefore not in any re&! HIlle oommercial enterprisea. Tho 
l'eIult 11 evident to thou who ha.ve h&d. the opportunity of inspeoting theae 
worn. IUld of oomparing their organiaation a.nd equipment with those of the 
great joint .took compa.niee of looomoti'\fa and rolling .took m&nufa.cturera. In 
the can of new .hOpl the equipment is perha.pI equal to tba~ to be found iD 
the mapa of the private manufa.oturer. but there ill .. tendenoy. partly owing to 
the .beenC8 of oompetition. but also &riaing from the fact that the railway manu
facturing OItablilhmenti ue not run ... aepante enterpriael, but ue merged. in 
the general railway undertaking. to tJ.low the equipment to fall behind ourrent 
praotice, -.nd to be. to AD edent tinaulpeoted by thou reapooaible to the atock. 
holden of lhe oompany. quite unrepreaenta.tive of modem. methodt of muu
faotul'L The pl.a.n' dON the work required. and that would of ton appear to 
be the IOle oriterion of efficiency: there ill no one whou bUlineu it iI to ClOUD' 
the 00It." (Finanoial Supplement to TIN TitMI. 2S Auguat, 1911.) 

• A oonaiderable parl of uu. Section ill reproduced from U The old generation 
of economia. aod the 0..-.'" In \he Q..ar""z, Jo"""" oJ Bco..o.iu for JanulU'J'. 
1m. 
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II, om, 6. centuries we find the great trading companies breaking down 
largely in consequence of the corruption and selfishness of their 
officials. But men, who are above such gross iniquity, as was 
common then relatively to the few opportuuities for it, are yet 
likely to succumb to subtler temptations; and especially to the 
temptation to consult their own ease by jogging along quietly 
in accustomed routes, and avoiding the trouble and worry of 
new initiative. 

(The ownet of a business, when contemplating any change, is 
led by his own interest to weigh the whole gain that it would 
probably bring to the business, against the whole 1088. But the 
private interest of the aalaried manager, or official, often draws 
liim in another direction: the path of least resistance, of greatest 
comfort and least risk te himself, is generally that of not striving 
very energetically for improvement; and of finding plausible 
excuses for not trying an iruprovement suggested by others, 
until its success is established beyond question. ) 

Again the single o'!Der, responsible to no one, may trouble 
little about mechanical cbecks On the honesty of his employees; 
for he may trust to his reading of human character, and his 
power of detecting unfaithfulness by sharp verbal inquiries. 
But the officials of a .joint steck company, being themselves 
trustees for others, can seldom take such risko: and they have 
little chance of taking them safely. Their accountant's work for 
every department must be full and precise; and so arranged 

(
as to be part of a system of elaborate checks and counterehecks. 
Such a system is necessarily wasteful of eHort, and hostile to 
elasticity: and here lies a chief disadvantage under which a 
joint steck company lies in competition with a private firm.) 
But this disadvantage does not increase materially with an 
extension of the scope of the company's business. A mechanical 
.ystem of check. and oounterehecks, when once introduced, 
adapts itself almost automatically to enlargements: it of course 
becomes more complex, but on the whole its cost is not likely 
to grow faster than the size of the business. 

In so far as a system of checks represses elasticity and 
initiative, it is an injury te the community as well as te the 
company: and though this injury to the company may not he 
intensified by an increase in the scale of its operations, some 
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little injury to the community arises from every a~dition trl' t.'lte II, VlO, 8. 

number of officials whose character is affected by it. Moreover 
w inertiae opposes tbe removal of any check to which, people 
are accustomed, even though it is no longer of much use. For 
those who remove it will get little thanks for their pains, if 
their judgment ,turns out to be right; and they run the risk 
of groat blame, should perverse chance bring a flagrant misdeed, 
that might have been arrested by the check which they have 
removed. 

If this were the whole of the case, then every new advantage, 
that modem changes confer on large businesses in their contests 
with small, would be a Bource of danger to social progress. For 
the economies of the large business 118 against the small are 
mostly a matter of private concern and bear little further fruit: 
but the improvement of methods spreads from its first home 
all over the country, all over the world; and the private gain, 
which results from it to the inventor, is seldom a hundredth 
par~ometimes not a millionth part-of the social gain. A 
tendency to ossification of the social organism might therefore 
be feared as the result of bureaucratic habits of shirking trouble
some initiative, the main benefits of which would aocrueto those 
who had not borne the burden. 

From this tp.ndency the world is in some measure saved by 
the influence of motives other than the desire for pecuniary 
gain. (To' begin with, the incr ..... in the size of industries i. 
often a,ccompanied by the substitution of scientific method. for 
empirical: while a sound bllSis of scientifio techniqde is largely 
provided by laboratory work, to, which an ever increasing 
number of elll8tic and enterprising minds are rising from 
among the people; being stimulated a little by the hope of 
gain, and much by intellectual ambition, and the sympathy 
of 9ther otudents of science) And, in edditio~to this general 

. energizing force, " special foro. somewhat oimilar to it is coming 
into play to preserve from stagnation the more exclusively 
praotical side of busineBB management. For business experts 
are getting more and more into the habit of writing and reading 
8pecialist journals, of holding congresses, and in other ways 
coming under the judgment of one another: and thus the thank
less taak of attempting an improvement which may after all turn 
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II, 'mI, 6. out badly, and to which a man's official superiors and the public 
at large may be indifierent, assumes a new shape; since it is. 
likely to be judged by a critical and appreciative audience, who 
know the technical difficulties of the problem. The most 
important improvements often remain for years just short of 
yielding financial profit: but such an audience applauds the 
clever and bold endeavour even though its financial fruit is 
not ripe; even though the interest of a manufacturer in charge 
of his own business might not impel him to Use it. Thus the 
modem intercourse of expert officials with one another is 
bringing into the business world some part of that great 
progressive force, which pure science has long derived from 
the approbation awarded to successful research by audiences 
fit though few. Such approbation is a reward; and like every 
other reward, present or deferred, it appeals to elements of our 
nature that are not the very highest of all: but, partly for that 
reason, it may be trusted to act steadfastly. It is not only a 
reward: it is also a sympathy; and sympathy is the one solid 
and strong force which has in it nothing sordid, and permeates 
the whole of humaI\ nature. 

This is more important with regard to joint stock companies 
than to private businesses. For, when once the ownership of 
a business has left the hands of an individual, who might attach 
his chief employees to him by bonds of personal friendship; 
when once faithfulness to the business has ceased to be enforced 
by the warm instincts of loyalty, and has been left to the colder 
support of impersonal duty; from that time forward the moral 
coherence and strength of the business depend largely on the 
growth of an uprU de IXlTp8, of a spirit of loyalty to the business 
itself. As time goes on, and the name of the business becomes 
hallowed by traditions of good achievements in the past, the 
best of its employees find a pleasure and a pride in its success 
and glory, as they do in that of their country: they love it as 
a student loves his University, as a soldier loves his Regiment; 
less heartily perhaps, hut yet sincerely. And indeed in many 
a great joint stock company the.. arise from time to time 
managers, who evoke among their subordinates a high regard 
for themselves; and through themselves for the company: and, 
when they pass away, an increased tradition of loyalty to the 
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company remains. In this matter also the great long-lived II, vm, 6. 

company may stand at no disadvantage relatively to a new 
company, which has more of the vigour of young blood, but is 
held together by little beyond a mere cash nexus. 

This loyalty is being fostered by a multitude of movements, 
designed to give the employees a direct interest in the pros
perity of the business for which they work: while otherS aim 
at developing their intelligence and ability in ways, some of 
which are likely to promote. their efficiency as employees; and 
some, which are desired only as contributing to their higher 
well-being, are among the best fruits of the larger sense of social 
d~ty which is characteristic of the present age. 

America appeared rather late in this field, but she is 
already a chief leader in it: in particular she has made it clear 
that when a business takes the form of a joint stock company, 
it does not thereby lose the freedom to make large expenditure 
for improving the condition of its employees. This seema to be 
due partly to a certain generosity of spirit, which has always 
accompanied the keen pursuit of wealth by her people; partly to 
the clearness with which her employers recognize the economy 
of attracting those workers who will get the greatest amount 
of good work out of the expensive plant which is committed 
to their charge. They not merely pay high wages, but often 
also offer opportunities for high grade social gratifications; 
especially if the work to be done ca11s for the finer industrial 
qualities; rather than for that heavy manual work, which 
Americans prefer to leave to immigrants. Lastly something 
may be allowed here for the autocratic, or at aU events oli
garchio, constitution of American companies. As a rule the 
President may, and indeed must, exercise an authority such as 
is rare in British companies, though not very rare in BOme of 
the more ambitious of the German: and a full control at meetings 
of shareholders is generally exercised by a few wealthy and able 
business men, who do not grasp crudely at small savings, but 
support a far-seeing policy. 

We may conclude provisionally that recent developments caU 
only for BOme mitigation, not for a reversal, of the judgment of 
English business men that the conversion of a private business 
into .. joint stock company, though oocasionally inevitable and 
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11, om, •. very frequently convenient to. tho .. immediately poneerned, 
8Ometim .. acto adversely to national prosperity.and industrial· 
leadership'. \; . 

1 TAt Statin (14 ~&Il. 1905) gave strong erpreamon to thie opini~: "The 
general rule is that the private owner is more diligent, more assiduous iJl .Uen· 
tiOD to business, more intimately acquainted with aU its det&ils. and beiter 
trained for the position he fiUe, than are the direotors of 8. joint stock company ..•. 
They are paid exceedingly badly. Very often & man with 8. large buainea of 
his own, quite sufficient to occupy all hi.!I thougbts and aU hi, time. ill in\"ited to 
take' part in the management of another l¥ge buaine8l, and is offered 8. (II", 
hundreds a year as remuneration. Is it seriously expected that lOch .. man wjJl 
give the same .ttention to the buaine88 of the company that he givee to his own 
privato affairs? Everybody knows that be will not. ... The aucceuful private fum 
i. eager to have the beat advice in every department. IIlDd therefore it, man&gt'rI 
and ita secretariel are exceedingly .. bl~ men, and u8ually have the fuU confidence 
of the employel'l. But, for all that, the partners are very C&l'fJful M know &ll 
the facti: theQ!!elves and to watch cOllltantly over the coune of busineas .... COn
sequent)y, wlieTt. great fbma transfer their businesses to companies, AI they have 
been doing for many yean put on a very·oonaiderable acaJe, t.hey. are taking a 
aOOp which, from the necessity of tbe caee, renden it certain that the manage
ment will be leu oompetent in the future." 



CHAPTER IX 

.lSUt>lJS.t;SS ORGANIZATION: ITS FINANCIAL BASIS 

. 1. F.tllctiOfl8 qf /Jt,e promoter in relation to joint stock II, 0:, 1. 

companies. . 
The function of the promoter is to organize i1Idustrial 

cooperation on purely business fues. This cooperation is not 
of so fine a quality ae that, to which the name "cooperation" 
i. technically applied: for it does not assume a conscious workiog 
by each for the good of all, and a readiness to sacrifice, when 
occasion calls, something of private gain in pursuit of a common 
end, and the workin'g out of 80 common ideal. But the two forms . 
of coop.ration are often divided only by thin partitions. 

For instance, a better orgauization of some branches of dairy 
f .. rming might greaUyincrease the net gains of the producer, 
IvithQut involving. any injury to the consumer. Cooperation 
in the technical .~nse is efiecting this in many districts of 
Europe and in Ireland, though England herseU Btilliage behind. 
The work might have been done more quickly, if the conditions 
of dairying had been Buch as to invite the services of the able 
husiness promoter and orgauizer. But he. is aeldom able to get 
a hold of those industries which are cliielly in the hands of 
small capitalists: they remain undeveloped largely because his 
help is not forthcoming, and they have not leaders of their own 
ready for the work. 
; . There are ijeariy alway. 80ma businesses with a greater 
future before them than is generally known: an able promoter 

-may per.ceiv ... their capabilities, Proc~!!lLt!>e. capital they 1IJIed, 
oring them into unison, and push them on their way to sqccesa 
( ... rer than "they. oould otherwiee hav'! ~na. Again,. he may 
find a di.trict, the agricultural or mineraI riches of which have 

11-5 
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II, .. ,I.· lain undeveloped, becaUBe the people in possessi~n are neither 
wealthy nor enterprising: the company which he promote~ 
may bring them a railway, and develop the latent resources by 
modem methods. Here again(j;he promotex creates a position 
which is an addition to national wealth: he benefits all con
cerned; while reaping a good harvest himself." 

The services of the promoter are easier, but also less neces
sary in relation to those industries, which are in the hands of 
men accustomed to deal with large capitals, and familiar with 
the modem methods of production and marketing. In such 
industries indeed the owners of the. various properties concenied 
sometimes arrange a fusion without external aid. But often 

.the initiative in starting a new company, or in fusing existing 
businesses to form a single great concern, comes from a pro
f~ional organizer. 

He makes it his busineas to study ways in which new inven
tions, Dew methods of production, new developments of demand, 

. or new facilities for transport, offer opportunities for profitable 
alliances between industries that have had little in COmmon as 
yet. He. watches the wastes of competition between rivals: and, 
being detached from the details, he is generally able to take a 
broader view of fundamentals, and to discover their true rela
tions and proportions bettex, than those whose energies are 
chiefly occupied with practical work in their several lines. 

If he decides to aim at a fusion of existing businesses, he 
endeavours to obtain from eaoh of them, in return for a small 
price paid down, "an option," or right to demand the sale of 
that business to him within a given period; and on specified 
terms, which commonly include the delivery of both money and 
secnrities of the new company. He reckons the extra money 
required for bringing up to date any plant which is behind
hand, and capable of improvement: also structural changes, etc. 
Unless provided with exceptional resources, he then approaches 
some financiers. A case having been made out for the con
clusion that the company can earn good dividends on a certain 
capital, the financiers are asked to underwrite a certain part 
of the securities on that basis. That is to say, they are asked 
to promise to buy right out a considerable part of the securities 
of ~o new company lit a price perhaps twenty por cent. lower 
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'than that of iSBUe-to-the·jlIlblie; thwuecuring the prollloter his .( ",.1. 

necessary SI!P£br.J!Lcash. If the comparison of these two sets 
oloptioils-;- the one to demand the sale of properties, the other 
to demand the purchase of new eecurities, shows a IIU1!icient 
margin to himself in cash and new securities combined, he 
launches his project. The highest demands Ollhis ~lomati<i 
finesse are in his interviews with those whose propert~es he 
desi; to purchase. But his chief expenditure generally goes 
to preparing the publio to accept a high valuation of the new 
company. There are few who do more to increase the ~fficiency 
of labour in creating material wealth than an able and up-

,right company promoter: he forecasts coming developments, 
and he aids the publio to invest their resources in those 
fields of industry which will yield the best harvest in coming 
years. 

In strong contrast with him is the promoter, whnse "entnres 
are oo'mmolily·choSeb.;oec..u.e Iie- ihiilkii'1i; "can induce others to 
~elieve they have a gooa clianceof suc:'ess,~t!lOngh he hiffi~elf 
suspeeta, they have none; and ",h?.is.careful to clear out from 
tl!em before they collapse._ Speaking generally however the 
course of progress is hostile to tn. fraudulent promoter. The 
ground·plans of most of his devices are one or two centuries 
old: perhaps he may, with consummate skill, deck them out 
in a new garb, and add lIew details; but the detective forces 
of organized knowledge in the public press and elsewhere grow 
cumulatively, and the new elements in his guiles are less in 
each'generation thar in the preceding. 

During the last few years, however, there has been a great 
increase of promotions, the leading feature of which has been 
the assertion Ihat great economies are' to be attained, in 
marketing as ~ell as in production, by very large businesses; 
especially wh<re they can practically monopolize a considerable 
market. Tlili assertion contains much truth: hut in many 
cases it is an overstatement prompted by a strong bias. In "1 
America and some other countries, vast gains have often accrued i 
to promoter. who have succeeded in inducing the publio to 
accept a high estimate of the economies to be obtained by the 
fusion of ccmpetitive businesses. For instance, it may appear 
that 'when ",vera! husinesses of which the aggregate capital 
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II ..... ,. valne is. 8ay, twenty million dollars. have been amalgamated 
into one, its net earning power will be so much greater than 
the aggregate of theirs, that its capital value may fairly be 
estimated at, say, thirty millions. In this, which is not an 
extreme case, a few months' work will have put into the hands 
·of tlle promoter, and thoSe who. work with him, a gross sum of 
ten m:Ilion dollars: and, in spite of great incidental expenses in 
aecurin,l options, advertising. etc., more than half may be net 
gain. f:uch rich rewards have never been reached so quickly 
D.S those which have fallen to 80me dozen or score of promoters 
of the first rank in America'. 

These gains appeal to the common desire for wealth as a 
means of mere physical enjoyment; and they appeal, in 80me 
cases, even more strongly to the higher and more intellllO desire 
for succeas in. great strategical enterprises. They fascinate 
upright men, who have earn.<l. a good reputation by a long 
career of solid work. 4nd they give unprecedented scope for 
the use of all those subtle d~vices for -misleading the public 
whic-rhave been develo~ by successive generations of astute 
knav<:L. Meanwhile the contrivances of the law for the defence 
7the public against them plod with heavy steps some way 
in ~~'lJ\.t.; but on the whole gloining ground relatively to the 
wayward progress of the evil·doers. 

1 See Meade, Trw' Finanee. p. 196. 
Mr Flint, a.n experienced promoter, siated that in 1900 •• year of bigb 

inflatioD, forty~8even of the ohief industrial amalg'Jomationa paid an avera.ge of 
13·6 per cent. on the market value of all their scwritiea. including common 
atock; and 7·44 per cent. on their nominal value: ,,~ereaa the figures for 37 
of the ohief railroads were "'86. on both market and 'lominal vaJue: and he 
inferred that the industriala oould not be over-co.pitaEzed (NortA .AmericaD 
Reuil!1D, May, 1901. pp_ 667. 671)_ 

But tb.ia inference w .. inva.lid. The return to inveaunent in industrial 
seouritiea 'Wu higb beca.use many indlllJtriala had entirely disappeared from 
the I..iat, ao that their capitalization WM not reckoned in to awell the total; 
while the investor warned by their fate demanded 8. high premium for insurance 
aga.inat the rislu which may yet .wait the survivors. Wha.t ilie figures really 
prove, g that the market so diatruated the capitalization of theae IOOUritiea 
as to refuse to raise their total price much above half of their nominal vaJue, 
even in 1900. when tempted by the high immediate return d 13·6 per cent. 
on investment.. He remarked significantly that "it i8 Dot an .sy ma.tter to 
find a man of lufficiant a.bility and financial reaponaibility to tlke up" 8. new 
promotion. and that. .. there hal to be 8. high inducement offew. becauae it 
involvea a risk and 8. very bigb claaa of work." Report oj IndlUtrdl Oommi.uio .. 
~~~ . 
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When a fusion is over-capitalized the promoters and their 11, IX, a. 
fri~nds gain, at the expense of an ultimate loss which falls on 
the investors: but tbis transference of wealth from one set of 
people to another is mainly a matter of private concern. And 
investors are learning as tbey go: in BO far as the hopes held 
out by the promuter of recent amalgamations are unduly high,V 
and are falsified by experience in coming years, the task of his 
succeBBors will be more difficult. 

2, Some difficulties connected with the valuation of a 
company, and especially an amalgamation of BeVeI'al com
panies. Opportunities for, and temptations to, excessi/J6 
valuation. 

If all the nominal capital of a company represented actual 
outlay, an approximate estimate of the cost of creating a busi
ness might often be formed on that basis. But, as has been 

., seen, much of the nominal capital i. often "water": that is, it 
is issued without any actual payment of a corresponding Bum 
of money. Even if it were possible to ascertain to what extent 
this has been done, the result would not ·necessarily be a good 
guide. For instance, a railway in a deserted mining district 
is almost valueless; and, if its nominal capital represents its 
original cost, nearly the whole of it will be really, though not 
technically, water: and the aame is true of buildings or plant 
which are obsolete, or otherwise no longer well suited for their 
work. On the other hand, a concem may have bought cheaply 
a great deal of land, which has unsuspected supplies of rich ore: 
its nominal capital may in consequence have been increased 
five-fold, by the . issue of additional stock to the original in
vestors; and thus four-fifths of it may· technically be water, and 
yet not be in excess of the true value of the business. 

Therefore in estimating the value of a property which he 
proposes to buy for himself, a reasonable man seldom pays 
his chief attention to its cost. He forms the best opinion he can 
of its probable net earning power in future years: he discounts 
each item with reference to the time that he would have to 
wait for it. Account being taken of the chance that it may turn 
out either less or greater than he expected, the aggregato of 
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II, Jx, 9. these items truly reckoned, •.•. the "capitalized future net earn
ings" of the property, is the true value for which he i. in search.· 

Estimates of the future earnings of a hnaine58 mnat indeed 
be based largely on a knowledge of the past. The promoter is 
sure to take a hopeful view in every doubtful case: and he does 
not always assist the investor to get at all the facts. For instsnce, 
most promotions of new companies, and reorganizations of old 
companies, are made in the years just before an inflation of credit 

'. and prices reaches its bursting point. Those years show ex
\ceptionally high profits on nearly all manufacturing operations; 
'and investors discount this fact to some extent, though seldom 
sufficiently. Part of the apparent profit is commonly due to 
the fact that stocks in trade, that were on hand at the end of each 
of these prosperous years, were entered in the accounts at higher 
prices than similar stocks had been entered twelve months 
be.fore. Few investors allow for such influences, and indeed the 
necessary facts are seldom before them. 

Again, if a business has been losing ground, a promoter who 
is reorganizing it, is apt to base his estimates of its success on 
the average of many years, and to ignore the fact that its recent 
net income has been small. In the opposite case, he will some
times base himself chiefly on the profits of the last few years, 
and give hopes of continue<!.increase: but in fact those inter
ested in the sale of the business may have contrived to defer 
some expenses which properly belong to those years; and, in 
particular, they may have let the plant run without adeqnate 
renewals or even repairs, till it is nearly valueless. They have 
even been known to payout of their own pockets some of its 
legitimate expenses; trnating to get back five thousand pounds 
from the investor for every thousand that they have gifted to 
the bOBiness. 

The shipping trade afiords a good instance. There is, even 
in peace time, about one year in ten, in which the net earning. 
of a ship about equal its total cost; but, for every such year, 
there are several in which a great many ships eam far less thaD 
their costs of working. H therefore a promoter selects for his 
basi. a pro.perona year, and one in which very small charges 
have been made to income on account of depreciation, a capitali
zation at two or three Ye&J:S' purchase may be excessive, 
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In these cases the excessive capitalization is based on an II. lX. 2. 

overestimate of resources. But perhaps an equally common 
cause of excess is to be found in the assumption that a business 
which has been created by a man of exceptional organizing or 
inventive genius, or by one who has a great faculty for antici-
pating coming movements of taste or fashion, will retain its 
vigour after a reorganization. This assumption is not likely to 
be justified, if meanwhile he loses effective control, even though 
retaining some nominal connection with it. 

The natural bias of a promoter to put a high value in his 
prospectus on the good-will of a constituent company of his pro
posed amalgamation, is very great in the case of a moribund 
concern, which he has included only because it might weaken his 
strategical position if it were left outside, and open to purchase 
by a powerful capitalist: and several promoters, when giving 
testimony before the American Industrial Commission, made no 
secret of their having been forced to buy snch bnsinesses. 

But in the most notable amalgamations the promoter has 
occupied himself chiefly with vigorous concerns. He has then 
maintained that they were capable of paying fair dividends on a 
nominal capital larger than their present, even if still subject 
to the wastes of separate administration and mutual cOlI\Pe
tition: and that, if working together under able. management, 
they would yield a large additional surplus. Accordingly he 
has asked the publio to subscribe for "preferred" stock equal in 
amo,unt to the whole nominal capital of the separate concerns, 
and has issued also "common" stock to an equal nominal 
amount. In a few cases the public have been explicitly told 
that in buying the common stock they were getting nothing 
but the right to a share in the chance of additional economy 
and efficiency which the amalgamation would bring. Its owner
ship of course gives a share in the control of the company: but, as 
that is of less use to the publio than to financiers, the common 
stock haa O{toll been retained largely in their hands. In such 
cases as these, the movement towards amalgamation is pushed 
forward by the hope of gains which the promoter and his 

; friends may reap after the conversion, in addition to those rising 
directly out of it. An increase of nominal capital is sometimes 
favoured by investors, because they think that .. high rate of 
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II, 'x, 2. profits on a nominally small capital may attract new competition, 
and invite popular jealausy and hostile legislation. But, when· 
carried far, it is apt to injure the credit of the company in the 
long run: for in a time of depression the stock may fall far 
below par. 

In the case of railways, and other partial monopolies, stock
watering must be jealously watched; because it may be, and in 
fact has been, used to show that concessions demanded from the 
company in the public interest would depress its dividends 
below a reasonable return on its capital: it is not always easy 

\ to prove that .the c&pitai is watered, and therefore haa no 
right to a large dividend'. It may be admitted that every sucb 
company charges as a rule the price that will gain it the best 
net return, whatever its nominal capital may be; and there is 
no good ground for the common belief that watering capital 
causes prices generally to be milch higher than they otherwise 
would be. But there are many cases in which it screene a harsh 
use of monopoly power; and, as President Hadley says, "If the 
directors so arrange their books as to make it appear that money 
has been invested, which actually haa never passed through 
their hands, they are under a great temptation to make false 
reports concerning other parts of their business· ... 

Finally, a ·few minor causes may be briedy noted which tend 
to promote amalgamation. A local concern must often borrow 
at a high rate of interest: if it is amalgamated with many 
others, the securities of the whole find a market on the great 
Stock Exchanges, and it can borrow more easily. And indeed 
it is a universal rule that a bond which is part of a small issue 
always haa a rather lower price than one of exactly the same 
rank which belongs to a large issue; because if the owner 
should want to sell, a buyer will more promptly be found for 
the large issue than the small. . Again, the launch and the 
subsequent history of a vast company, like those of an excep· 
tionally large ship, are treated by the lIewspapers as of general 

1 See below, p. 630 and Appendiz M. 6. 
I The EdU(Glioft oJ the Amenc"" Citizm, p. 40. German law prohibit. the 

watering of .tooke direotly: it i. ineffeotive a.gainat the purcbase at .. biSh price 
of a buaineu .... going ooncern. and ill largely evaded; but yet; ita in6.uenoe 
bu been shown in ihe higb avenge"pricea of, and dividend. on, Germa.n iD,. 
dUitriall6Ouritiu. 
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interest: and the gratuitous advertisement thu. afforded is often II, J%, 3. 

an B88et of considerable value. Again, though publicity gene-
rally help. honest dealing.; and puto difficulties in the way 'of 
some crude forms of dishonesty, it is sometimes nsed to further 
tbe ends of astute and powerful financiers: for it broadens the 
Stock Exchange transaction., in whlch there is a harvest to be 
reaped by those who know in advance whether tbe next informa-
tion that is imparted to the public will tend to raise or to lower 
prices. , ' 

Again it often happens that those who control a company 
want to shake the public out, and acquire a yet greater control 
01 it, They then charge expensive improvemento to income 
account; and prepare a balance sheet, whlch will show that 
little or no dividend can be paid": and meanwhile they make 
large sales 01 the stock by concealed routes. " When the price of 
the stock has thus been lowered, they quietly buy all that they 
have sold, and a great deal more. In the next lew years it may 
probably appear that the charges, whlch had to be made to 
income account iII order to keep the plant up to date, are not 
very heavy. The greater the attention the publio pays to the 
affairs of the company, the more skill is required for such 
mano:uvres: but also the larger is the volume of amateur and 
profeBBional speculation, on whlch toll can be levied by those 
who can control evento, and rumours of evento, whlch control 
S,tock Exchange prices'. 

S. The part played btJ banks and olMr jinanciall1{Je'Mies 
in the adaptation qf illdu.stry and t2-ad6 to the C'lIia'Ylcd 
fi nandal requirementa qf til8 modern I1{JIl. BritiBla banks. 

We have seen bow in the joint stock era, the population at 
large hands over an ever increasing part of its spare resources 
to be employed in business, without calling in the services 01 
any intermediary. But latterly "banks" (in the broad use 01 
the term in which it includes many classes of financial houses 
in Germany, and to a less degree in some other countries) have 
taken a large part, in underwriting and otherwise financing 

1 Mucb .uggeatin informatioD OIl the above aDd allied. IlUbjeot. ill ginn in 
Prof .... lI06d6'. c~ J'i_ 
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great businesses, almost exclusively in joint stock form: and 
from that they have proceeded to exercise a strong control on 
the general course of business in various ways, and especially by 
nominating their own representatives on the boards of direction 
of leading industrial and trading companies: a matter which 
will call for much attention in the next Book. 

Many recent changes have contributed to increase the 
financial element in the directorate and management of in
dustrial concerns; and, in not a few cases, ·to relegate those, 
whose faculty is constructive rather than commercial, to sub
ordinate positions. Not only trade seGrets, but even trained 

. industrial instincts, often count for less than Uhey used to in 
comparison with command over capital, and skill in buying and 
selling •. This would be inevitable even i£ joint stock company 
finance did not offer a field for great achievements by relatively 
small efforts of able and wealthy capitalists. 

Thus the movement towards the consolidation of industry 
under high financial control is strong in many countries. It will 
suffice to consider three; Rrjtajn, where the movement is opposed 
by tradition and perhaps by national character, and where it is 
not very prominent; Germany, where its development is perhaps 
most typical and nn'iio"ii'!!;-.md the UlI.jted Stotes, where the 
movement has been irregular, but has gone very far in several 
great departments of industry. 

The Scottish banking system a century ago was different 
from, and in many respects superior to, the English system 
generally; though it was under greater obligations than it 
seemed to recognize to the Bank of England, in regard to the 
maintenance of foreign exchanges: but for the present purpose 
the Scottish banks may be associated with the English. British 
banking problems are often discussed mainly in connection with 
the currency: the present reference to them is concentrated on 
a single point; and it ignores many matters which would b. 
vital in a broad study'. 

1 The name" Lombard Street tI indioa.te. that Engl&nd owed much to Italian 
banken. Venice SCOmA to hAve led the way in deposit ba.nking. The Bank of 
Genoa. may perha.ps olaim to have pioneered giant financial operations for tho 
cieveiopnllmt of trade. 
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As is well known, a representative British bank makes its ll, IJ:, 3. 

profits, as a rule, chiefly by lending command over capital, most 
of which has heen placed with it by its regular customers: it 
pays them little or no interest on their capital: but it renders 
them gratuitously the great services of receiving payments from, 
and making payments to, all parts of the country. The com-
mand of capital thus placed with it constitutes the basis of 
its .. deposits": but another great part of it consists of mere 
book entries, each of which indicates that the bank has made a 
loan (probably covered by the placing of some securities in the 
custody of the bank) to a customer; the loan is not generally 
taken out at once, but is placed to his credit to be drawn against. 
Every cheque drawn against any of the bank's .. deposits," of 
whatever sort, must be instantly paid by the bank; which must 
therefore have a good stock of cash in hand, or at call; together 
with a considerable holding of bills etc. which automatically 
give a speedy command over cash. It cannot safely lock up any 
considerable part of its resources in loans based, directly or 
indirectly, on the standing securities of any single business, 
whether a private firm or a company; unless indeed that com-
pany be a fust-class railway or other concern of vast size and 
high repute, whose securities can be promptly marketed on 
fairly good terms to almost any extent'. 

The burden of supplying to any ordinary business, the main 
, body of the capital whioh it needs, otherwise than for temporary 

'. uses, must therefore be left in England to the Stock Exchange, 
'and to financial agencies that are not under obligation to pay 
on demand cheques drawn against them. The chief of these 
agencies are "accepting houses" sometimes called .. merchant 
bankers," because some of them first established their position 
as wealthy merchants; together with several other classes of 
dealers in credit, who still retain the name of bill-brokers. The 
currency of each bill is of course short: under favourable con-

\ 
1 The aboTe rema.ro indicate that a giea.t part, very of teD the greater part, 

of tho·"depoeit." of. bank are in effect etateDl811Ul of loan. made by itself, 
01' hued on loans made by other banb; and thete[ore thMO depolita are Dot 
to be reokoned in an inventory of the national wealth. in addition to the value 
of the ma.teri.J. propertiu and buaineaa reputationl a.nd conneotions on which 
they &1'8 in aome meuure baaed. But! yet. it. would not. be oorreot to take DO 

aooOUJ).~ 01 them in IUM " inventorY. 
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n .• r, 3. ditions, continued credit can be obtained by a series of bills; 
and the rate of interest charged is low, partly because the lender 
can speedily recover command of his capital in tim. of pressure. 
But, for that and other reasons, a long-period credit would often 
be more serviceable to the borrower. 

A cheque paying bank can seldom safely make a large 
advance on securities that are not eminently marketable: but 
the term "large" is relative. The general increase in the size 
of the business unit, whether a private finn or a joint stock 
company, causes an increase in the size of the advances for which 
it is likely to have a legitimate occasion: and a bank, which 

\wishes to be active in important affairs, and at the same time 
, iprudent, finds in this general expansion of the business unit a 
ilubsidiary impulse, prompting it to consider plans of amalgama-
~ion with other banks'. . 

This quiet policy has its drawbacks: but it gives stability 
toa system which is worked on a very slender basi. of gold 
reserve, and is liable to great foreign drains. And, what is more 
to our present purpose, it oHers no inducements to powerful 
speculators to capture those banks on whose solidity the ordinary 
business of the oountry depends: since the resources of such a 
bank could not be used in financial campaigns. It must be 
admitted that the banks, while stable themselves, have some
times been.rather niggardly in their holdings of the gold basis 
of the credit on which their cheque system rests: and that they 
have not always exercised an adequate organized control over 
speculative tendencies on the Stock Exchange and elsewhere. 
The burden laid on the Bank of England should perhaps be 
shared by them in .. rather larger degree. But such considera
tions. bear only indirectly on the question whether the present 
orgauization of British banking suffices for all the needo of 

I The economiea, whiab • bank obtains by an increase in the Dumber of its 
branche. in different partl of the country. are ill lOme respeota similar to those 
which .. railway derivel from an inerea.ee in the number of points, at which i, 
can receive and deliver goods. Tb.e transport of command over money effocted 
by .. bank involvea .. prodigioua amount of routine work. whiah does little 
towarda the development of the higher faonlti8l; and it doea not tend directly. 
as the open &ir work of railway men doel. to improve the physical vigour of t.he 
ra.ce. Poasibly the demand for the mOlt. mechanical parte of it may be con· 
Iid8l'ably oheoked by the further development of au.tomat.ic tabulat.ing, reo.konina 
... d prinlillg m .. hiDea. 
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industry and trade: before coming to that point, it will be well II, a, f
to look abroad. 

4. Relations of banks to indust1"]l and trade in Germany 
and America. 

The French banks have something in common with the 
quietude of the British. T.hey do not indeed occupy themselves 
much with transferring payments from one man to another: 
and the Credit Mobilier, founded in 1852, was one of the chief 
pioneers of large industria.) ventures .. But, with a few· excep
tions, they have avoided extreme speculative courses: and they 
have not stretched out -their hands towards a concentrated 
direction or control of trade and manufacture; being perhaps 
to BOme extent warned oft by that spirit of individuality 
which we have noted as underlying representative French 
industries. 

In Germany however large capitals and great industrial 
enterprises are of recent origin and have grown rapidly: the 
masterly financial geuius, and faculty for associated speculative 
action of the Semitic race count generally for more in the east 
of Europe than in the west. . 

Sixty or seventy years ago Germany was not equipped with 
any organized credit system: the credit banks which then began 
their work were obliged, as Professor Riesser tells us, "to occupy 
in the national eoonomy the place held by the maid of all-work 
in the .priv.:te household, ... and to take upon themselves all or 
nearly all the tasks which in England are apportioned as a rule, 
under a strict division of labour," among numerous financial 
agenoies1 • 

• This -quotation from p. 220 of the translation. issued by the American 
National Monetary Commission in 1911. of Dr Riesser', Diednl.tcAen. Gr06lbaum 
tnid ,Are Kouenlr~lo". ill the ltarting point of • long and weighty argument 
that the form taken. by Germany" organiza.tion of banking W8I Bnt, an in· 
evitable oonsequence of her conditioDa; and. IeCODdly. OD. t.b.e whole superior 
to the British .,stem. the olaims of which had been atrongly urged by the 
late Adolf WlLin8r and others. Dr Rieuer teems to be miataken in holding that 
Iystem naponsible (pp. tli57 and 848) for the great D.umber of failures teeOl'ded 
in t.he history of Bri.tish banks. There hllve been oomp!ll'&uvely few failures of 
oonaideora.ble joint stook bamk.a in England; a.nd thou few were t.lm08t witbou' 
uooption ... ood by 8_, nol.tioUi of lobe prinoipl .. of lob. p ..... , 1J81em. 
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11,1",-4. A chief part of their work conaisted in granting short-term 
credits, such as have been given in one form or another to 
business men by almost every sort of bank: but the credits had 
to be renewed, and gradually were merged in long-term credits; 
and these in their turn developed into the issue of shares and 
bonds. "By such an issue the connection between the banks ... 
and industrial production is drawn so tight that they are there
after joined' for better or worse.' Sooner or later this connection 
finds further expression in the appointment of members of the 
bank d,irectorate to the supervisory council of industrial enter
prises .... This practice is virtually caused by the necessity for 
the banks to maintain the influence, which they have gained 
through the issue, and to retain such permanent contro!.. .. 
Conversely 'captains of industry' are appointed as members of 
the supervisory conncils of banks; where as a rule they have 
much less influence than the representatives of banks· in the 
management of industrial companies1." 

The German great banks are, as a rule, remarkably well 
managed. But they are also inclined to ventures which have 
soinething of American boldness: and some good judges think 
that they are inclined to venture beyond their strength; especi
ally by carrying to excess the locking up of their capi.tal in loans, 
which cannot be called in under grave emergency. It is however 
claimed that their intimate association. with large industrial 
movements keeps them alert: that they earn a higher ratf 
of interest Oil their advances and can pay' higher interest 
to their depositors than they otherwise could; and that they 
ean in some cases undertake the flotation of new securities 
at lower charges than would be required by English financial 
houses". 

No doubt there were very many disgraceful failUI'M of prlV&te English banks. 
when the Bank of Engla.nd', monopoly of a joint atock constitution waa still in 
force: for tha.t monopoly deterred many responsible people from taking par&; io 
ba.nking; and it ga.ve an indirect premium to petty tr&d8l'l who opened .. banb" 
without 8yetem and without reaourc.. . 

1 Riesser, l.e pp. 336--7. He give. a long table of representativee of banks 
or industrial oompanies; a point to which we must return in Book III. 

I Some highly coloured, but instruotive, observationa on Germany's banks. 
her study of markets. and her oommereial penetration. will be found in Prof. 
Ha.user's Gtnnan!/8 commercial (lrip oj tAt world. 

Tb. Sooial V.rein publiahed & .. mark.bl • ... 01 monographl on lb. rIlI-
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The consolidation of banks proceeds apace in Germany, as n, rI, 4-

in England. Its motives are partly the same: they include 
economy in the transmission business, and in the keeping of cash 
reserves; together with a greater independence of the varying 
fortunes and acth'ities of particular' fields of investment. But 
in addition, a German bank consolidation has generally some 
connection with the needs and opportunities of some industry in 
which one or more of the bank. concerned has a special interest. 
Thus the power of the High-finance, embodied in the great 
banks of Germany, is becoming an imperium in imperio. It is 
fostering cartellization in every branch of industry, and in this 
and other ways it is helping the commercial element to obtain 
the upper hand over the constructive, faster perhaps in Germany 
than anywhere else: but more of this later onl • 

turbancel in German buaineu (SMruAgm In cleut&:m Wirlll6thaJUkbm) at tho 
turn of tbo century.; and one of these relating to the influence of the great banks, 
by Dr Erneat Loeb, brought out the facta tha.t most of the banks took what 
proved to be too optimistic. viow of the aituation in 1899; but that the older 
banks were generally more oautious than their newer rivals, and e.speoiaUy tha.n 
those which had reoently increasod their capital very fast (Scm/1m, No. 110, 
p.313). 

1 Herr Ollwer, who ia friendly toward!! oartellization, frequently caJ.lJ 
att.entioD to the inftuence whioh tbe ba.nka ha.ve exerted in promoting it. And 
yet he complaint, Bandd untl Wmukl, 1900, p. 155, tb&t great blmka arrive 
.. t mutual underatandinp whioh enable them to regulate pricea in the money 
market very much aa o.n ordinary oarte1 does in the market for its own 8pecia.1 
wa.rea. .. Berlin High·6nance unquestionably domina-tea the moat representative 
a.nd the largest buaineaaea in every br&noh of produotioD. OJ He gives the titl81 
of the ohif'of of the 350 large induatrial compa.nies in whicb one or other of seven 
banks named by him baa a seat OD the direotor.te. ThiB matter ia diaousaed 
from another point of view below. pp. 668-570. 

Tho poaitiOD that a oountry. poorly 8upplied with capital. II almOit oompelled 
to look to itl banks for aid in apeculative business; but that Germany has 
!'taohed .. ltag6 at which lOme of her banks might with advantage de90te thom
,""lvea more exolusively to the nArrower affairs 01 deposit and transmittance, is 
taken by Dr Adolf Weber, Depo.tiknbankm _"" Spectdaticnubal'll-en. 

It ia }1owever noteworthy that in Siloaia the iron ao.d ateel industri81 
&re in the ha.nda of wealthy fMDilies. who dominate the b&nkt; o.nd that 
eYen in Weatphalia" wheN expansion hu been more rapid. the chief indus
trialist. &re becoming independent of the bankt. Prot Sohumr.cher (in 
Sohmoller', JoArbueA for 1906) DOtes this. and attributel it in part to the fa.ct 
tba~ few bank oflicia.la han been found capable of conducting large enter-
pri8es. . 

'I'his pioture of coune reIatee to oonditiona antecedent to the great war. The 
ohanget in it. which may result from the dMtnlotion 01 capital and other 
lDJiuOl1061 of the war, we D.ot to be fo~ 
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II. "'. 4. Passing to the United States, we find the concentrated force 
of capital even more striking there than in Germany. But its 
organization has heen less bureaucratic, less symmetrical, and 
more fitful in its action. According to common repute, there is 
no set of bankers and banking officials that is shrewder, more 
alert, or more generally capable than those of New York: but 
the banking system, as a whole, has lacked something of that 
symmetry and caution, and perhaps also that restraining in
Hl\ence of public opinion, which older banking systems have 
derived from their slow growth and their respect for traditions. 
Traditions indeed are to-day little better than fetters in some 
branches of business: but they are supports rather than fetters 
in banking; where the welfare of all requires imperatively that 
the enterprise of each should take account of consideratioll9 
other than those enforced by the letter of the law, and his own 
immediate profit. The absence of such traditions hag been 
emphasized by the predominating power in American finance, 
exercised by a relatively small group of men, who have com
bined the ownership of vast wealth with the ambition to show a 
Napoleonic faculty in its use. They have owned some private 
banks, which take a leading part in great financial operations; 
and they have controlled some large joint stock banks. But the 
greater part of their fortunes has been aNuired by constructive 
and strategic faculties; which have been applied to railways, 
to mining, or to manufactore, or to all combined. The pecnliar 
conditions of American business and finance caused at one time 
some anxiety lest an implicit" trust" or combination of financiers 
should dominate the business of the country: that fear seems 
to have been definitely laid by the great Federal Reserve Act of 

'1913'. 

That Aot aims at preserving the full freedom of enterprise of all claaaes of 
bnnka, in 10 far as their actioa do. not indirectly make,for general instability 
of oredit: and at keeping only IUch contrQl over them, as is Deoeaaary for 
oombining a solid haaia 01 the oW'nmcy with adequate elasticity in tim.,. of 
need. TWa control is to be exercised in the main by the Federal Reserve Board. 
which ia 10 constitu.ted 88 to seoure in explioit terma recognition of that supreme 
obligation of the banking eommunity to the general busineaa eommunity. 
This has been in effect, though n-ot in form. obtained by the predominanoe of 
repreaent.a.tivel of general buainesa on the Board 01 Directors of the Bank of 
England: the in8.uenoe of OoV6l'nment ia howe'ftl' greater ani more direot 
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But no banking reform can remove some of the dangers II, ,., .. 

which are inherent in the power of very rich men, who have not 
retired into the quietude which is preferred by most of the 
wealthy families of old countries, but are still eager for the 
excitements of the chase in the hunting ground of Wall Street. 
Their power is increased by the facts that absolute control of 
a joint stock company is given by the possession of fifty-one 
per cent. of its stock, or sometimes even only of special issues 
of its stock; and that, as has already been ohserved, when a 
great part of the stock is held in small lots by people far 
removed from one another, one-third or even much less of the 
whole stock will give practically safe control. Now, if as 
often happens, one company holds a controlling share of the 
stock of another, then those who control the first control the 
second: and an invcstment of one million in the first may give 
control of four millions in the second, or even more. Next, the 
changing conditions of life are making it desirable to employ 
companieS, rather than to ask private friends, to act as trustees 
for property: so "trust companies" (not to be confounded with 
"trusts") have been founded for this purpose; and they, 
together with insurance companies, hold large quantities of 
shares in railways and industrial concerns. Now it is compara-
tively easy either to control these companies directly (for of 
course their own stock is not very large); or to make terms 
with their directors, and to command the voting power given 
by the shares which they hold. 

Last, but not least, "communities of interests" are constantly 
created for various purposes, more or less permanent, by informal 
agreements that the Board of Directors of each of several great 
companies is to include Bam. members ,of each of the other 

in the American. than In the English. oonttol of the gold 'l'8IIorve of the 
oountry. 

It i, to be observed that the movement towards the aggrega.tion of banb into 
largo unita. each haVing mAny branches .nd 8ub-offices. whiah h.aa been eon
.pit-UOUI in -England and Germany, haa not gone fa.r in America. There are 
• few powerful banks, ohiefly in New York: but oonditionl somewhat aimilar 
to those of England early in laat century have promoted the growth of U1 

immenM DumbOl' of amaD looal banks: and the new law, which givoa aome· 
wb&t increaaed lJe(Iurity for 'hr,ir good guidance. lleeDll likely to maintain a 
Dotable diffusion of the minor foroea of finance by tho aide of intenae oonoen· 
tr&tion of ita main forooa. 
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II. a, 6. Boar9s: and this often acts as an intermediate stage to an 
intedhange of the holding. of the several companies. If this 
interchange is complete, the result is in effect a fusion of the 
companies: if it is partial, it forms a etrong bond between them, 
which is not very likely to be dissolved. Thus the total indirect 
control, which the great capitalist groups exert, becomes very 
extensive; inaomuch that campaigns in which either side is 
eqnipped with an effective voting force, amounting to several 
scores or even hundreds of millions of dollars, are very commoll. 

6. Suggestions that Britain', industry and trade might 
derive material assistance from pO'lverful and prominent 
financial illlBtitutions, which would IfUpplement, and cooperate 
with, her great banlrs. 

We now resume the consideration of. the British banking 
system. Its unrivalled efficiency in those tasks, to which its 
chief energies are devoted, has some defects of its qualities. 
Its general rule, that credits must be covered by handing over 
marketable securities to the custody of the bank, is a necessary 
condition for the maintenance of its power to meet any sudden 
and violent call for return of funds given into its charge. But 
this rule is relaxed in special cases: for otherwise the banking 
system while working largely with capital placed in its custody 
by men of but small means, would be compelled to refuse aid 
to any whose total capital did not overflow the most urgent 
needs of their business; except in ao far as it can be obtained 
by discounting bills, a process not always convenient. 

The private banker whose life was spent in one locality was 
able to ascertain the characters, habits, and prospects of his 
neighbours more thoroughly than is possible for the branch· 
manager of a great bank, who is often almost a stranger to the 
locality: and therefore loans on "personal" credit to businesses 
which are not strong, are perhaps rather scantier, and yet not 
more safe, than they would be, if a considerable number of the 
smaller private banks could hold their own. But, as Bagehot 
argued in his epoch'making L<»nbarcl SIred, 1873, the trend of 
events has moved increasingly against them since about 1850. 
The borrower must therefore be content with the reBection, 
that, when he can snpply the needed security, he is certain to 
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obtain immediately almost unlimited funds at a rather 10," rate II. "'. 5. 

of interest: and thus a little evil is mingled with the great good 
effected by the consolidation of banking interestel • 

Larger issues are now being raised by the question whether 
this consolidation has made full use of itestrength. Great 
banks do nearly all the work that 'used to be done by small 
banks, with ever increasing efficiency. But, it is asked, whether 
they should not approach some larger tasks, which were beyond 
the reach of smaller banks; and which, as the experience of 
Germany and other countries has shown, are within the reach 
of great banks. 

In particular it is suggested that, in this age of rapid pro
gress, attention needs to be directed to ventures that show a 
promise of becoming strong, at least as much as to those which 
are already strong: and that some enlargement of the scope of 
the work of giant banks in this direction would be of public 
service. A little may perhaps be effected by the direct action 
of great banks of the ordinary type: but there seems' to be a 
large and rapidly widening scope for prominent and powerful 
financial institutions, which would be called "banks" in other 
countries; though, to avoid misapprehension they should avoid 
that title in Britain. For instance it seems to have been fuIly 
established that prompt and strong assistance is not always to 
be had for such inventions and other new ideas, as are in the 
minds of men whose financial position is not already strong; 
and 'who do not know their way about the City of London. In 
Germany, on the other hand, "the pioneer would take his pro
posal to one of the great banks with an Industrial department; 
and the proposal would immediately be put before experts, 
scientific and technical, well known to the bank and thoroughly 
trusted who (on the assumption that the proposed business was 
really good) would report well on it, and would be believed'." 

1 The benefit. of a fuaion of banb.trea.dy strong are perhaps greatest. when 
.. bank in a ~dentiary a...striot. finda an outlet for the 8D.vingll of its olients by 
ulianoe with another, whose ohief oonnectioN are with industrial distriots. 
groedy of oapital. And. reoent fusion of .. colonial bt.n.k with • Britilb b&nk 
promitel even larger &dva.ntagNJ of the same kind . 

• From. pamphlet by Mr William Olsson, a. Swede who has had exceptional 
opporhmiti81 of comparing the methocia of high finance in GermUlY. Britain 
u.d other oountri .. Some aooount of it it given in TAe Ecoftomid. 6 Fob. 1910. 
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u, "" ~. Of course work of this kind is done in London by various 
financial houses: but their scientilic and technical equipments . 
are not organized on as massive a scale as those of (say) the 
Deutsche Bank. Some of them a ... powerful: but they do not 
seele prominence; and the guide posts, which might point the 
inexperienced inventor to them, are not as clear as those which 
point to a great bank. These and other considerations have 
led to the establishment of "The British· Trade Corporation" 
starting with an initial capital of £2,000,000. Its chief immedi-

. ate purpose seems to be the granting of relatively long credits 
to merchants and producers engaged in business over-seas; 80 

that they may be on equal terms with competitors, who are 
aided by foreign, and especially by German banks. But, though 
this be the most pressing matter at the time, the largest scope 
for institutions similar to it, is likely to be found in connection 
with the development of industry at home: for, if recent develop
ments may be taken as true indications of the future, a great 
part of the material plant of many industries will need to be 
recast in each coming generation. And indeed the Prospectus 
of the Trade Corporation points in that direction:-"There 
exists to·day no large financial institution possessing an indus· 
trial department or an organization for study and research into 
new ideas and inventions, which is specially equipped to examine 
and nurse new schemes or developments until sufficiently proved 
and ripe for public investment. The Corporation will make 
this a special feature of its business, and will aim at becoming 
a link between British industry and the Britis~ investor." 

Its affairs are in such strong hands tha~ it is not likely to 
over·reach its strength. But so many and so Ia.rge are the 
suggestions already made for the work to be done by it, and 
similar institutions, that their accomplishment would need the 
locking up of capital amounting to many scores of millions of 
pounds: therefore, these financial institutions must speed on its 
way to the Stock Exchange many a venture which they will be 
unable to support permanently'. 

1 The foundation of the Corporation W&I the chief immediate result of the 
appointment in 1916 of & very .trong Committee of the Board of Trade. with 
Lord Faringdon in the chair. The following paesagea are taken from it. Rcpor~ 
"Tbere oJ.ilt to • oonaiderable extent .t the preeent time in thit oountry 
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the machinery &nd fa,eilitiee fot the finance alike of home trade and of large II, a, 5, 
over·aeaa contraot.a, a.nd for carrying through much of the busineu which haa 
been done by foreign banks. The British banka aflord. we believe, liberal 
acoommodation kI the home producer. Britillh bankers are Dot shy in making 
advance. on the strength of their oustomers' known ability and integrity. and 
tbe charges for llCoommodatioD are we believe often lower than the corresponding 
cbarg81 in foreign countriea. Simila.rly, the Colonial Ba.nb and British·Foreign 
Dauka and Banking Houae. render immense ltISiltance to Britiah trade abroad. 
a.nd certainly in the Fa.r East and in many partl of South Amerioa British 
ba.nking facilitiea do not fall ahon of thOM of any other na.tion. We find aleo 
that, in the oue of large oontract operatioua. British oontraoton with tbe'6S$ilr!:t-
&nee of Finanei&! HoUMI have in the put been ready to provide large amount:. 
of oapital, a.nd to take oonaiderable riska in oonneotion with the operatioDi whioh 
they have undertaken. . 

.. Our arra.ngementa, however. are faulty in our not oo-ordinating roa.ny of 
the fa.cilltiel mentioned in the previoUi paragraph. We recognize allO that the 
British m&nufa.cturer may be frequently in want of finance of a kind which a 
Britiab Joint Stook Bank with lia.bUitiea aa above described could not prudentl,. 
provide, wherea.e the German Bank. in pMticular lCIem to have heen able to 
oJford lpeci&l aaai.etance at the inception of undertakings of the moat varied 
dcacription, and to have laid themeelvea out for ltimulat.ing their promotion and 
fOJ' carrying them througb to a luoceuful oonclusion." 

II Foreign bankt have. in moat cf their operatiolll. adopted the course of 
forming lyndieatCII to undertake &I1y buaineu of oonsiderable magnitude. They 
have headed lIuch Iyndioateaand they have t.a.ken the labouring oar in oonnection 
with inveatigationa. The membara of the ayndic&te have generally included 
other banlu: and aaaociated with them uve been tho. who were parUoulady 
intereated in the olau of buainea proposed to be done. These .yndioa.tea are 
formed after the firat luper6cial enquiry h .. aawfied the banka that there ia 
apparently a good buaineu to be done. Direotly thia point is reached. the 
ex penditure in oonnection with thoroa.gb invllltigation is on aecount of the 
.yndioate. If the bulliDeu ia ultim&te1y proceeded with. the pro6 .... or 108168 on 
the wind-up of the bUlineaa &l'8 Ih.ared pro rGtG after allowr.noe to the bank for 
management. Some luch procedure abould be followed here. It; would ena.ble 
the lnltitution to undertake bUlineel of .. oomprebeDlive ohara.aw. and ita 
'imprimatur' would have value when iuu81 weftl made to the publio." 

The Report 8Uggeata wao tba.t the Institution should receive ~d from Govern
ment Officin.la; especially from Commercial Attache. &Dd Consuls. It ia further 
luggeated that ea.ch Bucb Inatitution ahould be speoia.lized fOJ' particular locall
tiOi or for partioular large groupe of indUltry: also th&t the preaent great banD. 
either oollectivoly or in groups, .bould own the oa.pital of ~me or more auch 
inat.it.utionl; each of wbioh ahould have .. highly organized Ita.ft of technical 
advisers. In that cue. .. buwell man with .. new idea. but without .pecial 
t.eohnical or financial experience, might get advice through hie own bank. from . 
exp«ta of the Corporation: r.nd. i1 they reported favourably on his idea. hia w.y 
to needed 6n&D.cial aid would be made lDlooth. But luch .uggeationa h&ve to 
ron the gauntlet of muoh onticiam r.nd perhapalOmo ha.rd. experience. Expert! 
ttochnical guidance OIl lOme matters caD be better obt.a.in.ed by the aaaocia.tod 
I.'Iftorta of particular branch81 of industry. than by aid of financial iDatitutiona: 
b.t this mat.ter belonga to the eo.d of Book III. 



CHAPTER X 

t BUSINESS ORGANIZATION. ITS TASKS AND 
REQUIREMENTS OF FACULTY 

II, Z, 1. 1. TM value of a machine to a business can be calcu-
laUd on the basis of its ejficiency for its immediate 'worlr. 
But tTte value of an employee must be estimated, partly by 
i'll8tinct, with a view to the probable development of !tis 
capacities: and the difficulty of this task is increased by the 
conditions of modern business. 

Although human nature is nearly the same now as of old 
time, while the plant and processes of almost every industry 
have changed fundamentally more than once during the last 
five generations; yet the problems which the head of a business 
has to solve in relation to its personnel have changed and are 
changing their character much more completely than those 
which he has to solve in relation to its plant and processes, 
except in a few industries. For his plant and his processes' are 
always under his eye; and though he must trust to second
hand information in regard to many of their details, yet any 
information that he needs is always to be had with certainty 
and precision. On the other hand a certain and precise know
ledge of the characters of employees by close contact and con
tinuous observation, such as prevailed in the small workshops 
of former times, is not to be had at all: and the head of a large 
modem business must delegate to others nearly all responsi-

. bility in regard to the greater number of his employees. He is 
indeed directly responsible for the choice of his chief subordinates: 
he needs quick insight into character, "",d some power of in
fluencing it; and he must exercise this insight and power largely 
in calling to his assistance men who are possessed in various 
degrees of like endowments. . . 
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\The relations of an employer to his employees generally n~, 1. 

contain some elements which have little connection with busi-
ness: and, even from a merely business point of view, account is 
to be taken of the fact that the trust, esteem and affection of 
his staff are a valuable business asset, of a kind which his 
machinery cannot supply.) But, for the moment, we are to watch 
him when considering how much it is worth his while to pay a 
certain employee, from nearly the earne point of view as that 
from which he would consider how much it is worth his while to 
Tlay for the use of a certain machine. 

When the master manufacturer was the leader and perhaps 
the most skilled artisan of a workshop, assisted by a few 
workers of various ages, his instincts had full opportunity for 
putting each one to the task appropriate for him within the 
narrow range of the shop. There was no subtle analysis of 
character and ita potentialities: but experienced instinct carrieJ 
far. Education by imitation began in early youth, when 
mind and body were most plastic: and the experience of 
rowing and other athletic exercises, has led the .wa.y towards 
many modern improvements in school education: an hour's 
rowing behind a first-class oar teach.s more than much verbal 
exhortation'. 

For great good on the balance, but for evil in some degree, 
the boy now remains at school till his susceptibility to the 
supreme educational influence of imitation has been somewhat 
dulled: and meanwhile the scope for boy labour in those 
occupations, which used to afford the most excellent training, 
has greatly diminished, for the work is done now mainly by 
machines. Some compensation for these losses is found in 
the movement for technical education in continuation schools: 
hut, since those, whose example is to be followed, are relatively 
lew in a school, though they are numeroUS in workshops, 
imitation in it has to yield the first place to formal instruction. 
On the other hand the boy's general faculties are now more 
highly developed when he comes into the workshop: and there is 
more material to work upon in the selection of the most fitting 

. 1 Prot W. D. Scott. in hill luggeative at.udy of meant of IftCreaftng AumtJIt 
~dtflct ,. b ...... ,."', putl the educative influenoe of imitation into the fOfO. 

1IfOUlld. 
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II, X, 1. task for him. In business.. of small, ana even of medium 
size, each employee can be to a certain extent treated as an 
individual human being: his strong points and his weak 
points are known;' and hiS latent efficiency may be evoked 
by a word or two of authoritative advice on one occasion, 
and a tentative change in his work on another. The methods 
of school education have improved greatly, and tend increasingly 
to strengthen the children's minds. But to this general state
ment there is one deplorable exception in' English-speaking 
countries. In learning by rote the vagaries of English spelling, 
as misleading historically as they are tedious in practice, no con
structive faculty is strengthened. A rational system of spelling 
might set the equivalent of at least a year's work in elementary 
schools free for drawing, and for studies of nature: these would 
sow germs of the faculties of observation and reasoning; and 
thus prepare the mind in elastic youth for the work and re
sponsibilities of after life. The divergence of pronunciation 
from spelling presses on all classes of the population: bnt it is 
most oppressive to those classes whose school-term is shortt. 

As a rule, there is no one in a large business who has at 
once the authority, the opportunity and the interest that might 
empower and impel him to make a careful study of the abilities 
and aptitudes of each employee in the lower grades; to direct 
those abilities. and aptitudes to their most appropriate work and 
educate them in it. Foremen and other subordinate officials 
have some interest in getting the most work that they can out 
of each man as he is; hut they seldom take account of what he 
might possibly become. This is one cause of a certain tendency 
on the part of the less energetic members of a trade union to 
press for a somewhat high standard of pay for an amount of 
work, that.is far below the maximum which they can easily 

1 ()f ooune it would need to be framed by .. oonvention of men of higb 
philological and educational authority. a.ppointed by the Governmente of Engli&h
apeaking countriea. It would Dot aim at forcing ~e written language into 
exact. conformity with anyone variety of the spoken: but it would IIMIk .. mean 
position, that represented fairly well t.he common uage of the English-.peaking 
world: and alpOken language, in evet oloser correspondence with the new written 
language, would in the oouree of a generation become the general language 
of international interoourae. The notion that uiating spelling hal • 800nd 
hiltorioaJ. baaiJ it 01 coune erroneoUl. 
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accomplish; and to be relatively indifferent to a prospect of high II, x,l. 

rewards for enlarged efficiency. 
Increasing attention is being paid to this evil by far-seeing 

and pUblic-spirited men in control of large establishments.· 
Some of them make it a mle that failure to succeed in one kind 
of work shall not be token as ground for dismissing a willing 
worker; and that he shall first be tried in work of other kinds . 
.. By such shifting the right placo can often be found for hinI. 
Young people, to whom in spite of long trial and the bel$ will 
it seems inIpossible to supply certain automatic machines, 
become excellent workers at much more difficult labour in the 
same establishment. Women, who are apparently careless and 
inattentive when they hav~ to distribute their attention over 
a number of operations, do high-class work when they are 
engaged in a single activity; and in other cases the opposite is 
reported." But as things are the operative who is a failure at 
one task, seldom has any opportunity for showing his strength 
in other work: he is sinIply dismissed, and his fate in his next 
employment may be no betterl • 

Again there are some exceptional works in which the 
standard of intelligence required of nearly all the operatives 
is eo bigh, that labour becomes an education. A splendid 
instsnce of this is the Zeiss glass works, which, under the noble 
guidance of Abbe, steadfastly pursued ideal perfection in manu
facture, secure in the confidence that good work would bring 
adequate profits. He knew that .. in order that an article may 
really excel, it must be the outcome of thorough tb.~oretical 
knowledge, combined with great technical skill"; that is, when 
.. evoryone participating in the manufacture devotes his whole 
experience, intelligence, ana time solely to the production of 
this one article." But he .. recognized that even this principle 
of the subdivision of labour has its limits." 

For he gradually found that, while the works were making 
nothing but microscopes, .. the worker sufIering from the mono-

• Somet.hing may be aoeompli8h&d by direot a.pplioa.tionl of science. .Hut 
from. t.b.e time of Owen down to t.hat of yet living le&den of irU\ultry. luah 811 
thoae whOll8 enueavoure IUld a<"l'evemenUi &1'8 recorded in lh .... "k"w'a Model "otio"_ aNd I/,UagU. the chior pioneers 01 progreas have bttm. pia.in men. 
whoae enthuaia.m ao.d ardent sympathy have boon guided. only by in_tinct and 
bu..li.neu judgmtlllt. 

... J.1'. 12 
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n, _, 2. tony of always having to work in the eame groove whether 
with the hand or brain. has his menta! vision thereby dulled . 
for anything situated beyond his own narrow horizon. and 
10 ..... the power of utilizing at the right moment for his own 
particular purpose, anything lying a little beyond his ordinary 
everyday path." So, true to the proverb" to rest is to rust," he 
multiplied the products of the works, and let in fresh air past 
the barriers of monotony'. 

Ilut in spite of such broad movements. the large majority of 
employers and their officers are still apt to keep philanthropy 
and business in different compartments of their minds: partly 
because. though the aggregate profits of business are large. 
they are a diminishing percentage on outlay. In some uniform 
industries this percentage is very low; and it might indeed be 
wiped out by a comparatively small increase in outlay. unless 
it was in some degree remunerative from the purely business 
point of view. This consideration suggests the greet aocia! 
importance of evidence that has recently been collected to the 
elIect that much of that care for employees, which has been 
prompted in the past mainly by altruistic motives, is com· 
mercially profitable. 

2. Faculties needed by tke head of a large business; I1I1Id 
by its chiif ojficials. 

The following observations are so worded. for the aake of 
simplicity. as to apply specially to the case of a busin .... owned 
and colltrolled by a .ingle individual: they imply throughout 
the p~ssibility of maintaining unity of purpose and continuity 
of policy. They apply to a company. the "pead" of which is a 
lloard; provided either tradition or the predominance of .. single 
masterful mind and will enables the Board to act coherently, in 
spite of some divergence of temperament and interest among its 
members. 

The tasks of the head of .. large business are heavier than 
those of a small one. and yet they may be fewer in number. For 

1 The German proverb iii U Rtul ieA.. ." ro.fi leA": but his work was not 
oomplete till he had .bartened the hotll'8 of labour IIlD.d made other provision 
fOf .the rest, wlWh is reoupera.tivo and develop' tmergy. undO!' the varia.nt 
proverb" Baa' .cia.. 80 Nl8I teA "; i.e. uTo rest is to prepare" (Auerbach, TM 
Zei8. W,..b, pp. 6. 6, and 113~ 
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he must delegate multitudinous business details tu others: and II. '. 2. 

the details even of a small business are generally more numerous 
than the broad problems of a large one. He is primarily re
sponsible for the general plan of the busineas: but second in 
importance only to that is his selection and quiet control of 
officials who are responsible for details. In a very large busineas 
he may indeed delegate the greater part even of that responsi-
bility to chief officials: but he bears the weighty task of reading 
the characters of strong men: and therefore he must be very 
strong. Meanwhile the study of the organization and policy of 
his busineas is likely to ·require a larger originality, and a wider 
outlook than are needed for similar tasks in a business of medium 
size. Let us go into some details. 
l An adequate supply of capital being aasumed, the chief re

quisites of the head of a considerable business may be claased as 
(a) judgment, prudence, enterprise, and fortitude in undertaking· 
and carrying risks: (b) an alert acquaintance with appropriate 
technique; and some power of initiating advance: (c) a high 
power of orgauization; in which system plays a great part, but 
.. always as a servant, never as a master": (d) a power of reading 
character in subordinates; together with resolution, tact, trust 
and sympathy in handling them: (e) prompt diligence in aasign
ing to each the highest work of which he is capable, or can be 

·made capable within a moderate time.) All these qualities are 
needcd in the head of a business of even moderate size: and, if 
it is to be thoroughly well administered, all of them are required 
more or less in ita chief officials; for the head cannot be directly 
in touch with details. He needs men immediately under him 
who would be capable heads of small businesses: but their tasks 
are lighter than his, because the range of the responsibilities of 
each of them is narrower than his. He must hold all depart
ments in view; partly because he needs frequently to revise his 
estimate of the energy, ability and integrity of each departmental 
chief; but mainly because the changing courses of industry and 
trade require continual alert watching of the mutual relations 
and proportions of the various departmenta of the business. 
This task belongs to the head alone: it cannot be delegated; 
though work preparatory to it is often shared out among several 
directOR of II join, .tockoompany, lind eVeD among trusted 
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II, x,3; chief officers of large businesses generally, In the CBse of a giant 
business the responsibilities of the chiefs of particular establish-. 
ments, and even of particular departments of one establishment, 
may be as heavy, and almost as wide-spreading, 88 those of the 
head of an independent business of moderate size: though some 
large questions of organization, and nearly aU large questions of 
finanee will be ultimately determined by the head of the whole 
business, 

3. T/~ education of bw/i1le8S facult1l, 

As will be argued presently, constructive genius of the highest 
kind Beldom owes much to education: but, with that exeeption, 
all orders of business ability may be fostered by appropriate 
preparation in early years. The circumstances, which have im
paired the forces of British education in past times, have already 
been indicated

'
, But a little may fitly be said here as to the 

functions of education in promoting the alertness, sense of pro
P9rtion, and strength of reasoning which are required in business. 

\.. The main point is that the chief function of education is to 
"educate" faculties, that is to bring them out and develop them.) 
A great part of the instruction, given in most schools and many 
universities, imparts information, with scareely any education in 
the true sense of the term: much of it even tends to hinder th~ 
movements of faculty by clogging it with inert matter, For 
indeed a man, whoee own mind iB staguant, can impart know
ledge without effort: but the education of faculty is a task which 
calls for vitality and initiative on the part of the educator. 
Therefore path3 of least resistance have commouly been Bought 
in many classes of schools, especinlly where the teachers have 
been few in number relatively to the pupils; and even to Bome 
extent in universities. But continuous description and explana
tion tend to deaden the minds of the hearers; and should not 
find place in oral instruction except for some urgent reason". 

1 Above. pp. 95-99 . 
• Injury ia done by the ooutinuoua reading aloud of matter. which could aon· 

veniently be printed, and il perhapa already accessible in good text-boob. The 
lJtudenta should be,required to read ncb books; and aDy explanation given in 
lecture should be supplemented by occa&ional queation8 pointing tow&r<ie the 
next etep in description, in explanation, and above all in reasoning. There il 
IOm.thing 10 be laid for • plan, and .. "hioh tile Ioolunlr preporoo beloroband 
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The higher branches of education in America lagged for some II, z, 8. 

time a little behind the best European methods: but their rapid 
advance in recent times has brought them into the first rank, at 
all events in those studies which look towllrds the future rather 
than the past: and Britain may profit much by some of her 
suggestions. The character of the German people differs from 
that of Americans and Britons. It has more 'Patience and steady 
assiduity; so that methodical, orderly procedure in school and 
college has peculiar attractions for them. The splendid organi-
ziltion of their Real schools and colleges, devoted to the direct 
preparation of youths for the practical work of after lile, is 
specially suitable to their temperament: and any danger to 
intellectual individuality, which it might threaten, is in great 
measure warded off by the abundance of their Universities, in 
which high ideals of study are maintained. But Britain's Uni
versities are still rather few: and, partly for that reason, the 
new desire for education, as a source of strength in industry and 
trade, might conceivably be turned to but indifferent account, 
if German Real education were too closely followed. Fortunately 
however the last few years have seen an increasing tendency on 
the part of the British Government and people to seek in such 
matters the counsel of leaders of scientific study: and in that 
tendeney there is safety', 

lufficiently to require to use only. few Dotea as guide·poau: he then think.e the 
matter out 80S ho gou. and gm hif cia.. 10 tAink uri'" him. If he Itray. into an 
unpreDJNl.itated illustration or inference; the 011l.11. teeing the effort. of hill mind. 
and at.imula.ted to work with it, will ha.ve their Itrength brought out more in a ft'lw 
minuLea tlUWl it would be in &D. hour in which information is loade:d into their 
minda Il.I goods are loaded into trueb. If they seem bent on passive entri08 into 
note·boou, they may be forced into a.D aotive and even critical a.ttitude, by ( 
the quiet wi)rtion of an inaoourate lltatement, 01' inva.lid argumen'- into the 
leoturej and by queatioUi being uked about it. 

TIll) import.&noe of developing power. rather than knowledge, ia well urged 
by President lIadley, T",., Educahmt oJ 1M A.meri<Um Oi,um. pp. 175-190 . 

• A nota.ble artiole on education for buaineu men (Untft'wmer). in Sohmol~ 
leI". JaArbucA, 1916. oompl&ina however that German Univenitie8 themselvoa 
devote too muoh attention to preparing those. who aim at employment under 
Government. for official e:nmi.n .. tiona. The wriber insiat. tha.t the educatioD 
of boainea men ahould be more free; and bring tham more into contaot with 
thou whoae minda and usooiatiou are leu distinotively offioial: it &bould 
inolude lOme study of economio loienoe. The aubject. of thia Seotion are oon. 
aide.red further in Appondiz K. 
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n, s,4. 4. In periods of economic reconstruction there is an 
ft1'gent demand fOt' Cf'cative faculty; and tlwsc who C011Ul 

to the front, seldom owe much to any formal preparation 
for their wOt'k. 

"The poet is bom not made." The original meaning of the 
word poet is "a man· who creates": and it is a commonplace in 
University life, that while the merely able man'" succeas depen¥ 
greatly on the teschers inte whose hands he has fallen, the man 
of genius is fashioned mainly by himself. In like manner it 
seems te be true that the man, who proves te be endowed witll 
business genius, has seldom owed very much te formal education. 
The peculiarity of his mind does not lie in the power of doing 
anyone thing in particular. He penetrates qnickIy te the root 
of each of the many conditions of success in the attainment of 
a proposed practical end: he coordinates them, monlding and 
combining them anew. He formulates large schemes of ope".. 
tions, measuring their risks, and facing steadily those which his 
judgment approves. He may not have the faculties needed for 
scientific research, or even for highly specialized invention: even 
if he has them, he can hardly give them full exercise without 
blunting the edge of his energy in that work which bears most 
directly on his immediate end. But he watehes all new thoughts 
and inventions which point te that end; and he is qnick to 
adapt them, or te cause them te be adapted, for his special 
uses. These considerations were most strikingly illustrated by 
American industry in the phase in which it was about a genera
tion ago .. 

But the earlier history of British industries was on similar 
'lines; for, as we have seen, the leaders of those industries in 
the last quarter of the eighteenth and the first quarter of the 
nineteenth centuries were mostly rugged men, with .. much 
narrower outlook than that of most of the later leaders of 
American industry; but with like self·reliant, self-contained 
·characters. A bold, vigorous use of the newest machinery and 
methods put them for .. time beyond the range of competition 
by those, who were much occupied with careful attention to 
details and the teschings of long experience. The stream of 
inventions never slackened; hnt yet, when the main outlinea 
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of the new method. were fairly settled, machine. with the II, %, 4-

last improvement but one could hold their own fairly well. 
From that time forward strong self-reliant energy lost some of 
its importance relatively to a sedulous csre for detail; and 
also to careful account-keeping and other irksome matters, in 
which organized experience is more serviceable than quick 
flashes of individual initiative. Consequently, before businesses 
began to fall largely under Joint Stock ownership, they again 
became hereditary. .The son of a manufacturer profited by 
tradition. a. to things, methods and persons handed down to 
his father; and /I> youth who rose from the ranks into business 
had to overcome more difficulties on his way than during times 
of revoliitionary change. 

Those who held the chief places in American industry at the 
end of the nineteenth century, had lived through a period of 
transformation similar to that which British industry had 
undergone several generations earlier. Thus, as already noted, 
Mr Carnegie sets out a long array of leading industrial businesses, 
wbich have been founded in America during the last two 
generations by mechanics, clerks and office boys; and of great 
commercial houses that have been founded by clerks and office 
boys: but he can make only a short list of those which have 
been founded by men whose early lives were spent under easy 
conditions'. 

1 He conclude.: "Neither capital, Dor infiuence, DOl' oollege learning, Dor 
.U combined bave proved able to oontend in busineu luoceufully against the 
energy and indomitable will whioh .pring from all-conquering poverty." He 
lay. ,keu on the faot that an alert office boy baa opportunitiea for reading the 
eharacten of Iill conditions of men; while the lad who livOI at home. at school 
IUlod in coUege till he i. twenty"_two it oftfln brought into direot contaot wUb only 
ODe thin .tratum of hum&n ohal'Mter. Mr J. D. Rookefeller', account in his 
Rt'N'ni.tUtlcta of the education., whioh he got by keeping hilS eara open while doing 
monial work in the office of .. small hulineu, ia very illuminating. It is however 
to be remembered that the pen:OD.tage of the meohaniOl, olero, office boys and 
ot.hen, who have ued these advanta.gea ... ladders, by which to olimb to the 
hi,:t:heat post. of buaineu. il not very great: it may be leas than that of the college 
lads who have turned their oonnection with busincu to good acoount. 

!,Ir Archbold, a vice-president of the Standard Oil Company, .. orib"a 
Mr Rockofeller', auocen to the marvellous "power of oontrol" by whioh he 
"can 10 draw together the but men in meohaniOl, in ueoutive work, in buying 
and MIlling, that thoy work u • unit." 

Mr Gates. who ulUm&tely became a ohief leader of the iron and ,tee! in. 
dUluy I wu put into a I'8lpolllible poeiticm. though without any experience in 
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II, x, 5. . 5. The increasing 8wpe for trained faculty and 
methodical organization of detail in industMJ -and trade. 

Opportunities for economic reconstruction, offered by the 
opening out of unknown Continents and of new communications 
between old Continents, belong in great measure to the past. 
And, though it is true that the industrial evolution caused by 
the advance of technique during the last few decades has been 
much more rapid than at any other time; ye(the leading char
acteristic of modern advance is ite increasing dependence on 
faculties and aptitudes tbat need to be developed by patient 
study, if not by some sort of academic discipline) 

Even on the side of business speculation we find that 
individual initiative is being in some measure supplanted- by 
agencies; which give great scope to alert diligence combined 
with moderate natural ability and. resource. The ordinary 
newspaper press and special trade journals now supply at a 
nominal cost detailed information on nearly every affair, in 
which a business man is interested; and he can supplement 
it more qnickly than formerly by confidential information as 
to any matter of private interest. He can, if he will, know all 
that is happening at home and abroad in regard to thing. in 
which he is interested as buyer or seller; what new. source. 
of supply are being opened up; what new demands are growing 
and which of them are likely to be permanent; what new 
technique is being tried, and how the trials are going: what new 
uses of by-products are being developed; and what progress 
is being made by industries cognate to his own, on which its 
progress may largely depend. In these and other ways the 
new age gives ever increasing opportunities to the business 
man to strengthen his enterprise by making good use of in
formation, which is generally aocessible, but yet cannot be 

businesa. beeaole Mr RoabfeUer had observed tha.t he showed capacity in hi, 
work for the Baptist Educa.tion Sooiety: and later on, Mr Gate. appointed 
Mr Bowers, "an honest, enterprising. keen and thrifty man," but ODe without 
any experience in the management of ehipping. to control tbe company'a 8eet 
of lake steamers. The eplendid career of the electrical works of Siemenl and 
Balske owed muoh to the decision of B&lake to call to his aid the. artillery 
officer Wiener Siemena. who had then PO knowledge of the bosmeN. And 
the Zeiaa works profited in like manner by annexing the Univen.ity profeuor 
Abbo!. 
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turned to account without some mental effort; and if he does II, x, 5. 

!lot avail himself of them, he must make way for more alert 
competitors. 

Moreover the man whose originating ahility, though con
siderable, is not of the first order, must depend largely on a 
careful study of the best results that have been attained by 
others. For otherwise he may be outpaced by those who have 
scarcely any high initiative, but can bring to bear on their 
work a sound trained faculty in thinking clearly; and who have 
learnt under good guidance how to turn to account the multi
tudinous knowledge, which modern resources place at the 
disposal of those who seek them rightly. This training is not 
necessary for the man of high natural genius: he .. is ..... [er.!.~r 
work in which his great strength tells, and has too much self" 
respect to refuse helpful guidance from any source: but a man 
of less exceptional ability, whose mind and character have not 
been disciplined, is apt to humour a false pride by a partiality 
for bis own devices. Thus America, while following tho lead of 
Germany in the subtler technical applications of science, is 
pioneering applications of a broad University training in the 
cond uet of business. As Mr Carnegie 88 ys:-u the trained 
mechanic of the past, who has hitherto carried off most of the 
honours in our industrial works, is now to meet a rival in the 
scientifically educated youth, who will push. him very hard 
indeed .... The mechanic is disposed to adopt narrow views of 
affairs, for he is generally well up in years before he comes into 
power; while the scientifically trained hoy has no prejudices, 
and goes in for the latest invention or newest method,' no mattez 
if another has discovered it'." 

I Thoro is much heJpful'uggeation in the- oontrast. drawn by Dr Youngman. 
Economic caUIU 0/"." !orl.unu, between the origin of representative fortunes 
in three It&gct of Amorican IDatory. viz. (1) John Jacob Astor', many aidC'd 
work. on linea not very ditJerent from thoae of the eigbteenth century. (2) the 
powerful, if oiLen mttJignant. Stock. Exchange lpecula.tionl of Jay Gould; and 
(3) \he even 'wnger building up of "group fortunea" by quiet inceaaant, 
fina.ncial operationa, not alwaYI above criticism from the social point of view; 
but in wWoh "oonltruotive lpeculation" has pl'!Idominated OD. the whole. Ilia 
I~udy point. to the conclusion that there is no one route by whioh even any 
one great fortune has been l'f'aohed; and that versatility ... well ... imagina.tion. 
jud~m("Ilt &u.d aasiduity have been cunapiau-oua in t.he making of every IOrt. of 
BI'ML fort.une. See aJao Dr Watkioa' TAe growth of "uM/or' ...... 

xa-s 
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II. I. 6. 6. The orgo;nWing famdty of a maste,:ful mind can 
sometimes make itself felt over the whole of a large busineSs, 
even when owned in joint stock; largely throU{/h its influence 
on well-chosen chiefs of departments. 

The position of an able man, conducting a business which he 
owns, is very strong in industries in which almost the maximum 
of efficiency can be attained by a comparatively small capital; 
which are constantly changing their form; which require restless 
care and initiative; and in which the selection of the right man 
for any post of responsibility is too critical and difficult a task 
to be performed adequately by salaried officials. 

A busine8l! o\VIied by one man seldom offers scope for quite 
./tlie-iiighesi- forms -of organization. But under modern con

ditions, and especially in the New World, a man of exceptional 
genius may build up so large a business, while he is still in 
the prime of life, that it becomes an organic whole, more 
complete, more carefully organized, and more efficient than any 
which could have been created, before steam and electricity and 
large mobile stocks of capital had quickened the growth of 
great enterprises. All ita various departmenta are coordinated; 
means are nicely adapted to ends; and human capacities are 
adjusted by sympathetic insight to their several tasks. Only 
a little of this harmony is sacrificed, and fresh strength is 
generally gained, when the head of a business takes to himself 
fitting partners; and even when the partnership is turned into 
a joint stock company with limited liability, with the under
standing that ita shares are not to be put on the market, but 
to be held by those who are actually conducting its affairs. 
Under favourable condition. such a business may flourish for 
many years, 88 is shown by much experience in England and 
other Western countries. So long 88 the men who have made 
it remain at the helm, it is likely to retain nearly all the 
energy and resource of individual management, combined with 
greater breadth and solidity. For such men are able to decide 
freely each question on ita merits. They can boldly invest 
large sums in improvements, the importance of which is not 
obvious to the onlooker, but which will bear rich fruit in 
due time. They can throwaway plant that is almost new, if 
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more efficient plant has just been invented; for they are in no n, x, 6. 

fear of the censure of shareholders, who cannot understand 
either the merits of the new plant, or the conditions which 
made the purchase of the abandoned plant reasonable at the 
time'. 

But this brings us back to the difficulty suggested at the 
beginning of Section 2, that,continuity of policy, and unity of 
purpose are not always to be had on a Board of Directors; 
especially in a business, which can get but little guidance from 
tradition. In fact, a joint stock company, when exceptionally 
progressive, generally shows the impress of an individual mind 
and character. This is marked in the railway history of England: 
and in America the president of a railway system of some ten 
thousand miles, especially if he and his friends hold a consider
able part of its stock, may fashion the railway, and even to 
some extent the district which it serves, largely on his own model. 
But after all, the main work of a railway is relatively uniform 
nnd amenable to routine methods: it may flourish if that is 
well done, even though its minor departments are not highly 
efficient. The difficulties of centralized administration are 
greater in vast manufacturing undertakings". 

The creation of vast businesses involves great risks unless 
there be good reason to expect that men competent to manage 
them will be forthcoming. It is often assumed that they are 
sure to be forthcoming: but history gives little support to this 
belief. .. There are many who cnn manage a million dollars, 
few who can manage ten million, and next to none who can 

1 This a.rr&Dgement may be adopted in order to enable lome memben of a 
partnerahip, or am .. l company, to retire from &etiv8 partioipa.tioD in the busineas 
a.nd to limit their risk, to their holdinge:-a plan which ma.y work well if the 
active membert are atrong. and the puaive members give them .. free hand. 

• Sometimea the inevitable diffioultiea of vast aize are increased by making 
proviaion for the b&adl of leconda.ry buli.n888el whioh have been a.bsorbed in 
order to Itnmgthen the Itrategical position of a great a.m.Jpmation. 

OentrrJized admiaiat.ratioo. 01 railwaya haa alwa.ya owed muoh to the te1e
graphia oommuniMt.ion whioh the uigeneiea of the tra.ffia require to be m&in
tained nan with the tmallest .tation. But the telephone ia more efficient 
thlUl the telegraph in enabling the ehief to read the ehar6CIter of hia .ubordinatea, 
and it y lending ita aid in • lpeoial degree to lIOattereci branch81 of. manufactlll'o 
i.ng buain.... It enable .. fO!' inatanoe, the chief chemiat to be largely reeponaible 
for the chemiaaJ. aide of the work. of t.he branch .. : this promotel order Uld 
..... omy in th, Iirot iDltan ... bul .... ' ... r.k ... th, _tor of hiI ..... tant& 
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II, x, 6. manage fifty million. The mere work of centralized administra
tion puts a tax on the brains of men \Vho are accustomed to B 
smaller range of duties, which very few find themselves able to 
bearl." 

1 Hadley, PM Eduealion oj 1M AmeriC4n Oitizen, p. 42. Evidence to .. 
lIimilar effect WQ8 given before the Industrial CommiyiOD by eminent promotera 
of the tendency towards industrial coDsolidation. Mr Flint., aD Buthority of 
almost unrivalled experience, admitted tha.t 8. consolidation. tbat can be worked 
efficiently by "an intellectua.l giant," may be in great danger in the banda 01 
anyone else (Rtpon o/lnduatrial CommiuUm, vol. xm. p. 84). In the Nartl, 
American Review, May, 1901, be said: "Had A. T. Stewart been a. member of 
an industrial combination at the time of his dea.th, of which combination 
John Wanamaker had also been a- member, the business of A. T. Stewart 4: Co. 
would never have declined." But this ta.kea 00 account of the ohance that 
Wana.maker's full faculties might not have developed under suoh conditioIlL 

Mr Schwab, who 19&8 then President of the United Statell Steel Corpor&tion. 
told the C9punission that the limit of a eingle man'lI power of controlling a 
great concern had not been reached: but he admitted that .. it ill a matter of the 
greatest difficulty to-d.y to hire administrative abili\Y lufficient to IUD a concern 
without loss." And, 10 far from le.ying gree.t IItress on the economy of unified 
administration in • very large bu.einesa, he .. W&8 careful to throw the whole 
responsibility fO!' the results and tbe ma.nwacture npon the lIubsidiary or
ga.niza.tions." He thought it better in the long run to put three rollings under 
tbe independent controls of three men, than to put all under tbat of the ablest. 
He eet the three to rival one another; and thUB in effect supported the prin
ciple of competition against that;, of monopoly. He desoribed the U.S. Steel 
Corporation 88 "largely a clearing houae for information" between the prem· 
dents of the aubsidiary companie&· Each ill allowed to make bargaina freely 
with the others: and "each compa.ny is 10 interested in ita own business that 
it ia ha.rd to get them to make ba.rgaina, each wa.nta to drive'llo aloae a. bargain 
with the other." But of course all are ultimAtely controlled by the power, 
which-the possession of the majority of the shares in each sublidiary company 
givea to the oentral ad.miniJtra.tion. of displacing at the next annual meeting 
any director or other officer who does Dot fall in with t.he centra.l policy: and 
Mr Schwab told the Commission that Mr Carnegie had lltarted by fo.rming a 
scparate company for each branch of hi. buainesa. while he himself of ocune 
retained a controlling interest in each. oorresponding to that whioh is held by 
the central adminiatratiOI1 of the U.S. Steel Corporation: but at 1aJt Mr Carnegie 
fused all these companie. into one; becauee he oonaidered it wu not for the 
good of the whole that those in (say) the ooke department. &bould have their 
own 8peoial intereata to look after, when a oontract waa being arra.nged betweeu 
i' and ( .. y) 'ho .... 1 department. (lb. pp. 493, f5O-3, and 463.) 



CHAP'rER XI 

BUSINESS ORGANIZATION: APPLICATIONS OF 
SCIENTIFIC METHOD 

1. Movements towards the general application of II, XI, I. 

scientific methods in busines3 administration were pioneered 
by studies of cost-accounts. 

We have seen how modern industry is compelled to make 
increasing use of the results obtained by professional students 
of science; and even to set up great laboratories for the intensive 
study of particular scientifio ~roblems, which lie in the oourse 
of its higher developments. \We are now to consider recent 
developments of an old tendency to apply scientific met~ds to 
the organization and administration of business as a whole The 
tendency to the use of systematic analysis as an eng' e of 
business, first attracted general attention as the result of dis
satisfaction with the crudity of customary methods of making 
up "cost-accounts"; that is, accounts which claim to show the 
total Charges to he attributed to each particular class of product. 
Incidentally progress was made in the easier task of enabling the 
'accounts of a large business to aot as a snbstitute for the eye of 
the master of a small business, in regard to the prevention of 
waste. 

Absolutely exaot oost-accounting would of course require 
that the path of each element of material, on its way to 
becoming a finished product, be traced sufficiently to show how 
much of it was embodied in the product, how much was 
consumed in the process, and how much was wasted or 
otherwise lost, and 80 on_ In ordinary practice such matters 
are of oourse not set out fully in the accounts; but foremen 
and other o.fficers are intrusted to see that material is not 
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II, XI, 1. w8S~~-&!iif-that the operativee give a fair return for ~ach 
)lmlf". wage.. Such checks as are applied are commonly 
rather general in characoor. Experience is trusted to show· 
about how much consumption of material, and expenditure of 
labour is required for a given output of any kind: a certain 
normal allowance is made for wastage; and any consider
able excess can be met by a special inquiry. Also, when 
several works in the ssme ownership are engaged on the ssme 
process of manufacture, the supreme control can infer, from 
a comparison of their accounts, which of them is the most 
economically and efficiently managed: such comparisons tend 
to strengthen large aggregations of business on a side on 
which they are apt to be weak. For indeed the personal obser
vations, and the instinctive judgments on matters of detail, 
which are within the competency of a small master" whose eye 
is everywhere," are chief sources of his strength. They enable 
him with but little effort or outlay to exercise so effective a 
check on sluggishness and waste, that a large business, con
ducted on traditional lines, cannot attain to it even by lavish 
expenditure1• 

In .. large business the vigilance of trusty officials may furnish 
an adequate ssfeguard against some wastes: but there are many 
for. which no check seems possible except that furnished by 
a comparison of written records of the various sides of each 
transaction. This is one of the tasks of the science of accounting, 

1 This faot W&8 impressed em me in one of the toun whioh I made formerly 
in the manufacturing distriot. of England and aome other countries. I may 
record the extreme instance of the owner of a. lock factory, emplOying some 
Ihir~y handa. I .... clliected to him .. on. wboee gooda were of higb quality, 
and oomma.nded .. price BOmewhat above the average. .Ria method of working 
without any clero, and with but few written account&, Wa& instructive. liiI 
ma.t.eriala were aU under lock: e.nd the keye were never out oj hia control. e.zcept 
when he left them with hie aistel' during his .. bence from home. He gave out 
to each man from time to time nch material as waa appropriate: and he knew 
without oonsulting book! whether the ma.n made good use of it. He knew thil 
partly by general reasoning. and partly by observation: for in constant preBenOl 
a.mong the men, he had learnt to measure narrowly the ekilI. diligence, judg. 
ment and carefulness of each. He knew, without any aid from recorda. alm08' 
exactly what each thing produced in hiI factory had coat him, and therefore 
what rate of pro6.ts he was making on each c1aas of his work: for. Ilia work being 
all of one kind, he could frame his ostimatee of indireo' out.la.y on oach taak by 
m .... of bia knowledgo of the clliect outiaT no it. 
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which has received a very high development during the last few II, %1, 1. 

generations. But its finest work is too laborious, intricate, and 
costly to be appropriate to any but very strong businesses: and 
in fact the check, whlch accountants exert on waste, has often 
been limited to ascertaining that the entries made in a broad 
ststement of OIie side of the work of a business correspond to 
those made in a similar broad statement of another side. Even 
now they often merely apply a few broad rules, whlch represent 
broad results fairly well, while making no pretence of being 
adapted closely to the speCial circumstances of each individual 
case. 

Gradually however increasing attention has been paid to the 
actual extent to whlch each process of production has laid under 
contribution, directly or indirectly, the several material resources 
and human energies belonging to the business: and, in so far as 
this is done, opportunity is afforded for ascertaining whlch of its 
elements have yielded the best results, and where there has been 
any waste. It is for instance ascertained how much use was 
made during the production in question of each class of plant: 
account is taken of the cost of that plant, its wear and tear, its 
consmnption of power; and in sOIDe cases even of its liability to 
rapid depreciation, in consequence of the dependenoe of the 
demand for its services on evanescent fashlons, ete. Similarly 
the charges to be set against any particular product on account 
of storage accommodation, and expenses of internal movement, 
are specially examined, in cases in which these charges are 
likely to be exceptionally light or exceptionally l>eavy: for it is 
obvious that goods whlch ocoupy little space, but demand much 
high grade labour, are easily marketed and are made of expen
sive material, ought to be charged on these accounts at a low 
rate relatively to their prime costs; while a hlgh rate is appro
priate to things whlch have the opposite characteristics. Again 
an hour's work of a machine for whlch there is but little appro
priate work must b. charged more highly than that of a machlne 
which is seldom idle: machines, that do little work, are often 
engaged on things that are not in general demand; therefore 
s.n slowly; and have hlgh traders costs on the turnover: and 
80 on. 
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. II, D, a. - 2. A general mew of tlte aims and methods of tlte move-
ment toot goes by the title, "Scientific Ma1lO{Jement." 

A little while ago no one would have been likely to suggest 
. that it would he profitable to keep elaborate records of every 

detail of the expenditure of material and labo1l1' in a factory 
with a large and various output. But a scheme has been already 
brought into operation on a considerable scale in America, under 
which it is claimed that 8uch records are obtained a8 by-products 
of a movement for applying to· the mental work of business 
those general methods of extreme 8ubdivision and specialization 
of labour, which have greatly increased the aggregate efficiency 
of Dlanuallabour1• 

Its chief originator was the lat~F. W. Tayler: it was 
developed, with some variations from the original plan, by 
Mx Emerson, Mr Gantt and others; and it has now a powerflll 
bandoIc6listtuctive advocates. It does not claim to set up 
a science -of business: that is not yet in sight, and perhaps it 
is unattainable.· But it has in great measure made good its! 
claim to carry the application of scientific methods to the broader ~ 
problems of business, much further than they had been carried I 
before. Many of Its chief proposals have heen applied by able 
business men in past times, and upecially in recent decades: 
but it has given them such coherence, and power of progressive 
development by aid of organized records, that it soems likely to 
influence economic advance on many sidcs; even though it m .. y 
be found that some of its claims are pitched too high, and that 
some others are opposed by too strong drifts of opinion and 
sentiment, especiaUy among British operatives, to be likely to 
meet with general acceptance in the near future. 

The present Volume is concerned chiefly with the husiness 
point of view of industry and trade: but the3' human aspect 
must he made prominent in the present chapte. For Scientific 
Management is in the main a method of r lstributing and 
reorgan,izing the functions and the mutual relations of the 
personnel of a great bosiness, with the purpose of increasing 
aggregate efficiency by BAU.owing the range of responsibility of 

I Some explanation au thiI subject js given a.t the eod of the foUowing 
Section. 
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",",ost of its employees, and bringing careful studies to bear II, XI, 3. 

on the instructions given in regard to the simplest manual 
operations. \ . 

The chief outward token of the new plan is the elaboration 
of a system of cards so full, and so carefully organize4 that the 
central control shall have a fu:m basis for arranging the details 
of its work. Other cards, partly duplicates of cards which remain 
with the central control, pass downwards through heads and 
subheads of departments, and minor officials: while some reach 
the manual operative. They cover very many details, of which 
no record had been kept previously even in the most hlghly 
organized businesses: but almost aU of those details, which an 
expert cost-accountant desires, are entered on some classes of 
them. It is claimed for instance that the cards, issued for the 
purpose of insuring that each department and sub-department 
shall be alway,s supplied with the material needed for uninter
rupted work, afford automatically a basis for reckoning the 
obligations under which a. cost-accountant would need to put 
them; and the special purposes of those obligations, Meanwhile 
the cards, being passed from hand to hand, may discharge 
various executive functions in all departments of the business; 
whereas entries in ledgers, or on cards designed for exclusive 
use in the office, have a much narrower sphere of influence'. 

3. 'l'ke elder responsibility for the affairs of a great 
bu8in~88 in Scient-ijw M anagemenl is intrusted 10 a Plan
ning Departmenl: and Ihis, logether with the higher eolttrol 
"nd"" wliic1. it works, develops the organizati(In qf the busi
II-CIl8 acem·tlillfl to ''function'' ralher than" {inc." 

Thus one main/arift of Scientific Management is towards 
concentration, c~i'Iiliined with specialization of control in rogard 
to aU matters that require thought and judgment: a. second 
main drift has its chief origin in studies of Ii9""hine tools, and 
of the relative efficiencies of various manual operations. The 

1 Some tendenoy to underrate previous progreas oan often be Dored in I, 
bold .trollg new \"enturo: and modola of entriea in ledgers -.nd other office 
~rds. whioh teem to antio.ipato some carda that are prominent in the new 
mo\·em~nt. may be Dowd in ... old • book 81 Fodor, AccouRtl (by Garoke nod 
FellI, London, 1887). 
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II, n,.3. result of the second may be epitomized in the phrase that 
traditional methods· of work, and especially of manual work, 
are "excellent servants, but not good masters." They are the 
heirs of the progressive experience of ages: and it would be 
foolish to attempt to build up new methods without care for the 
many fine and subtle indications that are latent in the old. 
But nevertheless the promoters of Scientific Management have 
shown some surprising instances of economy of effort, obtained 
by the suggestions of an expert in mechanical science; and by 
practice, working on the basis of traditional methods of manual 
work. 

V These two drifts, the one towards extreme subdivision of 
rental effort, and the other towards the bringing of specially 

\,}trained intelligence to bear in turning to account the traditional 
methods of ordinary labour, have issued almost necessarily in a 
proposal to set up a "Planning Department"; which has the 
duty of making provision for every need of every operative who 
will be called upon to contribute to any process of production. 
This proposal, though not the starting point of the movement, 
is the best starting point for a general description of its influ
ence on business administration. The movement is in effect 
a bold effort towards the progressive application of analysis, 
observation, experiment, and reason to a class of problems 

~
hiCh have until recently been in the hands of men little 

addicted to analysis; and in which much virgin soil awaits, 
ven in old countries, those who bring powerful methods of 

thought to bear on it. But America offers an exceptionally 
ja"rge sc~pe for the movement: f?r her proble~.s are newer and 

. fh~ artisans have less set habits and traditIOns than those 
.\ _!,t()f Britain, or even of Germany; and her business men, if 

less sedulous students of science in the narrower sense of the 
term than those of Germany, have developed a more con
spicuous faculty for the application of la,boratory and other 
scientific methods to the larger problems of business adminis
tration. 

The movement has not escaped the danger of exaggeration 
\ by enthusiastic adherents: but its chief leaders regard it as 

I a development on a large scale of certsin well-known principles. 
They urge that progress has been most rapid, where experience 
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in bulk bas been Bupplemented by well-considered experiments II, XI, 3. 

in detsil. They lay stress on the two facts that every business 
h8B Bome problems of administration to solve, which are peculiar 
to it, just 88 it may have oCC8Bion to use some special machines; 
and that most of its problems have much in common with many 
that have to be faced in other businesses'. 

The exigencies of an army in the field require that com
plete authority be given to every officer, commissioned or 
non-commissioned, in regard to all doubtful matters, as to 
which no instructions from a higher authority are available on 
the spot. But the organization of the army as a whole, in pre
paration for war and in war, is committed to a large staff, 
consisting of many departments, each specialized on a distinct 
JUne/ion, under a Bupreme control. Traditionary business 

. arrangements, it is urged, follow the order of "line organization," 
in which each one receiVes all his instructions 'from the same 
superior; though the exigencies o~,.Stll!!paign, out of which 
this order arose, have seldom.linY'· existenc-;;-iii'r..compact busi
ness, however large: /,staJi<> or "functional" oTSanization is 
more effioient und~' favourable conditIOnS, such 88 are often 
found in large businesses. The particular details of"t!Jaff organ
ization must vary from one miilistty to lmOther .. Butiha same 
underlying principle applies to all: and we may withadviilltR!iir 
follow Taylor in taking large engineering works 88 representative 
of conditions in which the advantages"ol-Scientific Management 
carry furthest. . 

On his plan the central office under the intmediate direction 
of the head of the business (practically the old counting house 
rearranged) deals with questions of general policy, especially in' 
regard to aales: 88, e.g., what things to make lor stock, what 

1 Some of the adherenta of the new echeme have indeed brought it under the 
IUlipicion of being "top-heavy" by proposing to apply it to .mall boaineasoa. 
fot whioh it ia not designed. Perhape there have also been mme departUl'el 
from Taylor'. poaJtion that. in ita esaenGe, the movement is one for the IUpel'

eesaioD of UJlI'8IWIOued. routine by ellWltio methods; to the concoction of which 
there have goue three partI in four of anoJysill, the rom&ining fourth being 
GOmmOD IeIlIIO. The thought and experience of half a generation have already 
brought. out a number of v&riatij)DS on the original proposal, chieJly tending to 
loften it. rigid outline.,; and it1 particular to mitigate the Ieverity with whioh 
the pcrtlonal rela.tiOIUI betWeeD the operative Uld those from. whom he took his 
iDllruoLiODI ..... ollinl aubonlinaled 10 tile *hDical. 
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II, n,.lI. orders have to be accepted,and so on: it procures cost-estimates 
by aid of the lower departments, and information a~ to prices to 
be obtained by sale in diflerent markets from its agents and 
other sources. When it has decided that a certain thing is to 
be made in any quantity, the Engineering and Drafting room, 
or rooms, develop their rough estimates of quantities, and 
prepare complete working drawings. All this is according to 
customary routine: but under Scientific Management details 
are worked out in advance; partly in order that work~~'in
s~~l..ds" may be prepared for every operative. ,-

These instruction cards represent the combined work 01 
several men in the department, each of whom has his own 
!unction. One is a speciaIiat on cutting tools, and the use of 
slide-rules in regard to speeds. Another knows the best and 
quickest motions to be made in setting up the work and removing 
it, etc. A third gives the proper time }or each element of the 
work. All these det~l"Jl:"'!Ptten on a single card'. .. A ticket 
made up in tQ("Central pla~g ~epar:tment, when combined 
with the inst.ruction card, serves to Plan '~he work in advance; 
then it is used to control the order of work by being placed on 
the bulletj:lI.'''board .. 00 On this ticket is stamped the time at 
which ihe work begins, and when it ends. It checks oil' the 

progTess" of the work on the rou ... -sheet. Then it goes to the 
accounting department, from which the man's pay is made up. 
It is then redistributed and furnishes the labour cost of the 
particular operation on the cost-sheet of the job. From cost
sheets similar to this are summarized not ouly the cost on all 
jobs, but department expenses and charges, which appear in 
each four-week period statement'." 

A little will be said in the next Section as to the na.ture of 

1 The .. instruction card." in aD engineering MOp, inBtru0t8 .. both the 
executive bollS8l and the men in all the deta.il. of their work .. It teUe them 
bric8.y the goneral and detail dra.wing to refer to. the piece number and the 
COlt order number to oharge the work to; the special jigs. fixtures. or teola 
to use; where to .tart each cut, the exact depth of each out and bow many 
oute to take; the .peed and feed to be used for each cuti and the time within 
which each operation muat be finished.n This description of course re(cra to 
work th&t is Dot of a routine oharacter. -A few wordl on the card auffice in 
rega.rd to familiar repetition work. . 

• See p. 126 of the Rcporl. oJ II con./ert!ttU Oft Scicntific MGMgemenl held ill 

1911 .1 th. Tuok School 01 adminialr.tiOD &lid finance. 
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the economies of manual effort which are claimed as resulting II, D,3. 

from the application of analysis, experiment and measurement 
to common operations. Assuming these economies to be highly 
important, the following general positions are laid down: "If 
practic.able the work of each man should be confined to the 
perlormance of a single leading duty .... All possible brioin-work 
should be removed from the shop and centered in the planning 
or laying out department, leaving for the foremen and gang 
bosses work strictly executive in its nature .... Each man must 
learn how to give up his own particular way of doing things, 
ad .. pt his methods to the many new standards, and grow ac
customed to receiving and obeying directions covering detaiIs 
large and small, which in the past have been left to his in· 
dividual judgment ...• The high priced mechanic needs (even 
more than the cheap labourer) the cooperation of men better 
educated than himself in finding the laws [appropriate for guiding 
him in his workl, and then in selecting, developing and training 
him to think in accordance with these law.'." 

In the new system, as in the old, orders seldom go past 
subordinate officers: each man receives them from someone 
immediately above him. But, whereas the operative was under 
the exclusive direction and inlIuence of a single foreman for 
nearly all purposes; under the new system he takes orders in 
regard to different aides of his work from eight (or some other 
considerable numher of) specialized foremen, commonly called 
"bosses." Each hoss acts as technical guide over a rather 
narrow area for a large number of workmen; and therefore 
hi. relations to each of them are so slight and impersonal, as to 

1 See Taylor, Sltop Maugemnt, pp. 98-100 and 113; and 8eimlific Maflll(/e· 
"'mI. p. 97. 

Emenon '. method dUfen from Taylor', mainly by m.mtainmg "line" 
forcmlUlShip ... far .. pouible: hi. "funotional" expertl are nl.tively few; 
and every fo~mao or other otlioer in each line baa aaaeu to aD. appropriate 
ell.pen in lUll' diffioulty: the upert in.truoUi tho line officer. who pa.uea aD 

the instruotion. Tim. alone can decide between the t.wo. Taylor'. method 
IHID.I to han .. yet the greater number of adhuentll: but yet. it ia aid tha' 
the full 'Y'tem of funotional foremanahip b .. .eldom been inat.&lled. and when 
installed hu in lOme me&lure yielded w • retum of the old military order. 
DitJerenClel Ulong the I) .. tema of Taylor. Gu" and Emenon. the ohief leaden 
01 Ule movement.. are implicit in their writinga. ud are 1M out in maa.y booka; 
fot imtanoe ThomJ*lll, 1.0.; Drury. 8~jic Monag8f!URI (where there are lOme 
iDlaroaLina _001 d,laiIa): ODd H.ma, SeieUiJic M--, twl Loiw. 
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11, :n, 8.fove little control over his general conduct. A special "shop 
disciplinarian" is therefore invoked in case of his wrong· doing. 
Such a system, when thoroughly set up, and worked by able 
and enthusiastic adherents, may not" improbably turn the 
existing faculties of the operative to the best account in the 
production of material wealth. It is not irrelevant to remark 
that international comparative ststistics show the output per 

"~ead in engineering industri!'8 generally to be a great deal higher 
':~ America than anywhere else; though it is true that much 
I of this difference is due to her extended nse of stsndardized 

mechanical processes. There is a notsble excess in the horse
power that aids each thousand operatives in America even over 
that which prevails in Britain!, 

In so far as the cards relate to payments for labour and 
consumption of material, they afford a direct check always 
available against waste and other forms of leakage. In 80 far 
as they can be used to show how much time of any particular 
machine has been given to the job, they contribute to an accurate 
estimate of the cost of each product; on the assumption that an 
hour's work of any machine is to be charged at the same price to 
every class of product on which it is used'. 

1 The shop diaciplioaria.n .. sees that a complete record of each man', "firtu8a 
or deCects ia kept.I> He haa much to do with readjusting wages: and he should 
be "peace-maker" (Taylor. Slaop Ma1Ul9ement, pp. 103-4; foUowing a lumi
noUB account of the fnnctiOIl8 of the seven other II bossee "). Mr C. Bertrand 
Thompson say. that lithe time Btudy and inatraotion methode of Soientific 
Mana.gement have increased the output of hand operativel from 10 per cent. to 
about 300 per cent., the majority of oa.aea lying between 60 per cent. a.od 
100 per cont." (Q. J • • , B. Feb. 1915, p. 278). Bu' h. points out tha. tb ... 
resulte involved elaborate organization: and the upense of that organization 
may have outweighed the savings on the 008t 01 manualln.bour in lOme caees. 
It may be added that the personal induence of able uponente of the Dew "ystem 
must have counted for much. 

I Parkhurst, .Applied MethotU 0/ 8cimtific Management, goN iDto thia 
ma.tter in Bome detail. The time olark's card. aided with appropriate elooo. 
shoWI the time which eaah man (known by Ilia number) is allowed for a job; 
aIao the time, during which he ill to uee a certain machine for it. The coat clerk', 

. sheets ahow·all materials requisitioned from stores or outside purch.aae for the 
job: and also all ohargee actually made for la.bour lpent on it. ., All time 
posted on the ooat sheets is distributed into a daily wage diltrib'lltiOD book, 
which agrees with the similar entry made daily by the time clerk, ao tbat tM 
time c&l'd coupona from which these poating8 are made. are sure to agree with 
the total on the man', time carda, .. mown by the time clock. A limit of error, 
Dot to uoeed four honn iD. time, or ODe doUg in money. or both, 11 allowed to 
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The planning department arranges that nothing shall go into II, %I, ., 

store or leave it without records, so made out as to check one 
another automatically: that material shall be ready for every 
job, and yet not be stored in excess; that each job shall be 
pressed forward according to its rela.tive impOl'tance, that every 
class of machine shall, as far as possible, be in fairly constant 
employment; and, of course, that the to.tal "route" traversed 
by each product during manufacture sball be short and easy, 
The men in the shop follow their instructions; they are not 
required to use any forethought, or any considerable discretion'. 

'Probably another generation must pass before experience 
has taught how much of this vast detail is worth what it costs: 
and in particular how far it is expedient to nse the instruction 
cards as a basis for exact accounts of all operations and their 
costs, No doubt the same restless genius which has brought 
Scientific Management to its present high level of achievement 
will improve it progressively; till all the more obvious criticisms 
on its general scheme will have become obsolete". 

4. In Scientific Management it is arranged that, as 
far as possible, each frequently recurring manual operation 
shall be made thi8U6ject 01 elemeltta/ time studies, Conducted 
Wider favourable conditions 'by Illglily"Trairwl observers, 
'who srrk guidance from the traditional practice of skilled 
opel'atil1cs. 

A movement making for large cilange is seldom both entirely 
new, and very important. H is not likely to be very important 
go uncorrected per week" (ib. 3 G). Stress is laid on the fact the.t the recorda of 
"he etorea olerk afford an exa.ct inventory up to date, without, the 001' &Ild dis· 
turb .... of periodical .took·takings (ib. 3 F .nd 6 A). 

I A little may be added &8 to the work of the route clerk. He makea out. 
"npl:t.work order" for each piece needed fo:r any job: and in thiI he ia guided 
(subject. to certain teohnical consideration.) by the ~graphical convenienOO8 of 
the order of movement.; and by t.he utent. to which t.he several machines happen 
to be busy. Information on thia lut. point ill lupplied to him by the order-of
work olt'<rk. Be iI preaent. .t t.he factory board met'<tings. 10 that he may learn 
the rt'lativt'l importance of the ditlerent. joba. and bring the varioU3 parts through 
for completion in the prope.r time. AU ne:r.t.work carda are received by him; 
and the order. in which he a.rrangea them. decides the order in which the fore
Dlen take them. out and act on \hem. For further detaila, ICe Taylor. 8Aop 
MIIJ'flgent~nl. pp. 110-120; and Knappel. h4l.aUing eJlicitftCY mtlAod&. 

• In6uNlCM of the movement O&D. be traced in many directioDL FOl'instance 
Mr S.Uridgs'. "OrgoniBtion Chr.rl of • lwen!.i0t.h .... """ Doparlmonl S~,. 
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II. Xl. 4. unless it has its roots in broad principles of human or material 
nature: such broad principles have often suggested ideas, 
which have been forgotten because they were not ripe, or 
because tbe time was not ripe for them. In a later age they 
a<e thought out anew, and attract general attention by their 
own strength and by the favour of circumstances. One of the 
chief ideas of Scientific Management was worked out a consider· 
able way by Babbage in the middle of last century; and, for 
good reasons, he took 88 his chief illustration the common task 
of shovelling earth, which Taylor W88 to use for the same purpose 
later on'. 

with some 4000 employees. 'how. seven managers of department&. Four of 
theBe are specialized vertically on the line ayatem. Bu~ the Managers of Staff. 
of Systems. and of Exponsea, are functional. and &re reapoD8ibie for particuia.r 
aides of the whole bUlmes&. The dutiel of the laat of these are delicate: he is 
to make suggestions for economy wherever he can see room for it. 

1 Babbage ea.ys: "In taking II. comprehensive view of any I!Ubject. it it 
very deairable to throw into the &hade all its minor pointe: but. in estimating 
the consequences of any set of facti, there is another condition whioh muat be 
fulfilled. before we caD arrive at accurate conclU8iODL If we are about to ueglect 
• cause on aooount of its appa.rent insignificance. it is e.ueatial tha.t it should 
not be one of frequent recurrence." He remarked tha.t the weaker of two men, 
engaged on shovelling earth. could do more work tha.n the stronger. provided be 
had made a more careful study of his work. &D.d had hit upon a better weight of 
earth to be raised at eaoh stroke, a. better Dumber of strokes to be made in an 
hour; and better weights. sizes and fol'Dll for his ahovel and hiB barrow. He 
further argoea that, .. if a la.bourer inoonsiderately lift. hit above) but an incb QJ' 

two more than is necessary to throw its load into hi.s ba.rrow. although the 
Martion of force is trivial in each instanoe. ita repeated oecurrence during the 
whole day will produce at ita ooncluaion • very sensible difference eitber in 
fatigue or in the amount of the work done. Napoleon is said to have remarked 
of I.aplace. when he wae Miniater of the Interior, that he 988 too much occupied 
with considering lu infinimml pditu. To dwell upon amall affairs, which are 
isolated, is not the province of a statesman: but to integrate the effeet of their 
COll8tant recurrence is worthy of the greateat. OJ And he laY' down clearly the 
great maxim.' which haa guided most of the beet work of Itudenta of economics 
aa of other sciences: "One of the most important prooeaea in all inquiry is to 
divide the lubject to be oonsidered into .. many different queatiolUl .. it will 
admit of. a.nd then to examine each aeparately. or. in other warda. to suppose 
tbat each single cause lucceaaively varies, while all the othen rema.in 00DIta..nt." 
(See hillittle known, The Exposi'ion 0/1861. pp. 3 and 4.) Mr Thompson just.ly 
remarks (Scientific Management. p. 6) that. though the modern movement; in t.he 

·l8.me direotion .. Babbe.ge's thought owe. nothing directly to him, yet .. the 
extension of specialization beyond manual labour to mental labour. whioh is at j 

the basi. of the Taylor doctrine. of functional foremanahip a.nd the leparation 
of planning from exeoution:' W&I nggeated. in Babbage'l well known Eeorumay 
of JIlanufactur ... &41.", ... ~ been made (above, p. 224) to &ba lundameolal 
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A great deal has been learnt as to what education can do II, Xl, 4-

and cannot do for the workman, since Babbage proposed that 
improvement in such methods should be sought by education: 
the workman must .. when a boy have been taught to examine 
"parately" the detaIls of his work. More is known now than 
then as to the extent to which a thorough education of the masses 
of the people can contribute to industrial efficiency, as well as 
to the elevation of life: but experience has also shown that 
mere education cannot easily fit a man for such complex tasks 
lUI are demanded by the leaders of Scientific Management, 
Moreover their judgment has perhaps been a little biassed by 
the contrlUlt between the intellectua.! agility of the class and 
race to which they belong, and the crude physical strength of 
many of the manual workers whom they direct. They therefore 
propose to build themselves on the foundation laid by tradition 
and the individua.! intelligence of the worker, but not to make 
great demands upon it. . 

Further they urge that the fallibility of tradition as a guide 
is evidenced by the multitude, .. fifty or a hundred," of traditional 
methods of performing almost every manual operation: and that, 
on the other hand, the fundamenta.! accuracy of traditional 
guidance is shown by the facts that almost all traditiona.! methods 
conform to tha rules that rhythmical movements are physic-

idea of his famoaa aha.pter on uThe division of [manual] labour": hi!'lJeaa known 
chApter on "The division of mental labour" enda with a eulogy of the partial 
IYatem of ~unOtiODal foremanahip which &lready prevailed in mine .. 

Babbage and Taylor were aimila.r in other way.. Babbage .pent much of 
hi' life i.D working on hi. "Differential Machin~,'t for mathematical calculations, 
-probablY the most marvelloD metlbanism ever devised: hie analy-ais of the 
coat of making pint ill quoted in. Report of .. Committee of American Engineel'l, 
1012. reprinted by C. B. Thompaon, l.e. pp. 171-2. 

Taylor having been impreued by the ha.phau.rd adjustments of outting tool., 
and the maohinoa in whioh they were let to their tasks. l'6Iolved to find general 
prineiple. whioh ahouid govern the shape of the tool; and also the rela.tions 
bet.ween the a.mount 01 power .upplied to the driving tool, the rate of ita 
movement. the rate of feed. of th8 mllterial, the depth of the out to be mad8 
and .0 00. He ('!laimed to have oonneoted tbeee elementa by mathematical 
formuhw; which, when embodied in. eet of four lpecialllide·ruloa, will enable 
en!linfOting artiea.na to obt&.in a.t once the adjustment. mOlt lIuitable for any 
particular ca.ao. Hill expea._ during the twenty.sis: yean spent OD; thia task. 
in lhe oouno of whioh he out four hundred tom of meta.1 into chipe, were de. 
frayed by ten industrial oom,PaDi .. : IIWJ.d it appean that the l'OIult amply juatified 
J,h.ou\lor· 
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II, n,-4. logically advantageous; that economy 01 nervous' stimulus is 
attained by avoiding the use 01 large muscles when the work 
can be done efficiently by small muscles; and so on. They have 
set themselves to .. induce each workman to uae his best 
endeavours, his hardest work, all his traditional knowledge, bis 
skill, his ingenuity and his goodwill-in a word, his 'initiative,' 
so as to yield the largest possible returnl ," 

Theae general principles can be most easily apprehended by 
a detailed instance: and none better can be taken than that of 
shovelling; whieh, as haa just been said. B'!.bbage and Taylor 
have alike recognized aa combining the advantages of familianty. 
definiteness, and a greater complexity 01 movement than is 
generally recognized. 

Two first-class shovellers in a business, that employed many. 
" we-;;ei'miiiVvillt;eedd"ltoeo-"IIw~O"'lklr1ft1ioTIwo or three montbs. on the under

standing that, while complying with instructions, they should 
receive double their usual wages. A man stood over them all 
day with a stop-watch; so as to find out how much they did in 
a given tinte, with varying shovels and loads and periods of rest. 
The bargain with them was that they were neither to hurry, nor 
to .. soldier." but just to go at their ordinary fair pace. Patient 
experintents ultintately brought out a standard weight of twenty
one pounds for eaeh lift: a standard lifting movement in which 
the shovel rested on the left leg. and the weight of the body 
was thrown on the right arm so as to start the weight of the 
shovel upwards by its own fall. Then the standard wage rate 
per ton raised was so adjusted that a first-rate man. not one of 
exceptional excellence. wouid earn when working on the new 
method nearly two dollars; that is about half as much again as 
had heen ordinarily received in the district for shovelling work: 
but for all that the use of the left leg as a fulcrum does not seem 
to become general in shovelling. 

After standards of the mode of handling the work. of the 
amount done by a high-class shoveller. and of the payment for 
it, had been thus settled; the next step was to set up an office. 
in which three college men with their clerks and .... istants. 

1 See Taylor. 8cimlijitJ MGftQgemml, ab. D. and Miiruterberg. p~ 
atld/fldtulfiol E~: also Biloher', Arb'" _fId RAytAm .... 
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planned the work for each of the 500 workmen employed in II, XI, f. 

the business, at least on~ day in advance. Each man in the 
morning got a slip of paper telling him what shovel to get from 
the store'room, and where to begin work; while a second paper 
told him what wage he had earned according to the new 
standards. If that wage fell mucD. below the standard wage, 
a "teacher" was sent to improve his methods: if he was 
obstinate he was dismissed: if he was weak, he was tried at 
another job. In the result the average earnings of those who 
remained at the work were sixty per cent. higher than those 
of the earlier and leas carefully selected group had been: but 
the' combined costs of the work and its organization had been 
halved'. 

The method of time studies is in the main unaltered when 
a particular job in an engineering workshop is the subject of 
experiments. An intelligent and willing artisan is selected, 
and a specially qualified officer set to superintend him. The 
job has been considered beforehand, and analysed into its 
various elements. All necessary provision of appropriate 
material, tools, eto., are ready to hand; so that he is not re
quired to make any movements save those which belong 
necessarily to the job, and is never held up for want of any 
requisite. He is induced to work hard, hut not 60 hard as to 
overtire himself: for his output is wanted to be representative 
of that which can be maintained steadily by workmen generally; 
provid~, of course, they are snppJied with the same standard 
appliances and subsidiary care, as have heen prepared for him. 
A full record is made at each observation of all details; such as 
the sequence of operations, the tools and their adjustments, and 
the speeds, feeds, cuts, etc., employed: these may throughout 
follow a standard; or they may be varied from one experiment 
to another; the times heing taken in every case with a stop
watch. 

The snperintending officer has perhaps made many such 
studies of elementary motions or groups of motions in regard 

1 Furth('lf detAils will be found in Taylor's addrea to the Tuck School 
Oonf"rence, 1912; and in his Sdtrllijfc Mcmogemm.l, pp. 66-77. He "had 
never met & Ihovel·oontractor to whom it had ever occurred th.t t.here wu such 
• thiDg U • lCienoe of lhonlliDg." 
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II, ""j. to similar work. He takes account of them, and of similar 
studies recorded by others: and he looks at the physiological 
and psychological elements of the whole, as well as at the 
mechanical. Thus he is able from time to· time to' make sug· 
gestions for changing the method of various movements and 
perhaps their order: and he continues to experiment till he can 
no longer effeot anJ further economy of effort'. 

1 When systeme.tio stop.w&toh observatioDi of • number of miscellaneoua 
jobs have been made, an almost incredibly large part of the workers' whole time 
is found to be taken up with minor elementary operations, which a.re often but 
little heeded. suoh as raising different things from floor to machine by hand or 
crane; and again clamping with di.fterent aorta of cIampa and bolta. Elemental 
timea for 8noh actions have very wide applioation, not only ill almost every 
workshop, but .Iao to many di1feren.t cla.uea of work in each. M:.r Banford 
E. Thompson, whose inveatigatioIll formed the baaie of the detailed acoount of 
timeltudiea (SAoI' MGMgtmtm.14:9-158), repoTts iatel'tha.t there are "inataneei 
of data. taken in Philadelphia. on the manufacture of one type of machinery, 
being uaed in BOlton for the manafacttu'e of an entirely diJJerent type" (Joumal 
oj Pol";,al E""""",y, May, 1913. p. 3BO). 

In these studiel experimenta are made aa to the perioda of rest. which are 
found mOlt oonducive to lasting efficiency in work whioh pata great strain aD 
partioulat mUIeIcs or nervet. They sometimes extend to minute motioM, too 
small to be recorded by an ordinary watch. but yet important in the aggregate. 
Mr Gilbreth applied to them u. motion.pioture appa.ra.tus. including in \he field 
of Mon a large faced clock. the rapid movements of whoee he.ndt record. amall 
divisiolUl of a second. In the back·ground is a 01088 net.work of fine linea." The 
result Olm be read ,with a magnifying glass: 10 that, .. even in tho nimblest work, 
an export can deteot false motiona, and tell the worker which of his various w.ys 
m working are the mOlt efficieDt." 

AI might be supposed. the pmctical applications of this method in buaineu 
are more interesting than important. But it h88 recently proved of excellent 
erv1ee in helping soldiers who have 100t a limb, or are otherwise orippled. to 
do industrial work. It enables many ouatomn.ry motions to be eliminated. and 
others modified; so that, for insto.nC8, a man who bad 101t both bie arms baa 
been taught to drive a motor car sall!lly at 100 miles an hour. (Timu Engineering 
Supplement. December. 1916.) 



CHAPTER XII 
• 

BUSINESS ORGANIZATION: APPLICATIONS OF 
SCIENTIFIC METHOD, CONTINUED 

1. The principles qf Scientific Management lead up to n, m, 1. 

a cartlul analysis, pa"!ly on lines wllick ltave long been 
loll owed in some British and other indmtl'ies, of the notion 
implied in the te,."" "a standard rate of wages." .4 claim 
to be working towards "absolute" standards. 

The problems of remuneration of labour, so far as appro· 
priate to this work, belong to its second Volume: but there 
seems to be an advantage in making a few observations in the 
present place on the attitude of Scientific Management towards 
some of them. Although the general tendency of the increase 
of knowledge and the improvement of communications has been 
to facilitate oontracts, yet the bargaining between employer and 
employee as to the amount of work to be done, and the wage 

. to be 'paid for it, has become in Bome respects less easy and less 
free than formerly. An operative, who ,,<orked more strenuously 
tban was the custom, was always likely to be rebuked by his 
shopmates. But now he is likely to be called to account at a 
trade-union meeting, and incur grave oensure: for it is argued 
that his example will tend to make a bad precedent, from the 
operatives' point of view, in regard to the work expected to be 
done for a given wage throughout the district, and even beyond. 

C. The method of payment by piece. is preferred in most 
industries by employers; and, for various reasons, it is in· 
creasingly tolerated, and even in some industries insisted upon by 
employees:) But the spread of a uniform piece-rate throughout 
a large district introduces a new social discord: for " fixed 
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II, m, 1. rate of payment for work done under varying conditions 
yields a varying, and not a uniform, rate of remuneration for a 
given amount of good work. In some shops the plant is the 
best attainable; and every provision is made for the regular 
supply to each artisan of work to b. done, and of the imple
ments and materials which he needs: the piece-rate required 
to enable a man to earn good wages in them is lower than 
in others, which are ill managed. The alert employer is there-

. fore liable to be held to piece-rates 80 high as to give him little 
or no reward for his enterprise and energy: an improvement 
which costs £100, might yield him a return of £200 if he were 
free to lower the piece-rate to a level which enabled the same 
wage as before, or even a little above it, to be earned by equal 
exertions; but, if he must pay the old piece-rate, he may lose 

-.'-early the whole £100. The pressure of a standard piece-rate, 
without provision for standard conditions, hampers some of 
the best businesses. CIt retards industrial progress in England 
and 80me other countries; in spite of the fact that with a uniform 
piece-rate the employer, whose plant and methods are the best, 
can generally secure an abler and steadier set of employees than 
t1!e average.) 

America has sufIered relatively little from this particular 
evil. For her conditions change so rapidly that fixed rates of 
any sort have seldom a very strong footing: her employers are 
specially alert and resolute; and-the chief cause of all-the 
workers in her great industries, being of many races and generally 
strangers to one another, have as yet but little cohesion. These 
same conditions have aided the endeavour of the leaders of 
Scientific Managemenh to introduce standard rates of remunera
tion for work done under standard conditions; and to make 
provision for increase of the payment, wherever the conditions 
fall short of the standard set for them. 

And 'yet the most important successes in the attainment of 
"standard rates of pay by piece," in this the only true sense of 
the term, have their origin in different and nearly opposite 
circumstances. They are found in industries in which almost 
precisely the same task has long been performed by many 
thousands of workers in almost the 88me way. Especially in 
the Lancashire cotton industry the standard piece-rate of wages 
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is a true standard rate: for experience haa gradually set up II, lU', 1. 

understandings aa to the allowances to be made in regard to 
both quantity and quality of output for particular shortcomings 
in plant, material or other elements. If an op~rative thinks 
that insufficient allowance is made on these accounts in any 
case, an official of his Trade-union is called to arbitrate, with or 
without the presence of an official of the Employers' Federation. 
In many cases the judgment of the Trade-union official alone 
is accepted: if both officials are Summoned, they nearly always 
agree, and their decision is adopted without demur. This 
standard is in no sense an "absolute" staudard: it does no more 
than to insure a fair approach to uniformity of remuneration 
to equally efficient workers in different factories. The enter-
prising employer is rewarded for his good deeds, and so is the 
skilful and energetio employee: there is an almost perfectly 
level rate of real remuneration throughout each subdivision of 
the industry. 

The method is excellent within its limitations. Being based 
on the experience of the past, it is not fully applicable to in
dustrieswhose technique cbanges rapidly. And of coursd it does 
little towards answering the questions whether the levels are' 
equitable, aa between various classes of those interested, and 
especially between employers generally and employees gene
rally; and whether they are those best calculated to promote 
human well-being and to accelerate economic progress. The 
only. substitutes lor answers that are available practically, 
perhaps about ·the only substitutes for which buman nature 
is fully prepared in its present stage of evolution, are in tbe 
arbitrament of conflict, actual or threatened, between the 
organized forces of employers on the one side and employees on 
the other: the relative strengtbs of tbese forces being influenced 
from time to time by strategical devices, ,and accidental incidents. 
But the controlling force in the background is exercised by 
the fact, that if profits in any industry are abnormally low 
relati\'ely to the faculties and the capital required for working 
it efficiently, employment will dwindle, and tberefore the 
standard of wages must come down: wbile conversely, if that 
standard falls materially below tbe level of wages in occupations 
of similar difficulty and strain, employers will en! long be 80 
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II. m. 2. stinted of labour, as to have no strategical defence against a 
strike for a rise in the standard. 

The standard wage for each manual labour task, which 
Scientilic Management would, set up, is in like manner liable 
to be alter~ by changes in economic circumstances, which 
may tend to strengthen or weaken the strategic force of em
ployers and employed, whether organized or not. Nevenhele .. 
the standards toward which Scientilic Management is working 
have real, though very narrowly limited, claims to be described 
as in some degree" absolute_" For, in the first place, its standard 
rataB depend in a Ie .. degree, than do those reached by older 
methods, on specilio customs relating to each particular task: 
and, in the second place, they claim to have a foundation in 
the mechanics of elemental movements of the human body, the 
measurements of which have eomething of that aloofness from 
irrelevant accidents, which belongs to laboratory experiments_ 
Let us look back a little. 

2. SuggestiO'TllJ that very high ~cieMy oj plant can b~ 
obtained without overstraining the operative in charge oj 
it, by IWpplying him with high standard conditions oj work, 
and causing his remuneratWn. jor eaclt job to increase with 
6V(J'l"ll increase in the lfPeed oj its performance. 

\ 

Scientilic Management approaches the problem of remunera
tion for manual labour by the reflections that time-wages give 
no direct stimulus towards efficiency; and that piece-rate wage. 
err by yielding tbe same payment to two men, using similar 
plant for the same job; though one of them has occupied his 

t!'lant with it for a day and a half, and th~ other ouly for a day. 
,-~t insists that the importance of setting up a direct connection 

between an operative's remun~ration for a job and the shortness 
of the time during which he keeps his plant occupied on it, grows 
with the pr~nt rapid increase of the costly plant, for which he 
is responsibl~ Moreover the life of many kinds of plant is being 
rapidly shortened: bigh-grade plant is seldom worn out; its 
power of work lasts longer than its claim to be the most efficieht 
of ite kind, and the additional wear and taBr caused by keeping 
it more fully at work is almost negligible. These facts are 
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indeed at the base of the "Rowan" and other simple sys- II, xu, B

,tems of remuneration, which have already some vogue in 
Britain!. 

U3ut Scientific Management claims that a change in the mode 
of reckoning remuneration does not suffice: there is needed in 
addition a "scientific" ascertainment of the time which the job 
;requires when performed with standard provision of accessories, 
and by a workman of fair average ability) It therefore starts 
each problem of standard wage fixation by arranging the con
ditions of the operative's work in all detaIls, and by SO instruct-' 
ing him as to his method of work that he is able to get more 
out of his plant, without undue effort, than he could otherwise. ,
It sets its standard time by observation of the work of pi 
willing operative of fair, but not exceptional ability; it--S;;ts 
the stsndard wage which corresponds to that Btand~~ time, 
a good deal higher than that which the same m~>would get if 
employed in the ordinary way; and finally it inm-e..... the wage 
for the whole of his job for every diminution bOlow the standard 
of the time during which he detains his ptant on ita. It claims 
that standardization of the conditions and methods of work 
seCljres the employer against the danger of finding himself un
able to keep any promise that he mlly hav'; made that the rate 
of remuneration, when once settled, shall not pe lowered, unless 
Borne definite change in technique, or the auxiliaries, or the 
general conditions of the labour market renders obsolete the 
basis on which the standards were set up. Professor Hoxie, 
"Investigator of Scientific Management for the United States 
Commission on industrial relations," amassed a vast amount of 
information on this and similar subjects from operatives and 

1 DlagraOll ilIuatrat.ing the working of the aohem. of ;"muneratioD on thi! 
plan. propoaed under Scientifio Management. th. Rowan aoheme a.nd otbers lItltI 
Down in A raliolUll """fa q .... by Henry Atkinson; and their .veraJ. prin • 
. cipl&l are uplained by C. B. Thompaon.l.c.. pp. 684-705. 

• UDder th. Taylor .y.tem the operative iI pena.ilztxl .vereiy if be takel 
more than the ,tandard. time. but. rewa.rded highly if h. takes much lea. 
GIWLt aod Emenon ani gent.ler towarda rather low effieieney. and not quite au 
liberal towvdl thAt. whieb iI high. The tenJlI of the definition or • ltanda.rd 
wage fOl' • ltanda.rd. task under ltaodard oonditiou &lIow ill effect for re
OtliW.derstiOD. of the mOD.ey-w. in oouequtmoe of ltD eetablishod oha.nge iD 
the purob...mg power of money 

'K. L 1'. 1\ 
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n, xn, 2, employers; and he holds that this claim of employers is suh
stantiated, though many others are not', 

The leaders of the movement are emphatic in their asserti~n 
,/ that "strenuousness is the opposite of efficiency": if a man is 

tempted (save in some exceptional emergency) to be strenuous, 
that proves that the preparation for his work has heen inade
quate, and not on the lines advocated by the leaders of the 
movement. They have indeed gone beyond most other students 
of business administration, in their sedulous applications of the 
teachings of advanced modem phy.iology and psychology as to 
the increase of efficiency which may result from appropriate 
rest, relaxation, and amusement2• 

~ Some opposition to the movement has arisen from the erro-
tn' us notion thilt it proposes to put 80 great a strain on the 

worke as to exhaust him in a few years. The employer, it is 
supposed, ay find his advantage in paying strong men highly 
for turning hi8~xpensive plant to the hest account; but the wages 
so earned will really he at the cost of their future efficiency: and 
that cost will fall·ilI;t them; for the employer will meanwhile 
have filled their plac~ by others whose fresh strength he will 
shortly exhaust. There'seems to be no good ground for this 
charge; though, no doubt, some unguarded phrases as to the 
real cheapness of the exceptionally vigorous labour with which 
the new scheme is to supply the employer are partly responsible 
for the misunderstanding'. 

It is admitted that the plant which an operative controls, is 
to have no rest: but it is urged that the time, which under 
otiose management he often spends in arranging for the con

I Hoxie, Scie'ltlifo; Managtnw&t and Labor. p. 84 . 
. • They have characteristically tabulated the numerical reaulta got from a 

Itudy of the strain involved during every second in which .. heavy weight ia 
carried: they show that in BUch oa&e8. m&Jly periods of rest combined with 
rather rapid movements during leu tha.n half the working day. gave the beat 
l'e8ult. And again that when pig iron is being bo.ndled (each pig wei{:l'hing 
92 pounds) a first-cl&88 workman can only be under load 43 per cent. of the 
day. Of course, the lighter the load, the greater the percentage of the day in 
whioh aotivity ia advo.ntageoua. 

• Probably too great stress hu been laid on the fact that at Bethlehem Steel 
Works, under Mr Taylor'. management. .. the ta.aka were all purposely made so 
lavere th&t not more than one out of Bve labourere (perhaps even a amaller 
peroentage) could keep up" (SAop Managemem. pp. U-65): that was e:roep- ' 
tionol. and ita example hu not been followed. 
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tinuance of the machine'. work, is to he given to keeping the II, m, 2. 

machine at work: his occupation i. not intensified, though that 
of his .plant i8: the variou •• pecialized "boss .... see to it that 
he has nothing else to do. Strain on the worker is to be shunned 
for business reasons, aa well as humanitarian: and heavy work 
is to be done by carefully picked men, who can do it without 
strnin. Every man is to be carefully selected as appropriate 
for the work he is to do, whether it be heavy and suitable for 
an "ox-like" man, or light and needing agile fingers and delicate 
care: he is to he specially taught how to do that work: and he is 
to do no other. The standard price for the work is to be set at 
such a level that a willing, good, but not exceptionally able, worker 
wider standard condi tiona will earn as much aa he did under 
the old conditions; though his output is considerably lower than 
that which emerged in the standard-making experimenta. So far 
all seems well. 

But doubta begin to rise, when advoca~ of the new order 
hint that no room can' be found in it for any worker who is not 
somewhat highly endowed with manual energy; that a great part 
of the mental work, which used to be committed to operatives 
and foremen, will be absorbed by the Plauning depart)llent; and 
that nearly all the machines of an engineering shop may "be 
run by men who are of smaller calibre and attainmenta, and are 
therefore cheaper, than those required under the old system'." 
They are, no doubt, justified in saying that the ordinary man 
underrates greatly the amount and the difficulty of the work, he 
oan do under the b .. t conditions; and that their method will pro
gressively enable him to increase that work without over.training 
himself. But there seems to be at preeent no considerable body 
of experience at the back of their sanguine expectation, that the 
new system will overcome the difficulti .. , with which modem 
business haa to contend, in organizing the work of those operativea, 
who are not marked out by exceptional ene;gy and individuality 
aa specially adapted to it. 

It is true that under the new system, working with the 
freedom which is allowed to it by the special conditions of 
America, unskilled labourers of good physique and moderate 

I Toylor, aMp .v~ p. loa. 
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II, m.S. natural intelligence are educated in certain narrow tasks; pushed 
into work which used to be regarded as appropriate to skilled 
artisans; and enabled often to earn very high wages at them. 
It is true that the ablest of the artisans, whose places are thus 
filled, are promoted to still more highly paid work as special 
"bosses," if not to yet more responsible posts; and that some of 
the works, in which the system is fully developed, have an out
put exceptionally great in proportion to the number of their 
employees, and are making very large additions to the aggregate 
production and wealth of the country. These are great achieve
ments: and yet we are bound to reflect that the efleets of 
taking away from the operative any duty, save that of carrying 
out his instructions carefully, are not likely to be altogether 
good. e The system has indeed been defended against the charge 
of monotony, by reference to the fact that the endeavour to 
work up to a high standard of output keeps the mind active. 
But that sort of activity is not educative: it may even prevent 
the mind from getting the rest during monotonous work, which 
might fit it for taking part in those higher activities of mind 
and spirit, which used to belong ahnost exclusively to the 
dominant classes and now belong to the entire people. 'J It is 
true that leisurely walking is often an aid to thought, partly 
because it is monotonous: but walking up a steep hill under 
a heavy load, though equally monotonous, is not conducive to 
mental activity: and Scientific Management, though averse to 
strenuousness, requires attention to he kept close to the work. 

. \But yet there may be more force in some of the pleas advanced 
lin defence of the treatment of labour under Scientific Manoge
\ment than appears at first sight: let us l,?ok more closely into 
the matter. 

3. Genera' relations qf Scientific Management to tile 
remuneration of manual labour and to tlj,(J democrat;'; con
trol of indust.'1I. 

The movements which are classed under the name Scientific 
Management had to overcome great obstscles. Many sound 
reasons and more prejudices in favour of established metbods 
were urged against them. If no step had been taken until all 
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.objections had been answered to the .... tisfaction of the objectors, II, xu, s. 
progress would have been slow. Strong resolution has been 
needed and has threatened to bring the movement under the 
suspicion of autocratic tendency. 

This danger has indeed not been entirely overlooked: the 
lenders of the movement have themselves pointed out that the 
scientific establishment of standard elemental times, could be 
undertaken by employers and employed acting together, through 
joint committees, or otherwise. Undivided responsibility and 
prompt autocratio deciSion were indeed necesaary at first: but, 
though they will always facilitate progress in some directions, 
they are no longer necessary. There is no fundamental obstacle 
to their being so developed as to meet all the reasonable needs 
of working-men who are gregarious'in habit, with a bias towards 
colleotive action; and who have but moderate ability and but a 
moderate desire for hard work. 

) 
The diffioulties in the way of a democratio adjustment of 

standards for the wages of work under standard conditions are 
} moreover increased by the incessant changefulness of methoda 

and of plant. It has already been observed that the trouble is 
not greatly felt in the Lancashire cotton industry in which the 
producta are relatively uniform, and the plant has been settling 
down towards ita present shape during a century. But in 
industries that are new, or are being rapidly transformed, 
standard conditions must be incessantly changing; and allow
ances for deviation .from them may probably be demanded in so 
many 'cases, that to· deal with each by demooratio procedure 
will. for Borne time at least. be scarcely practicable; It is to be 
remembered that a chief ground for holding the new method to 
be .. scientifio" is that in such cases an estimate of the effort 
required for any piece of worI!: can be based in part on previoua 
stored-up recorda of elemental times': but this is a highly com
plex matter: and the organized removal of all need for the use 
of individual discretion f7"m the operative. which is a main 
feature of the movemeJ}t. is not a good preparation for so 
extremely arduous a task. "There is however another side 
of the matter; and we shall see that an alert workman may 
find under' Scientifio Management considerable opportunities 
for obtaining insight into administrative problems. with which 
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II, mcll. the ordinary working-man is seldom much concern.d, unl ... he 
be in .. cooperative or .. copartnership factory'. I . 

(The leaders of Sci.ntific Manag.m.nt claim that, on the 
balance, it d.v.lops the intelligence of the work.re: that it 
.. trains th.m m.chanically as they w.re never train.d before, 
energizes them intellectually, and extends their opportunities 
for advancement; and it gathers up and systematically tra'll8mm 
to the workers all the traditional craft, knowl.dge and skill which 
is being lost and destroyed under the current indnstrial methods." 
They assert further that in fact promotion is .xceptionally rapid 
under Scientific Management: and that efficient operatives 
seldom move from under it except to take posts of high re-

. sponsibility elsewh.re. There is no doubt that the Taylor system 
of remuneration attracts workere of exceptional capacity, and 
deliberately penalizes those who are incompetent: and there is 
no reason to question the statement that promotion is rapid 
Ullder it. But trade-unions assert that .. it looks on the worker 
as a mere instrument of production, and does not tend to 
develop g.neral or long time efficiency": and far from being 
grateful for its supplying them with the quintessence of the 
experience of the ablest workers: they complain that it "tend!! 
to gatber up and transfer to the management all the traditional 
knowledge, the judgment and the skill, and monopolizes the 
initiative of the worker in connection with the work." They 
claim also that it greatly increas.s the number of "unproductiv~ 
workers": •.•. those .ngag.d in clerical work, and often squ ..... 
out of the work.rs vast overhead charg ... 

1 Profc880r Person, the Director of the Tuck School. told the American 
Economic Aasociation: "It is pouible to conceive of the time when the manage
ment of a business and a bow from the union sb&ll together make the time 
BtUd.iea, set the task, and determine the differentJal rate; and then the board 
tum to the members of the union. and say, 'The rate is just, even according 
to your telpective abilitiee.' Under 8<lienti6c management ono ,element 01 
trouLle in the ba.rgaining between management and labour, a laak of knowledge 
of the (&eta. would be absent. Scientifio me.nagement determines with eJ:tra
ordinary e:l&olineu the facta of production under any given oonditions. Labour 
when it know. the faota ia reasonAble." Bot representative8 of labour are not 
to be aa.tiNfied that Soientifio Management acted (ully up to ita profession of 
putting no unreasonable preaaure on the operativea. See for instance the 
oontributioDIJ of Mr Tobin on behalf of the Boot and Shoe Worken' Union, 
pp. 204-238. Bee allO the diacDMion of Soientifio Manageme.a.i OD Mr Ct.dbury'l 
iait.i&t1 .. pub1iohod lor the Sociologioal Society in 19 I'. 
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On the other hand, leaders of the movement claim that it n, xu. 4. 

does away with the need, under which manUM workers have 
previously lain, for the support of collective bargaining in rega.rd 
to their remuneration. But this is not admitted by the trade-
unions: and the careful investigation of Prof. Hoxie points to 
the conclusion that "even where the employers have no special 
autocratic tendencies ... the workers have no real voice" in the 
conditions of their employment; and that" with rare exceptions 
democracy under scientific manage/llent does not and cannot 
exist apart frO/ll unionism and collective bargaining'." 

4. Tlwugk tM wage BysteTn/J of Scientific Management 
giVe small scope for collective ootion .by employees, its open 
methods qf planning'T/wy do a Uttle towards fitting 'TIutnual 
workers for the 'lU]JonsWilities of demccratic control. 

In Britain, though not in an equal degree in America, in
dustrial traditions are powerful. Class consciousness is cherished 
by the manual worker with an almost religious fervour, whfch 
commands respect; even though a moro penetrating knowledge 
of the questions at issue might often convince him that a claim 

. made on him in the name of duty to his class, is not truly in 
the interest even of that class. It seelllS therefore probable 
that, while Britain may derive great and almost unmixed gains 
from the technical adjustment of each worker's plant, methods 
of work. and auxiliary conditions to the highest standard which 
'Scientific Management can devise; yet adjustments of a standard 

I Hoxie. l.c. p. 109. The above deaoriptioD rela.tea mR.inly to the Taylor 
.yatem; from which the Ga.ntt Iy.tem dilfel'l little. Mr Emerson'. attitude i.e 
more Iympathetic than Taylor'l; but even Prot Hoxie', careful comparison of 
the two (I.e. pp. 152-168) lea.ves Bome m.tters obscure. Emenon 8&y8 indeed 
tha.t "What O&.D be done in an hour (with standard plant a.nd subsidiary at

rangementa] it for neithOl' tho man nor the employer to determine. It is aa 
~hnica.l a problem .. calculating an eelipee The abare of the worker in the 
~I\in, a.a coat-efficiency increases, it .. proper subject for bargaining" (Tuu 
School Col1/(';f'eftce Repor'~ p. 104). And. though he is Dot a.tways coIlllist.ent (Bee 
Hoxie, p. to~). it seems that he it in large meaaure tolerant of trade-union 
coo}lerotion in the ba.rgaining; .. to which there is great difficulty under 
Scientific Management. even with the beat intentions. The Ta.ylor system 
propo!lea to "'eloome it; but asserts that it makes "collective bargllining and 
trade unionism unneooa.~ as mt'tma of protection to the worken" (ib. p_ 147). 
while the union. &leert that it .. mnkes colleotive bargaining pnr.cticaJ.ly im
poooibl., OIId d .. IroYllho union Ipirit and organilAtion" (ib. p. 1771. 
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Il, .... _4. task and a stsndard wage can seldom be satisfactorily arranged 
by employers alone. Representatives of the manual workers 
must, as a rule, be able to tske part in them. This cooperation 
may be facilitated by the present movement towards the setting 
up of joint committees of employers and employed for each 
industry as a whole; for each important branch of it; and, in 
appropriate cases, for individual works. Such cooperation is 
likely to be the more effective, the more the workers understand 
that, though the immediate interest of any particular class of 
workers may point towards easy-going methods of production, 
the working classes as a body have a very atrong interest in the 
efficiency of those businesses, to which the methods of scientific 
production are moat likely to be applieci Let us look into this. 

The growing power and intelligence of the manual labour 
classes go far towards overcoming the difficulty, which everyone 
has in some degree when he attempts to measure the abilities 
of men who are abler than he is. This difficulty has hindered 
the' progress of cooperative production and of profit sharing; 
though both of those great movements have helped towards 
a general understanding of the dependence of industrial progress 
on the provision of expensive plant by private capitsl: the State 
has been a borrower of capital; and is not likely soon to be able 
to provide it for ordinary business. Therefore considerable credit 
may be given to Scientific Management for the contribution
amall though it may be-which its methods make towards 
enabling a thoughtful manual worker to form some sort of in
dependent judgment on the course of a business, in which he is 
employed. 

In works, which are organized on the ordinary plan, the 
manual worker is seldom in a position to read the motives of 
those who issue orders affecting his work; for the general plan 
of the operations is not conspicuous. But under Scientific 
Management organized planning is done in the open and made 
prominent by series of "instruction cards"; each of which, 
whenever it comes into the hands of a thoughtful man, may 
suggest to him something of the purposes and methods of those 
who have constructed it. Comparisons of different sets of cards 
may further suggest comparisons of the abilities of different eets 
of officials; and, in these and similar ways, some small insight 
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into the h:gher prohlems of administration may he gained, hy 11, m," 
aid of the thoroughness with which planning in all its branches 
is worked out and made manifest. Thus, though it be true 
that Scientific Management diminishes the need of the operative 
for resource and judgment in small mattsrs, it may help him at 
first a very little, and afterwards a good deal more, to estimate 
the characters of those who bear large responsibilities. Unless 
and until he can do that, democratic control of industry will be 
full of hazards. For a people which endeavours to rule its rulers, 
without being able to enter into the difficulties of the work to 
be done, is apt to fall under the guidance of plausible speakers. 
In,such case, what appears as democratic control becomes in 
effect haphazard oligarchy. 

American methods of Scientifio Management will need to 
be somewhat m9dified, before they can obtain avery wide 
aooeptance in British industry; where-it must be repeated~ 
sectional solidarity has an intensity that does not exist at present 
amid the rapidly ohanging technical and racial conditions of 
American industry. But it. happens that, at this very juncture 
there is growing up a strong movement, the leading ideas of 
which ate embodied in the well·known "Whitley Report.':..,..u.. .. 
I!roposes that ,elpp.loyers and employed, shall discuss matters 
of·common interest, first in "Works Committees" of individual 
factories, etc., &-n:d::iifterwards, in 'District' lndu~trial Councils, 
the members of which are elected by Works Committees; 

. while still larger National Councils are to be elected by the 
Lo~'Cowicils. This· movement is already being turned to 
aooount in developing some of the leading ideas of Scientifio 
Management under the organized joint direction of employers 
and employed' • 

• The Whitley Roport IUbJtantially adopte the "OUtlinOi of & settlement" 
wWob are let out at the end of a. MtlllOf'GBdum 0" ~ 'Mu.dnal nNation after 
eM war. issued by the Garton Founda.tion in June, 1916-& document of singular 
oonat.ructivo force, but ina.dequately knOWD. The iuuea bere raised belonS' to 
tho .t.udy of the influences of industrial organU.a.t.ion on aocia.1 well· being, which 
t. propoaod to be included in.. companion volu.me to the preaen.t on lndtutry 
and Tradt. 

But one or two .ug~lt.ive facta, taken from. Rqmi OR H'orb CommiUul. 
Jlubliahed in March. 1918. by the MinieLry of Labour, may be mentioned. One 
fum report. thali "the management diacuuea with the [Works] Committee, 
or t.hoae of it OODOomOd. cha.nges DC process. while the men aceording to the 

13-5 
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II, XU; .. The tendencies of the age are, no doubt, towards increased 
solidarity of those engaged'in any industry: the employers act 
together in various degrees; and each class of employees also 
act together rather more closely as a separate group as to 
some matters and in alliance with other groups as to others. 
Such movements may be productive of great good to the parti
cular industries, or groups of industries concerned; and to the 
nation as a whole. They are signs of healthy vigour; but tiley 
also suggest grounds for anxiety. For grave and far-reaching 

I inju~ies to the common weal might arise if strongly organized 
~ committees of employers and employed in industries, or 
, groups of industries, which co!,trolled important products, were 

tempted to use their power in the furtherance of their sectional 
interests. There are many ways in which such a policy might 
benefit, at all events for a decade or more, those who set them 
up; while their gain, easily visible, might probably be much 
less than the aggregate loss, which the nation as a whole would 
suffer in ways that cannot be easily traced. 

Some light is thrown on these matters in Book III; which is 
given to a study of the good and the evil, the strength and the 
weakness of those combinations and aggregations in industry 
or trade, which develop monopolistic tendencies, whether of set 
purpose or not. 

view of the manLlgement 'have helped the management in m&llY oaaN on 
knotty problema of out.put. and have made suggestions. which were acted upon.' 
... The ayatem of base time for premium bonua work prevails throughout the 
works: and if the hue cannot be settled between the foreman of the depart
ment and the workmen, the matter is brought by the Convener and Shop 
Steward of the dep&rtment before the management." (p. 58). 

Ag'" another firm d"""ribea (pp. 59-65) ilo '!181m> lor fin"" pi .... """k 
prices by conun.UOUI arbitration. .. One of the greatest objectioD8 to present 
piece-work ayatema is that the employer worka out the price in aeeret. writea 
down the time on a ca.rd, and then eettlea the prica. ... The follOwing is the 
agreement reached between the princ.ipal Union of metal workera and our· 
selvea:-On getting out a new job we would caJoulate the fee<b a.nd the speeds. 
whioh were auit&ble for the tool, on which the job was to be performed: and 
then put forward the time to the man who had to do the job." If be objected 
be could "go to the Time Study Office" and talk the matter out. U no agree
ment was then reached. the matter would be referred to a Committee oonsitlting 
of the workman himseU and two others "selected by him. who are operating 
the same type of machine, or whose work ia closely aWed to the work in 
question"; together wit,b three representativea of the firm. If etill no agreement 
waa reaohed, Dew .tudiea of the mn tter are to be made. 



BOOK III 

MONOPOLISTIC TENDENClE$: THEIR RELATIONS 
TO PUBLIC WELL-BEING 

CHAPTER I 
• 

VARIOUS INFLUENCES OF MONOPOLY ON PRICES 

L IlItf·oductory. 

The first chapter of the preceding Book contained a broad 
sketch of the relations between production, consumption and 
value, on the supposition that the production of a commodity is 
not restricted by exclusive privileges or advantages: and that 
consequently, if its snpply runs so short that its price is con
siderably above its expenses of production, an increase of supply 
will be speedily caused by the high profits held out to those 
who can bring more of it to market. And the chapter ended 
with an indication that a companion to that &ketch would be 
presented here, designed to show the nature and extent of the 
modifications in the problem of value, which may result from 
the exclusive possession by a single person, or by a group of 
persons aoting in concert, of facilities for producing the com
modity. The sketch, contained in this chapter and the next, 
i, of the same character as its precursor; and may for the snme 
reasons (.ee p. 181) be omitted by some readers. 

The contrast between the subjects of this Book and the last 
i. commonly described as the contrast between monopolistio 
and competitive conditions. This description may ofton serve 
on account of its bre"ity; but it is open to misconception. 
For, as we shall see presently, the fiercest and cruellest forms 

IU".I. 
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III,', L of competition are found in markets which are no longer quite 
free, but have been already brought in some measure under 
monopolistic control. (In .. truly open market, competition i. 
often, constructive and not ungenerous. But, when a giant 
business is striving to attain a monopoly, or to repel rivals from 
ground which it wishes to make its own, it is under strong 
temptation to use ferocious and unscrupulous methods to com
pass their undoing.) 

'The central fact of the problem of value under competitive 
conditions is (see II, I, 3), that scarcely any importent result is 
true in regard to both short periods and long: .. great part of 
the many barren controversies, that have raged on the matter, 
results from attempts to refute statements relating to long 
periods by otbers relating to short periods, or conversely. 
Speaking broadly we ea~ that the fluctuating pressures of 
demand on the market are the chief causes of temporary move
ments of prices for most things, except those that are derived 
from thO\. harvests of the land or the sea: but that in the long 
run the governing force is the relation' of cost of production for 
various anilUal rates of supply to the prices at which tbose rates 
of supply can be marketed. A chief cause of the apparent differ· 
ences in character between the price movements of different 
commodities lies in the fact that a period, which is long relatively 
to the conditions of supply of one thing, may be short relatively 
to those of another. Ricardo quaintly said "I do not dispute 
the influence of demand on the price of corn, or on the price of 
all other things: but supply follows quickly at his heels, and 
soon takes the power of regulating price in his own hands; and, 
in regulating it, he is dctomtined by the cost of productionl ." 

Thus the answer ~he question whether variations in demand, 
or variations in cost of production, exert the stronger influences 
on value under competitive conditions in a given time, depends 
mainly on Ihe ease wilh whicli BUpply can alter its pace.) 

Similarly it will be found, generally speaking, that the 
ownership of exclusive facilities for production or trade in the 
modern, world does not always suggest to a man of sound 
judgment that he should pursue a severely monopoli>tic price 
policy. On the contrary, he will keep a watchful eye on the 

1 See Dr Bonar's edition of Bi«Irdo', kUut Ifo MalIA .. , P. 179. 
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sources of possible competition, direct or indirect. If it appears 111,1, J 

that those sources are likely to prove large and strong; and 
that the pace at which competitive supply runs, is likely to 
become considerable before long: then he will not maI..-e full use 
of his power, but will adjust his prices to obtaining a firm hold 
on the market before he can be canght by competitive supply 
"following quickly at his heels." 

It will in fact presently be seen that, though monopoly and 
free competition are ideally wide apart, yet in practice they 
shade into one another by imperceptible degrees: that there is
aD element of monopoly in nearly all competitive business: and 
that nearly all the monopolies, that are of any practical import
ance in the pre.'lellt age, hold much of their power by an uncertain 
tenure; 80 that they would lose it ere long, if they ignored tbe 
possibilities of competition, direct and indirect. 

This interlacing of monopoly price policy and of competitive 
price policy has indeed always existed. But it needs more care
ful study now than formerly: and this for several reasons. The 
temper of the age is increasingly analytical; while the contrast 
between the influences of cost of production on competitive and 
on monopoly values is more complex than it was when the 
foundations of modem economic science were laid. Ab",in, 
though the progress of analysis has taken nothing of importance 
from the foundations which were then laid, it has built much 
upon them; while the progress. of eventa has brought into 
prominence many considerations, which might reasonably be 
neglected lor the practical purposes of business at that time, 
but which the modern student is bound to examine with some 
care. It is to be remembered also that, independently of the 
general study of comhination and monopoly on which we are 
engaged just now, the relations betwe"" monopoly and compe
tition prices have, now more than ever, a large place in problems 
of international trade. 

Stress must be laid on the fact that absolute. monopolies 
are of littJe unportance in modem business as compared with 
those which are "conditional" or uprovisional": that is, which 
bold their sway only" on condition" that, or "provided" that, 
thoy do not put prices much above the levels necessary to cover 
their outlays with normal profits. If they did, then competition 
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111,1,1. would probably make itself felt; unless stayed by authority, 
as is the case with patents, copyrigh~" and some rights of way. 
The supply of water, gas, or electricity to any locality cannot 
be distributed over several rivals: for, to say nothing of its 
wastefulness, that would involve so many encroachments on, and 
disturbances of roads, etc., that it could not be tolerated. The 
greater part of the postal system is an absolute Governmental 
monopoly almost everywhere: though theTe is some lack of 
uniformity in relation to the collection and delivery of parcels 
and other matters. Again in some countries railway work is 
an absolute Governmental monopoly: and in other countries 
there are many patches of practically absolute Jllonopoly in 
railway traffic. But many monopolies, which seem absolute, 
are yet to some extent liable to be assailed by indirect routes; 
and are incomplete and subject to the .. condition" that the 
monopolist makes no such extreme use of his power as will 
induce others to force their way through obstacles and set up 
effective competition. 

These obstacles are m~y of two kinds. The first is the 
necessity for sinking much capital and effort in setting up the 
plant and organization, suited for competing on nearly even 
terms -witb a strong business, already in possession of the field. 
Few are able to do it: and fewer still are willing to take tbe 
heavy risks involved i». it. For this reason some kinds of 
monopolies, which even a generation ago would have been 
properly classed as provisional, have now become so strong as 
to give grounds for raising the question whether authority 
should b. called in to exercise a control,_ which competition 
might have been trusted to do in earlier times. This cause of 
increase in the strength of monopolies in ind ustry and trsde, is 
a main subject of the present Book. 

The second obstacle to the -setting up of efficient compe
tition with a business, that has acquired a conditional monopoly, 
is the ms inertiae, the opposition to change, which i. inherent 
in human nature and in human conditions. It is being con
tinually diminished by the influences of modem technique, no 
less than those of modem habits of thought and life: and accord
ingly some monopolies, so strongly fortified by large capitalistio 
resouroes, advanced methods, high ability and large business 
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connections, that they would ha~e been practically impregnable III, I, 2. 

not long ago, are now often quickly impaired'. 
The industries of transport by land and sea have together 

occupied more of the thought and energy of the populations. 
of the civilized world than any other, except agriculture. Agri
culture has indeed been always a chief source of great fortunes: 
but the owner of a large landed property has seldom extended 
his direct control over the whole of it. The concentrated 
control of large movable capital was pioneered by merchants; 
though much the largest aggregations of fixed capital were 
to be found in public highways, until railways began to dis
pute that place with. them. The industries of transport by 
land and water have freqnently changed their methode: but 
their history is in this sense con tinuous, that the services 
rendered by them bave been more homogeneous, definite and 
uniform in character throughout the ages than have been the 
products of any other group of industries, except perhaps agri
culture: and contests for dominion hetween the methode of 
competitive and monopolistic organization have developed with 
more continuity, and can be studied now more closely in them 
than elsewhere. Britain is the chief inheritor of traditions in 
regard to the sea: but with regard to railways America has 
recently taken the lead in the constructive study of the complex 
relations of competitive and monopolistio policies to publio 
interests; and a large place is given to the results of these and 
kindred studies in the present Book. 

2. TIle monopolistic element in the poliC1) qf cartels, ana 
other regulative association,s of intl<pendent proaUCe1's or 
traders, is a chi£! instance of the inte1permeation of com
petit·it .. and flI011Opolistic policies. 

l Monopolistic aggregations have often been slow growths 
from smaU roots; and have '''''panded under the inHuence of 
constructive business enterprise, with little or no thought of 
monopoly, till they had attained great s~ength. ~Monopolistic 

I Monopolistio policiea give 100pe for important uset. of high aneJytioal 
methoda. Coumot led tbe way: and Ulong th08t'l who h.ve made ohief ad. 
'hnON in it Profeuon Edgeworth and Pigou a.re prominent. Readart are 
referred to their muterly work for a.n inwwve Itudy of the theory of monopoly. 
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111, ',2. federations,-which are increasingly described by the German 
name "Cartels," have tbeir roots deep in the past, where the 
spirit of comradeship was often as potent, as the desire for the _ 
monopolistic regulation of prices.) It seems probable that the 
total influence exerted on prices by monopolistic associations has 
been greater than that exerted by monopolistic aggreg,.tions. 

Understandings and associations for the control of particular 
markets have prevailed in a.\most all times and places, and have 
been prompted by nearly the -eame motives as are at work 
to-day. In primitive civilizations people of the eame calling or 
the same locality have generally acted together by habit and 
instinct, rather than by any formal convention, And, though 
the overt action of gIlds, and 'other trade and professional 
associations, has often shown deliberate and elaborate strategy 
in dealing with the outsider; yet a great part of that collective 
selfishness, which is thinly covered by some unselfish devotion to 
the in terests of a trading group, has worked through tacit and 
ini/efinite understandingsl • 

In the modeI1). age human nature remains very much 88 it 
was in former times: but intellectual habits and methods have 
changed fast and progressively .. (:the old assoc18tions of neigh. 
bourhood and a common occupation have still conSiderable force: 
but new developments of critical and analytical faculties have 
caused men increasingly to submit their instinctive tendencies 
to the cold arbitrament of numerical estimates. The gains and 
tlIe losses, in money atId in ease, which are likely to result from 
any plan of combined action, with its attendant discipline and 
curtailments of individual freedom, are weighed against one 
another; and, if the balance of advantage seems to lie with 
organized regulation of marketing, a cartel or other association 
is set up for the purpose. ")Its immediate and overt aim is to 
maintain prices in particular markets against inconvenient 
competition: and especially that of competitors who desire to 
force their way into those markets by seIling goods at, what 
appears to be. less than thcir full costs. 

1 The obvious, but important fact that. if the price of .. thing which aevcral 
penon. are a.ble to produce, is to be kept muoh above ita cost of production. 
the inducements to combined action will be cogent, ill ahown with the aid of 
diagr&1DI by Prof. Collon. Oovr. tC kDMmw l'olitiqtu. vol L oh. m. 
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Even a man, who occasionally acts somewhat in the same way Ill,; lI. 

himself, is apt to regard all such intrusion on his own particular 
market as "unfair." If his ways are old·fashioned, and his costs 
are high, he may even regard as unfair the selling at prices, 
which yield some profit to others, whose plant and organization 
are superior to his. Thus he is prepared to give a ready ear to 
suggestions that he should take part in a defensive association 
or federation, the members of which undertake not to sell at 
unfairly low prices in a certain a;ea; and to oppose any intrusion 
of unfairly low priced. goods by various strategical devices: the 
chief of these are underselling the intruder in his own particular 
markets, and boycotting those who snpply his wants. "Defen-
sive" combinations of this kind make out a claim to be morally 
right: and those, who are in need of defence, eagerly endorse 
the claim; even though the assailants differ from themselves only 
in being more able and bettsr equipped with appropriate plant 
and method. The strength of purpose thus obtained is often 
developed by combat, and by common exertions for overcoming 
difficulties. After a time they think Ie.. of the defence of 
markets, in which they had already esteblished themselves; and 
more of extending control, by alliances and otherwise, over wider 
markets. If they yield to this temptation, they are on a steep 
and slippery incline, heading towards a federated monopoly; 
which is often uncompromising in purpose, though probably 
limited in extent'. e There are three classes of producers wlio are not tempted to 
restrictive combination: those who produce for their own con
sumption; those who produce things for sale in a large open 
market in 8uch small quantities, that current prices will not be 
appreciably affected by anything which they may do or abstain 
from doing; and lastly the owners of absolute monopolies.) The 
first two cIa .. "" have indeed grave anxieties: short harvests may 
inflict hardship. on tho.e who rely on the produce of their own 
farms: glutted markets may grievously distress the small pro
ducer for sale; and even the absolute monopolist must think and 
contrive a great deal if he is to make the best of his property. 
But on none of these people does the burden lie of guarding 

I In thll oonnt'awon re'eroooe may be made to the tint chapter of the 
previo", Book. ond .'pe<iilly ito lut P""'IP"'Pb. 
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III, .. 2" watchfully against the encroachments of others. That burden 
lies on those who have to defend a market which is ~pen to 
attack: it is the heavier,the greater is the value of the partially 
monopolistic advantages which they hold in it, and the greater 
therefore the eagerness of others to intrude. 

When discussing the costs of marketing (above, pp. 271-3) 
some explanation was offered of causes which lead the seller to 
court the favour of the huyer in regard to particular transactions, 
especially in retail trade: although in the long run consumers 
would suffer more from a restriction of their supplies of urgently 
needed goods, than producers would by being driven to another 
occupation. That explanation being assumed, it may be added 

I briefly that combination tends to aid sellers more than buyers 
in regard to immediate transactions. For, under ordinary 
circumstances, if a buyer passes from one seller to another, 
the seller loses his normal profit, while the buyer is likely to 
get his needs supplied without difficulty and possibly at some 
extra advantage; but, if combination has 80 fixed prices that 
the purchaser cannot expect to improve his position \iy passing 
to other sellers, he is likely to accept the first seller's terms 
without demur. (:rhis consideration suggests that monopolistic 
combinations are likely to be more frequent among sellers than 
among buyers: and that such combinations as are effected 
among buyers are, for the greater part, evoked as defensive 
measures by combinations among sellers. )We shall find that 
this is the case in fact. . 

It will appear also that in the long run combinations of 
buyers are on about equal terms with combinations among 
sellers; except when a combination of sellers controls the chicf 
effective sources of supply of a necessary raw material. The 
most necessary raw material is that of staple foods. Govern
ments have often been called on to intervene between un
organized consumers and organized dealers in grain: and, as 
the world-war has reminded us, when ordinary markets are 
partly closed by military operations, authoritative intervention 
may be required in regard to dealings in many things besides 
muniments of war. 
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3. Price policies of f1I01Wpolies, absolute and conditional, III, '. 3. 

in regal'd to i1MMdiate net revenue and to prospects oj futw'e 
development. 

In the remainder of this chapter the monopolist will be 
supposed to make only one product for sale; and to supply it to 
all purchasers at the same price, subject only to such variations 
as may correspond to varying costs of delivery. More complex 
issues will be opened out in the next chapter. . 

(Unconditional natural monopolies, such as those given by the 
possession of a unique mineral spring or vineyard are relatively 

·rare. The possession of the only coal-mine in a district lnay 
give its owner an almost unconditional monopoly there, because 
coal cannot be carried great distances by land cheaply. But it 
has already been observed that, as a rule, unconditional mono
polies are the products of authority: they were very co=on in 
early times: but now almost the only relics of them are desigued 
merely to prevent people from infringing the reasonable rights of 
others in their own productions. ) 

Reference has a.lso been made to the monopolies that some 
trading oompanies acquired long ago in regard to spices, salt, 
and other Bavours, which contribute much to enjoyment; but 
are yet consumed in so small quantities, that a ten-fold rise 
in price above the cost of obtaining them in a free market makes 
no very great demand on the purses of customers. When the 
Dutch, having obtained .. monopoly of the trade of the Spice 
Island~, found it to their advantage to burn a great part of 
the crop after a large harvest, they were sounding the keynote 
of extreme policies of absolute industrial monopolies. 

Dunlop's sinlple valve for keeping the air in a cycle tyre at 
high tension added much to the value of a cycle; and therefore 
the licence to make use of it could be sold at a· considerable 
percentage on the price of a costly cycle, that is at many times 
its own cost of production. Again, Coats' trade-mark on sewing
cotton is of exceptional value; because if a person were to 
e""periment with a oheaper sort of thread, which turned out 
badly, the saving of a halfpenny on thread might so damage 
expensive costumes, ete. a8 to cause inconvenience or loss of trade 
reputation worth many shillings, or even pounds: thus the 
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Ill, I, II. unique position, which Coats' Combination holds among British 
monopolistic businesses, results in part from the fact that its 
products constitute a amall but essential link in processes of 
production· which are in the aggregate of very great value. . 

It will be convenient to refer occasionally to the amount of 
the·profits, which a monopolist is enabled to make by setting his 
price above that which covers his fuI) costs of production; in 
wbich are to be included of course allowance for risk and 
depreciation, and for the remuneration of his own work in 
connection with the business. This may be called the monopoly 
net reven .... , which he will get from the adoptio,! of that price. 
Speaking generally the price, at which he offers his goods, will 
govern the amount of his sales; and therefore of his total costs 
of production, as just described. CHis monopoly net revenue 
will be the excess of his receipts over those costs.' The higher 
he sets bis price, the less he will sell: and therefore if his costs 
of production are always in the same proportion to hie output, 
hi. monopoly net revenue will be greatest for that price, which 
makes the number of units BOld, multiplied into the excess of 
his price over his costs per unit, to be the greatest. Speaking 
generally again, his inducement to keep hie price rather low in 
order to increase the demand, will be stronger if hie costs of 
production per unit diminish with increased output, as is the 
case in manufacturing and other Increasing Return industries, 
than in Constant Return industries: and it will be least of all in 
such a case as the production of a wine of unique fiavour, which 
can be raised only from a amall area. 

His monopoly revenue is the excess of his receipts over his 
outlay with normal profits: and(his aim may be to fix his price 
(and therefore the amount of his sales) at that level which 
will yield him for the time the higbest gains: lthat is at hie 
maximum net .. ,""" .... price.) This is often inadequately ex· 
pressed by saying that the owner of a monopoly aims at the 
highest charges "which the market will bear"; or, if" railway 
is under discussion, at the .. highest charges which the traffic 
will bear." Sometimes the same notion is tbrown into a nega· 
tive form without real change of meaning, and it is said that 
the monopolist will take care in his own interest not to charge 
more than the market wiu bear. But all these phrases lack 
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definiten.... For the market will bear a' great many prices m, '. 4. 

though it will contract its demand 88 the price rises; whereas 
a competitive market will seldom bear permanently any price 
which does not correspond to cost of production. What is 
really meant is that he attempts to select a price which will 
just not drive away a large body of customers, or even prevent 
him from attracting them. For this purpose he needs to study 
the elasticity with which demand will respond to a low price, 88 

well 88 his costs of production', 

4. BelU'jits whic', the public may deritJe from a far
Rr.eing use of monopolistic power 'Under certain conditions. 

Selling at a price lower than that which would maximize 
the immediate net revenue of the monopolist, in order to 
familiarize consumers with his product, is an investment of 
capitat in the expectation of deferred gains; and indeed it may 
be regarded as a particular form of the investment of capital 
in lavish advertising. All such expenditure, if well devised, 
facilitates further advantageous extensions of plant and further 
subdivision of labour, which tend to reduce costs; and it may 
lead to so great a reduction of costs that the price, which will 
maximize his net revenue, will fall below that originally adopted 

I A numeric" eJ:lDllple may be helpful. Suppoae 10,000 unit. of .. product 
o.re being produced at an outla.y of 61. per unit, and IOld at 9..: thua yielding 
30,000., for total profits, i.e. for ordinary profita. together with additional 
monopolist gains. Suppose thAt twice the Dumber elm. bo sold at 7", the demluld 
being ela.atio. The pro6t.a will then rise to 40,000 shillings. if the outla.y per unit 
InllB to 58. ,.under a tendency to Inoreuing Return (thougb it would have fallen 
to 20,000 .hillings if the outlay per unit ba.d been constant)." If bowover the 
deman~ bad been lesa elaaHo. 80 tho.t 20,000 could not be sold at a. higher price 
than Ga., then it would' not have been advantageoul 10 to enla.rge the plant 
aa to produce 20,000. 

It may be well to observe that 61 the monopolilt will, in hie own interest, be 
meHned to favour thinge that oonform to Increasing Return by low chargea, in . 
order that he may increoM their oorununption, ad gain the economies of 
production on ,. larger soale: 10 it is .. genertJ. rule that, ol.\er tA • ..,. bang 
eql/al. the Fin&lloe Minister should preaa on productl of Deoreaaing Return 
industries rather the on product. of Inerealing Return induatric.s. For .. tu: 
on eithu 01 ... tends to diminish oonaumptioD: and therefore to lower the price 
of the uotued. produab in tho Orat 0818 a.nd to railO it in the IeCOnd Thu. the 
t.u ra.iaea the price against the oonsumer b,. 1~ than ita own amount in tho 
tiret cue and by more than ita own .. mount in the aeoolld. The above argwnent. 
in relation to iuation. it illUlt.r&ted by Wa.graml in my PrtIlCi~ Book V, 
XlU, ... 
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Ill, "4. as an investment for future reward. His net revenue may 
continue to rise, while his price continues to faR. 

Again, though a trade association may undertake a part 
of the expense of bringing to the notice of the public a product 
in which its members are interested; no one of many producers 
of the 88me thing may have an adequate interest in pushing its 
claims on the attention of the general public, unless his con
tiguity with them; or some other cause, may be likely to turn 
their custom in his direction_ The far-sigh ted monopolist, on the 
other hand, is constantly considering what new advantages he 
can afford his customers, present and prospective, which will 
remunerate him in the long run, even though they reduce his 
monopoly revenue for the time being: a new suburban railroad 
sometimes makes temporary concessions, such as cheap or even 
free season tickets, to induce builders to erect houses in its 
neighbourhood. Or again a monopolist may go to some expense 
to aid people in turning to good account what he has to offerl • 

In all such cases the monopolist expects to obtsin a large 
share of the whole benefit that will result from calling the atten
tion of consumers to a commodity that will serve them well; 
from offering it at a price that will attract them to it, and 
generate habits of familiarity with it; and from aiding them to 
use it to the best advantage. In fact he makes a compromise 
between the prices which he would charge, if his sole object 
were to increase his immediate revenue; and that which he 
would charge, if he counted a benefit to consumers as of equal 
value with a similar benefit to himself. 

A great monopolist railway in a new conntry sometimes 
finds itself in a position somewhat similar to that of a monarch 
whose prosperity d.epends on the well-being of his subjects, which 

:I. The care and expenditure which the monopolist owner of a trade-mark, 
patent, or other lpeciaHty devote. to arousing the publio to it. claima have 
been considered in II. VIt. 

A purveyor of nigbt·light& hos laid at a very low charge aD. apparatus for 
enabling the light to ma.intain a supply of warm food. And-to take a larger 
illustration---:-eome railroe.da in the We-Item Statel of America. finding that t.b& 
badness of the local roads made the cost (If transport between farm and local 
railway station a. CloDJiderable addition to the freighte for long distance traffic, 
set themeelvea to educate the farmers in road m&king: a fully equipped train 
with a road-engineer and gang of Dltvviea was sent to a station. to stay there 
till & Ibort pi ... 01 road had been made gratil, u • modoilO be oopied. 
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in its turn is highly sensitive to his care for or neglect of their tIl, I,'. 
interests. In such a case the monopolist or the monarch may 
act in ,almost the same way under the influence of shrewd husi-
ness calculations, as he would if his chief aim were to benefit 
his customers or his' subjects. A monopolist's indueement to 
move in this direction is especially strong if the cost of a large 
output is relatively less than of a sman. It may then be worth 
his while to sell temporarily at a price below the cost for a small 
output, and therefore at a loss; looking for his reward when 
the demand is large, and bis costs relatively low. He careR 
little at what cost a'temporary increase of output can he made: 
his concern is to know at what cost be will be able ultimately 
to meet the increased demand wbich he is proposing gradually 
to develop; it being assumed that he feels confident tbat bis 
hold on an elastic market will last long. The length of time 
required of course depends on circumstances. If it were possible 
to adapt the duration of each patent gra~t to its peculiar con
ditions, the public interest would call for a specially long period 
for patents relating to processes to which the law of Increasing 
Return applied strongly, but in which its effects are slowly 
developed. 

It is to be noted tbat, bowever far-sighted a monopolist is, 
he may be unable to abstain from grasping at quick returns, if 
his capital is amall, and his credit is poor. An outlay for distant 
returns which would be profitable, if he could borrow at five per 
cent. per annum, may be impracticable if he must pay ten per 
cent, The same difficulty often cripples tbe energies ·of an able 
poor man engaged in competitive business: but if he does not 
occupy a fitting place, that place may be filled by otbers. On 
the other hand the hest ideas of an inventor are olten lost to 
the world, because he fails to induce a sanguine estimate of the 
value of his invention among those who could supply him with 
capital. 

But too much stress has sometimes been laid on tbe in
fluence, which the rate of interest exerts on the inclination 
of a monQpolist to subordinate his immediate interests in a large 
net revenue to the deVelopment of his resources in such ways as 
may enable him to make great gains in the future; and mean
while to supply his products at a price not much above their 
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111, '0 4. present cost of production, and possibly even a little below it. 
This consideration is important; but it is not confined to mono
polistic businesses: it applies in some degree to almost every 
business in an Increasing Return industry. The fall in the rate 
at which additionnI capital can be obtained for making expensive 
experimenta, for setting up costly appliances which may special
ize and economize labour and so on, has been a chief promoter 
of that progress; which has greatly increased the command 
of all, and especially of the working classes over conveniences, 
comforts and luxuries, that were .either unknown, or else the 
exclusive perquisite of the rich in earlier times, The monopolist 
of a product has no monopoly of this tendency; but, no doubt 
he is often in a position to make large use of it: and, in so far 
as it inclines .him to sell at low prices, in order to develop a 
future consumption which will accrne directly to his benelit, the 
consurners of his product enter at once into benelits, which would 
otherwise have been'deferred till the technique of its production 
had been considerably advanced. In this respect therefore the 
public has an exceptional interest in the supply of large resources 
to an enterprising and public spirited monopoly. 

(But on the other hand its strength, if excessive, may become 
e. source of national danger_l For instance, the coal industry, 
especially in alliance with the iron industry, might conceivably 
attain to a monarchio authority throughout a whole COUlltry 
almost as unchallenged as that of the sole railway system in an 
inland distriot of a great continent. England was the first to 
feel this danger: it has been oonsidered in America; but it seems 
to be more nearly imminent in Germany than anywhere else. 
The public spirit of American DBilroaas has been stimulated in 
some directionS by legislative and administrative intervention, 
actual and projected; and eimilar intervention may be needed 
in an increasing degree with regard to the few other monopolies 
that threaten to be both lasting and strong. 

But, after aiJ, the most powerful protection to public interests 
against the possible lassitude and exactions of railway officials 
and shareholders has not come from Government. It has come 
from the increasing force of indirect competition as regards 
railway services. They have seemed ever to be on the point 
of escaping from competitive influences; and to be able to adjust 
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their charges to what the traffic would bear with even less regard Ill,', 4-

to cost 01 service: but in fact the indirect influence of cost has 
incessantly asserted itself to a degree that could not have been 
anticipated whe~tcphenson more than half-a-century ago said, 
with reference to railways, that" where combination is possible, 
competition is impossible.'? 

Many of those manufacturing aggregations, which are com
monly rl'gl\Tded as monopolies, are in considerable danger from 
the indirect competition of businesses, which seek to attain ends 
similar to their own by other routes, This is a danger which 
is often o'O'eriooked, till the new method has already- .stab
lished a firm position within what was thought to be the special 
territory of the monopoly, and has e'O'en introduced some changes 
in the habits of consumers which cannot easily be reversed. For 
instance, a high price of gas in some places, in which gas was 
regarded as having a monopoly, has been. reduced under th", 
influence of growing competition from petroleum and electricity: 
and more recently improvements in electric light have been 
stimulated hy the economy of improved incandescent gas
mantles. 

Another illustration may be taken from the case of the 
partial monopoly of "trade-union. About the year 1880 the 
masons' union made so harsh a use of their power, that builders 
were unwilling to bind themselves by penalty to finish in a given 
time any contract that involved much stone work. So English 
architects set themselves to substitute the effect of shadows 
thrown by varied forms of brickwork for that relief to the 
monotony of buildings, which they had sought in the use ot 
stone work. As" result, their command over brick as an effective 
material has increased fast; while there has not been a corre
sponding improvement in their command over stone. Thus 
English architecture is in some respects richer, and in -otheN 
poorer, than it otherwise would have been: but perhaps another 
generation win elapse before the number of skiUed masons in 
England i. as large as it would have been if their union had shown 
more moderation in 1880. 
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CHAPTER II 

VARIOUS INFLUENCES OF MONOPOLY ON PRICES, 
CONTINUED 

I. Pa;rtial8hifting8 ofburdens impo8ed on monopolies. 

The imposition of a tax is commonly taken as representative 
of the many various burdens which may be imposed on a mono
poly: and we may follow that plan. The burden may be caused 
by a partial failure of supply of some material or labour needed 
by it; or by onerous conditions of working imposed on it in the 
interests of public health. or by other causes. But so far lIB the 
questions now before us are concerned, such burdens have the 
effect of increasing its costs, or otherwise lowering its revenue: 
and such effects are conveniently regarded as equivalent to the 
incidence of taxes imposed specially on it. 

If a tax is set on anything that a man uses in business, he 
endeavours to recover the tax from his customers by putting up 
the price of wh .. t he sells. Others in the same business do the 
like; and a part of the burden of the tax is thus shilted "for
wards" on to consumers. In consequence they are likely to 
diminish their consumption of his products: and therefore he 
diminishes his purcilases of 'materials and other things. Thus a 
part of the burden is probably shifted .. backwards" on to those 
from whom he buys; and they in their turn are likely to shift 
a part of that part backwards on to those from whom they buy: 
and so on. Similarly, il those who purchase his products, require 
them for use in business, they are likely to shilt a part of the 
burden a second time forwards on to their customers.( If indus
trialists and traders are alert, and but little under the influence 
of habit; and capital-supply is highly organized-in short, il the 
general ec9nomic conditions are fluid-the shifting will be rapid 1 
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the more viscous they are, the slower and less complete will the III, n,l. 

shifting be.) Monopoly tends to resist adjustments of means 
to ends, but in ways rather different from those of simple 
viscosity or iinmobility: and its action in presence of a new tax, 
or other disturbance varies with the nature of the attsck made 
Oil it'. 

(If a tax on an absolute monopoly is levied either as a 
fixed sum, or as a percentage on the net income derived from 
it, the monopolist will be in a position from which no escape 
can be found by raising his price.) He is supposed already to 
have put the price so high, that any further rise might so lessen 
hi. sales as to lower his net revenue: and a tax, which is not 
adjusted to the amount of his sales,' or the price at which he 
sells,. cannot be evaded by .. raising of his price: for that would 
threaten his net revenue. If the tax is fixed in amount, he will 
simply pay it out of a smaller net revenue: if the tax is assessed 
at, say, .. tenth of his net revenue, he will retain nine-tenths 
of that smaller revenue for himself instead of nine-tenths of his 
full original revenue", I 

1 The general prineipiea which govern the shifting of the burden of a tal: 
from it. point of first impaet. were clearly set out by Ricardo: and subsequent 
lUlalyaia, partly in mathematioal form. hBIJ grea.tly developed his work.. Our 
present knowledge dOH Dot supply a. suffioiently firm foundation of asoertained. 
fact. eapecil\lIy in regard to the ever varying piaatioity of industrial &nd other 
economio relation .. to enable this reasoning to reach ezact prn.ctical conclu&ions. 
Analym ma.y however indicate broadly the na.ture of the shifting tha.t will 
reault aD. variou. definite UBumptiona as to the fluidity, the viecoaity. or the 
rigidity of the lever&! element.: and in this direction there aeema to be hope of 
yet further progreu. 

Where everyt.hing Is either a.bsolutely rigid or abaoluteiy fluid, a knowle<lge 
of the tendencies of cha.ngo point. clearly the way to a knowledge of their 
reeulta. But in fAOt IC&rCely any economic element i.e either a.bsolutely rigid or 
abaolutely fluid: tu~ar)y overy one is more or 1ell viscous. It the viscosity is 
alight, reuoning based 00 the auumptioD of perfect flmdity. may be fairly 
applioable to most problem. tha.t range over long periods of Ume. But, if the 
viISCoaity is great. tendenoiea, indioated by preaent conditione. may work slowly: 
and thUi may not have compleood their work before new conditions have oome 
lnto being, and aet up different, perha.pa even revezae, tendenoiea. Indoed 
wloertaintipa in regard. to thiB viacoaity are a ohief oause of the limitation of the 
acope of pure rea.son in real economio problema. 

• Novertheleu the common opinion, that auoh a ta.z it likely to cause the 
monopoli8t to raise hie price. is not without. IIOme justi6Ca.tiOD. For the mono
poliAt might probably raise hia ch~ and attribute the riMl to the tax, The 
ri.., of price would diminish oonaumption. and therefore the number of employeea 
Deeded for bia work: he might probably diamiu lOme. I.D.d lower the w&geI of 
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III, D, 1. On the other hand a tax proportional either to the amoJillt 
of his output, or to his gross revllijue (that is the amount sold 
multiplied into the price) would give an inducement to the 
monopolist to lessen his output and raise his price. For hy so· 
doing he would escape a part of the tax: and thus the excess 
of total receip1:s over total outlay might probably be increased 
by a diminution of output, though beforc the imposition of 
the tax it would have been l .... ned. As a consequence of the 
diminution of his output, he might probably be forced to 
dismiss some of his employees, and be tempted to lower the 
wages and salaries of others. In these ways a part of the 
burden of the tax would be shifted to other shoulders: and, in 
so far as he diminished his purchases of plant and material, 
80me share of the burden would be drlfused over a still wider 
areal. 

The case of a conditional monopolist is rather diJIerent; 
chiefly because any tax, levied on him, would be likely to b. 
levied, in 80me degree at all evente, on any present or futare 
competitors. He would therefore reflect that he might set his 
price rather higher than had seemed safe before, without attract
ing much new capital into his special province. That would be 
true, even if the tax were of fixed amount, or assessed on his net 
income: and if it were assessed on his gross 4>come, or on his 
output, he might perhaps raise his price by nearly the full 
amount of the tax. 

others; a.lway. throwing the blame of the change on the tax. It woold then 
appear that he was shifting a part of the burden of the tax on to his employee. 
and .. nother part on to his customers. B~t tho appearanco would be illusive. 
The tax did not give him. any new power to gain by raising his chargee. It wu 
alway! open to him to raise his price, to stint his production. and to take 
advantage of his diminished need for labour to force down wagea temporarily 
at least. He did Dot take that oourse, 00ca0Be on the whole be reckoned the 
price a1.ready 040880 to be the mOlt advantageous to him; and the tax if im
movably fixed would have made no alteration in any of the data on which he 
founded tha.t conclusion. The only obo.nge made by it was to give him a motive 
for impelling hia ouat.omcn and his omployeea to inter,·cno between him and the 
Publio Treasury. 

1 The observations in the previous footnote apply to this caae alao. The 
anwytiaal aide of the lubjeot of this Seotion is developed with numerical and 
diagrammatio illuatratioDl in my P,im;iplu. V, llV, and io. the oorreapon<ling 
Ma.thema.tioal AppenwOQr, 
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2. I1lfluences 1(·hich va,";ous tkgrees of monopolistic ad- llI, D, a 
val/woe may exert on tlte dish'ibntion of the bu.·den of the 
gellcml costs of a busincss amQng the se1Hwal g"OOpS of its . 
pmducts. 

We must here revert to the consideration that, when a 
business produces more than one thing, the costs which are 
incurred on account of each several process of production cannot 
be definitely ascertamed. The costs in view in such a case are 
not the prime or .. out of pocket" expenses, directly incurred on 
account of a particular small order or contract. They consist 
of a share of the general costs of the business; due provision 
bei!lg made for keeping the plant in full repair and of suitable 
capacity for ito work. ' 

We have seen' that, when the common costs of a group of 
products are so intimately associated, that each of the products 
can be produced to good advantage only in association with some 
o.r all of the others, then the problem is assimilated ill some 
degree to that of .. joint products," such as mutton and sheeps' 
wool, the production of which cannot be separated; though the 
relative proportions of the several products may be varied. In 
this ease the distribution of general costs becomes somewhat 
arbitrary. But the economy of producing (or marketing) ta
gether several difierent products, which can conveniently be. 
handled .. in common" by the same plant and organization, 
though often considerable, is seldom over-mastering. Con
sequently, if anyone of those who produced several varieties of 
such geods were to try to place on anyone variety much more 
than its due share of the general costs of his business, he might 
probably find pimsel£ undersold by someone who specialized on 
that variety. Therefore the freedom which he has in distributing 
those costs, though real and important, is rather narrowly 
limited: he cannot afiord to leave out of mind the principles ac
cording to which the general costs of a business are ordinarily die
tributed among its various products, nor to depart far from them. 

The monopolitit is bound by no such fetters. He may indeed 
need to watch the prices of products which, though difierent 
from his, might displace some of them, if his were not easily to 

I Abo ... n. J, II. 
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III, U, a be had: but in the main he has to consider only how to increase 
the amount by which his own net profits exceed those of or4inary 
businesses. 

Let us take tbe case of an absolute monopoly, which has 
already established its market, and has no exceptional reason 
for sacrificing present income for the sake of a distant future. 
Of course its owner will not undertake any new outlay, unless 
he has a fair prospect of recovering it with at least normal 
profits from the .ale of his products. First let us suppose that 
the outlay is expected to improve their quality, and to enable 
him to charge higher prices for them, while maintaining or 
perhaps even increasing their sales;'he will then consider which 
groups of them can bear the greatest incr ..... in price without 
considerably checking demand; and he will make them carry 
the chief part of the expenses of his new outlay. If, through 
politic&! or other pressure, he is prevented from raising the price 
of anyone, he will conclude that he must throw a larger share 
than he would have wished on other products; or, in an extreme 
case, abstain from the projected outlay. 

Let us now pass to an absolute monopolist who has reason 
to believe that he may greatly develop the market for some of 
his products by selling them a good deal below the prices, at 
which they would yield him the largest net revenue in the 
present. He may of course reckon that, with a larger output, 
he will have lower costs of production per unit; .0 that ere 
long the prices which will yield him the maximum net revenue, 
will be as low as, or even lower than, those which he is now 
chargibg. (Thus the price policies, which he adopts for difterent 
products, are partly dependent on one another, If he receives 
less than he expected from one product, he may be unable to 
sacrifice as much immediate revenue for the sake of future 
gains, as he had proposed: and he may raise some of his other 
prices.) Similarly, if a tax were imposed on one of his products: 
he would then be likely, in effect, to throw more of the burden 
of the general costs of his business on other products') 

1 If the tas:ed product were a .. joint produot" in the D&lTOwest UIe of the 
term with 8Qme other that he made; then the leaeening of the aale of the tint, 
cauaed. by the tu., would tend to dimi.niab hiI output of the MOUnd; aud he 
would almon oortainIy ..we the prioo 01 tha~ 
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The conditions which may call for such action on the part of III, n, 3. 

an ahsolute monopolist are indeed rather infrequent: that is 
not of much practical importance, becanae absolute monopolies 
are rare. But such conditions are common in the much more 
numerona group of conditional monopolies. For suppose a 
steamship company, or a large manufacturing company of any 
kind, has attained a conditional monopoly in a certain ar.... It 
will consider the danger that the high aggregate profits which 
it is making on its business as a whole, are likely to tempt new 
rivals into its area. If a new tax or some constrictive regu-
lation is imposed on one group of its services or products, it 
may assume that potential rivals would make account for like 
treatment, and regard the prospecta of making high profits on 
a competitive undertal'ing as less bright than before: and in 
';"nsequence it may probably raise its charges for some services 
or products, that are not affected by the new legislation, a 
little nearer to the levels, which would give the maximum net 
monopoly revenue. Of course it would not raise them above 
those levels. 

( More complex iBBUes are raised when a monopolist's product 
i. sold in several markets, in some of which the demand for it 
is elastic, and in others inelastic: for h. bas stronger inducements 
to lower his price in the former than in the latter. Again, one 
of two markets, otherwise similar, may be at .. much gr ... ter 
distance than the other; and, if his own charge is the same for' 
the two markets, the price of the product when hearing high 
costs of carriage may be almost prohibitive; though the lower 
price at "'Ilich tbe nearer market obtains it may not be too 
high. This is one of several caus.s, legitimate and ille~itimate, 
making for price-discriminations in monopolistic policy.) 

3. Unequal or "discriminating" charges for the 8a_ 
goods or services delivered under diJJsimilar conditions mfly 
be a part qf a reasollable, alld even qf a constructive poU{"y: 
bllt the lille qf demarcation bettoeen tltese alld others, 'whic1t 
aim at tlle destrudima qf incoll"OIIw..t rivals, is often !tard 
to be dra",". 

So far it has been assumed that the monopolist sells to all 
purcbasen at the same price. But it may he that his gooda or 
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Ill, n. 8. services are in such urgent demand from some groups of well·to
do customers that their purchases will be but little diminished 
by a great rise of his prices. Meanwhile other groups may be 
unwilling or unable to make considerable purchases at any but 
a low price: they may have convenient acc ... to some tolerable 
substitute; or they may be relatively poor, or finally have 1\0 i 
great occasion for the things be offers. Unequal conditions of . 
these kinds are to be found in connection with tbe retail supply 
of ma.ny classes of goods. . . . . ; 
(. In such cases it is generally the rich, who are charged the' 

higber prices. But in large commercial transactions, especially 
in regard to transport services, any difierential treatment that; 
is made, is likely to be in favour of tbe more powerful customers:' 
and this fact has contributed largely to a hostile attitude towards: 
railway discriminations generally, whicb was very prominent not' 
long ago, and has considerable strength still.l 

This attitude in its tum has fostered tbe opinion that if a 
railway, or other partial monopoly, were forced to cbarge the 
same price to all, that price would be lower than the average of 
its charges had beenwben it was free to vary tbem 'to suit its 
own advantage. There are some cases in which this result would 
follow. But in otber cases the monopolist would simply dispense 
with tbose of his sales, wbich could only be made at a low pri~e:, 
witb tbe result that some of his customers would be seriougly 
prejudiced; and the uniform price, which he cbarged, would. 
probably be higher than the average of those whicb he bad 
previously charged. 

Whether the first or the second of these results follows, 
depends on the relative capacities of the markets for which he 
judges high prices to suit bis purpose the better, and those fore 
which he prefers low prices. For instance, in rural districts the. 
only good artificial light to be had is that of mineral oil; in
urban districts where gas or electricity is accessible, scarcely! 
anyone would wie oil if it were dear. If then the supply of oil 
were in the hands of a monopolis~ who was able to discriminste, 
he would charge a high price in the first set of districts, and iii 

low price in the latter. If he were prevented from discrimi· : 
nating he would consider w hetber the custom of the urbBII: 
districts Willi worth retaining at the coet of charging II low price I 
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in the country. This would depend on the volume of the urbau Ill, n, s. 
demand; and on the relation between the low price, which alone 
it would bear, and his costs. If the' urban demand at a price 
considerably above cost of production were very great relatively 
to that of the country, his single price would be a low one. If 
not he would prefer enles in the country at a price which gave 
him a large margin of profit; and, abandoning urban markets, Iie 
would charge a higher price than if he were able to discriminate. 
l But unfortunately a discrimination, which belongs to legiti

mate constructive buainess, is not always capable of being dis
tinguished clearly from one, which is strategic and may involve 
danger to the body politic. A strategic discrimination nearly 
always has some constructive value; and its apologists naturally 
put this into the foreground. It often happens that they alone 
have the knowledge required for assigning to these two elements 
their true relative values. The public, in doubt, may be com
pelled to acquiesce in some discriminations, the real purpose of 
which it suspects to be destructive: while it must prohibit others 
that may be constructive under some circumstances, hut also 
may be applied to evil uses by routes wbich it is not easy to 
trace'.) 

This matter is becoming increasingly serious with the con

I This difficulty may be illustrated by lUI 6xtraol; from the Report of the 
Commissioner appointed in 1004 to inquire wbether the great firm. engaged in 
Lhe beef induatry had been acting in violation of the publio interest. He refers 
to the charge th.t they h&d injuriowtly undersold local dealers in am.&l.l towns 
by 8J:coptional priC8I at the &oa800 when the 10061 supply was largeat; and 
givea (pp. 80, 81) Mr J. Ogden. Armour'. defenoe;-"On account of local 0011-
ditiotul we have frequently been obliged to aeIl meat produota-at a 1081 in certain 
.&otions for cert.e.in periods of time in order to keep our branch house. limning. 
There are, for insta.noe, certain market. in Ohio whioh, during part of the 
year, &re aupplied largely with 1000.1 oattle grown in the neigbbourhood. Of 
uooeaaity the prioea .. t th .. t time &re not good, and the volume of our busineaa 
ill cut down. We nevertheleu oontinue to aeU lOme beef, becalUB we ha.ve our 
in\'eat.ment there and a etall of mem, 10 that the expeIllle gOel on constantly, 
&hd becaU18 we have .. oertain line of trade which we muat keep on our books. 
We oa.nnot cloae up one month and open the following with any IUCoeaa. The 
pro.otice of eelling at leu tha.n COlt hu not been pursued in any oaae with a 
view to obt.a..ininc: .. virtual monopoly of the supply of any meat product, nor has 
it in any oaee re.ulted in MOUring to thie oOinpany any moh monopoly in any 
part of the oountry." No one oan queetion the pri""/fIC~ validity of the 
dt>fence: but thG118 who have auffered from the undenelling while not definitely 
usert.ing that .. a virtual monopoly" has been aimed at, ma.y dQubt whether 
the obittf motivOli of $he underaelling h.ve been made publio. 

".LT. 
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III, II," tinual growth of vast capitalistic aggregations. Thus, returning 
to the case of mineral oil, let us suppose. that the greater part of 
the trade in it throughout·a large district had fallen into the hands 
of a company, which desired to make its monopoly complete. 
It might watch for the appearance of competitors with small 
means; and if allowed to discriminate it might destroy them by 
eelling at a very low price in their immediate neighbourhood. 
But it could not afford to adopt this price everywhere: and if 
forced to maintain a single price (after dlle allowallce for differ
ences in coats of delivery), it would reach nniformity by ceasing 
to eell any oil at a very low price: that is, by raising the average 
price of its sales. And yet this result might be more in the pnblic 
interest in the long run than that which would follow !tom opening 
the door to malignant discrimination; which might begin by 
suppressing nascent competition, and end by raising prices 
generally, though not necessarily to a nniform level, throughollt 
the whole district_ 

4. TM reiatio7J8 between two monopolies eacI. of wh if:/i 
is dependent on the services of tlie other_ Buyers' monopolies. 
Loeal and other partial mOlwpolies in lIIultiple owners/iip_ 

If the product of each of the two monopolies is oseless 
without that of the other: if each is absolutely free from the 
competition of any possible substitute, and the owner of each is 
ahle and willing to wait for any length of time; then there is 
no poasible issue to the contest between them for the UPF 
hand; unless it be found in the good nature and sense of one or 
both. This case has, of COUl!le, little practical interest: for the 
shortness of human life, the changing conditions of demand, and 
the development of technique have nearly always loosened some 
one or more of the foundations of any conflict between mono
polists, which has appeared to have no solution. Nevertheless 
any such contests which appear likely to last long, may be of 
public concern, and give occasion to anxious thought on the 
part of responsible statesmen. 

It is customary to regard the employer as the buyer of 
labour, and the employee as the eeller of it. But a well-known 
boast of exceptionally powerful trade-union officials is that they 
practie,U1y control their whole industry, and allow the employer 
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just as much as they consider necessary to keep him at his work: 
they claim to be the buyers of the employer'. services. The 
industry is of course dominated by long established routine:· 
a similar boast could not be made in an industry, in which no 
moderate success could be obtained by an employer, who lacked 
the faculty and the opportunity for constant readjustmenta of 
his methods, and for casting away plant which became- obsolete 
long before it was worn out. 

This illustrates the principle that when the services of two 
sets of people are required for producing a certain result, and 
neither can be turned, to any considerable use unless it has 
the aid of the other, then it is a matter of small importance 
which of the two receives the price for the common product, and 
pays the other for his share of the work. What is important,· 
is the question which of the two is in the better position for 
bargaining. 

Again a railroad serving a purely agricultural district of 
a new country, must look to freights of farm produce as its 
main source of revenue; while thll farmers arll dependent on 
sales, which they cannot make without the aid of the railway, 
for the whole reward of their labour beyond their own food .. 
If the railway is strong and uncontrolled, it may in effect say 
to the farmers either, .. We will sell to you or to any purchaser 
from you, our services at rates that will leave you a bare living," 
or .. We offer you a price for your produce, which will give you 
a living. If you refuse it, we will not carry your produce a' 
any rate which it can bear." The results are the same in the two 
cases, though in the one case the railroad appears as a monO
polistic seller and in the other as a monopolistic buyer, In 
either case it would probably have the upper hand, because it 
could afford to wait. 

If, however, the farmers were able to combine and make a 
railway to reach the ocean, or navigable water leading to it, they 
might send their produce to markets hitherto inaccessible to 
them: and, acticg in combination, they might refuse to buy any 
transport from the railway (or, which comes to the same thing 
ultimately, to sell any produce to it) except on terms only just 
sufficiently fav01ll'8ble to it, to keep it in business. 

Again, consider o&rtels, each of which controls a stage of a 
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single branch of production: as, for instance, that of drawing the 
wire of which wire nails are made, and that of making the nails. 
in this case it is possible for those engaged in either stsge to 
undertake the other also.( Movements of this kind are going on 
in all countries, hut especially in Germany: they indicate that, 
though the buyer generally has the upper hand of the dealer 
in the ordinary course of trade, a combination of sellers fre
quently dictatea terms to a combination of buyers: and, if the 
buyers are not ultimate consumers, the public may suffer· a 
two-fold burden. ) . 

This leads to the remark thatl if each of two monopolies 
is essential for the performance of a given public service, and if 
there is no chance that any effective competition will be offered 
to either, then it is generally in the public interest that they 
should be amalgamated) For when separated, the benefit of any 
outlay, made by either for the improvement of its efficiency, will 
accrue partly to the other, until new terms for the division of 
the earnings of their joint work have been agreed on: whereas 
a single monopoly would get at once the whole reward of its 
enterprise: 

Monopolies of this class are, however, seldom as absolute and 
permanent as they appear; and it may be important in the public 
interest that doors should be left open for the appearance of 
competitors. Suppose for instance that a line of steamers runs 
between two ports, each of which is served by ouly one railway: 
the immediate effect of a purchase of the steamers by one of the 
railways might probably add to the efficiency of the service 
without any increase of cost; and, possibly even at a lower cost. 
But yet such a purchase might in the long run be contrary to 
public interests, unless Government· exerted a strong influence 
on the railway to prevent it from making harsh use of its mono
polistic power. In the long run, it might have been better that 
the steamers, in independent hands, should have offered induce
ments to a second railway to make connection with them at th" 
same, or some other, portl. 

1 The. Railway Act of 1854. olause SO. ordered that a railway company. wheD' 
authorized to set up a line of steamers. should be required to charge the same 
{area to puaengel1l OD the stenmers. who traveUed by rival lines. IB it charged 
to it. own paaaengen: IoD.d the Aot of 1883. clAuae 30. authorized any port-
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Sometimes a conditional monopoly is held, not by a single 111, I~ '

owner, but by a group of owners; who may act sometimes inde· 
pendently of one another, and sometimes in more or less stringent 
association. (Many such mtmopolie8 in muUiple ownership. are 
local:' others are national, and they will call for careful study in 
cOnnection with the policies of international trade. Others are 
based on common interests in some branch of industry or trade; 
which is indeed open to all, but is yet a partial monopoly for. 
the time at least of those actually engaged in it. The most 
prominent instances of these are cartels, the members of which 
act in unison. But there are other cases of monopolies in multiple 
ownership; where the bond of union is very slight. They are 
largely associated with localized ownership of property: taxes 
(orrates) levied on them are often spent maiuly for their benefit, 
and are not "onerous"~ something is said about them in 
Appendix L. But an imaginary illustration, more appropriate 
to this chapter, may be given here. 

Suppose that there are several pat;.;nts, all about equally 
effective for making a thing; and that there is no good method 
available for making it, which does not infringe one or more of 
these patents: also that the various patentees do not agree 'On 
terms of fusion. Each might look to get a certain monopoly 
revenue in excess of normal profits on his capital (remuneration 
for his own work being included); and push the s8Jes of his 
goods at the expense of his rivals. If the industry yielded a 
more than proportionate increase of product to increased labour 
and capital, the well· known conditions of unstsble equilibrium 
would IIrise: each would hope by inoreasing his production to 
undersell his rivals. and thus gain the power of still further 
underselling them with increased profits to himself. Thus, 
from a purely abstract point of view. it would appear that the 

authority to cia. hearing of the Dbarge that the railw.y company. 01' oom~ 
plUlies, whioh served it, plaoed it at .. disadvantage .. compared with an,. 
other port served by the a&m.e oompany or companiaa. 

A IOmewhat limilar critical. can arilel when the produeu of one plACe 
A, can be belt marketed at another pt..ce, B. on the aame railway. Then the 
oarrl('lrl &re likely to ... y that u the value of their .,moe" ill shown by the exce811 
of the B priccta of those producta over the .A pricea: while tradertl will justify 
their B price. by referent'e to tho olU'l'iera' oharges. Circular reuoWngi of thiB 
kind will be found to add to the inherent difficulties of mUlY problema of 8eDli
mODopoliMJ.o produotion, trading Uld tran.port. 
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lII,n,4. strongest competitor would ere long outbid all his rivals by 
selling close to mere cost of production, or even below: and 
reducing the problem to one of simple monopoly. But, in the 
real world, increase in the size of a business goes with incresse 
of age, which is often a source of manifold weaknesses; and no 
violence is involved in supposing that severaJ firms with about 
equal economies of production remain in. competition. Then if 
II tax fixed in amount were levied on each business, the burden 
of the tax would remain on it, provided of course the tax were 
not su.flicientIy heavy to put a stop to the, business: and the 
SlIme would be true of a tax proportionate to the net monopoly 

, profits of the bUBiness. On the other hand a tax proportionate 
to the amount produced, or to the gross receipts of each business 
would diminish production; and parts of the burden of the tax 
would be shifted on those who bought the product in question, 
and on those who produced the materiaJs and plant needed by 
its producers. 


